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1   **** *year_1977 *date_1977-05-17 *place_Amsterdam
2   
3   
4   EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
5   
6   Information> R • D SERIES: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
7   
8   Nr. 1
9   
10   On 11:arch 25th, 1976, the Council of the European Communi ties adopted a 

programme of crucial importance to the long-term future of energy supplies. The 
programme covers five years (1976-80) of research and training in the field of 
fusion and plasma physics. But what is fusion, why is it important and how has the 
European Commission acted to promote a joint effort in the member states of the 
European Communities. vlhat is fusion? Existing nuclear power stations produce 
energy through the FISSIOl\ process splitting the nuclei of the heavy atoms

11   uraniun~
12   
13   or plutonium. FUSION, on the
14   
15   other hand, aims to smelt together the nuclei of light atoms such as hydrogen. 

This is the source of the sun's energy. And the fusion experiments now under ltray 
are in essence aiming to harness that almost inexhaustible source of energy for 
the benefit of man. Its importance First and. foremost, successful development of 
the fusion process would mean

16   
17   abundant energy supplies as a consequence of little problem providing fuel. The 

basic reaction cycle of this process consumes Deuterium and Lithium. The first is 
isotope of hydrogen and is found in ordinary water. The second is the lightest of 
all metals and is found throughout the world in rock format iom in virtually 
inexhaustible quantities. A few hundred grams of these elements fuelling the 
fusion process could supply as much energy as thousands of tons of oil or coal 
burned by todo.y's convnetional methods. Taking into account all forecasts of 
future energy needs the importance of this long term solution for Europe hardly 
needs stressing

18   
19   X/326/7G-E
20   
21   -2Besides the wide availability of fuels, fusion energy is safe for man and
22   ~nvironment.
23   
24   In fact, there will be no possibility of uncontrollable growing
25   
26   chain reactions. Any breakdown in the apparatus containing the reacting fuel would 

cause the fusion process to stop immediately. Furthermore, the only radioactive 
material involved in the reactions, TRITINM, will be circulating in a closed cycle 
within the fusion power station. There are no fission products, which

27   reduce~
28   
29   the problem waste, !handling of radio active material
30   
31   can be restricted to the site. The problems Since fusion appears to have so much 

in its favour, it may be asked why it is not already being used in preference to 
other energy sources. The answer is that there are enormous problems to be solved 
before fusion becomes a commercial proposition. The balance of informed opinion is 
that these problems can be solved - but only through an intensive effort over 
decades. For example, pairs of nuclei will only fuse if they are hurled against 
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one another with great force. To produce that collision fierce temperatures of 
between 50 million and 150 million degrees centigrade are needed. Such temperature 
level means that tbe fuel can only exist in a special gaseous state called a 
PLASMA. It also means that no normal container could possibly hold the plasma. The 
walls would simply melt and the plasma would cool down. To solve this problem, 
scientists are probing how magnetism could keep the plasma together and stop it 
from touching the container's walls. In Europe, research centres on the so-called 
"closed configuration" system, in which the plasma is kept in a doughnut-shaped 
vessel called a TORUS. Russion experience played an important role in convincing 
Europeans to investigate in particular a "closed configuration" system called the 
TOKAMAK since the early 1960's. Several Tokamak devices have been built by 
national laboratories in Community countries. But now a huge Tokamak - likely to 
be one of the world's biggest in the early 1980's - called JET (Joint European 
To~s) must be constructed to carr.y fusion research a step further. This project

32   ~s
33   
34   far too massive for
35   
36   any one member country to undertake and is thus ideal for a community effort. (A 

separate information paper is being issued on the JET project.) One other approach 
to the exploitation of fusion power must be briefly mentioned. It involves 
powerful laser beams concentrated on a fuel droplet or pellet to produce a plasma. 
This method is a competitor to the magnetic

37   
38   -3confinement approach already described and is under intensive study in the 

United States and the Soviet Union. The Community will keep in touch with 
developments, but does not plan to give the laser method top priority. Community 
action and the Commission's role The Commission has been advancing programmes for 
common action on fusion since the creation of the European Atomic Energy Community 
(EURATOM). Two five-year programmes were implemented between on a year-to-year 
basis between was agreed to

39   
40   1958 and 1967. Work continued
41   
42   1968 and 1970. Then a third five-year programme
43   
44   1975·
45   
46   The reasons for the Commission's particular stress on joint action in the fusion 

field are as follows: 1) No single member state could provide the necessary human 
and financial resources on its own. 2) A very long term effort is required - 
probably at least until the end of the century. Quick success is not to be expected.

47   
48   3) All member states have growing energy needs and all stand to gain in the
49   long run if the fusion
50   progra.~r.ae
51   
52   is a success.
53   
54   4) The safety of the fusion process is particularly important for Europe, 

considering the high population density and energy consumption pro capite of the 
European countries.

55   The Commission's role is, first, to coordinate the work going on in the different 
fusion laboratories in the member states. (See Annex) A consultative committee for 
fusion composed of responsible officials of Governments participating in the 
programme and of the Commission, has been recently set up to advise the Commission 
on general policy in the frame of nuclear and energy research. Furthermore, there 
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is a Liaison Group, made up of the scientific heads of the laboratories and 
representatives of the Commission, which advises on allocation of funds and new 
programmes. And there is a Committee of Directors, made up of the Directors of the 
laboratories and the Director of the Commission fusion programme, which oversees 
implementation of the whole programme.

56   
57   -4Beyond that, the Communities provide additional scientific and technical staff 

and - not least - make a substantial financial contribution. Between
58   
59   1971 and 1975 the Community provided some 71 million units of account to the 

research effort. This sum went mainly to meet up to 25 per cent of the
60   general expenses of the associated laboratories (salaries, running costs etc) and 

up to 45 per cent of the construction costs of large experiments reccgnised as 
having a special interest for the community. The interest of otlier countries in 
the fusion programme of the Community is illustrated by the recent joining of 
Sweden to this programme and by the wish expressed by Switzerland to join it. The 
new five-year plan The plan proposed to the Council in July JET project. In March

61   
62   1975 continues much of the work
63   
64   undertaken in the previous five years and focuses very strongly on the
65   
66   1976, the Council approved expenditure from the community budget
67   
68   of 124 million units of account to cover: a) Cost of equipment for projects given 

priority status (see below). b) The cost of staff mobility. c) The cost of other 
(non-priority) projects. The priority projects (which the Commission is expected 
to finance at a rate of about 45 per cent) are as follows.

69   
70   Even while JET is being built, experiments will continue on existing Tokamaks and 

two more (medium-sized) may be built. The experience gained will be highly 
relevant to JET.

71   
72   Beta is a measure of how economically the energy creating the magnetic confinement 

system is being used. It could be that present Tokamak designs prove to be 
insufficiently economical. So research must continue on alternatives which might 
prove more effective.

73   
74   This refers to another kind of magnetic confinement system known as a Stellarator. 

It is more difficult to build than a Tokamak but possibly gives
75   
76   -
77   
78   t)-
79   
80   greater flexibility of operation. Work will continue on this during the five-year 

programme although the now abandoned the system.
81   
82   u.s.,
83   
84   which pioneered the Stellarator, has
85   
86   Work must go ahead on ways of heating the plasma to the fierce temperatures needed 

for fusion. One method under study is to inject high energy neutral beams to bring 
the plasma up to the

87   require~
88   
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89   heat.
90   
91   This heading covers such problems as construction and control of power supplies, 

vacuum techniques, selection of materials and so on. Advances in all these areas 
will be needed if the JET project is to be a success. Moreover conceptual studies 
on the design of future fusion power reactors will be carried on.

92   
93   This involves that alternative to the magnetic confinement process already 

mentioned (p. 2) using laser beams to bombard the fuel. The current programme is 
an ambitious yet balanced and realistic plan to keep European fusion research at 
the forefront of development of this new and abundant energy source. With the 
construction of JET Europe will strengthen its leadership in the development of 
controlled fusion and maintain ita position as a valid partner for international 
cooperation. A decision must be taken soon if JET is to be built as hoped in 1980, 
but not just for JET itself. JET is an integral part of a truely European 
programme linking all Community activities into a joint action programme yet with 
an open mind for any exchange of information or even direct participation.

94   
95   -6Scientific Staff 1973-1974
96   
97   Year of Association
98   
99   Associated Organization Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique (France) Comitate 

Nazionale per l'Energia Nucleare, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (Italy) 
:r.:ax-Planck-Insti tut fUr Plasmaphysik (F.R. of Germany) Stichting voor 
Fundamental Onderzoek der :r.1aterie (Netherlands) Ke rnf ors ch U..YlgB anlage (F 
.R. of Germany) Belgian Goverrm1ent

100   
101   Laboratories Fontenay-auxRoses, Grenoble Frascati J1lilan Padua
102   
103   1959
104   
105   114
106   
107   1960
108   
109   1961
110   
111   Garching Amsterdam Jutphaas
112   
113   1962
114   
115   1962
116   
117   JUlich Ecole Royale r-lili taire Universite Libre Bruxelles Culham Riso
118   
119   47
120   
121   1969
122   
123   24
124   
125   1973 1973
126   
127   United Kinedorn Atomic Energy Authority (Britain) Atomenergiekornmissionen (Denmark)
128   
129   167
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130   9
131   
132   Reproduction authorised, with or without indication of origin. Voucher copies 

copies would be appreciated. 6/76.
133   
134   -7-
135   
136   ,......:>
137   )
138   
139   .......
140   
141   ('>
142   /j
143   
144   / i-.
145   
146   '-.
147   
148   ...\;·-:f''-·
149   
150   C)'
151   /
152   
153   (
154   /
155   
156   ~/
157   
158   [)
159   
160   Subscription free of charge by written request to:
161   COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES Directorate-General Information Rue de Ia 

Loi 200 - B-1 049 Brussels
162   
163   
164   
165   
166   
167   
168   
169   
170   
171   
172   
173   
174       Five years (1976-80) of research and training in the field of fusion and 

plasma physics. Information Research and Development No. 1. X/326/76-E - 
Archive of European Integration

175       <!-- padder -->
176   
177   
178   
179   
180   
181   
182   
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183   
184   
185   
186   
187   
188   
189   
190   
191   
192   
193   
194   
195   
196   
197   
198   
199   
200   
201   
202   
203   
204   
205   
206   
207   
208   
209   
210   
211   
212   
213   
214   
215   
216   
217   
218   
219   
220   
221   
222   
223   
224   
225   
226       <!-- padder -->
227   
228   
229   
230      var _gaq = _gaq || [];
231      _gaq.push(['_setAccount', 'UA-30975537-7']);
232      _gaq.push(['_trackPageview']);
233      (function() {
234        var ga = document.createElement('script'); ga.type = 'text/javascript'; 

ga.async = true;
235        ga.src = ('https:' == document.location.protocol ? 'https://ssl' : 

'http://www') + '.google-analytics.com/ga.js';
236        var s = document.getElementsByTagName('script')[0]; 

s.parentNode.insertBefore(ga, s);
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237      })();
238   
239   
240   
241   
242   
243   
244   
245   
246   
247   
248   
249   
250   
251   
252   
253   
254   
255   
256   
257   
258   
259   
260   
261   
262   
263   
264   
265   
266   
267   
268   
269   
270   
271   
272   
273   
274         Login
275   
276   
277   
278   
279   
280   
281   
282   
283   
284   
285                     Five years (1976-80) of research and training in the field of 

fusion and plasma physics. Information Research and Development 
No. 1. X/326/76-E

286                      UNSPECIFIED (1976) Five years (1976-80) of research and 
training in the field of fusion and plasma physics. Information 
Research and Development No. 1. X/326/76-E. [EU Commission - 
Working Document] Preview PDF - Published Version  Download 
(379Kb) | Preview  Export/Citation:EndNote | BibTeX | Dublin 
Core | ASCII (Chicago style) | HTML Citation | OpenURL Social 
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Networking:var addthis_config = {"data_track_clickback":true}; 
More Sharing ServicesShare | Share on facebook Share on myspace 
Share on google Share on twitter  Item Type: EU Commission - 
Working Document Subjects for non-EU documents: UNSPECIFIED 
Subjects for EU documents: Research and Technology Policy  
Nuclear/Fusion EU Series and Periodicals: RTD:Information 
Research and Development EU Annual Reports: UNSPECIFIED EU 
Document Number: Commission X/326/76_E Depositing User: Barbara 
Sloan Official EU Document: Yes Language: English Date 
Deposited: 22 Aug 2013 11:40 Number of Pages: 8 Last Modified: 
22 May 2014 18:31 URI: http://aei.pitt.edu/id/eprint/43209 
Actions (login required)  View Item

287   
288   // <![CDATA[
289   
290           function js_irstats_load_stats(div_id,params)
291           {
292   
293                   new Ajax.Request(
294                           //eprints_http_cgiroot+"/irstats.cgi",
295   "/cgi/irstats.cgi",
296                           {
297                                   method: "post",
298                                   onFailure: function() {
299                                           //alert( "AJAX request failed..." );
300                                   },
301                                   onException: function(req, e) {
302                                           //alert( "AJAX Exception " + e );
303                                   },
304                                   onSuccess: function(response){
305                                           var text = response.responseText;
306                                           if( text.length == 0 )
307                                           {
308                                                   //alert( "No response from 

server..." );
309                                           }
310                                           else
311                                           {
312                                                   $(div_id).innerHTML = 

response.responseText;
313                                           }
314                                   },
315                                   parameters: params
316                           }
317                   );
318           }
319   // ]]>Document Downloads
320   
321   
322   
323   
324   
325   
326   
327   
328   
329   
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330   
331   
332   
333   // <![CDATA[
334   
335   
336           Event.observe(window,'load',function () {
337                           js_irstats_load_stats( 'irstats_graph2', { IRS_epchoice : 

'EPrint' , period : '-12m' , IRS_datechoice : 'period' , 
page : 'get_view2' , view : 'MonthlyDownloadsGraph' , 
eprint : '43209' } );

338                   });
339   
340   // ]]>
341   
342   // <![CDATA[
343   
344   
345           Event.observe(window,'load',function () {
346                           js_irstats_load_stats( 'irstats_graph1', { IRS_epchoice : 

'EPrint' , period : '-1m' , IRS_datechoice : 'period' , 
page : 'get_view2' , view : 'DailyDownloadsGraph' , eprint 
: '43209' } );

347                   });
348   
349   // ]]>
350   
351   
352   
353   
354   
355   
356   
357   
358   
359   
360           Archive Information
361   
362   
363   
364               Home
365   
366                 About
367   
368                 Bibliographic Surveys 
369   
370                 Contributing Institutions
371   
372                 Register
373   
374                 Repository Policies
375   
376                 FAQ
377   
378                 Help
379   
380                 Contact Us
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381   
382   
383             Search and Browse
384   
385   
386   
387                Browse
388   
389                 Search
390   
391                 Latest Additions
392   
393   
394   
395   
396   
397   
398   
399   
400   
401   
402   
403   
404   
405   
406   
407   
408   
409   
410   
411   
412   
413   
414   
415   
416         ULS D-Scribe
417   
418         This site is hosted by the University Library System of the University of 

Pittsburgh as part of its D-Scribe Digital Publishing Program
419   
420   
421   
422         E-Prints
423   
424         Archive of European Integration is powered by EPrints 3 which is developed 

by the School of Electronics and Computer Science at the University of 
Southampton. More information and software credits.

425   
426   
427   
428       Share
429   
430   
431   
432         More Sharing Services
433         Share on facebook
434         Share on twitter
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435         Share on email
436         Share on google
437   
438   
439       // <!-- No script -->
440   
441   
442   
443   
444       Feeds
445        Atom
446          RSS 1.0
447          RSS 2.0
448   
449   
450   
451   
452   
453   
454   
455   
456   
457   
458    AddThisGoogle Analytics
459   
460   **** *year_1976 *date_1976-12-16 *place_Cambridge
461   
462   
463   european community PI~ ESS I~ 1: LJ:J\5 E
464   EUROPEAN COMMUNITY INFORMATION SERVICE
465   2100 M Street Northwest, Suite 707, Washington, D.C. 20037 Telephone: (202) 

872-8350 New York Office: 245 East 47th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017 Telephone: 
(212) 371-3890

466   
467   No. 55/1976 EMBARGO December 16, 1976 20 O'Clock EST 14 O'Clock GMT 15 O'Clock GMT 

+ 1
468   
469   SPEECH BY MR. ROY JENKINS PRESIDENT DESIGNATE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION DELIVERED 

AT MIT
470   
471   Britain's former Home Secretary Roy Jenkins, who becomes President of the 

Commission of the European Communities on January 6, tonight addresses an audience 
at the Massachusetts Institute for Technology (MIT) in Cambridge. The lecture, 
entitled "World Change and World Security," focuses on EC-US relations, internal 
Community problems, and the Community's place in the world. It is Jenkins' first 
public statement on these issues since it was announced last July that Jenkins 
would become the next EC Commission President. (The text is attached to this 
release.) Mr. Jenkins brings to the nine-nation Community's complex economic, 
monetary trade, and employment problems his experience as a reforming Home 
Secretary and, in 1967-70, as Britain's Chancellor of the Exchequer. In 1972, Mr. 
Jenkins resigned the deputy leadership of the Labor Party after it called for a 
referendum on whether or not Britain should remain in the Community. His hopes 
that the British would vote a definite "Yes" were realized, and the 55-year old 
won two major European awards for campaigning for West European unity the 
Charlemagne Prize and the Schuman Prize. Mr. Jenkins is the author of several 
political biographies, including one on the late Labor Prime Minister Clement 
Attlee, whose post-war administration helped build the welfare state in Britain.
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472   
473   Massachussetts Institute of Technology Bicentennial Lecture Series WORLD CHANGE 

AND WORLD SECURITY
474   
475   Address by The Right Honourable Roy Jenkins, M.P.
476   
477   *
478   * *
479   
480   UNITED STATES AND A UNITED EUROPE ARE WE NOW UNCERTAIN PARTNERS ?
481   
482   I come before you tonight as a President-elect. Or perhaps I should say a 

President-designate, for my electoral college, which is as small as that of the 
Nine Heads of Government of the member states of the European Community, does not 
perhaps entitle me to the status of "elect". But in any event I am a President - 
in - waiting, and I shall assume office on the 6th of January next year, which 
will give me a start of 14 days on another much more distinguished 
President-elect. There is little obscurity about the office of the President of 
the United States. But the President of the Commission of the European Communities 
is a mysterious person in a post which for many in Europe as well as in the United 
States is pretty mysterious too. In the course of this lecture I hope to lift some 
of the mystery both about my own future job and the institutions I shall have the 
honour to represent. It will not be easy. Indeed I can hope to do little more than 
give a kind of photograph, taken with a short time exposure, of institutions which 
are evolving even as we look at them. Already they are the subject

483   
484   2.
485   
486   of a kind of folklore and have generated a vocabulary which often obscures rather 

than illustrates. What is a United Europe ? What is the partnership, certain or 
uncertain, which it can be said to have with the United States ? Can the United 
States and a United Europe be regarded as in some way comparable ? What is their 
future ? Have they one ? This is a lecture of less than an hour rather than a of 
several days, and I do not intend tonight to take up more than three themes : some 
history about the relationship between Americans and Western Europeans ; some 
description of the institutions of the European Communities, and their direction 
of growth; and some thoughts about the uncertainties latent in the relationship 
between the industrial societies on each side of the Atlantic. Therein I shall 
express my own best hopes for the future.

487   semi~ar
488   
489   This is a country in which the past has only relative virtue. Until recently at 

least, your eyes have been more
490   focusse~
491   
492   on the future. Nevertheless you are your past as well as your present, and if we 

are to look forwards we have to look backwards as well. The United States is both 
a product of European civilization and a reaction against European society and 
politics. It was created out of a revolt against one European State, although 
aided in that process by another one. It was populated to a large extent by those 
who for reasons of poverty, persecution, or lack of opportunity, wished to shake 
the dust of Europe off their feet. But only in few cases was this accompanied by a 
desire to get their European heritage out of their minds and hearts; rather it was 
to keep Europe as a point of reference in the framework of their

493   
494   3.
495   
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496   new society and cherish it while adapting and to some extent reshaping it in their 
minds.

497   
498   It is not perhaps surprising that one of the basic principles of United States 

foreign policy, at least until 1917, and to some extent well after that, was a 
desire to avoid the entanglements and sophistries of European diplomacy and 
conflict. Nevertheless in this century the United States has fought two world 
wars, entering them both reluctantly but ineluctably, which arose - the first 
wholly, the second principally - from European causes. As a result of the second, 
the position of the United States in the world was decisively changed. Then began 
a quarter century in which the United States had a pre-eminence in the world of 
which Washington was

499   ~ore
500   
501   assuredly its centre than any
502   
503   capital since the fall of ancient Rome. In these post-war years the United States 

held the political balance of the whole world and on the whole welcomed the 
task.American withdrawal in the 1920s had greatly damaged hopes for any long-term 
peace. Such a withdrawal in the 1940s, 50s, 60s would have been still more 
disastrous. It

504   
505   would have meant a fundamental shift in the balance of power towards the Soviet 

Union. It is no wonder that at that time the support of the United States became 
essential to the continued independence and prosperity of Western Europe, that 
most vulnerable peninsula at the near end of Asia. It is likewise no wonder that 
the United States should have become an early, enthusiastic and even impatient 
supporter of the process of European economic and political integration.

506   
507   4.
508   Many needs and motives pushed the United States in this direction: - First there 

was the understandable desire to avoid any repetition of what had happened in 1917 
and 1941. Anything that the Europeans could do to put an end for ever to their 
civil wars which had so devastatingly involved the world in general and the United 
States in particular was obviously a prime American interest. Secondly the 
Americans had their own inner faith in the advantages of union, of federal 
institutions, of what could be forged from the heat engendered by the mingling of 
peoples, traditions, customs and ways of life. In short many Americans saw a union 
of European States on the same lines as the union they had made for themselves. - 
Thirdly there was the understandable feeling that the Europeans should organise 
themselves to use as co-operatively and effectively as possible the massive 
American economic aid which was so generously provided after the end of the last 
war. - Finally there was the strongfeeling, as strong today as ever, that if the 
United States was to take the risk of military involvement in the defence of 
Europe, the Europeans should organise themselves to make the biggest and most 
effective contribution of their own that they could.

509   
510   5.
511   From 1950 or even earlier it was therefore a settled object of United States 

policy to encourage moves towards the integration of Western Europe. The recently 
published memoirs of Jean Monnet are studded with the names of distinguished 
Americans, and not only the most obvious ones who were Presidents and Secretaries 
of State, but men such as Jack McCloy, George Ball, Bob Bowie who were all closely 
and intensively most creative period of European development. involved in this

512   
513   It was not easy. Sometimes the Americans pushed harder than the Europeans, and in 

directions in which the Europeans did
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514   
515   not want to go. Thus American desire for early German rearmement at one time 

endangered the setting up of the Coal and Steel Community, and this danger was 
circumvented only at the price of setting off down what became the dead end of the 
European Defence Community. Much later the project for a Multinational Nuclear 
Force also proved an unfortunate diversion.

516   
517   But I mettion these exceptions only to prove the rule : the consistency of United 

States support for the European idea. It is in some ways paradoxkalthat what was - 
and is - an essentially political enterprise should have been pursued by largely 
economic means. This has simply been because it proved easier to make the Coal and 
Steel Community and then the European Economic Community than to make a European 
Defence Community or a European Political Community. But we should not be 
deceived. The European founding fathers -

518   
519   6.
520   
521   Robert Schuman, Adenauer, de Gasperi, Paul-Henri Spaak - were always more 

interested in politics than they were in products and markets. They might have 
echoed the sentiments of Gladstone when in his thirties he became Vice-President 
of the Board of Trade : I wished to concern myself with the great affairs of men, 
and insteadhere I am set to look after packages.

522   
523   But the Europeans made a good job of looking after packages, and soon realised 

that the loom of trade made a tissue which included supranationality, and itself 
became, as it remclins today, one of the great affairs of men. This point was 
perhaps better understood in the United States than in Europe itself. Quite often 
moves towards economic

524   
525   integration were against the short term trading interests of the United States, 

although the immense growth over the period of wealth and stability of the 
European market benefited world trade and in general/therefore the United States. 
Happily for us all, there was almost invariably in Washington a willingness not 
only to take a long-term economic view but also to see that the political 
advantages of having stable, prosperous and united allies far outweighed any 
short-term economic inconveniences.

526   
527   7.
528   
529   Then there was the problem of Britain. consist of the Six or of a larger number?
530   
531   Was Europe to
532   
533   In the 1950s and
534   
535   60s the debate in Britain was about whether British relations with the countries 

of the Continent should be more akin to those of the United States with them or to 
their own with each other. The attitude of both the Attlee Government and of the 
second Churchill Government which followed, thus spanning the crucial decade 
1945-1955, was firmly in favour of an American style relationship. Ernest Bevin, 
Foreign Secretary in the Attlee

536   
537   Government, was one of the architects of the North Atlantic Treaty, but kept 

Britain out of the European Coal and Steel Community. Anthony Eden, Foreign 
Secretary in the second

538   
539   Churchill Government, tried to encourage the creation of a European Defence 
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Community without Britain (although eventually committing British troops to 
Germany for the rest of the century), and tragically declined to be represented at 
the Messina Conference which led directly to the Treaty of Rome. These were the 
days,

540   
541   much more than in the 20s and 30s, when the British saw themselves as the meeting 

point of three circles: the Commonwealth, the North Atlantic, and Europe.
542   
543   This view of ourselves, however understandable at the time, represented a gross 

over-estimate of British power and British options, and turned out to be a source 
of misjudgment and misfortune for ourselves and our allies. It might have been

544   
545   8.
546   
547   expected that these illusions would have been punctured by the failure of the Suez 

adventure of twenty years ago this autumn, and to have led to the abandonment of 
the idea that we were a kind of mini United States off the coast of Europe. thus 
have moved towards Europe itself. effect in the longer term. We might

548   
549   This may have been the
550   
551   But in the shorter one the failure
552   
553   of Suez affected the two countries most concerned - Britain and France - very 

differently.
554   
555   The British, chastened and a little guilty, drew the conclusion that however 

unhelpful Secretary Dulles
556   
557   and even President Eisenhower might have been, the main lesson to be drawn was 

that no more enterprises were to be attempted without the assured support of 
Britain's principal ally. Hilaire Belloc's words: "keep a-hold of nurse, for fear 
of finding something worse" became for most of the next decade Britain's motto for 
dealing with the United States. At the

558   
559   beginning there was even some attempt to give new life to the old special 

relationship; but by the end nurse had become too preoccupied with her own affairs 
and too bespattered by the dirt of Vietnam to give even starched reassurance.

560   
561   In France the reaction was quite different. less guilt and more anger.
562   
563   There was
564   
565   The lesson drawn there was not to When
566   
567   trust the Americans and probably not the British either.
568   
569   General de Gaulle came to power 18 months later, this turned into an intransigent 

but successful pursuit of French independence, with "the Anglo-Saxons" (that 
curious mythical people)

570   
571   9.
572   
573   kept as far as possible at arms' length.
574   
575   This conjunction of Gaullism in France and Macmillanism in Britain created 

delicate temptations for the United States. There was of course the temptation to 
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play one off against the other. There was also the more subtle temptation to abandon
576   
577   faith in the idea of a united Europe and work bilaterally through the individual 

European governments. these temptations were resisted. On the whole
578   
579   Of course some bilateralism
580   
581   continued, as it still does, and is bound to do so long as European institutions 

remain imperfect. But no-one doubted
582   
583   that the Americans wanted both the enlargement and the strengthening of the 

European Community. Knowledge that this was so was
584   
585   deeply reassuring to those who like myself had the same beliefs. Even those 

opposed had to reckon with it. This point is well
586   
587   illustrated by the fact that when Hugh Gaitskell, then leader of the Opposition in 

Britain, made what I regard as the one major misjudgment of his career and opposed 
British entry into the Community in 1962, he thought it necessary to write in his 
own hand a 13-page letter of justification to John Kennedy.

588   
589   10.
590   
591   He did what he believed to be right, but he knew it would in Washington not be 

well receivedjand thought he had better explain himself.
592   
593   Those anxious and disagreeable days are done. The European Community now comprises 

both the original Six and the new Three, including Britain, who joined in 1973.
594   
595   I now want to say a word about that Community and its institutions, and the way in 

which they are evolving. Before doing so I give a warning. As I have already said,
596   
597   it is extremely easy for Americans, particularly in their Bicentenmal Year, to see 

an analogy between the United States of America and the uniting states of Europe. 
This

598   
599   is a temptation which should, I believe, be resisted: not because there is nothing 

in it, but because it can lead, like many historical and political analogies, to 
misleading hopes and expectations. In this year of 1976, Americans

600   
601   have probably thought more about their origins than at any time for a century, and 

have better separated the fact from the fantasy of what happened two hundred years 
ago. by inadvertence As much

602   
603   as by deliberate intent, and with many deep
604   
605   misgivings, a group of remote colonists, united by language, custom and the land 

on which they lived, threw off the authority of a mother country which was itself 
divided by the constitutional issues at stake. The new country thus

606   
607   begun had more than a century in which to develop in
608   
609   11.
610   
611   relative peace, protected for the most part by the British Navy from uncomfortable 

involvement in the affairs of the rest of the world.
612   
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613   Contrast this with the origins of the European Community. common: The original Six 
had one unhappy thing in

614   
615   they had all been defeated, and in many cases They had also been forcibly united
616   
617   devastated, in war.
618   
619   for four awful years under the domination of Adolf Hitler. Their first thought was 

to unite a third European civil war. to prevent at all costs
620   
621   But as their prosperity re-
622   
623   turned, they became more conscious of their historical roots, their different 

languages, habits of thought and way of life. The recovery of Europe as a whole 
meant a

624   
625   recovery in the self-confidence of the participating states. Thus what happened 

was in a way the reverse of Suppose that Massachusetts had
626   
627   what happened in America.
628   
629   been the only British part of America, a.1d that New Jersey had been Dutch, Rhode 

Island Flemish, v{rginia German, Georgia French and Maryland Italian, and that 
each had proudly retained the traditions of its homeland, how difficult, if not 
impossible, would have been the elaboration of a federal constitution of anything 
like the kind which was eventually established. the riches of Europe; This very 
diversity is one of

630   differen~
631   
632   but it has required looser,
633   
634   mechanisms which cannot readily be compared with your own.
635   
636   12.
637   
638   The constitution of the European Communities is the Treaty of Rome as subsequently 

amended. This
639   
640   constitution represents a balance between respect for the powers of the member 

states and the grant of a limited measure of supranationality in economic and 
judicial matters to the institutions of the Communities. main institutions were 
set up. to say about each of them. Four

641   
642   I shall have something
643   
644   First there is the Commission of which I am to be President. It is the executive 

body of the Communities
645   
646   and is responsible for ensuring that the principles of the Treaty are observed and 

for initiating proposals for adoption by representatives of member states sitting 
together as the Council. In proportion to its responsisome 10,000 people

647   
648   bilities the Commission is very small:
649   
650   of which about a third are concerned with interpretation and translation. At its 

head are thirteen Commissioners,
651   
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652   two each from Germany, France, Italy and Britain, and one from each of the other 
members. They are chosen by member by common accord governments/but each has to 
swear an oath to be guided only by the European interest rather than that of his 
own country. Their decisions are by majority vote.

653   
654   Then there is the Council, the principal decisionmaking body which is responsible 

for co-ordination of the general economic policies of member states. The Council
655   
656   13.
657   
658   consists of representatives of each member government, and the chairmanship moves 

from one countrv to another every six months. All important decisions are by 
unanimity.

659   
660   The Commission and the Council are placed in a state of what has been 

appropriately called creative tension.
661   
662   Next there is the European Parliament which has advisory and supervisory powers, 

and meets eleven times a, year for about a week at a time. Its committees also
663   
664   meet between Sessions. At present it consists of members designated by parliaments 

of member states, but the firm intention is that elections to the Parliament will 
be by direct universal suffrage from 1978 onwards. This will be only 26 years after

665   t~e
666   
667   creation of the first Community -
668   
669   the Coal and Steel Community - whereas it took the United States 136 years to 

achieve them for the Senate. The Parliament gives opinions on proposals of the 
Commission, debates the activities of the Community, and reviews a general report 
submitted annually to it by the Commission. More important is its power to review 
the annual budget and to compel the resignation of the thirteen members of the 
Commission.

670   
671   Finally there is the Court of Justice, composed of nine judges appointed for 

six-year terms by common accord of the member states. The primary function of
672   
673   14.
674   
675   the European Court is to ensure respect for the Treaty and interpret the law of 

the Community. Its judgments
676   
677   are legally binding throughout member states, and can over-ride national law and 

bring national states to book. Not so well-known are the powers of the Court to 
guarantee or improve the position of individuals, and protect fundamental human 
rights.

678   
679   Beside these four pillars of the European Communities the Commission, the Council, 

the Parliament and the Court has grown up another more flexible institution 
outside the scope of the Treaty. This is European po1itical

680   
681   co-operation, and represents an attempt to co-ordinate the foreign policies of the 

Nine member states towards the outside world. secretariat It has no permanent 
staff and its

682   
683   simply consists of national officials which Thus the
684   
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685   change every six months with the chairmanship.
686   
687   caravan moves from capital to capital of the Community. Nevertheless this is a 

field in which considerable progress has recently been made. As one example, 
unanimity amongst

688   
689   the Nine has been achieved in over 80 % of votes at the United Nations. You will 

recall that the attempt to create
690   
691   a European Defence Community failed, but that the European Economic Community 

succeeded. European political
692   
693   co-operation is perhaps the embryo of the European Political Community without 

which the European Union, to which member states eventually look forward, could 
have no meaning.

694   
695   15.
696   
697   These institutions have filled their functions unevenly over the years. As a 

bureaucracy the Commission What is not always
698   
699   has had its successes and its failures.
700   
701   understood is the extent to which it has been the protector of the weaker member 

states against the stronger ones. It
702   
703   is in fact the instrument of the Community, and the means by which its policies 

are put into effect, whether, for example, the common agricultural policy, the 
common It is like-

704   
705   commercial policy, or anti-trust legislation.
706   
707   wise the manager of vast funds, those required for directing the agricultural 

market, and the Regional and Social Funds, both of them redistributive of wealth 
between the different parts of the Community in intent and effect. Finally it

708   
709   provides an administrative framework for the coordination of the economic and 

monetary policies of the participating states. It will be evident that its 
possibilities for growth,

710   
711   as common action is called for in new fields, is theoretically limitless, but it 

is at once the creature of the Treaty and the servant of the Council. Needless to 
say it comes into

712   
713   conflict from time to time with the member governments, which like all 

governments, are jealous of their powers.
714   
715   Hence the importance of the Council where the Commission proposes and the Council 

disposes. The Council
716   
717   16.
718   
719   meets at the level of Ministers of Foreign Affairs, but there are specialist 

Councils as well, where such Ministers as those of Agriculture, Finance or the 
Environment can come together.

720   
721   Recently summit meetings of Heads of Government of the Community have taken place 
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on a regular basis and are known,somewhat confusingly, as European Councils. The 
advantages of such meetings are obvious, but the disadvantages less so. European 
Councils provide an

722   
723   all too convenient means for Ministers of Foreign Affairs not to take the 

decisions themselves but to refer them to their Heads of Government; and so far 
the Heads of

724   
725   Government meetings have often been too informal to produce the real results now 

required of them. Whether
726   
727   for this reason or for others the normal Councils have in the last few years lost 

some of the impetus, the accommodating spirit, the readiness to take decisions 
which characterised the Councils of the first few years in the life of the 
Community. The requirement of unanimity on all matters

728   
729   of importance has laid an inevitably deadening hand.
730   
731   If the Commission has sometimes been too bureaucratic and the Council too mindful 

of national interests, the Parliament,
732   t~rough
733   
734   no fault of its own, has not
735   
736   yet succeeded in achieving adequate power of democratic
737   
738   17.
739   
740   control.
741   
742   I believe that the recent agreement on direct
743   
744   elections by universal suffrage will eventually give the Parliament a new and 

different role, although direct elections will not mean any formal increase in 
powers.

745   
746   Parliaments have always been keenly interested in the problems of financial supply 

and control of the budget. The role of the European Parliament in helping us to 
tackle the problems which now face the Community - from the size and purposes of 
the budget to the lack of economic balance between the member states - may prove 
to be crucial. But again it will not be easy. National parliaments are and a whole 
new

747   
748   in no hurry to give up their powers;
749   
750   balance of democratic power within the Community will eventually have to be 

established.
751   
752   Finally in this section a word on the European Court. Here there are remarkable 

possibilities for growth.
753   
754   The powers of the Court are more formidable because it is in effect, although 

international, a judicial organ of each member state and its decisions are 
directly enforoeable The implications go very far for those used to the doctrine 
of absolute parliamentary sovereignty - which is particularly so in Britain, where 
the somewhat extreme position of Dicey has long held sway. To take one example, an 
individual
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755   
756   could invoke its decisions on equal pay for equal work if he found that British 

legislation on these points did
757   
758   18.
759   
760   not go as far as that of the Treaty of Rome.
761   
762   I think
763   
764   that even Americans, used to their own Supreme Court, would be startled by the 

potential powers of the European Court. The best American analogy would be to
765   
766   have the Equal Rights Amendment automatically becoming part of the law of the 

United States by virtue of a judgment of the International Court of Justice at The 
Hague. In due course the European Court may play as formative

767   
768   a part in the history of Europe as Marshall's Supreme Court played in the 

early/middle history of the United States.
769   
770   It will be clear from all I have said that although the European Community in its 

various aspects has economic, political and judicial reality, it is very far from 
complete. Moreover the relationship between the

771   
772   Community and its member states is constantly shifting. It would also, I am 

afraid, be a mistake to think that the construction of the Community may be slaw 
but is always advancing. I do not think that any part has'yet been

773   
774   demolished, or that work in this area or that has been more than blocked. But the 

Community has faced, and now
775   
776   faces, very serious problems.
777   
778   Tonight I shall mention only one of them:
779   
780   the
781   
782   economic capacities of the member states, far from reaching
783   
784   19. a rough equivalence, have recently become more markedly divergent than ever 

before. Four years ago the small
785   
786   countries feared the dominance of the four large ones: Germany, France, Britain 

and Italy. Two years later
787   
788   there was fear of two large countries: Germany and France. Now Germany is alone in 

a position quite different from the others. A number of ideas are under discussion 
for

789   
790   righting a disequilibrium which no one wants, least of all the Germans. All these 

ideas would if applied require
791   
792   discipline and sacrifice on the part of those who have dropped behind. I do not 

know whi-ch will be adopted.
793   
794   But I do know that if this fundamental problem is not faced the effect will be 

that of an earth tremor on a half built house.
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795   
796   It would be tempting for the United States to think it better to leave the 

Europeans to put their affairs in order and develop the new institutions which I 
have described, and deal for the time being with the familiar governments of the 
member states. It is not necessarily

797   
798   easy to conduct business with an institution which so evidently has scaffolding 

still round it, when fierce argument comes from within, where parts seem half 
built and others half used, where the telephone system does not seem to be fully 
installed, and where sometimes even essential services do not seem to be laid on. 
Yet this

799   
800   20.
801   
802   would be a great mistake.
803   
804   At least most of the building
805   
806   is in good working order, and is stronger than it sometimes looks. And the view 

from the top, to which men of
807   
808   vision occasionally mount, reveals far horizons.
809   
810   I do not want to numb you with figures but one or two statistics about the 

Community and the states which comprise it will give you an idea of its scope and 
potentialities. In 1975 the total population was just short of

811   
812   260 million, against 212 million for the United States and 110 million for Japan. 

Its gross domestic product
813   
814   was $ 1,362 billion against $ 1,505 billion for the United States and $ 491 

billion for Japan. The volume of
815   
816   its imports (excluding trade among its members) was
817   $ 155 billion against $ 97 billion for the United States
818   
819   and $ 58 billion for Japan;
820   
821   and the volume of its exports
822   
823   (also excluding trade among member states) was $ 150 billion against $ 108 billion 

for the United States and $ 56 billion for Japan. Thus you will see at a glance 
that the European

824   
825   Community comprises an immense population, a gross domestic product almost as 

great as that of the United States, and a volume of imports and exports which make 
it decisively the largest trading unit in the world.

826   
827   21. No wonder that Governor Carter recently wrote: "United States-European 

relations is at the heart of
828   
829   u.s.
830   
831   foreign policy.
832   
833   In economic policy, their
834   
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835   cooperation with each other and with Japan is necessary both to their prosperity 
and to the progress of developing countries; growing European unity can help to 
fulfil this promise." He later added: "Europe will be better able to fulfil its 
role in US-European-Japanese cooperation in the degree that it can speak with one 
voice and act with one will. The United States has sometimes seemed to encourage 
European unification with words, while prefering to deal with national governments 
in practice. I believe

836   
837   that we should deal with Brussels on economic issues to the extent that the 

Europeans themselves make Brussels the focus of their decisions."
838   
839   I much welcome these words.
840   
841   They represent a challenge
842   
843   to the institutions of the Community and the Member States to rise above their 

various national problems and difficulties, and to negotiate with the strength 
which only unity can give them. •

844   
845   The European Community is more than the sum of its parts;
846   
847   and it is generous as well as sensible of the new United States President to have 

given the Europeans the encouragement he now has.
848   
849   22.
850   
851   I say sensible as well as generous because the Community, with all its 

imperfections, is gradually asserting greater weight and authority in the world. 
In Europe itself

852   
853   the community has acted as a political as well as an economic magnet. four The Six 

original members were joined by the Three Around this central nucleus is a web of 
nearly

854   
855   years ago.
856   
857   association agreements with all the free countries of Europe. Greece is now 

negotiating for membership, and Portugal is not far behind. Spain may follow, and 
also Turkey. The Community

858   
859   has also drawn closer to such countries as Yugoslavia and those on the Southern 

and Eastern shores of the Mediterranean, and through its mechanisms of political 
cooperation is engaged in a dialogue with the Arab world, where it has still 
greater economic interests than the United States. It is in the process

860   
861   of working out new economic relations with the countries of Eastern Europe and the 

Soviet Union, and of course played a major role in the Conference on Security and 
Cooperation in Europe, which led to that charter of hope for all Europeans on 
either side of the post-war dividing line: the Helsinki Declaration.

862   
863   Looking beyond the frontiers of Europe we can see the network of agreements with 

the 49 African, Caribbean and other countries comprised in the Lome convention. 
The Community thus

864   
865   has an intimate institutional relationship with a large number of countries in the 

third world, and is the source of more trade
866   
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867   .23.
868   
869   and aid than the United States itself.
870   
871   Looking still further
872   
873   afield, it has a particular relationship with the Chinese People's Republic, which 

was the first c:ommunist country to accredit an ambassador to the Community in 
Brussels.

874   
875   I need hardly say that t.'1e very success of the Community and its members in the 

fields I have described is of vital concern to the United States. It means that 
the Europeans

876   
877   have been taking on an increasingly important part of the burden of responsibility 

for the maintenance and development of the democratic industrial society we have 
in common. It means that

878   
879   in the eyes of the third world there is more than one source of western power, and 

that on the international as on the national scale we practice what we preach 
about plurality of choice. do not deny that in another sense the growing weight of 
the European Community can complicate life for the United States by adding a new 
dimension of difficulty and argument, and by bringing new and sometimes divergent 
interests into play. But I have no I

880   
881   doubt that when these considerations are weighed against each other the balance is 

overwhelmingly positive for the united States. The world can now be a less lonely 
place for a country with the power and responsibilities of America. I have not so 
tar spoken of the problems of defence. Like the Pope the Commission nas no 
divisions. Nevertheless

882   
883   the defence of Europe cannot be dissociated from the recovery
884   
885   24.
886   
887   of Europe and the growth of the new European institutions. I have already referred 

to the failure of the proposal for a European Defence Community in the 1950s; and 
there are cf course many practical objections to reviving such an idea now. 
Perhaps the fundamental point is that the proper unit of defence is not Western 
Europe or the Europe of the Community but the North Atlantic area as a whole. 
Western defence is at present

888   
889   organised in a way which respects the specifically European as well as the broadly 

Atlantic aspect. Thus there is our joint
890   
891   membership of the North Atlantic Treaty, a more restricted membership of that 

strictly practical European defence association the Euro-Group, and the still more 
restricted membership of the Western European Union which involves its seven 
signatories in the most binding commitment into which any state can enter: an /It 
automatic commitment to mutual defence.is much tighter than the North Atlantic 
Treaty. If these perspectives are to change,

892   
893   and change they may in the years to come, I think that the main agent of change 

will be the need for the Europeans to integrate their own defence industries, to 
standardize equipment among themselves and within the Alliance, and to establish a 
more even partnership, each making its due contribution, with the United States.

894   
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895   The more powerful the European Community becomes, the
896   
897   25.
898   
899   greater its capacity to be a worthy partner of the United States. This is as true 

in the realm of defence as it is in any other. The converse is equally true. If 
the Community were to fall

900   
901   apart and the national states were to go their separate ways, the capacity of the 

Europeans to contribute to the common defence and play the greater role which 
should surely come to them over the years would be gravely prejudiced. NATO came 
before the

902   
903   Community, but I doubt very much whether it could now survive the disintegration 

of the Community. And the Community's
904   
905   relationship with countries at present outside its bounds - with Greece, Turkey, 

Spain and Portugal in particular- can have considerable impact on the political 
orientation of those countries.

906   
907   So far the partnership across the Atlantic has been unequal. In many respects it 

remains so. To that extent it
908   
909   remains an uncertain partnership, one with immense possibilities for the future 

but one which could still go wrong.
910   
911   I deal first with the economic aspects.
912   
913   Here there is a This
914   
915   very lopsided balance of trade in favour of the United States. is not perhaps 

surprising. self-sufficient in
916   
917   Unlike the Community the United States is and does much less trade
918   
919   most raw materials
920   
921   with the outside world.
922   
923   The American consumer tends to buy American And foreign
924   
925   more than the European consumer buys European.
926   
927   26.
928   
929   competition is more deeply embedded in our home market than it is in yours. 

Moreoever we manage our agricultural market
930   
931   in a different way, and in certain cases give preference to agricultural products 

from the countries with which the community has institutional links or come under 
the Generalised Preference Scheme.

932   
933   Never theless the United States has an enormous trade surplus with the
934   Corr~unity
935   
936   (in 1975 it was over US $ 6 billion and in Even in the
937   
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938   1976 will probably run to over US $ 7 billion).
939   
940   field of agriculture alone the United States had a surplus of US $ 4.5 billion in 

1975. That is hardly a picture of a There has
941   
942   trading relationship with a protectionist Europe.
943   
944   been, is, and I imagine is always likely to be, some commercial friction between 

such giant economic entities as the United States and the Community; but I hope 
some of the issues over which our negotiators contend will find their solution in 
the Multilateral Trade Negotiations which we would like to see completed by the 
end of next year. Certainly if we even got near to a

945   
946   trade war with each other there could be only one certain result: great damage to us
947   bot~
948   
949   and in the present fragile state of Let us have
950   
951   world trade, great damage to the world as a whole. greater mutual understanding.
952   
953   Trading means buying as well as
954   
955   selling, and in a political as well as an economic perspective a grossly unequal 

balance of trade is not in the long run tolerable to either partner across-the 
Atlantic.

956   
957   Z7.
958   It is sometimes said that the Communtiy is an economic giant but a political 

dwarf. This is half-true, but only to The United States,
959   
960   the extent that the Europeans make it so.
961   
962   I suspect, sees no Political Community in Europe in the way that is sees an 

Economic Community. This is illustrated by
963   
964   the fact that the limited and strictly economic term Common Market is almost 

invariably used in this country. You may notice that I have not used it once this 
evening. There is

965   
966   That is at once natural and purposeful for me. of course a Common Market in Europe.
967   
968   But there is an attempt at,
969   
970   and half a reality of, something much deeper, and that mixture of reality and 

aspiration is far better expressed by the term European Community. I hope that 
phrase will pass into wider use

971   
972   in this country, for phrases have a power that is more than purely desciptive. And 

it would be ironical and perverse
973   
974   if leaders of United States opinion, which for a generation has been attracted by 

the political unity of Europe, were So long as the
975   
976   now to discount that aspect of the enterprise.
977   
978   Economic Community is a flourishing concern, there is a certain logic driving its 

members towards at least political cooperation and perhaps one day a Political 
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Community; but if the Economic Community looks sick and the economics of its 
member states diverge, so the machinery of political co-operation looks sick too, 
and co-operation, let alone anything more ambitious, becomes increasingly hard to 
attain.

979   
980   28.
981   In this respect I would like to make a simple plea to Europeans and ffinericans 

alike. It is that President Carter's
982   
983   words to the effect that Europe would be better able to fulfil its role if it 

could speak with one voice and act with one will should be heeded by all. I 
include Americans in my plea because one

984   
985   if the United States searches for one European voice and
986   
987   European will, it will be more likely to find them than if it prefers to look for 

nine European voices and nine European wills. · It will be interesting to see how 
the

988   fort~cming
989   
990   economic summit
991   
992   meeting, recently proposed by President Giscard d'Estaing of France, and now 

widely supported, is organised on the European side of the triangle of United 
States, Japan and Western Europe.

993   
994   The words of the Gettysburg address are I suppose almost the most overworked in 

the American branch of the English language. They could not be quoted straight. 
But I am

995   
996   occasionally tempted to paraphrase them into a modern European context. "Two 

decades and a few years ago our fathers brought forth upon this continent a new 
Community, conceived in hope and dedicated to the proposition that all European 
nations depend for their strength, security and prosperity upon each other. Now we 
are engaged in a great trial of will, testing whether that Con®unity or any 
Community so conceived, can long endure."

997   
998   We do not of c6urse have the challenge of a European civil war. Those wars are, I 

hope, behind us. But we do have the
999   
1000   threats of inertia, parochialism, narrow nationalism and,
1001   
1002   29. through misplaced and unimaginative caution, standing still when immobility is 

a much greater risk than moving forward. I
1003   
1004   think we can overcome these dangers.
1005   
1006   If I tmught otherwise, But it
1007   
1008   I would have not bave taken on my new assignment. will be a struggle.
1009   
1010   Walt Whitman wrote much nearer to the
1011   
1012   Charles River than Abraham Lincoln spoke.
1013   
1014   "Have the elder races faltered, Do they drop and end their lesson Over there 

beyond the seas?"
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1015   
1016   he asked nearly 100 years ago.
1017   
1018   My answer to-day is No .
1019   
1020   We are engaged on an enterprise
1021   
1022   even more difficult and complicated than your own two hundred years ago. We need 

understanding more than help, patience
1023   
1024   more than pressure to act in ways which may not be our own. The result can be of 

vast benefit, not only to us but to you. The more equal the partnership between 
the United States and the uniting states of Europe the better for both, and longer 
it will endure. the

1025   
1026   **** *year_1977 *date_1977-01-11 *place_Luxembourg
1027   
1028   .
1029   
1030   ~.
1031   
1032   ADDRESS BY 1HE RIGIIT HONOURABLE ROY JENKINS, PRESIDENT OF TIIE CGfvliSSION OF THE 

EUROP~"J CG1MUNITIES, TO TilE EUROPEAN PARLIAME.l\JT
1033   LUXEMBOURG - WESDAY 11 JANUARY 19 77
1034   
1035   Today is both an intimidating and a moving occasion for me.
1036   
1037   Over
1038   
1039   a long span in national politics I have devoted much of my energies and invested 

most of my political capital to and in the cause of European unity. I have done so 
instinc~fo/ely because I felt it in my bones ·

1040   
1041   to be the most worthwhile cause to lvhich a European citizen could apply himself. 

But I have constantly been able to fortify this instinctive
1042   
1043   belief with the intellectual cement of seeing in detail how few problems we are 

any of us able to solve on a purely national basis. Despite this deep,'" 
long-standing and active cormni tment ·to the European cause, I have never worked 
closely within the Community. I recall a remark of Winston Churchill's.

1044   institu~ions
1045   
1046   of the
1047   
1048   When asked
1049   
1050   what '\'ias his relationship with the Church of England, he said:
1051   "l. could hardly be called a pillar of the church.
1052   
1053   I ant
1054   
1055   more in the nature of a buttress. it from the outside."
1056   
1057   I have supported
1058   
1059   This being so, I now enter the portals with sane hwnility towards those who have 

long worked within, but also with the complete commitment and determination which 
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is necessary in order to undertake any great job. I am also aware of coming from 
outside in another sense. I

1060   ~~
1061   
1062   the
1063   
1064   first President from a country which was not, alas, present at the creation of the 

original Six. heart of Europe. Britain may still in some ways appear remote from the
1065   
1066   But Britain is now decisively a part of the Cormnunity, It That
1067   
1068   the decision confirmed by an overnhelming public vote 19 months ago. was the most 

recent great popular victory won by the European cause. should not be forgotten 
either in Britain or elsewhere.

1069   
1070   I do not, hmvever,
1071   
1072   /intent
1073   
1074   - 2-
1075   
1076   intend to be a British President. I intend to be a European:hesident,. I do not 

.of course wish to deny my national origins. Anyone who attempted
1077   
1078   to do that ~would be a narrow man, with at least one dimension lacking. He would 

also be a foolish man, particularly at a time when the des±re for local cultural 
identification, erupting within national states but in no way necessarily 
contradictory to the broader European concept, is taking on a fresh force 
throughout many of the Community countries. We are all of us in large part a 
product of our national cultural linguistic and political background. That is one 
reason why we are able talk-about the richness and diversity of Europe.

1079   As a result we all
1080   to
1081   
1082   want our countries to benefit from the success of the Community.
1083   we are at a delicate hinge.
1084   
1085   But here
1086   
1087   To wish to benefit from the success of the But what is quite different and-highly
1088   
1089   Community is a good thing.
1090   
1091   undesirable is constantly to try to strike a narrow arithmetical .balance as to 

exactly hm.,r much day-to-day profit or loss each country is getting out of the 
Community.

1092   ·--
1093   
1094   The Community is not a betting-shop or a
1095   
1096   lottery-stall into which one takes one's stakes and hopes .to came away -with more 

than one went in, but knowing always that the pool is fixed, that
1097   -I;
1098   
1099   nothing can be created therein,.and·that a.gain can therefore only be at the 

expense of another member's loss. Such a narrow approach would soon
1100   
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1101   recoil on the head of any nation, rich or poo;:, which attempted to live by it. 
The Community can and must be more than the sum of its parts. It can create

1102   
1103   and give more than it receives, but only if the Member States, peoples and 

governments alike, have the vision to ask what they can contribute, and not just 
what they can get. I also come before you as a politician_,: a Minister 
intermittently over a span of 12 years, a parliamentarian continuously over a span 
of 29. do not think that is a bad thing. The Connnission should be a political 
/rather than I

1104   
1105   - .)
1106   
1107   rather than a technocratic body, constantly aware of the public impact of its 

proposals but combining vision with practicality, efficiency with humanity. The 
diversity of our backgrounds and experience will

1108   
1109   strengthen and broaden 'our ability to do the job before us. The Commission must 

also work most closely with the Parliament. No
1110   
1111   doubt we shall have disputes, but we ·are on the same side. Although we have 

thought it right in this Commission to desgnate a Member with Special 
Responsibilities for Relations with the Parliament, we. should all have close 
links with the Parliament, and be prepared to answer to you for our various 
resp?nsibilities. We should none of us shelter behind an intermediary.

1112   
1113   Apart from the Commissioner with Special Parliamentary Responsibilities, the 

Budget Commissioner, as has been historically the case with evolving Parliaments, 
may well develop an especially close relationship. demands a concentration of 
attention. His portfolio

1114   
1115   That is why we have not associated But the lead in I shall
1116   
1117   it with a totally disparate one, as was previously so.
1118   
1119   relations with the Parliament must be given by the President.
1120   
1121   endeavour to give that lead, and to establish close relations with ·the political 

grortps within the Parliament•. We are a coalition Commission, as is wholly right, 
at least at the present stage of development. ·therefore need to be a coalition 
rather than a partisan President. be a partisan only for the unity of Europe. I 
attach the highest importance to the prospect of direct elections. Europe is a 
political enterprise, which we have so far endeavoured to advance by mainly 
economic means.

1122   It
1123   
1124   I shall I shall
1125   
1126   •
1127   
1128   is concerned with the hearts of men and women Let us manage the packages well
1129   
1130   and not merely with the management of packages.
1131   
1132   as we have mostly but not invariably done in the past, but let us never forget the 

purpose and the obj ec_tive. We must therefore greatly welcome For
1133   
1134   the introduction of this new political dimension of universal suffrage. the target 
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date to be missed would be a major setback.
1135   
1136   The responsibility
1137   
1138   on any country which impeded this development would be heavy and damaging. /The 

election
1139   
1140   - 4-
1141   
1142   The election of the Parliament will not in itself, give greater legal powers. But 

it will have greater moral authority. I believe that the best
1143   
1144   contribution that the new Commission can make towards this. beneficent transition, 

which will make a dramatic divide in its four-year lifespan, is to anticipate it: 
to get used to treating the present Parliament I intend from here forward to 
inject into

1145   
1146   as it will treat the new one.
1147   
1148   our consideration of any proposal we put forward to the Council.the systematic and 

serious consideration of whether it is one for which we
1149   \
1150   
1151   can reasonably expect the support of a majority in this Parliament. So, allowing 

for the pull of leadership as well as the response of democracy, do enlightened 
national governments behave. We will do the same. · I have emphasised the high 
priority I This,

1152   int~nd
1153   
1154   to give to Parliament.
1155   to
1156   
1157   the first occasion on which I address you, is the right moment
1158   
1159   unkefhat emphasis clear.
1160   
1161   But I shall also be addressing you next month on the That
1162   
1163   occasion of the presentation of the Programme of·the Commission.
1164   
1165   speech is obviously the one in which I should go into the detail of the policies 

whi~h the Cormn~S§~pll intend to puriJs'f. Nonetheless, I should like,
1166   . ,·:::.
1167   
1168   ....
1169   
1170   ···
1171   
1172   ..
1173   
1174   at this time, to set out some indication of the direction in which I believe both 

the Commission and the European Community should be pointing. I most naturally 
start with the distribution of portfolios in the new Coonnission. In taking the 
decisions of the night of 6/7 January, the Commission has sought both to give 
emphasis to some developing and crucial policy areas, and at the same time to try 
to bring, where possible, greater coherence to certain key functions. First, all 
the information activities of the Commission have been brought together under no/ 
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authority as President. It is, I believe, of
1175   
1176   fundamental importance, especially in the lead up to Direct Elections, /that the
1177   
1178   -5that the informative role of the Commission should be seen to have and receive a 

single clearly collegial sense of direction and purpose. -1 This can best be done 
by the President, and I am determined to try to ensure a vigorous presentation to 
the public of the Commission's activities. Secondly, over the lifetime of this 
Commission, the Community will be making decisions about those countries which 
seek membership. This

1179   
1180   is a key task and the questions inherent in the further enlargement of the 

Community are so important that we have thought it right 1o make it a priority 
task of one Commissioner. But we have not approached

1181   
1182   the creation of this portfolio for special responsibilities solely on the basis of 

a single policy issue. There is a real need for a
1183   
1184   senior Member of the Commission to be in a position to take on and concentrate on 

a wide and changing range of vital ad hoc issues of this sort. Thirdly, the 
portfolio for Employment and Social Affairs provides for a. greater concentration 
on the problem of unemployment, especially

1185   • ... -. . ·-,-·.-->· .....::·,·
1186   
1187   of structural unemployment, which confronts all member countries, even the most 

economically successful of them. To ensure that the
1188   
1189   Commissioner responsible for these tasks can operate on broad enough canvass, we 

have linked the Tripartite Conference with this portfolio. Fourthly, there is the 
closely related issue of the manner in which the various financial instruments 
available to help correct imbalances within the Community are administered. There 
has been too great a

1190   
1191   tendency to see the various Community funds in isolation one from the other. The 

policy in relation to them should be seen and coordinated
1192   
1193   as a whole. /Finally,
1194   
1195   -6Finally, we have decided greatly to reorganise the area of. the Internal Market and
1196   Indu~trial
1197   
1198   Affairs by bringing· the
1199   
1200   ex~ sting
1201   
1202   Direct®at&s
1203   
1204   General together and placing them together under the authority of a single Member 

of the Commission. Industry throughout the Community is under-
1205   
1206   going a sustained period of rapid structural change and it is therefore
1207   important that the Commission services dealing with industry should l:J!a brought 

under one hand and organised as rationally as possible. These are the principal 
changes in the shape of the portfolios by which we have sought to emphasise the 
priorities as we now see them. BUt there is one other aspect which, although it is 
most clearly embedded

1208   
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1209   in a single portfolio, is a theme which should run through all Commission
1210   responsibilities. the interests of The Community is designed to protect and 

advance its citizens. Policies to safeguard the producer That balance
1211   
1212   !!!
1213   
1214   need to be balanced by policies to safeguard the consumer. bas not always been 

struck in the past.
1215   
1216   This means that we should give
1217   
1218   greater weight to the protection of the consumer as well as to that of the 

environment in which we all live. The Common Agricultural Policy
1219   
1220   can serve as an example.
1221   
1222   ~In
1223   
1224   the difficult times which lie ahead, the
1225   
1226   Commission must work to maintain and improve the Co.mmon Agricul tura.l Polioy. 

But I believe we can best do this by showing clearly that it can serve the common 
good j,n providing stable supplies of food at reasonable prices as well as stable 
markets for an efficient European agricultural system. In short, we must seek to 
ensure that the Europe of the Community,

1227   
1228   and especially the Commission which is its servant, is seen to have, and
1229   has in fact, a human face which individual citizens in Member States can both 

recognise and trust. /The previGUS
1230   
1231   -7The previous Commission under the dedicated leadership of
1232   Fran~ois-Xavier
1233   
1234   Ortoli, has had to operate for three quarters
1235   
1236   ~f
1237   
1238   its which
1239   
1240   mandate under the pall of the most discouraging economic we have known for a 

generation. defended the citadel. some successful
1241   for~s
1242   
1243   ~eather
1244   
1245   In this climate they have brilliantly
1246   
1247   They have even with great courage and skill made out of it, particularly, but not 

exclusively,
1248   
1249   in the area of relations with the outside world, both developed and developing. 

But essentially they have had to live in winter quarters. But
1250   
1251   I do not yet feel any benign stirring of the breezes of spring.
1252   
1253   what I do feel is that there comes a time when you have to break out of the 

citadel or wither within it. That time is now ver,y close upon us. The Member 
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States have
1254   
1255   Nor are the omens necessarily unpropitious. recently gone too much their own
1256   w~.
1257   
1258   They cannot possibly congratulate
1259   
1260   themselve~
1261   
1262   upon the result.
1263   
1264   One aspect of the result has been a greater sense·. of apprehension, a greater 

sagging of hope, than Europe has experienced since the beginning of its post-war 
resurgence. to listen

1265   t~
1266   
1267   Out of this morass they
1268   
1269   m~
1270   
1271   be more inclined
1272   
1273   Community proposals for the future, provided they are And across the Atlantic
1274   
1275   cogently, firmly and selectively presented.
1276   
1277   we have a new President who has made it clear in his public statements that he is 

anxious to work in partnership with Europe as a Community. But what this will mean 
in practice and how effectively we can have a c;,\ V\. (7'.1 ~ relationship across 
the Atlantic will depend essentially on how seriously we take ourselves as a 
Community. pre-requisite for the reactions of others. The logic of working 
together must be clearly argued. The 25 years

1278   Our
1279   
1280   own attitude is a
1281   
1282   up;to the end of 1973 were among the most stable, prosperous and hopeful in the 

whole long histor.y of this continent. about this achievement. But there is a 
paradox

1283   
1284   Precisely because we became so prosperous and
1285   
1286   enjoyed such a degree of political stability, we came to take them for granted 

/and to forget
1287   
1288   - 8-
1289   
1290   io· forget that the foundations on which they rest are in reality
1291   mremely fra.gj,le.
1292   And we
1293   m~
1294   
1295   forget also how our prosperity and
1296   w~s
1297   
1298   stability were achieved, and in forgetting, behave in put. their continuation in 

jeopardy.
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1299   
1300   which will
1301   
1302   The truth is that the prosperity and stability which Europ& enjoys; toda3 is in 

large measure due to the vision and statesmanship of those who created the 
European Community in the late forties and

1303   Bu~ fift~es.
1304   
1305   if our children are to enjoy comparable prosperity and stability in
1306   
1307   the l'980s and 1990s this generation will have to display the same vision allld1 

statesmanship as did our predecessors. It is easy today to think
1308   
1309   m
1310   
1311   terms of anniversaries.
1312   
1313   It is 30 years since the first stirrings
1314   
1315   of the modern EUropean Movement.
1316   
1317   It is 25 years since the Coal and It is
1318   
1319   &'teal Community took up its tasks in this City of Luxembourg.
1320   
1321   20:' years since the signature of the Treaty of Rome.
1322   
1323   It is also easy·
1324   
1325   to'· praise the great names of the past, a.nd praises they certa±nly deserve.,.,
1326   
1327   Yet I believe that· our duty today is not to invoke history, but· t;o. s:ttart 

once again to make it: not to praise famous men by sitting idl;t
1328   
1329   on the scaffolding of the half-finished building and' drinking toasts
1330   to) those who laid the foundations so well.
1331   
1332   The best tribute we can pay
1333   
1334   'boJ them is not to. praise them but to emulate them, to get on with oUI'
1335   
1336   .1Slb and add at least another storey to the building. indafinitelY on the 

triumphs of half a generation ago.
1337   
1338   We cannot live If we do this,
1339   
1340   we will ensure that the idea of Europe means nothing to the hearts of
1341   the young and is only an evocative evening memory in the minds of the middle-aged 

and the old.
1342   
1343   -9-
1344   
1345   We are indeed at a
1346   .
1347   
1348   potential~
1349   
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1350   dangerous junction of generations.
1351   .
1352   
1353   Those who made the Community were mostly well-advanced in life, but they were 

sustained by a great wave of European enthusiasm amongst the young, to whom the 
conflicts and the suspicions and narrow nationalisms of the past were not merely 
repugnant.but almost incomprehensible. It was the older generation who had been 
brought up to hate and distrust those whom they had fought who found it difficult 
to bury the past. Now, if we are not careful it may be the other wcq round. It is 
the

1354   
1355   young who will yawn at Europe and only their elders who will remember its great 

message. That would be a most dangerous balance for the future. be determined to 
avoid it. We must

1356   
1357   And that can only be done by showing that
1358   
1359   Europe has a direot relevance not only to the mechanics of our economies but to 

combatting the uglinesses and frustrations and injustices of ever,ydcq life; and 
relating it too to the transcendent purposes of We must graft the idea of Europe 
into

1360   
1361   world peace and human freedom. the lives of its people.
1362   
1363   No matter how technical are the proposals
1364   
1365   which come before us, the prior question we must ask ourselves is: "How will this 

improve the lot of the European citizen? How in partioular
1366   
1367   will it affect those whose future seems purposeles-s and unrewarding? Will it make 

them more content at work? better chance of finding work? Will it indeed give them a
1368   
1369   Will it give them the framework for more Will it make the individual citizens
1370   
1371   satisfaction in life awcq from work?
1372   
1373   feel that this Europe of ours is not just an affair of professional politicians 

but is a better place to live in, and thus attach the citizens to its higher 
purposes, not as an abstraction, however noble, but as a continuum, extending from 
world influence to job opportunity?"

1374   
1375   /To underpin
1376   
1377   - 10-
1378   
1379   'l'o underpin this public impact· we must of course endeavour. to
1380   
1381   ·end the growing divergence of the economies of the Member
1382   
1383   St~tes.
1384   
1385   This
1386   
1387   c.annot be done overnight or by simple decree.
1388   -~
1389   
1390   And it ce.rta.Jinly ca.nmot
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1391   
1392   should not be done by asking the strong to become less strong and It is no part of 

our business to promote an
1393   
1394   less effectively managed. equality of weakness.
1395   
1396   Common disciplines and learning from success
1397   
1398   .are an essential part of the philosophy of convergence. But on this basis we 

must, like any civilised community, help the
1399   ~er
1400   
1401   members.
1402   
1403   This is in the interests of the strong as well as the
1404   
1405   wek, for if the weak were to fall by the weyside an essential part
1406   fJf the foundation of unity on which the strong have built their prosperity
1407   w~~
1408   
1409   be destroyed.
1410   
1411   Nor should we be too surprised that divergencies
1412   
1413   b.e.ve arisen.
1414   
1415   We would have been singularly lucky if they had not.
1416   
1417   wnat
1418   ~
1419   
1420   greater unity in the world, from the Roman Empire to the United States
1421   
1422   of America, would ever have been created if divergencies were regarded
1423   a recipe for despair? The test is how we face them. Help for the
1424   
1425   we.aker members, provided they are also prepared to help themselves, is one of the 

distinguishing signs of the existence of a community. applies to the community of 
the .family. the state. It

1426   
1427   It applies to the community of
1428   
1429   And it must apply to our Community of European nations.
1430   
1431   The larger the Community, the easier it is for the weaker areas to be neglected. 

We cannot do this without ultimately destroying the Community.
1432   
1433   And in all our activities we must remember our underlying political
1434   
1435   purposes.
1436   
1437   Our means are largely economic.
1438   
1439   But our end is and alwa3s It is to preserve
1440   
1441   has been political.
1442   
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1443   It is to make a European Union.
1444   
1445   and fortify our peace and liberty.
1446   
1447   It is to restore to Europe the
1448   
1449   influence in the world which we have so wantonly thrown aw83 in a /generation o.f
1450   
1451   - 11-
1452   
1453   generation of European civil wars. However great
1454   m~ be
1455   
1456   Much has
1457   
1458   alre~
1459   
1460   been accomplished.
1461   
1462   our present difficulties they are as nothing compared
1463   
1464   with the problem which confronted those who had to build afresh out of the rubble 

and bitterness of the late forties. Let us not bemoan too much. of the size of the 
stakes. Bu.t let us at the same time be aware

1465   
1466   The values of justice for all, individual
1467   
1468   freedom and intellectual integrity, which were the norms of a civilised society, 

and to which can now happily be added a sense of social fairness, are now 
genuinely at risk. There are not maqy countries in the world We represent about 
half of If

1469   
1470   which can be counted upon to sustain them. that number.
1471   
1472   If our Community cannot be made to work, what can?
1473   
1474   we, among the richest and certainly among the most favoured and talented of the 

populations of the globe, cannot learn to work together, what prospect is there 
for humanity? ordinary men and women?

1475   
1476   Or for a decent civilised life for
1477   
1478   There are the stakes and there are the iosues.
1479   
1480   Let us approach them with an awesome sense of responsibility, but also with a 

courageous
1481   
1482   and. determined
1483   
1484   op·timism.
1485   
1486   **** *year_1977 *date_1977-09-29 *place_London
1487   
1488   European Communities Commission Background Report
1489   
1490   20
1491   
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1492   Kensington Palace Gardens London W8 4Q__Q__ Telephone: 01-727 8090
1493   
1494   September 29, 1977
1495   
1496   The speech by the President of the Commission, the Rt. Hon Roy Jenkins, to the 

Food Manufacturers Federation Conference in London on September 27, is reproduced 
here for a wider audience as a background report.

1497   
1498   ISEC/B56/77
1499   
1500   SPEECH BY THE RIGHT HON ROY JENKINS, PRESIDENT QF THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 

COMMUNITIES, TO THE FOOD MANUFACTURERS' FEDERATION CONFERENCE GROSVENOR HOUSE 
HOTEL, LONDON TUESDAY 27 SEPTEMBER 1977

1501   
1502   Theme of the Conference: Title of session:
1503   
1504   "Feeding the Nation"
1505   
1506   "BRITAIN AND WORLD FOOD SUPPLIES"
1507   
1508   I would like to begin by thanking you, Mr President, for inviting me to 

participate in your Conference this year on the subject of food supplies. It gives 
me an opportunity to exchange views with you and your members on a subject with 
which I have necessarily become more familiar since I took up my duties as 
President of the European Commission at the beginning of this year. I have found 
it stimulating to get to know the common agricultural policy in more depth, and 
from a different perspective - I mean from a European point of view, rather than 
the purely British angle. One realises that some of the conventional wisdom about 
the CAP accepted by commentators in Britain - and I mean pro-Europeans as well as 
opponents of the EEC - can be rather shallow and misleading. One begins to 
understand a little better the reasons why the policy has developed in this or 
that particular way over the last decade; and it is only when you understand the 
reasons why things have happened that you can begin to influence their future 
development.

1509   
1510   '
1511   
1512   I .. This
1513   
1514   reflection
1515   
1516   - 2 -
1517   
1518   This reflection leads me to make a couple of prelimina~~ remarks. They may seem 

rather simple and obvious to you, but I believe they are apt to be overlooked in 
discussions about Britain, Europe and food supplies. The first is that the Common 
Agricultural Policy, like other Community policies, is a common policy -by which I 
mean it is a European policy framed in the interests of Europe as a whole. It is 
not framed, and ought not to be framed, in the interests of one particular member 
or group of members. In a sense, the CAP does not really fit the theme of this 
Conference Feeding the Nation. It is more properly about Feeding Europe~· You 
cannot expect· it to be a. J?Oli.cy whim sui.ts the pa.rticula.r · circumstances 
of the United Kingd.Qn\ a:t ever:! tine and place: it wouild be an uncamon policy 
that did that• -There is always going to have to be 9'ive• and ta:ke, there is 
always this broader frame\\Q~:k w~thin_.which Britain ts food requil:enents are 
rret./I I make this point right at the beginning, not in a defensive spirit but 
because I think it is important to remember that there is this broader dimension 
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in which you have to look at EEC policies. It follows too, of course, that now 
Britain is a member of the European Community, your Federation and your members 
have a broader dimension in which to work out your own policies and strategies for 
production and marketing. The other point I would like to mention is that the CAP. 
still " like other Community policies, is/a young policy. It is barely a decade 
since the first EEC regulations concerning food and agriculture came into force 
and they still do not yet cover all the products intended; and as for the 
directives concerning harmonisation of standards and the removal of barriers to 
trade in the food industry, many more of them are, as you know, still in draft or 
on the drawing board than in force. I mention this to dispel the idea that the 
Community system is a monolithic one, which the more recent members such as 
Britain have had to accept int.1;actabJ_e as a kind of;straLtjacket. It is 
continuously evolving, and will evolve to meet the needs of its members and the 
changing economic and social conditions of Europe. It is up to you /to make sure 
that

1519   
1520   - 3 -
1521   
1522   to make sure that you play your proper part in influencing it in the direction 

which you want it to follow, through the work of your Federation, your contacts 
with the Commission, your representations to British ~nisters who participate in 
the work of the Council, and the various other EEC institutions including not 
least the European Parliament which will in future be directly elected. Effect of 
CAP on Food Prices One of the themes of this Conference - and of general political 
debate in Britain during the last year - has been the impact of EEC policies on 
costs and prices in the food industry. It is a subject on which a good deal more 
heat is usually generated than light. Some commentators have captured the 
headlines by producing calculations that the CAP is costing the balance of 
payments £650 million and is adding 50 thousand people to the unemployment 
figures, while others have retorted that the EEC budget has been paying out nearly 
£2 million a day in subsidies for British food imports. Meanwhile others - and I 
think this sometimes includes the Government - have taken refuge in the argument 
that it is no longer possible to say what the costs or benefits are, because you 
cannot guess what the situation would now be if Britain was not a member. For 
myself, I am not going to offer you here today a new set of figures, freshly 
calculated by the Commission's experts, to add fuel to the argument. I am not sure 
that ·this would add conviction or resolve the argurrent. I will simply mention 
that, as far as I can see, the argument has ebbed sorie'dlat, partly because the 
Government has stated clearly that the effect of CAP price increases on the retail 
price index has been extremely small. For example, Mr. Hattersley told the House 
of Commons on 20 June that "of the 17.5% inflation over the last year, about 0.5% 
was caused by the CAP". The reason why the impact on retail prices is about ~% is 
that the effect on food prices is about 2%, and food of course /accounts for about

1523   
1524   - 4 accounts for about a quarter of the index. I would also like to mention a 

recent independent study. which I
1525   tho~ght
1526   
1527   was particularly perceptive and illuminating.
1528   
1529   It was presented to a conference on the food industry earlier this year by Messrs 

Harris and Josling - the former an economist in the food industry and the latter a 
professor of agricultural economics. CAP caused food expenditure and more in 1975 
and 1976''. They concluded that "in aggregate the

1530   
1531   Lin
1532   
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1533   Britai~/ to be less than it
1534   
1535   otherwise would have been in 1973, about the same in 1974, They put these results 

into perspective by remarking that the price effects of the CAP in 1974-76 were 
actually smaller than the British Government•s consumer subsidy programme for 
food. As for the future, they commented that "further price fluctuations seem 
bound to occur, which means that it is likely that, from time to time, world 
prices will generally be closer to, or above, CAP levels than at present." Now I 
am not going to be drawn into a debate about the future course of world prices for 
food. Perhaps Sir George The main things which and that population Bishop, when he 
speaks to you later this morning, will be bolder. He has more expertise on this 
than I have. the level of prices in the last five years; pressure is increasing. I 
know are tbat there have been quite violent fluctuations in According to Mr Robert 
McNamara, the

1536   
1537   head of the World Bank, the present world population of 4,000 million could 

stabilise at 8,000 million in the year 2070 if urgent measures are taken now to 
speed up the decline in birth rates. Otherwise it will hit 11,000 million. Now I 
know that these predictions are extremely speculative - in fact, you only have to 
ask yourself whether any country in the world is politically willing or able to 
double its population over the next century, to convince yourself that such 
forecasts can never come true. But it is obvious that an increasing population, 
with higher living standards, will pose great demands on food resources 
throughout--_ the world. /Alternative Policies for Food

1538   
1539   - 5 -
1540   
1541   Alternative Policies for Food It is against th.at k;i.nd of background that any 

British Government, of whatever political persuasion, has to reflect about th.e 
type of policy to follow for food supplies. If Britain was not a member of the 
EEC, and the CAP did not apply, there would still be the same basic questions to 
be answered: how much food should we produce at home, at what price, and wh.ere 
can we look for continued access to regular supplies from other countries? That is 
the question which has to be answered from the CAP What is the alternative by 
those who say that Britain should withdraw because it is inimical to her 
interests. policy for food and agriculture?

1542   I believe that a number of premises are clear.
1543   
1544   The first
1545   
1546   is that, inside or outside the EEC, Britain would naturally in the second half of 

the 20th century want to expand its ,domestic food production. When one reflects 
that food is one of the biggest single items in the British import bill it is 
perfectly obvious that the arguments of import saving point in the direction of 
higher domestic production. That was,precisely the theme of the White Paper "Food 
from our own Resources" which was published in 1975 by the Government of which I 
was a member: it came, as a matter of fact, just before the referendum on 
membership of the EEC, and it said explicitly that its conclusions held good 
whether the result of the referendum was yes or no. The second indisputable point 
is tht such an expansion has to be financed in one way or another. It does not 
grow on trees, The necessary if I may use that expression in this context.

1547   
1548   capital has to be injected into the farming industry, either directly through 

higher market prices,or indirectly through grants or deficiency payments. No one 
can seriously believe that, if the CAP did not apply, a British Government, beset 
with all the problems of public expenditure, would embark on a new programme of 
deficiency payments. The truth is that agricultural We expansion would have to be 
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financed by higher market prices, with some control of imports so as to put a 
floor in the market. all know that was the way British policy was

1549   ~eady
1550   
1551   moving in the
1552   
1553   l960s, even when our membership of the EEC seemed rather uncertain. /For these
1554   
1555   - 6 -
1556   
1557   For these reasons I :rrwself am convinced that an alternative food policy in 

Britain -would, in essence, be rerrarkably like the one currently in force. Its 
overall irrpact on the costs of the food industJ::y and on prices to ronsl.lJiers 
in the last five years would have been very roughly the sam=, give or take a bit 
more in one year and a bit less in the other. Of course the jargon would be 
different, and there would be different situations for the individual products: 
but, broadly speaking, the government would be following the same general path in 
its food policy and its execution. Take beef, for example, a product where a big 
expansion policy was introduced by the Government in the late 1960s, in the 
interests of import saving. M[nimum import prices were introduced so as to put a 
floor in the market, and this mechanism was replaced by the similar EEC one in 
1973. The expansion policy for beef has been remarkably successful in stimulating 
output: Britain's level of self-sufficiency increased from 77% in 1970 to 94% in 
1977, with imports falling from 326 thousand to 187 thousand tons in that period. 
Indeed, in the European context, the policy has been only too successful: the fact 
that Britain and Ireland taken together had become roughly self-sufficient by the 
mid-1970s was an important factor in the EEC beef crisis. Meanwhile, as you know, 
there was a big surplus on world markets which led to increased EEC import levies 
and restrictions on beef imports into Europe. I am quite convinced that parallel 
action would have been taken by Britain if she had not been in the EEC: indeed, it 
would have flowed automatically from the beef arrangements already in force before 
entry.

1558   further
1559   
1560   Let me /test my thesis by looking at an important agricultural product which is 

not yet covered by the CAP, and where Britain in the meantime pursues her own 
purely national arrangements. I mean potatoes, a product where the aim 
traditionally has been to maintain a high level of domestic production in Britain. 
In this year's farm price review the Government put up the guaranteed price by 
16~% far more than the average increase in EEC farm prices. You may recall that 
under the 1947 Agriculture Act this guaranteed price for potatoes is implemented 
by means of intervention buying, the stockpiling of potatoes, their disposal, if 
necessary, for animal feed after denaturing with coloured dye, /and by a complete

1561   
1562   - 7 -
1563   
1564   and by a complete ban on imports in a normal year. I think you can imagine the 

press reaction if that '"-'Jere a Co:rrmuni ty system propoSed by the 
Corrroission, and not a national system. Since I have mentioned "Food from Our Own 
Resources" you will expect me to say something about the Co~ssion's attitude to it 
- or if I do not, someone will certainly ask me later. There was of course some 
well-publicised . 1 misunderstanding, earlier this year,~lnayresult of a perhaps 
Phrase 1n a unfortunat~/letter which emerged from Brussels· . Let me just say that 
the Commission has no quarrel with the fact that the British Government draws up 
its own priorities and objectives for food and agriculture, and pursues them in 
Brussels. Naturally, like the other Member States, it will try to persuade the 
Community to take the decisions which it thinks are right. But naturally also we 
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expect the British Government to respect Community rules and decisions when they 
are taken. If, in furtherance of national aims, they take unilateral action which 
is contrary to the Treaty - as was, unfortunately, the case with pigs a little 
while ago - it is the Commission's duty to enforce the rules by all the means 
which are available. As a matter of fact, as far as the objectives of "Food from 
Our Own Resources" are concerned, it would be rather absurd to suggest that 
Community rules or the CAP are frustrating their achievement: on the contrary, if 
only Britain took advantage more readily of the opportunities offered - and here I 
am thinking of a more realistic long-term attitude to adjustment of the green 
pound - I cannot help thinking that these objectives would be more easily attained 
by the agricultural industry. Let me add another consideration before I leave this 
question of alternative agricultural policies. As far as imports are concerned, 
Britain must naturally look for dependable supplies at reasonable prices. I 
mention both "dependable" and "reasonable" because they are both important 
factors. The cheapest source is not necessarily the most secure - rather the 
opposite where the world market for food is concerned. In the past we looked 
mainly to the Commonwealth /countries for

1565   
1566   - 8 -
1567   
1568   countries for our regular supplies, and we still have many of these links. food. 

But what membership of the EEC means is that
1569   r
1570   
1571   Britain has constant and free access to European supplies of I am not for the 

moment getting involved in the complications of monetary compensatory amounts and 
related subjects, which are not a small matter. We are actually part of the CAP 
During and Europe in a way which is not try of, say, the USA. of real value;

1572   
1573   the sugar shortage of 1974 this access to European supplies was and I was very 

interested to read only last
1574   baker
1575   
1576   week that a prominent British
1577   
1578   said that, in view of the low quality of the British wheat harvest, "first we 

shall have to look to the rest of the EEC, and secondly to North America" for our 
supplies of grain. Since Britain participates in the Council of Ministers, it is 
able to influence directly the decisions which govern European food supplies to

1579   in~luence
1580   
1581   them far more directly than is the case with any Obviously it is not going to be 

true that
1582   
1583   non-EEC food supplier. production.
1584   
1585   Britain will simply dictate the shape of Continental fod But it is true that we 

now have dependable and preferential access to continental supplies when we need 
them after all, that is what a common market is supposed to be about. Development 
of the CAP I must now try to give you some idea of how I think Europe's food 
policies should, or will, develop over the next few years. I must really speak 
about how they ought to develop, rather than how they will, since it is the task 
of the Commission.ofwhich I

1586   a~
1587   
1588   President, to make proposals:
1589   
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1590   ·it is the Council of Ministers
1591   
1592   Which disposes, and they do not always follow our suggestions. In fact I have to 

say that we need to look again at the existing decision-making procedures, whereby 
important decisions are taken by specialist Ministers in their own specialist 
Councils which are not well suited to taking account of the broader economic 
interests. In the past consumem, food manufacturers and So far as the Finance 
Ministers have not succeeded in bringing their proper influence to bear on the 
agricultural decisions. Commission is concerned, I do not think we do too badly in 
/putting

1593   
1594   -
1595   
1596   9 -
1597   
1598   putting forward proposals which_ re;flect a reasonable balance between the
1599   di.f~erent
1600   
1601   ±.nte;re$ts ±nvol ved. ~
1602   
1603   I know th.at JllOSt
1604   
1605   of you will immediately think of several proposals which you have strongly 

opposed, but by and large I think that the thirteen Members of the Commission, 
with their different portfolios, and points of view, usually arrive at sensible

1606   ~.nd
1607   
1608   ba,lanced, proposals.
1609   
1610   Moreover, as far as the food industry
1611   
1612   .t~s conce;rned, r· we have made some organisational changes within
1613   
1614   the new Co)l'Utlisston in order to ensure that your particular problems are taken 

into proper account. I know that the food industry has had to occupy
1615   it~f
1616   
1617   quite a lot in ·the last few years with the green pound, so that most of you will 

be perfectly at home when I talk about this ima<Jinary currency.
1618   I
1619   
1620   rather wish that it really existed - perhaps It has recently aroused a good if you
1621   
1622   in th_e form of bank notes signed by Mr Gundelach- so that I could hold one up for 

you to see. deal of excitement. It still serves, I think, rather like the
1623   
1624   yellow peril or the red menace, as a useful scapegoat:
1625   
1626   ask the average farmer why he is looking miserable, he will say it's because of 

his low prices caused by the green pound, while the average consumer - a good deal 
more paradoxically - is quite likely to blame the green pound for the increased 
cost of his :food. As you know, the green pound - like the green franc, the gre81 
D Mark and the other green currencies - is the rate /at which

1627   
1628   at which CAP prices are translated into national money in the member state 

concerned. Normally speaking, you would expect this to be done at the current rate 
of exchange on the money markets: after all, that is the rate at which other 
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prices are translated in business and commerce. But it has been accepted in the 
CAP that, when the value of a currency changes quite substantially because of a 
devaluation or a revaluation, the effects need not immediately be passed on to the 
level of farm price support. After all, an overnight change of 10% or more in 
prices is not necessarily a good thing. So we accept - and the Commission 
certainly does accept - the use of green rates and the resulting MCAs as a 
temporary cushion: like the classic device of a transition period, it should allow 
you to move with least pain from point A to point B. The trouble comes when the 
participants in this game are tempted to use the existence of green rates as an 
excuse for never arriving at point B. The consequence of that, in the context of 
the CAP, would be that member states would apply different levels of farm price 
support on a permanent basis - and when the gap between levels is of the order of 
35 - 40 per cent, that is a very substantial difference. Now what is wrong with 
this is not just that it hampers trade and makes life more complicated for you in 
the food industry because of the prolife~ion of MCAs - though that is bad enough - 
and not just that it makes decisions on common prices in Brussels more abstract 
and remote. What is wrong is that if food producers and processors in'the various 
member states receive vastly different prices in real terms, it frustrates and 
makes a mockery of the idea of a common m~~~et with ~qual terms of competition. 
..., • The aim of producing food in the areas of Europe best suited to its 
production - and hence of producing it most efficiently and cl1eaply - is in 
practice abandoned, which means a waste of resources at the European level. For a 
country, a reluctance . to apply up-to-date rates of exchange to the food sector 
means that sector getting out of step with other sectors of the economy - that is, 
in the case of a country like Britain with a depreciated currency, the food sector 
becomes depressed and imports are encouraged, while in a /country like Germany

1629   
1630   -
1631   
1632   11 -
1633   
1634   country like Germany the sector becomes inflated, imports are discouraged and 

exports are made artifically more competitive. It frustrates, in the food sector, 
the natural economic consequences of a devaluation or revaluation. It has, too, 
another less direct but more insidious consequence for Community policies and 
decision making. To the extent that member states focus on th~ir green rate as the 
central instrument in determining the annual prices for food and agriculture, the 
more they are prone to relax their grip on the common prices which are the real 
discipline in the system. It is very tempting to say "well, let's get the 
settlement we want for the green pound (or the green kr¢ne, or the green D Mark, 
or whatever your currency is) and let the common prices take care of themselves". 
i.s

1635   ~atal
1636   
1637   It is tempting for the British
1638   
1639   Government, it is tempting for the othergovernments, but it for the common good if 

the common prices are fixed at a level which provokes an excuse of production over 
consumption which is the inevitable result of such a lax approach. It is perfectly 
understandable and right that a British Government should not want to prejudice 
the results of overall economic policy by a too rapid increase in prices.

1640   a~preciates
1641   
1642   The Commission
1643   
1644   that, and our proposals on the green pound have always
1645   
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1646   t~ied
1647   
1648   to take it into account - including particularly this year But we also have to 

remind the if they deplore
1649   
1650   the impa.ct of the last steps of the 5-year transition under the Treaty of 

Accession. member states that the common prices are their prices, they have 
particiaptd in fixing them from year to year: the consequences of surplus 
production resulting from high prices in the Community member governments must 
make an effort to curb them. If they fall head-over-heels into the green trap, 
they will not achieve the improvements in the CAP which they want. I have gone 
into these matters in some detail to try to explain to you why it is that the 
Commission is in favour of phasing out MCAs and the green pound. It is not because 
they are expensive, or for the sake of some dogma about the unity of the market, 
or in order to pick an argument with the British Government: it is because we 
believe their continuation as a permanent feature is not in the long-term 
interests of Europe or its member states. /Therefore

1651   
1652   - 12 -
1653   
1654   Th_erefo;r;-e you JQUSt exf?ect
1655   
1656   l,lS
1657   
1658   tq continue to r;r;-ess ;l:or
1659   
1660   the progressive abolition of these monetary distortions not of course, overnight, 

but over a reasonable period of ti::me.
1661   ~oreover
1662   
1663   .,.. and this is a matter which goes far beyond
1664   
1665   the field of food and agriculture - we must seek to find ways of curing the 

underlying problem of economic divergence. I myself have become more and more 
convinced that this divergence, and the monetary troubles which accompany it, is 
one of the main obstacles to progress in European unity. But what about the future 
development of the CAP? Broadly It is

1666   
1667   speaking the faults of the mechanisms can be exaggerated. given rise to surpluses. 

Rather the converse: if these
1668   
1669   not the fact of intervention buying or export refunds which has mechanisms are 

sometimes used to an exaggerated and extravagant extent, it is because of the 
surpluses which have arisen. Si3,ying that we cannot develop and modify the 
instruments of the CAP; in particular I am sure that we must try to reduce the 
rigidity of the intervention mechanisms, so as to avoid excessive interference in 
the market and the conspicuous waste which can result from it. For example, the 
Commission will very soon be

1670   withou~
1671   
1672   I am not
1673   
1674   proposing changes in the beef system which will help to give consumers greater 

benefit on prices in a time of surplus, weakening th.e guarantees to producers. It 
is more the overall level at which the common prices are fixed from year to year 
for each product that influences the level of output. One of the main changes 
therefore which we need
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1675   
1676   /to see -
1677   
1678   -13' -
1679   
1680   level of
1681   
1682   to see - and which I am sure we shall see - in the price fixing process is a 

greater emphasis on the market and on the demand for food. European agriculture 
has a tremendous productive potential: if average yields of crops and livestock 
were brought up to the levels of the most efficient the increases in output would 
be enormous. But if nobody wants to consume the additional output, if there is no 
market for it, we shall have wasted our resources. That is why I am convinced that 
we must take mere and more account of future demand for food, and for different 
types of food, in Europe. We must not fall into the trap which the Community 
sometimes has in the past - of starting from the premise that production is 
expected to reach a certain lev~~~;EH~tefore we must find an outlet for that 
quantity either on the market or through open ended intervention. We have got to 
look at the quantities and qualities of food that our domestic market requires, 
and of course at our possible export markets: we have got to form some idea of the 
medium and long term trends of demand as well as supply.

1683   
1684   like~
1685   
1686   It has often been said that the consumer should have a greater say in the fixing 

of prices under the CAP. I myself share that point of view. But I do not think it 
is very useful to polarise the issue in terms of consumers always wanting the 
lowest possible prices, and farmers wanting the highest possible incomes. We need 
to look at the question more in terms of what food supplies Europe is likely to 
require over the next five or ten years, and what pattern of agricultural 
production and prices is needed to fulfil 'that need, taking account also of 
exports and the possibility of supplies from third countries. Only with such a 
comprehensive approach can we hope to make rational decisions on prices under the 
CAP. Another way of saying this is that one has to look at the f'ood chain as a 
whole, from the field to the meal-table_, not forgetting those intermediary stages 
with which the food manufacturing industry is concerned. I believe that in this 
connection the experience and ideas of the food industry are particularly valuable:

1687   
1688   I
1689   
1690   you
1691   
1692   are in
1693   
1694   14
1695   
1696   you are in the middle of the chain, and know more than anyone about reconciling 

consumption with production and consumers with producers. If we are to put the 
emphasis, as I have mentioned, more on the needs of the market, it follows 
inevitably that in fixing prices for certain products we shall have to follow a 
policy of severe restraint - or as it is sometimes euphemistically put, a prudent 
price policy. I do not think there can be any running away from that, even if it 
causes real political dificulties, and even if we have to find other ways of 
aiding farm incomes. But I take some encouragement from our success this year in 
proposing an average increase in the common prices of only 3 p~: cent, and 
obtaining a final figure in the Council of ~nisters of 3.9 per cent. To achieve 
this at a time when inflation in the Community as a whole is running in double 
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figures is not a bad start. I have not so far mentioned the enlargement of the 
Community to include Greece, Spain and Portugal. That event, for which we must now 
prepare and rlan, will certainly bring new problems in the field of food and 
agriculture. How will new competition affect Italy and France, whose producers of 
Mediterranean products such as wine, tomatoes and olive oil are already in 
difficult circumstances ? Will joining the EEC provoke a great increase in 
agricultural production in the new members ? These are questions to which the 
Commission is already devoting itself. I cannot say that we have found all the 
answers, but I am certain that we must throw out from the start the idea that the 
problems should be solved by ·rigid protectionism or by stockpiling new mountains 
and lakes of surplus produce. This is not to say that stock piling of produce does 
not have its place in a global food policy, provided that we are talking about 
produce which people want to eat, and which can usefully be released on to the 
market at an appropriate moment. The acceptance /of the

1697   
1698   15
1699   
1700   of the principle of world food reserves would be one of the most practical 

contributions that our generation could make to future economic and political 
stability, not only

1701   
1702   Ot
1703   
1704   the poorer countries ~ though it is of crucial importance It is curious how, in 

this particuararea of world
1705   
1706   to them ~ but even in our own interests in the richer countries. ac;:Jricultural 

markets,international thinking has come to approximate more closely to some of the 
ideas which lie behind the common agricultural policy market. l leave it to Sir 
George Bishop to say more about the commodities involved. But I would mention one 
which is I believe particularly close to his heart - that is sugar. The European 
Community has been present at the various discussions for an International Sugar 
Agreement,including the latest session in Geneva. the majority of member

1707   s~es
1708   
1709   ~
1710   
1711   stability of prices and supplies,
1712   
1713   intervention by the public authorities to stabilise the
1714   
1715   The Commission has pressed for are in agreement
1716   ~n
1717   
1718   a realistic mandate for the EEC in these talks, and indeed
1719   
1720   We
1721   
1722   believe
1723   
1724   that a successful outcome to these negotiations and the full participation of the 

Community, is essentialstep towards the creation of a new order in world markets. 
If the Community fails to rise to this challenge - and the matter is very urgent 
and is indeed being discussed in Brussels by the Agriculture Council today - it 
will weigh heavily on its conscience. So far I have focussed mainly on 
agricultural policies and prices, rather than the food industry as such. i.s not 
accounts for at least half of your costs. That entirely illogical, since the cost 
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of raw materials I would like to
1725   
1726   conclude by mentioning some aspects of EEC affairs which concern you more 

particularly and exclusively. JHarmonisation of food laws
1727   
1728   16
1729   
1730   Harmonisation of Food Laws The programme of harmonisation of food laws forms part 

of our overall work on removing technical barriers to trade in Europe. The 
Community has made some p~ess on standards for food and drink, but I think that it 
has been slower than the Commission and much of the food industry hoped. There was 
of course a lot of difficulty at one time because of the idea, which became 
current in the British press and public opinion, that the Commission was trying to 
harmonise and fix Eurostandards for everything. That profound misunderstanding has 
nON been largely overc:::c:ne, but nevertheless we ha\e to recognise that these 
directives are extremely tha""t technical, and/the Council's time is limited. We 
therefore have to decide on priorities. I was particularly glad to see that the 
food industry's European arm, CIAA, conducted a survey of its members' views on 
the priorities which they want in the Community programme. ~ colleague Etienne 
Davignon is studying that survey, and will be drawing his conclusions later this 
year. All I would add is that, for me, the only sensible pur.p:>se in making such 
directives and regulatiaqs is that they should really contribute significantly to 
consumer protection, or permit freer trade within the Community - in other words, 
allow you to do more trade: that is why it is so important for us to have the 
views of the food industry. I hope that you will have the closest possible 
relations with the Commission, and feel able to make representations. Qn any We 
for our part appreciate, perhaps issues that concern you. more than ever before~. 
the role which you have to play - a mere1 1 is role which is not/ancLllary to 
agriculture, but/an essential part of the business of feeding the people.

1731   
1732   **** *year_1977 *date_1977-10-18 *place_Luxembourg
1733   
1734   ________. ,_____. . __ . .-.,&--------.
1735   18 OCTOBER 1977 in Luxenbourg
1736   ~,...:
1737   
1738   STA'm,1Eln' BY PRESIDE'!lT JENKlliS
1739   
1740   AT THE COUNCIL OF
1741   
1742   ErJLA.HGEMENT
1743   
1744   Mr Chairma.n,
1745   J~embers
1746   
1747   of the Council will have seen the letter sent to
1748   
1749   you by Vice-President Hc.,ferkamp on 14 Octolh::lr on behalf of the Com.rnisnion 

about the two sets of ;:edite:T.:Ulh<n problems with which the Commtmity is 
confronteJ. You will

1750   ~l3o
1751   
1752   have seen the annexed working papt>z settinr: out the eeneral guidelines of our 

approach within the agricultuJal sector.
1753   
1754   I arn well aljare that these papers want.
1755   
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1756   mo'\'{
1757   
1758   not c:i ve you all you
1759   
1760   ~"
1761   I
1762   
1763   You will recall that in 11\'f statement of 21 Jure I drew
1764   
1765   attention to the mtlQli tude of the problems before :1s, the need for care in 

dealing with r...-:ltters .:hich toueited vitally on the
1766   future of tho Cc,m.munit;_.·
1767   1
1768   
1769   and the <1:rne:cr of ado]'tj nc; too rn.pid or
1770   
1771   easy decisions which could make tit i n~s worf;f' for us in thr· years
1772   to come.
1773   
1774   For this :rca:;nn I .was pu·tioularly C'-'tlltious in ''\Y
1775   t;
1776   
1777   promises about the timetahle of tflfl Com:nis1:ion'
1778   
1779   Hork.
1780   
1781   :~.~_.,
1782   
1783   you
1784   
1785   know we do not expect to have our Opinion on Portugal refl•iy before
1786   the end of next February; date of com.r7J"ncement of
1787   t.hr~
1788   
1789   and
1790   
1791   ~)ur
1792   
1793   Opinion nn Sflc•in from the
1794   'HI
1795   
1796   stud.y v.rill take
1797   
1798   lone if nol
1799   
1800   lon~r.
1801   
1802   But you will recall that the C>:TLnission hd a
1803   
1804   prelimir:~1ry
1805   
1806   look
1807   
1808   I
1809   
1810   .
1811   
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1812   at Mediterranean problPms wi>tr\ part ic~ular refnHmce to en1 recment
1813   at its Heekerd meeting Gt L.-1. Roche last monih, anri
1814   af'ter~n:ds,
1815   
1816   in
1817   
1818   I.
1819   t
1820   I
1821   
1822   '
1823   ~
1824   
1825   t
1826   
1827   response to the interer;t then shown and the '.<rcclJ8Y o" sor,' of
1828   
1829   the issues, I pro;nised to let you };ave an i>: ~erim docu:r.cnt to se·t
1830   /c;; t our
1831   
1832   . I
1833   t
1834   
1835   iI
1836   
1837   i
1838   
1839   I ..
1840   
1841   out our general analysis of the problem and indicate th•' ·lines of our approach •
1842   .:.
1843   
1844   This Vice-t1 tesident Haferkamp's letter with its What I now have to say is a 

pointing up
1845   
1846   annex attempts to do. and elaboration of it.
1847   
1848   One of the particular difficulties we face in appro;tching
1849   the central problem is that it constituten two if not th-r-ee related problems. He 

have the applications for
1850   m~mbership
1851   
1852   of ihe Community
1853   
1854   from three southern European countries which have just er:1erged from dictatorshipJ
1855   
1856   we have the growing economic difficdties of
1857   an1i we have
1858   
1859   the Hedi terranean r{>gions of the existing Commnni ty;
1860   
1861   a third problem, which I do not intend to go into today, which is the effect of 

any arrangements we make for tho candidatr- countries and the Mediterranean 
regions of the existing Community on countries outside the Comr.mnity with which 
we are ansociated. should never be far from our minds. I apeak first of our 
attitud•)J3 tow<u'\:lf: enb.;·r,e:nent. already discussed the matter between us. 
believes that any
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1862   r~ply
1863   
1864   This problem
1865   
1866   We have
1867   
1868   As you know ; l:e Corn:nission
1869   
1870   which we might give to the cA::J.nd. <late
1871   r
1872   
1873   countries which rejected their appli cat icn.8, even impli indirectly, would not 

be acceptable.
1874   A
1875   ~:traight
1876   
1877   i. t ly or
1878   
1879   reful~·1.
1880   
1881   would be
1882   
1883   a severe blo1-1 to the fragile de:fiocratic n E:i.mes which h :e emerr,ed
1884   with the open enr..our:tGPment of tl!P. Go:'":r:.un:t;( awl which. to eowe extent 

dep€n·i<>nt on us. t>ioreove· a.ny reply wl:
1885   :~of
1886   
1887   ~·e
1888   
1889   alreaci.f
1890   
1891   ·h 1 while
1892   
1893   pretending to be positive, tied '.hf' OP·'ni· complete solutions to problems H ,tch
1894   }~:;v<)
1895   
1896   norctiut · ,ns to the
1897   
1898   lnr:r: ! erpl.exP
1899   
1900   ,.
1901   interpr<'lted by the applicant cou::j; riP~·.
1902   , th<>
1903   
1904   I
1905   
1906   - 2
1907   
1908   ----·
1909   
1910   ------- ·--·-·----
1911   
1912   On the other hand any approach which skated over the ver,y
1913   
1914   serious economic and institutional problems involved would only pile up our 

difficulties for the future.
1915   A solution which
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1916   
1917   involved the dilution of the Conununity into some fonn of customs union or free 

tr.::tde area would represent the abandonrr.ent of the essential objectives of the 
Treaty.

1918   It would of course be
1919   
1920   unacceptable to the existing Com:nuni ty;
1921   
1922   it would also c.l_,feat
1923   
1924   the purposes which have caused the candidate countrien t ' apply for membership.
1925   We therefore believe it right to welcc:ne the> n.pplic:: tions
1926   
1927   while stressing that the Council must neither ip:nore thr problems they create nor 

expect painless solutions to them. Th:, t approach
1928   
1929   was clearly indicated in the letter which the Commissior sent to the Council last 

week. The primary problem is how to reduce the difference in economic performance 
between the candidate ccuntrir-s and the Com: unit:r, and between certain parts of 
the exi::tine Con: unity.

1930   In t r rms cf Spain
1931   onl~;
1932   
1933   gros::; national product pAr head, the levc! of Grer·cr• ar. i a only about half 

of the presert Commm1i 1:r n.vf'lrac(• 1 an. a third of that of the ri.cheBt 
n.Pmboro of the cx:ioLine Portut;Ul' s level is Bub;;tant ially lower n' i 11. 
show that the problem of the economic ga;·, which

1934   Thr>se
1935   h~u;
1936   1
1937   
1938   about
1939   
1940   l:nmur.ity.
1941   ':np<trisons
1942   ~been
1943   
1944   ' {
1945   
1946   .
1947   
1948   lo
1949   
1950   a
1951   
1952   weakening factor in the process of intecr .t ion, is exac· r·bateri by and central 

to the question
1953   We must, I a:n ufra.iu, ar1mit
1954   
1955   I,
1956   
1957   o:
1958   
1959   enlarg(': .ent.
1960   tl1r~
1961   
1962   ~hat
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1963   
1964   .·oll.C'i•'J 1;hid: the I·resent
1965   
1966   Com..-nunity has
1967   
1968   purs~.<eJ
1969   
1970   - or in S·:•·:.e
1971   
1972   canr~o
1973   
1974   ·ho l•···ic of t't "• - };:LVe
1975   (~P
1976   
1977   led if anything to a widening rather t.fla<J a. narrov.ring i , the
1978   
1979   •
1980   
1981   .:.
1982   
1983   between its poorer and richPr reaionn.
1984   
1985   Inde•~cl
1986   
1987   thfl rat,·
1988   
1989   of develor:nPnt of our o··m p0orer rer,i0ns lns n'!cently
1990   
1991   been lmver tbJn that of the applicant
1992   
1993   COlPJtripc.;. rYlr
1994   prre:~ellt
1995   
1996   Thus
1997   
1998   He must con.c1uc10 th:<t if 1-1e pursue only
1999   
2000   policies they Hill not prodncA the rermlt :; we
2001   
2002   v::n~t
2003   
2004   r~itr
2005   
2006   r
2007   
2008   for
2009   
2010   the Mediterranean r0,c-ions of the existini- Cor:Jr;nmit:r' or .>till
2011   less for th"l Hider differences
2012   h~twcen
2013   
2014   tl
2015   
2016   Co:n:,;,_mit.{ ar:l
2017   
2018   the candiO.ate countrins.
2019   
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2020   I think it folloviS that enlarge:nr'r;t ( C tlw ,:i.n,J wh: now
2021   confronts·u~l i~~
2022   
2023   ~1
2024   
2025   (rualitativ\'!J,v
2026   
2027   diff'r..~rr,·•r. beble~n
2028   t~
2029   
2030   frn·n th0 Th"l
2031   
2032   enlargement Hbi.ch
2033   
2034   \lclG
2035   
2036   neeotiatecl
2037   
2038   llt'O <tnd 1')72.
2039   •l.d 1:,· si.::1lar :·o
2040   
2041   Three acc{'clinf(· co11ntrieo harl f'C•HWmier:
2042   
2043   those of the origi.tFll. ;;ix, anrl '''lulct the· ·forr. hf' r;wrP
2044   intcerated.
2045   It Han a question ,')f tht>
2046   l!f' •
2047   
2048   ..... sil;;
2049   
2050   ,tiat ior; of
2051   
2052   of mutual adjustmr>nts and accomr:1odut ions
2053   
2054   lll'l nnt (,f a r- 'jor tppro:t ;h a ne;. problem o'Je nr•ed not ' .. ly
2055   r:·!d it
2056   il
2057   
2058   underpinning operation.
2059   
2060   h'r:!
2061   
2062   noH have to
2063   tf:IT:IL'
2064   
2065   in a new way.
2066   
2067   f'ut in the blun!,'"st
2068   ~-:n
2069   
2070   policies but al ~o fund.s$
2071   
2072   larr:ernen t -
2073   
2074   i r-r pl L . ~ions
2075   
2076   will cost us a]l a lot of rr.onn.v, and it i
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2077   
2078   ..:eli lh:d w'
2079   
2080   should recor,nise it f'rorn
2081   to accept t hi r;?
2082   
2083   th·~
2084   
2085   out·;ot.
2086   
2087   to cost the opr:rat i en, incluuin 1;:
2088   
2089   <)f
2090   
2091   r>
2092   
2093   ur:~
2094   
2095   what i.s req1.: red
2096   
2097   for our existinr, Mcdi terranei'in
2098   
2099   r·lgion~;.
2100   
2101   I !
2102   
2103   - 4 ..
2104   
2105   I
2106   
2107   touch first on the agricultural a.npects.
2108   
2109   You will have seen nurber of up this
2110   
2111   in the annex to the Commission's letter of last week a practical suggestions for 

action in this field.
2112   
2113   In drawin{
2114   
2115   document we took aooou.nt of the memoranda aubmi tted by Italian Delegations. the 

paper which we will be consistent a whole
2116   
2117   th(· French and
2118   
2119   He shall give further precision to our ideas in
2120   
2121   have promised before t1e end of· the with our aims for the
2122   Cc,~:r.on
2123   
2124   ~ear.
2125   
2126   This
2127   
2128   Agricul t· :·a.l folicy as
2129   
2130   in short it will not be in contrad1ction either with our
2131   enr,a;;:-.~:nents
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2132   
2133   comr.Ji tment to reduce structural surpluses 'r ,.;i th our third countries.
2134   
2135   to
2136   
2137   As you know the Comrnissi m fi nnly bel ievf'A ,:that a
2138   ~ec
2139   
2140   large scale increase in protection and pri
2141   
2142   of
2143   
2144   ""~"~ii
2145   
2146   tc rrar ·
2147   
2148   :ut
2149   
2150   products would not be in the interests of the Commc:ni ty as
2151   
2152   · l'lnole.
2153   
2154   We cannot and must not pile up new sur.plus·3S absort·inr, sti · · more crushing 

open-ended commitments.
2155   We want an •'ffic1ent and
2156   '.efen~ible
2157   
2158   agricultural system in which Mediterranean ar·d nor1 hern ag· ·,culture play 

complementary parts.
2159   
2160   Nest I turn to industry. Agric:lture the driving force in the developmen;. the 

Med'iterranean regions.
2161   
2162   ~~:J'
2163   
2164   'l()t l'i
2165   
2166   lT'
2167   
2168   n1f ·onst1tute .ier- :md that .e
2169   ar,~as
2170   
2171   oft!·~~
2172   
2173   ·ndjd:·,te
2174   '
2175   
2176   ,:,.\UJ~
2177   
2178   But it \-lould r I!
2179   
2180   ~~ilo:a to thi r.
2181   th~·'·
2182   
2183   industrialisation can provide a question are and
2184   
2185   co,•:plete an ..;er e;
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2186   ~
2187   
2188   1
2189   
2190   n
2191   
2192   s_ubJect to severe limi. tation~;
2193   1
2194   
2195   f res;·. urc<·r. a·
2196   tran~pn·,
2197   
2198   they lack many of the facilitif1s
2199   
2200   inc:.u"1ng
2201   ki11t'
2202   
2203   wln('h make
2204   
2205   industry profitable.
2206   
2207   f!.oreover we f;hall
2208   indu~;':ria1
2209   
2210   •n fit. th•.>ir
2211   ·r·wnrk o~· i.he
2212   ,..~ <~re
2213   !
2214   
2215   c.dustrial :omm·::.ity to
2216   ·okJ:~ .. •
2217   
2218   development into tt.e existing
2219   
2220   •'r
2221   
2222   achieve the sa.11e measure of compler.-..r.tari•,,, ·, .1ch the field of 

agric-'J.l ture. None of
2223   ~his
2224   
2225   for 1n
2226   
2227   w: J 1 ·)e e;J··y.
2228   Ot'\'1~1:,
2229   
2230   Tn .ndidate · ountries
2231   
2232   an integrated industrio.l plilll for and the
2233   ~eli terranc.J..'1
2234   
2235   'he
2236   
2237   :nent of t!"'e
2238   sr.a:!.l
2239   
2240   regions of tfp
2241   
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2242   Co:r.rr:·mi · · we
2243   
2244   r. "e to lea1·n to
2245   /loc•k further
2246   
2247   look fUrther ahead than has hitherto b!en the case and to define
2248   .:.
2249   
2250   our
2251   
2252   objectives and priorities with
2253   
2254   great~r
2255   
2256   precision •
2257   
2258   The development, both agricul tura:. and industrial, of the candidate countries 

will undoubtedly place a heavy burden on :their public finances, which are already 
affEtcted hy high rates of in flat ion, large government deficits and 
deteriorating balance of payments. Let us suppose that the resources

2259   av~ilahle
2260   
2261   I now
2262   
2263   give an example.
2264   
2265   to the on a
2266   
2267   governments of the applicant countries were to be raised to per capita basis of 

the aver"!.ge available to the enlarged Community as a whole. This
2268   
2269   60%
2270   
2271   governments of the
2272   
2273   would bring the ]eve; about moment. This relatively
2274   
2275   halfway between Ireland and Italy at the
2276   
2277   modest target would require us to raise sums which would double the present 

national fiscal resources of Portugal and cover more than twice ita extremely 
large balance of payments deficit. The requirements of

2278   r:~uch
2279   
2280   Greece and Spain would also be substantial, but reJatively relatively in fact 

about one • quarter a:3 grc::1t.
2281   
2282   less:
2283   .....
2284   
2285   I think t!l:s well
2286   stren~·h
2287   
2288   illustrates the qualitative differences in eronomic
2289   
2290   between
2291   
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2292   the present Community and the candidc:.te countries, especia) ly Portugal. But for 
the success of the fUture Community we clearly have no option

2293   
2294   but to set reasonable standards of weal·;h and diminish dis pari ties in standards 

of living.
2295   
2296   In short the candidate countries wi 11
2297   
2298   tH
2299   
2300   •!d a t!"reat de,ll of help.
2301   
2302   The Commission believes that it will be nece::t,ury to suppo1·t any . 

stabilisation policies which these countr.i.es are Jl:rFJuing •
2303   P
2304   
2305   plan to
2306   
2307   ....
2308   
2309   pursue with considerable external assistance, mainly of Co:;munity origin. In 

addition we believe that an ad hoc financ1al in:;;trument should be /created to
2310   ... fi i
2311   
2312   r
2313   
2314   I
2315   
2316   created
2317   
2318   to ensure the substantial transfer of resources necessary
2319   
2320   to promote the economic development both o: the candidate countries
2321   
2322   still to refine and define our ideas in th:LB respect.
2323   
2324   Such
2325   
2326   a financial instrument could take the form of a specific fund, or it could 

comprise specially co-ordinatecl action by existing Community instruments, but 
manifestly they will need to be equipped with much greater resources. We believe 
1that the

2327   
2328   candidate countries should be associated w:. th the ope rat' ')08 of such an 

instrument or instruments, not only because this would make practical sense but 
also becaUS!! it would he1 p

2329   
2330   bring out the measure of our political endorsement of thdr applications for 

membership. In our judgm,!nt it might wP-11
2331   
2332   be necessary for work to begin and money to flow before accession of the candidate 

countries actua:ly took Othendse we should be faced with an transitional period.
2333   impos~;ibly
2334   
2335   place.
2336   
2337   long
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2338   
2339   Ten days ago we considered at institutional implications of to repeat those 

discussions. importance in not give the
2340   
2341   Villers--le-Temple som"! of I will not
2342   
2343   th~
2344   
2345   enlarge~~nt.
2346   
2347   a~tempt
2348   
2349   But I would ".ike to underline thP.ir Obvio1l:>ly •:e should
2350   
2351   relation to what I have saHl. candidate countries all
2352   
2353   the ad van taees of •nemberI d > not, for
2354   
2355   ship before they
2356   
2357   have assumed all the obl· gatj ons.
2358   
2359   example, think that they could easily ,1oin in ttw proces > of political 

co-operation, nor in the central
2360   pro~enoes
2361   
2362   of the
2363   
2364   Community itself until the act or acts of ,,ccetwion have been signed. But as I 

have indicated, the Corrur:ssion believe; that
2365   
2366   /we should
2367   
2368   - 7-
2369   
2370   .
2371   
2372   ...
2373   
2374   ..
2375   we should be ready to embark upon a programme of commcn action,,
2376   ins~
2377   
2378   to be put into effect through use of the financial I have described, before 

accession ·takes place. necessary if we are to translate political and economic 
reality.

2379   
2380   rument
2381   
2382   This is
2383   
2384   ..nr good intentions jnto
2385   
2386   Enlargement will only be succe3sful if the Commun1ty is consolidated and enriched 

in the pncess. 'l'hiB means that we
2387   
2388   must look to the implications for o·1r institutions, our tradi tiona, our habits 
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and working methods, and the objectiveo we '11ve set ourselves.
2389   As you know I
2390   
2391   .have
2392   
2393   particularly in mind
2394   
2395   l1e need
2396   
2397   for progress towards economic and mJnetary uni ,1n, and '1ope to say something 

about it at the European Council.
2398   
2399   Let me end with what I believe is a simple statem 0 nt of fact. Enlargement means 

that if the Community docs not go
2400   
2401   forwards, it will go backwards i and if it cannot oope with enlargement, it will 

else.
2402   stulti~
2403   
2404   its ability to cope with much
2405   ~n
2406   
2407   Enlargement is a gathering
2408   
2409   of
2410   
2411   r~ropean
2412   
2413   civilisation.
2414   
2415   It will give the Community its proper European dimenslnn.
2416   
2417   You will require more from the Commlcsion, But we require from you some sharper 

indication of your pc-·litical than we have yet
2418   
2419   attitude to the problems I have outl)ned received.
2420   
2421   I hope they will be forthcoming toc1.ay.
2422   
2423   - 8-
2424   
2425   l
2426   
2427   /
2428   
2429   **** *year_1977 *date_1977-10-27 *place_Florence
2430   
2431   
2432   ------------------------------------------------
2433   
2434   -----------EMBARGO: 18.00
2435   
2436   JEAN MONNET LECTURE DELIVERED BY THE RIGHT HON ROY JENKINS PRESIDENT OF THE 

CO~~ISSION OF THE EUROPEAN CO~~UNITIES FLORENCE - THURSDAY 27 OCTOBER 1977
2437   oooOOOooo
2438   
2439   _, I
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2440   
2441   EUROPE'S PRESENT CHALLENGE AND FUTURE OPPORTUNITY
2442   I would like to devote this first Jean Monnet Lecture, in this twentieth 

anniversary year of the Community, to a single major issue, but one which in its 
ramifications touches every aspect of European life. Th~ h~rd, central core of the 
argument I shall develop turns around the case for monetary union. This, of 
course,is a familiar, rather than a novel concept. Despite its familiarity, it is 
neither popular nor well understood. But even for those for whom it is part of the 
normal landscape of ecoJlomic theory and policy, what is very different compared 
to the last time the Community discussed the subject in any basic way is the state 
of the European and world economy, and the state of international monetary 
affairs. ~e nepd _al,so to take a fresh view as to how monetary union should be 
allied with associated Community policies, and, mote-broadly, with the fundamental 
question as to how such.~~ idea as monetary ' ".. union fits with our view of the 
future division of functions between the Community and Member States.

2443   ~-.
2444   
2445   This choice of subject does not imply a narrow economic view of the Community's 

function. It d~rives from the obvious fact that the most important weakness of the 
Community today is its central economic mechanism. Of course the Community has 
other /primary furtctions.

2446   
2447   - 2 -
2448   
2449   primary functions. On the one hand it stands for a certain type of democratic and 

political society within Europe; on the other hand it stands as a viable political 
entity for dealing with a wide range of external relations. On these two fronts, 
much remains to be done. But despite the shocks and di fficu 1 ties of the recent 
past, the outlook is one of activity and promise. We are engaged in underpinning 
our democratic political values, not only in preparing the first direct elections 
to a new European Parliament, but at the same time confronting sympathetically but 
realistically the potential adhesion of three new Member States - three states 
which have recently made the historic shift from military dictatorship to 
parliamentary democracy. We have in the last fortnight seen a great European 
nation combat with resiliance and skill a major terrorist threat to individual 
freedom and the rule of law - those fundamental values for the strengthening of 
which the applicants have turned to Europe for sustenance.

2450   
2451   .
2452   
2453   In the world beyond, the Community has a solid record: the Lorn€ Convention, the 

Mediterranean agreements, and our response to the North/South dialogue. During the 
past six months, the Community has continued to move forward at the centre of 
major world negotiations. Indeed, such has been the advance that we face the 
somewhat paradoxical spectacle of Europe being taken more seriously from outside 
than from within. It is a paradox which, in my view, we cannot indefinitely 
sustain. Our size as a trading bloc conceals, rather than heals, our divisions and 
inequalities in the realm of ;economic

2454   
2455   3 -
2456   
2457   economic performance. This cannot persist. The central economic weaknesses of 

Europe, if they continue, will not allow our external cohesion to grow, or even 
~erhaps be maintained. Moreover, the prospect of enlargement will face us with the 
clear choice either of a strengthening of the sinews of the Community or of tacit 
acceptance of a loose Customs Union, far removed from the hopes of its founders, 
and without much hope of recovering momentum. Some commentators believe the time 
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is unpropitious for adventurous ideas. I do not agree. The concept ahd indeed the 
politics of monetary union stand immobilised in scepticism, following the demise 
of the Werner Plan, whose initial exchange rate mechanism was shattered by the 
turbulent monetary events of the past few years. The consequence has been an 
understandable shift of emphasis. The concept of gradualism, which has been more 
imperceptible than inevitable, has come to supplant more ambitious schemes. Some 
people seem to believe that we can back our way into monetary. union; others that 
'better coordination is all that is required. I am afraid neither view is right. 
The last few years have seen a retreat rather than an advance. In any event, the 
idea of an antithesis between gradual evolution and dramatic advance is 
misconceived. Evolution is a process which once begun goes both gradually and in 
jumps. There is room for tomorrow's act of better coordination and for todav's 
discussion of a more ambitious plan for the dav after tomorrow. The process has to 
be seen as one. Examples are the Community's role in helping to restructure basic 
industries that are at present in deep economic difficulty, and measures to 
abolish the remaining effective frontiers to the free movement of goods and 
services. We must now look afresh at the case union because there are new 
arguments, new approaches to be assessed, which go to the present apparently 
intractable problems of for monetary needs, and ne'v heart of o~r unemployment,

2458   
2459   I inflation
2460   
2461   - 4 -
2462   
2463   inflation and international financing. than seven arguments that I would like your 

consideration. The first and the but none the less valid for that. The however, 
are all practical points that differently from the way in which they the early 
nineteen seventies.

2464   
2465   There are no less to put forward for seventh are classical, remaining five, need 

to be formulated were presented in
2466   
2467   Basic to the case is the ineluctable internationalisation of western economic 

life. This has been a long and gradual process, but one which has been unmatched 
by a comparable evolution in the economic institutions of the Community. The past 
four years has shown the limitations in Europe even of good national economic 
policies. This has been sunerimposed on the revolutionary effect of the oil crisis 
- that sharp confirmation of the end of the old international monetary order which 
added the hazard of a massive overhang of maldistributed and largely uncontrolled 
iriternationnl liquidity to an already vulnerable European economy. No proposition 
as radical as monetary union in Europe can be achieved at a stroke. ~1y be 1 ief 
is that we should use the period immediately prior to the first direct elections 
of the European Parliament to re-launch a major public debate on what monetary 
union has to offer. In doing so, we have to reckon with the problems of how to get 
from where we are to where we want to go and what must necessarily accompany 
monetary union if it is to a~neal equally to strong and weak economies, to the 
richer and poorer narts of the Community. I wish today to outline the major 
criteria by which the case has to be judged. I expect no easy consensus on the 
problems it raises, several of which are either at the heart of what is most 
controversial in modern economic theory, or the most debatable - in the best sense 
- in political terms. The debate must now be re-opened and subsequently sustained. 
It will not be quickly foreclosed.

2468   
2469   /The first
2470   
2471   ..
2472   
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2473   ,:,
2474   
2475   ...
2476   
2477   The first argument is that monetary union favours a more efficient and developed 

rationalisation of industry and commerce than is possible under a Customs Union 
alone. This argument is as valid now as it has always been, and is reflected in 
the repeated attempts in European history to form monetary unions - for example 
the Austro-German monetary union of 1857, the Latin monetary union led by France 
in 1865, and the Scandinavian union of 1873. Somewhat later sterling o~erated a 
different kind of imperial monetary union over large and disparate parts of the 
globe. But that is history, although relatively recent history. To return to the 
present day, discussion with businessmen across Europe produces a clear and 
consistent complaint that it is difficult, almost impossible, to plan a rational 
European dimension to their enterprises with the present exchange rate risks and 
inflation uncertainties as between Nember States. The same comnlaint is often 
heard from those outside who wish to increase their investment in and trade with 
Europe. This means that the notential benefits of the Community as a common market 
are far from fully achieved. The second argument is based on the advantages of 
creating a major new international currency ba~ked by the economic spread and 
strength of the Community, which would be comparable to that of the United States, 
were it not for our monetary divisions and differences. The benefits of a European 
curr~ncy, as a joint and alternative pillar of the world monetary system, would be 
great, and made still more necessary by the current problems of the dollar, with 
its possible de-stabilizing effects. By such a develorment the Community would be 
relieved of many short-run balance of payments preoccupations. It could live 
through patches of unfavourable trading results with a few points drop in the 
exchange rate and in relative equanimity. International capital would be more 
stable because there were fewer exchange risks to play on, and Europe would stand 
to gain through being the issuer of a world currency. National balance of payments 
problems, in the sense that these are experienced today by the Community's Member 
States, would be largely removed as an immediate constraint on economic 
management. There

2478   
2479   I would
2480   
2481   -
2482   
2483   u -
2484   
2485   would still be major financial questions to be resolved, between regions, and 

between Member States, and to these I will return in a moment; but the essential 
point is that economic welfare in Europe would be improved substantially if 
macro-economic policy was not subject to present exchange rate and external 
financial risks. They hang as a sword of Damocles over the heads of many of our 
countries in Europe today. It will rightly be argued at this point that sound 
financial policies are in any case necessary for all countries and that we cannot 
escape from the need for certain universal disciplines by relocating the level of 
certain economic policy powers. I myself advocate prudent financial policies, and 
indeed was accused in the past as a British Chancellor of the Exchequer of that 
most terrible of sins - excessive prudence. But this is not an argument counter to 
my main thesis. The relevant question is what degree of reward will the public 
receive as a result of wise and even courageous nolicies on the nart of its 
governments; or, put another way, what will be the penalties inflicted on our 
people by a largely anonymous international monetary system which amplifies beyond 
all proportion any ill-fortune of a political or economic nature. My argument is 
that it is within our.power to change, profoundly and to our advantage, the scale 
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of rewards and retribution~ administered by the world monetary disorder. We should 
take it upon ourselves to redesign and restote a large pary of that system. In the 
Community we have the nolitical framework within which a workable alternative • 
could be achieved if we so wish, and if we have the will. The Community is the 
right size of unit for monetary policy in the particular setting of our highly 
interdenendent, closely packed, advanced industrialised societies. At the world 
level or inter-continental level there is probably no real alternative to floating 
exchanr,e rates; nor indeed is this system such a bad one in that very different 
context where the units of economic management are widely separated by distance, 
or society, or rolitical system, or living standards, or several of these factors 
together.

2486   
2487   I
2488   
2489   ~!y
2490   
2491   third
2492   
2493   -
2494   
2495   I
2496   
2497   -
2498   
2499   My third argument concerns inflation. It is fairly certain that monetary union 

would radically change the rresent landscape by leading to a common rate of price 
movement. But I would also like to argue, although I accept this to be more 
controversial, that monetary union could help establish a new era of nrice 
stability in Europe and achieve a decisive break with the present chronic 
'inflationary disorder. Of course the sources of contemporary inflation are 
diverse, and prominent amont these are what may seem to be essentially domestic 
and highly political struggles over income distribution. But let us suppose at 
some stage a currency reform: the issue of a new single currency by a European 
monetary authority; and adoption by this authority of a determined and relatively 
independent policy of controlling note issue and bank money creation. The 
authority would start by adopting target rates of growth of monetary expansion 
consistent with a new European standard of monetary stability, following the best 
traditions of our least inflationary Member States. This would of course mean that 
national governments lost some considerable control over some aspects of 
macro-economic policy. But governments which do not discipline themselves already 
find themselves accepting very sharp surveillance from the International Monetary 
Fund, a body far further away from them and less susceptible to their individual 
views than is the Community. Furthermore, I must make it clear that my arguments 
are not addressed to those who would prefer to fail alone rather than succeed 
together. Attitdues such as theirs inevitably cause deaf ears. I am concerned with 
those who want to see a successful and strengthened Community, but also exnect to 
be convinced of the practical benefits of any move forward. We have to remember 
what is new about the problem of inflation compared with that to which we were 
accustomed in the fifties and sixties. Floating exchange rates transmit violent 
and sudden inflationary impulses, which may strike a country at any moment, 
perhaps just at the time when employers, trade unions and government may be 
endeavouring to put or hold together a courageous and delicate stabilisation 
programme. I Each new

2500   
2501   - 8 -
2502   
2503   Each new impulse ratchets up the inflationary process. The price rise effect on 
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the devaluing country is much more than the price reduction effect on the 
revaluing currency because wages, and therefore a large part of costs, cannot be 
reduced in nominal terms. Exchange rates may rise and fall, but the price level in 
all recent experience only goes up. The exchange rate problem feeds in turn the 
psychology of inflation - the high level of inflationary .e~pectations now endemic 
in many of ·our own countries, leading to the danger, only recently averted in 
some Member States, of hyperinflation - that condition in which, almost in the 
time it takes to walk from bank to shop, the product you planned to buy has become 
too expensive. Of course, there are conventional responses for trying to contain 
and reduce the pressures of inflation. But monetary union and reform stands 
available as the radical treatment for this disease. I do not pretend that the 
cure would be complete. For example, we would still have to reckon with the 
inflationary effects of reconciling competing claims on limited resources. The 
disciplines of monetary union will be more, not less demanding. The change in 
inflationary behaviour would not have to be greater than that observed in some 
recent stabilisation policies, but it l-.'ould have to be permanent. The 
legitimate needs o,f U\e weaker regions would have to be met far more powerfully 
than is at present the case· I wi 11 return to this point in a moJllen t .. But 
the counterpart must be that wages across countrie$ would remain in some kind of 
reasonable relationship to productivity: here the legitimate concern of the 
stronger regions and less inflationary states would also have to be met. The 
fourth argument concerns employment : no medium term recine for reducing inflation 
which does not have a beneficial effect upon employment is now acceptable. Present 
levels of unemployment are the most damaging and dangerous social ill that 
confront us. At best they produce a selfdefeating nationalistic caution and 
immobilism. At worst they threaten the stability of our social and political 
svstems. We now have six million unemployed in the Community. . .

2504   
2505   Many have been surprised at the apparent tolerance of our populations to this 

level. Typically in our larger Member States the level of one million unemployed 
long figures as some kind of post-war political barrier. The unthinkable has been 
surpassed without catastrophe as yet. But no-one should be so complacent as to 
sup~ose that this state of affairs can long persist without doing irreparable 
damage: to the well-being of the millions of families directly affected by 
unemployment, to the morale and motivation of a whole generation of young people, 
to stability and consensus in our societies. In economic terms, I believe that our 
unemployment problem is essentially one of demand deficiency stemming from the 
constraints on our ability to cause a smooth, powerful, sustained ground-swell of 
demand. I do not accept that Europe's capacity for creating new wealth, providing 
new employment and stimulating growth in the right direction is at an end. 
Environmental factors and the energy crisis mean that we have to look at the 
nature of our growth. In any event we need increased output to pay for the present 
price of oil and for the replacement or adaptation of industrial processes that 
were designed for lower energy prices and lower environmental standards. These 
structural and monetary problems combine to make present levels of unemployment 
highly intractable. But they should not be seen as justifying de. featist and 
misconceived policies which would permanently reduce the economic potential of the 
European economy: for exam~le excessive reduction in working hours or compulsory 
retirement at 55. We also need to view the present economic rece~sion in a 
longer-term perspective. The extent and persistence of unemployment can no longer 
be seen as an exceptionally low and long bottom to the business cycle. To restore 
full employment requires a new impulse on a historic scale. We require a new 
driving force comnarable with the major rejuv~nations of the past two hundred 
years; the indUstrial revolution itself, the onset of the railway age, the impact 
of Keynes, the need for nost-war reconstruction, the /spread

2506   
2507   - 10 -
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2508   
2509   spread of what were previously regarded as middle-class standards to the mass of 

the population in the industrial countries. I believe that the needs of the Third 
World have a major part to play here. Two sources of new growth have in the past 
sometimes come together, the one world-wide, and the other regional. Can we 
contemplate the prospect of European monetary union in this context ? I believe 
that we can and should. There is already broad agreement on what we need for a 
fundamental turn in the tide of Europe's emnloyment prospects : - there has to be 
confidence in steady and more uniform economic policies favouring investment and 
expansion; - there has to be a strengthening of demand with a wide geographical 
base; - if inflation is to continue, it must be at a lower and more even rate than 
Europe has known in recent years; - we have to ensure that spasmodic, local 
economic difficulties will not be magnified by exchange rates and capital 
movements into general crises of confidence. These four requirements may seem 
obvious enough. The challenge is how to change radically and for the better the 
institutional weaknesses that have been hindering our ability to restore high 
employment in conditions of price stability and a sound external payments 
position. I believe that monetary union can open ~erspectives of this kind.

2510   
2511   I Hy argument
2512   
2513   -
2514   
2515   I I
2516   
2517   -
2518   
2519   My argument is not that the Community ought to make some new choice on the 

combination of these three objectives, still less that we should seek to impose a 
caricature of some country's traditional preference on the rest of the Community. 
Economists have now spent years tracking the deteriorating inflation - employment 
relationship and the deteriorating effectiveness of exchange rate ·changes in the 
balance of payments adjustment process. The decisions now required are.~olitical 
rather than simply economic; and I hope that these would in years ahead come to be 
recognised by economists as a break-out from their accepted systems and current 
models. In this process, we need also to discard political argument based on 
obsolete, inadequate, or irrelevant economic theory that the objections to 
European integration are the differing preferences on inflation and unemnloyment 
as between Member States, and that floating exchange rates within Europe allow 
each country to achieve on its own a happily optimal outcome of its own 
preference. This is not how the world really is, and we all know it. The fifth 
argument to which I now turn concerns the regional distribution of employment and 
economic welfare in Europe. Monetary union will not of itself act as~ some 
invisible hand to ensure a smooth regional distribution of the gains from 
increased economic integration and union. Those who have criticised a purely 
liberal model of the Community economy, one that aims to establish perfect 
competition and do no more, have strong arguments on their side. But the Community 
of today bears no relation to the laissez-faire caricature of some of its critics. 
Nor does it correspond to the model I suggest we should now contemplate for a 
monetary union. All our Member States find themselves obliged to redistribute 
large sums of public money and to use less strong but more overt regional policy 
measures to secure a reasonable distribution of national wealth and emnloyment.

2520   
2521   I In the Community
2522   
2523   -
2524   
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2525   I
2526   
2527   t. -
2528   
2529   In the Community of today, we have a battery of financial instruments, but all of 

them rather small guns : the Regional and Social Funds, the Coal and Steel 
Community's financial powers, the European Investment Bank and the Guidance 
Section of the Agricultural Fund. The Commission has recently made a number of 
decisions and proposals for the coordination and expansion of these operations. 
These are worthwhile developments in themselves, and they go in the right 
direction. But their scale is small in relation both to current needs and to the 
financial underpinning that would be required to support a full monetary union. 
This is an example of how short-term practical needs and the demands of a 
longer-term perspective march alongside each othet. There is no contradiction in 
modern integrated economies. The flow of public finance between regions performs 
several essential functions - first it improves the infrastructure and promotes 
industrial investment in the poorer areas; second, it evens out cyclical swings in 
the performance of individual regions; third, it assures minimum standards in 
basic services; - fourth, it sustains a pattern of regional balance of payments 
surpluses and deficits which are of a different and larger order of magnitude than 
those which would cause crises if they existed between countries. This represents 
the principal offsetting factor compensating the region or state for its inability 
to conduct a distinct exchange rate or monetary policy. Europe must think in terms 
of the same economic logic. If the Community is to take seriously its declared aim 
of monetary union - and there are great dangers in having declared aims which are 
not taken seriously - it is indispensable that an associated system of public

2530   
2531   I finance
2532   
2533   -
2534   
2535   13 -
2536   
2537   finance should also be envisaged. The weak regions of the Community must have a 

convincing insurance against the fear that monetary union would aggravate their 
economic difficulties. The strong regions must for their part have a counterpart 
in terms of more stable, secure and prosperous markets. Their interest in the 
underpinning of the unity of the market is overwhelming. In the context of the 
enlarged Community, it should also be made clear that we are here talking of the 
means whereby we can avoid or reduce excessive movement of people from poorer to 
richer areas. This could all too easily lead to the further impoverishment of one 
and the intolerable congestion of the other. The Community must also take a 
realistic view of the degree of convergence in economic performance which should 
be expected before and after the creation of a monetary union. On price 
performance, monetary ~nion has uncompromising effects. Inter-regional differences 
in living standards cannot be dealt with so drastically. But we should not be too 
discouraged. The United States of SO years ago had a greater degree of regional 
inequality than the Community has today. 100 years ago it was almost certainly 
greater still. This analogy should not be pushed too far, but it is nonetheless of 
considerable interest. The· sixth argument concerns institutional questions, the 
level at which decisions have to be made, or the degree of decentralisation that 
we should seek to maintain in the Community. "Monetary union would imply a major 
new authority to manage the exchange rate, external reserves and the main lines of 
internal monetary policy. The public finance underpinning of monetary union which 
I have just described would involve a substantial increase in the transfer of 
resources through the Community institutions. The question then is : can monetary 
union be reconciled with the profound nressures that are manifest in almost all 
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our Hember States in favour of ~ore, rather than less, decentralised government ? I
2538   
2539   I believe
2540   
2541   - 14 -
2542   
2543   believe the answer can and should be yes. But this requires us to envisage a very 

special and original model for the future division of functions between levels of 
government. This is not a subject that has been considered at all systematically 
in the Community in the two decades which have nassed since the Treaties of Paris 
and Rome laid down certain sectors of Community competence. Monetary policy can 
only be decentralised to a very limited degree. But for @OSt policies requiring 
public expenditure, the reverse is the case. The vast growth of public expenditure 
in the ~ost-war period, now approaching half of GNP, has emphasised the need for 
multi-tiered government with various levels according to country : local, 
regional, state, national, etc. This is a natural and healthy development. It 
avoids a monolithic concentration of political and economic power and allows for 
more efficient specialisation by level of government. It also associates people 
more closely with the decisionmaking process. The federal model is clearly only 
one in a number of possibilities for multi-tiered government. Some support the 
federal model; others would prefer something confederal; others like neither. I 
for my part believe that the Community must devise its own arrangements and that 
these are unlikely to correspond to any existing prototype. We must build Europe 
unon the basis of our late twentieth century nation states. We must only give to 
the Community functions which will, beyond reasonable doubt, deliver significantly 
better results because they are performed at a Community level. We must fashion a 
Co:mmuni ty which gives to each Member State the benefit:. of results which they 
cannot achieve alone. We must equally leave to them functions which they can do 
equally well or better on their own. I would like to give an example of why Europe 
should not think in terms of co~ying existing models. The U.S. Federal Government 
grew enormously in importance when it pushed the development of the social 
security system, /because

2544   
2545   - 15
2546   
2547   because the states would not move forward quickly enough, and because some states 

were notable laggards. By contrast, our national social and welfare services, 
while neither perfect nor identical, are highly developed and not dissimilar. In 
most Member States social and welfare expenditure amounts to around 25% of GNP. 
This is a massive example of how the European model of government has no need to 
contemplate developing Community expenditure of a traditional federal scale. I 
believe that we can identify those functions which make sense for Europe : those 
aspects of external relations where inter-continental bargaining power is called 
for; certain research and development functions which offer economies of scale at 
the level of 250 million people; policies relating to industrial sectors which 
have a natural European dimension either because they involve high-level economies 
of scale as in the case of aerospace or electronics; or because they are closely 
linked with trade policy, as is the case with industries in trouble with excess 
capacity like steel, textiles and shi~-building; or because the areas involve 
strategic interests which are indivisible between Member States, as in the case of 
energy policy. Last we need financial policies that would help sunport the 
integration of the European economy, the maintenance of regional balance, and thus 
the viability of monetary union. The oVerall magnitude of budgetary spending at 
the European level for this type of Community has recently been estimated by a 
group of independent economists under the chairmanship of Sir Donald McDougall. As 
against present Community expenditure of the order of 1% of GNP, they estimated 
that very substantial progress on economic integration could be achieved with the 
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aid of expenditure of 2 to 2~% of GNP; they believed that a definitive monetary 
union might be viable with ex~enditure of the order of 5 to 7% GNP. These are of 
course very large sums of money, which would have to be built up gradually by a 
transfer of some expenditure from national budgets and not by a superimposition, 
but they are quite small by the standards of the classic federations where the top 
tier of government takes 20 to 25% of GNP. I There is

2548   
2549   -
2550   
2551   lb -
2552   
2553   There is therefore for the Community a new and realistic model for a highly 

decentralised type of monetary union in which the public procurement of goods and 
services is primarily in national, regional or other hands. The public finance 
function of such a Community would be stripped down to a few high-powered types of 
financial transfer, fulfilling specific tasks in sectors of particular Community 
concern, and assuring the flow of resources necessary to sustain monetary union. 
These characteristics also make for a quite small central bureaucracy, which I 
think we would all consider an advantage. But the political implications would 
also be great. We must be frank about this. The relocation of monetary policy to 
the European level would be as big a political step for the present generation of 
European leaders as for the last generation in setting up the present Community. 
But we must face the fundamental question. Do we intend to create a European union 
or do we not ? Do we, confronted with the inevitable and indeed desirable prospect 
of enlargement, intend to strengthen and deeperi the Community, or do we not ? 
There would be little point in asking the peoples and governments of Europe to 
contemplate union, were it not for the fact that real and efficient sovereignty 
over monetary issues already eludes them to a high and increasing degree. The 
prospect of monetary union should be seen as part of the process of recovering the 
substance of sovereign power. At present we tend to cling to its shadow. These 
arguments do not run against international cooperation, as for example in the OECD 
and the IHF. On the contrary, we need to improve the functioning of the 
international economy by a better shaping of its constituent parts. Monetary 
disunity in Europe is one of the major flaws in the international system as well 
as inthe functioning of our small to medium-sized states. On the seventh and final 
argument, I can be quite short since, like the first, it is a traditional one. It 
is the straight political argument that monetary union stands on offer as a 
vehicle for European political integration. Jacques Rueff said in 1949 "L'Europe 
se fera par la monnaie

2554   
2555   I ou ne se
2556   fera nas
2557   
2558   - 17 -
2559   
2560   ou ne se fera pas". I would not necessarily be quite so categorical. It should, 

however, be clear that the successful creation of a European monetary union would 
take Europe over a political threshold. It seems equally clear that Europe today 
is not prepared to pursue the objective of monetary union uniquely for ideological 
reasons. To move in this direction Europe also needs materially convincing 
arguments. I have tried to set out some of the economic arguments. I summarise as 
follm~s. We must change the way we have been looking at monetary union. A few 
years ago we were looking at a mountain top through powerful binoculars. The 
summit seemed quite close, and a relatively accessible, smooth gradual and short 
approach was marked out. But then an avalanche occurred and swent away this route. 
The shock was such that more recently it has even seemed as if we have been 
looking at the summit with the binoculars both the wrong way round and out of 
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focus. I believe that a new, more compelling and rewarding but still arduous 
approach is necessary. We must also change the metaphor. Let us think of a 
long-jumper. He starts with a rapid succession of steps, lengthens his stride, 
increases his momentum, and then makes his leap. The creation of a monetary union 
would he a lean of this kind. Measures to improve the Customs Union and the free 
circulation of goods, services and nersons arc important steps. We look for bigger 
strides in working out external policies, establishing more democratic and thus 
accountable institutions, elaborating more coherent industrial and regional 
policies, and giving our financial instruments the means to keep the whole 
movement on a balanced course. We have to look before we leap, and know when we 
are to land. But leap we eventually must. We must not only do what is best in the 
circumstances. We must give our people an aim beyond the immediately possible. 
Politics is not only the art of the possible, but as Jean Monnet said, it is also 
the art of making possible tomorrow what may seem impossible today.

2561   
2562   **** *year_1977 *date_1977-12-06 *place_Brussels
2563   
2564   CO!>.' MISSION
2565   I
2566   
2567   '-.
2568   
2569   OF THI'-
2570   
2571   t049
2572   
2573   Df~LJS~7·ELS
2574   
2575   E:U F'l 0 P CAN
2576   
2577   COt·-1 M \J N l'TI E:S
2578   
2579   The Right Hon. Roy Jenkins, President of the Commission of the European Communities
2580   OPE~ING STATE:\!EKf o:; TI!E ~HORT Tf~R!-1 OUTLC,OK AXD THE LONGER TER~-·~ 

OBJI':CT1VES OF ICOXO~.UC
2581   
2582   A::\D
2583   
2584   Mm~ETARY mno~;
2585   
2586   ----E~BQPfA~-~Qli~CIL_i_~L~_Ug££0~gr_12ZZ
2587   
2588   __ _
2589   
2590   Si nee our last revievl, we ha.ve made some progress on
2591   
2592   the inflationary front. Th~ worst countries hnve got better~ The.middle range 

countries have remained about the same, with a shade of imnrovemcnt. And. the best 
has remained as £Ood as it was. The overall B/Ps o£ the Com:nunity has improved, 
not quite as f<!st as we hoped, but never-

2593   
2594   -
2595   
2596   tholes~
2597   
2598   s ignif ic ant ly,
2599   
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2600   thanl~s
2601   
2602   mainly to a big change
2603   
2604   There hns been greater in.ter~1al exchange ~ate stability. Eut our growth rates, 

bo~h in the stronger and the ·:-:eal:~c·r ccono1:1ics, unliice those of the other 
t,..,vo main trading blocs~ nrc '~ell short of the targets agreed upon at the 
Downing Street Su~rnit in

2605   ~1ay,
2606   
2607   in the U.K. and Italy.
2608   
2609   and the·te is. no sign of any early sDurt.
2610   
2611   There has been no inmrovemen.t in unemployment. It has got marginally worse. It is 

common, ld!::h little· more than marginal differences, to all our Member States, 
much more so than inflation or B/Ps problems or even low growth. It is illustrated 
by e;11e rgenc y act ion which we have to take, and which are reported to you in 
our sectoral pa-per for one after another of cur major ... '1 . ,_.h •.,,. And in 
liWUstrles, t ext1 es, ste21, Sdl?Jttlll.:•.Ing. each case we have to nrocecd by 
restructuring and 1"}-•r- s"'tC~'linn of' •.') '"OIT!c.. 1 a'~-ou"' ;,, 0!·,'..-.~ 
to c::·::>.t:anu"'rrl t· ~ ..... .. " •'.t.;.L future for the remainder. In one 
•)f our pa!.)e-r's, '>'r'e have identified the most promiEinz gro~th industries : 
aeronautics, telcconi~unicatj_o;ls, electt·onics ~ data

2612   L
2613   I
2614   
2615   ~
2616   
2617   ...... _
2618   
2619   I
2620   
2621   ~•.1.\,.~ J.~
2622   
2623   •'V
2624   
2625   .4.
2626   
2627   L)
2628   
2629   ...
2630   
2631   .... 1..
2632   
2633   ~
2634   
2635   _.\..:.,.t.\..l;
2636   
2637   .,;.....'-&.
2638   
2639   -·'1.\,.•
2640   
2641   processing, energy and '2rtcr~·y sa\'ine. particularly the last, could take on 

significant amounts of 1 abo u r ~ bat in g 0 ru: r a 1 t ;1c y '.i r- c ;1;.::; n 
l f c s t l y c a!) it a 1 and net J;::bour inten:~:i..vc.

2642   
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2643   - 2.-
2644   
2645   · (p.
2646   
2647   I therefore do not believe that any conventional upsl.;ing is going to solve our 

unemployment problem. It would require 5!-6\ growth rates throughout the Community 
over a 3 to 5 year period to recreate previous levels for the existing labour 
force. Within the existing framework does anyone regard this likely ? 41\ would be 
optimistic. 3% might be more realistic •. There is an additional factor. 
Demographic projections based on those who might be born are notoriously 
unreliable. Projections based on those already born are of an altogether different 
order. They show that between now and 1985 many more people will become 16 than 
will become Is. After that it will change. But in the next eight years the 
potential labour force will increase by. nine million against a population 
increase of six million In conditions of full employment this would be a strength. 
In conditions of unemployment it is an additional problem. We need to employ still 
more in relation to the per capita demand. It will be more acute in Germany, the 
U.K., and Denmark, and mpst of all in Germany, where the population is likely to 
decline by 1! million and the labour force to increase by 21_million •. Therefore 
in my view there is no conventional way out. If we are going to change 
unemployment trends decisively, we need a major new stimulus of a historic 
dimension, comparable with the onset of the railway age 130 years ago or the 
post-war impact of the combination of the need for reconstruction and the spread 
in the 'sos and 60s of what were previously middle class standards of consumption. 
To some extent, but by no means wholly~ such impulses cannot be continued. Yet 
those round this table are capable of making a decision contributive. Otherwise we 
will all contribute to presiding over what in the context of history may be a 
period of tactical victories but of strategic defeat.

2648   
2649   - 3 -
2650   
2651   Beyond this there are two additiorial factors : (1) Enlargement. Assumption of 

this must clearly also be our working hypothesis. Are we prepared to allow it to 
lead to a weakening and loosening of the Community, or are we not ? Left to itself 
it will. A heavier body, particularly with the problems the new countries will 
bring - although they can be exaggerated without a stronger bone and sinew 
structure will be more torpid, more flaccid, less coherent. But it need not be so. 
It could,to the contrary, give us the spur to move forward in the way that in any 
event we need to do. And if we do not, the enlargement would be self-~efeating. 
The new members have made it clear that they want the sustenance of a strong and 
coherent ··community. They do not want to find that in the process of joining they 
have damaged the pot~ntial which attracts them. (2) We have not got a world 
monetary system. We had one for 25 years after Bretton Woods, and on the wh6le it 
worked very well. But it was based on a cpmplete dollar hegemony. It began to 
crack in 1968. It fissured in 1971. Since then it has jtist staggered on. And 
today the dollar looks less satisfactory than ever as the only real international 
~edium of exchange that we have. Its continuous weakness can be a great 
de-stabiliser. We aTe almost certainly the only group in the world capable of 
providing not a complete substitute but an alternative.

2652   I see no medium term way forward except by giving a new, non-utopian but more 
urgent and contemporary impulse to the old idea of economic and monetary union, 
particularly its monetary aspect.

2653   
2654   The benefits both to our stronger and weaker economies could be immense, certainly 

amounting to an impulse comnarable with that which came from the establishment of 
the Customs Union itself.

2655   
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2656   - 4 The balance between benefits for both stronger and
2657   
2658   c:
2659   
2660   weaker economies is in my view essential. We will never, and understandably never, 

get major steps forward that are in the interest of only one or the other. But 
this need not be so. The strong have an immense amount to gain from the 
strengthening and underpinning of the unity of the market, that is its monetary 
and political stability. For the weaker economies there are also immense, albeit 
different, advantages: above all ~rotection from the gusts of exchange rate 
inflation and other unsets, including those arising from balance of payments 
difficulties, which come from being tossed about as frail small craft on an 
irrational world monetary sea. As part of the process there must also be greater 
transfers of resources. Clearly this would need to be within a clear framework of 
purpose and not just as charitable handouts. Moreover there would have to be the 
clearer and more permanent acceptance of common flOnetary and anti-inflationary 
disciplines. But it is all Members of the Community, strong and weak and those in 
between, which would stand to benefit from a renewal of that ~ore broadly based 
and robust economic expansion which only an economic and monetary union w6uld 
permit. It is worth reflecting on how the United States is at present able to 
sustain its expansion in spite of certain major economic weaknesses. Not all. of 
us are strong all the time, nor always weak. Those at present in between have 
shown great economic dynamism in the past decade but now seem hamstrung by the. 
interaction of factors making for external and internal ·monetary instability. The 
moment is pro~itious for the acceptance of much stron~er common disciplines, 
providing these balancing factors were there. No-one can contemplate the course of 
the past fe'" years in some of our member countries and believe that there is 
salvation in monetary indiscinline, in· letting the exchange rate and the money 
supply go a~d accepting the inflationary consequences. You get the inflation, your 
currency sinks, but you are not compensated by greater growth or reduced 
unemployment. It is only return to discipline which produces an improvement and 
the beginning of the establishment of a platform fo sustained growth.

2661   
2662   I
2663   
2664   As a former
2665   
2666   - 4a ..
2667   
2668   As a former British Minister, I can refer to the striking example of my own 

country's recent experiences. I believe there are two essential further !lOints in 
the analysis.

2669   (i)
2670   
2671   We will not get monetary union either by"just
2672   
2673   I proclaiming it
2674   
2675   (
2676   \. __
2677   
2678   proclaiming it and believing that separate currencies can be told not to diverge, 

nor by an inevitability of gradualism in which everything hap~ens painlessly, 
effortlessly, without any major act of nolitical will. (ii) Second, it is not the 
case that an equality of performance is a pre-requisite for ENU. Common policy, 
common disciplines. Yes, obviously yes. But not the same standards of living, 
levels of output in Hamburg and Palermo, or in the future Conenhagen and Lisbon. 
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Monetary unions have worked to the benefits of both richer and poorer areas with 
at least equal discrepancies in the past. They do indeed work within our ~ember 
States today where the natural discrepancies are very great, although greatly 
evened u~ by fiscal transfers. This distinction is vital. If equality of 
performance were necessary, it would be meaningless to talk about E~U for our 
lifetime or even 1 our children's lifetime. In this situation we need to look 
~fresh at w~at monetary union would involve for the Community. I should emphasise 
at the outset that I do not foresee such a union as something for tomorrow, or 
even the day after tomorrow. But if we are to·s~t ourselves an objective, it 
should be one within practical reach, something not over the horizon but at least 
on the horizon. After all, in the long run we are all deu.d. What I env.isage in 
the short run is the setting of an objective and the reorientation of our existing 
policies in terms of it. Thus when we take, as we must, decisions on major 
economic and monetary issues, we should do so within the framework of policies 
which will eventually lead to monetary union. This is less than making for union 
in a straight line; but it is more than the coordination which is sometimes held 
up as sufficient for our current needs. What now has monetary union to offer ? It 
would obviously imply a lot in terms of European political integration, but I 
doubt if any among you would be willing to take a sten of this size unless you 
were convinced that there was a clear, functional and economic need rJr it. Europe 
will not accept

2679   
2680   - 6 -
2681   
2682   it purely for ideological reasons. I believe that if you look at the nature of the 

proposition in this light, as I endeavoured to do in some detail in a speech 
recently in Florence, deploying seven separate arguments, that the economic case 
is vastly stronger than it is commonly sup~osed to be. Todav I do not ask those of 
you who are still perhaps a little sceptical to accent this areument to the ~oint 
of a major new, immediate commitment. But I do ask you to give the idea of a 
renewed Community initiative in t~is area a 'fair wind'. To do this in a way that 
is reasonably prudent at this early stage, yet useful in itself, and also 
sufficient to carry credibility and to reawaken interest outside the Community 
institutions, I ask you to do three things : First, agree to a number of practical 
initiatives~ and encourige others that are in train. Here I hav~ in mind the new 
Community Loan instrument, the renovation of the Regional:Fund, and measures to 
improve economic policy coordination, our payments support ~echanisms, to 
alleviate structur~l proble~s in certain industries, and youth unemployment. Only 
the new Community Loan instrument needs to be dis~ussed in any substance at this 
stage in our proceedings (on this I would like Francis Ortoli to say a word at a 
convenient moment); Second, encourage the·Commission to elaborate in more detail 
what, in today's very differen~:circumstances as compared to the beginning of this 
decade, would be the conditions and merits of an accelerated move to economic and 
monetary union. Here I have in mind two kinds of work on the one hand, analysis of 
why and how the union would change so signific~ntly for the better our prospects 
for employment, and stable monetary conditions; on the other hand, what should be 
the design of the bones and sinews of the union. Here we need to look for a model 
for the Community's mometary, financial and institutional organisation which 
should almost certainly be something sui g~~~~i~~ corres~onding to no preconceived

2683   
2684   ....
2685   (
2686   
2687   7
2688   
2689   ...
2690   
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2691   prototype. In consi~ering what its shape and powers might be,· I think we have to 
go for something small in size and limited in the scope of its responsibilities. 
The federal organisation of the United States, with its massive nowers in the 
field of social security, is not only no analogy, but almost the opposite of what 
I have in mind. I would envisage a decentralised form of monetary union in which 
the public nrocurement of goods arid services is primarily in national, regional 
or other hands. The public finance function would be limit-ed to a fmv important 
kinds of financial transfer, designed to fulfil specific tasks in sectors of 
particular concern to the Community, and assuring the flow of resources necessary 
to sustain monetary union. For these purposes only a small central/ bureaucracy 
would required. I doubt if any of the Member States would wish otherwise. Third, 
a~ree now to a new procedure .·for /r~lling five-year programme, suojec~ to annual 
review and co~trol, and so provide the formal framework in which we can put 
together the individual practical steps of progress and relate them to the broader 
perspective as and when this takes firmer shape. In conclusion, I believe the 
Euronean Council should deliberate in such a way as to reawaken interest outside . 
the Community institutions in this project - in political, academic, business and 
trade union circles. The issues at stake are so great and difficult that we can 
only benefit from a . neriod of renewed debate and analvsis across the ' whole of 
the Community. I believe the· fundamental proposition is robust eno~gh to derive 
increased rigour and support· ·from ·such a process. Economic and monetary union 
wi 11 in any case have to come to be seen as a compelling necessity by a wide 
range of public o~inion before it can ha~pen. But without the will to make it 
happen and to direr• our intermediate policies, we would be Without a lodestar in

2692   _. . - - - -,! -~
2693   
2694   ~ ...
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2709   -
2710   
2711   PRESIDENT JENKINS' ADDRESS TO nlE ASSOCIATION OF CONSUMERS , BRUSSELS
2712   
2713   FRIDAY, 23
2714   
2715   SEPTE~ER
2716   
2717   1977 AT 1030 AM
2718   
2719   I am delighted to be speaking here today on the 20th anniversary of the 

Association of Consumers in Belgium, not only because 'I attach grea.t importance 
to the role which the Co~ission~ with the help.of such organisations as this, 
must' seek to play·in the lives of the citizens of Europe, but also because I 
underst~nd that at least part of the origin~l inspiration for the Association's 
highly successful magazine "Test Achats" came from the British Consumer 
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Associat:l,_on, with which my wife was associated for many years. I have therefore 
been privileged to follow very closely the development of the consumer movement 
over the last decades. Tremendous stride$ forward have indeed been made during 
that time. For in 1957 when your organisation was founded, and the Treaty of Rome 
was signed, there were virtually no consumer organisations in ~urope, and the 
Treaty referred to the Con~umer only three times. Now in 1977 the position is very 
different. There are Consumer Associations in every country in Europe - some of 
them very powerful. Your magazine, Test Achats alone, has some 240,000 
subscribers. As far as the European Community is concerned, we now have a 
programme of action for consumer affairs Which is taking concrete form in various 
~-?ays, including the adoption by the Council of Ministers of a series of 
directives which improve the standards of consumer protection in the ~ember 
States. There is also a Commissioner, Mr Burke, who /is specifically responsible

2720   .,
2721   
2722   ~~ ~:
2723   
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2725   
2726   - 2-
2727   
2728   ·la apeclfically responsible for Consumer Affairs, a DirectorGeneral responsible 

for the Environment and Consumer Protection Service and a Consumer Protection 
Directorate which we are in the process of expanding. Because of the growing 
importance of informing the cons~~er, we also have a special division within the 
Directorate-General for 'information, which deals specifically_with consumer 
interests. Then we have the Consumer's Consultative Committee, set up in 1973, to 
advise the Commission on the formulation and implementation of policies and 
directives. What progress have we therefore made since April 1975 with our 
programme,for consumer protection and information? I think we ca~ be proud of a 
record which in only 2% years includes direc~ives on"food labelling, toy safety, 
car safety, doorstep selling, unit pricing, product liability and correspondence 
cours·es. And by the end of the year there will be two further directives on 
misleading advertising and consumer credit. Of cour-se. howeve:r fast we run, you 
in the consumer movement will be encourag~ng us to·, run even faster. I know that 
there is still a great deal of work to be done in consumer education and 
information but we,are making progress in both. In the former, studies are being 
'carried out in the member cOuntries by consumer organisations fina~ced by the 
Commission, and in the information field, ·the Commission maintains permanent 
contact with television, radio and press by means of holding regular meetings 
on'consumer affairs. There is also the ~nole field of legal redress to be properly 
covered, but I do believe that we have now created a solid basis on which to do 
this. We recognise too in the Commission that the consumer's lnterest has to be 
considered far beyond the directives and policies put fonvard under the specific 
heading of "Consu~er Policy". The consumer has to be taken into account in all 
parts of Co~nity policies - industry, agriculture, co~petition, anti-trust law, 
transport, environ~e~t and It is obvious that unless we can de::~onstr~te that . 
so..on. our proposals have some meaning for the ~an in the street, and for his 
quality of life, we cannot expect to build a broad base of support among all the 
people of Europe - a base which will be all the more necessary when there are 
direct elections to the European Ps ia~ent. /Let oe 21 ve

2729   
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2733   •.
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2734   
2735   1
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2739   
2740   •
2741   
2742   .
2743   
2744   -:l
2745   .~
2746   
2747   'I
2748   
2749   ~
2750   
2751   i
2752   
2753   ·1
2754   
2755   - 3-
2756   
2757   •
2758   
2759   Let me give two examples where we really have ~ried to take proper account of the 

consumer. The first has direct relevance to the theme of your conference today, 
since it certainly affects employment. I mean the policy ~ich we are following in 
the international negotiations on textiles, the so~called MUltifibres Agreement. 
Here we have had to weigh up the problems which our own textile industries in the 
Community are facing, from low-priced imports of· clothing; with the need to 
combat inflatfon and our obligations to third countries. . It has not been an easy 
course to ~teer, and ~n a peri-od of high unemployment we cannot simply-:ignore 
the social consequences of cheap imports. But we have avoided making a move 
towards protectionism .~ich, if it became general, could have .unhap~y 
consequences for world trade and as a result for consumers. '!'he .o_ther example 
I wilf mention is agricultural policy, in which consumer organieations have been 
taking an ~ncreasing interest. I have no hesitation in saying that our farm price 
propo~als this year took the consumer's interest fully into account: our proposals 
for a 3 per cent increase in the common prices,, at a· time when price inflation 
generally in the Comrm.1nity is in double figures, were. I believe courageous. · 
Finally Mr President,.on behalf of the Comreission I would like to express. our 
congratulations for your first twenty years, and our best wishes to your 
Association for the future. My colleague Richard Burke joins me in that rr.essage. 
I have admired personally the high quality of your work including your 
publications, such as Test Achats- and I am particularly interested to ~ee the 
progress which you have made in the field of consumer rights and services. Good 
luck to you for the future.·

2760   
2761   ..
2762   
2763   **** *year_1977 *date_1977-03-11 *place_Brussels
2764   
2765   Brussels, ll f.!arch Speech by Mr. Roy JENKINS, President of the Comnission of the 

European Communities, at the dinner given in honour of Nr. Mario Soares, Prime 
Hinister of Portugal.

2766   
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2767   'SrcL 1977 ~(e...
2768   
2769   Mr. Prime Minister,-'Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen,
2770   
2771   It is with particular pleasure that I
2772   
2773   wel~ome
2774   
2775   you and your
2776   
2777   delegation, Mr Prime Minister, in the name of the Commission, to Brussels.
2778   
2779   We are very glad to have you here, Mr Pri1ne Minister, you and your delegation, 

and we
2780   ~t
2781   
2782   this occasion tonight to be above all
2783   
2784   one of celebrating our friendship.
2785   
2786   You, Mr Soares, have become the democratic Portugal.
2787   
2788   symbo~
2789   
2790   or
2791   
2792   the new free and
2793   
2794   You have shown throughout your life courage You have fought
2795   
2796   and dedication for the ideals of freedom. dictatorship. companions.
2797   
2798   You have sustained in exile the morale of your You have organised and led your 

party, as you
2799   to~
2800   
2801   lead
2802   
2803   the Government of Portugal with skill and inspiration.
2804   
2805   Through the turbulences of the revolution you have been able to ally forti tude 

with the highest ability in persuading the Portuguese people to avoid pitfalls on 
their ardu.ous road t1owards democracy.

2806   
2807   May I assure you of our sincere admiratiorll and of our warmest
2808   
2809   friendship in recognition of
2810   
2811   w~at
2812   
2813   you have done for your country and
2814   
2815   for the cause of democracy in Europe.
2816   
2817   It is nearly three years since the people of Portugal shed the cloak of 

dictatorship and embarked on the inevitably difficult process of
2818   sh~ping
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2819   
2820   democratic institutions.
2821   
2822   B.y this act Portugal
2823   
2824   /simultaneously
2825   
2826   simultaneously became reconciled with its historical tradition and its cultural 

heritage.
2827   
2828   The Community very rapidly recognised the significance of the events taking place 

in Portugal through the provision of emergency aid and the agreements on the 
Protocols designed to bring closer trading relationships between Portugal and the 
Community and to make available a steady source of financial assistance.

2829   
2830   Furthermore, a year ago, your couhtry was welcomed into the circle of democratic 

nations represente•d -in the Council of Europe.
2831   
2832   Now you have embarked on the next stage of .vour progress towards the Community. 

You have told us today of the discussions you have discussions
2833   
2834   been conducting in the capitals of our Member States:
2835   
2836   which will have left you in no doubt of the collective wish of the Governments and 

peoples of the EEC to see Portugal take her place alongside them in the task of 
creating a new Community •

2837   .
2838   
2839   ·•
2840   
2841   Your discussions will also have touched on some of the severe economic problems 

which confront you and which the Community is determined to help you resolve. We 
have talked about these matters It is, I think,.

2842   
2843   today and we shall speak of them again tomorrow.
2844   
2845   entirely appropriate that the role of the Commission over the issue of Portugal's 

membership of the Community will be a central one and we look forward to 
broadening steadily our contacts with all parts of your administration and 
institutions in the months which lie ahead. You can be sure of our profound 
goodwill in the task of analysis, assessment and advice to Portugal and to the 
Member States of the /Community

2846   
2847   Community which falls to us.
2848   
2849   I believe there is a word familiar to Portuguese historians which is "oceanidad" 

and which describes the imaginativeness, the
2850   sta~e
2851   
2852   of open-mindedness and also the determination of the brilliant I think that
2853   
2854   navigators in the golden age of Portugal's history.
2855   
2856   this same attitude is needed todey to take the full dimension of the work which we 

want to achieve in common in the years to come.
2857   
2858   Mr Prime Minister, we salute you with warmth and admiration
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2859   
2860   and hope.
2861   
2862   **** *year_1977 *date_1977-10-12 *place_Tokyo
2863   
2864   ------------------------,..---------
2865   
2866   ''"';>
2867   
2868   •
2869   
2870   . '•
2871   
2872   :~~, ~
2873   
2874   . ....
2875   t ~.
2876   
2877   .
2878   
2879   \
2880   
2881   .
2882   ·'
2883   ~--
2884   
2885   ,~;---~~~-~·--._----~----~
2886   
2887   foLLowing is text of president jenkins speech ttorrespondents' club in tokyo today 

wed-nesday 12 . -
2888   
2889   ..
2890   
2891   this is my second visit to japan and my first 35 presi~ent of the commission of 

the european communities to jap~r. my predecessors, as weLL as other members of 
the co~m1ssion have, of course, visited tokyo in recent years and i ~~ very happy 
to be abLe in this way to c~rry further tne tradition of friendship we have 
estabLished with the japanese government. friendship implies frankness. and 1 
think 1 shouLd be frank about :-two themes ... the nature of the cor1rnuni ty and 
its ir.:pact on japan and our trade reLations. both are surroundej by . 
misunderstandings. ,Let me. try and set so:r.e of these right.

2892   
2893   .
2894   
2895   1 am conscious that as president of the 6ommission of the
2896   
2897   european communities i come to japan as the representative of what must se~m a 

strange and even at'times dn inconvenient animaL. here twenty years ago; was a 
nation of over 100 r:1iLLion peopLe, there times more denseLy packed on yo~r 
isLands than the peoples of the european community, sycces~fuLLy earning your 
Living in the cut and thrust of worLd trade, enjoyi-n; reasonably satisfactory 
relations with the se~arate countries of europe. and then, foLLowin~ the treaty of 
rome in 1~57, the european community appeared. to some we rnust ha.ve see:·e.J 
Like an octopus. Let me expLain wny w·e are not •

2898   
2899   • our community was born of the second great european civiL war inthis century. 1, 

Like most of my generation, served in that war. 1 am proud to have as friends and 
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coLLeagues in the brusseLs commission, more than thirty years Later~ tho~e who 
fou~~t on both sises of the barricades. for our community was born of the j0sire 
of t~e nations of europe, who surveyed the destruction, sufferirg and penury they 
had infLicted upon thenseLves, tc cr0at a ne~ euro~c,

2900   
2901   ..
2902   
2903   _.
2904   
2905   .. -
2906   
2907   -
2908   
2909   .-
2910   
2911   ~
2912   
2913   .
2914   
2915   ---
2916   
2917   __________ ________
2918   ,__
2919   
2920   democratic, prosperous, united. no one can say that we h~ve • not achieved 

c~nsiderabLe success. the europe which the prime minister knew nearLy 50 years 
ago, with its poverty, its nationaLism, its distrust of the outside world h~s 
gc~e. in its pLace is a new europe not onLy prosperous ar.d S8L~  q>nfident but 
conscious of 1 ts responsihiLi ties to the v.;..;rL:j across the seas. it may be 
usefDL for ~e tu say a word or two ajout w~~t o~r community is • in doing so i 
Must e~~hasise t~~t 1~ is :~ rapi~ evoLution. ten years ago it was different with 
a sm~LL~r ~e~ber  ship, and ten years from now it wiLL b~ different a~ain, probabLy 
with a Larger me~bership. it consists of the ~r!ncipaL nation states of western 
europe who have come together wit~i~ common institutions to det..:rr1ir.e 
widenir.~ arc:as of co;~.mor; action and responsi~iLity: tor exa~ple a co~~c~ 
~arket within and a common externaL tdriff witho~t: a comrr~n agricuLturaL poLicy 
based on the concept of a singLe ~rice system: a common com~erciaL poLicy toAlrd5 
the out side worLd and progress towards a cor:1rnor: f is r,e rie s poLicy c1n d a 
cor.;r-:on , energy poLicy. there is a gaud deJL eLse in trJin. an increasingly 
coordinated a~proach by the nine ~e~ber states in ' . foreign policy (you wiLL 
nave seen o~r joint state~ents on south africa and the middLe east) :the 
a·ppLication for membership of the three most re:ent democracies in euro~e 
(a~though one of them-greece-~as the oLdest i~ the worLd) the fact that these 
countries see so clearLy thdt ~r.eir future Lies with us is testimony to the 
nc1ture of t~? community as a stdbiLisir,g der;,ocratic for,ce. i wiLL not conceaL 
that our achiever~:ents are greater in so:re a . . eas t:~ar others. but the 
essentiaL ~·oint is that the c.;·:.r~;t;ni t/ increasingLy speaks and acts with a 
singLe v0ice, a~~ is ~~e counterpart of this cuuntry - its interLocutor - ~- ~~~ 
other side of the world. as such we are major partners. •the originaL cor·;!"lurli 
t; of s'!.Y. had a population of 194 r.JiLLion: v1itr the enL:::.r;e· '.:?'""":: 
t:.:. .... ::.~e of 1973 it grew to 258 miLLion: if, as i hope and ~~~~0vs, it is 
enLarged again to t~elve, it wiLL be 311 ~iLLic~. ~n 1976 our totaL gross domestic 
product was ~s 1,3°2 biLLie~ doLLars: compare the japanese one of ~s 553 biLLion 
doLLars an d the o f t he un i t e d s tate d o f us ·1 , 6 q n b i LL::. or: do 
LLa r s • aLready we account for over 40 0/~ of the wo~Lj's trd~~, dnd constitute 
its

2921   
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2922   , .
2923   .
2924   
2925   .,
2926   
2927   ..
2928   
2929   .
2930   
2931   ,'l
2932   
2933   '
2934   
2935   !'
2936   
2937   '!!, ...
2938   
2939   - - · ..
2940   
2941   . ....
2942   
2943   ~·-
2944   
2945   ... _ _ _ _ ,.,._ t - W , . . . ......_._._....,
2946   
2947   .~
2948   
2949   _ __ . . ._ _,_ _ _ _ _ _. . ._ _ _. . . ._
2950   
2951   . ..,-........._ _ _ _ .
2952   ~'..:~
2953   
2954   ~~·-
2955   
2956   our responsibiLities in world trade are cLearLy very great.
2957   how have we handled them? first and most important we have adopted and maintained 

extremeLy LiberaL poLicies. the community has the Lowest industriaL tariff of aLL 
the major industriaLised countries. it took a Leading part in the Last two trade 
negotiations in the gatt which together haLved our tariff.

2958   we took an eQuaLLy Leading part in the preparations for the
2959   
2960   current round which was formaLLy Launched here in toky~ in september 1973- and 

which we hope with this country's heLp and that of the other main participants to 
bring to the threshoLd of the finaL negotiating phase by 15 january next year. 
aLthough the economic cLimate is markedLy Less fdvourabLe than in the kennedy 
round, we have a joint and vitdL interest in a successfuL outcome·next year. 
without this we risk b~ing enguLfed in a rising tide of world pr0tectionism.

2961   
2962   --
2963   
2964   ~
2965   
2966   we were the first to introduce a scheme of generalisedpreferences ·to heLp'the 

po~rer countries. we took a Leading and LiberaL roLe in the recent north/sout~ 
diaLogue in paris and we shaLL continue on this path as the diaLogue continues. 
and even in the textiLe fieLd, an exceptionaLLy difficuLt one for us, where we are 
trying now to negotiate agreerrents, essentiaLLy with Low wage cost producers, 
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fair both to our suppLiers and our O\VTl manufacturers, it was the community which 
absorbed three-quarters of the incr'ease ··in worLd textiLe exports between 1973 
and 1975. but it shows something eLse. i was a member of a british cabin~t which 
had to decide in 1975 whether to yieLd to great pressure fror: urions ar:d 
manufacturers for a cut across the board in textile i;rports into the united 
kingdom. we decided not to yieLd. a~d a cruciaL eLement in our decision was t~e• 
existance of community rules which made~tp yeL decisio~ wfptnis kind across the 
board impossibLe. if the corr.unity had not existed the ~nited kingdom might weLL 
have gone do~n t~e protectionist rca~. if it had, the pressures on other european 
countries to foLLow wouLd have probabLy been too great to resist. it was the fact 
and the dis:ipLi'res of our cor;.rr:t.mi ty which v;ere th~s the deciding factor 
in the Line ~~irg heL1 at a t~rning

2967   ~01T'It
2968   
2969   -~
2970   
2971   a:
2972   ~
2973   
2974   r m
2975   ~· f4
2976   
2977   ll
2978   
2979   tv
2980   
2981   (
2982   
2983   n
2984   
2985   r (i
2986   )
2987   
2988   1'!"1
2989   
2990   t'T'I~
2991   
2992   df!VCLupmH~1t
2993   
2994   uf
2995   
2996   ·I.'•J"'L(1
2997   
2998   tr-1r1a.
2999   
3000   -- -- ----------~------"-'' '"-'·"~"'":=!!!""""",..,.,.~-------
3001   
3002   - . ·-·-·------~---·----
3003   
3004   .
3005   
3006   '
3007   
3008   'f)
3009   
3010   .
3011   
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3012   an d this b r 1n g s me to the de v e Lo p me-:: t o f o u r t r ad e r e Ld t i o 
"'": s • ~ere i see three centraL probLems. the first is tnc i~cre~s::f.'ngLy 
heavy trade deficit ;.hich tY1e c·J'n:·uri t..y n.as '.';:i ":." japan. in 1972 
this deficit was us 1,?00 riLLio~ d0LLars. b; 1]76 the deficit had increased 
nearly four~oLd tc us h,~~1 ~iLLio~ doLLars. and there is every indicatior t'lat 
it v;:LL be oven greater this year. against a backgrOund of acute so:iaL a~j 
econoric difficuLties within the community it is cLear t~~t a st~te of affairs 
where our exports to j:...t~;...:.n p-.ty f:)r droL.:rd !~; -~/"' of our ir:oports 
from j.Jpan wiLL irevitdbLy Le._;-;- t,.;,..~es·;; ;;::: deaL with it - to 
incredsed protectionisr. the second is the corcentr~tion of ja~anese i~ports i~tc 
the community on a Lim~ted ran~e of goods. these -steeL, cars, baLL bearings, 
electrc tech~i:al products s~ch 3S teLevision tubes, .. and 
shi;.:::._;...ildir.:]s are exar'i;._Les- f.JLL predominantLy into secturs 
·.·.""L:r-, dre particuLJ.rLy i~ ;...-.~rtar~t .. to european manufacturing 
e~;Loy~ent and which are in dry case facing major probLens becduse of the 
recession. su~e of the industries affected arc Loc2ted in ~arts of tne community 
for which they are the prim~ry source of ~crk. an~ pr-essures on particuLar 
se:;turs of our ;rdrtc;t car. tt'1<::refore easiLy become intoLerabLe. the third 
is the accessiLiLit; of the japdnsije ~arket to european exports. i freeLy 
a:k~c~Le~ge that tre j~~arese market is not in generaL orutected by a ~iQ~ tariff. 
j~t the market is nonetheLess far fr~~ beirg an o~e~ one. t~ere are major 
difficuLties in ~~1e way of foreign products ··aking an impact - such factors as 
tne japanese distri.::;uti..;:: s;::;te:-:., the continuing existance of soMe 
administr~tiv8 bdrrier3 a~d • what seem to us a certain intuiLt ruLuctan~e, partL; 
3~C!aL, partLy economic, to accept Lar~e-scdLe ir~o0rt~ o~ pr~d~cts that compete 
directly with jil~anose indust~y. how can we soLve these pro~Ler·-:s? for jJ.r;an 
;;;:r.:! tre c8·:-~·~v;:i.ty  as major actors on the worLd stage- have a c~~~cn 
res~c~s!  biLity. we have as the prime ~inister said Last week d cooper~te to avoid 
''to Learn the Lesson of the

3013   
3014   - ----------
3015   
3016   --
3017   
3018   ...
3019   •'j
3020   
3021   ~
3022   
3023   .. .
3024   
3025   ... ·. ,'
3026   'l~ ,, ,·.:.~.-~
3027   
3028   ... ---~--L-• ~·.,......--'-'·\
3029   
3030   .
3031   
3032   ' ~ ,·. ·, .··.. ·:".·...
3033   
3034   ~--·
3035   
3036   ------. -··- •
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3039   
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3041   
3042   l
3043   
3044   ·-
3045   
3046   one way fo~ us to soLve these probLems wouLd be to cLa~p down whoLesaLe to adjust 

the baLance. this we do r.ot ·.-.ant. puLLing -the pLug out of the oth8r end of 
the boat does rot reaLLy heLp arycne in it. we prefer the ~ore ~0sitive soLution - 
to 1ncr e;.:,. s e our exports tv j ..;. ~ ...u: • p<..1 r ".: u f : ~; :. s :! 
,:;; ;. : ::: n :::; :J ~our exporters. but here we need japanese heLp. at present 
onl.y 20 0/0 of japan's imports are rnanufacturej ;oodsa proportion far LtHver 
H:<.in that of :..1n; oth.cY' r·.ajor i-r:!ustriaL country. the t~aditicnaL 
structure o~ jaoar.ese tr~de h~s tended to discourage the i~purt o~ fureig~ ~0ods 
if ja~arese products couLd instead be pronated, or to i:nports onLy UT1tiL such 
time as a japanes'e product t)ecame avaiLabLe. but if in the Long run japan wa~ts 
to ~aintain a~d ex~ard her exports of goods for .which her industry is 
pJrticuLarLy cor;Jpetitive she r~1ust accept as a ;;er~anent f-:=aturG cf :·cr 
prosperity the ir:portativn of !')''dT"-u7;1ct·. . res ·;.~~r::: vtr.-:;r 
countries have a c cr.: par .:it i v .,, ad v ~ n t . .:. :<: • t '1 e s .:.l". ~ 
c; ;:; :: u.r ": ~ . .-. it i e s for goods must exist here.as exist for jap~~c~e 
;..::r~~~:ts th~oughout the conw:unity. onLy thus ..viLL v1e te dOLe to achieve an 
immedi~te anj Lasting improvement in curo~ean exports to the japanese market. orLy 
t~~s wiLL we ba 3ble to ·mair.tain and ·deveLop trie u;en trdding syst;err:, 
·::hich is so much in the interests uf us both.

3047   
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3059   
3060   RJ
3061   
3062   ~ro~ute
3063   
3064   ft1
3065   
3066   ~
3067   ~
3068   !
3069   
3070   J
3071   
3072   ! (1
3073   
3074   ~
3075   
3076   of course, this is not the .·hoLe story. we ir ··europe r-:ust recognise the need 

for industriaL structuraL adjustffients to meet changing patterns in worLd trade. 
japan needs to recognise the need for restraint to avoid putting intoLerabLe 
p~essures on particuLar sectors of european industry. and we both have, together 
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with tre united states, the major worLd economic responsibiLitiei which were 
discussed at the London summit in may. the japanese govern~ent is tuLLy aware of 
the strongLy heLd view of its p3rtrers that its baLance of payments surpLus shouLd 
be reduced, i:ind we await with interest the impact of the new measures. 'we 
pa~ticuLarLy weLcome the recentLy stated intention to strive for an externaL 
equiLibrium.

3077   ---~
3078   
3079   ~ ---------------------~
3080   
3081   ~
3082   
3083   --------------------------------------~--~------------------
3084   
3085   .
3086   
3087   !
3088   
3089   •
3090   
3091   -, _,.
3092   
3093   ".
3094   
3095   ~~-...-----~,--m~·:::..=.. ... ---:-~--:----~-·------· -- ....._ - - ~·
3096   
3097   .
3098   
3099   _
3100   
3101   ybu know that we attach great importance to th~ high LeveL consuLtations between 

our authorities twice a yea~. we ~~~e that these consuLtati~ns c~n be aid~d ty a 
~ore j~t~iL0j monitorir.g of H1e deveLop··ent uf trc:J.de ~nj p<J.y~·-~.:~·ts 
:.>::t·>'·c'-r japan and the cornr::uni ty. to tnis e'!'l,j i sh.Jll t.: 
.~;;;:.:~~::.:·:c;; the establishment of a joirt study gro~p, ~oss!2L; ~it' the 
participation of business, ~nic~ ~~uLd re~urt befcr3 each 6 monthLy consultation. 
it is ~Y ho~e that this ;~cu~ wiLL be abLe over the next year tu find a ste~diLy 
i~:rov~ng picture in our bilateral tra,Je reLC1-:icns that is a ":.ai~, tr.er::e 
in my taLks here in tokyo • i have tried to give ·yuu ~u~2 has faced its 
respor>sibilit"'..·:·;:, 1:. tre v.urL-.: • ...;·· t!'".i::- i " to make a finaL 
;::oint. we beLieve tliat ;.,;. r;:ajor part of responsibiLities is towards the 
third worLd. countries wi t h whi c h we are L'ir1 k e d b y i 1 i s to r y , c x 
;.. e r i e :. c e , t r c. j 2 muLtipLicity of interest. ira worLd.be:o~e 
increds~r~ly une, our prosperity cannot be separated fro~ t~eirs, nor theirs from 
ours. at tr-,e conference on interratior.dl ecoro"ic co~peration in may, in which 
i ~drticipate~ for the community, we made wn~t Mig~t b0 describe~ as a begirning 
in creating a rew dnd more e~uitabLe reldtio~snic ~etweer> "' . industriaL and 
other countrie~. the .. _; r k ·:: e t ·>: n d i J '~ v3 t r ~ w energeticaLLy 
pursue~ and ex~0rded. 1 ~0oe tnc.t ~~~~r JTC t~e 1·.,.., ,~y J;,-..-~ .. c:.,y""~· 
Cor:l"~Unl·ty ,..,iLL jo.;-r -in d··i"'-''' 1·t- -t ··-·:.'"hc..r • I ,_) .... ' 
.J ....... _.,. - ' ..... v
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3130   ~ ;j ......
3131   
3132   ......
3133   
3134   I
3135   
3136   ~
3137   
3138   ' '
3139   
3140   -·-
3141   
3142   worLd economic relatL:ms ford to fa i L • i f we do t ~--: e ·:, '1 :.> :.. c:, v: 

,j r L ~ '· i L l. ~; :... "' ..r: -." ,... • " succeed, as 1 hope and believ~ ~e 
~~y, t~~ L?~~.r:~ts =~

3143   af
3144   "'
3145   
3146   •.
3147   't
3148   
3149   to be irnmense •
3150   
3151   --
3152   
3153   ----------·-·-. ,,.. ______ ___.
3154   ...,,...,.
3155   
3156   ....,..,,...._........,,
3157   
3158   ....._,--...--
3159   
3160   **** *year_1977 *date_1977-07-06 *place_Luxembourg
3161   
3162   check against d$Livery
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3163   
3164   e m b a r g o : 12 noon
3165   ----~
3166   
3167   .... _____ _
3168   ,_.
3169   
3170   m m
3171   >C
3172   
3173   ,..
3174   
3175   -
3176   
3177   speech by the president of the co~~ission of the european communitie the right hon 

roy jenkins, to t~• european parLiament, Luxembourg wednesday 6 juLy 1977 first, 
the european counciL. either too much or too LittLe is expected of european 
counciLs. it ~s rare that one enters them in the context of a. baLanced pubLic 
expectation of the resuLts that might be achieved, but the heads of gove~nment and 
the president of the commission ought to have such baLanced view. i have personaL 
experience of onLy two such councils, at rome in march, and at London Last week. i 
approached neither expecting miracLes, but i beLieve it resonabLe each time to 
expect some advance in deaLing with major european is~ues. at rome we did ~~ke 
some advance, particuLarLy in putting in hand . some usefuL wor.k~' in London we 
discussed some of the resuLts of that work, but, t~ mY regret, there was more 
taLking than decision-making •

3178   i
3179   
3180   a
3181   
3182   >C
3183   
3184   ... Ill
3185   
3186   -1 II
3187   
3188   i must first express my disappointment that a decision was not reached on the site 

for.the j~t ~~oject. the commission fuLLy shares the concern which this parLiament 
has frequentLy expressed about the inabiLity to reach agreement on this issue. 
such agreement is vitaL both for the credibiLity of the community and for the 
~~inherent vaLue of the project. that it shouLd be done is more impor-r" tant than 
where it is done. it is' not yet Lost, but time is now verym short". the 
commission, with, i beL.ieve, your support, wiLL do every-~ thing in its power to 
cut the knot and get a decision from the foreign ministers' counciL at the ·a'nd 
of this month. we must aLso get a decision on the muLti-annuaL programme of the 
joint research centre, which was agreed ·in princi~Le Last november and accepted 
-t ad referendum by aLL governments in march, and shouLd have been

3189   
3190   ...
3191   
3192   m
3193   r-
3194   
3195   impLemented as from 1 january.
3196   
3197   m
3198   
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3199   •at.. pa.rticutart.y Wii~ tf!re> es:ct6r..~u· et'rf• .,fk"~JmWTt.~ flf"Obt.$m&~ 
mQ&'l ........

3200   
3201   ...Ia
3202   
3203   was
3204   
3205   at.so th'6
3206   
3207   ct•sttofi,e:f
3208   
3209   :~-~~--c~~t~,
3210   M·
3211   
3212   t. - . .
3213   
3214   ~
3215   
3216   ta..
3217   
3218   f!ta-.~P"·" c:•-t~ ·. to pur-~Hie: ttT·ts. th·e eomm··iis:sd:e:n mus:;t b:e: 

•ac:.t:J:ca·b:.t'; t>tt:t. tt A'lltl$·"t· a-.l:i$.0 be: forwar"c:t-t.aoktng:,. aoo 
it ntLMI:1, na;tt e:-:itfte11"' b3: p:tt>t aJ,ft· Or"' tt:a&:'t d'OW111

3219   
3220   qel'TlmerJts w•re in fa~~"
3221   
3222   tt_u\t net' aJa.,
3223   
3224   a:h'.atuilf
3225   
3226   if a rroN·~t1 :tcdrea ~s 11Q.t immed:hi'.te·l.~ commanct ~~ ~~f ttra.t 1 am su.t"e 

is~ th,fl attitu<te ·wh::t:~tt' y.ou; wCD<wtd, wtsno u:a. tQt a:CfO\,,.t,., 1 wit. 
t cttscU:ss th·is :td'Et'a ft.trtne:r in ttte (!'Qnl'te~'t of ()Ur" ~,l"'a'l wa:~

3227   i
3228   
3229   r
3230   
3231   ... II
3232   II JC
3233   
3234   1n ttl·e past: si" months t't1e
3235   
3236   comrw.ts~ston·.
3237   
3238   ttats; ma49' a: s•tcrf"'t· wttft,
3239   
3240   ~ ~G'e:
3241   
3242   rang.e o·f prac tic·a:b proposaLs attd'. r"'e•f"atl"ms." we~ be,bii.Elv:e: tlte'~< 

- . .~ l..artcBCt and CO.l1'S-tru.c ti\le., we: ha.\t$ t'axt.kll.edii 
art;culitUf"QL a·rtd ~:;UIM!Iit~ ~ social. and re gc±ona L fuirl!d:s ano1 tl're 
c.omm'u.ni:fy l)udfg:EJt., t.e:t ~- Oit'1'8P" cr.

3243   brief comment an..
3244   ea.cl'lt~ f!Q:r"
3245   $
3246   
3247   these
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3248   
3249   to~ics h'e!Vt9! ~•n:
3250   t~
3251   
3252   r>a,.iJS'.ed: tft,fs:
3253   
3254   a~ter-
3255   
3256   noon,,. and each' formS:
3257   <ltll" Pf"lljlCJSaLS, f(m,
3258   
3259   ,pa~t
3260   
3261   of oup· t:;arrge'P'
3262   
3263   s:tra·te·g;;y·..
3264   Pr'<)jl9Pi>)!' SOc
3265   
3266   II
3267   
3268   -1 ·
3269   
3270   :liJI, IO±tiWI ' 0'1 tn·e neeGt ta lfta$'te,.,., the ~'P'ob Lem~f ·~,,fr 

f1t,'fllatttcu1~ i'n· the .comm•t..lff!J'!yi., ·we~L.s:o:: pr~lP:'O'Se.ct ~~ 
,.~du;e ttons :tlt mmte~~t a;:o:mpe:rrsa:tor-y all'toun:~s:; to; ~n up- ttre w&y,i 
~· a' g:r"ad:Uaili ~"'Sturn• tn1 ttre wrct:rt:y of a•:gr>icw!J,.tura"L. 
mar"i<e,ts.~l. thoztujft· ttte countrtk fffX::ed~, p~tcre'SI hi}gfler tttan we 
w<1u1Gd: l't'Ei~ w±stl'&Gt,. tl're: · ev,e•rrtua'~· sex_tt Leme'n1 was.. an'e' 
G-~f' ttte Lowa.s;ti· :t\rt1 ~ t tt,fs,ta;ry of the c:&p.,_ we: a Cso 
rins.i~~tea:~ on•" Ci'n''d• the: Gounc i:L ad:o:p~e:'CtJ,; em" action' 
P:r"'·grammeo. to, cur'b·· ttre s:ur:pt.uses~ ()'of!' m:flUH;. the ov.e.·P'3JLL: 
monement af' ttte: c.a:mt~ttsston'·s pro~osa;Us;, was. 1 bBiit:e.vs ftr-mly.: 
:t\ft: ttte;, rrtgn,t ct•tl"ect:.±an' ~· b:gg:inn·trrg~ to, ·f~>:t:nlii a 
sottJ<tiloni f!Oi, some" O'f ther P'PObl.ems of: the· cap. we, wt.t.t· buiLd'~ on· 
ttt·JZs S''tctf"'t.,. tft&, c®ncilt.

3271   mus,t do, so too.
3272   
3273   ~t!uraL
3274   
3275   ,Pr't"esc . , _
3276   
3277   ~
3278   
3279   JC
3280   
3281   orr. steel.
3282   measures.
3283   
3284   we~
3285   
3286   na,vg, pr"&·sented' and t1ave trad: acce>pted a' wtda
3287   1
3288   
3289   range~
3290   
3291   af
3292   
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3293   tn·ey, ar·e· d·ecstgned to en6 UPe tne·· suPV•i::Va t. at· th& eur>u:p:ean
3294   s.ta~~h
3295   
3296   s;:te·e,u tndus:.tPy _, no>ttting' lies•s ±'s att
3297   
3298   1 t ne:ed'S· a,
3299   
3300   v~iiat)'Ve:·
3301   
3302   ba.se
3303   
3304   f!ol""' tne; flutur:-e, a;nd· this can onL.y be g;i:.ve·rf; by. ;:r.ss.fs tance 

with r'e·-
3305   
3306   s;truc·turi.nv-. thts• i:s ess.entia.t. f:t>'·r' · th·e. tn'dustr-y,, for jobs, and
3307   
3308   ftlr the. economi.c heal. th of the communt,ty.,
3309   
3310   on agricuLture and ste~L, decisi6ns have been taken and are being impLemented. the 

sociaL and regi~na L fund, and the budget, are ,on the council. agenda. first~ ~· 
haVe made proposaLs to increase the effectiveness of the .funds~~ hop~ th~ counciL 
wiLL match them with effective decisions. the counciL'has indeed made a start on 
the sociaL fund. we have tried to c~t out the red-tape which had encumbered the 
fund, to intensify 1ts use in the most needy sectors and regions, and to open it 
up to a range of ,Labour market poLicies beyond the accepted but reLatively narrow 
vocationaL training functions. second, in our regionaL fund proposaLs we open up a 
part of it which wouLd not as in the past be Locked in by nationaL quotas. we aLso 
propose to·strengthen its Links with other community financiaL operations. Let it 
aLso be't:Lear that the purpose of the fund is not a mechanism for nationaL 
'·governments to cut their own re giona L expenditure.

3311   0
3312   
3313   .. = m
3314   ~
3315   
3316   r-
3317   
3318   >C
3319   
3320   m
3321   
3322   l
3323   
3324   m rm
3325   
3326   -4
3327   
3328   >CI
3329   
3330   it is a much ne~ded suppLement not a much weLcomed substitute. third, the 1978 

budget - the first to be financed from our own resources - refLects key commission 
priorities, particuLarLy in proposing substantiaL incr~asbwlin the yeformed funds 
to assist in easing unempLoyment and in getting more effective, and 
forwardLooking-1X>mmunity energy poLicies under way.

3331   
3332   this brief cataLogue .of som~ of our proposaLs provides an important eLement of 

the agenda for decisions over the next six months. they spring out of the normaL 
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rhythm of the commission's programme of work but in each of them we have Looked 
forward to ptoduce the necessary reforms i have described. but there are two other 
issues which have been raised which arei in my view, of overriding importance for 
the.community-enLarge~ant on the one hand, and the economi and human compLex of 
divergence,- infLation and unempLoyment on the -1 other. we began with these in 
january, they were with us in London ~ . Last week, they wiLL remain of 
overwheLming priority not just for I the beLgian presidency, but aLso for the 
danish and beyond. they wiLL be centraL to our capacity to interest the voters of 
1978 in )C the community of the next five years~

3333   
3334   m ,. m
3335   ><
3336   
3337   -1
3338   
3339   m
3340   
3341   r-
3342   
3343   1 do not want to set
3344   
3345   out again the
3346   
3347   d$tai~ q:f. th~ G.Qmm1§~1,Rn' §;.
3348   
3349   proac.n to the quest:ton of enLaf"geme:nt. :lt mu~t t)e. ~. Jm~!t.~lt~~/ 

acceptabLe response to sustain 'demoqracy. to at :t~ fu~-Qqm~n.tB:Ji~, !t must 
aLso be economicaLLy r.esponsibLe tn faQin~ up t~ til~. Jlll'itilt:~~ caL 
consequences. and to make a reaLity of the d.EtfflP~~a,tJQ QJ~fflffl·1:t.~ ment we 
must sol.ve them. i want to emphastse thr~~-! t-he fiP~* is institutional... the 
ad;aptabil.i ty of our decis1Qf11,.,.~~1n·~·; ma,,ch~.m~~¥ was stretched in the 
move from six to nine. ttt~ mqve t,q t~r:~ qp,. more wilL further strain the 
sys·tem whi.eh i.s; aLrec;Q'Y GPe<ik~n~, ·commission, council and parLiament have 
a Qyty to .y~~ tJ"l,e ijQ~:~i~. bil..ity of enLargement to make the commun:i,ty 
work Detter ~s t~ lYf'?J the co·mmitment to european democracy into a m.cuoe 
~QtJtn'H.!r.l~Yt«;tPe decision-making system.

3350   the community interest must be put first in s.o~ving ~Qfflffll,Jni,ty probl.e·ms. 
the counciL has started· to con:SiQeP this m-:atteP~ the commission w!l.L make 
proposaLs to meet this 'fle.ed. $ee0n4.~. we must de at.. in the eontex t of the 
isSY~ of ~,e.<f:it~rr-q.n,eq,:n agriculture, which itself extends oeyond t:Ae 
~,~PeLY ~gr.i~Y:,~.t:~~~ aim:ension. on this tf>.o the eemm iSs ion -hf;,s 
t.tn.~erta~en o t P"''0,~1tl~-e, '!h ird, w-e mu-s t Pe.e.o gJ~t is e th a t the s 
t r uc tyP ~ 'i- .~ ~ f te P·eR~e § a. n-~

3351   c;m extens-ion of tt'le community's own pPesent
3352   e~ono.roi~ pro:t;>l.~r~t. ~ .•
3353   
3354   *
3355   
3356   1t .
3357   
3358   ·we can.not compL.ain of the existing d~n~ePs of ec(:).nomig eiiveP~e·lile.e 

wit·hin the present community, fa'il to do anythJmg as <a E;:~mt~tMr:tity to 
tackLe them, and then unth ink:tngLy aece,:>t the pro~pect Qf enLargement.

3359   
3360   .. .,1
3361   
3362   Ill
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3363   
3364   m r
3365   >C.
3366   
3367   -1
3368   
3369   tne .future of european intergration an tne stel'lg:th?l'l~ng pf the community's 

centraL economic mechan;tsm afle he·P.e l.ilt'lke{:l. theiP ~mpt.il!",.. cations 
go beyond the perio·d Leading up to direct et.ecti<HlS .. p~;t .. in that time we 
must demons tra t.e ·to ovr pe.oPLes the we $.ee the ~r.HJ~C of the position and 
know what our poLiticaL resPon~e fflkH?~ Pe, the s:tagfl..ation since 1973 ha been 
one of the most depi,l,~t~1~.ng pot.~tieatliP dise.as. we have suffered since the 
camm1.1nity bbe9an. we .es have a straight choice in combatting it. either the 
p§eudo-soLution of national protectionism- and we ~now wher~ that Led ~n t~e 
1930s~ or a discipLined community approach. the cemm;t.s~ion's pqLic;t.y is to 
meet this need. first we have organ;l~eo =the better ~oar~~ nat ion of the 
financiaL ;i.nst ument s at oJ,.~r disposal • second,

3370   
3371   m
3372   1
3373   
3374   -1
3375   
3376   m .C ...J
3377   
3378   ,_
3379   
3380   wi have proposed a·:drt~Lo·p,n-~f·<t.~~~community loans mechanisms, modest " now 

but potentiaLLy p~~ful., to'~··tart· to . fi(L the gap in our financiq . capacity 
which 1 re••tl,natt~ed to\ you in my programme speech in february. s a community 
we 'h~av. untapped sources of credit in I'J" internationaL capitaL markets. there 
is a job to be done by way o f financiaL intervention and inVestment in the most 
hard-pessed sectors of the european economy.\ it. cannot be cLaimed that they are 
over-ambitious. we are asking f6~ ·a one biLion unit of account authorisation for 
this new instrument spread over rather more than ·one year, compared with a 
current rate of borrowing by aLL community institutions of 2 1/2 to 3 biLLion 
units of account.

3381   ''
3382   
3383   111111111111111
3384   
3385   l
3386   
3387   i do not cLaim for thes measures · more than they wiLL bear. the mai Levers of 

economic decision remaih for the immediate future with nationaL governments. but 
their responsibiLity is twofoLd. to coordi..g nate their measures in the general. 
european interest and to give to the community itseLf the tooLs to do the job 
requires r' the commission ha~ now broken·t~esh ground. this was necessary )C and 
right if we are to start to ~~gain a sense of momentum and . purpose and put 
before the european eLectorate a programme, of p~oposal.s that demonstrate that 
eu~ope is worth voting for.

3388   
3389   mm
3390   
3391   m
3392   -t
3393   
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3394   shouLd Like to concLude this intervention by repLying to the two oral. questions 
with debate Which have been put down for this morning.

3395   1
3396   
3397   the first about empLoyment.among young peopLe raises one of the most~ worrying 

probLems of·our time. ft was anxiousLy debated both at the downing street sum~it 
in may and at the european counciL Last week.

3398   
3399   m r m
3400   
3401   i cannot pretend that any government or organisation has any gl.obaLa~ answerbut 

in the european community its member states are taking nm vaLid and specific 
measures to create jobs, provide vocationaL harj; training, and heLp areas or 
sectors which have been particuLarLy )C hit.

3402   
3403   ~
3404   
3405   .
3406   :::dertt~_i'Shat.L
3407   :5ltllae ;~c.;;ues tton faLls : into 1' tour . paf"ts. lhvtith iS!I~n.u·• deaL 

!ft·eS:t1f,·with
3408   
3409   :.:>pe-rni.ils:a4Jm;~,
3410   
3411   .
3412   
3413   rmrr pp-eeax-
3414   
3415   ..
3416   
3417   't"e.:~secood?a'1ld tttitr.!Q,
3418   
3419   ,..1 ....,\ .,..i
3420   ~~
3421   
3422   •'mtU:ohctl&LLftttr
3423   
3424   ··c··.e.·.r ta·i.n <st. ud ies •. ·.wfn~·. k ::o.·~ :tti:·i···s·· Ki'nd '"'~as 

:2at'Pes·d·.· y ~.oeem ,:~eert.taftem ftrom . ·7time to time >by· tne 
Gomrrm:tss±on. :Li ~~e~e'r IlJil2fl'!t±oliltcn!!~Y ~.:to

3425   
3426   "~.~
3427   
3428   fll ,I
3429   
3430   Ill
3431   
3432   ·tne :~aetaited ···~epof".ts :Jeff t:tte ~.st~nct~g·~e·m,pbQymmtccomm:ttPee 

,,,e.p.ar~ed f.~r . II ::t:n , 1:975 :::and 1916, .to crottr ,w,~o~kt:ng ;~pa;perr 
· of"'Tn(l)\lernse'r,. 1:976, ~to :-:>our ~m 1 ';;crna.~¥5.is co"f <,wttat ts ~;ae 
illlg :::sever:uU.t.y .:;a one )~y l'l'mem&er ~1S>icttes, aml;td ~,to ~JC I

3433   :.:-otltr ..:'periodic reports. :em youth ~·tn.t emptQym. emt. :t'or::~ass.:ts:t 
·:tne ~~appo.-op~ia·t·:-~··. .::;aa~t iamenta.ry ·committee .1 snat.L r.be 
··tHtPl~Y -:to :::ctcCtlllbate c:oop:!l:e;s od·f f·

3434   . I
3435   1
3436   
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3437   [
3438   I I
3439   1
3440   
3441   \
3442   
3443   our vwo.pJ{··· :tng .Paper ·.o. f '"nov.ember 'f91~' r.and .:of :ttl:e ~.t.ast 

··repo·rts em youth unempLyme·nt. . .as 'f.or measul"'es ·:taken eto-r P,ta.nned 
:::,t,?-y :tl!te :eommmit"ty,

3444   
3445   ::tm ~)OI:J'I"' sse'd!:es c:<f~.-~·'
3446   }
3447   . .
3448   
3449   '
3450   
3451   ·
3452   
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3454   
3455   ~i"'merrtti·cm
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3459   '-!-1
3460   
3461   ~.m.
3462   
3463   i
3464   
3465   . categories. fiJOs t ,_ .Q'y "'mOd if·~. :tng :.tl!te tto ;--:·pf:'ognammes 'for 

,.:uneml!).tq~ed
3466   
3467   '"l"'egt.~b.cttitOlSS
3468   
3469   oo f ':the scsoc iaL
3470   jULy 'f915 :'G¥e·r
3471   
3472   "f.cmd .we· have ->c-omm:ttted ·:ov·e·r 2200 :"":rtr1L t:i:ton ~.Aut\t.ts 

-:Jctf.::,accoant .:>at
3473   ~&D:T;!Q ~=<~e(;):p be. ':<si 1nee
3474   
3475   rm
3476   
3477   0:1
3478   
3479   '"Jill ;
3480   
3481   iV:Oectt:tomt.L :::.:pre:pa~a t±o:t}' ''\WI'iteh ·tl'.)e :;pa·n t.iameint 

:;~discus sad ba:S't rynGJ\telbb;er.:' '/..
3482   
3483   "is :,,a,b~tJt
3484   
3485   4
3486   
3487   -to
3488   
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3489   be :.:pll111t:tsl!fed. ttliind t.;y,
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3500   
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3503   • •
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3506   <Ffr·om
3507   
3508   t.
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3515   i
3516   
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3518   
3519   I
3520   l
3521   
3522   i
3523   
3524   "W O.tr! !Ua tives
3525   
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3541   
3542   ~:s·ec•o:nd ·wout'd "'ental"!•ge ·~the ··r?a:nge ·:df :~Q:pp.urttcnt:ties 

"•li'oqaitab.&e
3543   
3544   .to
3545   
3546   ~~~ il
3547   
3548   :COlmJM:mtty. ::·o!Jv.to:as Ly :tne .·success :·<:ff ssuch ~~me:aslltraes 

.?<tepe'rrds ":to aa
3549   
3550   ""t.ar·~.§e ex te:nt ·on the quat 1 ty . of ~'~ctttooa.L ,·V<:oectt±a:r:aa L ~'gu 

:tdarnee :~a:10d ttea:tntng. :ftnat.~y "ttaerefore we ··have ::·p·r:crpo:aed 
ttt:t:at :·t·~e :c-ommun:tty ssta;O!U bd i'1:1:e'f:\e:ase :. :t ts ~tech,n±aa L 
"i.a·ss.:tstcmo:e to 'memb.e"r ::states . to ~;ha t;;p :ttn ~th.:ts ,.,Pespect.

3551   
3552   as the house wiLL know; the -euflopean counciL has invited the commission to 

continue this =wofl'.~·'on the subject and has asked the sociaL affairs cou)1ciL 
to m~et in the earLy autumn to decide what further common action can b'e 
\undertaken •

3553   . ·>: .
3554   
3555   i now turn to the second question Which has been put down about reLations be tween 

the communiy' and the members of the european free trade area. on behaLf of the 
commission i shouLd Like to weLcome the ~mportant deveLopment in reLations between 
the community and the members of efta wh·ich took pLace on 1 juLy. the agreements 
which have now come into effect have every possibility of further evoLution, as 
can be seen in the working of article 32. besides t~es agreements, there are other 
agreements , notabLy in the fieLd of transport, with some members of efta, or 
involving efta countries, which also provitle·opportunities for closer 
cooperation. while the core of future relations between our two institutions as 
such must remain the safeguarding of the deveLpment of free trade, there are no 
Limitations on further cooperation "·at different degrees of intensity " (as the 
heads of government of member states expressed it in uwxlm we for our part would 
like the cLosest coLlaboration between of the european family.

3556   
3557   6.7.1977
3558   
3559   **** *year_1977 *date_1977-10-20 *place_Dunadry
3560   
3561   \
3562   
3563   <
3564   
3565   • ,.
3566   
3567   SPEECH BY TilE RIGHT liON ROY JENKINS, PRESIDENT OF TilE COMMISSION OF THE 

EUROPEAN cmnnjNITI ES, AT THE NORTHERN I IRJ:.LAND ANNUAL DINNER OF THf: BRITISH 
INSTITUTE OF MA~AGFMENT, DUNADRY - THURSDAY 20 OCTOBER 1977

3568   
3569   )
3570   -·
3571   l
3572   I
3573   
3574   I was very pleased to be able to a~cept the invitation of the British Instjtu~e o{ 

Management in Northern Ireland to address your dinner this evening. I think it is 
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wholly appropriate for me to be here on this occasion - my first visit to Northern 
Ireland as President of the European Cpmmission - not only because those here 
present are principally concerned with the economic health of Northern Ireland, 
but also because this is a priority for the Commission 0f which I am President, 
and for the Community as a whole. I should like to speak to you this evening about 
three connected themes. First, about some of the specific problems you face here; 
second, but developing out of the first, the way in which we in the Commission see 
the role of Community regional policy towards Northern Ireland and other parts of 
the Community; and, third, the way ~n which this aspect of. Community policy forms 
an essential· part of an overall economic strategy for Europe,which is relevant 
not just to the traditionally rich parts of the Community, but to those parts, 
such as Northern Ireland, which suffer both economic and political handicaps. 
Northern Ireland may seem to some of you l1ere present, and indeed may seem to 
some of-us in Brussels, a remote part of the European Community. From time to time 
we may feel that communication is difficult between us. On a lighthearted note I 
do confess to you to having been a little concerned before my arrival 'that 
telephonic communications seemed to have broken down.· In the initial handout that 
was prepared, after a telephone call to my office, by the British Institute 
announcing my presence here, I was honoured with the distinction of being 
described not only as liome Secretary and Chancellor of the Exchequer in the 
Labour Government of 1964-70, but also having been Minister for Agriculture. This, 
I regret to inform /the farming

3575   
3576   r
3577   
3578   I \ '
3579   
3580   ~
3581   
3582   ' !
3583   !
3584   
3585   l
3586   
3587   '
3588   
3589   ~
3590   
3591   ,. I
3592   
3593   ....
3594   
3595   t
3596   . 'I
3597   
3598   ,.
3599   
3600   L
3601   
3602   (I
3603   
3604   •
3605   
3606   - 2 -
3607   
3608   the farming population of Northern Ireland is not true. But I vividly remember my 

visit here to Belfast at that time as Minister of Aviation. You have honoured me 
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also with the rare distinction of having been Home Secretary not only in that 
Labour Government but also in the Conservative Government of Mr Heath from 
1970-72. Although it will be no secret to many of you that I have always 'stood 
for what I believe was a moderate position in British politics,tohavegiven me this 
honour was, I am afraid, going a little too far. But I should also like to comment 
in more serious vein on the contacts between the Commission and Northern Ireland. 
I assure you that we follow closely what is happening here. Signor Giolitti, the 
Commissioner responsible for regional policy, was here in May; there have been 
several visits this year by senior Commission and European Investment Bank 
officials; and, on a continuing basis the Commission's Information Office in 
London have tried, in my view with considerable success, to serve your particular 
needs. However, notwithstanding the efforts which have been made both by the 
Commission's Office in London and directly from Brussels, I am personally 
persuaded that we ought to try to do more. I am glad to say that my colleagues in 
the Commission agree with me that it would be right for us to open here in Belfast 
an Information Office of the Commission. A direct Community presence would be 
invaluable for the Commission in transmitting ·directly and quickly the views on 
Community matters of all those interested in them in Northern Ireland. I also hope 
and believe that such a presence would be of value to you in providing up-to-date 
information aoout Community policies and an open channel of communication on the 
spot'. I hope it will be possible for this Office to open in the course of 
1978,but the practical arrangements i1ave yet to be executed and will, of course, 
have to be done with care. It will be an outward and positive sign of the role 
which Northern Ireland has to play as an integral part of the Community and of the 
importance we attach to supporting you in confronting your pressing problems. It 
is to the economic aspects of these that I now turn. /lvlany of the

3609   
3610   .
3611   
3612   ------------
3613   
3614   - 3 -
3615   
3616   Many of the economic problems of Northern Ireland are structural difficulties of 

long standing, but the post-1973 economic crisis has made things much worse, and 
enforced public expenditure cuts have clearly been particularly painful for·a 
region so heavily dependent on the public.~ector. For the United Kingdom economy 
as a whole the barometer is now rising again. But a massive and sustained effort 
will be required to .ensure that Northern Ireland is not again left behind. Your 
unemployment now stands ~t 10! per cent - over 12 per cent if the suwner's 
scho61-lcavers are included - which is one of the highest rates throughout the 
Community. And 1n some areas I know it goes up to the depressing levels of 20 and 
even 30 per cent. I note that, according to Quigley Report figures, some 60,000 
new jobs will be needed by 1980 to bring average unemployment down to 5 per cent, 
and 40,000 to reduce it even to 7 per cent. In the circumstances of your region, 
the task i~ a formidable one. For the Community therefore, Northeren Ireland must 
clearly be a priority r~gion. Although the efforts we have so far been able to 
make have been limited by the availability of funds and by t h c r u 1 e s u n d c 
r wh i c h t h c y a r c n d min i s t c r c d , t he R c g i o rw 1 r: u n d has 
so far provided £22 million, the Social £18 million, and the Agricultural Fund 
nearly £9 million in outright grants. This puts Northern Ireland, in relation to 
its population, at the head of t~e list of United Kingdom beneficiary regions. And 
an additional £21 million has come as loans from the European Investment Bank. The 
last three years of Community Regional Policy have been devoted essentially to 
setting up, and then running in, the present Regional Fund. This has been an 
important task, and within its limits I feel that the Fund has been a success. But 
frankly, in its present form it is essentially an instrument for providing 
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additional Community assistance for national regional policies. While it is clear 
that this assistance must be continued, we feel it is now time to develop the 
Community's mvn regional policy, endowed with adequate and effective means. 
Although it must be coordinated Hith, and complementary to, national regional 
policies, it must, in my view, have its own character. This is /what

3617   
3618   "'
3619   
3620   - 4 -
3621   
3622   what our new proposals are designed to do. This change of emphasis is needed in my 

view for three reasons. The first goes back to the way in which the original 
Community of Six developed~ The establishment of the common market during the 
1960s did much to stimulate economic growth, which brought benefits to both richer 
and less rich ::cgions. But frar1kly, it is now clear that this:growth on a t'ide 
of prosperity tended to conceal as much as reduce the gaps between regions. And 
seen at Cooonunity level these gaps are of course even wider than within a purely 
national framework. Then the continuation of inflation and recession since 1973 
both aggravated the traditional problems of parts of the Community such as 
Northern Ireland, and created new problems throughout the Community. It exposed 
the limitations of a pure 'common market'. Finally, there has been increasing 
recognition that Community decisions in a number of policy fields often have 
important regional effects. And if those effects are adverse the Community must 
assume responsibility for correcting them. The result is that Community regional 
policy must have two aims. On the one hand, it must add its effort to that of 
national, regional and local authorities to help reduce the regional imbalances 
which already exist. On the other hand, it must seek to prevent new imbalances 
from appearing as a result of changes in world economic patterns or of policy 
decisions taken by the Community. To meet these challenges a comprehensive and 
active Community regional policy is required. What should be its characteristics? 
First, we must establish an effective monitoring system so we can know when and 
where Community action is required. This is a fundamental albeit routine 
.exercise. Second, we have to introduce a 'regional dimension' into Community 
decisions in all fields in order to protect the interest of regions faced with 
special problems. Regional policy cannot

3623   jbe considered
3624   
3625   "
3626   
3627   - 5 -
3628   
3629   be considered in isolation from the other policy fields witl1 which the Community 

is concerned. The Commission ha3 therefore undertaken that, in preparing its 
proposals in other fields, it will take proper account of the possible regional 
effects, in particular on employment. We have invited the Council to accept a 
similar undertaking. And where necessary we will also propose appropriate 
supplementary measures, such as special Regional Fund aid, to correct any adverse 
effect£ which do occur. Let me give you an example - in the field of external 
trade policy, and of particular concern to Northern Ireland. As you know the 
Community is involved in negotiations in the GATT on the future of the Multi-Fibre 
Arrangement - the agreement regulating trade in textiles between the 
industrialised and developing countries. The Commission position, now accepted by 
the Council, is to seek a reduction in the rate of increase of Community textile 
imports from the 22 per cent of recent years to 6 per cent. And for countries with 
a very high level of import penetration, like the United Kingdom the figure will 
be lriwer still. The aim is to stabilise the market share of imports over the next 
four years so as to give the European textile industry aperiod of calm during 
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which it can modernise, and to protect the interests of regions such as this, 
where textiles arc still an important employer. Third, there needs to be better 
coordination of national regional policies. In saylng this let me make it clear 
that the Commission has neither the wish nor :the power to impose a uniform 
pattern of regional development measures on Member States. This would be not only 
impossible politically, but also economic nonsense, since the problems of the 
regions vary so much. But there are certain aspects of national regional policy to 
which these caveats do not apply. Let me take the example of what in the United 
Kingdom arc called InJustrial Development Certificates. Three other ,t..lember 
States use measures which, while different in nature, share the same aim of 
encouraging investment away from the highly developed i11to the less developed 
areas. The remaining five countreis have no investment control powers beyond the 
normal local planning controls. What then is /to stop

3630   
3631   ...
3632   
3633   r
3634   
3635   - 6 -
3636   
3637   to stop a . company, when refused-an IDC to invest near London , from deciding to 

move to Brussels or Frankfurt rather than to Scotland or Northern Ireland? This 
seems to me another area where Community-level coordination is clearly required. 
The fourth element of a new-style reiional policy concerns finance. Before turning 
to the Regional Fund itself, which by definition spends its money where there are 
regional problems, I should like to say a word about the other Funds at the 
Community's disposal. "In recent years some 75 per cent of European Investment 
Bank loans have gone to regional development projects; and proposals for a major 
extension of the Bank's lending limits are under consideration. Proposals for the 
reform of the Social Fund were approved by the Council in June; these will give 
that Fund a greater regional impact. And we are looking at the Agricultural Fund 
to see how the same can be done there. It is also now widely accepted that the 
closer coordination of all the various funds could do much to inc_rease their 
regional impact. These ideas were urged very forcefuliy last year by George 
Thomson, then Commissioner for regional policy. The new Commission, when it took 
over in January of this year, gave to his successor, for the first time, the 
specific job of coordinating all our different financial instruments and of 
pursuing an overall approach that cannot but result in greater benefit for ·the 
development regions. Then there is the Regional fund itself. And let us here be 
quite clear of one thing. It is not some sort of pension fund from wl~h the 
Community can give assistance to certain 'retired' regions and then forget about 
them. Our aim is to help regions to play their full part in the Community's 
economic development. This is in the essentjal interest of both the region and the 
whole Community. For the Regional Fund, we have proposed an increased budget. 
Converted into sterling the Fund has available this year £208 million, of which 
the United Kingdom share is £58 million. For 1978 we are askin~ for the equivalent 
of about £490 million at todav's exchange rates, out of which the United Kingdom 
will /get a

3638   
3639   - 7 -
3640   
3641   get a guarantee of £118 million; with the possibility of a certain amount more on 

top. The new Fund will be split into two parts. For the first and largest section 
would be shared out according to the existing systelll of national quotas. The new 
and.'smaller 'quota-free' section would have £65 million available next year. 
Council of Ministers has already proposed cutting these figures drastically - from 
£490 million to the equivalent of ~260 million. As I stressed at the European 
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Parliament last month, the Commission takes the view that this is quite 
unacceptable. Indeed, we consider our original figure a very 1nodest one. The £208 
million the Fund has available this year was fixed in 1974. Inflation since then - 
highest in the areas where the worst regional problems exist - means tl1at our ... 
figure of £425 million for the main section of the Fund does little more than 
maintain the value of the Fund's resources. The only addition in real terms is 
then the £65 million for the 'quota-free' section. We could have propose~ a much 
higher figure. In my view this could have been jusi{fied in terms of the needs of 
the regions, by the Council's own cc;lls for action to improve the Community's 
regional and industria( structures and the employment situation, and by the need 
to establish a better balance in our budget between agriculture and other actions. 
But the Commission also has a duty to be realistic. ·so we stuck at £490 million, 
or 750 million European units of account. It is now up to the European Parliament 
to make its view known, and I hope and believe they will do all they can to 
restore the cuts. Restoration is necessary. I would remind you, and the 
governme11ts concerned in the Council, that the cut the Council has proposed means 
that jobs will be lost - on our best present estimate perhaps as many as 120,000. 
The budget apart, the revised Fund is in part the continuation of the existing 
fund, essentially providing support for national actions, and in part a new 
development. On the former, eligible regions will have the double guarantee of the 
national quota and /an innovation T~

3642   
3643   - 8 -
3644   
3645   an innova~ion - that they should never receive less in a given year than in the 

previous year. We propose to divide these regions into first and second priority 
groups. The first priority group- basically covering Northern·Ireland and the 
Republic, and the south of Italy - woul~ need guaranteed aid over a longer period, 
and in some circu~stances could qualify for higher percentage rates of assistance. 
We also want to see gre~ter flexibility in the types of investment we can help. 
And on the vexed question of what, in the jargon, has come to be called 
"additionality" - that is, the principle that CommunitY aid must be added to 
national aid. and not substituted for it - we have oronosed new provisions which 
aim to obU.Qe all I!OVernments to demonstrate clearly that their receints from the 
Fund are effectively used as an additional contribution.

3646   \
3647   
3648   ...
3649   
3650   This second and new section of the Fund will be an instrument of Co_!l_nnu_~i ty 

reQional oolicY. financing specific Community measure5 and not simply supporting 
national policies. It will nbt therefore be subject to the system of national 
quotas ~so one cannot say in advance how much will go to which country. It will be 
used to help regions which suffer or are likely to suffer because of their 
dependence on a particular economic sector - be it farming, or textiles, or 
shipbuilding, or whatever - which is faced with difficulties stemming either from 
the changing world economic situation or from Cooonunity policy decisions. Clearly 
one cannot fix in advance which regions will need such help nor the form the help 
should take. It will depend on the nature and scale of the problems. 
The.Commission will therefore propose, as and when necessary, specific actions to 
be financed under the new section. I would like to conclude by commenting on how 
regional policy in the broadest possible sense would fit into our hopes and plans 
for the long run, notably the objective of economic and monetary union. In the 
Commission it is our int:cntion now to revive the debate about monetary union. It 
is clearly not our intention to do this in any sense for its own sake or as an 
academic exercise. Quite the contrary, I believe that the case for monetary union 
has now to be seen in a radically different light /compared
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3651   
3652   ..
3653   
3654   - 9 -
3655   
3656   compared to a few years ago. My belief is that monetary union, if properly defined 

and supported with other policies, can offer a fundamentally better deal for 
Europe on inflation and employment. We are no longer in a situation in which we 
can contemplate with equanimity a gradual evolutionary move towards monetary 
union, for reasons that stem from the disordered and tempestuous state of the 
international monetary system. But beyond shattering the old Werner Plan for 
monetary union, present international monetary arrangements in my view bear a 
heavy responsibility for the inability of the European economy so far to recover 
convincingly and with long-term strength from its present recession.

3657   \
3658   
3659   In fact, to restore throughout Europe steady employment creating growth, within a 

climate of price stability - is the first priority to improve the economic 
prospect of the regions.~ Properly redefined and coupled with the right associated 
policies, I believ~ that the prospect of monetary union can also be the prospect 
of a new era of economic growth, trade expansion, prosperity and stability in 
Europe. But the·emphasis on the 'right associated policies' is crucial. There are 
two vital poi~ts here. First, the need for powerful financial and other regional 
policy mechanisms fro redistributing employment and prosperity in an acceptable 
and balanced way. Monetary union, purely on its own, contains no 'invisible hand' 
to assure this, and that is why the neH regionc..l policy I have described is so 
vita 1. The second point is to offset the inevitable degree of centralisation 
implicit in monetary union with a deliberate policy for a strong decentralisation 
of policy in other domains. Chairman, I have mentioned this vast subj~ct in a feH 
and perhaps excessively simple words. But I do not \<Jant the present opportunity 
to pass without stressing them. They go to the heart of the issue of what sort of 
Community we want, and may have a direct bearing on the future of regional policy. 
We can have h.ro distinct but not, in my view, conflicting concepts of this 
policy. The first consists of our present .short-run efforts with the Regional 
Fund, our loan proposals and other .initiatives. These are valuable developments 
and essential,.operational current-business,

3660   M~
3661   
3662   ,.
3663   
3664   - 10 -
3665   
3666   current-bpsiness, but they have to be seen in the perspective of today's 

institutional relationship between the Community and its Member States. But 
secondly I want you to appreciate that a further and much more 1ast concept of 
regional policy is one that we intend to place at the centre of our effO~ts to 
raise the sights of Community policy. I hope that you here in Northern Ireland, 
together with us in the Community institutions, will add these wider perspectives 
to your own longer-run political horizons. I believe . iou are in a good position 
to play an active and constructive part in this debate. It is vital that in the 
United Kingdom as a whole,discussion about the Community can be turned away from 
the arid, inward-looking and ultimately sterile arguments about whether we shpuld 
or should not have gone into the ,.. Community, and whether we should or should 
not come out. I welcome the fact that the United Kingdom Government have made it 
clear that that is not the purpose of the debate. 'fhc discussion is about what 
policies to pursue in the Community, not about whether there should be any. I have 
outlined some of those today which are in my view vital to the economic future of 
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Northern Ireland. At most I shall hope for your constructive criticism, hue in 
fact I hope that I will get your support.

3667   
3668   ,.
3669   
3670   **** *year_1977 *date_1977-07-12 *place_Luxembourg
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3687   SPEECH TO ECSC CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE, JEAN "ONNET BUILDlNG1 lUXEMBOURG,
3688   10 A.M., 12TH JULY 19711
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3693   an~
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3695   V.E,UK I A/J'
3696   ,.
3697   
3698   1 would like to speak for a few Minutes on the economic situation
3699   ;
3700   
3701   in the
3702   '
3703   
3704   Co~ity;
3705   
3706   how the economic performance
3707   
3708   policies of Member States
3709   
3710   ..
3711   .. "
3712   
3713   are develqping; and how the community should be expected to act in this sit• 

uatton,bo'h through the co-ordination
3714   t~rough
3715   
3716   o~
3717   
3718   eeono11ic policies , as wll as
3719   
3720   fJs direct operational responstbtltttes. The central fact ts that uneMPloyment 
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remains at the high and
3721   
3722   unacceptable level of
3723   . '
3724   
3725   ~bout
3726   
3727   51 fn the ComMUnity as a whole. This level
3728   
3729   ~••
3730   
3731   been apprqximately static now for about one and a half years, after doubling
3732   ~n
3733   
3734   the course of 1975 end 1976 when we wre t" the depths of
3735   
3736   the reces,ion. This stabilisation of the employment situation has reflected a 

provressive but not yet strong_re-expansfon of industrial production over the past 
two years. The growth of GOP as a whole, in volume terms, looks likt bein' little 
more than 3X for 1977, compared to thaJ the

3737   ~ommunity
3738   ~he
3739   
3740   objective of 41
3741   
3742   set itself in its Annual Report in November of last year,
3743   ai~~tq
3744   
3745   and the 4 to 5X growth rate
3746   
3747   at for the period to 1980 by the last
3748   b~sts
3749   
3750   .TripartUf Conference 'ut one. Af\d for 1978 O" 'the
3751   
3752   of present pot icies
3753   
3754   we ~uld put the lfkel~ growth rate at around 3 1/2 1.
3755   
3756   Af regards the balance of payments.and inflation useful, hard-earned but 

precarious progres- has been aade. As regards the balance of payments it 'ooks ' ' 
if the

3757   Co~nity
3758   I
3759   
3760   as • whol• will be approxi•ately in current
3761   
3762   aCCfUftt bflance in 1971. This is in part due to the stabilisation efforts
3763   
3764   ··'··
3765   
3766   ·.
3767   
3768   ·~ ,,
3769   
3770   .
3771   
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3772   .
3773   
3774   ·~·
3775   ;.;"
3776   
3777   .
3778   
3779   '",.~ ... '!
3780   
3781   ••
3782   
3783   ·.;. :.
3784   
3785   ._. :• '
3786   
3787   •• ...
3788   
3789   ~ ;" ~~
3790   
3791   '"'• ·:. .. ·.f..
3792   
3793   ." '
3794   
3795   J<
3796   
3797   t!:
3798   
3799   • ,:, ·.
3800   
3801   ··;.·._;'
3802   
3803   • _,r.·•'IO
3804   
3805   . ~ ..
3806   
3807   . of several f'ember ftilf:ft ; but it tlso refl~cts certa;,, exceptionat factors 

ut·fi the
3808   build-up of Hotth ~~ oH product ion and the increas ;ng unh•d
3809   , I
3810   
3811   States deficit. Tri~ fatter in turn refLects the faster cytlical re-eKpansion·
3812   of the American econdiy 1 than that of th• Community.
3813   
3814   -¥
3815   
3816   As regards dtef and prices greater progress has been made that is
3817   
3818   aclc~·ec:Jg•~~ ~~ fll our 1114tmber -States the social partrif?J .fttWft· ~
3819   . economic statJ'i'fiiff
3820   0\)ff'
3821   
3822   ~rtant ~ifftff f\; th• fnterist of regaining/both fri 1 fWB
3823   
3824   6'11. . _
3825   ifore
3826   
3827   1/f# pl"offt
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3828   1:51 Itt
3829   
3830   filtotfi~'
3831   
3832   I
3833   
3834   too:td QUc)te • fev exaflll)les fro• lotte of
3835   
3836   il\1t·Mi~.,.:;l):ron• ~- ~t~tes. In Denmark vages vere ,;s·(ftf
3837   
3838   at
3839   
3840   I rtf# o!/
3841   
3842   197S, lilt tftf if"'sent year ve expect t,_e rate to ft'avt'
3843   
3844   Wt-n' &T'6\Jgf\'f
3845   
3846   60\i\' to 7 1/lf; f-" frlnr,e the rat'f vas 18% tl\ 1975, tftfiff '/H¥ til' ~· . 

111~· fW: if\' ~itticf fMt)~m the rate vas 31% fn 1975, thi'# 1~11· if#-~ .,.,,;
3847   Plore progr,ss has ~~ far been made on vages than prfces.
3848   '
3849   
3850   fttfS: tef{tfefs ft\w
3851   fl\~~
3852   
3853   har4 econo15ic fact th*t in co\Jft'trtes vif~ 1itet c"''rfne"i'*f# ffttlt't· fiW 

fi¥1f to be a cQf'tvincing dome, tic vage stabt l hatton effort befO:re
3854   
3855   tilft' IW
3856   
3857   reflected in exch.nge ~"•f• perfor-.nce vMch fn turn ts • ••J'Of' fft'f~' on prfce 

trends.
3858   It has alS'o
3859   
3860   Iliff\
3861   ' '
3862   
3863   inevitabt·e
3864   
3865   triat fi sltout'd
3866   
3867   ~Jay thl'oogh; th"f ~r'
3868   
3869   or negativl grovtft iif r,al :fn;tomet for the tirtns of trade tllfH ~:frH
3870   ' ...
3871   
3872   by the oil produclff ifrrri tfre end of 1973. Tht op1el1 question he· &WW . hOv 

lftUCh if'flatiotf iO'ift(t aeeo""a'ny this proce'S'S. Wft1flf ttff .,.,. ft~ff 
lfllf;; clearly, qt.'ite a ('8f; fhe figures

3873   
3874   i have referred to al.so sfiow th'fi Wif','ing
3875   
3876   people and coq,anfe'·f 'Wive been prep....ared i'B 68Wte tOiltWfl' inflation 

'ide-effects qf this necessary tcan8fic Overall tfie economic i'ftt,~ation and 
painfuUy. Not

3877   
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3878   to· (ill"ff fWf
3879   
3880   ldjtiftlif~nt:
3881   
3882   fn Europe has been recovering, ltflfft iEWW
3883   
3884   tet
3885   
3886   'trongly enough to reduce unemptb'yment, fJtit Just
3887   
3888   strQI'gly ef'ough to fit~ fts rise 41"d to Lay
3889   
3890   to•
3891   
3892   of the foundatfcins
3893   
3894   fo'
3895   
3896   • 3.-
3897   
3898   ...
3899   i'
3900   
3901   These are precarious and only half•exploited frollt here .,. could either progress 

ot regress. terms of slower growth only
3902   begin~ing
3903   
3904   achie~ements.
3905   
3906   we
3907   
3908   ha~e
3909   
3910   paid the costs in
3911   
3912   qr
3913   
3914   real cuts in living standards, but we are
3915   
3916   _to reap *he benefits in terms of a sustained resumption
3917   h~ve
3918   
3919   of economic growth. I ped.od
3920   ahe~d,
3921   
3922   little doubt that economic growth in the
3923   
3924   taking th' Community as a whole, is going to be a far 110re than before, notably 

because of the menace of
3925   
3926   exacting
3927   
3928   t~tsk
3929   
3930   severe and brutal sanctfons froM the world outside. Of course not all our Member 

States are in thf same situation. so.. • Germany in particular have enviat;)le 
reserves •f economit strength on wMch to rely. Some have large windfall gains from 
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the oil crisis to help them- and here we , ..
3931   ~eginning.to
3932   I·
3933   
3934   the United Kingdom now
3935   
3936   benefit in • way that has been true
3937   •
3938   
3939   of 'he Netherlands alre,dy tfor several years. What the Community as a whole 

shares indivisibly, however, is the climate of political and economic 
circumstances that condition whether or not there is going

3940   forthco•i~
3941   
3942   "fW
3943   
3944   be a resuMPtion of investment • which must be
3945   
3946   if the buSff'eSI upswing
3947   
3948   ta to be atrengthtned and
3949   
3950   une~loy~~ent
3951   
3952   reduced.
3953   It is
3954   
3955   a grave
3956   
3957   •ista.ke itl
3958   
3959   my
3960   
3961   view for •ome commentators in EurOpe to suggest that there
3962   
3963   are divergent interests in the Community between strong and weak economies,
3964   or indeed that the floating exchange rate regime in particular can serve
3965   
3966   to liberate individual "ember States from developments beyond their frontiers. 

High inflaHon ;s not only a social, politicaL: and economic ill in the count des 
that

3967   sti~late
3968   
3969   experien~e
3970   
3971   it; it also ,destroys the climate necessary to ..
3972   
3973   investment in the business community of Europe as a whole,
3974   
3975   inc\uding the countries that are themselves experiencing low inflation.
3976   
3977   ··'··
3978   
3979   4.-
3980   
3981   l
3982   ~
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3983   
3984   ~uld
3985   
3986   ..,... like to say vt\at we can and should
3987   clim~.
3988   
3989   ~
3990   
3991   at ._ ·c.lllfU\·i.ty
3992   
3993   to create thf• Th' first
3994   
3995   ~riority
3996   
3997   must be to maintain the
3998   
3999   ~ogress
4000   
4001   already made
4002   
4003   in rfducin'
4004   
4005   inflat~n
4006   
4007   al)d to further improve on this. We need to estabt is.h
4008   
4009   a co111mon aMd enligW.teneq philosophy as to the relationship between infl.ation
4010   .WMf ~net~PL:oymen.t,, aftd
4011   ~nomic
4012   t~h
4013   
4014   is where the Tripartite Conferenae and lt,he
4015   
4016   end Soc~ ~ommitee as well as this Consultative Co~ .ust
4017   
4018   .,..., a
4019   
4020   ~l ~ti~n.
4021   
4022   In "'1 view thh philosophy has _, an instrumen.t zof
4023   
4024   a.. ·some~
4025   
4026   t-.-u. ~tti!r.
4027   ..,_
4028   theS~f
4029   
4030   ""'"'"'~W•nt
4031   
4032   .1
4033   
4034   be(t~,._
4035   
4036   tc;, be
4037   
4038   is not
4039   
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4040   control~bi"9 ·~~~~econofl~DUI:!r
4041   
4042   politically <Gb'jtJCt-ionable xamd
4043   
4044   ~t'e.tJe.• ~.-thWr,,
4045   -,, '•
4046   
4047   •
4048   
4049   r:dur~ble
4050   
4051   mastery of inf-l.atl'ifcm icS itibe
4052   
4053   ~Vft011tcic :p'N:Go~iiM
4054   
4055   qtt.~ ·mcJ!Iftl~
4056   
4057   invHtment· 1nd t'h'tnoe ....,lloytnent tb8dic 'un*" ,way.,.
4058   #JOl'i~ ~_~;.~.-H•
4059   
4060   And to achieve t'hat 'maslery of inflation we ·need ,ltotlh and conftnsus, as well 

fS the
4061   tntell~ittmt
4062   
4063   {use of
4064   
4065   ~he tee~ ·Jt~
4066   
4067   of .:metar,y and budgetary policy.
4068   
4069   to play in the
4070   
4071   Colftllt:lnit~r's
4072   
4073   econo1ntc polic.y 'CO*!:DrdinatiOf' proceduqs.
4074   ~trhe
4075   
4076   We 1re shortly go:i'ng to discuss in tfte Council
4077   'i
4078   
4079   Com"'iss1ion·•• >Or;;;e~
4080   
4081   d
4082   
4083   so"" slow-down tn
4084   
4085   ·~tee t 1~rget
4086   
4087   redu,tion of i'PUbl ic ae·ctor
4088   
4089   ~ctts itn ·~ .
4090   ~me.~~
4091   
4092   to t·he slower ''than <expefted ~growth, so as ''not 'to :hinder tfh.e
4093   
4094   a preparedness fl»r 'the ftrong countrt.es :t'o ;tcake 'IIOre ,sti:mulatoey 188fWNS
4095   if it looks as ilf
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4096   ~heir
4097   
4098   growth performance "f:Or 1977 ,:;,,s pmg "t:o ibe 'SOb-
4099   
4100   staf\tially under target; maintenance of quicte strict control 'Over :conetar:y 

agg,.egates to prov'i:.de a safeguard .,agains-t -~ reac,celerat,ion of 
inflat'ion-. We have a "further very direct part to :play tn the fight aga'inst 
inflation, •nd

4101   ~t
4102   
4103   i:s through our fixing of 1arm pdc.s. Th+.s ye'S'r we !JMve
4104   
4105   •
4106   
4107   '
4108   :;
4109   '
4110   
4111   s......
4112   • <
4113   '";
4114   
4115   .:.\:~
4116   
4117   -
4118   
4119   -~
4120   
4121   .
4122   
4123   :
4124   
4125   level of
4126   
4127   ~r
4128   
4129   proposals.
4130   
4131   .··
4132   
4133   we have also important
4134   
4135   in~irect
4136   
4137   responsibilities for employment ·
4138   
4139   through our external tr,de policitl. Here the Commission intends to bear every bit 

pf its responfibilities, We are world
4140   SCefttF
4141   ~he
4142   
4143   biggest trade unit on the
4144   
4145   .,d so we h!,ve the bitgest interests at stake,. and we also
4146   '
4147   
4148   have a lar"e power to cfttermtne how world you all knpw, powerful
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4149   ~t
4150   
4151   ' "-1• policy develops.
4152   .
4153   
4154   There are, as
4155   
4156   conflittinj pressures bearing on the trade ne~he
4157   
4158   gotiations that are nov under way and I have in Mind not only Round but ,lso
4159   importan~
4160   
4161   Tokyo
4162   
4163   sectoral negotiations in the textile area, are experiencing. unprece...ctented 

une.,..,Loyment
4164   
4165   not to mention steel. fro• a
4166   lo~er
4167   
4168   w,,
4169   
4170   and lerge•r scale th,n at any time since the war, although
4171   
4172   the Community is moving into approximate balance on its current account with the 

wprld as a whote. In the united States we are dealing with an open
4173   tr~ding
4174   
4175   new
4176   
4177   admtnistratio~, v~ich
4178   
4179   is for its part dealing with
4180   
4181   incr,asfngJy protection1st domestic fnterests.·
4182   
4183   An acrimonious
4184   
4185   ~d
4186   
4187   disorderly slide to protectionism in world
4188   
4189   trading policies at thit time would be the worst possible recipe for the 

increasing investment
4190   a~d employ~ent
4191   
4192   that we are seeking to achieve •.
4193   affa~rs
4194   
4195   At ttte sam, time we havtr to manage our commercial
4196   
4197   in such a way
4198   
4199   as tQ avoid the ravages of the continuing world recession doing irrecoverable
4200   
4201   .
4202   
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4203   dam19e to industries thtt we need to maintain ~nd prosper in Europe •
4204   
4205   l I
4206   
4207   t
4208   
4209   ·-
4210   
4211   •·
4212   Tt.,
4213   Com~~i-ssion
4214   
4215   ~·.-lso feels st-rongly that the co-..nity's
4216   ·~ fin:mce~
4217   
4218   ..._.,.,, W difected towards t"e priority objectives of employment and structural
4219   i~twement
4220   
4221   in the CommunitY economy. We have already in our H·rst s·i'x
4222   
4223   I'IOnt~Y.
4224   
4225   actec:t firmly in this sense. We started by taking internal steps to iq,rove the 

co-ordination of
4226   pro~t
4227   Co~nity
4228   
4229   funds. We have followed by making
4230   ~he
4231   
4232   proposals for th' reform, and extension of Reg1onal and
4233   SOc~al
4234   
4235   fields of operation,
4236   
4237   Of·
4238   
4239   t"'
4240   
4241   funds. We then decided to give priority in
4242   ~·
4243   
4244   M 4raft tNdget for 1978 to regional and social policy l11d
4245   
4246   twojftt••
4247   
4248   Vt Jtav. ~led t..,e plans for expansion of tM Eur~ It\~
4249   'tllht Vt
4250   
4251   lMJAt''
4252   
4253   ~f"athms pPted by the European CouncH a f'ft de)~ • ·
4254   
4255   are
4256   
4257   i._lftlentinQ ·Otif" new power for Euratom loan financing-.
4258   
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4259   -.d 'havt
4260   f'~
4261   
4262   . . . an i"ortant 1\W' pe·oposa\ fOt the furt~ . p~r • t'O finance
4263   in,.~tm@nts
4264   I
4265   
4266   e.e.c.
4267   
4268   111Utti~" ('CHIK'
4269   
4270   in the areas of energy, indUS'tfi''Ht\
4271   lit~ast
4272   
4273   conversion and regit>na\ infrastructure. Last and not know been taking steps to 

devet·op the E.C.S.('s
4274   
4275   .,. haw
4276   
4277   a
4278   
4279   y6U···
4280   
4281   own finanti'lt
4282   
4283   int~tl•
4284   
4285   thrOUgh tn, combination of loan finance and interest-rat• thil you wHt be heari"' 

more fro., IIY colleagues later.
4286   
4287   SU~Ridi•~
4288   
4289   "'Oft
4290   
4291   TMs pacfcage of inftiativ•s should in OUt" vi•v be swrt a'S a
4292   
4293   Whtit•·
4294   
4295   as evidenc1 that the Co~pmunity is capabl• of contribut i"" to tl'if rWO\ut'itsf\' 

, to our co"',."
4296   ecoMW~h:
4297   
4298   c•robtems.
4299   
4300   It is nov for the CouJf'lcil and Pert iaf:i!ffil'
4301   
4302   ...
4303   
4304   to show for your
4305   
4306   ho,,
4307   
4308   far
4309   
4310   tht~ ar~,
4311   
4312   ready to move with us. It is also, if t may sey Mfj,, to help us - 1f yttu feet 
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our pe>'lic1tJ'S ari
4313   
4314   c,~nsultaUvt C<~mmittee
4315   
4316   sensible. You are, ift a sense, our strongest constituen4:y. You kntfw wfilt
4317   we are trying to dO in 1;he steel sector with the aid of potiets that go c<>rF
4318   
4319   siderably jpeyond what
4320   
4321   w~r
4322   
4323   so far h•ve
4324   
4325   for
4326   
4327   the
4328   
4329   e.e.c.
4330   
4331   as a whot:e. we ht>pe
4332   
4333   tha-t
4334   
4335   you will d!lfbate with us our own ideas that go beyond your scec,torat
4336   and in the debate
4337   
4338   intet'elft~
4339   
4340   that
4341   
4342   f•
4343   
4344   going on in each of our countries thl't you wiU
4345   
4346   ··'·•
4347   
4348   ..
4349   be st,'Pportfng the
4350   propo~ ition tha~·
4351   
4352   7.-
4353   
4354   1
4355   
4356   the Community needs .,. in the interest
4357   
4358   of all Us members •
4359   
4360   th~,
4361   
4362   means of action at the CoiiiiiUniJY level to help
4363   affair~.
4364   
4365   bett1r •an.-ge our econoa,ic
4366   I
4367   
4368   Mr, Chairman J t,ave delib,rately confined'my re11arks to the
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4369   
4370   immediate fConomic fssu-s facing th• Community. without going into the detail of 

~oal and stee~ policy, or into longer run issues for the develop-.nt of 
CoJ~~~UnftJ poUc1•• or instcttuttons. l now look forvarct to hearing

4371   
4372   )'OUr ovn vievs.
4373   
4374   **** *year_1977 *date_1977-11-24 *place_Strasbourg
4375   
4376   
4377   . STATETilENT BY PRF~SIIlEUT JENKINS AT THE 6lST SESSION OF T:f-t::E COT-.!tiiTTEE 

OF MINISTERS OF THE COU}TCIL OF EUROPE, STRASBOURG
4378   
4379   24 NOVEMBER 1977
4380   
4381   /
4382   
4383   I
4384   1
4385   In
4386   
4387   I a..-.n very glad to have this opportunity of addressing· the Committee of 

Ministers of the Council of Europe. doing so I am follm·Jing the admirable. 
precedent. set by

4388   riY predecessor in May last year.
4389   
4390   I I
4391   I
4392   
4393   l would like to think
4394   
4395   I I
4396   
4397   that a tradition rather than a precedent has now been created. as
4398   '~ell"
4399   
4400   It should ccrve to strenethen in o. personal as
4401   instin~tional
4402   
4403   way the ties which bind ·our
4404   
4405   tv~o
4406   
4407   organisations together.
4408   
4409   The Council of Europe and·its
4410   
4411   seat hBre in Strasbourg, even if no longer in ths old temporary building, always 

retains a special place in my affections. Today is a happy occasion for.the 
Council of Europe· •. Since my predecessor spoke to you, Portugal has become one 
of your number, ana today v1e welcome Spain. In this

4412   
4413   way the fanily of European parliamentary democracies is not only enlar.ged but 

also· enriched. Two countries which have
4414   
4415   so Ereatly contributed to European civilisation and its radiation throuehout the 

world have.now found their rightful place among us. Vlhen the Council of Europe 
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was established
4416   
4417   after the sec on a Eurcpe2.n civil war, it represented the hopes of all who had 

then suffered so much for a better political order with Clemocretic values and 
respect for human rights at its foundations. Not only have your /insti tutioris.

4418   
4419   institutions wi th.fjtood the test of time but they have constituted a standard by 

YJhich the perfornance of governments can be judged. Your welcome to Portugal and 
Spain is

4420   
4421   thereby all the warmer, and the more. significant. As the :re-presentative of 

another -.and certainly not negligible -European organisation, I want today to 
concentrate on the state of relations of Europe and the European Commisnion. has 
long

4422   bet~;~een
4423   
4424   the Council
4425   
4426   Our relationship
4427   
4428   re en
4429   
4430   geed, a;1d some may think it could scarcely We exchange information on subjects of 

cciill:lon
4431   
4432   be inproved.
4433   
4434   interest, and representatives of each take part in work organised by the other. 

VIe particularly welcome the part
4435   
4436   played by the office you have set up in Brussels which serves as a channel of 

communication in'both directions. But few things are so good that they cannot be 
bettered, and I have two ideas to put to you.

4437   •
4438   
4439   First I think that
4440   
4441   we might try to synchronise our work a little more closely than in the past. I 

believe that my predecessor made a One way o.f
4442   
4443   similar point when speaking to you last year. achieving better synchronisation 

would be for a
4444   
4445   representative of the Commission to be invited from time to time to attend 

meetings of your Deputies, particularly those dealing \Vi th your v1ork programme. 
In· this

4446   
4447   way I think we could avoid the duplication which sometimes occurs, and make sure 

that our efforts are properly dovetailed. Each of us would better know
4448   a~cordingly.
4449   
4450   what the other was doing and plan his work
4451   
4452   /Secondly
4453   - 2 -
4454   
4455   Secondly we should
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4456   
4457   consi~er
4458   
4459   anew the accession of the
4460   
4461   Communities as such to some of the Council of Europe conventions. I believe that a 

happy precedent has just
4462   
4463   been set with our accession on Tuesday to the Convention on Tiss'..llar Reagents, 

not perhaps a subject in all our minds all the time, but interesting all the same! 
Our approach to such conventions is flexible. are matters for which the 
Communities h2.ve exclusive competence, anc1 in those cases our 2.ccesslon is a 
leeal necessity. There are ot'h.ers in v1hich

4464   th~~ Co:rrt~uni ties
4465   I
4466   
4467   There
4468   
4469   are not Ther'e
4470   
4471   involvec1 anc1 competence rests v1i th our Member States. is a thirc catesory 

where competence is shared. must obvi·ously be jud,3:ed on its ovm merits.
4472   
4473   Each case
4474   
4475   But an area of
4476   
4477   particular interest to the Communities is the co-8peration
4478   i~
4479   
4480   lesal matters which you !'ave very sienificantly pronated the member states of the 

Council of Europe. Here
4481   
4482   be~veen
4483   
4484   the interest or the competence nf the Communities is often invclved, and I think 

that we should be more directly concerned in you:r v1ork than has
4485   n~i·.ro.ys
4486   
4487   been the case in the past.
4488   
4489   I
4490   
4491   eive two exa":lrles.
4492   
4493   First with work on somethine involving
4494   o~r
4495   
4496   customs regulations you ':Jill finc1 that have
4497   f~lly
4498   
4499   £,1ember States
4500   
4501   transfe:rred.their responsibilities to the and secondly
4502   \'Ji
4503   
4504   Conmuni ty;
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4505   
4506   th wcrk on the standards and
4507   
4508   rules eovernin.:;r the sale of p:harmaceuticals, you find that this relates to
4509   Com~vr.ity
4510   
4511   rules eoverning free circulation
4512   
4513   of rocds, fair competi ticm, and the protection of the connuncr, and is therefore 

n matter of shared responsibility between the Community and its Member States.
4514   ;
4515   
4516   ;r turn n ov1 to questions of v1ider scope.
4517   
4518   First human rights.
4519   
4520   Here everyone recoenises the pioneer role of the Council of /Europe
4521   3
4522   
4523   ,.
4524   
4525   . "
4526   
4527   Europe, both in the definition 'of those rights and in their protection.
4528   We applaud and
4529   
4530   .
4531   
4532   follow your lead. · ·All
4533   
4534   members of the Communities subscribe to the European Convention on Human Rights, 

and it would be unthinkable for us to include members which did not accept the 
underlying principles of the Convention. · As you know the Court of

4535   
4536   Justice of the Communities has declared that it is guided by these principles and 

has embodied them in its case All this was set out in the Common Declaration of 
the Community Institutions of the 5th of April of this year; which has now taken 
its place as.one of the primary documents of our constitution. A particularly 
important element in the Convention is the right of an individual to bring a case 
against a

4537   gove~~ent.
4538   law~
4539   
4540   I know that it is sometimes inconvenient for in this respect I speak as a former 

Home But I also recognise hoW
4541   
4542   governments;
4543   
4544   Secretary in the British Government.
4545   
4546   important it is that an individual should be able to have redress against 

governments. Few things so well illustrate our · I
4547   
4548   common acceptance of the rule of law in our· affairs. hope very nruch that all 

H?mber States of the Council of
4549   
4550   Europe will eventually accept the right of individual petition; and that in each 
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of our countries the Convention will increasingly be regarded as an element in 
their domestic as well as international law. If I could add in passing, I

4551   
4552   also hope that more will be done in future to make known the existence of the 

ConventiGn and the important work which is done within its framework.
4553   
4554   /It
4555   ..,; 4 -
4556   
4557   is
4558   
4559   I
4560   r
4561   
4562   I
4563   
4564   f
4565   I I
4566   
4567   '
4568   
4569   ~~- -~~~----~---------
4570   
4571   It is, I think, rieht that on the day when Spain joins the Council of Europe, I 

should say a word about the applications of Greece, Portugal and Spain to join the 
European Comm'..lnities. well known. The views of.the Commission are

4572   
4573   'We warm'!.y welcome their applications, and are in the case of in the case of on the
4574   
4575   already embarked on the necessary "nork:
4576   
4577   Greece, nenotiations are already in train·; Partueal, vJe aim soon to complete our 

application;
4578   
4579   Opi~ion
4580   
4581   and in the case of Spain, 1:·.3cause of the size
4582   
4583   and importance of the country and its ecc1omy, we are at the be.ginning of what 

will be a fornidabl 3 piece of \Vork. · Here I should like'to underline one 
essential poi'nt: in all '·

4584   
4585   three cases, sepn.rated as they are in tim3 and character,. we are v1orkin.g with. 

the v1ill to sue ceed. Finally I say a Tiord on a subject close to my heart: the 
renewed effort which I believe the Connnunities should make to

4586   achieve.e~ononic and monet~ry
4587   
4588   union.
4589   
4590   Some of you
4591   
4592   may have seen the ideas I set out on this subject in my Jean Mc:>nr.et lecture at 

li'lcrence last month. .The ideas I there .
4593   
4594   expressed grew not only from ny m•m long standin.g convictions but also fr---m 

intensive discussions within the Connission during the last few
4595   months~
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4596   
4597   Without a eatherine
4598   
4599   momentu::!l tcr;arc1s econcnic and nonetary union the idea of the Eurcpean Union 

to ":i!;ich all our l.Iember States have subscribed
4600   
4601   i'Jould be vain and enpty and little :more than rhetoric. Wi tb out it I do not 

see how in the future v1e shall be able effectively to cope
4602   ~:Ji th
4603   
4604   i;Jflation and unemployment,
4605   
4606   re-establish stable economic ,e:roivth, achieve hieh and more
4607   /equs~
4608   
4609   - 5 -
4610   
4611   equal livinB standards, contribute to the reordering of the international monetary 

system, and ensure that the further enlargenent of the CoiiL"!ll.mi ties will 
strengthen rather than weaken them. These subjects will be discussed

4612   
4613   at the forthcoming European Council when \'Ve hope to reset our objectives a1d 

reorient our existing policies in terms of then. The good health cf the Council of 
Eu::r;ope is in no doubt. Ncr is the good health of the

4614   Europea~
4615   ·.
4616   
4617   Coru~unities.
4618   
4619   But both are living organisms, and both must grmv if they are to
4620   su~vive
4621   
4622   and prosper.
4623   
4624   I am confident of their
4625   
4626   future:· ·
4627   
4628   .
4629   
4630   (
4631   
4632   - 6 -
4633   
4634   **** *year_1977 *date_1977-12-08 *place_Bonn
4635   
4636   
4637   r.;-·
4638   
4639   ,.,._,S
4640   
4641   TIIB RIGHT HON ROY JE!JKINS, PF;ESIDENT 01~ THE COM~1ISSIGN OF TIIE EUROPEA!·~ 

C0!·11'·tHNITIES
4642   
4643   Address to THE DEUTSCHE GESELLSCIL\FT FUR.
4644   AUS~\rJ.,RTIGE POLITIK
4645   
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4646   BONN : THURSDAY 8TH DECDmER, 1977
4647   --------------------~---------------------
4648   
4649   THE INTEGRATION Of THE COMMUNITY IN TI!E FACE
4650   OF ENLJ\llGa1ENT
4651   
4652   This evening 1 should like to talk to you about a
4653   ~rincipal
4654   
4655   issue that now faces the Community : how
4656   
4657   and why \ve ihould resume our T:JUrsui t of monetary union and economic 

integration at the same time as we face a second enlargement of the Community.
4658   
4659   The
4660   
4661   ap~licRtions
4662   
4663   for
4664   
4665   membershi~
4666   
4667   of the Community
4668   
4669   from Greece, Portugal and Spain have rightly been welcomed. Despite the f~ct th~t 

the last enlargement
4670   res~ects
4671   
4672   took place only four years ago, and in some
4673   
4674   was only formally completed this year '\·lith the end of the transitional periods, 

the Community should embrace this prospect of enlargement
4675   t~the
4676   
4677   South.
4678   
4679   The First,
4680   
4681   reasons are simple and primarily politicRl.
4682   
4683   the Community was foundccl in the dnty to cherish and nurture parliamentary 

democracy and individual liberty. Whatever our other difficulties, these The 
recent emergence

4684   
4685   remain our entrenched values.
4686   
4687   I of nc1-1
4688   
4689   ---------- __
4690   ,._.,
4691   
4692   .
4693   
4694   -
4695   
4696   t..
4697   
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4698   -
4699   
4700   dcmocrntic rer,imcs in the three
4701   
4702   ::~nplicnnt nat:tc~s
4703   
4704   calls for a direct anJ full-hearted rcs!1onse fr01n the Community. To fail to give 

svch a response
4705   
4706   'vould ·run the risk ·of undermining the very democracy for which we stand. The 

nolitical attraction of
4707   
4708   ap9lication underwrites our fundamental political purpose.
4709   
4710   Second,
4711   
4712   Nhat~ver
4713   
4714   ·ou_r economic difficulties
4715   
4716   or lack of internal integration, we must be open to demoCTatic European states who 

are anxious and qualified to join. It is much better that there are those who
4717   t~~~e ar~
4718   
4719   want to apply rather than leave.
4720   
4721   those who wish to
4722   
4723   But, des9ite our overall political aims, the
4724   ' central thrust of the Community remains.· economic, and
4725   
4726   there is no doubt that the combined weight of the three applicants would add to 

what I would describe as the 'poor-end' loadihg of the Community. Naturally
4727   
4728   there are important differences between the three countries concerned. The Greek 

and Snanish economies,
4729   
4730   and standards of living, are generally little different from those of Ireland or 

Southern Italy. The· economic situation of
4731   Port~gai
4732   
4733   is qualitatively But the overall
4734   
4735   and quantatively of a different order.
4736   
4737   ..
4738   
4739   net effect 'vill add to the Community's economic nroblems.
4740   
4741   The pessimistic reaction in these circumstances would be to accept the political 

inevitability of enlargement and an accompanying \veakening and dilutio"n
4742   
4743   I of existing
4744   
4745   -
4746   
4747   ~-----~~~-~-~------------~---------
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4748   
4749   ------------------
4750   
4751   ~-..------- -----~---
4752   
4753   - 3 -
4754   
4755   of cxisti ng Community intcgratio11.
4756   
4757   I believe It is
4758   
4759   this approach to be profoundly mistaken.
4760   
4761   politically inconsistent with the Community's aims, and it-is,in my-view, based on 

a false analysis of the options onen to us. is the last thing the I would also add 
that it themselves want.

4762   
4763   ap~licants
4764   
4765   Why should they go to the trouble and take the political risk of resigning from 

one free trade area, E.F.T.A., only to find-that at the end of the • day they 
have, by doing so, joined another lvhich has slipped back to a simnle common 
ma.rket ?

4766   
4767   But it is not only a pr.oblem for tho applicant countries themselves,.or just a 

question of enlargement. The existing Community, in any event, has to face up to 
its more pressing economic problems ,1 and that is why . ' , the Commission has 
decided to give a new~ more urgent and contemnorarv. impulse to the old idea of 
economic .. , .

4768   .
4769   
4770   and monetary union, particularly its monetary aspect.
4771   
4772   First, I should like_to outline what, in my view, are the.seven basic reasons for 

pursuing monetary union
4773   today~
4774   
4775   .
4776   
4777   I will only summarise these arguments, since I
4778   
4779   have already set them out in some detail in my Jean Monnet Lecture in Florence in 

October. ·But I shall follow this summary presentation. by a review of how . these 
arguments appear to be standing ·scrutiny and debate.

4780   u~
4781   
4782   to public
4783   
4784   I should like to conclude witt
4785   
4786   some thoughts on this week's Euronean Council in Brussels.
4787   
4788   I The seven
4789   
4790   ..,.
4791   
4792   '
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4793   the
4794   Comm~ni ty'
4795   
4796   s programme for Gtt a·inment of Aconumi c
4797   
4798   and monetary union are a combinatjon, on the one lwacl, of what I believe are new 

arguments, and, on the other, traclitiona.l arguments, the combinCJtion, contrary to
4799   
4800   much Ollinion, being stronger in the circumstances of the late 1970s than it was 

at the beginning or the decade.
4801   
4802   The first, and traditional argument concerns the rationalisation of trade and 

commerce, which comes .. with a customs union. The latter is a great achievement, 
but it is, in my view, alwajs undet some threat, and one which could both be 
safeguarded.and further advanced if the customs union became also a monetary 
union. The

4803   
4804   inter-nenetration of }!ember States' is a rcalitv; more than h8lf of each membsr 

country's exports g6cs to its • ;partners in 'the Community. No ~tcmber State can 
get away from these facts, or hope that markets in third countries, least

4805   
4806   6£ all in new competitive circum-
4807   
4808   stances, would provide a substitute for the integrated economic area provided by 

the Community.
4809   
4810   The second, third
4811   
4812   ~nd
4813   
4814   fourth arguments concern
4815   
4816   the traditional objectives of macioeconomic policy empl_oyment, stab_ility and a 

sound external payments position. These objectives are traditional and common But 
there arc

4817   
4818   to the policies of all }.fember States. . two new aspects.
4819   
4820   First there is the extent to which
4821   
4822   Member States have suffered a deteriorating outcome in trying to combine the three 

objectives. Second,
4823   
4824   there is the extent to which monetary union accompanibd by policies for economic 

integration offers itself as
4825   
4826   1 one of
4827   
4828   1---..!--------- ---------5
4829   
4830   one of tl1e 1::ajor keys to sccurii1_t;, in the long run,
4831   
4832   a basic impruVClilcnt in the economic
4833   
4834   cnvironmcr~t.
4835   
4836   To
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4837   
4838   these central argt1ments I will return later.
4839   
4840   flonetnry union would also directly affect our influence on \·JOrltJ monetary 

affairs, Today '\';c hHvc We had one
4841   
4842   not got a proper world monetary systeli.
4843   
4844   for 25 years after Bretton Woods, and on the whole it '\vorkcd very well. dollar 

hegemony. fissured in 1971. on. Bu_t it
4845   i·lC'!S
4846   
4847   l.,ascd on a complete It
4848   
4849   It began to crack in 1968.
4850   
4851   Since then it has just staggered
4852   
4853   And today the dollar looks less satisfactory than
4854   
4855   ..
4856   
4857   ever as the only real international. medium of exchange that we have. 

de-stabiliser. Its continuous weakness can be a great The Community is the world's 
leading

4858   
4859   trading power and its second economic power, and the formation of a monetary union 

ivould permit the
4860   Com~unity
4861   
4862   to play a
4863   
4864   major and perhaps decisive role in the restoration of order to the iniernationnl 

monetary system. It would
4865   
4866   also mean that the Commu.ni ty' s economy as a whole 1·rould would be managed 

under less severe and erratic externgl financial constraints than at present.
4867   
4868   Economic and monetary union would certainly not remove the need for disciplined 

efforts throughout ·the Member States to tackle inflation; it would increase them. 
on the contrary,

4869   
4870   But th§sb ~£forts would be
4871   ~1onetary union ivould
4872   
4873   recompensed by greater rewards.
4874   
4875   provide an opportunity for establishing a fiew standard of European price 

stability. Of course, such a new
4876   
4877   standard would still require of the Community
4878   
4879   I authorities
4880   
4881   -
4882   
4883   (;
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4884   
4885   -
4886   
4887   to make cut of it a continuing era of monetary stability. inflafion
4888   But
4889   wo~ld
4890   
4891   some !1<llt of the :nrcsent problem of in any case be eliminated, ·notably
4892   
4893   the transmission of inflationary impulses due to intra-Euronean the historic
4894   exchan(~c .._
4895   
4896   rate movements. .
4897   
4898   In addition,
4899   
4900   ~ct
4901   
4902   of monetary union.and thereby monetary
4903   
4904   reform could introduce a decisive break in the inflationary psychology of 

recent-years.-
4905   
4906   .The fourth argument concerns employment.
4907   
4908   Here
4909   
4910   I believe that economic and monetary union could be a decisive contribution to the 

nl'aj or Jle\'1 stimulus now required to reveise the deen recessionary tendencies 
which are widely established throughout Europe and are manifestly of much more 
than cyclica,l _proportions. common monetal.7 policy, together with a significant 
degree of cownon budgetary action, would favour a more reliable, sustainable and 
more evenly spread growth of demand. It would be less inflationary than recent A

4911   
4912   historical spurts of growth, and hence give a further strenthening to business 

.confidence and investment.
4913   
4914   The fifth argument concerns
4915   
4916   th~
4917   
4918   regional
4919   
4920   distribution of employ6ent and ecoriornic welfare in the Community. Experience has 

shmvn that the int c-
4921   
4922   gration process contains no invisible hand that . guarantees an even spread of the 

increased economic prosperity that the customs
4923   ...
4924   
4925   ..
4926   
4927   u~ion
4928   
4929   has produced, or a The economic
4930   
4931   monetary union would further generate. nart of a revised approach
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4932   mu~t
4933   
4934   therefore be strongly /directed
4935   
4936   - 7 -
4937   
4938   clircctcJ to1v2rds correctillg the Com;11uni ty' s s1.n,;:.tur;Jl
4939   
4940   problems.
4941   
4942   Anc1 this must both dea.l \dth sectoral pro1:1er:s ~
4943   
4944   for exam.nle in the energy field, and a number of major
4945   branches of industry, and with the problem of rcglonnJ
4946   im1J[tl~mcc.
4947   
4948   This will require a sten~.1y bt,t solid
4949   
4950   development in the Community's power to direct budgetary and capital market 

resources into the weaker regions and Member States.
4951   ~ty sixth point is constitutional as 1·w 11 as
4952   
4953   economic.
4954   
4955   It concerns how the centralisation of some
4956   
4957   macroeconomic ~ewers inherent in the .formation of an economic and monetary union 

can be reconciled with the profound pressures in all our Member States 1avouring a 
maintained or increased decentralisation of government.

4958   \
4959   
4960   Monetary unionrdocs not offer much possibility for compromise in the sharing of 

responsibilities between the levels of government. On the other hand, the
4961   
4962   budgetary and economic aspects of union offer very much greater scope for the 

sharing of responsibilities • behTCen the Community and Hember States.
4963   .·
4964   
4965   .
4966   
4967   The Community
4968   
4969   must look for an original model for the organisation of economic and monetary 

union in which the Community would take on the minimum degree of.centralisation 
adequate for the task. We should be neither dismayed nor

4970   
4971   constrained by existing federal ~ode~s. The seventh argument 1s essentially 

politic~l. Economic and monetary union would carry the Community over the 
threshold of nolitical union. But there /arc

4972   
4973   -------- -·------------·-
4974   
4975   - 8 -
4976   
4977   arc also h:o shaTter-run pol.i t icul factors relevance:. The first is the 

que.sticn of en] Llrgc:::cn~.
4978   like~
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4979   
4980   On this l should
4981   
4982   to add one noint to
4983   
4984   Hh:it.
4985   
4986   I
4987   
4988   have said already.
4989   equnl ity of
4990   
4991   It is not the case that an is a pre-requisite for c;n Common pollcy, common disBut 

not the saffic
4992   lbmb~lr£
4993   
4994   pcrformanr.~c
4995   
4996   effective monetary union ..
4997   
4998   cinlines, yes, obviously yes.
4999   
5000   standorcls of living, levels of outnut in
5001   
5002   and Palermo, or in tnc future Copcnh~tgen and Lisbon. Monetary unions have ivorked 

to the henefi ts of both richcr.ancl poorer areas with at lc?st equal 
discrepancies in the past. They do indeed work within

5003   
5004   our ~!ember States today Nhcre. t.hc natura_!_ discrepancies are very great, 

transfers.
5005   altho~gh
5006   
5007   greatly evened un by fiscal If equality be meaningless
5008   
5009   This distinction is vital.
5010   \·W~llcl
5011   
5012   of performance were necessary, it
5013   
5014   to talk about ' economic and monetary uniorr for our lifetime or even our 

children's lifetime. I therefore do
5015   
5016   not regard enlargement as a bar to economic and monetary union, but rather as 

makfng it essential.
5017   
5018   The second political factor is the campaign which will take place for the first 

direct elections to the European Parliament .. This is an eminently suitable 
occasion for the people of Europe to engage in a major debate on the profound 
issues which economic and monetary union both senses and, in my view, helns to 
resolve.

5019   
5020   I present these arguments in this foreshortened way as a backdrop against '\rhich 

I shouJ d 1 ike to discuss some current reactions to them. I shall do this
5021   
5022   ..
5023   \u:(1cr
5024   
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5025   three headings : - first, institutional
5026   question~;
5027   
5028   - second, questions of econo:dc argument; - third,
5029   qucstion~of
5030   
5031   political attitude.
5032   
5033   On institutional questions, I have found
5034   
5035   ~
5036   
5037   clenr
5038   
5039   echo of opinion which accepts the proposition thot we face a nroblem of the level 

at which economic and mvnctary !)Olicy is organised in relation to international
5040   inves~ment,
5041   
5042   capital and the business cycle;
5043   
5044   put another
5045   
5046   '"BY, we face a problem in the failure
5047   economy. sound.
5048   
5049   Of rmblic !JOlicy to
5050   
5051   be adequately organised in relation. to the nrivRte This view is not as 

pessimistic as it may · · economic It implies our capacity for a better/pe:cfon;ancc
5052   
5053   in Western Europe has not been fatally reduced, and that economic thedry and 

policy are not sea as is sometimes suggested.
5054   quitc~so
5055   
5056   badly at
5057   
5058   The crucial problem
5059   
5060   here is that small and medium sized Euronean states using their levers of
5061   monetar~
5062   
5063   and fiscal policy independently
5064   
5065   cannot adequately face up to the international dimcnsi'on of the economic 

phenomena they are trying to control.
5066   
5067   German commentators and oninion formers arc uniquely well placed to participate in 

this kind of institutional analysis. You alone among Community
5068   
5069   countries have a solid groundin~ ln.the mechanism of a federal system. In your 

history you have cxperfcnced
5070   
5071   looser confedcral forms of organisation - riotably in the middle of the last 

century. Now you have a strong
5072   
5073   federal structure, one that is tighter in its degree of central harmonisation (for 

example 'on tax3tion matters) /than jn
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5074   
5075   --------··-~
5076   
5077   -·
5078   
5079   -~·· ·-
5080   
5081   -
5082   
5083   IU -
5084   
5085   A(lm.i.t:tcdly some other of our !<ember introducing
5086   constitution~;.}.
5087   
5088   St~tcs
5089   
5090   nrc
5091   
5092   no~;
5093   
5094   rcfcnms - and I am thinkir::;
5095   J:ingdot~i.
5096   
5097   here of Bc1glu;n, Italy anJ. the United
5098   
5099   But
5100   C[lll
5101   
5102   the esscnti:Il point here is that you in Gcrnwny
5103   c cmtemplatc nr1·:·.urely and opsn -J;dndcdly the 1d.dc
5104   
5105   spectrum of
5106   
5107   an.·angc~men ts
5108   
5109   [or muJ t i -tiered govc'rn;,ie:nt
5110   
5111   th11L may be co:ftlT'i'ttible with tho functioninz of a modern, industrialised 

economy. You will, I
5112   ho~c,
5113   
5114   exau:ine caTcfully the rather special basis for the
5115   devo J OJ~incn t of the Comr:mn i ty 's functions that I am
5116   
5117   presenting, and indeed nut to the European Council th1s week. It is one in 

which--the centralisation of
5118   
5119   monetary policy would be necessary but in which the distribution of fiscal and 

other financial nowcrs would be a very different matter. I suggest in
5120   i
5121   
5122   particular thdt 1ve might contc.mplatc a Co.mmunity intervening only to a very 

minor degree in the supply of public goods and services. Community public
5123   
5124   expenditure as a share ifr GNP might remain no more than perhaps a fifth of that 

seen in the average modern fede"ral state. (This would be intlusive of central 
social
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5125   
5126   security transactions - I know that ~n Germany you conventionally distinguish more 

str6ngly between bt1dgetary and social security finances than in many other 
countries.)

5127   
5128   Two other features of the Federal Republic today are also of relevance :in this 

context.
5129   The first 1s a
5130   
5131   cap<:1ci ty for bold: refonn in the monetary field.
5132   
5133   In
5134   
5135   particular I recall Ludwig Erhard's monetary reform of
5136   194 8, when he ,.,rent ahea.d and succeeded only after a
5137   
5138   /choru5 of
5139   
5140   -------------------------------------------I
5141   
5142   :i_t
5143   
5144   couJd not he.
5145   
5146   ~:ionc!
5147   
5148   The second feature" is th-_-. of the centred
5149   b:1HJ.~.
5150   
5151   institution~d
5152   
5153   ,w:~:ition
5154   
5155   Here
5156   
5157   I think \v0 shmJlci note the sj_r;;p1e but imprc:;s:i_vc
5158   
5159   foct thu.t
5160   
5161   :~he t};:.-cc: rtost .S<JCC(':ssful <!ncl
5162   
5163   staiJLc
5164   
5165   and also k<ve led era} o-:r confcdcrnl fcni:ls of
5166   
5167   gc>\'Cl
5168   
5169   ;m:e-i1 t.
5170   
5171   These ore good reasons why Gerrtany should t.e a major source of intellectual and 

I hone 110litical initiative in the construction of
5172   E~rropc,
5173   
5174   and 1>'11y
5175   argument~~
5176   
5177   others in the Comnunity should J i.stf·n to your and experience very carefully.
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5178   
5179   I hope our ini.tiutivc
5180   \
5181   
5182   in relaunching the debate on monetary union will stimulate an :hwginative and
5183   profcssiona~.
5184   
5185   contribution.
5186   
5187   Let me he more precise, for there are many questions to be answered. For example, 

how far could a relatively
5188   
5189   independent European monotary authority delegate Operational responsibilities to 

the national banks? Is it effectively possible to devise a more dccentralised 
monetary and banking

5190   syste~
5191   
5192   than that found in the
5193   
5194   United St8tes, which is already mor6 deccntralised than in the Federal Republit
5195   ?
5196   
5197   How should one envisage the
5198   
5199   evolution of the Community's monetary and political development with the evolution 

of it5 budgetary .These can he of three types
5200   tnm sf cTs <1 t tn ched to macroeconomic co!lcl:i t ion:-;,
5201   power~?
5202   
5203   clearly appropriate in the early stages of integration;
5204   
5205   I
5206   
5207   -transfer~;
5208   
5209   -
5210   
5211   i ..
5212   
5213   -
5214   
5215   ·~··-·~
5216   
5217   -. .
5218   ~
5219   
5220   of
5221   
5222   ~;r;c:cific
5223   
5224   tas1:s as in
5225   Fund~;
5226   
5227   .: ll
5228   
5229   or our ReGional or Social
5230   
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5231   - tr::r:sfcrs devoted' to budget equ<tlisation
5232   ~:s
5233   
5234   !"lil!'pc~c~
5235   
5236   :i.n your 'fin<JiiZausgleich'.
5237   
5238   l·rl
5239   
5240   tl·c J
5241   
5242   COli''"t·.,,;i·v ~-·•Ill ~-..o..L ... -'
5243   
5244   ')f' \.. ·'
5245   
5246   1 '='J'' r·o··\.I.e..)' l·J,.._ '"-""'l·
5247   •
5248   
5249   l~·l''' 1 1'ly 1 1''\''., . C<·· l.t.l \_,
5250   
5251   ·t'n"'"J·r
5252   ... '-'
5253   
5254   place in a nwrc matt1·1 c pc•litical structure.
5255   
5256   These are questions that I kno'" some of you·· thought decnly about in the early 

__ 1970s.
5257   If I encourage
5258   
5259   you now tc do so again, it is because I helicve thc1·e arc powerful, new economic 

arguments pushing us in that direction. The consistent Gcrmah thesis - that monetary
5260   
5261   union and stability, resource transfer mechanisms, and political integration - 

have to be seen as an interdependent and indeed indissoluble Hhole, is, in my 
view, right. cannot succeed. An advance on any one front alone

5262   a~9ly
5263   
5264   The challenge is to
5265   
5266   our
5267   
5268   imaginations in a constructive and practical way so as to make measured progress 

on all three fronts together.
5269   
5270   I turn from institutional and budgetary qudstions to those of economic argument. I 

have argued that a European monetary tinion, buttressed
5271   
5272   -.
5273   
5274   with the right complementary
5275   
5276   ~olicies,
5277   
5278   would greatly
5279   
5280   improve economic welfare in Europe through inducing more lntens.ive trade and 

commerce, creating a more favourable international monetary position, through 
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/reducing
5281   
5282   ..
5283   .-J.1'. "·· 1 ·e.c.1;1.t~ . 0 i
5284   _. •
5285   
5286   i ::;
5287   
5288   1) 01 ""~t··l ..... t)rl
5289   ......... t •• •
5290   
5291   t•
5292   
5293   ~·r· 1. "1 . ..:1.~· t_ '-"·-~ .1.t.J. .. .:,,. "'l''l·r . . ~-~ ,:-i -1n •
5294   
5295   r::11tr 1 \_ ,.Ylll. 1'.: V I..!.) •. -·)··)··'cJ· '~
5296   
5297   rl•'
5298   
5299   t L (; ~; 1.:
5300   
5301   t 'JJ·"
5302   
5303   .0,...•
5304   
5305   rlJ' .lCf~LC'l] . tl" e" \. . ""''. .\. • ;:J
5306   
5307   l1el· 11(,.
5308   . .:;--.
5309   
5310   1 r.ynor]· .\..·•' •• "'a'· t•1''"(" _ _. ... ' \,..· -·
5311   
5312   with pn::scnt po 1 ic ie~> in achicv ing the s c o bj cct ives, not<:b ly
5313   
5314   in their international dimension, c~n hardly be doubted. S:i nee,
5315   :1t
5316   
5317   the ~~m11c time, the genuineness of effor_~_:;- in
5318   
5319   all our couTitrics to do better by conventional means cRnnot
5320   
5321   also be
5322   
5323   dou~c (:c.~cl,
5324   
5325   this lt1Ctkes the need to look to more r ::w. 1 c 0.
5326   
5327   ,
5328   
5329   •
5330   
5331   1
5332   
5333   ~-
5334   
5335   treatment even nore compelling.
5336   
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5337   \'that
5338   
5339   thcrefoTc
5340   
5341   seem~;
5342   
5343   the current reaction to the
5344   ~repositions,
5345   
5346   economi.c cc:;se ? collcerning
5347   t·1·~1dc
5348   
5349   On the first two
5350   
5351   and the international monetary the benefits
5352   
5353   sy5tc1n, I h~vc heard no real disagre6rnent : to be obtai.J:.cd by the
5354   ~ommuni ty
5355   
5356   in forming a full moneto.ry
5357   
5358   union are vast - and increasing when we give weight to the vulncrabil:ity of 

international trade and the relative weakness of the dollar.
5359   I
5360   
5361   Put thc·other way
5362   
5363   round, the cost ~f disunion is becoming increasjngly obvious and heavy.
5364   
5365   There has been more hesitation in accepting my argument that monetary U11ion would 

offer a far more favom:able combination of employment and price stability than 
seems achievable in present circumstances by convention;:l policies. elaborate on 
this. I would like therefore to

5366   
5367   There are two arguments here,
5368   
5369   one negative and one positive.
5370   
5371   The nci•,nti ve ,n·gument consists of Tecogl!is:i.ng that it is
5372   110
5373   
5374   longer true that each of our !-1embcr States
5375   
5376   has to accept that there is an immutable relationshin
5377   
5378   -.
5379   
5380   learned
5381   
5382   C('llJV_ir. .:::i.ngly th_,t
5383   
5384   you
5385   
5386   c:u~nt:>t
5387   
5388   1my
5389   
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5390   LigL~~J·
5391   
5392   0 ·•i
5393   
5394   t'Jt-i ..'~ ,
5395   ~
5396   
5397   ]}'-''' ..,. ••
5398   
5399   1 r,,.,(' CC··-,,.:.-.-:·-·•-·l-)J. .._. '-" , I ' ' ·, . . ' -
5400   
5401   (}]-J~''-'f'""t·; ••f't - ..."}0.,_..
5402   I \.• -.. ._/_
5403   
5404   1' <;
5405   -
5406   
5407   .
5408   
5409   -·Ln-'t--i,.J.f''·t ·i
5410   . ·• • • •-' ..
5411   
5412   1>-""'1 ' · ...:)
5413   
5414   and a Gcnrwn audience 1·ri 11 confirii'l this.
5415   
5416   H1.1t this
5417   
5418   is not an objection nor an obstacle to setting out to improve, according to your 

startin£ position, either
5419   oT
5420   
5421   hoth the· infJ nt:ion and unemployment situation.
5422   
5423   The Community inflation and crnployment recnrJ sJ1ould
5424   
5425   in no wny hc,cxpected to be fixed to the wcightcJ
5426   average per formn.nce of Hci:!bcr States over some recent
5427   
5428   ref crcncc
5429   
5430   l)CY
5431   
5432   ioct.
5433   
5434   If this is so, what then of the nositivc
5435   onportuniti~s
5436   
5437   to do
5438   mo~cnt
5439   
5440   ~ettcir
5441   
5442   ?
5443   
5444   Her~
5445   
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5446   I invite you te
5447   
5448   reflect for a
5449   
5450   on the situation in Eurone today;
5451   
5452   to rc Clcct on the reasons why no ~. fembcr State appcnrs able to move more 

quickly rihcad towards our shared objectives for employment and stability.
5453   
5454   ..
5455   I
5456   I
5457   .s t :1 y t
5458   
5459   ·1 5-
5460   
5461   I start with the Federal Republic.
5462   
5463   Germany resists -
5464   
5465   at least in its extreme form - the so-called 'locomotive tl1cory' of cyclical 

leadership by the
5466   mo~c
5467   
5468   powerful economies whose It is current among Virtually
5469   
5470   balance of payments position is strong.
5471   
5472   some Anglo-Saxons, but I understand your argument.
5473   
5474   every German boom since the war has been led in no small measure by strong export 

demand, leading to a strong consequential tide of private investment. German 
industry is

5475   
5476   so export-oriented that it is looking for firmly based expansion of overall demand 

in its European markets. You can take the To extend more
5477   
5478   horse.to the water but y6u cannot·makc it drink.
5479   
5480   expansionary fiscal or monetary credits risks causing the trough to flow over with 

inflation. Therefore the attractiveness of
5481   
5482   pulling further on the levers of. domestic demand management policy seems limited. 

You cannot, in the conventional
5483   
5484   international setting, have an impottant effect on foreign ' demand without risk 

of do~e~tic instability - but the situation within the setting of a European union 
could be substantially different.

5485   
5486   Let us look then at 'the other medium sized European economies. Those which, f.rom 

the point of view of monetary
5487   
5488   policy and prices are vulnerable·, are compelled to adont a cautious demand 

management policy .. If they do not, there is the risk that a bolder policy will 
result in a sharp drop in the exchange rate with extremely.harmful consequences 
for domestic inflation and hence business confidence.

5489   
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5490   The smaller countries of the Community, for their part, share the situations of 
one or other group of the larger countrie. except that the external constraints on 
the effects of any economic

5491   nnlirv
5492   mP::~~nr('~
5493   
5494   th:1t thPv tn'kP Nill
5495   
5496   hA
5497   
5498   P.vcn Q'reatcr.
5499   
5500   - 16
5501   
5502   -
5503   
5504   .
5505   
5506   .The result. is a sort of economic stalemate. The countries which arc under no 

external financial constraint arc nonetheless reliant on the weaker countries for 
the efectiveness of their policies. But the more vulnerable countries

5507   
5508   are themselves unable to act on the basis of the collective economic and financial 

strength of the Community as a whole.
5509   
5510   This is a recipe not only for immobility and stagnation, but also for 

producing,iri:.hiblical terms, not "the wages of sin" but the 'wages of frustrated 
economic expectations'. The contemp~~ary economic bible

5511   
5512   surely demonstrates that the wages of frustrated economic expectations are 

inflation and social discontent, circumstances in which it is impossible to 
recreate business confidence and a strong business upswing. in Community 
interdependence

5513   .·
5514   
5515   trade, finance, exchange rate and price behaviour is
5516   
5517   intense, but our system of inter-governmental cooperation and embryonic Commu~ity 

instruments demonstrably do not match that intensity: what other conclusion can be
5518   -·
5519   
5520   drawn from the continuing lament in official statements from each of our European 

countries that they cannot 'on their own' assure the turn-round in international 
conditions that are required to change the domestic economic outlook?

5521   
5522   Some would here argue that should be the full answer.
5523   
5524   improv~d
5525   
5526   ..
5527   
5528   coordination
5529   
5530   The Community should, of coutse,
5531   
5532   play a full part :iri improving its effectiveness, but let us keep a sense of 

perspective as to its potential - after all, our efforts to coordinate have been 
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genuine enough fpr a good number of years.
5533   /Tn
5534   !I
5535   
5536   -
5537   
5538   nrlinPrlu
5539   
5540   .,
5541   
5542   - 17 -
5543   
5544   In a properly designated European monetary union the outlook could, I believe, be 

radically different. The res11lt Wot1ld be single, homo[;enous monetary policy, 
setting, and indeed maintaining, a common high standard of price stability. It 
would have to be based on a

5545   refo~m.
5546   
5547   well-prepared currency
5548   
5549   This reform would have
5550   
5551   produced a decisive break on inflationary expectations, and on the
5552   inflationar~ impul~cs
5553   
5554   from exchange rate changes
5555   
5556   within Europe.
5557   
5558   The international monetary constraint on
5559   
5560   economic policy would also have been removed between Member States, and greatly 

diminished as regards our monetary relations with the rest of the world. This
5561   
5562   .
5563   
5564   would be a new economic environment, of stronger internal monetary disciplines, 

but more relaxed external financial constraints. To work it would have to be 
coupled to important

5565   
5566   Community budgetary and financial poweis, better , geographical balance in 

cyclical conditions, in the structural reconversion of declining industries, and 
in the smoother development of demand. These are the

5567   
5568   conditions in which we would have a right to expect business and labour again to 

look forward to a sustainable and broadly based economic expansion. this view of 
the future is either academic nor foolishly

5569   utopian~
5570   
5571   I do not believe
5572   
5573   unre~listically
5574   
5575   I am describing the technically achievable reforms in the organisaion of monetary 

and, to a lesser but still important degree, fiscal policy that would allow 
Europe's undoubted potential for a

5576   mo~e
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5577   
5578   stable and employmentI do not accept that
5579   
5580   creating growth to be released.
5581   
5582   Europe's potential in these respects has been irrevocably
5583   
5584   - 18 damaged in J'eccnt years. in a Europe of
5585   111
5586   
5587   . .
5588   
5589   What I believe is th:.1t
5590   
5591   Gl
5592   
5593   million unemployed, and in a Purope and employment are not so much compC::t.ing
5594   
5595   wtich
5596   
5597   st~l1)ility
5598   
5599   but complementary objectives, we should not be hidebound and confined hy the 

assumptions and conventions of the past, but ready to contemnlate institutional 
reforms.

5600   
5601   There remain those who say that CID!lloyment problems are a matter of political 

urgency, but proposals are addressed to horizon. criticism. But there are
5602   anothei~
5603   
5604   su~h
5605   
5606   longer time
5607   
5608   thre~
5609   
5610   reDlies to such a
5611   
5612   First, our employment problem is, I am afraid, now
5613   \
5614   
5615   a medium tcrm,rather than an ordinary cyclical matter. r-!oreover, beyond the
5616   
5617   61 million unemployed of today
5618   
5619   there are 9 million more young people who between n6w and 1985 are going to be 

added to the Community labour force looking for new extra jobs; and the Federal
5620   
5621   Rcr>ublic is, because of its population profile, at the ton of this list. Thus 

we.have to think in terms of
5622   
5623   a new medium-term stimulus for the European economy a stimulus which will have fa 

be of .some historic dimension to meet the extent of our present and prospective 
employment problem. - Second, while monetRry union is clearly not for the very 
short-run, I would not wish to push it over the horizon. We should be prepared to 
take preparatory

5624   
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5625   decisions and proceed as fast as those who want to succeed together and be 
convinced of the arguments. To

5626   
5627   -
5628   
5629   19 -
5630   
5631   If a new design for the
5632   
5633   Co~nunity's
5634   
5635   monetary union and
5636   
5637   economic integration gains support in the debate that we are now initiating - in 

all the Community's institutions and in the public at large - than we should look 
very seriously again at the length of the time-horizon.

5638   
5639   - Third, and for the short run,
5640   
5641   I would by no means
5642   
5643   underestimate the favourable effect on business confidence in Europe of the 

Community deciding to embrirk again seriously on a renewed and intensified 
approach to economic and monetary union. Our European Council earlier this week 
was in this These

5644   
5645   respect encouraging - although nqt in itself decisive.
5646   
5647   are early days still, and much more remains for next year, but we have achieved a 

'fair wind' for our new approach. But
5648   
5649   this European Council also broke through some log-jams. It agreed in principle to 

a new Community
5650   l~an
5651   
5652   mechanism;
5653   
5654   it resolved certain budgetary problems thus opening the way for the ne~ unit of 

account and own resources in the 1978 budget; strengthered our short and 
medium-term balance

5655   Communi~y
5656   
5657   of payments mechanisms, supported the build-up of
5658   
5659   industrial policies ,and looked forward to new proposals on youth employment. This 

is a ·considerable list of
5660   
5661   practical achievements and they are all useful steps towards building up the 

sinews of an integrated economy. If we can
5662   
5663   succeed in presenting in the next year a convincing and wellunderstood plan of 

action relati~i
5664   
5665   today's steps with
5666   
5667   tomorrow's design - that in itself should substantjally improve the general morale 

of the Conmunity, of
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5668   worker~,
5669   
5670   managers and
5671   
5672   investors, of industry and of governments. /I hope
5673   
5674   -•
5675   - 20 -
5676   
5677   I hope that German opinion will join in this new
5678   revi~al
5679   
5680   of an old debate with vigour.
5681   
5682   In terms
5683   
5684   of economic policy, you may be reluctent to embrace the so-called 'locomotive 

the6ry' for international economic coordination; some of you may now even
5685   
5686   be hesitant about a strong nmv Community initiative. I understand both these 

attitudes. But in the final
5687   
5688   analysis, I believe that German interesis cannot be well served by resisting both
5689   propos~ls
5690   
5691   at the same
5692   
5693   time.- My inclination would certainly be to support international:_ economic 

cooperation but to give primary support to the construction.qf a hard-core 
integrated Community economy along the lines· I have tried to describe. I am 
enco~raged that the way is now

5694   
5695   open in the Community institutions to take up the central
5696   que~tions
5697   
5698   afresh.
5699   
5700   It is thanks in no small
5701   
5702   measure to the helpful position taken up by this week's European Council. I hone 

for a vital conYour
5703   
5704   tribution from the Federal Renublic as a whole. . strength as a greatly
5705   re~pected
5706   
5707   industrialised and
5708   
5709   democratic society inevitably gives you both opportunity and responsibility in the 

construction of Europe.
5710   
5711   I should like to conclude with a general political reflection. It has recently
5712   be~n·~aid
5713   
5714   fhat Europe
5715   
5716   cannot be united by money alone.
5717   
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5718   Indeed this was tfie I agree
5719   
5720   published view of Herr Apel on 2nd Dccembct. with him.
5721   alternati~e
5722   
5723   I also agree with him that there is no to European integration. But I also
5724   
5725   believe that there can be no such full integration
5726   • ... ..: """,_ - .... .._ .... .-1 ...... -- .! - :: .... -~ .... -
5727   
5728   -
5729   
5730   J...
5731   
5732   -
5733   
5734   ----
5735   
5736   ----Cle~rly
5737   
5738   - 21 -
5739   
5740   platform from whicl1 \\'e launch this debate is a bronc1ly based one - it is 

monetary, of course; economic; it is alsa
5741   
5742   but it is also political and
5743   
5744   institutional;
5745   
5746   we must fashion our policies, short
5747   
5748   term and medium term, wj_th the firm purnose of further Community integration,
5749   ~ade
5750   
5751   more than ever necessary
5752   
5753   by the prospect of enlargement.
5754   
5755   This requires- for both s·trong and
5756   
5757   ~~cak
5758   
5759   a combination
5760   
5761   of benefits and sacrifices, certainly not all from one side, certainly not all to 

the other. But it requires
5762   
5763   above all a realisation that the Community creates and docs not merely 

redistribute. It has not been and must
5764   
5765   not be thought of as just taking from one and giving to another. It must benefit 

us all, strong as well as weak; And it
5766   
5767   otherv,rise it ,will never move decisively fon<lard. and goals, even·though its 

means must be largely economic.
5768   
5769   must always remember its political purpose, inspiration
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5770   
5771   **** *year_1977 *date_1977-06-03 *place_Bonn
5772   
5773   
5774   THE MARSHALL PLAN MEMORIAL LECTURE
5775   Bonn June 3, 1977
5776   
5777   THE RIGHT HONORABLE ROY JENKINS PRESIDENT COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
5778   
5779   June 1977 marked the thirtieth anniversary of the speech by General George C. 

Marshall which gave birth to the European Recovery Program, the Marshall Plan. It 
also marked the fifth anniversary of the German Marshall Fund of the United 
States, a private U.S. grantmaking institution located in Washington, D.C. The 
Fund was established in 1972 by a gift of the Government of the Federal Republic 
of Germany, as a memorial to the Marshall Plan, to promote understanding of 
problems common to industrial societies. To commemorate the Marshall Plan, the 
Board of Trustees of the Fund has established a Marshall Plan Memorial Lecture. 
The Right Honorable Roy Jenkins, President of the Commission of the European 
Communities, delivered the first Lecture on June 3, 1977 at "La Redoute" in 
Bonn-Bad Godesberg. President Jenkins' letture is reprinted in this commemorative 
brochure. It also includes anniversary messages from President Carter and 
Chancellor Schmidt and the remarks delivered on this occasion by the President of 
the German Bundestag, Professor Karl Carstens, by the State Minister of the 
Foreign Office of the Federal Republic, Dr. Klaus von Dohnanyi, and by the 
Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the German Marshall Fund, Professor Harvey 
Brooks.

5780   The German Marshall Fund of the United States
5781   
5782   ANNIVERSARY MESSAGES
5783   
5784   On the thirtieth anniversary of the European Recovery Program, I wish to express 

the appreciation of the American people for the Federal Republic's magnanimous 
gift five years ago which provides the financial basis for the German Marshall 
Fund of the United States. Three decades ago the Marshall Plan enabled Europeans 
and Americans to work together to meet essential human needs in the difficult 
post-war years, to rebuild cities and to create the means of employment. Today the 
social, economic, and political issues that trouble Europe and America and other 
regions are less visible and dramatic. But they are more complex and deep-rooted 
and will require a cooperative effort as great as that of the Marshall Plan. 
Governments and international organizations cannot master these problems by 
themselves. We need the help of private institutions like the Fund which are 
dedicated to assisting Americans and Europeans to work together toward a solution 
of our common problems. Our industrial societies have much to learn from each 
other and from the other nations of the world. The unique gift of the German 
people is making it possible for new generations of Europeans and Americans to 
exchange ideas and experiences in surmounting the problems which confront our 
peoples. The Marshall Plan could have no finer memorial. President Jimmy Carter

5785   
5786   To the trustees and officers as well as to the American and German friends of the 

German Marshall Fund of the United States I extend my most cordial congratulations 
on the occasion of the Fund's fifth anniversary. I consider it a manifestation of 
the German-American friendship that the Fund has chosen Bonn to celebrate this 
anniversary and I regret deeply not to be able to be with you today. The 
activities and achievements of the Fund's first five years have been impressive 
and I send my very best wishes for its continued good work. Federal Chancellor 
Helmut Schmidt

5787   
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5788   3
5789   
5790   INTRODUCTION BY PROFESSOR HARVEY BROOKS Chairman of the Board of the German 

Marshall Fund; Benjamin Peirce Professor of Technology and Public Policy, Harvard 
University

5791   
5792   THE MARSHALL PLAN MEMORIAL LECTURE THE RIGHT HONORABLE ROY JENKINS President of 

the Commission of the European Communities
5793   
5794   It is my pleasant duty to introduce to you the first Marshall Plan Memorial 

Lecturer. It is an anomaly, perhaps, for an American to be introducing a European 
to Europeans. Not only a European but the person who more than any other 
represents that one European voice which is referred to so often in America. For 
this reason and for many others it is fitting that the first Marshall Plan 
Memorial Lecturer is the Right Honorable Roy Jenkins, President of the Commission 
of the European Communities. The Board of Trustees of the German Marshall Fund was 
delighted when he agreed to accept our invitation to deliver this lecture. And it 
is a pleasure, on behalf of the Board, to welcome him here this afternoon. 
President Jenkins has had a long and distinguished career in British politics, and 
his ties to both the United States and Europe are as many as they are varied. An 
author of many historical works and a member of the House of Commons for nearly 
thirty years, he has held high government posts, including that of Chancellor of 
the Exchequer and, most recently, Home Secretary. If I may be permitted at this 
point to speak for a moment of Mr. Jenkins's early connection with the Fund. As 
Home Secretary he took the initiative in inviting representatives of the Vera 
Institute of Justice of New York Citywhose Director, Mr. Herbert Sturz, is also 
with us today- to work with experts in the Home Office to test in the U.K. certain 
procedures relating to bail and to work for former offenders found successful in 
New York. The German Marshall Fund was pleased to have provided support for this 
effort. Mr. Jenkins left his post as Home Secretary to assume the presidency of 
the Commission of the European Communities on the first of January 1977. As a 
historian and one with a deep understanding of the U.S., he has referred often to 
the different origins and paths of the United States of America and the uniting 
states of Europe and to the different nature of the separation of powers between 
the White House, the Congress, and the courts in America on the one hand and 
between the Commission, the Council of Ministers, the Europeait Parliament, and 
the European Court of Justice on this side of the Atlantic on the other hand. As 
an experienced politician, he is aware of the practical difficulties that face a 
uniting Europe, both internally and in regulating its relations with countries 
outside the Community. As a statesman, though, he has called on Europeans to lift 
their sights. "To make our deeds a little better than our words ... to always do 
more than we promise to do," as he put it to the European Parliament last 
February. As historian, politician, and statesman - as all three - Roy Jenkins is 
superlatively qualified to deliver the first Marshall Plan Memorial Lecture. 
Ladies and Gentlemen: The President of the Commission of the European Communities, 
Roy Jenkins. 4

5795   
5796   It is a great honour to be asked to deliver this, the first Marshall Plan Memorial 

Lecture. I shall address myself to two principal themes: first, the challe~ge that 
faces the European Community in the prospect of its further enlargement, and 
second, the challenge that faces the industrialised nations as a whole in their 
relationship with the non-industrialised world. But I would like to begin with a 
reference back to 1947 as I believe it is both instructive and appropriate to 
examine these issues against the backcloth of the Marshall Plan as well as being 
an appropriate acknowledgement of the occasion on which we now meet. There are 
important lessons to be learned. Like many seminal political speeches the idea 
contained in the Harvard Commencement Address of 1947 had been thoroughly worked 
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over, but the preparation of the speech itself was a last minute rush. General 
George Marshall had in fact said that he could not attend the Harvard ceremony but 
the opportunity of carrying his.ideas further at that moment encouraged him to 
change his mind and use the occasion for a major speech. It may not have seemed to 
the audience of students, alumni and parents a very dramatic occasion that day 
under the elms in Harvard Yard. Marshall was no orator. The speech read much 
better than it sounded. It did not propound readymade solutions. The U.S. 
Administration was persuaded that public opinion at home needed more time to 
respond to its ideas, and that public opinion in Europe needed no more than a 
hint, not a programme of action. In Europe it had an immediate effect, most of all 
on the British Foreign Secretary, Ernest Bevin, who, by-passing official advice 
that perhaps it would be sensible first to ask what the Secretary of State had in 
mind, made it clear that the problem was not what Marshall meant, but how Europe 
would respond. As Marshall himself put it in the speech: "It would be neither 
fitting nor efficacious for this Government to undertake to draw up unilaterally, 
a program designed to place Europe on its feet economically. This is the business 
of the Europeans. The initiative, I think, must come from Europe."

5797   
5798   The critical four-year period that followed the Marshall Plan set in motion the 

two main currents that have formed relations between the United States and Europe 
over the past thirty years. First, the Marshall Plan in its conception and its 
implementation implanted in American foreign policy the idea of Europe as a 
possible and credible political and economic unity. Of course, it did not 
obliterate other views. An occasionally irritable incomprehension at a divided and 
unimaginative old world remained. From time to time the desire to remake that old 
world entire and new in an American image rose to the surface. But neither of 
these extremes was predominant for long. The normal view was the post-Marshall 
view. It was neither imperial nor isolationist.

5799   5
5800   
5801   Second, the European Recovery Plan and the Paris Conference offered Europe the 

first of many steps which she was to take towards her own integration. The 
Organisation for European Economic Cooperation, the Coal and Steel Community, 
Euratom, the Economic Community and then the fusion of the three Communities 
themselves were foreshadowed in part that afternoon in Harvard Yard. As a result 
of European determination and trans-Atlantic support, Europe, and in particular 
the European Community, today displays a picture sharply different from the 
1947landscape of penury and insecurity. Compared with that Europe whose trade and 
economy had been crushed by war and whose horizons could embrace little more than 
a survival through the next winter, it is now, in the form of the European 
Community, a single and relatively prosperous common market, the largest trading 
unit in the world. The pattern of European relations with the United States has 
changed from one of dependence to one of interdependence. The political and 
economic cohesion of Europe has grown, not to the extent that the optimists of the 
previous generation would have wished, nor as far as some of us would desire, but 
it has grown, and the world outside, sometimes more than we ourselves, has come to 
take the European Community very seriously indeed. This is not, however, the 
contemporary picture you hear in the public utterances of politicians or read in 
the political comment of journalists. The post-1973 recession and current rates of 
inflation and unemployment understandably influence the perspectives of us all: 
they reinforce a widespread feeling that the Community needs to be revitalised and 
regain a clearer sense of purpose and momentum. I share that feeling. Despite its 
difficulties, the Community should begin to take itself as seriously as the world 
outside takes it. I point to the contrast with the slough of despond in the 
immediate post-war years to mark the distance we have travelled and illustrate the 
strengths and resourcefulness I believe we possess to overcome our own major 
problems. What are the problems? The first is the problem of the distribution of 
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economic strength within our boundaries. The second is the question of 
enlargement. They are closely linked. The first problem first. The consequence of 
the Common Market in its lifting of trade barriers made a major contribution to 
achieving the surge forward of the 1960s and the relative prosperity that exists 
in much of the Community today. It intensified Community trade, increased contacts 
at all levels, and advanced European integration in the process. But the 
limitations of this original, laissez-faire approach have already become evident. 
The gap between rich and poor regions of the Community has not narrowed but 
widened and it is now obvious that, without complementary policies to those of 
free intra-Community competition, there is a real danger that the already poor 
economic situations in certain regions may be aggravated. The economically liberal 
principles of the Com~ mon Market took the original Six a long way during what now 
seems, at least in the glow of retrospect, a much more favourable general economic 
climate. But in less good years and without additional policies to hand, they are 
not only insufficient but in some ways even dangerous. Such a common market 
therefore cannot and does not any longer represent the conceptual frontier of

5802   6
5803   
5804   the Community economy. The Community's public sector, in its regional, manpower, 

investment and industrial policies already seeks to redistribute finance and 
encourage investment in order to balance the economic fortunes of Member States 
and regions of the Community. The divergences between different regions cannot 
just be ignored. The Regional Fund, for example, has become an integral part of 
Community action. In the future, the Fund must be renewed, reinforced, and made 
more effective. The financial instruments at the Communities' disposal must be 
coordinated and deployed to produce the maximum impact. But Community action, 
whether through the Regional or Social Funds, or through the European Investment 
Bank or other borrowing and lending functions, is still very limited. The aim is 
to assist economic convergence, to keep on a politically acceptable track the 
forces of private economic integration set into motion by the creation of the 
Common Market. This involves mechanisms to steer employment and investment into 
the sectors and regions which are most vulnerable to economic circumstances. 
Community institutions have available only a limited range of actions from which 
to choose. There are three open to us: first, the choice of priorities in the 
Community budget, second, the enhancement of our non-budgetary finances, i.e., our 
borrowing and lending powers and, third, the development of our legal powers of 
financial intervention in both fields. Nor are the sums of money large in relation 
to national budgets. The Community budget represents less than 1% of Community 
G.N.P. Nonetheless, with relatively small increases and selective action we can 
link our Community means to our general Community economic objective of a 
convergent and adaptive economy. The Commission is currently considering important 
proposals in these areas. It is at this point that the Community's own future 
economic cohesion and the prospect of enlargement are linked. There are here three 
essential principles. First, the Treaty clearly envisages the acceptance of 
European countries who are qualified to join. The founding fathers intended a 
Europe for Europeans. The Six, attached to parliamentary democracy, became Nine, 
on the basis of this common attachment. It would damagingly undercut our 
democratic purpose if the Community failed to sustain and support those European 
countries which have emerged from dictatorship. The peoples of these countries 
look to the Community as a guarantee of free elections. As we approach the 
prospect of enlargement, let us not forget we are also on the brink of direct 
elections for the European Parliament. That symbolism will not be lost upon the 
applicants; let it not be lost on us. The three Community institutionsCommission, 
Parliament and Council- recently, in the presence of the Court of Justice, 
solemnly signed and thereby re-emphasised their commitment to human rights. We 
cannot then turn and say that enlargement is too difficult, and shut the door on 
those whose democracy we have just underwritten. The process of seeing how the 
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Community can grow is not instantaneous. Because it is not, there are bound to be 
moments when an apparent lack of speed is interpreted pessimistically. It is at 
such moments that our political commitment should not be forgotten. The second 
principle must be that, while each country should be treated individually in 
negotiations and discussion, it is neither in their individual

5805   7
5806   
5807   interest, nor that of the existing Community as a whole to ignore the 

interrelationship between them. The pace of decision must be different, and it is 
already so. Membership negotiations with Greece are in progress. The Portuguese 
application has been received and the Commission asked for its opinion. Spain has 
not yet applied. There should be no question of holding back our discussions with 
one country in order to waitfor another. We should not have comprehensive 
negotiations, but we should not, of course, try to divide our minds up into 
separate compartments and avoid taking a comprehensive view. The third principle 
is that the Community must, faced with the problem of enlargement, be ready to 
develop, realistically, its own political and economic arrangements. Political 
realism means that internally we must be ready to make institutional improvements 
if we are to adapt, at all efficiently, to the prospect of enlargement. 
Economically we must match our stand for democracy with a preparedness to sustain 
it in practice. It is this latter point I should like to develop. Some doubt the 
capacity of the Community to undergo a further enlargement without being broken in 
the process. It has, in historical terms, only recently grown, and not without 
difficulty, from six to nine, and this was negotiated at a time of relative 
economic strength to absorb new Member States whose level of industrial and 
commercial development for the most part broadly matched that of the original 
members. Now, at a time of much greater economic difficulties, the Community must 
embrace the prospect of the membership of countries, which, while differing in 
their relative industrial base, share common features which pose particular 
problems for existing Community arrangements - especially in agriculture. I 
underestimate neither the range nor importance of these problems. They must be 
faced, and be faced openly. But I equally believe that a pessimistic approach is 
founded on the wrong analysis of the Community's stage of development. Pessimism 
would assure that we are no more than a common market with some agricultural and 
industrial appendages. But this stage has already been passed. If it had not, I 
would myself face the prospect of enlargement with a sense of foreboding. The mere 
trading arrangement has a crucial and logical limitation. It means you must hold 
very tightly to the geographical extent of the club. But even within the existing 
Community boundary we have passed beyond that phase. We have our essential 
political purposes, which have always been a vital background to our economic 
methods. We have recognised our own regional, sectoral and unemployment problems. 
We have started to tackle them. The Commission is committed to improving our means 
of doing so. And we cannot in that process ignore the impact on the Community 
economy of applicant countries. The structural differences and difficulties of the 
emerging democracies of Southern Europe are a part of, and not wholly separate 
from, the Community's own present and pressing problems. If we have the courage to 
face this issue frankly, there is an opportunity for the Community to act here and 
to work out a programme of assistance that benefits both the Community and 
applicant countries. The anniversary of the birth of the Marshall Plan is, I 
believe, an appropriate moment for us to

5808   8
5809   
5810   I
5811   
5812   commit ourselves to meet that challenge. The courageous and imaginative statesmen 

of thirty years ago, both in America and in Europe, faced more daunting 
difficulties than we do today. We must not only commemorate them, but seek to 
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emulate their courage. If we do so, we can tum the risks of enlargement into the 
catalysts of future progress. If Europe was ready enough to welcome Marshall Aid 
thirty years ago, let it now tum the economic strength it has and its capacity to 
develop its existing policies in an equally constructive way to a similar vital 
purpose. I have spoken up to now of what must primarily be a European 
preoccupation. I should like to tum to one which is global. The differences 
between the industrial and non-industrial parts of Europe are no more than a 
reflection in miniature of similar, and deeper differences between rich and poor 
in the world. Here, still more than in the opposition of power blocs, lies the 
major problem of our time. It was the realisation that an active engagement to 
face up to this problem could no longer be postponed that led to the calling of 
the Conference on International Economic Cooperation. The mere convening of this 
Conference was a substantial step forward. The groups principally concerned had a 
framework in which they could define the problems involved, and begin a machinery 
to put solutions in hand. Throughout the Conference the European Community has 
been able to play an important part, thanks to the high level of coordination 
ainong its members and to a lesser extent with other groups in the industrialised 
world. This has not been a coordination directed against our partners in this 
dialogue; on the contrary, the industrialised countries have put forward proposals 
out of an evolving sense of international responsibility. This responsibility does 
not stem from a need to pay conscience money for possible misdeeds in the past or 
a pervading sense of guilt about the present. It is a responsibility resulting 
from an objective analysis of the situation, and the complementarity of the needs 
of the different parts of the world. I do not suggest that there no longer exists 
any moral imperative for the richer industrialised countries of the world to 
accept a responsibility for righting the injustice of poverty. At least 500 
million people will not have had enough to eat today. That has regrettably been 
the case for a long time. But, for perhaps the past ten years it has also been 
recognised that, as the ballince of population shifted more and more towards 
developing countries, we would all of us in the West, however well we ordered our 
affairs, be in increasing danger of being separated from the rest of the world by 
so narrow a gulf of geography but so wide a gulf of comprehension and living 
conditions. Our belief in the universality of human rights unites with an 
enlightened selfinterest to make us more determined than before to reject such a 
future. Only if there is continuing progress towards a fairer world can we be sure 
that the somewhat reduced tension of East/West relations is not replaced by a 
still more dangerous and deep-seated cleavage between the rich and the poor world. 
But there has been, over the past four or five years, an important and different 
advance. There has been the increasing recognition that a purely charitable 
approach fails to respond to the real interdependence between the economies of the 
industrialised West and the less-developed primary pro9

5813   
5814   ducers. The Community itself has given a strong lead in proffering more practical 

and relevant arrangements - notably under the Lome Convention. Our scheme to help 
stabilise the export income of developing countries, which it is now envisaged 
should be studied on a world scale, and the progress made on stabilising the price 
of basic raw materials, have been good examples. We have learned the lesson that 
the health of world trade is dependent not on the maintenance of a privileged 
position in and for the West, but on a process of practical cooperation with the 
developing world. The United Nations Conference of last year and this week's CIEC 
meeting in Paris - which in my view achieved more than has yet been recognised 
signal an awareness that we have made the mature transition from the idea of aid 
for the Third World to the idea of cooperation in the interest of us all. 
Hitherto, in relations with the developing world, the Community has not only been 
in the lead but has been well in the lead. I recall writing myself five years ago 
that the greatest deficiency in the world aid scene at that time was the poor 
performance of the world's richest country. I wrote then, as I speak today, as a 
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friend and not as a natural critic of the United States, and I am glad to record 
that the view taken by the present United States Administration is in considerable 
contrast with my gloomy reflections at that time. The Community is still ahead, 
but it now shares with the United States the same basic approach to this 
fundamental problem. In President Carter's recent commencement address at Notre 
Dame he made this clear in the following words: "We can no longer have a policy 
solely for the industrialised nations as the foundation of global stability; we 
must respond to the new reality of a politically awakening world." It is to the 
mutual support of both Europe and the Uclted States if we can share a common 
vision of the interdependence of our actions in the world. But the relationship 
between the United States and Europe should not exist only, or even primarily, at 
the level of political decision. The fact that I am today delivering the first 
Marshall Plan Memorial Lecture, sponsored by the German Marshall Fund of the 
United States, is itself proof of the contrary, as also is the type of work in 
which the Fund has engaged itself. By setting up the Fund as a memorial to the 
Marshall Plan, the Federal Republic not only made a generous gesture in keeping 
with the Plan itself, but provided an ideal vehicle for the type of international 
contacts and studies which are the lifeblood of mobile societies like those of the 
Western world. It is not only the developing countries which need a transfer of 
technology, a new idea or an experienced example to follow. Industrialised nations 
too need to organise and encourage the flow of information, techniques and 
approaches to common problems, in order to stimulate the renewal of their 
inventiveness. There are several domestic areas where the exchange of experience 
between Europe and the United States could be especially fruitful: for example, 
the com~ari  son of approaches to the problems of urban living and of ways of 
running a modern industrial society, in particular the tripartite approach to the 
problems of unemployment and economic management, and the straightforward exchange 
of high technology in industry. To this end, I have never been in favour of purely 
intergovernmental exchanges; a whole range of independent, non-governmental 
studies is needed. The German Marshall Fund of the

5815   10
5816   
5817   ..
5818   
5819   United States is doing invaluable work in this field. Europe has become, thirty 

years from the Marshall Plan, a coherent Community. Indeed, paradoxically, this 
identity is often more clearly perceived by others than by ourselves. Its policy, 
formed, sometimes with difficulty, under the pressure of its own particular 
conditions and constraints is not in any way tributary to the policy of others. We 
need not be tempted either by fear of undue subordination or feel the need to 
over-asset our independence by unnecessary intransigence. Our actions in the 
North/South dialogue have proved this. But Europe's international strength must be 
matched by our capacity to respond effectively to the tasks which face it closer 
at home- of which its overall cohesion in the face of the impending enlargement of 
the Community is the greatest. There is no reason why we should not overcome this 
challenge. Each time in the past the Community has been faced with a really 
fundamental decision about its future, it has faced up to it and surmounted it 
successfully. This has been the way forward in the past; I believe it will again 
be so in the future.

5820   
5821   REMARKS BY PROFESSOR KARL CARSTENS President of the German Bundestag
5822   
5823   It is a great pleasure to welcome you on behalf of the German Bundestag in Bonn on 

this highly significant occasion. The observance of the double anniversary which 
has brought us together here presents an opportunity to contemplate the past and 
also to tum towards the future. When Secretary of State George Catlett Marshall, 
almost thirty years ago to the day, in his historic speech at Harvard University 
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set forth the idea that the United States of America should lend assistance to the 
war-shattered European nations, the world witnessed the birth of a programme which 
in its political dimensions is without parallel in history. How was this signal 
from Cambridge received in a crippled and weary post-war Europe? Certainly, the 
Old Continent would hardly have been able to liberate itself by its own efforts 
from the pressures of misery, distress, and desperation. The immediate and 
generous help extended by the American people sparked new hope among the peoples 
of Europe. This American initiative restored the Europeans' faith in the future 
and brought back their will to live. The German people in particular feel a 
special obligation towards the United States for having been included from the 
very beginning in the European Recovery Programme. This gratitude is not lessened 
by the fact that the process of the reconstruction of Europe has meanwhile been 
completed. True, German debts from Marshall Plan aid have formally- in a financial 
sense- been repaid. But the Marshall concept lives on in the European Recovery 
Programmes which are still today and will remain a valuable complex of operations. 
For these aid programmes represent in particular valuable support for our 
medium-sized businesses, for development aid, and for Berlin. Let me take this 
opportunity, ladies and gentlemen, to speak also of a statesman from the Old 
Continent whose achievements supplemented the impetus from the New World. For 
without Ludwig Erhard's political imagination and farsightedness even the initial 
spark of the Marshall Plan, in itself, would hardly have been enough to get the 
motor of the German economy into high gear once more. That essential supplementary 
contribution was provided by Ludwig Erhard as he was in charge of the economy of 
the then British and American occupation zones. As we know, he went on from this 
initial contribution to become Minister of Economics of the new Federal Republic 
of Germany and later its Chancellor. His concept had far-reaching consequences. It 
restored the free interplay of the market. Thanks to his unrelenting struggle to 
liberate the economy from control, American help achieved its declared goal of 
safeguarding the recipient countries' capability for survival, not least on German 
soil. The answer of Europeans to the American offer has been and still is a 
growing readiness and preparedness to take on coresponsibilities extending beyond 
national and even European horizons. We Germans were of the opinion that we had to 
go a step further to keep alive the

5824   
5825   Marshall ~oncept: not l~st in the young generation. Accordingly, five years ago we 

laid the fmanctal cornerstone for the establishment of the German Marshall Fund of 
the United States. The successful work of this foundation as reflected in its Five 
Year Report bears out and justifies the original conception. The current main 
thrusts of the Fund's operations- urban problems, the working world, land 
utilization and area planning, criminal justice administration, communications and 
the media, international raw material, and other economic problems - may change 
with time. But the basic concern remains: to enable Americans and Europeans to 
learn from each other and to work together in coping with national and 
international problems. To find common answers to the growing challenges ?four 
time- that remains the continuing task of the Fund. We are especially mdebted to 
the Board of Trustees of the Fund and to its Honorary Trustees for their voluntary 
and responsible sense of dedication. We, Americans and Europeans, are all called 
upon to do our utmost to support these people in their continual search for new 
approaches and ways to cope with the problems confronting us all. Finally, I wish 
to congratulate the Board of Trustees of the Fund on its decision to engage Roy 
Jenkins, the President of the Commission of the European Communities, as speaker 
on this occasion. As a pioneer of many years' standing for the unification of 
Europe and as holder of the most important office in the European Executive, 
President Jenkins as few others is competent to present to you Europe's views 
regarding the possibilities for the necessary cooperation between .the Old 
Continent and the New World. ~e list of unsolved national and international 
problems is long. Urgent questions as regards the supply of energy and raw 
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materials, the relationship between industrialized countries and the Third World- 
but even the relations between citizen and state- remain to be answered. The 
peoples on both sides of the Atlantic must pull together in order to find these 
answers. In this spirit let me wish your undertakings every success.

5826   
5827   12
5828   
5829   13
5830   
5831   ¥'
5832   REMARKS BY DR. KLAUS VON DOHNANYI State Minister in the Foreign Office of the 

Federal Republic of Germany
5833   
5834   First let me thank you for giving me this opportunity to say a few words in place 

of Willy Brandt, who long ago arranged a series of meetings and discussions in 
Rome for this day. At the beginning of festivities marking the thirtieth 
anniversary of the Marshall Plan we must express our thanks. Thanks to the 
American people and to the then Secretary of State of the United States, George 
Marshall, who in his address to the students of Harvard University on June 5, 
1947, laid the spiritual foundations for this recovery program for Europe and thus 
for the Federal Republic of Germany. The German Marshall Fund of the United 
States, which was created in 1972 as a memorial to the Marshall Plan, is intended 
to express this gratitude not only in words, but at least partly in deeds as well. 
To those who were able to follow developments in Europe and the United States in 
1947 with some political understanding, George Marshall's generous proposal seemed 
to be an extremely rational one, which would also serve .Anlerican interests. 
After all, in his speech Marshall also pointed out: "It is logical that the United 
States should do whatever it is able to do to assist in the return of normal 
economic health in the world, without which there can be no political stability 
and no assured peace." But even if one takes into account the political interest 
of the United States in the recovery of Europe during the years immediately 
following World War II, the magnitude of Marshall Plan help is astounding, even 
from today's point of view. The European countries received altogether in the 
years 1948-1951 some $13 billion in Marshall Plan aid, and this sum represented 
almost 1.5% of the national income of the United States during those years. Per 
capita every American contributed some $85 to the Marshall Plan aid. And every 
citizen in Great Britain, France, Italy, and the Federal Republic of Germany 
received, on the average, during these years some $56 in aid, and that represented 
nearly 3% of per capita income in Europe. The Marshall Plan, for which we say once 
again thank you today, was intended to be magnanimous. In the words of George 
Marshall: "Such assistance, I am convinced, must not be on a piecemeal basis as 
various crises develop." As I said- at the beginning must be our thanks. But we 
also share a sense of respect for this magnanimous and politically farsighted 
help. In that sense the Marshall Plan of 1947 also represents an obligation for us 
today, in 1977. An obligation, first of all, in regard to the relations between 
Europe and the United States. An obligation which should remind us Europeans time 
and again that we are inseparable partners of the United States. And that we are 
committed to solidarity with our friends even in difficult years such as the 
United States experienced in the early seventies. In connection with the Marshall 
Plan the argument is frequently heard

5835   14
5836   
5837   these days that the industrial nations today should accept a similar obligation 

towards the developing countries. I would like to point out how questionable this 
comparison is: the United States recognized in 1947 that Europe, despite its 
considerable social, economic, and political strengths, was in danger of 
hopelessly drifting into serious difficulties because of acute production 
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shortcomings. "It has become obvious during recent months that this visible 
destruction was probably less serious than the dislocation of the entire fabric of 
European economy." America, in other words, was able to help a group of nations 
which, because of their history and their existing infrastructure, were in a 
position to help themselves with this additional help. The relations between the 
industrial nations and the developing countries today cannot be compared with the 
situation in 1947 .Then the United States and Europe shared basic structural 
similarities and an equal number of people. Today, the relationship between the 
industrial nations and the developing countries is precisely marked by the fact 
that this is not the case, neither structurally nor in terms of the number of 
people; there are many more people living in developing countries than in the 
industrial countries. Although the starting position for the Marshall Plan in 194 
7 can in no way be compared with the difficulties in the relationship between 
North and South today, the Marshall Plan remains of exemplary nature. Were the 
countries of Europe to raise today aid for the developing countries in 
approximately the same order of magnitude as the Americans did between 1948 and 
1951, our aid would have to be more than double that of the period then. The 
difference between the development aid of the Europeans and that which we 
Europeans would have to contribute, if we were to follow the example of the 
Marshall Plan, would amount to some $30 billion over a period of four years. The 
fact that we are not able to provide aid in such magnitude has something to do (as 
absurd as this may sound) with our present standard of living- with the demands we 
are all making, which already are taxing the capabilities of our economies to 
their limits. The challenge to the European industrial nations in the year 1977 
thus is not comparable to the challenge faced by the United States in 1947. But 
the example set by the United States in 1947 makes us feel very modest indeed. 
Today, other steps and other decisions are required, differer{t from those in 
1947, but they are still steps and decisions which require a comparable measure of 
political imagination and economic sacrifice. To effect this is our task today, 
and also one way of expressing thanks to George Marshall and our friends in the 
United States.

5838   
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5863   (/
5864   
5865   It may be ironical that I address you today on the theme
5866   of the Prosperity of Europe, at a time when the expanding prosperity we took for 

granted for so long is no longer one of the bA;ic assumptions of our economic 
life. Since the energy crisis feur years ago torpedoed the assumptions of the 
sixties, we have been trying defehsivel' to delimit the damage, and balance the 
requirements for action a~~inst the growth of inflation and unemployment. We have 
nowhere succeeded in both, while the combination of unemployment and inflation is 
all too common in our c·onti_nent •. Efforts briefly made to 'pursue consistent 
and coordtnated ~olicies have been all too quickly abandoned. The common nature of 
the pro~lems has been an insufficient spur to common action in their solution, 
despite tremanifest failure of national attempts to find full national solutions. 
It is not then surpri~ing that hesitancy in economic direction is accompanied by a 
growth in disillusion. This ·disiliusion i~ I believe &ccentuated not merely by 
the growing between our external and internal ac~iev0ment~. ~:~h all 1:s internal 
imperfections the tommunity is continuing to grow in weight··-and authority in the 
world. In 01,1r own continent it continues to act as a political and economic 
magnet. The Six were joined four years' ago by the three new members - drawn, we 
British have recently tended to. forget, by the political still nore than the 
economic magnet. The same force, operating slightly differently but with at least 
equal power, draws Greece, Portugal and Spain, while economic attractions have 
woven a veb of association and trade agreements with all the free countries and 
Eastern shores of the Mediterranean. Through our mechanisms of political 
cooperation we are- engaged in a

5867   /dialo~ue
5868   
5869   a
5870   
5871   ...-
5872   
5873   -·- .. ·
5874   
5875   - ----------
5876   
5877   --~------------------
5878   
5879   I
5880   
5881   dialogue with the Arab world and played the leading constructi\1 role on the side 

of the industrial nations in the CIEC. I have\ no doubt that our close relations 
with the 49 countries of Africa, the Caribbean and Pacific contributed to that as 
well as being a major significant factor in North-South relations in itself. We 
are in the process of working out a new framework of relations with COMECON, and 
of course are playing a significant role in the Belgrade follow-up meeting on the 
CSCE, just as we did in the Conference itself. We are about to negotiate a trade 
agreement with China. In the Multilateral Trade Negotiations, our position as the 
world's largest trading organisation gives us an unique role and influence. North 
Americans and Japanese have in common a deomcratic industrial society. 
Internationally we Europeans have been bearing an increasingly important part of 
the burden of responsibility for its maintenance and development. It means that in 
the eyes of the secohd ?nd third worlds there is more than one source of western 
power. We are seen to practice on the international scale what we preach on the 
national scale about plurality of choice.

5882   Euro~eans,
5883   
5884   These factors contribute immeasurably to the security of . our western society. I 
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do not believe that economic success and security can be dissociated. This is why 
if we fail internally to re-launch our economic cohesion and advance it wil 
endanger our external security. We need to give constant attention to the means of 
defence at our disposal. We need to achieve greater integration of our defence 
industries. The mo_t:e powerful the European Community becomes, the greater should 
be its capacity to take its share of the burden of sustaining western security. If 
the Community were ever to fall apart and the national states were to go their 
separate ways, our capacity as Europeans to contribute to the common defence would 
be gravely endangered. The Atlantic Allian~e carne before the Community, but I 
doubt very much \•:hcther it could survive a _disintegration of the Community. 
/Happily

5885   
5886   '
5887   
5888   I
5889   
5890   •. 3 -
5891   
5892   -Happily recent developments in Britain hmYt, I believe,
5893   effectively removed any real possibility of disintegration from that quarter. We 

can now hope for greater consistency of British policy towards the Community. But 
it is not sufficient to safeguard what we have. We must not forget that the 
attraction for the three applicant countries in membership of the Community is 
political. I am convinced that we have not merely an interest but a duty to 
support these nascent Mediterranean democracies. We must therefore remember that 
the nature and dyn~mism of the Community will have a considerable impact on their 
political future. But enlargement must not mean a Community that is politically 
we~kened. That would be a self-defeating enterprise not only from the point 
of.view of the existing Community, but from that of the applicant 
states-themselves. We must be ready to show political courage and institutional 
imagination to strengthen it if we are to adapt effectively to the prospect of 
enlargement. It is qur duty to Xhe applicants who need the support of a real 
European Union and not merely membership of a 16ose trading association. It is 
aiso our responsibility to ourselves to meet the challenge of enlargement with 
both imagination and realism. This is the approach which the Commission is taking, 
and we shall continue to urge this twin apprpacp on the M.ember ·States. Our 
present economic perplexities add to the inherent problems of further enlargement. 
The Community has ' only relatively recently grown, and that not without 
difficulty, _from six to nine. This earlier enlargement was negotiated at a time 
of economic buoyancy to absorb new Member States whose level of industrial ~nd 
commercial development for the most part broadly matched that of the original 
members. Now, at a time of much greater economic difficulties, the Community must 
embrace the prospect of the membership of three southern European countries. They 
differ in their relative industrial base, but share common features which pose. 
particular problems for existing Community arrangements - especially in 
agriculture!. /I underestimate

5894   
5895   I underestimate neither the range nor importance of these problems. They must be 

faced, and be faced openly, but in a desire to find solutions which threaten 
neither the unity of the market nor our ultimate political goals. I believe that a 
pessimistic, as opposed to a realistic approach is founded on the wrong analysis 
of the Community's stage of development. Pessimism would assume that we are no 
more than a common market with some agricultural and industrial appendages. But 
this stage has already been passed. If it had not, the prospect of further 
enlargement would indeed be a daunting one. The structural differences and 
difficulties of the emerging democracies of S6uth~rn Europe are a part of, and not 
wholly separate from the Community's own present and pressing problems.
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5896   
5897   !
5898   \
5899   
5900   ----··1£ we have the courage to face this issue frankly, there
5901   is an opportunity for the Community to a~t here and to work out a programme of 

a~~istance that benefits both the Community an~ applicant countries. One reason 
why I welcome the prospect of enlargement is that it can force us to turn the 
risks into catalysts of progress. But we must not try to dodge the spot-light with 
which·~nlargement illuminates our present economic disarray and our political 
uncertainty. The Community was formed out of a realisation that by pooling 
sovereignty and economic decision-making, we could far better find solutions to 
common problems ~han on an inadequate national basis. We are still failing to use 
the means already or potentially at our disposal. But we also need new ways of 
coping with the threat to our prosperity and cohesion. We need to rediscover some 
of the imagination, resourcefulness and inner self-confidence of the fifties. The 
Commission is

5902   
5903   determined to play its full part, and I believe that you will find it increasingly 

putting forward plans that are adventurous· as well as directly relevant to our 
present needs and our discontents. Industrially we have already presented a wide 
range of measures designed to ensure the survival of the European steel industry; 
we are working on similar lines to safeguard the European textile industry; we are 
trying to increase and improve the effectiveness of the Social and Regional Funds; 
we are tackling structura~ and youth unemployment and getting more forward-looking 
energy policies under way. These, however, are if not the bread and butter, . . at 
least the me0t of our daily work. By themselves they will be as inefl~ctive 
macro-economically as national measures, if we do not supplement them with 
qualitatively different responses. If we cannot demonstrate by next year that we 
have a real response, direct electi?n~ to the European Parliament will fail to 
achieve mu~h of their-promise. We must extend and develop the new Community loans 
mechanisms to fill the gap in our financing capacity and investment support in the 
most hard-pressed sectors of the European economy .. We must re-launch with a 
newly defined relevance to the circumstances of the late 70s the drive towards 
economic and monetary~~nion. We must find ways of avoiding re~ou~se to the danger 
of pseudo-solutions of national protectionism to threats to sensitive sectors of 
the economy.

5904   . .
5905   
5906   .
5907   ;·
5908   '· f
5909   
5910   r
5911   
5912   -·
5913   
5914   ~
5915   
5916   .
5917   
5918   The Commission does not have all the answers. But nor does it have the tools to do 

that part of the job to which we -·-t'hink we have the answers. It is· not a 
question of challenging the authority of national governments. It is not even a 
question at this stage of supranationality. It is a question of increasing the 
degree of decision-making at the Community level where common problems are 
involved. It is a question of lifting national economic burdens by sharing them. 
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All this is to enable us to live up to our political purpose, which is Union, 
Political Union. The means are economic, but they are not being fully used. The 
rest of the world at present takes us as a Community more seriously /than \<.'e

5919   
5920   '' .
5921   ~;
5922   
5923   •
5924   
5925   l
5926   
5927   I
5928   ~"'
5929   
5930   I
5931   J
5932   t
5933   
5934   than we take ourselves. That is a very serious and potentially dangerous state of 

affairs. We can succeed if we change this. But we shall fail our citizens if we do 
not rediscover the road to prosperity, which is our duty to them. We shall fail 
our friends if we do not live up to our reputation. We shall fail ourselves if we 
do not realise our potential. At the worst moment after the energy crisis in 1973 
the European Council nevertheless defined the European identity. We might do worse 
than remind ourselves that for the Nine "Unity is a basic European necessity to 
ensure the survival of the civilisation which they have in common." < "The Nine 
have the political will to succeed in the construction of a united Europe." I hope 
they still have. I be.live· it has not been completely lost. But we must 
revitalise it if we are to safeguard our own prosperity,and security and our own 
European future.

5935   
5936   .
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5960   BEFORE THE
5961   
5962   BY THE RIGHT HON ROY JE:\KINS COi,.If.!ISSIO:~r 0F1'lTC ..C0HOPEAN CONNUNITIES
5963   
5964   EUROPEAN
5965   
5966   PARLIAMENT
5967   
5968   STRASBOURG TUESDAY 14 FUrRU7\RY 1978
5969   
5970   A year ago, Mr President, I presented the Commission's annual work programme to 

Parliament for the first time. of the issues I then marked out will be with us for 
many years to come. They touch on the nature of our Community Many

5971   
5972   and its prospects for the future. During the year which has passed, the broad 

lines of our strategy have, I think, become clear. a number of ideas and 
proposals; successes; We have put forward

5973   
5974   we have registered some This is not
5975   
5976   we have known some disappointments.
5977   
5978   the occasion for too much retrospect.
5979   
5980   The Commission's general
5981   
5982   report has been submitted to you, and I shall be glad to reply to any detailed 

questions arising from it later in the debate. For the moment I want to 
concentrate on the future and how we would like to shape it. Policy should. begin 
- home. at Our priority is the economic Not only

5983   
5984   and political development of the Community itself.
5985   
5986   are we guardians of a Treaty in which nine sovereign states
5987   und~rtook
5988   
5989   obligations with regard to each other, defined
5990   
5991   certain common purposes, and created common means to bring them about. We also 

share responsibility for the welfare and protection of the 260 million people who 
constitute the citizens of Europe. But the Europe of the Community is no island. 
Three

5992   
5993   other European states, each with its own ancient and proud traditions, want to 

join it. Beyond Europe the Community forms
5994   
5995   - 2 -
5996   
5997   an essential part of the Western economic system, and shares many of the problems 

which affect the industrial world as a whole. More perhaps than any of our major 
partners, we also have a closely knit relationship with countries all over the 
world which are long tied

5998   ~o
5999   
6000   us by history, interest and affection, and It has become a platitude
6001   
6002   to whose development we contribute. that the Community looks
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6003   
6004   stronger and sometimes more imposing I do not think that
6005   
6006   to those outside it than to those within. people are easily deceived.
6007   
6008   Hence when I come to speak in more
6009   
6010   detail on the points I have just mentioned, you will find that at the end I will 

return to the idea we have of ourselves and to the future role of the Community as 
representative of the common interest of its members. The greatest problem which 
now faces the Community is the state of its economy. More than any other 
international

6011   
6012   grouping, we live by trade, both within the Community and with others outside it. 

society. This is not an easy time for any industrial
6013   
6014   We face the associated problems of inflation, high The aims of the
6015   
6016   unemployment and relative lack of growth. Commission are two-fold.
6017   
6018   In the shorter term we are concerned
6019   
6020   with emergency action to sustain industries which for reasons I do not have to 

give are no longer fully competitive or no longer fulfil their original purposes: 
In the longer term

6021   
6022   we are concerned to promote the economic growth which will enable us to provide 

employment and prosperity for our citizens, and give us the opportunity to become 
once more the exemplars rather than the laggards of world economic progress. The 
recovery of Community industry depends primarily on a continued assurance of the 
strength of the Community market.

6023   
6024   - 3 -
6025   
6026   But we must not take refuge behind a theoretical concept of the market economy in 

order to sidestep the responsibilities which the crisis of industry imposes on the 
governments and the Community. If the restructuring of the sectors in trouble

6027   
6028   were left to the play of market forces alone, or were conducted solely in markets 

defined by national boundaries, it would proceed in haphazard fashion and could 
involve social·and economic sacrifices which Community action could and should 
keep within bounds. The initial results which have been achieved in

6029   
6030   the steel and textile industries, and the prospect of results in the shipbuilding 

industry, are witness of the real contribution the Community can make towards 
tackling the crisis, when it is given the powers and the means to do so. European 
industry are continental The problems of Action at Community

6031   
6032   in~ale.
6033   
6034   level, therefore, can give a coherence to restructuring policy which autarchic, 

possibly conflicting, action by individual states alone cannot. Equally, the 
Community can provide the solidarity which enables the more efficient to feel 
their labours will not be wasted and the weaker to k~ow they will not be 
sacrificed to the over-rigorous logic of a classic market system.

6035   
6036   The trade understandings the Community has negotiated on ·textiles and is in 
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the_process of negotiating on steel demonstrate its ability to combine two 
important elements. the preservation of traditional trade flows.

6037   
6038   Second, the need
6039   
6040   .
6041   
6042   First
6043   
6044   to adjust the growth of our partners' exports "to us to the
6045   
6046   - 4 -
6047   
6048   slowdown in European consumption.
6049   
6050   But industrialists should not
6051   
6052   engage in any wishful thinking as to the object of the Community's trade policy. 

It is not the provision of The relatively short breathing-
6053   
6054   protectionist featherbedding.
6055   
6056   space which the trade understandings can give to industry is only justified if it 

is used to modernise Community production and enable it to withstand international 
competition.· The Commission's discussions with producers, workers and consumers 
in the crisis-hit sectors stamp on our minds that modernisation

6057   
6058   must be accompanied by reconversion to other job-creating activities in the 

regions affected by sectoral restructuring. This means that the Community must 
launch sectors of growth which will strengthen its industrial capability through 
greater technological advance. The time has come, and the

6059   
6060   chance is there, to make real advance in Community ventures-in the fields of 

aerospace,· data processing, electronics components and telecommunications. these 
opportunities for growth. We have no right to pass up

6061   
6062   It would be quite intolerable
6063   
6064   for a Europe in crisis not to exploit its own vast market in the high-technology 

sectors. At the same time we must recognise that the attempt to restore 
competitiveness to declining industries will not, in i'tsel f, or in the 
short-term, tackle· the problem of unemployment. Now it is not, of course, the 
Community's

6065   
6066   function to intervene massively and directly on the labour ·market. We do not have 

the powers to do so. But on a smaller
6067   
6068   scale there are Community funds directly available for re-training policies. These 

must be fully used. The main
6069   
6070   impetus, however, for tackling the problem of-unemployment will
6071   
6072   - 5 -
6073   
6074   not come from such policies despite their utility. Indeed, the very size of the 

problem guarantees that it cannot be tackled in that way: economic activities. 
unemployed. The it overshadows all our industrial and The present reality is of 6! 
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million now and 1985, is of
6075   
6076   future.re~lity,between
6077   
6078   a further 9 million young people added to the Community labour force and looking 

for jobs. problem: This is not merely an economic
6079   
6080   it is tragic for individuals and it could threaten We
6081   
6082   the foundations of our society, and its institutions.
6083   
6084   cannot be complacent about our existing means of tackling this problem. The alarm 

bells need to be sounded. No national economy
6085   
6086   in the Community is exempt from the pospect of present levels of unemployment 

persisting, or indeed growing. No national
6087   
6088   government offers, in my view, a long-term solution and this in itself is a 

hindrance to any general economic revival. What in these circumstances can the 
Community do? First,

6089   
6090   our sectoral and regional policies must be put together in a coherent way, and we 

must build on last year's successful steps. Wehave.created the new Community 
borrowing power which We have pushed forward plans of

6091   
6092   can underpin new investments.
6093   
6094   action to deal with structural problems in several industrial sectors: we must 

turn to the best
6095   po~sible
6096   
6097   account the new
6098   
6099   app~opriations
6100   
6101   for industrial restructuring and the extra funds
6102   
6103   allocated to the European Coal and Steel Community. In addition we have 

strengthened the Community's other financial instruments, in particular by 
improving the operation of the Social Fund and developing the Regional Fund. The 
pursuit of these policies and their coordination is essential but they will never 
in themselves be a fully satisfactory medium-term answer to our economic 
difficulties.

6104   
6105   - 6 -
6106   
6107   difficulties.
6108   
6109   Hence there must in our view be a second level
6110   
6111   moperation, not just supplementary to the first, but different
6112   
6113   in kind.
6114   s~ale,
6115   
6116   Our need is for a new economic impulse on an historic
6117   
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6118   and we believe this can be given in the Community by
6119   
6120   a re-defined and faster move towards economic and monetary union. I do not intend 

today to rehearse again the arguments which have led us to this view. Last month 
Vice President Ortoli and I will only emphasise

6121   
6122   I set them out before you in Luxembourg. two points today.
6123   
6124   First, we should not allow ourselves to be
6125   
6126   deluded by temporary economic improvements in some Member States into believing 

that a fundamental economic turn-round is,fgr_the Community as a whole, simply a 
matter of time. In the long run we know we are all dead; in the medium term

6127   
6128   a lot of European citizens will, while they wait, be without work. Second, a 

Community which lives by trade both
6129   int~rnally
6130   
6131   and externally needs international monetary stability, for its own health and for 

that of the world as a whole. A Community Last
6132   
6133   monetary union could play a major international role.
6134   
6135   year saw the reaffirmation of the avowed Community objective of economic and 

monetary-uriirii. In the past few months we have
6136   dev~loped
6137   
6138   the arguments in support of a renewed effort to In 1978 we shall push forward the
6139   
6140   realise the objective.
6141   
6142   programme to which the European Council gave a "fair wind" at the end of last 

year. The first stage of our five-year plan We shall follow
6143   
6144   that for this year - has been presented.
6145   
6146   through these concrete proposals as well as encouraging public
6147   de~ate
6148   
6149   on the basic issues involved.
6150   
6151   - 7 -
6152   
6153   I
6154   
6155   h~ve
6156   
6157   spoken so far of our industrial and economic
6158   I
6159   
6160   objectives.
6161   
6162   should like to turn to two other sectors of high
6163   
6164   priority - energy and agriculture. Energy policy is of vital importance for the 

Community economically and politically. a remarkable statement. This in itself is 
hardly
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6165   
6166   Calls for a Community energy policy in
6167   
6168   the face of import dependence and balance of payments deficits are a 

stock-in-trade of politicians' weekend speeches. is still a long way from 
aspiration. But reality

6169   
6170   What the ordinary citizen
6171   
6172   sees now is that there is an actual oil surplus in the Community. It has even 

induced a relative reduction in energy prices. may, therefore, find the talk about 
the risk of a future shortage of energy both confusing and irrelevant. He also 
sees, He

6173   
6174   from time to time, demonstrations over the construction of nuclear power plants.
6175   I believe that in 1978 we have two obligations.
6176   
6177   First, to make the Community picture a more comprehensible one; and second, to 

take some useful decisions at a Community level. To do both we need political 
impetus more than rhetoric.

6178   
6179   Four years after the oil crisis of 1973 all governments are clear that 

increasingly stringent limits must be set for energy consumption; our awareness of 
our

6180   li~ited
6181   
6182   resources and Economic and
6183   
6184   long~r-term need~
6185   
6186   is sharper than it
6187   
6188   wa~.
6189   
6190   environmental constraints block off the path of unlimited expansion of domestic 

energy production. The pressure of the
6191   
6192   ·oil producing and exporting countries on the one hand, and the need to minimise 

the risks of nuclear proliferation on set additional limits. the
6193   ~n tt~
6194   
6195   other,
6196   
6197   In the long term all the countries of
6198   
6199   -~illmunitv,
6200   
6201   even if they possess some temporary abundance, are
6202   
6203   the same boat.
6204   
6205   - 8 -
6206   
6207   What should be the shape thrrefore of a Community energy policy for 1978? time
6208   scales~up
6209   
6210   We must see it in two different The Community objectives
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6211   
6212   to 1985, and beyond.
6213   
6214   for 1985, now under revision in the Council, are ambitious reduction of oil 

imports, more energy saving, and
6215   developm~nt
6216   
6217   of internal sources of oil, gas and coal.
6218   ~specially
6219   
6220   Energy
6221   
6222   saving measures taken so far,
6223   
6224   in comparison with the
6225   
6226   United States, are significant, but they have not so far involved a fundamental 

change of habits. Further progress will be In this area we can
6227   
6228   harder and will involve real sacrifices.
6229   
6230   build on national initiatives at Community level, but for this
6231   we need decisions not delay.
6232   
6233   The second timescale concerns investment with long-term
6234   returns, principally in research and development. We already
6235   
6236   have a mt•lti-annual research programme concentrating on energy matters: we have 

at last settled the issue of JET. But in the
6237   
6238   field of new sources - such as solar, geothermal and wind and wave power - and in 

the development of existing sources,
6239   
6240   especially indigenous sources, there is, in my view, good scope for a Community 

lead and a more
6241   a~hitious
6242   
6243   programme.
6244   
6245   For
6246   
6247   example, Community-backed demonstration projects would be of both real and 

symbolic va1ue. .We have two other ligations at Community level. First,
6248   
6249   and of major importance, we must defend Community interests in
6250   the energy field
6251   illell placed to
6252   vis-~-vis
6253   
6254   third countries.
6255   ~;rly
6256   
6257   The Commission is
6258   
6259   th:i s,
6260   
6261   <L tic1'1
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6262   '.~~car
6263   
6264   in vie·w of our role under and r::uclear supply. Second,·
6265   
6266   the we
6267   of
6268   
6269   ratom Treaty :3n
6270   
6271   eneTi~Y
6272   
6273   to h11ild brirlgcs of explanation between various aspects ity energy activi In par 

icular
6274   ~e
6275   
6276   should make
6277   
6278   - 9 -
6279   
6280   clear the connect1ons, as we see them, between energy policy and our reinvigorated 

approach towards economic and monetary union. Our future standards of living, 
style of life, and Energy policy should not take

6281   
6282   growth prospects depend on both.
6283   
6284   place, or be seen to take place in a vacuum. I turn now to agriculture and 

fisheries. The aim of the
6285   
6286   common agricultural policy is to ensure security of supplies to the consumer at 

reasonable prices, and a fair standard of living for the producer. have been 
considerable. Our achievements in both directions For the agricultural community:, 
our

6287   
6288   system of guaranteed prices and regulated markets has provided a degree of 

security which has been enjoyed by few other sectors of the economy - and this has 
been particularly significant for farmers during the general economic turndown 
from which Europe has recently been suffering. there has

6289   been~inthe
6290   
6291   For the consumer,
6292   
6293   last year a period of stable supplies, with
6294   
6295   price rises lower than the rate of increase in most other sectors. Nevertheless, 

we have still not succeeded in mastering the problem of surpluses in European 
agriculture. For several

6296   
6297   important products the long-term supply trends are still tending to muve ahead of 

demand. One of the· most sobering documents_
6298   
6299   1 have recently seen was the series of graphs, showing trends of
6300   
6301   production and consumption in the
6302   
6303   ~ain
6304   
6305   farm products, which we These
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6306   
6307   submitted to you with our price proposals in December. graph lines .situation.
6308   
6309   mark out clearly how difficult is the market This very serious prospect continues 

to preoccupy
6310   
6311   the Commission and, as I foreshadowed in my speech last )ear, we take the view 

that a very prudent policy for prices is the only way to handle this problem. If 
we are faced with persisi;ent

6312   
6313   - 10 *
6314   
6315   for example,
6316   surpluse~
6317   
6318   of,kilk, or sugar, or wine - which we have to dispose
6319   
6320   of through expensive internal measures, or export with the aid of large subsidies 

to any available markets - it is not because the mechanisms of the CAP are at 
fault: the price levels at which we imprudent. Last year, therefore, we proposed 
only modest increases in the common prices. same course; For the next season we 
have followed the

6321   op~rate
6322   
6323   it is rather because
6324   
6325   the mechanisms have been
6326   
6327   and we shall follow it for as long as is necessary That long-term policy will not 

be an I recognise that
6328   
6329   to check the surpluses.
6330   
6331   easy or a popular one with the farming sector. it is already causing difficulties.
6332   
6333   But I must say that in our
6334   
6335   view it is the only policy which can avoid the introduction of even harsher 

measures to bring excess production under control, or ultimately the 
disintegration of the common policy itself. Another aspect of the agricultural 
policy where we have made modest progress in the last year is the dismantling of 
the monetary compensatory amounts. Here we are moving back towards

6336   
6337   the unity of the market - over a reasonable period of time, for a sudden abolition 

of monetary compensatory amounts would compromise Otlr basic policy of price 
moderation. We have to

6338   
6339   contjnue this process.so as to restore a fair basis for competition between 

agricultural producers in the different Member States. Of course, the monetary 
fluctuations which have overtaken

6340   
6341   _the agricult11ral policy are in no way the fault of the agricultura sector. They 

are symptoms of an 11ndcrlying lack of economic and Progress towards monetary 
future; of our farm

6342   
6343   monetary integration in the Community. stability is essential for the policies.
6344   long-t~rm
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6345   
6346   - 11In the Fisheries sector the Community has yet to decide hov1 to apply its 

common policy to the vast areas of sea within 200 miles of our coasts. "Because of 
overfishing ar:rt threatened stockR of fish

6347   v!e must. limit our catches and adopt strict conservation rules, both
6348   
6349   for our ot-m fleets ancl for those of third countries. In negotiating for 

reciprocal fishing rights we have made good progress in the last year, and opened 
up important new dimensions in the relations between the Community and the rest of 
the world.• On the internal regime there has also been substantial progress. The 
Commission has put before you, and before the Council, all the necessary elements 
for an equitable share-out of the catch, and for effective conservation of the 
resources. I d.o not believe that a solution is far a1r;ay. It will require 
political co·llraee from the Council. Ministers have to take their 
responsibilities. But vr'e have the right to demand that courage. Both the rules 
of thfl rrreaty, and the need to ma.na,g:e Europe's fishery resources t d!"mand a 
common solution in interest of all.

6350   th•~
6351   
6352   common
6353   
6354   In the case of Mediterranean agriculture, we have become increasingly conscious of 

the need for improving the situation of rural communjties in the regions of Italy 
and Southern France - not forgetting the perspective of an enlargement which would 
bting in three more countries in the South. last year

6355   .
6356   .
6357   
6358   In the
6359   
6360   the Commission has Slibmitted detailed proposals for they will be one of our 

priorities Our emphasis will be on methods
6361   
6362   Mediterranean agriculture; for action in the next year.
6363   
6364   of help which avoid the buiJd-up of wasteful surpluses of Mediterranean products, 

whether in the Community of Nine or the future Community of Twelve.
6365   
6366   - 12 -
6367   
6368   This brings me to enlargement itself.
6369   
6370   The way in which
6371   
6372   the Community now handles this issue is the hinge on which turns the relation 

between our internal and external policies. 1978 will be a crucial year for this. 
The Commission has

6373   
6374   already made the first of a steady stream of proposals for dealing with certain 

problem areas in the negotiations with Greece. We must aim at least to break the 
back of these by The Opinion on Portugal's application Spain made its Talks are 
now beginning

6375   
6376   the end of this year.
6377   
6378   should he ready by the end of March.
6379   
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6380   application rather later than the others. and the
6381   f~rmal
6382   
6383   Opinion may he expected at the beginning of 1979.
6384   
6385   It is clear from this timetable that the phases of the negotiations with the three 

applicant countries will not be concurrent. Indeed, it is accepted that the 
negotiations cannot But inevitahly similar problems affecting There is, for 
example, the transitional

6386   
6387   be lumped together. all three wil1 arise.
6388   
6389   period which will be required after entry, and the problems of transfer of 

resources, the adapt0tion of the Treaties, and the working of the Community 
institutions. Insofar as these

6390   
6391   questions are interlinked, the Commission will be bringing forward ideas at the 

time of the presentation of the Opinion on Portugal, that is by the end of March . 
. The world outside the Community knows that enlargement will be for us a test of 
our political will and capacity for economic integration. It wants us to succeed 
because the Community

6392   
6393   . has a substantial positio.11 i<1 th:: wor10 and any \veakening of our strength 

would have damaging consequences. Member States of the
6394   Corr~unity
6395   
6396   For just as the
6397   
6398   are e onomically interlocked, so
6399   in~tiative
6400   
6401   that, as I have argued, a major new
6402   
6403   of
6404   
6405   Com~unity
6406   
6407   sc
6408   
6409   e is
6410   
6411   u:t
6412   
6413   r a
6414   1
6415   
6416   e:ner
6417   
6418   is
6419   
6420   ec
6421   
6422   omi
6423   
6424   rev val, so
6425   
6426   t~e
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6427   
6428   Communi
6429   1
6430   
6431   elf is an
6432   also
6433   ~.ze
6434   
6435   tegral part of the world econ
6436   
6437   are to a. cc:nsidern.hle degree dependent for the
6438   
6439   permanence of any economic upswing we may be able to achieve. the world s largest 

trad bloc it is essential that
6440   
6441   we are clear about the results we wish to obtain in bilateral or multilateral forums.
6442   now beginning
6443   ~heir
6444   
6445   The mult:ilatonil trade negotiations are crucial phase in Geneva. They are of
6446   
6447   fundamental long-term importance as they will set the pattern of trade over the 

next ten years. urgent progress to avoid At the same time we need
6448   i.
6449   
6450   short-term slin into protectionism.
6451   
6452   Of equal importance are the Community's :relations ldth tiH'
6453   
6454   developing world.
6455   
6456   In
6457   
6458   recent offici.al visjt to the Sudan
6459   
6460   a count
6461   
6462   which will have the crucial dual role as Chairman e and of the Organisation of 

African Unity
6463   Comren t ion,,- I
6464   o~r
6465   
6466   of.the Arab Lea
6467   
6468   in the period a£ renegotiation of the L had the occasion to set out our approach 

to the third world.
6469   
6470   relations
6471   
6472   I then said
6473   
6474   at there was a need
6475   
6476   to reconsider the ·relationsh-ip between the industrialised
6477   na·c1ons and the
6478   
6479   We cannot 1llow our re la t ens to b'"'
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6480   is OT1Ca]
6481   
6482   angov r
6483   
6484   f
6485   
6486   an approach of
6487   lTl
6488   
6489   . . . 1.nequa .1. J_
6490   ~
6491   
6492   The reality is one of grc:Jter reciproci g more realistic conte
6493   YHYY
6494   
6495   establish
6496   
6497   economic relations.
6498   
6499   We need a just
6500   
6501   terru:;tional
6502   
6503   djvj~ion
6504   
6505   'Jf labour and
6506   
6507   resources because there 1s
6508   
6509   close
6510   
6511   i~
6512   
6513   er
6514   
6515   pendenca between
6516   
6517   need
6518   s~:ria1
6519   
6520   de e
6521   
6522   t
6523   
6524   '·
6525   t
6526   
6527   in. tl;c
6528   
6529   -
6530   
6531   14 -
6532   
6533   industrialised nations hamper our ability to stimulate renewed growth. The impulse 

of the third world has, in my view, a
6534   
6535   major part to play in improving the position. Decisions will be required in 1978 
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on the establishment of a Common Fund, and concrete progress must be made on 
commodity agreements. We must also deal with questions of the transfer of

6536   
6537   resources, in particular the debt problems of the least developed countries. This 

year will also witness two important events. our Southern Mediterranean agreements 
in the Mashrak and Maghreb will come into force. Second, we shall begin to I do 
not First,

6538   
6539   renegotiate the successor:to the Lom6 Convention.
6540   
6541   want to anticipate the discussion of the- first proposals for directives which we 

shall put forward but I think it right to emphasise our pride in the first Lome 
Convention. It has

6542   
6543   proved to be e:x-'"mplary for relations bet-vreen the industrial countries and the 

dAv<>lo[dng world. In carrying it out we have acquired a good deal of valuable 
experience. :But 1ve must not simply rest there but take fresh in it. i ativ0s.

6544   Thi r::
6545   ;1j
6546   
6547   ll require intensive consultation among the three main
6548   
6549   economic rroupings of industria] c:ountries. It is fortunate that our relatj ons
6550   .,;i
6551   
6552   th the Uniin-:J S-tates
6553   
6554   C(F'l:;:'_nu~?
6555   
6556   to be excellent. Our frequerJt
6557   
6558   contacts at official level ,,,ere rec": 'ly cor:;.;ohd.ated by President
6559   
6560   Garter's vif'·it. to the Commission or' ,- ,J;:·cmary. It was a visit of great 

F;y;nbolir:: al'l'l ;Jractical val;1e. At the Prrcr::irlcont's invitation, I shall 
:wself be paying another visit to the

6561   r-,-,~. t0c~
6562   
6563   States later on this year.
6564   
6565   -- 15 -
6566   
6567   ~-~-~-
6568   
6569   The Community's relations with Japan, which have been ·difficult in the past, are 

now taking on a new pattern of more direct and regular consultations. last year 
extremely useful. I found my visit to Tokyo

6570   
6571   We have followed it up with two
6572   
6573   recent meetings with Mr Ushiba, the Japanese Minister for External Economic 

Relations.
6574   I
6575   
6576   am also glad to recall that last year was the occasion
6577   
6578   of the first Western Economic Summit at which the Community itself was 
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represented. As I told the House immediately The
6579   
6580   afterwards, we greatly welcomed this important advance.
6581   
6582   President of the Council and myself will continue to represent the Community at 

future Western Economic Summits to deal with matters within the competence of the 
Community. Mr President, I have marked out for you some of our internal and 
external priorities for the coming year.

6583   I
6584   
6585   have
6586   
6587   not, and cannot, deal with every-aspect of policy of interest to:each Member of 

the House. But there are two additional
6588   
6589   points which I should like to make to you. First, to carry through these 

priorities effectively the Commission has to ensure that its special place in the 
institutional be1lance of the Communities

6590   execu~or
6591   ·~
6592   
6593   as
6594   
6595   initiator and
6596   
6597   of agreed programmes - is nbt undermined by We are continually called on
6598   
6599   unreasonable staff constraints.
6600   
6601   to produce bold, new imaginative solutions to the Community's problems. This js 

what we want to do. Sometimes we succeed.
6602   
6603   But at other times our contribution is less, qualitatively rather than 

quantitatively, than we would wish. The reason
6604   
6605   - 16 -
6606   
6607   is simple.
6608   
6609   Many parts of the Commission's services are
6610   
6611   simply running hard to keep up with the pressure of daily e·'vents. After a year's 

experience of the work of the Commission
6612   I fully accept that we have a responsibility to do all we can
6613   
6614   to put our house in order- and this is, I believe, to.a large degree in hand. each 

Member State
6615   I
6616   
6617   know also of the resistance there is in But we
6618   
6619   to a growing number of officials.
6620   
6621   cannot ignore the relatively low base from which we start and we must recognise 

that the role for the Community is not
6622   ~ontracting,
6623   
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6624   but expanding.
6625   
6626   We have had in the last year·
6627   \On steel/
6628   
6629   much more work on fish, on textilesjand enlargement, not to mention new areas of 

Community activity like health and
6630   postal questions. All these have been n.r'lden without taJ<;int;_uaway any
6631   
6632   other areas of activity.
6633   
6634   These, and other new activities,
6635   oth~rs.
6636   
6637   cannot.be managed only by cutting down on
6638   
6639   Neither
6640   
6641   Parliament nor Council, in the last analysis, want that. This Parliament has 

itself criticised the inability of the Commission to provide an adequate service 
in some sectors.

6642   A directly elected Parliament will no doubt make further demands -
6643   
6644   but our ability ot meet them will not automatically increase.
6645   I therefore
6646   as~
6647   
6648   simply for a more realistic appreciation of developing
6649   
6650   the need for staff resources to cope with new and
6651   :.~asks.
6652   
6653   I have mentioned the djrect1y-elected Parliament.
6654   all hoped thnt this lvoul•:i
6655   is
6656   ~
6657   ·=--
6658   
6659   We had
6660   It
6661   
6662   the that t
6663   
6664   ar of direct elections.
6665   t ,,; :J 11 not be s o •
6666   
6667   u n for t t m ;::i t c 1 y , n ow r:: 1
6668   un~ecess
6669   l
6670   
6671   ,'1
6672   
6673   The
6674   
6675   delay 1s
6676   ·,eeds
6677   ilc
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6678   
6679   regrettable,
6680   c directly··::;1cc
6681   
6682   or the Community badly
6683   d ParJiamcnt. can give.
6684   
6685   .L:;.;;: "''~~hic;l
6686   
6687   - 17 -
6688   
6689   Nonetheless, within the next twelve months the campaign will begin. This is why in 

presenting to you the Commission's
6690   
6691   report on activities in 1977, and our programme for 1978, I have picked out the 

central themes on which, I believe, such a European election should be fought.
6692   a directly-elected Parliament.
6693   
6694   We know we shall have
6695   
6696   What we cannot be sure of is
6697   
6698   whether that election will be fought, as it should, on the major European issues. 

that it is. We, the Commission will do all we can to ensure
6699   
6700   We must be ready to give, especially to you, an even
6701   
6702   more thorough-going justification of our policies than 1n the past. You must 

ensure, and all the candidates for election
6703   
6704   also, that the occasion does not become a substitute for action nor a diversion 

into national obsessions. we face are too serious for that. With that in mind I 
want finally to say a word about the Community itself, its relationship with the 
Member States, the working of its institutions, the way in which is engages public 
opinion: in short ourselves in a looking glass. Recently

6705   I
6706   
6707   The issues
6708   
6709   there has been some reluctance to look too closely.
6710   
6711   have heard
6712   
6713   it said, not least in this House, that it is better to proceed from day to day, 

dealing in practical fashion with practical problems, rather than to look too far 
ahead and define the way in which we want to go. constant

6714   I
6715   
6716   am not among those who re-examination of
6717   
6718   ~rant
6719   
6720   obsessive,~introspectivc
6721   
6722   fundamentals;
6723   
6724   I believe that we must see things as they are,
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6725   eye~
6726   
6727   try to map the course ahead, and sometimes lift up our hills. If we do not do so, 

there is a real danger that
6728   
6729   to the
6730   
6731   our enterprise will go backwards rather than forwards.
6732   
6733   -----~----------------------------
6734   
6735   ·---·
6736   
6737   ·-~~··'-
6738   
6739   .,.....
6740   
6741   ....._
6742   
6743   .
6744   
6745   ~~~
6746   
6747   ~···
6748   
6749   ...... ,.._..._ ..
6750   
6751   ---~
6752   
6753   •·-"·""'"
6754   
6755   ... __
6756   
6757   ...........
6758   
6759   _._
6760   
6761   .
6762   
6763   ~--
6764   
6765   _,.
6766   
6767   -
6768   
6769   18 -
6770   
6771   The prospect of enlargement compels us to look at ourselves in just the way I have 

in mind. I start from the basic
6772   
6773   point that the Community is designed to represent the common interest of the 

states and peoples of which it is composed. In certain areas that interest has 
been defined, common policies have been worked out, and the necessary mechanisms 
for giving them effect have been set in place. course cont:inuing. That process is 
of

6774   
6775   Like all living organisms the Community It may,
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6776   
6777   does not necessarily evolve in the most logical way.
6778   
6779   for example, be logical for us to work out a common fisheries policy, but it is 

less obviously logical to find the Community giving such priority to common 
policies for industries in difficulty or decline. Nevertheless recent events have 
well It is for dealing with

6780   
6781   demonstrated what the Community is for.
6782   
6783   problems which can best be dealt with by all of us together. The institutions are 

there. The framework for argument, for
6784   
6785   give-and-take, for the expression of solidarity, and for effective decision 

exists. can rapidly be created. use,_ them. During the last year I have seen ·from 
the inside how symbiotic the work of the Council of Ministers and the (' . . . ... 
omm1ss1on 1s. Their relationship is, I think, sometimes /le of 
constructive.tension, hut also and more often one of mutual reliance, mutual need 
and mutual respect for each other's independence a11J competence. Recognition of 
that reliance, think, become a kind of The means of action are there or

6786   
6787   All that is necessary is the will to
6788   
6789   that need and that respect shllu1d,
6790   ~ental
6791   
6792   reflex when problems of more than national scope arise This is equally true of the 

Recognition of
6793   
6794   .nd assume a European perspective.
6795   '~·,_nnmission
6796   1
6797   
6798   S
6799   
6800   relationship with this House.
6801   
6802   - 19
6803   
6804   =
6805   
6806   mutual reliance, mutual need and mutual respect should aga1n cause a European 

reflex. I have already said that we hope
6807   
6808   that the direct elections of next year will be fought on major European issues. We 

want the European reflex to extend not only
6809   
6810   to governments and administrations and parliaments, but to the citizens of our 

Community. I was much struck recently when an Irish magistrate, faced with a 
problem of what to do with a trawler which had been arrested for illegal fishing, 
concluded that the issue was too big for his court, or indeed any national go to 
the European Court of Justice.

6811   court~
6812   
6813   rnd
6814   
6815   ~hould
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6816   
6817   His reflex was right:
6818   
6819   that Court is not only a Community body but also a judicial organ of each Member 

State and its throughout the Community. decisions are directly enforceable
6820   
6821   Here we see Europe in the making.
6822   
6823   You may count upon the Commission playing a major role in that process of 

creation. Let the strength of our internal purpose be at least as great as oui 
external power of attraction.

6824   
6825   **** *year_1978 *date_1978-06-20 *place_Brussels
6826   
6827   
6828   Ci'IOI"\1'1\JV •
6829   
6830   I .J nUU
6831   
6832   ADDRESS BY PRESIDENT JENKINS TO THE ECONOMIC AND-SOCIAL~OMMITTEE, BRUSSELS, 20 

JUNE 1978
6833   ·'
6834   
6835   It is a great pleasure for me for the third
6836   'f
6837   '
6838   
6839   ti~e
6840   
6841   to
6842   
6843   ~ee: :~s
6844   f~Ll ~e
6845   
6846   '
6847   
6848   t
6849   
6850   Economic and Social discussion of the
6851   ~ight
6852   
6853   Co~mittee
6854   
6855   and to have the
6856   
6857   opport~nity
6858   
6859   for a
6860   
6861   CoM~~nity's econo~ic
6862   
6863   problems and
6864   
6865   so~e s~~tuticns ~isappcointe~
6866   
6867   envisage.
6868   
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6869   Let
6870   
6871   ~e
6872   
6873   3dd that I was particularly
6874   
6875   at rot
6876   I stould
6877   
6878   being able to attend your twentieth birthday session on 30 May Like to associate
6879   myse~f
6880   
6881   ~nd
6882   
6883   tcday
6884   
6885   ~ith
6886   
6887   everything that
6888   
6889   ~as
6890   
6891   said
6892   
6893   o~
6894   
6895   th:t
6896   
6897   occasion to r..;;rk the your
6898   cpinio~s.
6899   
6900   cc~.':1ission's
6901   
6902   c3ppreciation of yo:...!" prcceedir;ts ,,r::::
6903   nor~al p!"eJ~:~~ :~at
6904   
6905   I
6906   
6907   kno~ t~at
6908   
6909   these may sound like the
6910   
6911   a speaker uses when opening to his audience by appealing to its
6912   a little flattery, but there is no
6913   tbe
6914   Eccno~ic understate~ent
6915   
6916   pr~=~ wrt~
6917   
6918   in this.
6919   
6920   Addre:sing
6921   2
6922   
6923   and Social Committee is an important occasion for
6924   
6925   Pre~i~e~: :a~e
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6926   
6927   •
6928   
6929   of the
6930   
6931   Co~mission,
6932   
6933   not only because the opportunity is provided tc
6934   pu~lic stateme~t
6935   
6936   sto:k of our current situation or to make a
6937   co~~ission's
6938   
6939   of
6940   
6941   t~e ~~r:~cu.arS a~cr.eci
6942   
6943   views on political developments in Europe, but more
6944   Co~~issicn
6945   
6946   because cur meeting today reflects the impcrtance the
6947   
6948   to your Committee and our coming together at political Level.
6949   
6950   Over the last twenty years our institutions have
6951   
6952   develope~
6953   
6954   cl=~~
6955   
6956   working relations and a sense of understanding which have core to be taken very 

much for granted. But this is not to say that they are
6957   r~ne~e~ ~tat~c,
6958   
6959   and I hope that when the membership of your Committee is it
6960   ~ill
6961   
6962   shor:~y ~to ~ay
6963   
6964   include representatives of such new interests or g:cups
6965   ~he
6966   
6967   have been influencing
6968   
6969   decision-making process in Europ2 in
6970   
6971   re~ent
6972   
6973   times but who may not feel their views to be yet properLy reflected.
6974   would be a healthy
6975   develop~ent
6976   
6977   This
6978   icc~s
6979   
6980   and a fair one.
6981   
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6982   The
6983   
6984   ~merge1ce
6985   
6986   of new
6987   
6988   and trends must be organization.
6989   
6990   reccs~i~ed
6991   
6992   and encouraged here as in
6993   
6994   an~
6995   
6996   other
6997   
6998   de~ocratic
6999   ~~st
7000   
7001   And yet, however necessary such changes may be, they
7002   
7003   not overshadow the traditional confidence that the Commission and the
7004   /Co::-~1ittee
7005   
7006   2
7007   
7008   CJ~~ittee
7009   
7010   have had in each other ever since the beginning r!Jr
7011   
7012   ~~~er~~~!
7013   
7014   the central economic and social role which we have to play.
7015   
7016   In the generally
7017   
7018   rat~er
7019   
7020   pessimistic atmosphEre crh1tej i:y our
7021   
7022   present econc:-1ic difficulties in the Community, it is re<Jss:urin] tc• s-ee
7023   that the representatives of the various economic and
7024   ~ork
7025   soci~!
7026   
7027   i n t e r e ~. t s at
7028   
7029   in the
7030   
7031   Com~unity,
7032   
7033   far from sinking into sullen
7034   
7035   ~pathy~
7036   o~t
7037   
7038   are
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7039   t~e
7040   
7041   m::~. ~
7042   
7043   '
7044   
7045   '
7046   
7047   n2
7048   
7049   tr.eir contribution to the search for means of getting
7050   
7051   o•
7052   
7053   crisis.
7054   
7055   The Commission has always kept you fully informed of its ideas, its hopes and its 

pldns. ccnsutt your
7056   Co~mittee
7057   
7058   I place great
7059   
7060   e~~hasis
7061   
7062   myself on
7063   
7064   t~e
7065   
7066   ne0~
7067   
7068   t:
7069   ~~a!
7070   
7071   on the varioGS economic and mcnet2ry
7072   rece~t
7073   
7074   ~ro~os~~s
7075   
7076   the Commission has put forward in
7077   a~~ressed ~easures
7078   
7079   months.
7080   
7081   . . ' Last ye<c.r, 1 r.c~ c c:, ..
7082   t~e in~:tr\.:f7.i>flt::
7083   
7084   you on these questions and
7085   
7086   s~oke
7087   
7088   of the importance of
7089   
7090   undertaken to equip the Comr.-.unity with economic policy
7091   
7092   that can hod out new hope for the future.
7093   
7094   Let me today give you a brief survey of what
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7095   ~hat
7096   
7097   ~e
7098   
7099   have done and
7100   
7101   we are hoping to achieve.
7102   
7103   When I relaunched Florence last Year I was expect to be able to see It is still 

not is
7104   ta~e ti~e f~~
7105   
7106   t~e
7107   
7108   debated on economic and
7109   
7110   ~cn?t3ry
7111   
7112   unicn
7113   
7114   i~
7115   
7116   opti~isitc s~bstantial
7117   
7118   but not excessively so. progress only
7119   e~g~t
7120   
7121   : did nc: la:er.
7122   ~e c~n dJ fr=~
7123   
7124   ~~nt~s
7125   
7126   for toking stock fully in this area.
7127   i~portant
7128   
7129   All
7130   
7131   note of a
7132   
7133   facts, and draw a few
7134   
7135   conc~~sicns
7136   
7137   what has happened in the meartime, while seeing that there i: no weiken'n9 of the 

impules we have given.
7138   IS .... ~ · · · . . -~
7139   
7140   ...
7141   ------·~--------
7142   
7143   ,.,
7144   
7145   --------·--·----
7146   
7147   8ut there are two facts
7148   ha~pened
7149   
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7150   ~hich
7151   
7152   condition my analysi:; of .,:-:e:t r.c.s
7153   
7154   in the meantime
7155   
7156   first, the monetary integration of Europe is being disct..:ss2d <il'?C1>n; secondly,
7157   it~
7158   
7159   implicitly agreed that the eccncmic policies
7160   ::.cvin~
7161   
7162   t~3:
7163   
7164   will have to be q,ppliec if our econc:nies are to get
7165   
7166   :-:-:t..:st
7167   
7168   ~2
7169   
7170   discussed jointly in a
7171   
7172   Co~munity
7173   
7174   context.
7175   
7176   The Commission has l believe Led the way in these
7177   A~d
7178   
7179   t~o devel:~~er~~  giv~r
7180   
7181   in this area,
7182   t~! cc~~unity's
7183   
7184   th~
7185   
7186   Cc~mission
7187   
7188   is fully performir3 the role
7189   
7190   to it
7191   
7192   in and
7193   
7194   political and institutional balance of force
7195   to~ards
7196   cl~im
7197   
7198   t~e 1nitiatc~,
7199   i~:egrati:n.
7200   ce~~:0
7201   
7202   1 hope
7203   
7204   ~ drivi~g
7205   
7206   more effective European
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7207   ~o~en;
7208   
7209   I tetieve
7210   
7211   we can relson:bly
7212   5n~
7213   
7214   to have caught a
7215   
7216   at which
7217   wi~l
7218   
7219   en
7220   d~
7221   
7222   t~e
7223   
7224   one hand,
7225   
7226   events on the other can, if the politi:al
7227   brc~~ht
7228   
7229   i:
7230   
7231   t~ere
7232   
7233   the economic neej is, be
7234   
7235   together.
7236   
7237   As you know, tre
7238   
7239   co~mi;.;sion
7240   ~nd
7241   
7242   h.::s put forw.;;rd a pLm
7243   
7244   f~r
7245   
7246   t!"e sta?,::~~d
7247   
7248   by-stage
7249   
7250   att3inme~t
7251   
7252   of
7253   
7254   econo~ic
7255   
7256   monetary union, and ycur
7257   
7258   Co~~~t:e~
7259   
7260   giJen a detailed cpinion on it.
7261   cf
7262   J
7263   
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7264   I shouLd like to take this
7265   
7266   c~~=rt~~ity
7267   
7268   plcn~ry
7269   
7270   ~e~:~on
7271   
7272   cr your
7273   
7274   Co~mittee
7275   
7276   to
7277   
7278   th~nk
7279   
7280   the
7281   
7282   rapport~~r
7283   
7284   of
7285   
7286   :~e
7287   
7288   Secticn for
7289   
7290   Ec~ncmic
7291   
7292   Questions, wr Clark.
7293   co~viction
7294   ~~d
7295   
7296   His report, on
7297   
7298   ~3~Y ~osr:s, t~e
7299   ;~.~c1es
7300   t~e
7301   
7302   reinforced the
7303   attaine~nt
7304   
7305   Co~~issic1's
7306   
7307   that monetary progre;s,
7308   
7309   of a
7310   
7311   si~gle ~Jrket
7312   ti~ked.
7313   
7314   the co-ordination of related
7315   in drafting his
7316   ~o~etary
7317   
7318   are
7319   
7320   Jll
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7321   
7322   in~~sso~~~ly
7323   
7324   Mr
7325   
7326   Ch~rpcnti~r,
7327   
7328   opin~c~ o~
7329   
7330   Cc~munity
7331   
7332   Appro3ch to the
7333   
7334   Fres~nt
7335   
7336   International
7337   
7338   Di
7339   
7340   ;or~~r
7341   
7342   ycL:
7343   
7344   ~ilt
7345   
7346   discuss today, also rightly urd?rlines the need for a :oherent
7347   
7348   strategy in this field.
7349   
7350   ~~-------~-------·------------
7351   
7352   The ir:.;:Julse given by the Co:-nmission in slackening.
7353   .series of
7354   eccno~ic
7355   
7356   ~larch
7357   
7358   is f.1r frc""
7359   e~J~ini~]
7360   
7361   The various Council bodies are currently
7362   
7363   a
7364   
7365   ~role
7366   
7367   Com~ission
7368   
7369   proposals in connection with the five-yeJr
7370   
7371   pta~
7372   
7373   for
7374   
7375   and
7376   
7377   ~onetary
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7378   
7379   union.
7380   
7381   And of course these proposals
7382   
7383   ha~e
7384   
7385   ilsc
7386   
7387   sent to your
7388   
7389   Cc~~ittee.
7390   
7391   -.
7392   B~t
7393   a~d ~ fr~~e
7394   
7395   a poLitical design of this nature not only requires a
7396   
7397   ~et~cd
7398   
7399   of reference -provided in this
7400   Unicn
7401   
7402   C3Se
7403   
7404   by our
7405   
7406   ~~per
7407   
7408   en
7409   
7410   E~o~~~ic
7411   
7412   and
7413   
7414   ~onetary
7415   
7416   - but must also be geared to and seize
7417   
7418   ~old
7419   
7420   cf the
7421   
7422   powerfuL
7423   Cou~cil
7424   
7425   un~erlying
7426   
7427   trends towards chJnge. gave a real
7428   stiM~lus
7429   
7430   In this
7431   
7432   li~ht
7433   
7434   t~0 Eur0peJ~ ~~ch
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7435   
7436   at
7437   
7438   Copenh~;en
7439   
7440   to progress.
7441   ~ost
7442   
7443   has
7444   l
7445   
7446   t~?~
7447   
7448   said about that
7449   
7450   Eurc~ea~
7451   
7452   Council, even though
7453   i~portant
7454   
7455   of
7456   ...
7457   ~·.!
7458   
7459   t~e
7460   
7461   :e.;t
7462   
7463   ~\~.pl~~a:~c~--.s
7464   
7465   have yet to be worked out; but the re3Lly
7466   
7467   point
7468   cav~
7469   -
7470   
7471   Copenhagen is that the Heads of State 0r of Government
7472   to
7473   t~e
7474   
7475   a
7476   
7477   ~~w
7478   
7479   im~~:~s
7480   I
7481   
7482   idea of working towards a European currency
7483   
7484   stabili~a:ion are~.
7485   
7486   The rev;val of the idea of a European currency ar?a is cnly
7487   ~~::
7488   
7489   j~st
7490   
7491   3 inning.
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7492   
7493   But the varic! .. s circles concerned have a'.reJdy
7494   thl~
7495   
7496   >J2e'"'l o;crk'ir~
7497   
7498   c~
7499   
7500   various hypotheses, most of
7501   
7502   centred
7503   
7504   aro~nd
7505   
7506   three
7507   
7508   k~y pci~ts
7509   
7510   re~nforcing ~onetary
7511   ~onetary
7512   
7513   cohesion around the existing snake
7514   t~
7515   
7516   rne:hanis~s;
7517   ~hich
7518   
7519   se:ti~J
7520   e~c~:-ic
7521   
7522   objectives
7523   
7524   be observed by non-snake countries
7525   s~ake
7526   
7527   fer
7528   
7529   reascns can'"'lot join
7530   
7531   t~e
7532   
7533   in
7534   
7535   :~e im~ediate
7536   
7537   future; and the
7538   
7539   grad~al
7540   
7541   cetween
7542   
7543   centr~L
7544   
7545   tJnks, which
7546   
7547   cc~ld
7548   
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7549   provide an
7550   
7551   opport~nity
7552   
7553   fer
7554   
7555   furt~€r
7556   t'o~e:to;.r~
7557   
7558   c,:... elo;:,.-:1€:-nt in the role and inti.:rvention powers of the 

Eur::;;::,_;..:.:"l
7559   Co-oper~ticn
7560   
7561   Fund.
7562   
7563   /This is net tne
7564   
7565   .(#".·
7566   
7567   •
7568   
7569   T~~s
7570   
7571   is
7572   
7573   ~:t
7574   
7575   the place fer -e to g,ve
7576   hy~~theses ~~t
7577   
7578   ~Y
7579   
7580   views on these
7581   
7582   v:rio~s pre:~~:~·::,
7583   
7584   ~ota~Ly
7585   
7586   as regards the
7587   ~e
7588   
7589   forward by the
7590   ~~~ance
7591   
7592   Mo~eta~y c:--i::~~
7593   
7594   ccnsidere~
7595   
7596   by the Council
7597   
7598   ~ee~~~~
7599   
7600   cf
7601   
7602   Ministers on 19
7603   ~hich
7604   
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7605   J~~e.
7606   
7607   ~J:
7608   cc~~i:;:~
7609   
7610   I think
7611   
7612   shoJld be aware that
7613   
7614   sc~?thing
7615   
7616   is happening
7617   
7618   will
7619   
7620   f~:~~e develop~ents,
7621   
7622   particularly
7623   2
7624   
7625   w~en
7626   
7627   the European Council next
7628   
7629   ~ee:s w~ll
7630   
7631   :t
7632   
7633   Ere-en
7634   ceci-::~
7635   
7636   ~here,
7637   
7638   after receiving
7639   t.::>
7640   
7641   report from the Council itself, it
7642   
7643   where
7644   
7645   so
7646   
7647   next~·
7648   
7649   ::
7650   
7651   ~~s
7652   
7653   been known fer
7654   
7655   sc~e·ti~e no~
7656   
7657   thJt progress
7658   
7659   in~cnetary ~~::ers ~iL~
7660   eccnc~ic
7661   
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7662   =~
7663   
7664   retd ~Jck
7665   
7666   if there is no resolve to co-ordinJte
7667   
7668   poli:ies.
7669   
7670   C:ns~~~ently
7671   
7672   i0r econc~ic
7673   ~o~ctJry
7674   
7675   the work that the C~unci~ is now doing on concertej action recovery will provide a 

necess3ry support for the Cc~~~nity's
7676   
7677   efforts. tr.e
7678   Cou~cil
7679   
7680   Y~~tercay
7681   
7682   received a report from the Co-ordinating Financial Policies, setting
7683   ta~e o~t
7684   
7685   Cc~~ittee
7686   
7687   :n
7688   
7689   s~or~·Term ~cono~ic
7690   
7691   c~d
7692   
7693   the
7694   co~e
7695   
7696   actic~ t~at cc~~e~tej
7697   s~,;ch
7698   
7699   •ach
7700   
7701   ~~·:er
7702   
7703   State should
7704   
7705   if we
7706   
7707   ~re
7708   
7709   all to benefit from a
7710   ~o;hat
7711   
7712   e.z:o;,.~111ic
7713   
7714   recovery.
7715   
7716   It is toe e.;rly to judr:;e
7717   
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7718   mig:<t
7719   
7720   :f
7721   
7722   cctn cf tne
7723   ~iwe3 f~tt
7724   
7725   co~rnit~e~t
7726   
7727   that it
7728   
7729   re~~ires a~d
7730   
7731   of the
7732   
7733   ~olitical
7734   
7735   -arifestJ:~~~
7736   
7737   cf :o~~~ni:y solid~rity.
7738   ~upport
7739   
7740   YoGr Cc~~ittee will do valuabJe ~or~ ~~re ~f ~~
7741   the Co~~issi0n f~r dcve~:~i~g
7742   ~o~ould o~eigh he:::v~t> t~:
7743   
7744   to the ideJS 0xpressed by
7745   
7746   J Cv'"~vn
7747   
7748   ec::r.o;--ic policy strategy.
7749   s~~~it ~hich
7750   
7751   Your opinion
7752   
7753   1n :r.,, slsc
7754   
7755   ~crt~cc~irg
7756   
7757   d2literations not only of the European Council itself is to take place in Bonn
7758   res~,;lts
7759   
7760   of
7761   
7762   t~~ ~orld econo~ic
7763   ~hculd
7764   
7765   We
7766   
7767   not lcok fo:- i::l:r·2JiJte
7768   
7769   fro:n the economic: policy thJt
7770   
7771   ~l~,
7772   
7773   and they cannct be
7774   i~ternational
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7775   
7776   regulat~d
7777   
7778   sirply by putting out press
7779   ~ork
7780   
7781   retea~e:
7782   
7783   after
7784   ~e
7785   
7786   ~cet1~~s;
7787   
7788   what really rn2tt2rs is t,e of the effort
7789   ~ade
7790   
7791   co·~c~
7792   
7793   resotye
7794   
7795   ~o
7796   
7797   reverse the current trenJ and to can all share the
7798   o~r be~2fit
7799   
7800   together in order to do sc, for
7801   by ea:h of us.
7802   
7803   ~~~~
7804   
7805   Sut
7806   
7807   efforts will ce vain and be3r Little fruit if we ao
7808   co~o~n
7809   
7810   ~ct ~t !"':;:;.~
7811   
7812   t~e i~"e
7813   
7814   ti"'c· ;-et
7815   
7816   to wcrk :)n the fLnd:.:-:-::ntJl ch<.)n::)eS that r.1ust be
7817   
7818   1r o•-Jr
7819   ye;_!"'
7820   
7821   ec::lr~ie-s.
7822   
7823   The Cor:imi ssior; agrees _.,ith the view so often ex;:: res sed :y
7824   ~ade
7825   
7826   to have to be
7827   
7828   both
7829   
7830   ~~
7831   
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7832   cur
7833   
7834   prc~~cticn
7835   
7836   structures and in
7837   ra~o~
7838   
7839   c~r
7840   
7841   ,.... r-'
7842   
7843   -· ......... ' • -
7844   
7845   :"
7846   
7847   ...
7848   
7849   -.:.
7850   
7851   "'""
7852   
7853   ("
7854   
7855   of
7856   
7857   cons~~ption,
7858   
7859   particularly where energy and
7860   
7861   materials arc concerred.
7862   
7863   /Ever
7864   
7865   •
7866   Ever since 1974 the
7867   po~icies
7868   
7869   Co~~~s3icn
7870   
7871   has
7872   
7873   ccns:~ntly
7874   
7875   beer
7876   
7877   ca~l~~~
7878   
7879   for
7880   
7881   c:o.;;--:ensurate
7882   
7883   t.~ith t~e sc.:.~le
7884   
7885   of the probLe;;s before-
7886   
7887   -._c;, :.::: tf\3.-t
7888   
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7889   t~e tre~endous ta~En
7890   
7891   challenge of setting up a real energy
7892   ~hat t~e
7893   
7894   strat~gy
7895   
7896   :an
7897   
7898   ~~
7899   
7900   up.
7901   
7902   We know
7903   
7904   strategy is
7905   
7906   energy, diversify
7907   
7908   o~r
7909   
7910   sources,and clarify the organization of the market.
7911   c:~·u~~:y
7912   
7913   But
7914   
7915   c~r
7916   
7917   national inhibitions seem often too strang for our
7918   and
7919   ~e
7920   
7921   propos~Ls.
7922   
7923   This will be one of the points on our agenda of the European Council. Here, as in 

the_monetary field_, a strong_.PQlitical impetus is necessary.
7924   
7925   s~t
7926   
7927   the
7928   
7929   ~rcble~
7930   
7931   of energy ard
7932   
7933   t~2 ~eed
7934   
7935   to adjust our
7936   
7937   ~a::errs
7938   
7939   of cons·..;mption is b'"t one indication
7940   ~cr~~
7941   
7942   J':'Or.·~
7943   
7944   ethers that t:-:e:
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7945   
7946   ir.dustr~aUzed
7947   
7948   in general
7949   
7950   an~
7951   
7952   Zurcpe in particular will r2ver be
7953   
7954   of the inL'rnational division of
7955   ecc~om1c
7956   
7957   l~bo~..;r.
7958   
7959   The
7960   
7961   Co~~issicn ~~:;;t
7962   
7963   ~r.::.w tr~ gsini~g
7964   it~2Lf
7965   
7966   and oolitical conclu:ions frcm an analysis which is new
7967   
7968   ~idesprea~ acc~~ta~ce.
7969   
7970   If we
7971   
7972   ~re
7973   
7974   to enter a new period of
7975   
7976   sro~th,
7977   
7978   3 so:..~rce
7979   
7980   of :ocial e·quili:JriuTt and cr.oc.:;ress, we must begin
7981   res~urces.
7982   
7983   by ceve:.~,r,~
7984   citi~er.s
7985   
7986   Cwr creative
7987   
7988   To
7989   
7990   ~2et
7991   
7992   tr.e new
7993   
7994   re~uirements develop~ent
7995   
7996   of ot.r
7997   
7998   ;.;hile at
7999   
8000   t~e
8001   
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8002   sJ:ne time placing our Lture
8003   
8004   on a
8005   
8006   heaLt~y
8007   
8008   f::-,:j:ing,.
8009   
8010   ~ike
8011   
8012   your
8013   
8014   Com~ittee's
8015   
8016   s~oport
8017   
8018   far an
8019   
8020   anal~tical
8021   
8022   survey
8023   
8024   ~hich
8025   
8026   it has
8027   
8028   j~£~
8029   
8030   co~~leted
8031   
8032   as a ba3is
8033   
8034   fc~ futur~
8035   
8036   :o~ncil ~crk;
8037   
8038   th0n there will be
8039   Cc~-,issiun
8040   
8041   ~c:e
8042   
8043   fer a wc.y out of our present diff-lcwlties.
8044   e.-~ressed t~e
8045   
8046   The
8047   
8048   sr:;rc:s :he vie<ws
8049   :..'":ich s:ress-i!.d
8050   ~f
8051   
8052   by fv1r ?iga in his
8053   t~at
8054   
8055   rc;:)r·~
8056   
8057   en the
8058   
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8059   sJci.:~l situat~cn, ~eed m~st
8060   
8061   'oint
8062   
8063   this
8064   
8065   adjust~~~t ~recess
8066   
8067   we
8068   
8069   take acccunt
8070   
8071   the
8072   
8073   social implications of such a chdnge.
8074   
8075   ------ ·-· -·-----·-----------------
8076   
8077   ..
8078   
8079   -
8080   
8081   7
8082   
8083   There is no shortage of work for the
8084   
8085   Eccno~ic
8086   
8087   ana
8088   
8089   ~ociat
8090   
8091   Cc~~lttee.
8092   t~e
8093   
8094   !
8095   
8096   ~culd
8097   
8098   urge ycu to carry en with your
8099   
8100   ~ork
8101   
8102   as
8103   L~
8104   
8105   enthusiastic~lly
8106   
8107   as in
8108   
8109   past.
8110   ~s an~
8111   
8112   This spirit of determination to take
8113   
8114   the challer;es
8115   o~r ~o~e~
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8116   
8117   te~:-e
8118   
8119   find
8120   
8121   ~ays
8122   
8123   cf neetirg
8124   ca~ry
8125   
8126   t~c~ ~olds ~it~
8127   
8128   the key ta
8129   
8130   tc
8131   
8132   influ~nc~ F~ralty,
8133   
8134   c~cisions
8135   
8136   and to
8137   
8138   the t2y
8139   
8140   those who Must
8141   
8142   t~ken t~~e-.
8143   
8144   may! s::::.y f:;re.;·:<l c.nd t:i'ar.k-yo..: tc ~r.osc of yc..J ~Ni"o, h:lvin;; 

teen f'IIE'ttiers
8145   :;f this Cor.:-:ittee
8146   r~Lrr.'r.;;
8147   
8148   for
8149   o.~ith
8150   
8151   :~e ~ . . st TOL.:" yt.ars, >~ill shortly
8152   
8153   ::e
8154   
8155   leavitl~ i:
8156   
8157   and
8158   
8159   to deal
8160   
8161   cth:::t
8162   
8163   prc!:Le·.~s
8164   
8165   in ycur respective
8166   
8167   or~an~::.:tiorvs
8168   
8169   ·4
8170   
8171   n
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8172   
8173   **** *year_1978 *date_1978-04-12 *place_Berlin
8174   
8175   
8176   £AtBAIGO : 113o
8177   COMMISSION
8178   200 RUE DE
8179   
8180   8a,LtAe1)ME
8181   ..,.,._~
8182   LA LOt
8183   
8184   · fl&o ltv&ae.c...l
8185   OF THE
8186   1049 BRUSSELS
8187   
8188   EUROPEAN
8189   
8190   COMMUNITIES
8191   TEL: (021 735 80 40
8192   
8193   ADDRESS BY THE RIGHT HON ROY JENKINS, PRESIDENT OF THE COM}1ISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 

COMMUNITIES to INDUSTRIE UND HANDELSKAMMER, BERLIN THURSDAY 13 APRIL, 1978
8194   
8195   Herr Prasident, Herr Regierender Blirgermeister, meine Damen und Herren.
8196   
8197   I have frequently visited Berlin.
8198   
8199   It is always
8200   
8201   a stimulus and mostly, except when the sombre challenges you have faced make great 

pleasure. inappropriate such a wbrd, a
8202   
8203   I am told that there is an old That is
8204   
8205   saying that "Berlin ist_ eine Reise wert". in my view a notable understatement.
8206   
8207   I always
8208   
8209   appreciate the special and indomitabl~ vitality of your city.
8210   
8211   On previous occasions I came as a British or Parliamentarian;
8212   
8213   ~finister
8214   
8215   this time I come as President of
8216   
8217   the Commission of the European Communities, and in doing so, after visits by my 

predecessors in office, I continue an already well established tradition.
8218   
8219   I Berlin is not only
8220   
8221   - 2 -
8222   
8223   Berlin is not only a metropolis and West
8224   
8225   ~erlin
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8226   
8227   a major centre of business in Germany, but also the fourth largest city in the 

Community and one of its most outstanding cultural and scientific '· centres. 
Since coming into office, I have had the

8228   
8229   opportunity of a wide range of visits to different parts of the Community. I 

attach considerable
8230   
8231   importance to these visits, because a great part of the strength of
8232   Europ~'s
8233   
8234   future lies in the
8235   
8236   richness and diversity of its regions and in the people who live, work and do 

business in them.
8237   
8238   I should like to talk to you this evening about some of the principal issues that 

are now facing the European Communities. of retrospect : Let me start with a moment
8239   
8240   the construction of Europe in the
8241   
8242   fifties and sixties was born out of the radical aspirations of the people 

channelled by the courageous leadership of a few statesmen, and as a conscious 
rejection of the past, as a rejection of two European civii wars in this century 
and of the economic and

8243   .
8244   
8245   .
8246   
8247   .
8248   
8249   political nationalism which led to them.
8250   
8251   This
8252   
8253   determined and imaginative thrust towards unity opened up hitherto rigid national 

created a real Common Market. framework.
8254   fronti~rs
8255   
8256   and
8257   
8258   It was a revolutionary
8259   
8260   It underpinned the re-establishment of
8261   
8262   Europe's economic wealth and the well-being of our society. An unique historic 

chance was taken and
8263   
8264   turned to the benefit of Europe as a whole.
8265   
8266   I In the lat0 sixties
8267   
8268   - 3 -
8269   
8270   In the late sixties and early seventies some of the momentum was lost,despite a 

sense of real potential. Relatively favourable economic conditions
8271   
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8272   seemed to provide a soft pillow for what can now, with hindsight, be seen as a· 
false surge to European integration. It.established, understandably at the

8273   
8274   time, the idea that progress towards the ambitious aim of economic and monetary 

union would come about painlessly more or less automatically. action proved 
illusory.

8275   e~perience.
8276   
8277   But the ideas of automatic
8278   
8279   We have !eared from that
8280   
8281   Easy times can certainly induce optimism,
8282   
8283   but the translation of such optimism into action needs a sustained act of common 

political will. We shall not back
8284   
8285   our way quietly and naturally into economic and monetary union, and it may be - 

and this I believe personally - that our present difficulties may be more of a 
spur than our successes of

8286   th~
8287   
8288   past ..
8289   
8290   There is a vital difference between the economic situation of today and the 'easy' 

high growth economies to which we became so used during. the last decades. The 
world's economic climate has chan~ed markedly and the European Community, which 
more than any other trading.entity lives on international trade, is deeply 
affected. Virtually all our

8291   
8292   traditional economic terms of reference are under review.
8293   
8294   First, a world monetary system, as we knew it for the 25 years of Bretton Woods no 

longer exists. Major cracks
8295   
8296   /began to appear
8297   
8298   - 4 -
8299   
8300   began to
8301   
8302   appea~
8303   
8304   in 1968;
8305   
8306   by 1971 it was acknowledged The situation now is
8307   
8308   that the system was finished.
8309   mar~ed
8310   
8311   by a dollar in decline, unable if not unwilling
8312   
8313   to sustain alone the entire role of underpinning the monetary·arrangements of the 

world .
8314   
8315   . Second, there is the problem of inflation. This still threatens major parts of the
8316   Comm~nity. ~('
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8317   
8318   Some European countries, in the aftermath of the 197 3 oil price rises, almost 

learned to live, precariously and profligately,
8319   ~ith doubl~
8320   
8321   figure inflation.
8322   
8323   We have
8324   
8325   learned from that
8326   
8327   expe~~nce,
8328   
8329   the situation is much
8330   
8331   imporved, but in a fragi·le overall economic situation the risk of a sudden spiral 

of price rises is still there.
8332   
8333   Third, unemployment has increased everywhere. Today it has reached the f'igure of
8334   
8335   6! million within
8336   Due
8337   
8338   the Community, about 40% of whom are under 25. to the particular demographic 

situation inthe Community, about 9 million more young people
8339   
8340   will come on to the labour market in the next six years
8341   '
8342   
8343   .
8344   
8345   than will leave it.
8346   
8347   Neither inflatidn nor such
8348   
8349   historically high unemployment levels, nor the sluggishness of the Community 

economy, can any longer be blamed on an imported oil price crisis now five years 
old. absorbed; That shock should have been

8350   
8351   the problems we now face are not transient.
8352   
8353   Fourth, the Community faces acute problems in relation to what is now becoming 

known as "the /int'Prnational
8354   
8355   - 5 -
8356   
8357   international division of labour".
8358   
8359   Its interest in the
8360   
8361   maintenance and development of an open world trading system is immense. It is much 

more dependent upon external
8362   
8363   trade than the United States (14% of European GDP, compared with 8% of US GDP). 

Moreover, we have
8364   
8365   a specially close interest in the Third World. This is true on both the political 
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and the trading levels. dialogue. We have been in the lead in the North/South We 
have invested a lot of political capital The Lome Convention has been We are on 
the threshold

8366   
8367   in this relationship.
8368   
8369   one of our major successes. of its renegotiation.
8370   
8371   And our trade is
8372   
8373   proportionately much more with the developing countries than is that of either the 

United States or Japan. It is from the Third World, together with
8374   
8375   the non-Community countries of Europe that our surpluses come, and, which put us 

in approximate balance, in spite of our massive deficits with the other two great 
industrialised countries, and with OPEC. Yet we

8376   
8377   are competitively very vulnerable, not only to Japan and to other Far Eastern 

countries which have developed . . in its wake, but also to the 'industrialised 
pockets' in the Third World proper. The bilateral negotiations

8378   
8379   we have had to conduct to make possible a renewal of the Multi Fibre Arrangement 

are a striking example,• but no more than an example.
8380   
8381   The
8382   
8383   tight~rope
8384   
8385   that we have to tread is therefore
8386   
8387   a very narrow one, and like all tight-ropes it cannot be trod indefinitely. The 

intervals we have won for a number
8388   
8389   - 6 a number of threatened industries must be used with speed for restructuring, 

although this in itself involves a loss of jobs. But the alternative is We are in
8390   
8391   gwowing and permanent uncompetitiveness.
8392   
8393   more than proportionate difficulties in stagnant world trading conditions. Yet we 

cannot easily We should
8394   
8395   turn inwards, for the reasons given above.
8396   
8397   therefore aim hard at a s_uccessful result to. the.Multilateral Trade 

Negotiations, the outcome of which, apart from their direct effects on trading 
relations in the 1980s, w'ill also have a more immediate and 'trigger' effect upon 
·determining whether or not the world, more delicately balanced in this respect 
than for a generation, turns protectionist.

8398   
8399   The divergence between the economies of the Nine has increased rather than 

diminished. From 1974 to 1977 the
8400   
8401   increase in prices in the Nine Member States of the Community ranged from 25% to 

more than 100%, the economic growth between -1% and +10%. The North/South gap 
Moreover,

8402   
8403   within the Community has deepened further.
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8404   .
8405   
8406   the prospect of enlargement of the Community from nine to twelve Member
8407   State~
8408   
8409   gives a new
8410   
8411   . . dimension
8412   
8413   to a
8414   
8415   number of the problems which already exist, and inevitably makes them still more 

urgent and acute.
8416   
8417   Enlargement adds to the size of the problems we face, but it does not 

fundamentally alter their nature. Moreover, we have a clear political obligation 
to open the door to democratic European states who are anx1ous and qualified to 
join. The recent emergence of

8418   
8419   I
8420   
8421   '·· ic
8422   
8423   - 7 -
8424   
8425   democratic reg.imes in the three applicant nations calls for a full-hearted, 

positive response from the Community. But at the same time, we have to ensure
8426   
8427   that the. enlargement of the Community does not lead to a weakening and a dilutiQn 

of the process of Community integration. of enlargement. This is the real challenge
8428   
8429   If we fail to tackle this combination of issues, they will threaten what we have 

already achieved. all require joint action at Community level. To an They
8430   
8431   unprecedented extent the serious problems which all Member States of the Community 

face : unemployment, inflation, monetary disorder, protectionism in world trade, 
energy and industrial problems, all require for their solution common discipline 
and common solidarity. In part

8432   
8433   this results, and rightly, from the signal successes of the early years of forming 

the Common Market.· penetration of our economies is now a reality; The intermore
8434   
8435   than half of our Member States' exports goes to other States of the Community. In 

such a situation no one
8436   
8437   can hide behind national borders, give"a national aid here, try to reshape an 

industrial sector there. Su.ch a haphazard course will damage others and that in 
turn will feed back on our mutual prospects. Norie of the Member States, not even 
the strongest, can pretend that within our Community it is possible to have an 
oasis of stability and prosperity in an unstable continent.

8438   
8439   /The stronger
8440   
8441   - 8 -
8442   
8443   The stronger countries within the Community depend substantially on exports to the 

weaker members. There is no sufficient margin of demand
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8444   
8445   in their national markets to maintain a high rate of economic growth and mcombat 

unemployment. The
8446   
8447   locomotive theory has been discarded, in my view rightly. If we are to employ any 

railway metaphor,
8448   
8449   all the engines involved must pull out of the station together. One alone will not 

be enough. To change
8450   
8451   the analogy for a moment, we cannot hope to get out of the morass by pulling at 

our own hair, like Baron von Mllnchhausen. In such a situation a clear
8452   
8453   and coherent sense of direction is vital.
8454   
8455   Last October, in a lecture at the European University of Florence, I spoke about 

the need for a new economic impulse on a.historic scale. I there
8456   
8457   outlined my belief that this can be given in ·the Community by a redefined and 

faster move towards economic and monetary
8458   ~nion.
8459   
8460   I do not underestimate I do not assune
8461   
8462   the difficulties lying ahead of us.
8463   th~t
8464   
8465   success can be instantaneous, but"I do believe
8466   p~ovides
8467   
8468   that it
8469   
8470   a sense of direction which can enable
8471   
8472   us to establish the necessary links between shorter term decisions and the longer 

term perspective.
8473   
8474   Last December, the Commission put its ideas to the European Council, which gave a 

positive 'fair wind' to the relaunching of the debate on economic and monetary 
union. A mandate was given to the Commission to prepare

8475   
8476   - 9 to prepare the necessary initiatives and to carry the discussion into the 

other Community institutions. Meanwhile, a major debate on economic and monetary 
union has taken place in the European Parliament, and we have received encouraging 
support from many politicians, trade union and European business leaders. The 
discussion at the Copenhagen Summit

8477   
8478   of last weekend marked out clearly the pressing relevance of the issue - but I 

will return to the results of that Council in my conclusion.
8479   
8480   Of course, there are sceptics. to be convinced.
8481   
8482   But they are there
8483   
8484   Some German observers might be
8485   
8486   tempted to think that the sole objective of our policy was to draw on German 
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monetary reserves or to impose greater financial sacrifices upon the German 
taxpayer.

8487   
8488   This is not the case.
8489   
8490   First, any attempt at
8491   
8492   establishing national profit and loss accounts within the Community is necessarily 

an imprecise and hazardous flowing from the . Community do not pass through the 
budgets. Some , mostly political, are simply unquantifiable. In exercise. Many 
economic

8493   benefit~
8494   
8495   fact, Germany has done well out of its uninterrupted access to the markets of its 

main customers, and this is one of the key elements of the common market. 
Moreover, each Member State inevitably contributes according to its relative 
economic strength so the /German financial

8496   
8497   - .1 0 -
8498   
8499   German financial contribution to the Community is higher than many, but· not all, 

others. For example,
8500   
8501   the annual per capita contribution of the German taxpayer to the European budget 

"\-vas 1 49 Deutschmarks in 1977, compared with 192 for the Belgians and 205 for 
the Dutch.

8502   
8503   Personally I have
8504   
8505   ~
8506   
8507   good deal of sympathy for
8508   
8509   that German point of view that says that the transfer to the Community of 

substantial financial resources alone would be neither in its own nor the 
Community's interest unless accompan:Led by real political progress towards 
further European integration., I agree. We

8510   
8511   need common, or at the least, coordinated policies, common macro-economic targets, 

common monetary discipline, common orientations for our industrial or energy 
policies. For that we need the leadership of all, not one, but Germany is 
exceptionally well situated to take a lead here and to play a strong 'political' 
if not 'locomotive' role.

8512   
8513   Of course -, if we are to adopt they must involve money.
8514   
8515   su~h
8516   
8517   common policies,
8518   
8519   But this is not in my view a We
8520   
8521   key objection or stumbling block to further advance. are not talking of relatively 

huge figures. of the Community is only about 2.5% of the budgets of the Nine.
8522   
8523   The budget
8524   nationa~
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8525   
8526   That is little more than the Three-quarters
8527   
8528   double of your budget here 1n Berlin.
8529   
8530   of this Community budget goes into agricu1ture, wi' :h leaves not much more than 

half of the total budget of Berlin for the vast areas of social, regional, energy, 
industrial and other policies. I do not,

8531   I'i<'·
8532   
8533   ,tioning
8534   
8535   - 11 -
8536   
8537   agriculture, raise questions about the merits of the Common Agricultural Policy. 

It is a corner But in the context of the
8538   
8539   stone of the Community.
8540   
8541   whole range of pressing Community problems, its relative financial share in 

undoubtedly too great .
8542   
8543   . I do not wish again to develop today t4e full range of arguments for a faster 

advance in the economic and monetary field, which I have already set·1out 
elsewhere, but I should like to emphasise two points.

8544   
8545   First, we need a stronger underpinning to the Community internal market. Member 

States with strong
8546   
8547   currencies need the impulse of demand which their own national markets can no 

longer supply. Intra-
8548   
8549   Community trade grew by only 2% in 1977 compared with a yearly average of 9% in 

the previous decade. Being able to do business all over the
8550   
8551   Community within a single currency would considerably reduce formalities and 

remaining barriers at intraCommunity frontiers. ·A lot remains.to be done here,
8552   
8553   and further progress on dismantling unnecessary barriers is a good example of the 

way in which practical steps can be taken towards an eventual, and necessary, jump 
to a full monetary union.

8554   
8555   ~There are no customs barriers inside the Community
8556   
8557   any more.
8558   
8559   But there are still other businesses, too
8560   
8561   many of them, and everyone who trades with or travels /to other parts
8562   
8563   - 12 -
8564   
8565   to other parts of the Community knows how difficult some of these hurdles can be. 

There are technical
8566   
8567   barriers, affecting, say, exhaust fumes or braking devices in motor cars. In these 

areas it is
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8568   
8569   not simply a question of Commission officials obsessively pressing on with 

unnecessary harmonisation. The pur.pose is a very serious one. fiscal barriers 
because

8570   ~tion
8571   
8572   There are also
8573   
8574   and the whole
8575   
8576   system of fiscal renevue varies from one country to the other.
8577   --
8578   
8579   Buying a
8580   
8581   c~r
8582   
8583   in Germany, for instance,
8584   
8585   involves a TVA of 12%.
8586   Progres~
8587   
8588   ffin Belgium the rate is 25%,
8589   
8590   in France 33%.
8591   
8592   bas been made with the
8593   
8594   Sixth Directive on TVA, but there is still a long way to go until Community 

travellers are free of the surveillance of customs.-: officers at internal 
ftontier posts. It is a welcome comfort when

8595   fi~d
8596   
8597   travelling between Belgium and Holland to
8598   
8599   a
8600   
8601   simple traffic light, always showing green, instead of a traveller's control.
8602   
8603   But progress towards economic and.monetary union
8604   
8605   .
8606   
8607   does, of course, not only affect our intra-Community
8608   r.elationship~,
8609   
8610   but also - and this is of equal
8611   
8612   importance - our political and our economic position with the rest of the world. I 

wish to emphasise. This is the second point
8613   
8614   It is not suitable for us merely to complain about the steady decline of the 

dollar and the breakdown of the international monetary system. We shall all 
continue to depend

8615   
8616   on the dollar, and the Vice-President of the
8617   
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8618   -
8619   
8620   l
8621   
8622   j
8623   
8624   •
8625   
8626   German Bundesb.ank, as well as others, have pointed out in the last few days how 

seriously the crisis of the dollar also affects the competitive power of the 
German· economy. But it is clear now that the dollar alone cannot carry the 
burdens and responsibilities of being the oniy effective international medium of 
exchange. In these circumstances we in Europe must urgently consider possible 
contributions from our side which might help to create order out of the current 
disorder. The Community's collective weight is far greater than The Community has 
the alternative and economic strength to create a new an /strong international 
currency •

8627   ..... ·!.·
8628   
8629   its monetary influence.
8630   
8631   ..:..
8632   
8633   The Community is the right size of unit
8634   
8635   for this purpose and would by its own weight - we are 1mpart a the biggest trading 

entity in the world - ;heln new stability to the international monetary system.
8636   
8637   Again, progress in this field could be an . of Even . . 1mportant avenue;. 

adyance. w1t h out emb rac1ng f or t he present the full advantages or rigouts of 
economic and monetary union, there is scope for the Community to develop new 
dimensions to the use of the European Unit of Account. It could serve as a point of

8638   
8639   reference and a unit of account for credit and settlement in our internal exchange 

rate operations. It could be used as a reference in international contracts of 
private business. It might play a greater

8640   
8641   role in Euro-currency operations and in transactions between public authorities. 

It could be tested in
8642   
8643   - 1:4 -
8644   
8645   the Community's own borrowing and lending operations. There is a large scope of 

immediately possible action which would open up an important avenue towards our 
longer-term goals.

8646   
8647   I elaborated my ideas on this subject at the European Council in Copenhagen, and 

in my view the discussion was particularly fruitful and interesting. We want 
between now and the next European Council at Bremen to pursue this vigorousl!.y 
:and "1'/0aTk out new dimensions of Community activity in the longer term 
perspecitve of economic and monetary union. In my view we should

8648   ·.~
8649   
8650   begin by seeking greater exchange rate stability between the currencies of Member 

States of the Community, and thus a stronger basis on which to deal more 
effectively in.exchange rate policy with third countries. For this purpose it 
would in
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8651   
8652   the judgement of the Commission be necessary to extend the Community exchange rate 

system beyond the snake, give a new dimension to the use of European
8653   
8654   Unit of Account, and increase the f1.1nctions and resources of the European 

Monetary Cooperation Fund.
8655   
8656   We have relatively little:time in which to work if the Bremen European Council is 

to arrive at any conclusions on these major questions. It will
8657   
8658   cif course be followed quickly be the Western Economic Summit in Bonn on 16 and 17 

July. I hope it wi1··
8659   
8660   be possible for the Community to work out a comrnon position and make a strong 

contribution to the work
8661   
8662   In~ ~ha~ ~PP~~no.
8663   
8664   J
8665   
8666   J
8667   c
8668   
8669   1 s.
8670   
8671   of that meeting.
8672   
8673   It will deal with the inter-
8674   
8675   relating problems common to all industrial countries and will, as I hope, lead to 

a more concerted way of dealing with them. In this It
8676   
8677   the Community has a major part to play.
8678   
8679   can only play it effectively if its members act together.
8680   
8681   For too long Member States have tried to grapple on their own with the 

consequences of the most serious economic crisis since the war. We have failed to 
meet the expectations of citizens in our duty to provide the right to work. We 
have wasted too much effort in arguing

8682   
8683   about whose responsibility it was to go for higher economic growth. It is time 

that such arguments
8684   
8685   were stilled, because we now need to act together, not simply because we should, 

but because we must. It is all too easy to raise then dash expectations. But I 
firmly believe there is now a real opportunity for the Community. Indeed, it may 
be. that the . . . secon Commun1ty 1s a b out to approac h /the· d maJor 
crossroads in its history. The first move to European

8686   
8687   integration arose out of post-war depression and reconstruction. We then failed in 

the good years•of
8688   
8689   the sixties to take advantage of our strength. It may seem to some ironic, but 

indeed it is historically logical as well as necessary, that in this period of 
European and international difficulty, we may be able to make a new and great 
advance.
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8690   
8691   **** *year_1978 *date_1978-03-17 *place_Brussels
8692   
8693   
8694   EMBARGO ADDRESS BY THE RIGHT HON ROY JENKINS PRESIDENT OF THE COMMISSION OF THE 

EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES AT THE HOTEL DE VILLE Friday 17 March - Brussels
8695   
8696   17/3 - 14H30
8697   
8698   Mr Burgomaster, Aldermen, Ladies and Gentlemen,
8699   
8700   It is a great pleasure for me to be with you today in this famous building where 

you, Mr Burgomaster, meet with your Aldermen and City Councillors.
8701   
8702   I would like to take this opportunity of saying how much I and the other members 

of the Commission appreciate the ready welcome you unfailingly extend to us: 
indeed your most recent visitor here

8703   
8704   was my colleague from the United Kingdom, Christopher Tugendhat. But your 

hospitality-extends further than
8705   t~e
8706   
8707   Commissioners themselves
8708   
8709   and I would like to thake this opportunity of thanking you on behalf of all those 

working for the Community, the City Fathers and the pe6ple of Brussels for your 
welcome. 'provisional seat' of the Brussels has the status of the Communities. But 
whatever the Your

8710   l~gal
8711   
8712   Euro~ean
8713   
8714   basis,our sense of welcome herEr is in no sense provisional. acceptance has made 

it and I
8715   f_ee\__~~ha_!_ ~e
8716   possibl~
8717   
8718   for us.to live happily in your midst
8719   
8720   have come __ t~1 respect and understand each other.
8721   
8722   /When Brussels
8723   
8724   - 2 -
8725   
8726   When Brussels was still a small market town centred around Marche St. Gery, at a
8727   crossroa~s
8728   
8729   t~e
8730   
8731   on the road from Cotogne to Ghent ,and
8732   
8733   Bruges, it was already populat•d by ment and women who were jealous of their 

liberty but at the
8734   sa~e
8735   
8736   time anxious to keep in touch with These two
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8737   
8738   the outside world through trade and other contacts. interests remain at the heart 

of Brussels life.
8739   
8740   This will
8741   
8742   ~e
8743   
8744   a year to recall the history of Brussels as you
8745   
8746   prepare for the celebrations to mark your city's first thousand years. 1 would 

like to mention in this context a curious coincidence in the past of your city - 
or may I

8747   say~
8748   
8749   city since you have kindly In 1421, when Brussels
8750   
8751   associated the Commission with the festivities?
8752   
8753   was consolidating its status as a borough of growing importance, it was decided 

that its defence, management, commercial status, and relations with Burgundy and 
France would be placed in the hands of nine "Nations''.

8754   T~
8755   
8756   me this is a subtle historical coincidence
8757   settle~
8758   
8759   whic~
8760   
8761   prefigures a Community,
8762   
8763   in Brussels, which to many has now Your city is now known throughout
8764   
8765   become synonomous with Europe.
8766   
8767   the world not only for its own virtues but also for its European associations.
8768   
8769   There is much that
8770   
8771   coul~
8772   
8773   be said about the r6le of cities and About the way great cities
8774   
8775   municipalities in European civilization.
8776   
8777   - like London, Paris, Rome, Ber·lin, Amsterdam, Brussels and others
8778   
8779   /besides
8780   
8781   - besides - have fostered progress in commerce, science and the arts and, more 

fundamentally, struggled to preserve the human dignity and individual right to 
identity which makes European The traffic of human life has given your city a

8782   ke~n civilisation~·
8783   
8784   '
8785   
8786   interest and
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8787   
8788   a large role, in world affairs, in culture and in politics.
8789   
8790   The Europen Commission therefore attaches a great value to the understanding that 

has developed- and will continue to developbetween ourselves and the people of 
Brussels. You, Mr Burgomaster,

8791   
8792   you, Mr Brouhon, and all of you here today, have already done much· to foster our 

good relations. This local harmony and understanding
8793   ~o
8794   
8795   is a living symbol of the citi;ens' Europe we are seeking
8796   
8797   build.
8798   
8799   EMBARGO 14H30
8800   
8801   DISCOURS DE M. LE PRESIDENT JENKINS A LA VILLE DE BRUXELLES LE 17 MARS 1978
8802   
8803   J'eprouve une tres grande joie a etre re~u dans ce prestigieux Hotel de Ville ou 

vous siegez, Monsieur le Bourgmestre, entoure de vos Echevins et des Conseillers 
communaux. Je voudrais profiter de cette occasion pour vous dire combien La 
Commission, que j'ai l'honneur de presider, est sensible a l'accueil que vos 
collegues et vous-meme faites constamment ames collegues, comme Monsieur 
TUGENDHAT, qui vous a recemment rendu, une visite. Je voudrais surtout dire 
combien L'ensemble des membres de La Fonction Publ ique europeenne ont, par rna 
voix, de remerciements a adresser aux autorites de La Ville de Bruxelles et 
surtout aux Bruxellois eux-memes, pour La fa<;:on dont les fonctionnaires 
europeens et vos citoyens ont pris l'habitude de vivre en commun, de se comprendre 
et de s'apprecier •. Lorsque Bruxelles etait encore une pet~te bourgade fixee aux 
alentours du · Marche st-Gery, au croisement des routes de Cologne,de.Bruges et ~e 
Gaod,il s'agissait deja d'un groupe d'hommes et de femmes soucieux de conquerir 
leur liberte, soucieux egalement de comme n::er et d'avoir des contacts avec le 
monde qui les entourait. D1 apres ce que je constate, Bruxelles est restee fidele 
a cette vocation. Et puisque j'en suis a un rappel historique, qui sera 
brillamment evoque durant L'annee a venir a l'occasion des fetes du millenaire de 
La Ville de Bruxelles, auxquelles vous avez eu L'amabilite d'associer La 
CDmmission des Communautes europeennes, je voudrais rappeler un fait assez curieux 
de l'histoire de votre ville, j 1 allais dire de notre ville. En effet, en 1421, 
alors que Bruxelles consolidait son statut et sa realite de bourgade de plus en 
plus importante, il fut decide que la protection de la ville, sa gestion, son 
statut commercial, ses relations avec les pouvoirs bourguignons et franc;:ais 
seraient assures par neuf "Nations". N1 est-ce pas la une prefiguration seduisante 
de La presence d'une Communaute siegeant dans votre ville, qui est devenue un des 
elements visualises de notre Europe. En effet, votre ville est connue dans le 
monde entier non seutem·ent parses qualites propres, mais encore par La presence 
europeenne que les Communautes lui apporte. Beaucoup de chases cependant. seraient 
encore a dire sur La place des villes et des communes dans notre civilisation 
europeenne, La fa<;:on dont les grandes cites comme Londres, Paris, Rome, Berlin, 
Amsterdam, Bruxelles et bien d'autres, ont assume les responsabilites d'un progres 
dans le commerce, dans les sciences, dans l'art, mais aussi dans La conquete d'un 
statut de dignite humaine qui est propre a cette partie du monde. Le brassage et 
les couran~ont fait de villes comme La votre un centre de grande sensibilite aux 
affaires du monde, aux affaires de La culture et faut-il le dire aux .grands 
courants de reflexions poljtiques. . -··-.

8804   ··-::..-"'"~·
8805   
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8806   La Commission attache une grande importance a l'entente qui regne et qui regnera 
chaque jour davantage entre vos citoyens et nos fonctionnaires, pour lesquels vous 
personnellement, Monsieur Le Bourgmestre, vous Monsieur BROUHON et vous tous, qui 
etes ici auteur de moi, avez deja tant fait. Cette entente et cette comprehension 
sont le signe vivant de cette Europe du citoyen que nous souhaitons.

8807   
8808   **** *year_1978 *date_1978-07-20 *place_Essex
8809   
8810   European Communities Commission Press Release
8811   ISEC/29/78 EMBARGO: Not for use by media or on agency or club tapes before 15.00 

hours, Thursday, July 20, 1978.
8812   
8813   20
8814   
8815   Kensington Palace Gardens London W8 4Q__Q_, Telephone: 01-727 8090
8816   
8817   July 2CD., 1978
8818   
8819   Address by the .Rt. Hon. Roy Jenkins, President of the Commission of the European 

Communities, to the Degree Congregation, University of Essex, July 20, 1978.
8820   
8821   The European Community is often accused of being obsessed by detail and losing 

sight of the big issues. No one can say this was true of the Bremen Council with 
its major initiative towards stable and united money. The construction of Europe 
in the fifties and sixties was born out of the radical aspirations of the people 
channelled by the courageous leadership of a few statesmen, as a conscious 
rejection of the past, of the two nearly fatal European civil wars in this century 
and of the political and economic nationalism out of which they sprang. This 
determined and imaginative thrust towards unity opened up hitherto rigid national 
frontiers and created a real Economic Community. It was a revolutionary framework. 
It underpinned the creation of Europe's new economic wealth and a hitherto 
undreamt-of material well-being of society. An unique historic chance was taken 
and turned to the benefit of Europe as a whole. In the late sixties and early 
seventies some of the momentum was lost, despite a sense of real potential. 
Relatively favourable economic conditions seemed to provide a soft pillow for what 
can now, with hindsight, be seen as deceptively easy surge to European 
integration. It established, understandably at the time, the idea that progress 
towards the ambitious aim of economic and monetary union would come about 
painlessly. But the ideas of automatic action proved illusory. We have learned 
from that experience. Easy times can certainly induce easy optimism, but the 
translation of such optimism into action needs a sustained act of political will. 
There is a vital difference between the economic situation of today and the 'easy' 
high growth economies to which we became so used during the previous decades. The 
world's economic climate has changed markedly and the European Community, which 
more than any other major economic entity lives on international trade, is deeply 
affected. All our traditional economic terms of reference are under review. The 
opportunity has been enhanced in the past month, first at Bremen, then at Bonn. 
When, at Florence in October last year, I advanced the then unfashionable view 
that progress towards greater economic and monetary solidarity in Europe was both 
necessary and possible, I at first hoped for little more than that the debate 
would become engaged. It was. There was support, but there was a lot of 
scepticism. Now, eight months later, we have a communiqu~ from the European 
Council at Bremen whose centre-piece is an imaginative plan for greater monetary 
stability. Such progress was not simply a question of waiting for some Ge~n magic. 
There was a good de.al of preparation. But to plagiarise the Chancellor of this 
University for a moment - a good academic custom - the vision of the desirable, 
through the application of the art of the possible, has now become a probable 
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political achievement.
8822   
8823   . .. I
8824   
8825   - 2 -
8826   
8827   ISEC/29/78
8828   
8829   I will not give you a detailed explanation of the European monetary system 

proposed at Bremen. You will have heard enough of snakes~ECUs, narrower margins 
and pooled reserves. It must to most people sound like an economist's or banker's 
game, a sort of Euro-monopoly, entertaining for a while, but boring for too long - 
and unrelated to ordinary life. Some people, on the other hand, will see it as 
threatening: another banker's ramp, with more 'gnomes', this time of Bonn or Paris 
or Brussels - rather than Zurich - seeking to hamper the freedom of the British to 
fall behind in their own way. In this confusion of technical jargon and political 
prejudice the real message can get lost. What is that message? It may seem an old 
song from former Chancellors of the Exchequer - like Lord Butler and myself - but 
the central British problem is still economic. Jobs, inflation, competitiveness; 
paying our way and earning a good standard of living. We, in Britain, 
democratically endorsed, three years ago, 1n an unprecedented referendum, the 
historical and geographical fact that our lot 1s cast with Europe. And Europe is 
an economic Community, although inspired by a political purpose. It deals with the 
central issue each member country faces. No single European state, however 
economically strong, now has its own salvation in its hands. Each, if it tries to 
believe this, is caught in a strait-jacket. Action to stimulate a national economy 
is undercut either by fears of a fall in the exchange rate or by dependence upon 
what other Governments are doing. I do not claim that greater monetary unity, the 
drastic reduction of exchange rate uncertainties, would automatically lead to 
higher employment. But I do believe that there 1s little hope of returning to 
acceptable employment levels without such greater stability. The reasons are 
simple. First, monetary upheaval has been a major cause of our troubles of the 
past five years. A world monetary system, as we knew it for the quarter century of 
Bretton Woods, no longer exists. The stability of the dollar, on which the system 
depended, underpinned a period of growth and increase in living standards 
unsurpassed in recorded history. We cannot expect the United States again to carry 
the central burden in the same way. Second, Britain lives by trade in a Community 
which also lives by trade. Not only is the European Community the largest trading 
bloc in the world but 50% of Community trade is inter-Community trade. And we have 
suffered immensely from having currency upheavals, not merely external to us as 
with the United States and Japan, but in our midst. The result is insufficient 
financial and trading stability to encourage trade flows and the productive 
investment necessary to reconstruct and replace threatened industries. This is not 
balanced by the freedom to float our currency, which has recently been a euphemism 
for the freedom to sink. And that freedom has been singularly unsuccessful in 
giving us either higher growth or lower unemployment. It has merely given us 
higher inflation. Industry needs a surer prospect. Third, the combination of more 
stable international environment for investment and greater financial discipline 
can give us a sustained prospect of mastering inflation and thus giving real value 
to wage and salary increases. Too often in the past a spurt of growth, without the 
backing of overall financial stability, has frittered away the real va~ue of every 
increase in the pay packet. And this has been true under Governments of either 
party. Fourth, unless these preconditions are met, the prospect of unemployment 
will grow and not diminish. Demographic factors, with nine million more young 
people entering the European labour market over the next five years than there 
will be old people leaving it, threaten that. Individual national palliative 
action can make temporary dents in the figures. But it cannot on its own provide a 
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longer-term solution.
8830   
8831   . .. I
8832   
8833   - 3 -
8834   
8835   ISEC/
8836   
8837   I therefore believe that the results of the SUlilllli ts of Bremen and Bonn show, 

make us realise that Britain's hard-headed interest, not prospectively but 
actually, is with the Community. Current European monetary ~lans are not distant 
academic talk but political reality. Most of the European countries, including the 
most economically powerful are determined to go ahead, The launching at Bremen of 
the concept of a European Monetary Fund on an unprecedented scale, with reserves 
of over 50 billion dollars, a q_uarter as mu.cb again as that which the 
International Monetary Fund has for the whole world, underlines this. In the past 
we have shown too great a capacity in Britain for longer periods of 
self-deprecation, punctuated by brief bursts of unfounded optimism. There has been 
an apparent readiness to blame others for our difficulties the European Community 
included. The result is that we may be tempted to hang back - too much and too 
often - when the chance is there for us to give a lead. We hung back in 1950 when 
the Schuman Plan was launched. We did so in 1955 when we refused to play our part 
in moulding the Treaty of Rome. Then we complain that the results are not 
tailor-made for us. Surely we must have learnt enough not to make the same mistake 
a third time. On an optimistic note I can assure you that the United Kingdom looks 
better from outside than it often does from within and thus our capacity for 
influence and even leadership based on full participation is still considerable. 
There is sometimes legitimate complaint that Europe has been too much concerned 
with minutiae and has lost its way in a maze of detail. But that is not remotely 
true of the Bremen plan. We cannot at one and the same time complain that 
everything is either too little or too big, too nit-picking or too imaginative. I 
have always believed that it is primary duty of politicians to seek to raise the 
sights and as~irations of those whom they represent. Now, after a period of dull 
and discouraging weather, there is a new and historical opportunity to exercise 
such q_ualities.

8838   
8839   *
8840   
8841   *
8842   
8843   *
8844   
8845   **** *year_1978 *date_1978-07-03 *place_Stoneleigh
8846   
8847   European Communities Commission Press Release
8848   ISEC/22/78 SPEECH BY THE RIGHT HON ROY JENKINS
8849   
8850   20 Kensington Palace Gardens
8851   
8852   London W8 4Q..Q.. Telephone: 01-727 8090
8853   
8854   July 3, 1978
8855   
8856   PRESIDENT OF THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES AT THE ROYAL AGRICULWRAL 

SHOW, STONELEIGH, KENILWORTH MONDAY, 3 JULY 1978
8857   
8858   Here this morning, I am addressing the fa~ing and allied industries not only of 
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Britain, but of many countries. I want to talk to you about European agriculture 
as a whole. Common Agricultural Policy For those in farming, Europe is of direct 
practical importance. It governs your production, your prices, and your exports. 
Europe means even more to you as farmers than to others, for agriculture has been 
from the beginning the cornerstone of the Community. The Common Agricultural 
Policy has, on the whole, served Europe well. It has given Europe's 250 million 
consumers secure supplies of food. It has given farmers stable prices, and it 
offers a long-term framework in which to plan your industry. Those are not small 
achievements.But the achievements and the policy are at risk from two powerful 
forces. The first is a threat from within European agriculture itself: by that I 
mean the continuing production of surpluses. The second threat comes from factors 
outside your control as farmers: I mean the instability of national currencies and 
the divergence of economic performance 1n Europe. It is about these things that I 
want to speak ted~. Before doing so, I want to mention one other question. The 
multilateral trade negotiations, which are now in progress in Geneva between 
Europe and our trading partners, will cover agriculture. It is right that they 
should do so, for we want to reach a balanced agreement to expand world trade as a 
whole. Our partners expect us to make a serious contribution towards more open 
markets in agriculture. But Europe is not unique in protecting its agricultural 
imports, as is well known to those acquainted with the position in the United 
States or Japan, to take only the two other major trading blocs in the world. We 
have the right to demand, and we shall, that they also make concessions in this 
field. Surpluses I mentioned a minute ago the question of surpluses. They are not 
always a bad thing. It is better for the consumer to have a small surplus than a 
small shortage. But that is not the case with European milk production. One-sixth 
of milk output is already surplus to requirements, while total consumption of milk
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8862   products is declining. We shall not be able to persuade Europe's taxpayers and 

consumers to support that indefinitely. We cannot expect importers and other 
exporters of milk outside Europe to relieve us of that burden, even though we can 
dispose of some ~part outside the Community. Commissioner Gundelach has spoken of 
the time-bombs ticking away under the milk policy. For myself, I cannot tell you 
how long is the fuse that may detonate those bombs, but I do know that, for every 
month and every season which passes, the fuse becomes shorter. The Commission has 
embarked on a policy of prudent prices for surplus products. In the last two 
years, to the best of our ability, we have made the policy stick. We intend to 
hold to it in future. But I cannot conceal our fears about milk. In this year's 
price decisions the Council of Ministers invited us to review the situation in the 
summer.We shall carry out a fundamental and objective review. But I repeat that we 
cannot continue with unlimited support for milk at price levels which lead to such 
heavy costs. We must find a way of checking the surplus through prices and the 
market mechanisms. Otherwise we shall have to introduce direct limits on 
production that will be less acceptable to producers than is the present position 
to consumers. Money and Growth I turn to European monetary problems in their 
agricultural aspect. All farmers in Europe understand monetary compensatory 
amounts, because they almost all have them. The only exception is Denmark, but 
Danish farmers too are quite well informed about their effect. They strike at the 
heart of the common agricultural policy. When national farm prices, in francs, 
lire or pounds, are affected more by the so-called green changes than by the 
common prices, then the common policy begins to be re-nationalised. Price 
differences of 30 or 40 per cent between Europe's Member States divert trade and 
distort competition. They sap the very structure of the CAP, and undermine the 
will to find solutions. There are those who do not lament this state of affairs. 
There are those who would rejoice if it weakened the CAP. How can it be wrong, 
they ask, for national governments to take into their hands their own agricultural 
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policies, so as to take more account of purely national interest? That approach is 
seductive. But it is a profound mistake. Agricultural problems, like other 
economic matters in the modern world, cannot be solved at the national level. Let 
me put it to you in another way. Those who make their living in agriculture want 
to be part of the broader economy, to benefit like other citizens from economic 
liberty and from increases in wealth. They do not want to be a secondclass group 
within society. So it is with nations. They are obliged to trade, and none more so 
than the nations of Europe, whose wealth depends so largely on their trade. 
Agriculture cannot be an exception to that rule of interdependence. In that spirit 
I approach the central theme of economic and monetary union in Europe. I am 
convinced that steps in that direction are needed if we are to resume steaqy and 
balanced growth. We should not apprQ~ch it reluctantly, with a fear that our 
contries will lose sovereignty in exchange for a nebulous benefit. We know that 
our economies have been so tossed about by the waves of currency disorder that 
monetary integration is the best way of regaining a little of the sovereignty that 
we have lost. We Europeans must therefore act together, work out a joint role for 
our moneys, and expand the use of our European Unit of Account.

8863   
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8866   In the first place, progress in this field will help to heal our agriculture, sick 

with monetary disorder. The drifting apart of our currencies has penalised all our 
farmers. Here in the United Kingdom, you see and resent the MCAs as an unfair 
subsidy on imports. But in Germany the dismantling of MCAs is seen and resented as 
an unfair penalty for economic virtue. Greater monetary stability would bring many 
advantages: First we could stabilise the monetary compensatory amounts. start; 
That would be a

8867   
8868   then we could seriously tackle the problem of reducing the existing stock of MCAs. 

I do not mean we could abolish them overnight. The price changes involved are 
large. But we could begin to have a plan. We could begin to halt the 
re-nationalisation of the agricultural policy; That means we could offer farmers a 
chance to compete again on equal terms. It means we could face the adjustements 
necessary in modern agriculture. We know that the money problem has distracted us 
from the need to improve Europe's farm structure. We know that a common market in 
agriculture should mean specialisation and increased efficiency in Europe. MCAs 
have served as a kind of bandage, protecting the patient from harm, but not 
healing the fundamental malady. That is why I say that progress towards economic 
and monetary union ~s in the farming interest. But it is not merely for the sake 
of farming that it should be pursued. The benefits would be for all our people. It 
would give us the chance of: More strong and stable economic policies, favouring 
greater investment and expansion in Europe; from this stimulus a greater demand 
for goods, and therefore less unemployment in our countries; a European money to 
play an appropriate part in the world monetary system rather than leaving 
everything to the dollar which is no longer capable of bearing the full burden. So 
I call on you to support our demand for progress. At Bremen later this week the 
Heads of State and Government of Europe should make a significant advance. We are 
facing not a national problem, but one that t:ranscends national boundaries. If we 
can work together in Europe, then we have the. chance of a better future for us 
all. I think the seed is rown. I believe the harvest will be abundant. Your Royal 
Highness, My Lords, ladies and gentlemen, with these final words I declare open 
the Royal Show. I am sure this year's event will bring succees to those who have 
so well organised it, and pleasure to the thousands who will so happily visit it.
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9081   In 1917 President Wilson most surprisingly, as it seems to me in retrospect, 

brought America into the European war. It
9082   
9083   was surprising because the pressures were so much less compelling than in 1941, 

and yet Wilson acted much more determinedly and more precipitately than Roosevelt. 
As a result, there was a brief period

9084   
9085   after 1918 when he exercised an overwhelming sway in Europe. There may have been a 

touch of irony in Maynard Keyes' writing of his arrival, but even so he used words 
which could not have been used of any other President without turning irony into 
farce. "When President Wilson left Washington, he enjoyed a prestige and a moral 
influence throughout the world unequalled in history.A' His bold and measured 
words carried to the peoples of Europe above and beyond the voices of their own 
politicians .... Never had a philosopher held such weapons wherewith to bind the 
princes of the world. How the crowds of the European capitals pressed about the 
With what curiosity, anxiety and hope we sought a glimpse
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9089   of the features and bearing of the man of destiny who, coming from the West, was 
to bring healing to the wounds of the ancient parent of his civilization and lay 
for us the foundations of the future." But Wilson was a knight on his own. And 
American politics

9090   
9091   were still regarded by many otherwise well-informed people as not worthy of 

serious study, a mixture of the squalid# and the common. It was a far cry from 
today, when political scientists from Oxford to Upsala study every detail of the 
psephological history of New Hampshire or Michigan or Mississippi. Wilson arose 
for a brief period like a saint who had been mysteriously wafted up out of the 
poker rooms. almost in a puff of smoke. Then he disappeared

9092   
9093   Teapot Dome replaced the moral imperatives
9094   
9095   of the philosopher-king, and Europe for another decade and more felt it had been 

right in its detached and superior view of American politics.
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10121   Address by Roy Jenkins, President of the Commission of the European Communities to 

the Basle Society of Statistics and Political Economy on Monday 13 November 1978
10122   Next year it will be the 1Oth anniversary of the decision taken by the Heads of 

State and Government of the Community to work towards an economic and monetary 
union. The progress which has been made since then has been disappointing, but the 
objective remains intact. We are now making our second major effort to move 
towards it through the establishment of a zone of monetary stability in Europe to 
be achieved through the creation of a European Monetary System. If we succeed we 
shall give our Community the most creative impulse since the first achievements 
after the signature of the Treaty of Rome; if we fail we shall risk not just a 
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minor setback but the frustration of one of our fundamental purposes with all the 
political and economic consequences that would entail. Before looking at the 
choices which now face the member states of the Community, I want to say a word or 
two about how and why we arrived where we are. Just over a year ago, I tried to 
set out in a speech at Florence the reasons for re-examining the case for economic 
and monetary union. I wanted thus to take the issue out of the realm of academic 
debate and bring it back into that of live politics.

10123   
10124   Florence speech
10125   I do not need to rehearse the main arguments I then advanced but I will briefly 

mention them. I drew attention to the need for a more efficient and rationalized 
development of industry and commerce in Europe. I spoke of the so far unexercised 
ability of the Europeans to create a currency of their own, based on a spread of 
wealth and power comparable with those of the United States: in doing so I said 
that although I thought floating exchange rates were here to stay, they should be 
between continents rather than between the countries of Western Europe, all of 
which are intermingled in a thickly populated half continent, and nine of which 
are united in a common market and pledged to political and economic integration. I 
said that control of a single European currency by a single European monetary 
authority could achieve a measure of anti-inflationary discipline beyond the reach 
of most individual member

10126   
10127   states. I argued that policies which would favour stability and expansion, 

strengthen demand on a broad geographical basis, and avoid exchange rate crises, 
would give a much needed new impulse on an historic scale to the European economy 
with the effect of reducing unemployment and creating new wealth throughout the 
system. I referred to the need for redistribution and transfer of resources within 
the system so that public finance could be channelled to the poorer areas and the 
imbalances which continue to disfigure Community Europe could be counteracted. I 
called for decentralization in some fields to balance the centralization which 
would be necessary in a limited number of others. Finally I spoke of economic and 
monetary union as a means towards political integration and the ultimate European 
union to which the member states of the Community are committed.

10128   
10129   For nine months now we have been talking about the creation of a European Monetary 

System, and I hope - as is appropriate -that the birth is about to take place. 
Since the Copenhagen meeting of the European Council in April much work has been 
done, thanks in large measure to the impluse given by Chancellor Schmidt and 
President Giscard d'Estaing. The measure of agreement reached at the European 
Council at Bremen astonished the world and laid the basis for the detailed and 
technical work which is under way. As you know, we then envisaged that the 
European Council at Brussels next month should approve the creation of a European 
Monetary System to come into being on 1 January next year. The creation of such a 
system would not of course be the same as a European economic and monetary union, 
but it would be a major stride towards it.

10130   
10131   Speed of developments
10132   Since then things have moved further and faster than I -or I think anyone else- 

thought possible. Perhaps I should single out two main reasons for this change of 
climate. The first is that people became better aware that the differential 
movement of European currencies against each other was making nonsense of the 
notion of a common market, and still more that of a Community. Those countries in 
surplus, mostly strongly export-oriented, found that decline in demand from 
countries in deficit held back their ability to stimulate their economies; while 
those in deficit were frustrated in their efforts to achieve higher growth by a 
succession of exchange rate crises. Hence, in part, the relatively poor 
productivity of Europe, the relatively poor rate of growth and the relatively high 
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rate of unemployment, all of which stood in marked contrast with what had been 
achieved in Europe in earlier decades of relative monetary stability. The United 
States and Japan, subject to intercontinental but not to internal monetary 
upheavals, performed better.

10133   
10134   No back-sliding from Bremen
10135   Success, while far from certain, is still well within our grasp. I want in the 

rest of my talk to consider some of the problems which have arisen and what might 
be done about them. First let me say as clearly and firmly as I can that there 
must be no back-sliding from what was envisaged at Bremen. There is a particular 
responsibility on those who then took the lead. The detailed and technical work to 
which I have just referred and which is of course essential if we are to achieve 
anything worthwhile, must not nevertheless be allowed to obscure or diminish the 
fundamental perspective of Bremen. Let me recall what these were. First the 
European Council agreed that the creation of a zone of monetary stability in 
Europe was a highly desirable objective: the European Monetary System whose 
purpose was to bring it about must be durable and effective. Secondly the European 
Council agreed to work on the basis of a specific scheme for the creation of a 
European Monetary System although it naturally left this scheme open to amendment 
if necessary. Thirdly the European Council agreed that there should be concurrent 
studies of the action needed to be taken to strengthen the economies of the less 
prosperous member countries in the context of a European Monetary System, and 
stated that such measures would be essential if the zone of monetary stability was 
to succeed. The essentials of the scheme on which all agreed to work can be stated 
as the creation of an ECU (or European Currency Unit) at the centre of the system 
and as a means of settlement between Community monetary authorities; the 
depositing of reserves for use among Community central banks (illustrative but 
impact-making figures of 20 per cent of the gold and dollar reserves of Member 
States and 20 per cent of their national currencies were cited); the co-ordination 
of exchange rate policies with regard to third countries; and the eventual 
creation of a European Monetary Fund. I recall these points because they are in 
some danger of being buried beneath the leaves of an autumn of detailed 
discussion. But the decisions at Bre-

10136   
10137   Weakness of dollar
10138   The second major factor was the continuing weakness of the US dollar and the 

increasing precariousness of the international monetary system of which the dollar 
remains in practice, although not in theory (as under the Bretton Woods 
arrangement), the essential pivot. To keep some sort of system going and discharge 
their responsibilities in the common interest, the Europeans took in more dollars 
than they could conceivably want or need. This in turn had drastic effects on the 
ability of European governments to control their own money supply. In 
circumstances in which the world system was manifestly failing, the Europeans not 
unnaturally felt that they should try to achieve some stability among themselves 
both for its own sake and in order to make a contribution to a new and better 
balanced international system in the future. I shall have a word or two more to 
say about this point later on.

10139   
10140   2
10141   
10142   men and the essentials of the scheme on which all agreed to work· are the 

indispensable basis of what we intend to set in place next year.
10143   
10144   Reserves and drawing-rights
10145   Next there has been substantial discussion about the extent of the reserves on 

which members of the system can draw, and the conditions on which they could do 
so. The Commission's position is clear: we support the. arrangements set out in 
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the scheme discussed at Bremen. There are a number of legal and even- in some 
countries - constitutional obstacles to be overcome but in order to ensure that 
when the new system comes into operation there will be sufficient financing to 
back it up we must at least agree substantially to strengthen the existing network 
of credit facilities. Here I think two improvements could be introduced: first the 
duration of the very short-term financing -the unlimited bilateral support that 
central banks can draw upon to finance their intervention operations- could be 
extended; and secondly the present network of short and mediumterm credits should 
be increased in amount, from around 10 million European Units of Account at the 
moment to around 25 million. Obviously the larger the credit facilities, the less 
they are likely to be called upon. The more you have the less you need. There is 
no economy more self-defeating and short-sighted than to fail to provide adequate 
measures.

10146   
10147   Parity-grid versus basket of currencies
10148   Some of the arguments which have taken place in and out of the Community 

institutions and between governments necessarily have a highly technical 
character. At the same time most cover points of underlying importance. First 
there has been the discussion about the choice of numeraire for the new system. 
Should exchange rates be defined in terms of a parity grid, as in the present 
snake? Or should they be defined in terms of a basket of currencies, the basket in 
this case being the European Currency Unit whose composition would be the same as 
that of the present European unti of account? These are stong technical arguments 
for using the grid as the method of intervention, but there has also been an 
underlying division between those countries at present in the snake who fear that 
the introduction of a basket system would impose· unwanted responsibilities on 
them and promote inflation; and those at present outside who fear that the 
introduction of the parity grid would tilt the system in favour of creditor 
countries and impose an unwanted degree of deflation. I will not enter into the 
details of the argument, which I have no doubt are well known to you, but will 
simply draw attention to the so-called Belgian compromise which would define 
intervention obligations in terms of a parity grid, but use the basket as an 
indicator of divergence, that is to say would show whether creditor or debtor 
countries were getting out of line, and thus impose a certain symmetry of 
obligation. This argument is not resolved; but I have no doubt that it can and 
should be in the near future.

10149   
10150   Convergent economic policies
10151   The issues underlying the so-called technical points are obviously of great 

importance. But they must be seen in the wider context of our continuing and now 
more determined efforts to bring about greater convergence in the economic 
policies of the member states of the Community. Any arrangement for the future 
which was exclusively monetary would be bound to fail. The economies of the 
Community are now moving along more parallel paths than was the case a few years 
ago. Their trade with each other is immense. But the differences between them are 
still substantial. Inflation rates vary considerably. Resources are not evenly 
distributed. Growth rates are different. Budgetary and fiscal policies are 
different as well, with each government naturally doing what it finds best for its 
country's particular circumstances and with only some regard for the interests of 
the Community as a whole. Clearly if the new European Monetary System is to be, in 
the words of Bremen, durable and effective, it must take account of the economic 
as well as monetary circumstances of each member state and be matched by a still 
greater effort of co-ordination on the part of member governments than any have 
been willing to attempt in the past. The Commission has made a series of proposals 
for such co-ordination, and has emphasised - as I do again today -the need for 
such co-ordination to be seen in the framework of an eventual economic and 
monetary union.
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10152   
10153   Importance of adjustment
10154   Second there has been discussion about the width of margins to each side of the 

numeraire, and the possbility of adjustment. Here again there is some conflict of 
interest between those who are happy to retain the present margins of the snake 
and those (one at any rate) who would prefer wider margins. This is an argument 
over percentages into which I shall not enter. The question of adjustment is more 
important. Any participant in the system must be able to change its central rate 
if its costs and prices move out of line with those of its competitors or if it 
has undergone a structural change in its balance of payments. This is already true 
of the existing snake arrangements. It would obviously be contrary to the spirit 
of the whole enterprise if certain countries, in particular those with relatively 
high rates of inflation, availed themselves too often and too easily of the 
possibility of change and made no sustained effort to bring their inflation rates 
down to the level of their partners. Nevertheless some flexibility must be built 
into the system, and some of the fears which have been expressed about its absence 
seem to be ill-founded.

10155   
10156   Strengthening the weaker members
10157   This general point was fully emphasised at Bremen. The specific argument which has 

since arisen is over the phrase then accepted which said that there would
10158   
10159   3
10160   
10161   be "concurrent studies of the action needed to strengthen the economies of the 

less prosperous member countries", all put clearly in the context of the European 
Monetary System. This is obviously of crucial importance to those countries which 
are less prosperous, and I betray no secret if I place in this category Ireland, 
Italy and the United Kingdom. What action should be taken to strengthen the 
economies of these countries is still under lively discussion. Some have talked of 
the need to produce a more rational transfer of resources inside the Community 
than arises out of such existing Community mechanisms as the Community budget and 
the Common Agricultural Policy. Others have spoken of the need for extension and 
reinforcement of such Community instruments as the Regional Fund and the Social 
Fund. Yet others have spoken of special loans at favourable rates of interest 
arranged through the European Investment Bank or other mechanisms. None of these 
questions is settled. The debate about them has opened up some pretty fundamental 
questions about the functioning of the Community and the equity of its present 
mechanisms. This is all to the good. But I think we all recognise that problems of 
this magnitude cannot be fully settled with a speed sufficient to meet the 
stringent time-table - desirably stringent- for the setting up of a European 
Monetary System. But settled they must be if we are to have a Community which 
genuinely represents the common interests of member states.

10162   
10163   beginning, and we are obliged to work out ways of squaring some very uncomfortable 

circles, then I foresee the real danger of the evolution of a two-speed Europe, or 
perhaps even of a three-speed Europe when the Community is enlarged. In such 
circumstances the very sense of a Community would be imperilled. A European 
Monetary System must be to the benefit of all and take account of the 
circumstances of all. Responsibility for failure would not necessarily rest only 
with those who felt unable to join. It would rest also with those who insisted 
over-much on setting things in a mould which fitted some well, some not so well, 
and others not at all.

10164   
10165   EMS not directed against anyone
10166   I conclude with a word on the international system of which the European Monetary 

System would be no more than a part. I repeat now what has been said many times 
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before: that the European Monetary System is in no way directed against the 
international system nor against the US dollar. The health of the dollar is 
essential to the health of the international system, and we greatly welcome the 
measures recently taken by President Carter to strengthen the dollar. At the same 
time we must face the fact that the Bretton Woods system as we knew it after the 
war has broken down, and that we must gradually seek some new arrangements to take 
its place. No-one has suggested that the European Currency Unit should take the 
place of the dollar for which a leading role in the international monetary system 
remains necessary and unquestioned. But it is possible to envisage a system in 
which responsibility is more widely shared and in which both the European Currency 
Unit and of course the Japanese yen play a more important part. This is to look 
further ahead than is perhaps now easy to do. Today I want simply to emphasise 
that we live in one interdependent world and that what we plan for Europe must 
from the beginning be seen as something which does not conflict with but assists 
the interests of the world as a whole.

10167   
10168   Interests differ within Community
10169   Before concluding I want to underline one fundamental point. The interests of our 

member states are not in all cases the same. There is, for example, an obvious 
temptation for the existing members of the snake to conceive of a European 
Monetary System which would in many of its essential be no more than the present 
snake writ large. There is another temptation to which my own country of Britain 
is subject: to see the system as yet another continental entanglement conceived in 
the interests of countries whose economic performance and problems are different 
from their own. My answer to those who would like the system simply to be a super 
snake is that it would simply be unworkable if it included, as it should, all or 
nearly all members of the Community. My answer to those who see it as a new 
entanglement in the interest of others is first that they should be less 
defensively suspicious (such suspicion has not served them well in the past); and 
second that if it should prove an entanglement it would mean that the system did 
not properly reflect the common interest and was for whatever reason badly 
designed. I appeal to all members of the Community to play a full and responsible 
part in the creation of a new institution in the interest of all.

10170   
10171   Editorial note
10172   The main characteristics of the European Monetary System, proposed by France and 

the Federal Republic of Germany at the Bremen European Council, were outlined in 
an article which appeared in the Newsletter, No 77, of 12 July 1978.

10173   
10174   Dangers of two-speed Europe
10175   I now give a warning. If it turns out that all members of the Community do not 

feel able to join, at least at the
10176   
10177   Delegation de Ia Commission des Communautes Europeennes Bureau de Presse et 

d'information 37-39, rue de Vermont, case postale 195 1 211 Geneve 20, tel. 34 97 
50, telex 28 2 61 Redacteur responsable: Rene Andre lmprimeries Populaires Geneve
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CG\f'.1UNITIES ON SATURDAY 4 FEBRUARY 1978 IN LONDON ''Europe: Why Social 
Democrats Should Support a New Advance"

10189   
10190   There is a double attraction in having been invited to deliver this year's Rita 

Hinden Memorial Lecture. It is an honour because of the and it is a pleasure because
10191   
10192   distinction of my predecessors at this rostrum:
10193   
10194   of the warmth of commitment which Rita Hinden brought to the great causes with 

which she was selflessly associated. I begin my remarks this afternoon
10195   
10196   by paying tribute to her memory. 'Socialist Commentary', so much her creation, has 

been much more than a friend, valuable though it has been as such. 20 years it has 
been both a haven and a rallying point, and Labour Party politics would have been 
much less sensible ru1d informed without it. For Rita Hind en, libertaria!! social 
democracy, to which she devoted a lifetime of service,

10197   ~as
10198   
10199   For
10200   
10201   closely, indeed inextricably, linked to European union,
10202   
10203   for which she fought no less determinedly in her later years •. I believe that she 

was right to see a link between them, and it is the nature of link that I wm1t to 
explore today. Unlike some previous lecturers in

10204   ~at
10205   
10206   this series, however, I shall not concern myself primarily with the fundamental 

moral and philosophical basis of social democracy.
10207   ~
10208   
10209   Instead I shall try
10210   
10211   to examine a number of pressing, practical questions - questions which, I believe, 

require urgent answers if social democracy is to remain a viable politicai form in 
the continent of its birth. l'v'hat do I mean by social democracy and why do I 
believe that its fate may be in balance? The term is, of course, both 
controversial and imprecise. Like most such terms, it /has been used

10212   
10213   .
10214   J
10215   '
10216   
10217   ........
10218   
10219   ~
10220   
10221   I
10222   
10223   has been used in a wide variety of ways since it was first
10224   
10225   -~
10226   
10227   •
10228   
10229   coined, and is still subject to a wide variety of interpretations. But I do not 

think it would be profitable to embark on a lengthy historical account of the way 
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in which it has evolved since the first mass social democratic party grew up in 
Germany more than seventy years ago. Nor do I see much point in engaging in an

10230   
10231   essentially semantic exercise, designed to defend my interpretation of it against 

possible rivals. I merely assert that,
10232   
10233   for me, the essence of modern social democracy lies in a double commitment to 

individual freedom on the one hand and to social justice on the other, and that 
both halves of that double commitment should count equally. From that fundamental 
principle a number of conclusions fdllow. It means that social democracy rejects 
the assumptions

10234   
10235   and consequences of both classical nineteenth-century liberalism and classical 

nineteenth-century Marxism. Social democrats reject
10236   
10237   the laisser-faire assumptions that the market always knows best; that state 

intervention
10238   i~
10239   
10240   the working of the market
10241   
10242   is bound to distort the proper allocation of resources and . .to invade individual 

rights; and that strong government is They know that, in reality,
10243   
10244   incompatible with individual freedom.
10245   
10246   a strong, and (within limits) interventionist state is often the guarantor of 

personal freedom, and that if the market is left to its own devices the weak are 
likely to _go to the wall. They also

10247   
10248   reject the assumption stemming from Marx that social justice and true freedom are 

impossible when the means of production are privately owned - knowing that, in 
reality, complete public ownership h8s invariably been accompanied by the stifling 
of individu2l and has concentrated power in the hands. of a more or less 
oppressive state. ..·A men: positive

10249   j~j ~ ~:ivc
10250   
10251   :f""
10252   .'-. A'rnore ·positive conclusion can be drawn as well. For Marxists and 

laisser-faire liberals alike, the modern mixed economy an economy, that is, in 
which the state intervenes actively and continuously to redress the balance of the 
market in favour of the weak, but in which a stl'ong and desirably profitable 
private sector exists side by side with the public sector - is an intellectual and 
emotional affront. If the intellectual

10253   
10254   premises of either Marxism or laisser-faire liberalism were valid, the mixed 

economy could
10255   hard~ly
10256   
10257   exist, except perhaps in a highly The fact is that for the last
10258   
10259   transient and unstable form.
10260   
10261   thirty years it has not only existed throughout much of the developed world, .but 

for by far the greater part of the time provided the most sustained period-of 
wealth and welfare growth the world has ever seen. For social democrats the mixed 
economy
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10262   
10263   is positively desirable - not as a transition to a complete theoretical socialism 

but as a continuing and desirable framework for social action and political 
argument. know, of course, that no

10264   patticul~i
10265   
10266   Social democrats
10267   
10268   mix is perfect, and that, even
10269   
10270   in the most advanced and prosperous mixed economies, mankind's unending·battle 

against has to be fought.
10271   inj~stice
10272   
10273   •
10274   
10275   and avoidable suffering still
10276   
10277   This does· not surprise them, for they also
10278   
10279   know that perfection is impossible outside Utopia, and that the messianic search 

for Utopias led more often to bloodshed and
10280   tyrann~
10281   
10282   than to advances in welfare.
10283   
10284   And they know, too, that
10285   as~
10286   
10287   the mixed economy off_ers as good .-a de fence · devised against the arrogance of
10288   m~xed
10289   
10290   mankind has yet
10291   
10292   powe~
10293   .)
10294   
10295   and that it is only in a
10296   
10297   economy that their double commitment to freedom and justice
10298   
10299   can be realised in practice.
10300   
10301   /This, I believe,
10302   
10303   This, I believe, is
10304   
10305   wh~re
10306   
10307   the continuing link between The history
10308   
10309   social democracy and European union is to be found.
10310   
10311   of Western Europe since the war has been characterised above all by the triumph of 

social democracy in the sense used here -. even in countries where social 
democrats have not held power or where the values of social democracy are not 
explicitly social democratic forces. Community are mixed economies.
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10312   promu~ted
10313   
10314   by
10315   
10316   All the Member States of the
10317   
10318   All have sizeable public sectcrs, All practice some variety None gives
10319   
10320   coexisting with the private sector.
10321   
10322   or other of more or less flexible economic planning.
10323   
10324   a free rein to market forces, yet in all the need to control the operation of the 

market in the interests of society as a whole is balanced against the need to 
allow the greatest possible freedom of choice to the individual consumer. All are 
welfare states,

10325   
10326   allocating a significantly higher proportion of their gross national products to 

social welfare than is the case L1 most of the rest of the world. And all are, at 
the same time, open

10327   
10328   societies with free institutions. What is also significant is that the same 

approach pref'ail.s at the c6mmunity level as wei~. The Coal and Steel Community ~~
10329   
10330   the early 'fifties - the foundation on which the present Community was built - was 

not
10331   
10332   ..
10333   
10334   e~plicitly
10335   
10336   social-democratic in Its
10337   
10338   form, but it was certainly social-democratic in spirit. object
10339   ~as
10340   
10341   to create a common market in coal and steel products,
10342   ~hich
10343   
10344   and in so doing, to prevent the re-emergence of the cartels dominated both 

industries before the war.
10345   
10346   But the 11igh Authority
10347   intcrvc~:ic~ist
10348   
10349   which managed the Community's policies was a highly
10350   
10351   body, and had at its disposal a wide range of instrumen..:..'. ";' which to make 

its interventions bite - instruments which inherited by the Commission when the
10352   r~~, ~nd Str
10353   ~
10354   
10355   .
10356   
10357   ~
10358   
10359   ~ Commun~t
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10360   
10361   ·
10362   
10363   /merged
10364   
10365   merged with the Economic Community.
10366   
10367   The Rome Treaty, and in· its
10368   
10369   it is true, gave more emphasis to free competition;
10370   
10371   early years the Economic Community concentrated on removing trade barriers and 

ensuring the freest possible exchange of goods and services. Since the early 
'seventies, thol<rever ·, the Community

10372   
10373   has adopted an increasingly interventionist stance on a whole range of industrial 

problems, and has also devoted increasing attention, although not yet enough 
money, to the redistribution of resources in favour of the weaker regions and 
disadvantaged social groups through the Regional and Social funds. This movement 
to social democracy has over a short now generation assumed a familiarity 
w~ich/makes its weaknesses more apparent than its underlying virtues. And indeed 
the economic

10374   
10375   strains and checks of the past 5 years have exposed weaknesses which
10376   ~ere
10377   
10378   not apparent in the heady rush to prosperity of the Even with the additional 

dangers and difficulties
10379   
10380   'sixties.
10381   
10382   of today the advance over a generation has been immense. years ago thiS month, 

what was the scene? Gennan Nazism
10383   
10384   Forty 'Fascism
10385   
10386   ..
10387   
10388   were each in the plenitude of their powers and were about to cement their brutal 

partnership with Hitler's visit to Rome. The Spanish Republic was near to defeat. 
lost power in France, and Neville

10389   ~
10390   
10391   .
10392   
10393   & Ttal:lan
10394   
10395   '
10396   
10397   L€on Blum had just enjoyed
10398   
10399   Chamb~rlain
10400   
10401   an apparently unchallengeable majority /in the
10402   
10403   -----~-------------------~~-~---
10404   
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10405   ~---~~~~--
10406   
10407   ~
10408   
10409   in the British House of Commons.
10410   
10411   Only a few disparate islands
10412   
10413   of social democracy stood out:: in New Zealand and Scandinaviu. In the United 

States, the New Deal had lit a beacon for the democratic left throughout the 
world. seemed to be closing in. seemed to be in doubt; intelligent But in Europe, 
darkness

10414   
10415   The survival of free institutions to many of the ,most
10416   
10417   · of my own generation the only choice seemed to lie
10418   
10419   between--.a. t.otali tarianism of the Right and a totalitarianism of the Left. Few 

would have dared to predict that, only a Jecadc
10420   c~tastropHe
10421   
10422   later, Western Europe would have come through
10423   _
10424   
10425   and was on
10426   
10427   the:··threshold o.£ a generation of burgeoning prosperity and
10428   
10429   .
10430   
10431   increasingly secure peace;
10432   
10433   fewer s!ill would have guessed thet,
10434   
10435   during that generation, social democracy would become the Western European norm. 

The European Community has been the buttressing accompaniment rather than the 
trigger of this massive achievement. was a combination of American generosity, not 
entirely self-interest but of an unusually The trigger

10436   withou~
10437   
10438   far-sighted nature, which
10439   statesman~ip,
10440   
10441   is perhaps the best recipe for of determined and
10442   
10443   constructive
10444   
10445   and
10446   
10447   courageous leadership by a handful of I,do, however, believe
10448   ~chievement
10449   
10450   remarkable European politicians.
10451   
10452   that the future preservation of this
10453   
10454   depends on For the
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10455   
10456   the underpinning and strengthening of tbe Community.
10457   triump~
10458   
10459   of social democracy has been built. on success - and,
10460   
10461   more particularly on a combination of the abandonment of narrow nationalism and 

the practical vindication of the ideas of Keynes
10462   
10463   by the war-time needs of America and the post-war needs of to recall the Europe. 

No one needed ;recipe of one of his more famo~.s r<,,~-,,.:~:-..
10464   "to bury bank notes in disused coal-mines and leave it tv
10465   > ·, ·>c
10466   
10467   enterprise to dig them up" because the demands o"- the war ,_-.:
10468   /US economy
10469   
10470   · L:·
10471   
10472   ~
10473   
10474   -,,.
10475   
10476   US economy and·of the need for post-war reconstruction on a devastated European 

continent provided less contrived remedies. The
10477   
10478   Keynesian techniques also made it possible for the state to manage the economy at 

arm's length, without recourse to the bureaucratic paraphernalia of quotas and 
physical controls. Most of the

10479   
10480   advantages of the free market and the price mechanism could be enjoyed while 

avoiding the waste and suffering which had characterised them in the past. And the 
net result was the

10481   
10482   most rapid and sustained increase in living standards - both private and 

collective - which this continent has ever known. There was a comparable release 
of energies and creation.of wealth in post-Civil War

10483   Americ~,
10484   
10485   but then it was accompanied by
10486   
10487   far more harshness of experience and inequality of reward. Now, however, there are 

signs that at any rate, at the
10488   
10489   level of the medium-sized European nation state - the Keynesian Revolution has run 

it course. Six and a half million people
10490   
10491   are now out of work in the nine Member States of the European Community. In the 

next seven
10492   yeats~
10493   
10494   nine million more young •
10495   
10496   people are expected to join the Community's labour force than old people are 

expected to leave it. immediate prospect of a Keynesian economic
10497   majb~
10498   
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10499   There is no
10500   
10501   upturn.
10502   
10503   By all the rules of
10504   
10505   manag~ment_,
10506   
10507   this would be the time to pump
10508   
10509   extra.purchasing power into the economy, to stimulate demand and bring _down 

unemployment. Yet no Member State of the Community
10510   
10511   dares to do this - not because their Governments are indifferent to the human and 

social costs of high unemployment, but because
10512   ~he
10513   
10514   familiar instruments of
10515   
10516   navigation no longer chart our way It is as though we hid
10517   
10518   in the seas of the late 'seventies.
10519   
10520   gone into some strange limbo in which the compass and the sextant no longer work.
10521   
10522   I In countries
10523   
10524   In countries with weak currencies, Governments are deterred from taking action to 

expand the economy by fear of the consequenc;r for inflation and the exchange 
rate. They know that the immediate

10525   
10526   consequence of an increase in the budget deficit or the money supply is likely to 

be a fall in the exchange rate: and
10527   
10528   that the consequences of a fall in the exchange rate will include an increase in 

the rate of inflation, a stimulus to inflationary expectations, damage to the 
chances of stable wage bargaining and damage to both consumer and business 
confidence. So they sit tight: and in the circumstances it is difficult to

10529   altern~tive.
10530   
10531   see that they have much
10532   
10533   At first sight it might be thought that the Member States with strong economies 

should therefore assume responsibility for pulling the Community out of the 
recession. But on closer

10534   
10535   investigation, it turns out that this is not possible either. For the countries 

with strong currencies are heavily dependent on exports, with the result that 
their levels of employment and investment are determined as much by the state of 
demand in the countries to which they sell their goods as by the state of demand 
within their own frontiers.

10536   ..
10537   
10538   ~
10539   
10540   German
10541   
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10542   industrialists
10543   
10544   will not be inclined to invest in new plant or machinery, or take on extra
10545   workers,~mercly
10546   
10547   becauie the German Government They
10548   
10549   increases public spending or relaxes credit conditions.
10550   
10551   want to know what is going to happen outside Germany, in the countries which buy 

German goods. Thus, it is argued, even in
10552   
10553   Germany, Keynesian pump priming is more likely to produce harmful effects on 

prices than beneficial effects on output and jobs. /This is not to say
10554   
10555   --------------~
10556   
10557   This is not :.t_o say that the classic Keynesian instruments no longer work at 

all. It is to say that they no longer work
10558   
10559   in the member states of a Community characterised by high trade interdependence 

and with highly voJ ~tile exchange rates. After
10560   
10561   all, the central premise of Keynes' theory was that Governments could determine 

the level of effective demand for the goods produced by their own nationals. Forty 
years ago, they could.

10562   
10563   They can even today, in a continental-scale economy like that of the United States 

- though even here there are now difficulties. But in the much smaller nation 
states of Western Europe, they cannot and for us,I believe, there are only three 
choices open. The first"is to sit passively in the face of a recession which has 
already inflicted great damage on our societies, and which is~ likely to inflict 
much more if it lasts much longer. The second

10564   
10565   is effectively to abandon our attempts to promote the free exchange of goods and 

services and return - no doubt slowly and without openly acknowledging where our 
actions are leading us to the beggar-my-neighbour autarchy of the 19305. The third 
is

10566   ~
10567   
10568   to recognise that the vicious circle of unemployment and
10569   
10570   inflation can be cut through only at a continental level and to find a way of 

cutting through it at the level of the European Community as a whole. I do not 
believe that social democracy could long survive the adoption of

10571   eit~er
10572   
10573   of the first two choices.
10574   
10575   To allow
10576   
10577   the present level of unemployment to continue indefinitely would not only be 

callous and inhumane, it would be to proclaim that the mixed economy had failed 
after all: that the effective

10578   
10579   choice for humanity did, after all, lie between the harsh doctrines of the 

nineteenth century.
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10580   A
10581   
10582   slow and unacknowledged return
10583   
10584   to autarchy, though less obviously damaging in the short run, /would, I believe.
10585   
10586   '
10587   
10588   '
10589   
10590   would, I believe, be equally destructive in the longer term destructive to 

prosperity, destructive to good international relations, destructive to the 
Community and destructive eventually to democracy as well. Only the third choice, 
in my view, remains; and there is

10591   
10592   no denying that the third choice entails a transfer of power from the national to 

the Community level. It entails, in the first
10593   
10594   place a firm commitment to European economic monetary union. At present, as I have 

tried to show, each of our member governments is caught in a straitjacket in which 
action to stimulate demand

10595   ~ffectively
10596   
10597   and therefore in the
10598   
10599   longer term, is ruled out
10600   
10601   either by fears of a fall in the exchange rate or by the knowledge that other 

governments cannot stimulate demand because of their fears of a fall in the 
exchange rate. I

10602   d~
10603   
10604   not claim
10605   
10606   that full employment would autmatically follow if these exchangerate uncertainties 

were ended by monetary union.
10607   I do believe
10608   
10609   that there is no hope of returning to an acceptable employment level unless they 

are ended: them without monetary union. and I see no prospect of ending Monetary 
union is not a

10610   
10611   sufficient condition of economic recovery. But it is, I believe, a necessary 

condition. Here I may be told that, however desirable it may be in
10612   
10613   principle, monetary union will not work unless the economies of the Community move 

much closer together, and, in particular, unless the richer economies transfer 
resources to the poorer on a scale which is politically inconceivable: that it 
would mean and that

10614   federalis~
10615   
10616   turning the Community into a federal state:
10617   
10618   is not only a lost cause but a deservedly lost cause. like to comment briefly on 

both these criticisms. /It is
10619   
10620   It is
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10621   
10622   true that monetary union requires a
10623   
10624   coming-together in economic policy on the part of our member governments: by 

definition, the same applies to any attempt to But it is not true
10625   
10626   solve our problems through common action.
10627   
10628   that monetary union pre-supposes equality of, or even rapid convergence in, 

economic performance. If it were, the monetary
10629   
10630   union known as the United States would long since have fallen apart. What is 

essential is that all the parties to the union -
10631   
10632   stronger and weaker alike - should benefit and be seen to benefit. Provided that 

essential condition is met, union is consistent with wide variations in living 
standards and productivity. That condition is not as difficult to meet as is 
sometimes supposed. In particular, I do

10633   no~
10634   
10635   believe that it will require
10636   
10637   gigantic transfers of resources from the strong economies to the weak. In their 

impressive recent report on the role of the public
10638   
10639   finance in European integration, the MacDougall group of economists calculated 

that European monetary union might be feasible if the Community budget 
were·increased so as to account for 5 per cent of total Community GNP as against 
the figure of 0.7t of Community GNP.

10640   _..
10641   
10642   ..
10643   
10644   presen~
10645   
10646   That is a formidable increase.
10647   
10648   It is not, I suggest, over a period a politically inconceivable one. At 5
10649   pe~
10650   
10651   cent of Community GNP the Community budget would
10652   ~n
10653   
10654   of course be far smaller in its impact of
10655   th~
10656   
10657   the economy than those
10658   
10659   Member States, which account on average for around It would also be far smaller 

than those of
10660   
10661   40 per cent of GNP.
10662   
10663   the central governments of most federal states, which generally account for 

between 20 and 25 per cent. Yet a 5 per cent budget
10664   
10665   would give significant and tangible benefits to the weaker economies of the 
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Community. At the same time the adYantages to the strong of a decisive 
underpinning of the unity of the market

10666   h·:oulc
10667   
10668   . t
10669   
10670   would be very great.
10671   
10672   This is particularly so when the
10673   
10674   necessary and indeed desirable, but in itself potentially loosening element of 

further enlargement of the Community is being introduced. It is also particularly 
so when the world

10675   
10676   competitive position of even the strongest of our economies is less so than it was 

a decade ago. The charge that monetary union would be a step towards 'federalism'. 
with the implication that anything that smacks of 'federalism' is ipso facto to be 
condemned, is in some ways more difficult to take hold of, for the term 
'federalism' is as imprecise as it is highly-charged. I shall therefore

10677   
10678   try to stand back from the argument a little and to discuss, as dispassionately as 

I can, what seems to me the real institutional choices facing the Community, and 
the ways 1n which monetary union would bear upon those choices. I start with the 
obvious - but all too

10679   ofte~
10680   
10681   neglected -
10682   
10683   proposition that the Community's system of government is sui generis, with no 

precedent in history and no parallel e1Je1<'l-:-.:sre in
10684   th~
10685   
10686   world.
10687   
10688   It is not remotely a federation, if by
10689   
10690   'federation' is meant a form cif government akin to those .of the United States, the
10691   Dominic~
10692   
10693   of Canada, or for that matter, the The Council of Ministers is not
10694   
10695   Federal Republic of Germany. a Senate or a Bundesrat;
10696   
10697   the European Parliament is not a
10698   
10699   Congress, and will not be one even after direct elections; the European Council 

(of heads of government) has no parallel in any federal system. Yet the Community 
is certainly not

10700   
10701   simply an association of sovereign states, joined togetl'·-··:for strictly defined 

and limited purposes, like the OECD NATO. There is no equivalent to the Commission 
or the EuroT·

10702   0 .
10703   
10704   Court in NATO or the OECD, but Lhc Co.
10705   
10706   • on and che Europt:
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10707   /Co.c"t
10708   
10709   •
10710   
10711   Court both play crucial parts in the government of the Community.· The truth is 

that the Community and the Community methoc fit none of the conventional 
categories of political analysis, and that attempts to apply conventional 
categories to them confuse more than they illuminate. I believe that· this will 
continue to be the case for the foreseeable future. Charles Stewart Parnell said: 
"No man

10712   
10713   can set a limit to the march of a nation".
10714   
10715   The same applies to
10716   
10717   the march of a continent. Subject to thit proviso, there is clearly little 

prospect of the Community's developing into a federal state on the model of the 
United States Germany. Nor do I see any need for it to do so.

10718   
10719   or
10720   
10721   Federal
10722   
10723   -There are too
10724   
10725   deeply imbedded national traditions.
10726   
10727   The really important
10728   
10729   question now facing the Community and its Member States is not whether to imitate 

or avoid an arbitrary model of federalism, based on American or German experience.
10730   .. -.
10731   
10732   It is how and to whom to
10733   
10734   re-apportion the functions which used to be exercised by the European nation 

states, but which the European nation state can no longer exercise effectively. 
insist that those functions can only be apportioned either in the way that they 
are apportioned in the Community today, or in

10735   th~
10736   ~
10737   
10738   To
10739   
10740   way that they are apportioned-in existing federal systems,
10741   
10742   is to beg this question - and, in doing so, to foreclose the future in a way which 

is as damaging as it is unimaginative. The classical European nation state is, I 
believe, hoth too small and too big for all purposes. It is too small t0

10743   
10744   restore full employment or promote economic growth. It is too big to satisfy the 

growing demand f6r cultural differentiation and effective popular participation in 
decision-making. ./functions Some of its

10745   
10746   '
10747   functions should be transferred upwards, to the Community., Others can-be 

transferred downwards, to provinces, regions or localities. I see no good reason 
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why both these needs should But
10748   
10749   ,;.
10750   
10751   not be met at the same time.
10752   
10753   if
10754   
10755   we are to meet them, we
10756   
10757   shall have to devise a new pattern of government in the Community, with a new set 

of relationships between the Community, the national, the regional and the local 
levels. model for

10758   th~~·new
10759   
10760   No satisfactory
10761   
10762   pattern exists:
10763   
10764   it will have to be built But it is at least clear
10765   
10766   ·up gradually through trial and error.
10767   
10768   that it will have to be a European pattern, built on European precedents to suit 

European requirements. It is equally clear
10769   
10770   that it will have to provide, at one and the same time, much more scope for 

initiative at the bottom, and much speedier and more effective decision-making at 
the top, than are to be found in the Community at present That means., I believe, 
that it will have to be .Huch loo:scr and more de-centralised than any known 
federal pattern. it also means that it will have mofe important decisions in 
common than is the pattern of Community government today . But

10771   
10772   ....
10773   
10774   Monetary union, in particular, will entail a more significant transfer of power 

from the ·national to the Community leve: than.ha..s been carried outt so far.
10775   In a monetary union, control
10776   
10777   over the money supply and the exchange rate - two of the most prized weapons in 

the armoury of the modern state - would have to be exercised by Community, rather 
than national, authorities. New Community institutions would have to be

10778   parliament~ry co~t,·cl
10779   ··~i.r,_t ''!
10780   
10781   created, and a new Community system of l-.'OUld have m be devised.
10782   
10783   It is true that, from the
10784   
10785   vie'" of the Member States, the powers which would hav( transferred to the 

Community are, iri a sense, - illusor,' -·
10786   
10787   I As
10788   
10789   1
10790   
10791   !; iVe
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10792   
10793   •
10794   >
10795   
10796   As I have tried to show, they can no longer be exercised effectively at the 

national level. No country, as our own
10797   
10798   experience between 1972 and 1976 showed decisively, can go entirely its own way in 

these
10799   mat~ers
10800   
10801   without near disaster. We got
10802   
10803   We did not cure unemployment - on the contrary.
10804   
10805   inflation without growth, and we lost control of the exchange rate. Our 

recovery'began when, partly by necessity and
10806   
10807   partly by our own will, we accepted international disciplines. But the--Community 

is large enough for the powers exercised at this leveL-to_ be real and not 
illusorv. There can. however. be :no-doubt that the transfer would result 1 in an 
important change in the existing relationship between the Community and the Member 
States . . .At this point in the argument·. a ne'\·l obiection based on posir.g 
as.rea+ism. · pessimism f obJeCtlon 1s apt to make itself heard. Given that 
European union is a good thing in principle, it may be asked, given that a mone 
supranational Community would be a good thing if we could get it, surely the 
history of the last 20 years

10808   '·
10809   
10810   proves that a more supranational' Community is a pipe-draem? after all, trying to 

unite ancient and deep-rooted nation states; with different traditions and to somG 
extent different cultures.

10811   Surel~,
10812   
10813   .
10814   
10815   We arc
10816   
10817   in these circumstances, it is
10818   
10819   hopelessly impractical •to try to go much further than we have
10820   alre~dy
10821   
10822   gone?
10823   
10824   That being so, is
10825   
10826   ther~
10827   
10828   not a danger that, if
10829   
10830   we try and forge ahead, we shall merely provoke opposition which might otherwise 

have lain dormant, and end by doing more harm than good? /In one form
10831   
10832   \.
10833   
10834   In one form or another, I have heard that argument
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10835   
10836   a good deal in the last 12 months -
10837   
10838   ev~n
10839   
10840   more on this
10841   
10842   side of the Channel than on the other - and it must be taken seriously.
10843   I
10844   
10845   believe, however, that
10846   
10847   it rests upon two profound misconceptions - one about the present state of the 

Community and the other about the nature of present-day European society. these 
misconceptions in turn. Implicit in the whole argument is an assumption that the 
Conmunity can choose between moving forward, and ·staying where it is. false.

10848   I
10849   
10850   Let me deal with each of
10851   
10852   am convinced
10853   
10854   ! that assumption is
10855   
10856   I have already pointed to the danger that, if no
10857   
10858   solution is found to the present economic crisis, the weaker economies may slip 

backwards into the protectionism of 40 years ago and impose intolerable strains on 
the Communitv in doing so. That problem is seriotis cnougl1, but it is only one of 
There is also the

10859   
10860   the problems facing us at the present time.
10861   
10862   problem of enlargemenswhich I h~~e already mentioned in passing: a Droblem 

different in kind, but equal in scale• Enlargement is unquestionably a political 
imperative for the Community.

10863   of
10864   s~uthern
10865   
10866   To slam the door on the newly re-emerged democracies Europe
10867   woul~
10868   
10869   be an act of' folly as well as of
10870   
10871   selfi~hness.
10872   
10873   It would put the surviva+ of free
10874   
10875   institutions in the applicant countries at risk, with incalculable consequences 

for the whole of the Mediterranean region. No one with the intero;t of western 
democracy or a respect

10876   "~ th~
10877   ~-
10878   
10879   for the essential political and Europe-wide purposes
10880   
10881   Community at heat; can willingly contemplate taking tL t ·: i Yet there can be no 
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doubt that if the Community is en_.
10882   n inc to twe 1 vc both its economic and its ins t i tt·t i anal pr
10883   !idll be
10884   
10885   ...
10886   will be exacerbated;
10887   
10888   -
10889   
10890   I I
10891   
10892   -
10893   
10894   and that if no strengthening measures
10895   
10896   are taken in advance, the achievements of the past 20 years will be placed in 

jeopardy. will to solve them. They can be solved if there is a
10897   
10898   But they will be solved only if the The choice, in
10899   
10900   existing members are prepared to move forwards.
10901   
10902   other words, does no.t lie between moving forward and staying where we are. It 

lies between moving forward and moving back. It is true that
10903   
10904   The second misconception goes deeper.
10905   
10906   the nation states of Europe have deep roots, ancient traditions and, in some 

respects, proud histories. It is also true that
10907   
10908   there are significant social and cultural differences between them. But it does 

not follow that these differences are so great
10909   
10910   as to rule out a firmer, more cohesive, but not all-pervading, form of_European 

union. The differences are, after all, no
10911   
10912   greater now than they were when the foundations of the Community were laid. If it 

were possible for France and Germany to merge
10913   o~ly
10914   
10915   their coal and steel industries
10916   
10917   seven years after the third
10918   
10919   and most devastating war between them in less than a century, why should it be 

impossible for nine countries which have been at peace with each other for a 
generation, and whose old hatreds have mellowed beyond all recognition, to move 
towards a more cohesive

10920   
10921   ..
10922   
10923   .
10924   
10925   Community than they have so far created? The argument that progress towards a more 

cohesive Community is ruled out by deep-seated differences of culture
10926   
10927   and tradition rests, it seems to me, on an unduly static and fatalistic conception 
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of political man. It assumes that we
10928   
10929   are prisoners of our histories, that our attitudes are fixed forever in a mould 

set by the past. It underestimates the ·
10930   
10931   capacity of ordinary men and women to learn from experience, to widen their 

horizons, to recognise that new circumstances /demand
10932   
10933   -
10934   
10935   1B -
10936   
10937   '
10938   demand new approaches. Above all, it neglects the role
10939   
10940   of leadership in changing old attitudes and in helping create new ones. The fact 

that the European Community
10941   ~ists
10942   
10943   today is, after all, a testimony to the capacity of political leadership to change 

attitudes in a way that would have been considered
10944   impossibl~
10945   
10946   before it happened.
10947   
10948   The present
10949   
10950   generation of European political leaders cannot afford to fall below the standards 

set by the last generation in that respect. This stretch of the road is not easy. 
The institutional

10951   
10952   problems are particularly formidable and will test our ingenuity to the utmost. 

This, linked as it inextricably is with the problems of unemployment and 
enlargement, is the most pressing challenge which social democracy now faces on a 
European scale. Direct

10953   
10954   elections to the European Parliament, delayed though they are, will at the latest 

take place 1n 1979. campaigns must soon be planned. The
10955   
10956   For the first time the peQple
10957   
10958   of Europe will be called upon to make a choice between rivcl conceptions of the 

Community. This provides a major
10959   opportuni~y
10960   
10961   ..
10962   
10963   to confront its electors.with the options now facing it, and , in doing so, to 

create a genuinely European public opinion. It will be a contest which breaks new 
ground. I

10964   
10965   hope that British social democrats play their full part in it together with the 

continental socialist parties.
10966   
10967   oooOOOooo
10968   
10969   **** *year_1978 *date_1978-01-06 *place_Brussels
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10970   
10971   K. OMtiSSIONEN FOR DE EUROPtE:ISKE Ftt:LLESSKABERS- KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN 

GEMEINSCHAFTEN-1 COM ISSION OF THE EUROPEAN_COMMUNITIES- COMMISSION DES 
COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - . f'QM ISSIONE DELLE COMUI~ITA EUROPEE COMMISSIE VAN DE 
EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN [__----UI=C~'-0.1~
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11080   
11081   BUREAU VAN
11082   
11083   nt= ,.-
11084   
11085   PRESSE-MEDDELELSE MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE PRESS-RELEASE
11086   
11087   INFORMATION A LA PRESSE INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS
11088   
11089   ~cJ;e
11090   
11091   OPENING STATEHENT FOR C0~1MISSION MEETING WITH PRESIDENT CARTER : 6 January 1978
11092   
11093   Brussels, 6 January 1978
11094   
11095   Mr. President, the European Commission iS honoured and delighted to welcome you 

here. It is the first visit to the Commission of a President of the United States. 
Your visit is therefore both a symbol and a practical manifestation of the 
enduring · relationship between Europe and the United States and, more 
particularly, of the developing and excellent contacts between this Commission and 
your Administration. They are both one year old this month, and in fact you visit 
us on this Commission's birthday, the sixth of January. Both the United States and 
Europe have in the past year had to confront many similar ~roblems throughout the 
world. Your present tour has brought into sharp focus several aspects of your 
great international responsibilities. We are also aware of our actual and 
potential role in the outside world. These roles are in our view complementary. We 
see neither contradiction of our Euro~ean purpose nor dependence in a strong 
relationship between the Community and the United States. This is especially so on 
the world economic scene. Our mutual desire to ensure the success of the 
multilateral trade negotiations is of greater importance both for us and for the 
world as a whole than any bilateral difficulties that may exist between us. Our 
cooperation, together with the Japanese, is necessary both to withstand the 
damaging dangers of protectionism and to regenerate a still sluggish world economy.

11096   
11097   - 2 -
11098   
11099   Another important dimension of mutual concern is our approach to the thi ·.·d 

world and the way in which we conceive of the dialogue bet.een north and south. 
Both Europe and the United States have outgrown the age of charitable action. We 
live 111 a world where a proper division of labour and of economic effort between 
developed and developing countries is necessary for our health as well as theirs. 
And it is necessary not only for our economic health but for the political and 
social health of the world as a whole. We agree with you that the importance of 
our relationship is exemplified in the field of energy. My official visit to you 
in April of last year took place in what, for you, was "energy week". We in the 
Community strongly support yo~r continuing efforts to achieve a result which is 
both practical and imaginative and will begin to deal with this major problem. Our 
relative dependence on the outside world is of course still greater than yours. 
But our priorities are similar - to save energy, and to develop alternative 
sources to oil imports. Moreover, if our need for nuclear energy- is perceived at 
the present time somewhat differently from yours - although I believe it is now 
possible to exaggerate the differences - we enter willingly into the International 
Fuel Cycle Evaluation Programme, wishing for its success and without prejudice to 
its results. The European Community and the Commission here have a major role to 
play in th~ world. But to underpin we must constantly safeguard and strengthen our 
internal cohesion. The United States is still often thought of as a relatively new 
n~f~on. But we are an even younger Community: twenty- five years/compared with 
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your 2fr1. We are a young Community formed out of ancient peoples with strong 
.national traditions. We do not seek to f~atten those national traditions, but 
rather to help canalise them towards more constructive purposes than has often 
been the case in the past. The Community has pow~rs and responsibilities both 
externally and internally that make it more than the sum of its constituent parts. 
Within Europe our job is ·- ~-. · "l:e that ,:;urn_ stronger

11100   
11101   (•
11102   
11103   I
11104   
11105   T
11106   
11107   - 3 -
11108   
11109   t
11110   f
11111   
11112   •
11113   and more effective. That is why this Commission has redefined and is relaunching 

our approach towards economic and monetary union. This initiative has .also to be 
seen in conjunction with two other strategic developments that are on the 
Community's agenda today: on the one hand, the prospect, very soon, of the first 
direct elections to the European Parliament, and, on the other hand, the prospect 
of further enlargement of the Community to embrace the three nascent democracies 
ofSouthernEurope- Greece, Portugal and Spain. These three developments are 
powerfully inter-related. We could not envisage monetary union without a European 
direct democracy. What better way of underwriting democracy in the three applicant 
countries than by inviting them to a new, shared democratic Parliament7 What 
better way of assuring that enlargement does not dilute the integration of Europe 
than by resuming the move towards economic and monetary union? Mr President, we 
believe that you, representing the people of the United States, sha~e our desire 
for a Europe economicalli unified in e~sentials and therefore better able to play 
a major role in the world. We are delighted that your vsit today testifies your 
continuing support for this great enterprise. We are your forefathers. But you are 
now also ours, in having shown in your very different circumstances, one way of 
creating unity out of the diversity of European heritage.

11114   
11115   **** *year_1978 *date_1978-05-25 *place_Brussels
11116   
11117   Roy Jenkins, President of the Commission of the European Communities, in Brussels.
11118   
11119   PRESIDENT'S REMARKS
11120   
11121   25 MAY 1978
11122   
11123   -'~AT
11124   
11125   WNCH WITH HR. EC!.VIT
11126   ·'
11127   
11128   t
11129   
11130   It is an honour and a pleasure .for my colL-eagues -and:m>"nlf':il'
11131   
11132   .-
11133   
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11134   to receive you here today on behalf of the
11135   i
11136   
11137   Co~ssion
11138   
11139   of
11140   
11141   the European Communities.
11142   
11143   We have just had a most useful
11144   
11145   conversation on your country's relations with the Community. We value our 

friendship with Turkey, and w~ pay tribute to her crucial rol~ in the affairs of 
Europe.: with

11146   ~he
11147   
11148   Associated of Europe, and
11149   
11150   Community, prominent in the
11151   
11152   Counc~l
11153   
11154   ' a custodian of the' south-eastern flank of the Atlantic
11155   
11156   Alliance, Turkey makes an important contribution to the character and stability of 

the Western political system. I do not deny that there are sometimes tensions 
between us as there are in all

11157   friendship~
11158   
11159   or family relationships.
11160   
11161   I am in particular aware of your mdsgivings about what could follow the further 

enlargement of the Community, and about
11162   som~
11163   
11164   aspects of the functioning of our Association
11165   
11166   Agree~ent.
11167   
11168   At 01.1r meeting today we have had an opportuni·ty to discuss some of these 

problems and achieve better understanding between us.
11169   
11170   Be assured, Mr Prime Minister, that if there
11171   few .
11172   
11173   are those who tell you that they Ptf-!e1&Yr'JiJg.
11174   
11175   in Europe/{'care, _ for Turkey
11176   Agre~ent
11177   
11178   t o.day
11179   
11180   •
11181   
11182   We want to improve and develop our
11183   
11184   relationship, and rekindle the spirit of the which was signed in Ankara in 
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September 1963.
11185   
11186   /In
11187   ! .
11188   
11189   C,
11190   
11191   ;
11192   
11193   --
11194   
11195   '•.
11196   
11197   ..
11198   - 2 In particular we want to resume the dialogue with you. As was said at the last 

meeting of our Association
11199   
11200   t
11201   
11202   '
11203   
11204   Council in December 1976, the Community is willing to consider sympathetically any 

specific request you may wish to make for modifications in our.relationship. For 
example

11205   
11206   we might introduce greater flexibility into the way in which the provisions of the 

Association are
11207   applie~ ~e
11208   
11209   could
11210   
11211   thUs take better account of your national objectives in the
11212   industrial~echnical,
11213   
11214   commercial and other fields.
11215   
11216   Co-operation
11217   
11218   of this kindwould, in our judgment, be better attuned to the needs of our future 

relationship than the old approach of tariff reductions.
11219   As you know we have already
11220   
11221   removed tariffs on the great majority of Turkish goods. 1 add, Mr Prime Minister, 

that we hope soon to you a substantial sum - some US We await
11222   ~
11223   
11224   t:;>
11225   
11226   make uvailable
11227   
11228   450 million - in loans.
11229   
11230   ratification by the parliaments of some Member It
11231   
11232   States and by the Turkish Grand National Assembly.
11233   
11234   might, indeed, be no bad idea to begin work.with you on selecting the. projects to 
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be financed to avoid unnecessary delay. We are, Mr Prime Minister, fully aware of 
the problems which affect the Eastern Mediterranean and the distress which has 
been caused to its ·people over the years. would not presume to intrude with 
advice but I

11235   sho~ld
11236   
11237   I like
11238   
11239   you to know of our sympathy and desire to give any help we can to settle 

differences between friends. . In the /longer
11240   
11241   ,
11242   
11243   .
11244   
11245   '''------·---------------•
11246   
11247   - 3 -
11248   
11249   'I
11250   
11251   longer run I share the confidence you have expressed in one of your own poems when 

you said that "the golden age of the Aegean shall come to life again" •
11252   
11253   •
11254   
11255   1. ,'
11256   
11257   **** *year_1978 *date_1978-11-20 *place_Brussels
11258   
11259   ,.
11260   COMMISSION
11261   OF THE
11262   
11263   Roy Jenkins
11264   
11265   200 l'tU 0: 0£ I..A 1..01
11266   
11267   1048 BRUSSELS
11268   TE1..: 1021 73&
11269   
11270   EUROPEAN
11271   
11272   COMMUNITIES
11273   
11274   eo •o .
11275   
11276   PRESIDENT'S STATEMENT AT OPENING OF EEC/ASEAN MINISTERIAL CONFERENCE : Brussels, 

Monday 20 November 1978
11277   
11278   Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen, On behalf of the
11279   Co~ission
11280   
11281   '
11282   
11283   ..
11284   
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11285   of the
11286   
11287   Euro~ean
11288   
11289   Communities
11290   
11291   I should also like to welcome you to this meeting at Ministerial level between the 

Association of South East Asian Nations and the European Communities. That we live 
in a world.of.profound and rapid change, political, economic and seen how,.in

11292   Wes~ern
11293   techn~logical,
11294   
11295   ..
11296   
11297   could not be more
11298   '
11299   
11300   evident when we look at our two regions.
11301   
11302   Our generation
11303   
11304   ~as
11305   
11306   Europe, the determination to banish war
11307   
11308   has given birth to a process of economic and political unification, the ultimate 

limits of which, whether in degree of integration or in geographic extent, cannot 
be foreseen. The same perio~ has transformed our region's relationship with South 
East Asia from one predominantly colonial to one based on equality and mutual 
respect, while w"ithin South EastAsia itself past

11309   dissension~
11310   
11311   .
11312   
11313   have been put asi4e and
11314   
11315   ASE~ ha~
11316   
11317   emerged to
11318   
11319   herald a future of increasing prosperity deriving from cooperation among its 

member nations. The question to which we have to address ourselves in the next two 
days is how to bring

11320   th~
11321   
11322   European Community /and ASEAN
11323   
11324   and ASEAN closer together through the substantial possibilities which exist for 

economic cooperation between the two regions.
11325   
11326   Our meeting will also give us the opportunity to
11327   
11328   co~sider
11329   
11330   the North-South relationship and to discuss the progress towards a more just and 

equitable world economic order which will secure for the developing countries a 
larger share of an expanding world economy. This is important to all of us and I 
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am sure that the
11331   
11332   positive approach o£ our meeting can be an example of cooperation between 

developed and developing countries.
11333   
11334   We have certain things in common : We share the same values and have much common 

history. Both groups of countries have learned that regional cooperation offers 
them a greater chance to shape their own economic and political destiny than they 
would have as individual ,nations, and to promote the economic well being of the 
p_eople, and to ensure peace in the region. For both ASEAN and the Community the 
ability to negotiate

11335   a~
11336   
11337   a group with the outsiae world has become
11338   
11339   -.
11340   
11341   one of the most important features of our two organisations •.
11342   
11343   The Community has always been in favour.of regional cooperation: we firmly believe 

that such cooperation contributes .,.
11344   
11345   significantly to the economic development of the individual countries of a 

grouping, and promotes· political stability among and beyond them.
11346   
11347   From·the formation of ASEAN we in the Community have always sought'to treat 

withASEAN as a region since we /from our own
11348   
11349   - 3 ·'
11350   
11351   .
11352   
11353   from our own experience have learnt than an external stimulus can often support 

internal cooperation.
11354   .
11355   
11356   .
11357   
11358   .
11359   
11360   When therefore in · '
11361   rela~1ons
11362   
11363   1971 an ASEAN delegation aame to Brussels to discuss
11364   
11365   ··
11366   
11367   with the Community, we were pleased to have the opportunity to discuss problems on 

a region to region basis. Similarly we welcomed in 1972 the formation of the 
Special Coordinating Committee of the ASEAN Nations which was charged with 
developing ASEAN's trade relations with the. Community, and

11368   als~
11369   
11370   its-executive arm in Brussels, the
11371   t~e
11372   
11373   ASEAN Brussels Committee consisting of
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11374   
11375   five ASEAN We have had a goo4
11376   cont~ibuted
11377   
11378   Ambassadors accredited to the Community.
11379   
11380   relationship with these Committees over the last five or'six years, and I feel 

sure that this has significantly to the decision to hold today's meeting.
11381   ,
11382   
11383   In the Joint
11384   
11385   Declarati~nlwh~ch
11386   
11387   of Intent was signed on·the accession
11388   
11389   of Britain, Denmark and Ir.eland, the Community undertook·' to extend and to 

strengthen trade relations with the Commonwealth countries and other neighbouring 
developing countries in Asia. the Commission, Sir Christopher Soames

11390   was to intens1fy the dialogue
11391   5etwee~
11392   
11393   As a
11394   
11395   result it·was agreed in 1974 between former Vice President of and ASEAN Ministers
11396   Commission. European · .
11397   
11398   to form a Jpint Study Group between ASEAN and the
11399   ASEAN and the
11400   
11401   Its
11402   
11403   aim was
11404   
11405   /Communities, and to serve as the mechanism
11406   
11407   ~hrough
11408   
11409   which to. Since
11410   
11411   explore together all possible areas of cooperation. its creation in 1975 the Joint 

Study Group has gone a
11412   
11413   long way towards meeting those aims and this meeting· is in many ways the 

culmination of its work. The .discussions there have been on an informal basis, 
and have allowed both regions to have a much better understanding of the problems 
each faces, and were the inspiration for the establishment of contacts at the 
political level as well. /Last November

11414   
11415   ...
11416   
11417   - 4 -
11418   
11419   .-
11420   
11421   .
11422   
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11423   Last November the first meeting of the ASEAN Ambassadors .. in Brussels, the 
Permanent Representatives of the Community ' Member States and of the Commission 
took place, thw; a new dimension to our institutional links.

11424   ,.
11425   addi~g
11426   
11427   We believe .,
11428   
11429   that this was a valuable innovation as it brought another Community institution 

irito the process of cooperation between our two regions.
11430   
11431   .
11432   
11433   Now we are a..t the third stage in the development of . .
11434   •
11435   .
11436   
11437   our institutionalised relationship.
11438   
11439   We all attach great
11440   
11441   .
11442   
11443   .
11444   
11445   ..
11446   
11447   ~
11448   
11449   -
11450   
11451   hopes for, and importance to the success of our deliberations in the·next two 

days. We realise that the
11452   
11453   .
11454   
11455   practical results of our cooperation ha-ve not yet fulfilled ouc hopes, in spite 

of the efforts of the Joint Study Group, but this meeting should create the basis 
for more substantial cooperation in the future.

11456   
11457   We have the basis on which to do so. 1977.trade between the
11458   t~o
11459   
11460   Between 1973 and
11461   
11462   regions has grown two and a half
11463   
11464   fold despite the economic recession, and in the last two years ASEAN has had a 

trade surplus with the Community. These figures show,_! think, that the Community 
has been

11465   ..
11466   
11467   successful both in resisting protectionist tendencies ana in fulfilling the 

commitments we have entered into at various international meetings.
11468   
11469   We in the Community firmly believe.that the maintenance of open trading conditions 

and the expansion of international trade are essential for the health of the world 
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economy. Our two_regions rely heavily on international
11470   ~· ~
11471   
11472   trad~
11473   
11474   and
11475   
11476   its continued expansion is necessary to us both.
11477   
11478   The more
11479   I Rut
11480   
11481   we can trade with each other· the better for all concerned.
11482   
11483   - sBut cooperation between us goes wider than trade. we have the opportunity 

to.set our relations on new, to us both. Today .
11484   wid~r
11485   
11486   and more solid foundations. Success is of the highest interest
11487   
11488   '
11489   
11490   ,
11491   
11492   **** *year_1978 *date_1978-09-25 *place_London
11493   
11494   
11495   European Communities Commission
11496   
11497   20
11498   
11499   Background Report
11500   ISEC/B61/78
11501   
11502   Kensington Palace Gardens London W8 4Q__Q__ Telephone: 0 1-7 2 7 8 090
11503   
11504   dober 5, 1978
11505   
11506   ROY JENKINS ON GROWTH AND STABILITY EXCERPTS FROM A SPEECH GIVEN AT THE SEVENTH 

WORLD ~ANNING CONGRESS DORCHESTER HOTEL, LONDON 25TH SEPTEMBER, 1978 Resources and 
energy

11507   
11508   spceL
11509   
11510   The availability of energy, and of natural resources in general, in a finite world 

where both the population and its material demands are constantly growing, is a 
major long-term reality which we all have to face. The challenge is to see how 
short-term political decisions can be properly framed to face these and other 
long-term realities in an effective and humane manner. Already at the end of the 
1960s, the industrialised world as a whole was consuming - and on a vast scale - 
more energy than it produced. We were already- and had been for decades - net 
importers of energy and, in particular, of oil. Certainly some countries or groups 
of countries within the industrialised world imported more than others. But the 
general position was already one of great dependence on external sources of supply 
- and in particular on supplies originating within the petroleum exporting 
countries of the Third World - the Arab bloc, Nigeria, Venezuela and so on. At the 
end of the 1970s that pattern has not changed. It has, In 1977, within the nine 
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countries of the EEC, over 55% of total energy consumed was imported. Even in the 
United States over 20% of the energy consumed was imported energy and, where the 
consumption of oil is concerned, that figure was over 4 0%.

11511   if anything, become even more pronounced.
11512   
11513   In the European Commission we recently produced some energy projections of the 

future based on two sets of assumptions. One case was based on an economic growth 
rate ci 3% per annum: the other on a growth rate of 4. 2% per annum. Both assumed 
a continuation of the basic structures of operation of our present economy. 
Without going into all the details of the exercise, the conclusion was that, under 
the relatively "high" economic growth scenario, energy consumption, which in the 
Europe of the Nine was 965 million tons of oil equivalent in 1977, would increase 
by 1990 to 1470 million tons of oil equivalent.

11514   
11515   ***
11516   
11517   -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11518   
11519   Note: Background reports are intended as non-copyright ready-reference material on 

topics of current interest concerning the European Community. An index will be 
provided periodically so anyone receiving the reports can refer to each

11520   
11521   - 2 -
11522   
11523   ISEC/B61/78
11524   
11525   In the "low" growth scenario, consumption would reach 1275 million tons of oil 

equivalent. In other words under either assumption, the Community countries would, 
between now and 1990, remain dependent on third countries for more than 50% of 
their energy supplies. I should add that in both cases we assumed that the price 
of oil would fall by 1 O% overall over the 1976 to 1980 period, would rise by 20% 
during the 1981 to 1985 period, and by another 25% during the 1985 to 1990 period. 
We also assumed, in the high growth scenario, that conservation measures would 
knock 3. 5%, 8. 5% and 15% off effective demand in the three quinquennial periods. 
In the low growth scenario, we put the effect of conservation measures at 2. 5%, 
5. 5% and 10. 5o/o. Thus, even if we assume further increases in the price of oil 
and even if we plan for a fairly radical and effective programme of conservation 
measures, we are still going to be in danger of being 50% dependent on imported 
energy in 1990 and there is no reason to suppose that that situation will change 
after 1990 unless we now plan what can be done to make it change. I would like to 
say, parenthetically, that in these projections we assumed a maximum growth of 
nuclear power consistent with sound planning and respect for the environment. 
Nuclear power, whether it be fission or fusion, is no panacea. It has a place in 
the scheme of things. ·But we must not exaggerate that place nor build up false 
hopes which can only lead to disappointment. The supply of energy is only one of 
the constraints which we face. I could take other examples to demonstrate the 
inadvisability of continuing in a blinkered way along the course on which we are 
presently headed. Certain of the key minerals can be ranked alongside energy 
resources as far as their importance for the industrial world is concerned - 
bauxite, for example. So can some basic food commodities. Here again, by our 
patterns of production and consumption, we may be giving hostages to fortune equal 
to any which fortune already has. Moreover, the long-term implications of our 
particular pattern of society have to do not merely with the extent of our 
dependence on imported supplies of raw materials, strategically important though 
this may be. I would argue that the two evils which much beset contemporary 
industrial civilisations, namely unemployment and inflation, are themselves in 
large part the consequence of the same patterns of existence which we are 
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currently pursuing. There is a third evil: pollution and degradation of the 
environment which is also intimately linked to the first two.

11526   
11527   - 3 -
11528   
11529   ISEC/B61/78
11530   
11531   Try to solve inflation and balance of payments problems by reducing demand. We run 

head on into rising unemployment. And all the time, at almost any level of 
production, environmental problems become more acute. Some of these problems are 
localised in nature; some are national; some have transfrontier implications. 
There are even some, such as man's impact on the climate or the spread of certain 
toxic substances, which can be of global significance. Whatever their nature and 
scale, these environmental questions must be kept constantly in mind. They will 
play an increasingly important part in the decisions which have to be taken now, 
if the future is to look brighter than it does. What are those decisions? If we 
all of us can agree on the long-term goal of a stable prosperous world which is 
living - if I may put it thus - on ecological income, not capital; where the 
opportunity for a fairer share is there for all; and where insults to the 
environment are to the largest possible extent avoided, how can we get there? Can 
we put together all the short-term decisions into a trend which is finally 
pointing in the right direction? And, since I speak to you as President of the 
European Commission, what part can the industrialised world and more particularly, 
the European Communities play in this process? Economic and monetary stability The 
first prerequisite it seems to me, if we are to achieve any structural 
transformations, is a period of economic and above all monetary stability much 
greater than we have known in the recent past. One of the problems which has beset 
us in the past is that we have never had the necessary period of grace, the 
necessary financial leeway, to carry structural reforms through because we have 
immediately run into the old problems of balance of payments, inflation or what 
used to be colourfully described, in this country at least, as the "overheating of 
the economy". Continuing international monetary fragility, despite adjusting 
efforts of the International Monetary Fund, provides neither the basis nor the 
climate either for sustaining a good measure of economic growth (which I do not 
exclude) nor for taking the longer-term substantial structural decisions which 
resource constraints impose. Decisions about monetary policy are, in my view, a 
key ingredient of long-term political strategy. Recently, some major measures have 
been taken to strengthen the dollar. If President Carter's energy package can be 
charted safely through Congress, we may have made some significant progress in the 
direction of monetary stability. We will also find that the energy package itself 
will be an important first step along the road to the kind of transformed 
industrial society which I am talking about.

11532   
11533   - 4
11534   
11535   -
11536   
11537   ISEC/B61/78
11538   
11539   Europe is playing a particular part in the search for monetary stability. Last 

April in Copenhagen, the European Council - the Heads of State or of Government 
ci. the Nine Member States of the Community, together with me as the President of 
the Commission - discussed the creation of a system for closer monetary 
cooperation witlin the EEC, leading to a zone of monetary stability in Europe. In 
the subsequent European Com:ril in Bremen last July we took this much further and 
I hope and believe that at the next European Council in Brussels in December we 
shall take the decisions required to establish a European monetary system. In 
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Europe, the European Monetary System should favour a more efficient ordering of 
industry and commerce. The removal or substantial reduction of exchange rate risks 
and inflation uncertainties should enable businessmen to take the kind of 
long-term investment decisions which they would otherwise eschew. A common reserve 
of currencies, associated with some central disciplines, should permit governments 
and enterprises to carry through necessary structural reforms without the fear 
that their bestlaid plans are suddenly going to be trumped by inflation or balance 
of payments difficulties. The existence of a European Monetary System and a 
central reserve mechanism should, moreover, make it possible to promote better 
regional distribution of wealth and work in Europe through measures to accelerate 
the flow of public finance. We have made a beginning with the Regional Fund. But 
there is a long way still to go. Long-term structural transformations will require 
substantial funding for particular classes of programmes or projects or for 
projects within particular areas of regions. The new financial arrangements 
involved in the European Monetary System will be crucial in giving the governments 
and peoples of Europe a better assurance of the economic and monetary stability 
necessary for them to put into effect sound long-term policies. What ought these 
policies to be? Inevitably, we come back to energy. The fundamental need is to 
develop and to promote alternative energy strategies. And by alternative energy 
strategies I mean strategies which a) are the most economical in the use of 
non-renewable resources; b) have the least balance of payments impact; and c) are 
least harmful for the environment. At the most obvious level we can, of course, 
promote research and development of alternative sources of supply: nuclear fusion, 
solar energy, geothermal energy or the recovery, re-use and re-cycling of every 
kind of energy and materials - all these will have their importance.

11540   
11541   -
11542   
11543   5 -
11544   
11545   ISEC/B61/78
11546   
11547   But, more fundamentally, the urgent need is to act on the demand side of the 

equation; to reduce the rate at which demand for energy is growing and, 
ultimately, to reduce the absolute level of demand itself. In short, reduction of 
consumption and conservation of energy should be a priority use of our own 
intellectual and political resources. Energy for transport Take the single case of 
transport, for example. In the United States roughly 25% of all the energy used 
goes to transpar tation. And 96% of the energy used in transportation is derived 
from oil. The corresponding figures in the Europe of the Nine are 14% and 95%. The 
carriage of people and goods by road in vehicles using the internal combustion 
engine is perhaps one of the most pronounced features of our western 
industrialised society, dictating our living patterns in a most persuasive manner. 
We have had certain benefits. But we have also paid a high price. The motor 
vehicle has made urban sprawl possible; it has contributed to - indeed, it is 
perhaps the predominant contribution to the atmospheric pollution of our cities. 
(I say nothing about the toll of death and injury which results from traffic 
accidents. In the EEC countries alone, over 60,000 people are killed on the roads 
each year.) Roads built for cars to perambulate scar the countryside, destroy the 
centres of historic towns. Oil carried in supertankers to fuel those same vehicles 
despoils our coastline and the marine environment. Oil is costly to produce or to 
buy, dangerous to transp:>rt and handle, and difficult to eliminate safely at the 
stage of waste.

11548   It is still possible to break away from this dependence on oil as a means of 
transport. Indeed, it is not only possible. It is vital. Every drop of oil 
consumed in the internal combustion engine is a drop which might be better 
presezved for other uses. Mobility as we know it today may be an expression d 
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consUire r preference. But it is not a God-given necessity. As we look to the 
future, I believe that essential mobility can be maintained by developing and 
refining patterns of transport which do not depend on the internal combustion 
engine to anything like the extent to which we depend on that engine today.

11549   
11550   Quite apart from the revitalisation of public transport, especially the railways, 

I believe there is a future for electric vehicles of all kinds. The technology is 
there. What is required is the sustained political will to realise the potential. 
Recent studies have shown that a maximum development of electric vehicles, 
combined with new concepts of transport planning, can significantly reduce the 
overall energy requirement for transportation and, what is even more important, 
the requirement in terms of oil.

11551   
11552   ******
11553   
11554   **** *year_1978 *date_1978-12-13 *place_Luxembourg
11555   
11556   Luxembourg , December 13, 1978
11557   
11558   european parLiament
11559   
11560   l'lJ
11561   Jenkins in the debate on the eur-opean counciL
11562   
11563   a.:J
11564   
11565   ------------------speech by president
11566   13 december 1978
11567   
11568   r= I;)
11569   ~
11570   
11571   1 weLcome this opportunity to speak to you about the outcome of the ruopean 

council Last week in brusseLs. i wiLL not try to dupLicate herr genscher-'s 
account but i wouLd Like to put to you my view of tne resuLts of the long hour-s 
which,were spent on the outstand1no probLems of the setting-up of tne eur-opean 
monetar-y system. i summed up my immediate reactions to tne council in terms of 
its beino a Limited success. after a week has oone by i wouLd s~1ck to that 
ludoment. i put then and 1 do now equaL stress on both words. 1t was a success 
because the european monetary system wiLL be set up on 1 january 1979, the date 
foreseen by the european counciL at bremen in juLy. this 1n itseLf was a 
considerabLe achievement. within a period of less than nine months from 
copenhagen, and Less than slx months slnce bremen, we sttLed the detalLs of a weLL 
thougiti out system, which has been set up on a community basis. a year ago such a 
prospect wouLd have seemed unattainabLe. 1t was ln that senslj both successfuL and 
remarkabLe. 1t 1s most unusuaL for target dates to stick. tnat aLso 1s a 
considerabLe achievement. ~

11572   M
11573   
11574   0 0 I
11575   
11576   L
11577   
11578   -----
11579   
11580   -------~-·
11581   
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11582   but the success was Limited both by the fact that we wiLL not have the fuLL 
participation of aLL nine member states , and by the fact that even eight were not 
abLe to make cLear their intentions during the european counciL. we were aLL aware 
of the LikeLihood r·~ that the united kingdom wouLd, · ct·ue to a certain 
i-n-graned . natu- l·• .rat. habit, not feet. abLe to join in the proposed scheme 
from the r"Ja beginning. however in the weeks buiLding up to the finaL decision, 
~al aLL thought that there were good grounds for beLieving that ireLand~~ and 
itaLy woudL join. i certainLy hoped that wouLd be so. however as we know weLL both 
itaLy and ireLand found difficulties at ... ·-·

11583   --·
11584   ~
11585   
11586   D
11587   CJ
11588   tel
11589   
11590   "
11591   
11592   Brus$ts.
11593   
11594   c.]
11595   i shared their disappointment, i beLieve that the community couLd ~J and tshouLd 

lhavke been more._ forthco-111in-g- on para-llel ai_~~__ _'This was not .(::3 • d 
ue o any ac of preparation. there were two arrangements - a speciaL voLet to th\~ 
regionaL fund and the provision of major infrastructure Loans, . t.~ .. ~ with a 
substantiaL degree of interest subsidy which couLd have been () used in 
combination. there was not probLem about formuLae and no reaL probLem about shares 
between the two countries. the arrange- f1 ment,s were aLs weLL made to suit the 
reQuirements of the two gover- ~J nments concerned. the probLem was that o~ the 
avaiLabiLity of •=·1 resourches to transfer. i mus howerver stress that the sums 
at r-t ~-~ issue were not Large. this out both ways. there couLd have been r~ 
satisfaction without great sacrifice· on the~-, other hand it was difficuLt to 
beLieve that the success or faiLure ·~ of itaLian or irish participation wouLd 
turn upon such Limited ,. funds. the essentiaL soundness of the scheme and the 
pLana for the concerted coordination of economies were more important.

11596   
11597   ....
11598   
11599   partLy for this reason i said - perhaps at the time it was regarded() as a .LittLe 

rash- that i by no means excLuded the possibiLity of itaLy and ireLand, on further 
consideration deciding to join ~ the SCheme on january 1st. yesterday, as thiS 
~ouse knows, the itaLian government announced its intention to join the system 
from F 1st january. i weLcome this courageous decision, which i beLieve

11600   
11601   r1
11602   
11603   1 :~ :~e :a:::n~ :::r::ta::1 ~ t:~: ::c~~~:n •:f :h! t~::u::::~m~~t~hat
11604   1
11605   
11606   8
11607   
11608   ~.4
11609   
11610   fl
11611   
11612   i
11613   
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11614   V< ,i
11615   
11616   - - -................ - - - -. . .-11111'!'""~-'!":"~.~-"":".~.·~·~....,....... .•
11617   '<' '.,'' •
11618   If .. 'I' ·,,_.· • • · '. \ ·,
11619   
11620   .,.
11621   !:0;1.:'
11622   
11623   ,·,
11624   ; I.
11625   
11626   ·'·
11627   '
11628   
11629   *
11630   
11631   c:~
11632   
11633   ..
11634   
11635   •.
11636   
11637   o
11638   
11639   '•' . •
11640   
11641   ~
11642   '
11643   
11644   o
11645   
11646   o
11647   
11648   I
11649   
11650   '
11651   
11652   ..
11653   
11654   ~ ~ ·~: '~ :
11655   ' :
11656   
11657   I
11658   
11659   '
11660   
11661   •
11662   •
11663   
11664   . . .
11665   ..
11666   
11667   4
11668   
11669   ~
11670   
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11671   '
11672   
11673   ..... ·
11674   ·~
11675   
11676   . .. ...
11677   ' .\ . '
11678   
11679   .'
11680   
11681   .
11682   
11683   .
11684   
11685   5•
11686   
11687   if we turn from the position of individuaL member states to the
11688   
11689   generaL nature of the scheme, the other main aspect of success is that the system 

we have created is a community system. of course it cannot be a complete community 
scheme without the participation of aLL member states but we move forward on a 
community basis. there will be certain technicaL difficuLties, but tnese can i 
beLieve . . be overcome. an intergovernmentaL scheme wouLd have been much Less 
satisfactory. a community scheme encourages and makes easier the accession of 
those who do not join at the start. it also facilitates the participation of those 
who are not fuLLy in . ,. the scheme, in a number of its aspects. this means for 
exampLe and this is one of the severaL ways in which the new system is more than 
just an enlarged snake - that aLthough there could cLearLy be no Question of a 
non-participatino country benefit1no from the very short-term credit arangements, 
eQuaLLy a non-participatino member country of the community, couLd participate in 
the ·.cond1 tionaL medium-term cred1 t fact L1 ties. as far as the

11690   --~--------------short-term fact Li ties are concerned, what is envisaged, which 
·would

11691   ~---------------~---
11692   
11693   . 0
11694   
11695   (1
11696   e-J i-,
11697   
11698   seem· to be sensibLe, is that a country that did not participate in the exchange 

rate intervention mechan1sm shouLd not benefi ~ from !_!1 the increase in 
short-term facilities avaiLabLe and related directL$~~ to the setting-up of the 
scheme, but wouLd - which is reasonabLe - ~..; maintain the same rights as it has 
previous to' the setting up of •~ the scheme, and it would not use faciLities 
beyond that. non-part1c1pat1ng member states may aLso join in the creation of the 
ecu ~Y no 2o o/o of ooLd and doLLar reserves with fecom to provide the initiaL 
suppLy of the new unit. there are severaL other ways in which the scheme is 
significantLy different from an enLarged snake. there is the use of the basket 
formuLa as an indicator of divergence. there is the ''presumption'' of 
intervention to correct such divergence. there is the size of the credit 
mechanismus avaiLabLe, and their division into 14 biLLion ecu of short-term 
support and 11 biLLion of medium-term. there is the pLan to create a fuLL european 
monetary fund within two years. there is a much greater accent on the convergence 
of economies. ·there is ~a transfer of resources· on the scaLe of 5 b1 LLion ecus 
of ~··- · substantiaLLy subsidised Loans over 5 years to the Less prosperous r·

11699   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..........,..... -··- · - · · _ ..... " - ..." T - ..........- - . . 
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. - - - - - - - - .
11700   
11701   ~-----------------------
11702   
11703   ~ ~
11704   
11705   ---a
11706   5
11707   
11708   --lt·.--
11709   
11710   an:-·
11711   
11712   -a
11713   
11714   57
11715   
11716   - - a T Fen --w
11717   
11718   ww --
11719   
11720   ---?:; , 21 -. -,,
11721   
11722   5
11723   
11724   .,_
11725   
11726   partic1pat1no economies. and there fs-·a -far-greater measure of poLiticaL 

commitment and wiLL.
11727   
11728   "-4
11729   .....
11730   
11731   ~~
11732   
11733   as i have aLready said ~ost of our20' hours of discussion was ...-1. •· spent 

sorting out the finaL detaiLs of the ems and seeking ways I ...) to include as 
many 111~mber states as possib_le_ in_ the _centra~ mechani~m£5 "! and ·· t we did 
not have sufficient time to discuss in depth aLL the othe,. t:r 1 I< - I issues 
which we wouLd have Liked to discuss. agricuLture was a &=.:a ,.5., particuLar 
victim of pressures of time.

11734   
11735   r1
11736   .....
11737   
11738   ~-J
11739   ~4
11740   
11741   1 wouLdhhave pa,.t1cuLarLy Liked the eu,.opean counciL to have ~~ come to some 

cone Lusions on the commission's paper on the 1 common agricuLturaL poLicy. though 
no firm conclusions were reached,~ 1 found the tone of the discussion and the 
general response reaso- ~'I ~ nably encouraging. the commission wiLL on its own 
responsibility put forward price proposals firmLy within the guidelines Laid down 
~r:J 1n the paper. it wiLL defend them equaLLy firmLy. the european .:..J counciL 
which meets in mid-march wiLL have the oppo,.tunity to . 1 pursue these 
discussions in more depth. by then the commission's •• detaiLed price proposals 
wiLL be on the tabLe for the different t~ sectors covered by the ~ap, but the 
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agricuLturaL counciL wiLL not t1 have reached decisions. L)
11742   
11743   rJ ..
11744   .
11745   1
11746   
11747   f
11748   
11749   the european counciL did however decide to appoint three wise men, as proposed by 

the french president, to consider the functioning and deicision-making procedures 
of the community. the commission has, as the house knows, made proposaLs for 
changes in decision making machinery in the so-caLLed ''fresco'' paper on 
enlargement. this additional study wiLL buttress and broaden this work, but it 
wiLL not interfere with ongoing business. the 3 man committee wiLL operate on the 
basis of the treaties and the baLance between the cinstitutions. they shouLd not 
be in Questio~4 t ~ when the report is presented next october, i hope that mem 
be,. ~~ states wiLL be courageous in facing up to the impLications fo,. the 
future. i concLude as i began, by characterising the european counciL as a Limited 
success. it had its disappointments - though these have subsequentLy been 
Lessened. this Last european counciL Lack€J the exhiLarating opening u p of the 
new perspectives which was characteristic of bremen. this time there was a more 
artisan-Lik·.· •task to be performed. it was certainLy not po,.fectLy done, but 
there were some soLid resuLts. we have a firm basis, a community

11750   - · · .. -~ ... • ••• •-.. e•••
11751   
11752   0
11753   rJ
11754   
11755   ,.,
11756   ,.
11757   
11758   ~
11759   
11760   .
11761   
11762   ----·---- basis,
11763   
11764   on which to buiLd. the decision of the itaLian government ~ -has aLready served ot 

reduce the potentia~ danger of a partiaL ems encouraging the deveLopment of a 
two-speed europe. of course it is~~ stiLL a danger that stiLL Looms as a threat in 
the background. ~ but that is not new. it has been with us for severaL years. we 
b4 can and must guard against 1 t, for a two-speed community in the J..-'0 face of 
enLargement couLd Lead to a three-speed europe after enLargement.

11765   
11766   c3
11767   
11768   w
11769   
11770   the tasks before us are as great as ever. the opportunities are greater than a 

year ago. brusseLs showed that there is no ,.4 easy, smooth, effortLess road 
forward in europe. whenever we l-J think that we are deceiving ourseLves. but 
there is a cLear and F possibLe path. we wouLd be Quite wrong to react to this 
european (J counciL with despondency, and stiLL more wrong to sink into debiLi- ~ 
4 tat1ng recrimination. the commission intends to foLLow this ~ path and to buiLd 
on what we have achieved. 1 hope that parLiament LJ wiLL give it the encouragement 
to do so, and give that encourage- (1 ment to member states aLso. L/

11771   
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11772   0 rJ
11773   9
11774   
11775   ,..
11776   
11777   **** *year_1978 *date_1978-12-15 *place_Washington
11778   
11779   European Community
11780   SPEECH BY THE RIGHT HON ROY JENKINS PRESIDENT OF THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 

COMMUNITIES TO THE NATIONAL PRESS CLUB, WASHINGTON Friday, 15 December 1978 I am 
delighted to be in Washington and particularly honoured to be the guest of the 
National Press Club. Since the present Commission of the European Communities took 
up its mandate, and I its Presidency, at the beginning of 1977, there has been a 
close and continuing dialogue with the United States Administration. Relations 
between previous

11781   
11782   United States Administrations and earlier European Commissions have been regular 

and good, but perhaps ther-e has been something special about them since the 
coincidence of President Carter coming into his qffice and I more modestly into 
mine at almost exactly the same time two years ago. We had the

11783   priv~lege
11784   
11785   of a visit to Brussels from ViceI made my first official
11786   
11787   President Mondale a few days later.
11788   
11789   visit to Washington in April 1977, and, in addition to our meetings at the Western 

Economic Summits of London and Bonn, President Carter visited the European 
Commission in Brussels in January this year, the first American President to do 
so. We agreed then that we should keep up a continuing dialogue and form a regular 
pattern of meetings. present visit to Washington. This explains my

11790   
11791   I would like t? express publicly /my appreciation
11792   
11793   Washington office: 2100 M Street NW Washington DC 20037 I telephone (202) 862-9500 

I telex 89-539 EURCOM
11794   EUROPEAN COMMUNITY INFORMATION SERVICE
11795   
11796   New York office: 1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, 245 E 47th Street New York, New York 

10017 /Telephone: (212) 371-3804
11797   
11798   - 2 -
11799   
11800   my appreciation for the particularly warm and friendly way in which President 

Carter has received me. We are now half way between the Western Economic Summit of 
Bonn which took place in July this year, and that which is generally expected to 
be held in Tokyo in June next year. my talks with members of the United States 
Administration I have therefore been able to conduct a sort of mid-term review of 
general developments in our economies, how these compare with our expectations in 
Bonn, and what are the prospects for Tokyo. Although it is too early to say 
exactly how and whether the various specific commitments into which the Summit 
participants entered will be met, I think that the results so far are not at all 
bad. At least the trends are right in every participating In

11801   
11802   country - although not necessarily the same for some of the problems are 

different. Too much should not be expected of Summits,
11803   is~that,
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11804   
11805   but one of the valuable things about them
11806   
11807   at least
11808   
11809   temporarily, they concentrate the minds of the participants on a recognition of 

common problems, and on the need for the major industrial countries of the world 
to support each other in dealing with them. In the last few years we in the 
European Community have put on a relatively poor economic performance in 
comparison with our major industrial partners in the United States and Japan. For 
a Community dedicated to economic integration and enjoying rich and diversified 
economies this may seem strange. It is

11810   
11811   indeed one of the curiosities of the Treaty of Rome that it /catered
11812   
11813   -
11814   
11815   3 -
11816   
11817   catered for freer movement of goods, services, people and capital but set no 

objectives in the monetary field. Yet in
11818   
11819   the long run a common market without a common money system would make little 

sense. In the stable monetary conditions
11820   
11821   of the 50s and early 60s, perhaps this gap among our objectives was not of crucial 

importance. But when the cracks appeared
11822   
11823   in the Bretton Woods system and inflation began to accelerate, the Member States 

of the Community realised with greater clarity than before that the European union 
towards which they were striving could scarcely exist without a common monetary 
system. It was Raymond Barre, then Vice-President of the European Commission and 
now Prime Minister of France, who produced the first scheme for a European 
economic and monetary union. It is perhaps worth asking how you would like to run 
your economy if you had a common tariff barrier round the United States, a common 
agricultural policy, even a common energy policy, but some exchange controls on 
every frontier between every American state, and state currencies, some strong, 
some weak, which constantly fluctuated against each other. Europe

11824   
11825   of the Community is not the same as America of the United States, and our 

evolution is following its own particular course. But it is no coincidence that 
those who are dedicated to the construction of Europe are dedicated also to the 
construction of an economic and monetary union. In spite of an immense effort and 
acceptance of a commitment to economic and monetary union, the work set in train 
by Raymond Barre and carried forward by Pierre Werner, Prime Minister of /Luxembourg

11826   
11827   - 4 Luxembourg, had disappointingly meagre results. The combined
11828   
11829   shocks of the collapse of the Bretton Woods system in 1971, the energy crisis of 

1973 and their aftermath of monetary confusion made it very difficult for the 
European governments concerned to give effect to the undertakings into which they 
had entered. Indeed when I tried to re-launch the idea in a speech at Florence 
just over a year ago I was told that I was trying to resuscitate a very dead duck. 
I am glad to say that the duck turned out Indeed, to pursue the analogy, it

11830   
11831   to be no more than asleep.
11832   
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11833   is beginning to spread its wings and will fly from the first of January next year. 
How and why has this remarkable change taken place? First

11834   
11835   I think that we in Europe have become better aware of the evil effects which the 

movement of European
11836   cu~rencies
11837   
11838   against each
11839   
11840   other has had on our ability to run our economies as we wish and continue the 

upward trend which only countries of broad geographical spread have managed in 
difficult circumstances to achieve. Community countries with strong currencies 
have found

11841   
11842   themselves hurt by lack of demand in countries with weak currencies, and weak 

currency countries have been unable to achieve the growth they so badly need 
through the risk of running exchange rate crises. Never has the need for the 
convergence of our European

11843   
11844   economies and the reduction - and evening out - of inflation rates among us been 

more apparent. Second there has been the decline in the value of the US dollar, 
the continuing pivot of the international monetary system, systematically until 
1971, unsystematically since then, which has obliged Europeans to take in more 
dollars than they want or need, and thus lose control of an essential element of 
economic

11845   
11846   -
11847   
11848   5 -
11849   
11850   management:
11851   
11852   their own money supply.
11853   
11854   The idea of creating a
11855   
11856   zone of monetary stability in Europe has therefore become a common objective about 

which there has been no dispute among any of us. In the last nine months we have 
come a long way. tribute to the inspiration, energy, and determination of 
Chancellor Schmidt of Germany and President Giscard d'Estaing of France who have 
provided the essential motor of the work which led to the agreement to create a 
European Monetary System at the beginning of last week. What we then did could 
well I pay

11857   
11858   turn out to be the most important event in the building of Community Europe since 

the early days of the Treaty of Rome. It merits more than a careful examination; 
and if you will

11859   
11860   forgive me for being a little technical, I think it would be right for me to say a 

word or two about it now. The essential features of the European Monetary System 
are first the creation of a system of fixed but adjustable exchange rates between 
member'currencies; second the creation of a

11861   
11862   European Currency Unit or ECU, a basket of Community currencies, which will be 

used as an indicator of divergence between them; third the creation of a Community 
reserve asset, beginning with the deposit by

11863   Me~~er
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11864   
11865   States of 20 per cent of their gold and
11866   
11867   dollar reserves in exchange for credits denominated in ECUs; and last the 

provision of credit facilities of around 25 billion ECUs (or at the present rate 
of exchange 33 billion dollars). I want to emphasise that Member States of the 
Community unanimously agreed to set up the European Monetary System on

11868   /1 January 1979.
11869   
11870   - 6 -
11871   
11872   1 January 1979.
11873   
11874   It is perhaps surprising when governments
11875   
11876   stick to the deadlines they set themselves, but this time the deadlines were fully 

respected. was not unqualified. Yet as you know our success
11877   
11878   To my own regret the British Government
11879   
11880   while supporting the system felt unable to participate in the exchange rate 

mechanism and the arrangements made for intervention. The governments of Italy and 
Ireland wanted more time to consider their position, and so were not able to 
commit themselves on the spot. Since then we have all heard of the courageous

11881   
11882   decision of the Italian Government to join the system, and now today that the 

Irish Government will do likewise. welcome this. I warmly
11883   
11884   Perhaps the essential point for the Community
11885   
11886   and the Commission over which I preside is that the system we have created is a 

Community system which will take its place alongside the other institutions of the 
Community and will be designed to serve the interests of all. such a system and 
includes in some form Community, even the one exchange rate

11887   mechanis~
11888   
11889   The fact that it is all members of the
11890   
11891   which has chosen not to participate in the should make it easier for it to join
11892   
11893   in all aspects of its work later on. It has sometimes been suggested that the 

European Monetary System is in fact little more than an enlarged version of the 
exchange rate arrangement commonly known as the snake. The

11894   
11895   snake, which is in some ways an historic remnant of previous attempts to bring 

European currencies together, is in fact a very different animal. In the 
mechanisms of the snake there /was no

11896   
11897   - 7 was no basket to indicate divergence between the currencies. There was no 

acceptance of the presumption of action by governments or central banks when the 
threshhold of divergence was approached. The credits available were less than half 
No serious account was taken of There was no accompanying

11898   
11899   those of the new system.
11900   
11901   the need for economic convergence.
11902   
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11903   provision for transfer of resources (which in the case of the European Monetary 
System will amount to 5 billion ECUs (or

11904   6~
11905   
11906   billion dollars) in interest reduced loans to be taken up There was no real 

political commitment.
11907   
11908   over five years).
11909   
11910   Finally - most important of all - it was not a Community system and in its later 

years essentially a deutschmark zone. I shall be very ready to answer any 
questions you may have about the European Monetary

11911   Sys~em.
11912   
11913   I hope in particular you
11914   
11915   will give me the opportunity to say more about its place among our wider 

objectives. It is true to the best traditions of the
11916   
11917   European Community, established since the early post-war activity of Jean Monnet, 

an economic weapon, valid in itself, but also serving a wider political aim, that 
of underpinning and developing our unity, so that we may be more effective 
partners with you in discharging our world responsibilities. There have been some 
apprehensions in the United States about the effect of the system on the 
international monetary system and the US dollar which continues as its essential 
pivot. I believe that those fears have been exaggerated, and I was delighted to 
find during my visit here that they were not shared by members of the 
Administration. Indeed I was greatly /heartened

11918   
11919   - 8 -
11920   
11921   heartened by the welcome which the Administration has given to the creation of the 

European Monetary System, a welcome which President Carter repeated to me 
yesterday. The European

11922   
11923   Monetary System is designed not only to establish a zone of monetary stability in 

Europe but also to contribute to greater stability in the world monetary system as 
a whole. If it is true that

11924   
11925   one of the external factors which weighed in the creation of the system.was the 

decline in the value of the dollar earlier this year, it is equally true that we 
have a vital interest in a stable dollar if the system is to be properly born and 
well-nurtured in its infancy. To try to set the system in

11926   
11927   place at a time of international monetary storm and confusion would make our task 

much more difficult. Some people have
11928   
11929   suggested that the creation of the ECU and the eventual establishment of a 

European monetary fund could precipately and dangerously weaken the role of the 
dollar as a medium of international exchange. Let me therefore emphasise that

11930   
11931   although we shall be creating a new reserve unit in the ECU, its use will be 

limited to transactions between the central banks of the Community. It cannot 
therefore be a threat to the

11932   
11933   dollar the strength of which is as much in our interest as yours, the stability of 

which is made even more necessary to us by this immediate, major and delicate task 
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we are now undertaking. There are many other aspects of the life of the Community 
about which I could have spoken today. There is the now imminent

11934   
11935   prospect of its enlargement to include Greece, and then Portugal
11936   and Spain, a~d the need to strengthen its central institutions
11937   
11938   /to carry
11939   
11940   - 9 -
11941   
11942   to carry the additional weight.
11943   
11944   There is also the prospect
11945   
11946   of the first direct elections to the European Parliament next June. But you have 

heard enough from me today on what is,
11947   
11948   I think the central most important event in our development. Throughout its 

history the Community has always moved forward unevenly. It is no easy task to 
bring together the nations

11949   
11950   of Europe with their differences of history, traditions, civilization and national 

outlook. But I believe that the friends
11951   
11952   and well-wishers whom we have in the United States should take heart from what we 

have achieved. Pray continue to encourage
11953   
11954   us with your understanding and your co-operation.
11955   
11956   **** *year_1978 *date_1978-05-09 *place_Manchester
11957   
11958   
11959   European Communities Commission Press Release
11960   
11961   20
11962   
11963   Kensington Palace Gardens London W8 4~~ Telephone: 01-]2] 8090
11964   
11965   May 9, 1978
11966   
11967   THE COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY Roy Jenkins speaks at Manchester, May 9, 1978 The 

Rt. Hon. Roy Jenkins, President of the Commission of the European Communities, was 
the speaker at a symposium on the Common Agricultural Policy organised by The Sun 
newspaper in Manchester. The following are extracts from his speech. Food Prices

11968   I. The popular belief is still that the CAP has caused food prices to soar iu 
Britain. Now there certainly are products where it has increased prices - for 
example butter, although even here the increase has been partially offset by the 
EEC consumer subsidy. But if we are going to generalise about the CAP, I want to 
look at the whole range of foods and prices, and get an overall figure; and I want 
to mention two groups of statistics:

11969   
11970   First, the price of food in the shops increased by 6.4 per cent over the last 

twelve months, a figure which is too high but still much lower than for non-food 
prices which went up by 10.0 per cent. So food prices are reducing, not 
increasing, the rate of inflation. Second, the price of food in the shops will go 
up by only ~ per cent over the next year as a result of the EEC Commission's farm 
price proposals. Added to that will be another 1~ per cent on food prices 
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resulting from the devaluation of the green pound for which the House of Conunons 
voted in January~ Those figures ought to give the lie once and for all to the myth 
that Brussels is forcing up food prices in Britain. The increases due to the CAP 
will be minimal, while those due to higher costs of packaging, transport, wages 
and so on will be much greater. Stability of Food Supplies 2. Agricultural 
policies are of fundamental importance. All governments have them because, 
throughout the world, farm production is subject to the chaitcea of weather, 
disease and yield, which means that each years food output is variable and cannot 
be determined in advance. At the same time man's demand for most types of food is 
relatively inflexible. As the laws of economics tell us, the result of combining 
these two factors is a classic example of instability of price. But agricultural 
prices are vital for farmers' incomes, particularly for

11971   
11972   ... /
11973   ISEC/13/78
11974   
11975   - 2 small family farmers, and great instability of i~come is itself a social evil. 

Erratic cycles of price also lead to erratic changes in farm production, which in 
turn is bad for consumers. All these are reasons why governments intervene in 
agriculture to stabilise prices to farmers and supplies to consumers. The question 
is not whether to have an agricultural policy, but how to intervene. With the CAP, 
as with other agricultural policies, it is not so much a question of the 
fundamental objectives as of the practical methods employed and their successful 
management. Improving the CAP 3. There is no doubt that we still have a serious 
problem with farm surpluses in the EEC, with our well-advertised mountains and 
lakes. Of course, it is easy to exaggerate their size, which in many cases is no 
more than a few weeks' or even days' supply. But there is no getting away from 
their cost, which is increasing, and the fact that the only available methods of 
disposal are often expensive and unpopular. There can be merit in planning for a 
small surplus, rather than a shortage, but there is no sense in producing 
quantities of food in excess of any reasonable long-term demand. 4. That is why 
the European Commission has embarked on a policy of annual pricefixing which 
should bring these surpluses under control. We are tackling the problem at its 
root by trying to fix farm support prices at a level which will result in a proper 
balance between supply and demand. Our aim is all the more difficult to achieve at 
a time when economic growth is low, because behind the problem of excess 
production is a problem of too many people on too many farms, for whom it is not 
easy to find otherjobs or incomes. But we began last year by proposing an increase 
of only 3 per cent in the common agricultural prices at the European level, and we 
continued this year with a proposal of only 2 per cent. So we should see two years 
of the lowest rate of increase in EEC prices there have been for a long time. 
Euro-blinkers 5. We hear too much in Britain about what is wrong with the CAP, and 
too little about the efforts which are being made to improve it. I believe that 
the Commission is embarked on the right road, and we ask for your comprehension 
and support. I do not ask you to agree with everything we do, but I ask you to 
judge our proposals on their merits; do not just put on your Euro-blinkers and 
assume that whatever comes out of Brussels must be wrong. Mutton and Lamb 6. There 
was a particularly striking case of this recently when the Commission made a 
modest proposal to abolish the barriers to trade in mutton and lamb modest because 
it includes no intervention buying and no increase in protection against imports. 
If our proposals are adopted, the price of meat in British shops will go up by 
very little - in fact, only to the extent that there are improved export 
opportunities for British lamb. Remember that on the Continent they do want to buy 
this renowned product of our hills. Now I do not see why our sheep industry, any 
more than our best manufactoring industries, should be denied the opportunities of 
the common market. If we do not export the products which our trading partners 
want to buy, heaven help our economy.
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11976   
11977   ... /
11978   ISEC/13/78
11979   
11980   - 3 -
11981   
11982   New Zealand 7. As for EEC imports of New Zealand lamb, there is no reason why they 

should be reduced below their normal level; there is no proposal to make them more 
expensive by increasing the charges on imports - indeed, these could even be 
reduced; and there is no question of the EEC Commission taking any action against 
them contrary to international agreements. There has been, and will continue to 
be, the fullest consultation between the Commission and New Zealand on all these 
questions. Milk Marketing Boards

11983   
11984   B. Another favourite story is that we in the Commission want to kill the 

longstanding British system of milk marketing, and end the doorstep deliveries 
which have done so much to maintain a high milk consumption in this country. Such 
stories are not merely alarmist, they are entirely false. Those who foster them do 
a disservice to public understanding of the issues involved. ~urope, with its high 
level of milk production, obviously has a vested interest in maintaining the daily 
milk delivery, and it would make no sense for us to do anything to discourage 
British families from drinking milk. On the contrary, the Commission proposed four 
months ago not only that the essential functions of the milk boards should be 
retained, but that the system should be made available in the other member states. 
To our regret, the other members have not shown much enthusiasm, and the system 
will probably be limited in the first place to Britain. But let me make this 
clear: we have proposed no cut-off date for the milk boards, we do not wish to 
abolish them after 1982, and all that is envisaged is a review before 1983 to see 
whether the system cannot be generalised in the CoDJmmity as a whole. To put it in 
the simplest terms: the Commission has never threatened the daily pinta and does 
not intend to do so.

11985   
11986   +
11987   
11988   +
11989   
11990   +
11991   
11992   ISEC/13/78
11993   
11994   **** *year_1978 *date_1978-03-02 *place_Edinburgh
11995   
11996   
11997   THE :MONTAGUE BURTON LECTURE GIVEN BY THE RIGHT HON ROY JENKINS PRESIDENT OF THE 

COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN AT THE UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH Thursday 2 March 1978
11998   
11999   "THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY FROM THE FIRST ENLARGEMENT TO THE SECOND"
12000   
12001   I chose the title of this lecture with some deliberation because I would like to 

present the problems of Europe to you this evening in the perspective of two 
enlargements. The first

12002   
12003   enlargement in 1973 to the north and west of the original Six included the United 

Kingdom. That has influenced the Community's The
12004   
12005   development and the role of the United Kingdom in Europe.
12006   
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12007   second enlargement will be to the south and it will embrace three new democracies 
of the Mediterranean. The first

12008   
12009   enlargement has, changed, the second will change the Community. The question is in 

which direction we want it to
12010   go~
12011   
12012   The
12013   
12014   Community is changing not oniy in the content of its policies, but also in its 

institutional arrangements. one on the other. The two react
12015   
12016   Conventional ideas about Europe are becoming and the terms
12017   
12018   a little worn; the:institutions a little frayed; of discussion about both are 

shifting.
12019   
12020   These changes are, it
12021   
12022   seems to me, too often misunderstood in Britain, and one of my objectives this 

evening is to try to do something to put this right. /First, the Communi'Y
12023   
12024   - 2 - ·- -
12025   
12026   First, the Community,as a political and administrative organisation, is at a 

different stage in its development from the Member States. The Member States 
themselves do

12027   
12028   indeed continue to change but for the mpst part the political shape they present 

today has been formed at the very latest by the second half of the nineteenth 
century. However important

12029   
12030   or politically contentious movements towards devolution may be, the habits and 

traditions which govern the conduct of public life today have been acquired over a 
hundred or more years. The Community by contrast has had only just over twenty 
years to forge a personality by working together on day-to-day problems, and by 
being confronted with difficulties which have to be overcome by common action.

12031   Th~
12032   
12033   implications of the Community's relative youth are Particularly in the
12034   
12035   too often forgottn by its critics.
12036   
12037   three new members, there is a tendency to look on the Community as rigid, 

inflexible, and monolithic, held fast in the iron bands of its rules and 
regulations. Kingdom three reasons for this. There are perhaps in the United 
First, inevitably, on an

12038   
12039   issue which remained at thebeari of British political argument for two decades, a 

view hostile to membership took delight in and made play of the Community's 
so-called rigidity. Second,

12040   
12041   with an Anglo-Saxon innate dislike o£ written constitutions . . something which I 

am glad to say we are beginning to outgrow we were suspicious of a Community 
settled in the law of the

12042   -----~~-:
12043   
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12044   ____ .. ____ - -- --6·--·-·· .
12045   :-•;
12046   
12047   ____ ,
12048   "!"' ~ -~
12049   
12050   Comr:uni ty, and
12051   
12052   partic~lar!y
12053   
12054   the
12055   
12056   ,..
12057   
12058   ....
12059   
12060   • - .......... _...,
12061   •'\,..
12062   
12063   \.
12064   
12065   ...
12066   
12067   '-.
12068   
12069   -"""
12070   
12071   sought to proceed from the particular on the ·basis of law than the general on 

.the basis of politics, the accumulated /impression
12072   
12073   rat~er
12074   
12075   3 -
12076   
12077   impression can be one of layers of detailed directives and little else. These 

opinions, or this approach to opinion, are not
12078   
12079   so widespread in the original members, where they have a ]onger experience of the 

realities of Community life and, in some, different traditions of public law. 
central point. But this is not the

12080   
12081   Because it is a young organism the Community's
12082   
12083   rigidities, where they are exist, are temporary, not permanently sclerotic. The 

Community still has a long. way to The opportunities for
12084   
12085   go to suffer the hardening of old age.
12086   
12087   influencing the course of its development are there to be taken, and
12088   ~,he
12089   
12090   issues involved are really much bigger than the
12091   
12092   critical arguments advanced. If I began with this question of the perception of 

the Community, I should like then to deal with some of the criticisms which the 
Community has to face, especially in the United Kingdom and then compare those 
with the major issues of policy we have to face. I will return at the end to the
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12093   
12094   consequences I draw from the way we should see ourselves in Europe. The first 

enlagement to include Britain has already stimulated change. The way the Community 
has gone since

12095   
12096   January 1973 may be good or bad, but it· is a course charted by nine members, not 

by six. There is no doubt in my mind that
12097   di~ferent ..
12098   
12099   the history of the Community would have been very enlargement had not taken place.
12100   
12101   if
12102   
12103   Merely by the play of the
12104   
12105   Community institutions, the points of view, and needs antl the essential interests 

of the new members have determining of Community action.
12106   contribut~d
12107   
12108   to the
12109   
12110   It would indeed be a sorry
12111   
12112   confession for any government to admit that after five years of /membership
12113   
12114   - 4 \
12115   '.,...,
12116   
12117   ...__ ..._,/
12118   
12119   membership ofthaCommunity- a quarter of the Community's lifetimethey had been 

unable to make their voice heard in its councils. That is certainly not the case. 
But I sometimes wonder whether

12120   
12121   that is clearly enough seen here in Britain and whether the often shrill and 

ill-informed judgements which are made about the Community fail to reflect for 
public opinion generally the way in which it can play its part in the Council of 
Ministers. Of course I wish that the picture of the good news of Britain in Europe 
was portrayed as often as the bad, but this is not the only problem, nor the 
mainspring of misunderstanding. I believe that lies in a misconception about the 
nature of the Community, the issues before it, and the terms of the debate about 
its future. I said that the Community, as an administrative and political

12122   organisation~
12123   
12124   was at a completely different stage in
12125   I. did not by
12126   
12127   its development than were the Member States.
12128   
12129   that mean to imply that the Community was the same kind of political animal as the 

Member States. one of the
12130   11
12131   
12132   That is thought to be but it is a myth, and
12133   
12134   idees-fixes" of Europeans;
12135   --
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12136   
12137   much more a myth propagated by those hostile to the Community than those who work 

for its success. The myth
12138   
12139   is that the Community is in some way a rival or even a potential enemy,_rather in 

the way that France and England glared at each other across the Channel for most 
of the eighteenth century, and much of the nineteenth century too. be, the case. 
members of the This is not, and cannot

12140   
12141   The United Kingdom is one of the
12142   Communit~
12143   
12144   a part of the Communitv.
12145   
12146   To think of the
12147   
12148   Community as a rival is a logical contradiction. _A family cannot be a rival ''to 

one o:: its ·members. But a member, if it erects a false barrier of alienation may 
easily damage its ?Wn interests. /Some British politicians

12149   
12150   ·0
12151   Some British politicians who concern themselves with Community affairs often say, 

or imply, that an unwillingness on theiri part to accept or compromise with 
proposals that have the blessing of OLher Member States is no more than the normal 
mechanism of the way in which the Community should operate, and that_in so doing 
they are behaving no differently from, for.example, the French. Let me make two 
points. First,

12152   
12153   every national government is expected in the Council of Ministers to defend its 

national interest: it is normal; this is not news; Second,
12154   
12155   it is not virtuous, it is necessary.
12156   
12157   it is accepted by all, save perhaps the British, that this is a position of 

practice not principle. It is a.t this
12158   
12159   point that the analogy with France, particularly the France of General de Gaulle, is
12160   f~lse
12161   
12162   .and unhistorical.
12163   '
12164   
12165   De Gaulle had a
12166   
12167   clear vision of Europe, .of its existence, history, potency and purpose. His 

'Europe des Patries' assumed and did not deny
12168   
12169   a Community of interest among the nation states who made up the Community. agree 

with his concept of Europe, but existed. In the case of
12170   Br~tain,
12171   
12172   Many did not
12173   
12174   no
12175   
12176   one doubted that it
12177   
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12178   on the other hand, there is
12179   
12180   sometimes-a doubt as to whether we have any concept of Europe at all. The problem 

with British Gaullism, if I may pick up a frequently used rnis leauing. but; 
te-rm~, , is that it may lead the British in Europe

12181   
12182   into ptecisely the· trap that those who fought for our entry were determined to 

avoid: acceptance of membership fortun~tely
12183   
12184   that argument is dead - but without a clear conception of the Community, or its 

purpose. /Inevitably the
12185   
12186   Ine~i~~bly ~d:ifferent
12187   
12188   the Community·means different things to indeed, each one of us, when trying to
12189   
12190   people;
12191   
12192   'fonn a picture of the Community, puts into it something".of his own 

preconceptions, hopes and even fears. This is normal.
12193   
12194   Political entities·have an existence of their own and an existence in the minds of 

their citizens. believed in empires fall. When they are no longer
12195   
12196   But sometimes pictures are distorted.
12197   
12198   I have the impression that the image many people in this country
12199   
12200   have made Eor themselves of the Community does not really correspond to what we in 

Brussels do or are trying to do. by usin.g the word· Brussels I include the nine 
Member States as well as the Commission. The Commission is not fighting And

12201   
12202   ·with nine recalcitrant governments to turn the Community into
12203   -a superstate.
12204   
12205   We do not believe that decisions taken in
12206   '
12207   
12208   :Brussels are ipso facto better than those made in national capitals.
12209   ~
12210   
12211   We do not want to submerge national identities in
12212   
12213   milk-and-water - or perhaps in view o£ mountains and lakes should say a milk and 

wine Community. Let me, in this context,· take up one of the common
12214   
12215   I
12216   
12217   x;riticisms of the Community.- · First, despite views to the contrary, the 

Communi.t;.y's institutions can change and develop in line wJ:th developments in 
policy. The Community institutions do not,

12218   
12219   'l:ike youthful dinosaurs, lumber around in an unchanging and
12220   
12221   :in£lexible environment.
12222   
12223   Over the years the machinery through
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12224   
12225   which decisions have _been taken and policy formulated has been adapted as closely 

as possible to ·the needs of those who are 'involved in the taking of dec is ions. 
Of course, development has

12226   
12227   always taken place on the basis laid down by the Treaties, and
12228   ijlB!rt:i.caJ;l:GT'1y by the Treaty of Rome which founded the Economic
12229   
12230   Community,, ·bttt con:e :must not think that the Treaties hold the /answer
12231   
12232   answer to every institutional problem which may arise. are not, and by their very 

nature they cannot be, model constitutions. Their contents are disparate.
12233   
12234   They
12235   
12236   Some provisions Others
12237   
12238   look like laws, and are directly applied as such.
12239   
12240   provide a framework within which policies can be worked out. Others again, like 

the institutional provisions, set up bcdies which over the years develop their own 
style of work, but whose responsibilities and functions remain clear. 
institutional balance is adjusted from time to time. The It was

12241   
12242   adjusted in the creation of the European Council for example, the thrice-yearly 

meetings of the heads of Government and the President of the Commission. Direct 
elections to the

12243   
12244   Parliament will make a different adjustment at least in giving that body a greater 

moral authority and therefore a better base for democratic accountability. The 
formal process of decision is reasonably well know. The Commission proposes; 
Commiss)bn the Council disposes.

12245   ;•·
12246   
12247   But the
12248   
12249   does not,despite occasional rumours to the contrary,
12250   ...,
12251   
12252   make its proposals out of the blue.
12253   .
12254   
12255   They are the fruit of long
12256   
12257   and sometimes difficult disctisstons with interested parties, including experts 

from the Member States. This lengthy
12258   
12259   process of consultation is indeed one of the reasons why the Commission is 

sometime.s criticised for delay in presenting its proposals.
12260   tre~Council
12261   
12262   Once the Commission has made .its proposal, it is which decides. This is that 

supreme decision-making Without its approval, no important And it is here at this 
stage

12263   
12264   organ in the Community.
12265   
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12266   policy decision can be taken.
12267   
12268   of discussion that a curious schizophrenia can develop which affects critics of 

the Community. You will be told "Brussels will /decide;
12269   
12270   0'
12271   '
12272   
12273   decide;
12274   
12275   th•e power is out
12276   
12277   o~
12278   
12279   our hands";
12280   
12281   the bureaucracy is But what
12282   
12283   at worlt and national sovereignty is being impaired.
12284   
12285   ill fact hmppens is that the Council, composed of nine ·Ministers
12286   
12287   from governments which have been elected to offLce in the member States, are 

presenting and arguing through their national This is a democratic
12288   
12289   views of the proposals we have put forward.
12290   
12291   and accountable process, and more than in any national political
12292   f;o~rum
12293   
12294   of w1hich I have had experience, it is an open process. Second, t"h:e.re is the 

charge that the Community is
12295   
12296   excessively
12297   
12298   ~ureaucratic.
12299   
12300   In its simplest form, as an attack In 1977
12301   
12302   91t t:hle_ size o-f the Commission, it is easily answered.
12303   
12304   th•ere were jta.st ove.r ten .. and a half thousand Commission staff, compared to 

about tw,o million central gov_ernment civil servants
12305   
12306   i1t t:h•e United Kin-g-dom and 33.0,000 in Ireland.
12307   
12308   Over the last
12309   
12310   tltree years the United King dow civil service has grown at an annual
12311   avera~ge
12312   
12313   of 7%, while the Commission - from a vastly
12314   
12315   lower base, and in an expanding field::.. has grown by 3.8%. Mtrreover, within the 

Commission, under half (5,262) are
12316   
12317   administrative civil servants, as they would be conceived in Brit·a:ln.
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12318   3·rr% of the staff are translators and interpreters,
12319   
12320   a:n_,d' the t"e-st en)ga:ged on scientific res,earch.
12321   
12322   In short, the
12323   
12324   numbers are this charge.
12325   
12326   tiny~
12327   
12328   I therefore-find it hard to see the sense of
12329   
12330   Moreover, as I have sai_d it is certainly more open
12331   
12332   t:han. any national administration I have known. But often th:e charge of 

bureaucracy is more subtle. 1lQ.e argument run:s as· follows:· all right, we 
accept that the

12333   
12334   s:,iz;e of the.. Gommis$ion is not overblown, but it produces so many
12335   mino;r ].l'r'Qpll!sals, especially on harmonisation, that '.hey could
12336   
12337   /only have
12338   
12339   only have come out of a politically insensitive and overbureaucratic machin~. This 

brings one directly to the
12340   
12341   third point that this small number of Eurocrats a re simply out to standardise, 

homogenise and interfere. This subject, technically described as the aproximation 
of laws rather than harmonisation, is, of its nature, instrumental. It serves to 
make the common market work

12342   
12343   and thus to realise the objectives of the Treaty set out in and importance aspect 

of Article z.· The maintenance/of the common market ./ the Community is essential. 
of

12344   th~
12345   
12346   Historically it underpinned the economic success the c6ntinued assurance of the 

strength
12347   
12348   original six;
12349   
12350   of the common market is now necessary to the recovery of European industry. But 

just as the effects of a successful
12351   
12352   market if unrestrained and . adjusted by regional and social . ' policies can be 

devisive, so obviously can be an apparently un-thinking pursuit of the 
approximation of laws. I think

12353   
12354   there are three ways in which we can and· are beginning to re-examine our . 

appr_oach in this field.
12355   
12356   ·-.
12357   First, for most of us uniformity is undesirable; we ·. cherish our differences. 

Our principle_should therefore be to eliminate differences not to the· fullest 
extent possible only butlto~the extent necessary. F6r exampl~, if there are

12358   severa~
12359   
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12360   methods by which an objective· can_be achieved then the
12361   St~tes.
12362   
12363   choice should be left open. to individual Member
12364   
12365   Second, we must make sure that_ our proposals in this area are seen to have been 

fully prepared and discussed. The Commission should not and will not undermine its 
impoitant right of initiative in the institutional balance of the Community, but 
it should. be ready to make clear to the outside

12366   I
12367   l
12368   
12369   .J
12370   
12371   world theradvice on which it may have based its proposals. There is already a wide 

range of consultation but it is not a;lways made apparent.
12372   r~gularly
12373   
12374   We should be prepared to consider more
12375   
12376   the production of green discussion- papers (as we did
12377   
12378   on worker. participation) and public hearings of policy areas (as we didcrecently 

in the nuclear field). Third·, and perhaps more difficult to grasp, we need to 
be\prepared to re-examine the amount and scope of proposals in At the technical 
level this is very represents intellectual difficult - the work involved often / , 
years of/investment but because the proposals involved are only instrumental to

12379   th~
12380   
12381   the: approximation of laws.
12382   
12383   objective of a common market, and our conception of what
12384   
12385   that is chan-ges over time, we cannot ignore the problem• As the· conception of. 

_the Community and the role of the market within it changes over,time we should be 
prepared

12386   
12387   to reassess the means by which we seek to achieve our goals. Tlierpoint of 

departure for these ii
12388   cl~ar.
12389   
12390   The.Community is, in part, a recog.nition that the economic ct:mdd.tions of 

coexistence
12391   i~
12392   
12393   .the. late twentieth century are
12394   
12395   sa:ch: that- the scope and effect of dec i-s ions cannot be limited
12396   tOt
12397   
12398   a na.rrow national area.
12399   
12400   We are interdependent, and that
12401   Com~unity
12402   
12403   innludes the world outside the
12404   
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12405   as well as within.
12406   
12407   Indeed· we work for an increasing degree of complementarity and common decision 

making on a worldwide scale. Of course, the greater·
12408   
12409   the scale, the greater the difficulties involved and often the gteater the time 

that decisions can take to be realised.
12410   But. here in Western Europe we have been fortunate and intel.ligent
12411   
12412   enou-g)l. to+wol1k out procedures and machinery for taking
12413   dci:edsi.G:mss iil1~commmn" on common problems.
12414   
12415   /This, I believB,
12416   
12417   This, I believe, is a relatively simple definition of the basis and purpose of the 

Community which most nearly responds to the pressing needs of today and which 
corresponds to the reality and rhythm of day-to-day life of those who•.work on 
Community issues. It is a way of taking decisions at a level which will

12418   
12419   both allow those decisions to have.real effect and also takes into account the 

genuine interests of all parties. decisions do not need to be taken at European 
level. Many Many, I The

12420   
12421   might add, do not need to be taken at national level either. arguments for 

reducing the level of decision-taking whenever possible are just. as potent as 
those for raising it whenever necessary.

12422   
12423   But where a decision does need to be taken at European
12424   
12425   level, the machinery for doing so exists and should be used. If ones looks at the 

Community in this way, as the majority the theory of of Member States do, sterile 
a~guments about/federalism or confederalism lose much of their relevance and also 
fh.·e very limited degree of interest they offer t6 all but the constitutional 
.much lmvyers. No one in Europe/ engages any longer in such a sterile

12426   •,,
12427   
12428   argument.
12429   
12430   For one thing our common interest in dealing
12431   
12432   effectively with the major issue~ before us {s too great, and if we take 

tbe.principle of dealing with common problems in common and then face the major 
challenges of the future we can out of that process forge a of Community we want. 
I turn to some of these major issues. It is a fact, although

12433   m~tual
12434   
12435   understanding about the sort
12436   
12437   it is sometimes forgotten, that the Community exists just as much for the outside 

world as it does for us who live within it. Indeed it has become something of a 
platitude that the

12438   
12439   Community looks stronger and sometimes more imposing to those /outside it
12440   
12441   ( .,_ ,_J
12442   
12443   outside it than to those within.
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12444   
12445   This is partly because of the
12446   
12447   way the machinery works, and partly because of the high
12448   expectations held by the rest of the world about the policy of this relatively new 

grouping on the world stage, in an era when the standards ·of international 
conduct are higher and expected by some to be more disinterested than they have 
perhaps ever been. It is a fact that foreign countries often negotiate

12449   
12450   their most important agreements with the Community, not with Member States. Last 

autumn the Community conducted a series of
12451   
12452   negotiations with over thirty foreign countries about textiles, in which t.he.Nine
12453   ~ecessarily
12454   
12455   maintained a common position.
12456   
12457   The
12458   
12459   results were undoubtedly more satisfactory for the Community than if Member States 

had negotiated separately. We are at present
12460   
12461   engaged on similar crucial talks with steel-producing countries. Next week, the 

new commeiciai agreement between the Community and China will be signed. Thes-e 
are the most striking recent

12462   
12463   examples of the Community's activities in external relations, but the work of 

negotiation with foreign countries on matters of commercial policy is going on all 
the ...time.

12464   ;•·
12465   
12466   The ability of the Nine- to act together in negotiations with foreign countries 

leads those countries to expect from the Community a similarly coherent stand on 
the major questions of international economics and world at the present time.

12467   politi~s
12468   
12469   which confront the
12470   
12471   I am thinking in particular of
12472   
12473   attitudes towards the gulf between developed and developing countries, the 

so-called new
12474   inter~ational
12475   
12476   economic order,
12477   
12478   the financing of world trade, aid to the developing world and human rights. World 

politics are becoming the affair,
12479   
12480   certainly not of nation states, nor even of power blocs, but of interest groupings 

on a continental or even transcontinental /scale
12481   
12482   scale.
12483   
12484   The European Community is one of these groupings, We account, for example, for
12485   
12486   and one of the most powerful. 40% of the world's trade. us.
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12487   
12488   A common attitude is expected from The role
12489   
12490   To a large extent we satisfy these expectations.
12491   North-~outh
12492   
12493   the Communities played in the
12494   
12495   dialogue in Paris
12496   
12497   last summer, for example, was an important and constructive one, and
12498   it is being continued in the follow up to the Paris Conference.
12499   
12500   The net effect of all this activity is to give foreign countries a much clearer 

impression of the Community's personality than exists within the Community itself. 
But

12501   
12502   this imbalance between the Community's external appearance and power and internal 

cohesion presents a danger in the long run. If we arouse expectations in foreign 
countries which we are not able to satisfy, the loss of. credibility will be 
damaging not only for the Community but for each of the Member States. We 
must.therefore try to construct policies internally which will give weight to our

12503   ~xternal
12504   
12505   positi0n;
12506   
12507   not of course just
12508   
12509   for the sake of having a policy, but in response to a real need both in the 

Community and in the ··world around us. In this
12510   
12511   small corner of .the Western:world over 260 million people are, despite their 

cultural diversity and separate historic traditions, in the same political and 
economic boat. is leaking. It is the second major issue we face. And it

12512   
12513   The Commission has posed this economic challenge to Europe in terms of the need to 

make faster progress towards the to qualitative leap which will t:ake ·the 
Community/ an economic and

12514   J!WlJC1v1f UJJj.(HJ.
12515   
12516   'J'!J.t..'
12517   
12518   ;;/}f,<.AI!;{J!l:·.
12519   
12520   1t/f
12521   
12522   {''I,JW,JHJ•.:
12523   
12524   ~.w;:J
12525   
12526   til'',;.!i.t;1~f/
12527   
12528   J!La~L.L'~a..L
12529   
12530   "'"'' ... ,... ,j : .: "
12531   
12532   union rest firmly on the/needS of the Community.
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12533   
12534   /Unemployment in the
12535   
12536   lln.employmre,nt in the Community stands at 6l million.
12537   
12538   Between
12539   
12540   -now an:d 19"85 another 9 million young people will join the
12541   
12542   labour market for jobs.
12543   
12544   Inflation remains a present danger In these circumstances the failure
12545   
12546   and a threat for the future.
12547   
12548   to achieve a further surge of economic growth could quite quickly undermine our 

confidence and social balance. European
12549   e~onomy
12550   
12551   The
12552   
12553   therefore needs a stimulus on an historic
12554   
12555   :scale far .:greater than the partial measures which national government5 are 

proposing or can put into effect. It needs
12556   
12557   a stimulus on the scale of the onset of the railway age in the ninet-eenth 

century, or the·spread to the mass of the population of what were previously 
middle-class living .standards in the 1960s. It ha?,in my view Eortunately, become 
less fashionable to believe that such deep-rooted problems can be satisfactorily 
resolved by simply pushing the strongest economies into a fas·ter reflation than 
they judge appropriate.

12558   ,··~.
12559   
12560   Of course there
12561   
12562   JRU:St be some short-term stimulus but in its more extreme form the so--called 

"locomotive" theory -: with the most pm<lerful ·engin·e pulling the rest out·' of 
and clear of the station lacks persuasiveness. If we are to have such metaphors I

12563   
12564   would prefer that of a number of trains pulling out together. Of course some will 

be bigger and more powerful than others,
12565   
12566   but if they can begin to move at the same time on parallel tTacks t.he:,process
12567   o~
12568   
12569   mutual support could keep them all going.
12570   
12571   I may add that, in these circumstances,.they need a good co'ordinated signalling 

system. There are various ways in which
12572   
12573   the preparations for thts. departure can be made - some of them have been set: 

out: .in the Commission's recent propos:1ls to the Council - bot I
12574   ~believe
12575   
12576   that the time is ripe now for a much
12577   /clOS6I
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12578   
12579   closer examination of common guidelines for monetary policy in the Member States. 

The more we think in these terms the more
12580   
12581   effective will be our capacity to make the necessary transition to a full monetary 

union. But in addition to this internal role, economic and monetary union would 
have an important effect on the outside world. One oLthe most serious obstacles 
today to the

12582   
12583   continued free flow and growth of trade is the lack of a of exchange. stable 

1nterna~ional medium/ For two decades the dollar performed this function, and 
performed it well. We were all

12584   
12585   more prosperous and secure than we had ever been before. It still plays a vital 

role. But a common European currency,
12586   
12587   with the economic weight of the Members of the Community behind it, and the wide 

circulation-made possible by the fact that the Community is
12588   the~world
12589   
12590   's bigge,st trading bloc, would be not:.only
12591   
12592   a factor of stability in world trade, but a stimulus to growth, from which we 

should all profit. A European currency would
12593   ,,
12594   ~.
12595   
12596   not replace the dollar as an international currency, but it would be a sound 

alternative to it; on the dollar would itself by relieving some of the pressure 
strengthen that currency.

12597   
12598   h~lp ~o
12599   
12600   There is another reason for a firm commitment now to work towards economic and 

monetary union. I -said earlier that the
12601   
12602   Community was a po-litical organism in a stage of continuing development. The 

Community cannot stand still; it must either
12603   
12604   go forward or go back.
12605   
12606   The common policies which have been
12607   
12608   achieved over more than twenty years are not in danger of disintergrating but of 

being overtaken by events. If we
12609   
12610   failed to adapt to t·ha t process we should lose the mutual strength we have 

gained. The prospect of such a quiet retreat /may be
12611   
12612   may be a heartening one for some of the more prejudiced ·opponents of the 

Community. But I do not find it
12613   
12614   a cheering prospect, nor can anyone who truly has the interests of the Community, 

or of his own country, at
12615   '-'
12616   
12617   ~eart.
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12618   
12619   And we may
12620   
12621   also ask ourselves whether a Community in regression presents an encouraging 

picture to other countires; whether, indeed, the sort of joining. it is I 
Community.which other countries are looking forward to/ The answer to that, as we 
approach the second enlargement

12622   ..;£
12623   
12624   the Community, is .. clearly no.. Greece, Portugal eager and Spain are· n_ws t 1 

to become members. They wa"nt to join a vigorous Community, not a declining one. 
After the initial

12625   
12626   favourable response from the Nine it was recognised that there complicated would 

be long and I negotiations about the accession arrangements. These are now taking 
place. The negotiations

12627   
12628   with Greece are in their substantial phase, and their main weight should have 

passed. by the end of the year. The procedure
12629   
12630   for the admission of Portugal and Spain is under way. There are, of course, 

difficult-problems to be solved in the course of all three
12631   n~gotiations.
12632   
12633   But these problems,
12634   
12635   and the solutions that must be found; should in our mutual interest be made a 

source of _strength for the Community, not a ·source of wea·kness. A weakening of 
the Community through

12636   
12637   enlargement cannot be acceptable to the present members. What is more, it would 

not be acceptable td the applicants. That is not the Community they wish to join. 
We in Britain, at

12638   
12639   least, with a long history of parliamentary democracy and a determined if only 

erratically successful pursuit of economic success, should fully accept that 
premise. /The move

12640   
12641   The move towards enlargement is linked to our approach to economic and monetary 

union. What would clearly be unacceptable
12642   
12643   in any such desirable move is that only the strong should benefit and the weak 

should go further to the wall. need not and must not be the
12644   result~
12645   
12646   This
12647   
12648   There is as much mutual
12649   
12650   need between the strong and the weak in Europe as there was between the states of 

the American Union in the nineteenth century. the unity of the The strong need the 
underpinning ~f t Community market. The weak need the commitment to monetary 
discipline and the benefit in resource transfers that a powerful market, socially 
oriented, can provide. These major issues which I have put forward this evening 
the balance between our external strength and internal weakness.,_and the 
pressi.ng need for a new stimulus to our economies, especially as we move towards 
a new enlargement of the Community are those which both in their political 
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challenge and diversity of detail should dominate European discussion in Member 
States. They are linked the one to the other and it is our perspective of such 
major issues that should mould-~ur conception of the Community as an organisation 
for-deliberately acting in common in our mutual interest; we ought to eschew both 
an obsessive largely between illusory concentration on the/outdated .debate/ 
federalism and the often/ national sovereignty of/institutions, and a myopic 
obsession with alleged bureaucracy and standardisation. These issues can outline 
for us the shape of the Community of tomorrow. Their successful handling depends 
primarily on

12651   
12652   a common agreement to acts of political will not bureaucratic /work - although
12653   
12654   work - although the latter must necessarily follow.
12655   
12656   We must have
12657   
12658   a determination, first to sustain and enhance our external strength in the world; 

second to face and meet the challenge third to accept the fact of a
12659   
12660   of continued economic weakness;
12661   
12662   second enlargement and turn it to the strength of Europe, not to its weakening. 

proces!='; Each Member State stands to gain in this
12663   
12664   .none should ntake assumptions or beg questions about
12665   
12666   the institutional direction in which these changes will take us. We should be 

ready to adapt in a practical way, and a Community of twelve will require change. 
The Community is for dealing

12667   ~ogether.
12668   
12669   with problems which can best be dealt with by us all
12670   
12671   The framework for decision exists and where it does not it can be rapidly created. 

There is nothing sophistical.
12672   '
12673   
12674   or utopian ..
12675   
12676   about It simply
12677   
12678   such an approach to the future of the Community.
12679   
12680   calls for a European rather than a national reflex when major issues require a 

common European solution. perspectiva many of the petty
12681   current~-.of
12682   
12683   It puts into criticism that all
12684   
12685   too easily still circulate in Britain.
12686   
12687   Agreement on such
12688   
12689   essentials will not automatically solve all the problems we face, but it will 

ensure that they are tackled in mutual understanding and support.
12690   
12691   oooooOOOooooo
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12692   
12693   **** *year_1978 *date_1978-03-07 *place_Vancouver
12694   
12695   European Community
12696   European Community Information Service 350 Sparks Street. suite I I 1o, Ottawa, 

Ontario K 1R 7S8
12697   
12698   PRESS RELEASE
12699   
12700   THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY TODAY
12701   
12702   Following is the text of the speech delivered by the Right Honourable Roy Jenkins, 

President of the Commission of the European Communities, to the Vancouver Board of 
Trade, on 7 March 1978.

12703   
12704   ****"k********
12705   I began my visit to this country as President of the Commission of the European 

Communities in British Columbia. I had the pleasure of receiving your Premier, Mr. 
Bennett, when he visited the European Commission in Brussels in September last 
year, and heard from him about the special characteristics and dynamism of your 
province. He particularly emphasized the hope that we could strengthen cooperation 
between us and further develop our trade. My presence is in part a response to his 
call. I am only sorry that he cannot be here today himself. From British Columbia 
I go eastwards and will arrive on the Atlantic Seaboard on Thursday afternoon. In 
this way I shall have a vivid impression of the vast dimensions of your country. 
Coming as I do from one of the most densely packed regions of the world, a region 
of nine countries which are in a real sense the mother country of modern Canada in 
all its diversity, I cannot but think how very small western Europe really is. 
Canada is,I believe,seven times larger than western Europe, and your own province 
by itself is as big as two-thirds of it. But however large and varied Canada may 
be, the origins and distribution of your population are such as to ensure that 
each province has its own characteristic and human face. This is something we 
quickly recognize and value. It is an essential part of our relationship. One of 
my purposes today is to bring the European Community a little closer to you. 
Although we are your second trading partner this is not easy: not only because 
Europe is so far away but also because it is so difficult to describe something 
which does not fitinto any category immediately recognizable here. You are of 
course more familiar with the nine countries which make up the Community than with 
the Community itself. After all, London remains the capital of Britain, Paris the 
capital of France and Rome the capital of Italy. But since 1957 Brussels has 
become something more than the capital of Belgium, and the institutions of the 
Community have been endowed with powers which hitherto belonged to national 
governments alone. From the beginning, our institutions have been designed to 
represent a balance between. respect for the powers of member states and a measure 
of supra-nationality in

12706   
12707   .• /2
12708   NR (78) 7 7 March
12709   
12710   -2-
12711   
12712   economic, legislative and judicial matters. This balance does not resemble 

federation in the way which that term is used in Canada. The European Commission, 
of which I am the President, is in one sense the executive agent of the European 
Community and in another the initiating body for its policies .. It can thus be 
regarded as less than a government but more than an international organization. 
Where the exact balance of powers lies is not always easy to determine. Thus some 
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parts of the Community's activities, such as agriculture, competition policy and 
external trade, are centrally managed by the Community through common policies: 
others, such as international finance and industrial cooperation with third 
countries, represent a blend of Community and national competence, and in further 
areas member states make their own policies as in the past but seek increasingly 
and in the common interest to coordinate them. It is a cardinal principle for the 
Community that member states should respect ground rules covering all their 
activities in the economic field to avoid the economic nationalism which has so 
bedevilled the past of Europe as of the rest of the world. Many people on this 
continent sometimes look for a kind of United States of Europe, an~ find to their 
disappointment that no such organization exists. It is, I thin~ better to refer to 
the uniting states of Europe which, over the last 25 years, have created 
institutions which are both peculiar to themselves and recognizably incomplete. 
For that reason I recognize that we are not always easy to comprehend. I come from 
an institution which still has scaffolding round part of it, where sections seem 
half built or half used, and where sometimes even essential services do not seem 
to be provided. Yet most of the building is now in good working order and has 
stronger foundations and is better constructed than it sometimes looks, and the 
view from the top, to which some of us mount, reveals far horizons. Perhaps the 
analogy of a half-finished building is misleading. In some ways I prefer the idea 
of a living organism rather than one of bricks and mortar. Our institutions are in 
constant evolution. There is the Commission which I have described. There is the 
Council of National Ministers which takes decisions on the basis of Commission 
proposals. There is the European Parliament with advisory and supervisory powers. 
There is the European Court which is,in effect, although an international body, a 
judicial organ of each member state whose decisions are directly enforceable. 
Beside these institutions set up by the Treaty of Rome is also,outside the treaty, 
the growing practice of political cooperation by which the nine members states 
seek to coordinate their foreign policy. The catalysts for the growth of our 
institutions come both from within and without. Even the larger of the old 
European nation states are now too small to be able by purely national policies to 
restrain inflation, restore full employment, and promote long-term economic 
growth. Yet even the smaller nation states may not be sufficiently intimate 
political entities to be able to satisfy the growing demand for the preservation 
of cultural and other differences and to ensure local participation in the taking 
of political decisions. Within the Community there is therefore a combination of 
decisiontaking at three levels: that which is appropriate for local communities or 
regions, that which is appropriate for member states, and that which is 
appropriate for Europe on a continental scale. We do not seek to make Frenchmen 
into Englishmen or Italians into Germans. We seek simply a re-ordering of powers 
in terms of local, national and continental requirements •

12713   
12714   .• /3
12715   
12716   -3Future Prospects for Development Three immediate and major problems illuminate 

the future prospects for our development. The first is the imminence of direct 
elections to the European Parliament, the second is the likelihood of enlargement 
of the Community from nine to twelve, and the third is a renewed effort to move 
towards economic and monetary union. So far,election to membership of the European 
Parliament has been indirect. In other words, its members have all been chosen 
from existing national parliaments. But next year, in,I hope May or June, there 
will be direct elections. This will not in itself change the powers of the 
Parliament or its relationship to the other Community institutions. But the 
character of the Parliament will inevitably be changed because of the view it will 
have of itself and of the way in which it will be regarded by the citizens of 
Europe. A new balance of democratic power within the Community will follow in ways 
which it is now impossible to foresee. But one thing I can say with assurance is 
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that the Commission will feel that its activities are both more directly 
accountable and in a sense better legitimized than in the past. As for 
enlargement, you may know that we are already negotiating for the adhesion of 
Greece, and are likely soon to open negotiations with Spain and Portugal. The 
Community feels a clear political obligation to sustain these newly democratic 
countries and to give a positive response to their applications for membership. We 
welcome their eagerness to join us following this present re-emergence to 
democracy. Enlargement will not be easy. The economies of the three applicant 
countries cannot easily be integrated into those of the existing Community, and 
their adhesion will create problems for our institutions, particularly in the 
process of decision-making. No one, least of all the applicant countries 
themselves, wants the effect of their membership to be the dilution and weakening 
of the Community. The more weight we put on our structure, the more we need to 
strengthen and solidify it. Economic and Monetary Union This brings me to what we 
in the Commission believe to be the urgent need to resume the movement towards 
economic and monetary union. For Canadians who already enjoy the benefits of such 
a union, it may seem unnecessary to plead this cause. To you it is the most 
natural thing in the world to sell your goods to other parts of your vast country 
in the same currency and to accept a measure of central economic and monetary 
direction. The checks and balances are already well established. But to the 
European member states, each with its own long traditions of national management 
of economic policy, and each with its own currency going far back into the past, 
it is in some cases a startling and disagreeable idea that these powers should be 
exercised by a European rather than a national authority. Today I want to refer to 
two of the main arguments for European economic and monetary union. First we 
believe that union would help us to control inflation and provide us with the 
means collectively to recover the control over prices and demand which most 
governments have individually lost. Member states with weak or vulnerable 
currencies would be able to take the measure they believe right without running 
major exchange rate risks, and member states with strong currencies would get the 
strong impulse of demand which their own national

12717   
12718   .• /4
12719   
12720   -4markets can no longer supply. By lowering barriers between countries and giving 

our people a greater sense of assurance and -above all -opportunity, union could 
constitute a means for releasing energies on the scale that followed the onset of 
the railway age in the nineteenth century or the dramatic spread of high standards 
of consumption in the "Fifties" and "Sixties" of this century. It must be combined 
with moves to promote better regional distribution for work and wealth in Europe. 
The poorer regions need assurance that their economic difficulties will not be 
aggravated, and the richer ones must know that they will have more stable and 
secure markets. In my judgement, union can provide the assurance which both need. 
Secondly, and of greater relevance to you, monetary union would have important 
effects on the international monetary system. The problems of that system are 
highlighted by the state of the US dollar today. Since 1971 the Bretton Woods 
system which had served us well since the war has manifestly broken down. We all 
continue to depend upon the dollar, yet the dollar cannot carry the burdens and 
responsibilities of being the only effective international medium of exchange 
which the rest of the world continues to put on it. In these circumstances we need 
in Europe to do something more than complain about the weakness of the world 
monetary system. We in Europe have the economic strength to create a new and 
strong international currency, and to help create order out of the current 
disorder. The Community is the right size of unit for this purpose and would b~ 
its own weight impart a new stability to the international monetary system. The 
Community and the World This leads me to say a few words about the position of the 
Community in the world. Trade within and without the Community accounts for over 
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40 per · cent of the world's total. The Community is thus the world's largest 
trading group. It is more dependent on international trade than any of the other 
comparable units in the world economy, and is thus particularly vulnerable to 
recession and current tendencies towards protectionism. We therefore have an 
immense interest in the maintenance and improvement of an open trading system, and 
with the other free industrial societies, in particular the United States, Japan 
and yourselves carry major world economic responsibilities. There are two areas in 
which we work closely together. First, there are the western economic summit 
meetings where the leaders of the main industrial countries discuss the broad 
economic strategy for the free world. I attended the last of these at Downing 
Street in May 1977, and had the pleasure of sitting next to your Prime Minister 
flanked by his Ministers of Foreign Affairs and Finance. Secondly, there are the 
Multilateral Trade Negotiations (or Tokyo Round) which are designed to continue 
the process of lowering both tariff and non-tariff barriers in the interest of 
stimulating world trade at a time when it badly needs it. Onli in this way do we 
see means of avoiding a return ~ the beggar-my-neighbour policies of the 1930's 
and of ensuring a better balance of trading rights and opportunities for all. Let 
me underline that the Community is firmly committed to a successful outcome to 
these difficult negotiations •

12721   
12722   •• /5
12723   
12724   -5Neither the Community nor Canada is so blind as to imagine that the affairs of 

the industrial world can be settled in isolation from our trading partners. We 
both have a great interest in the economic development of the poorer countries of 
the world and in their inclusion in our economic system on a fairer and more 
equitable basis than has been the case in the past. In this respect big decisions 
face us this year. We want to set up a common fund for commodities, to promote the 
transfer of resources, and to find a solution to the problems of the debt burden 
of the poorest countries. On our side we need to adapt our industrial organization 
to give the developing countries a chance to compete effectively and reasonably in 
our own markets. This is easier to say than to do at a time of unemployment and 
inflation, but if we cannot work out some new and better balance in the 
international division of labour I could see the world trade system broken into 
virtually autarchic blocs between which disparities in living standards would be 
still greater than they are toda~ with the world as a whole not only more divided 
but a poorer place. By contrast, the establishment of a more equitable world 
economic order could be a sustenance to both rich and poor alike. In this respect 
the European Community has a special role through the Lome Convention of 1975, due 
for re-negotiation this year, which links the Community with 53 countries of 
Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific in a unique association. We have just 
concluded a bilateral trade agreement with China which should be of considerable 
importance to the development of relations between our great communities at the 
two ends of the Eurasian land-mass, and I hope we shall be able to establish 
better economic relations with the Soviet Union and the East European countries in 
negotiations which should follow later this year. I conclude with some words about 
our relationship with Canada. The Economic and Commercial Agreement which the 
Community concluded with Canada twenty months ago is the only one of its kind. 
Canada is in many ways the natural partner of the Community,with its vast natural 
resources and growing trade of all kinds. We need you as I think you need us. 
Moreover the Community fits well into your policy of the third option which has 
evolved over the last few years. The general agreement is designed to provide a 
framework for specific agreements in fields of importance to us both. I refer in 
particular to aeronautics, forestry, non-ferrous metals and electronics. We have 
just concluded a special agreement with you on nuclear matters which has led to 
the resumption of uranium supplies to the Community, and we are in the process of 
negotiating an agreement on fisheries. This framework has of course no more_ value 
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than what we put into it. One of the reasons for my visit to Canada is to see what 
more we can put into it and to preside over the second meeting of the 
Canada-Community Joint Cooperation Committee in Ottawa. But even if governments 
establish a favourable climate for cooperation, all must in the last resort depend 
on the initiatives taken by industrialists and businessmen. You in Canada can rely 
on us in Europe to do all we can to further and enrich a relationship which, 
deriving from our shared history, should be of immense importance to us both in 
the future. I am here today to promote it.

12725   
12726   **** *year_1979 *date_1979-04-24 *place_Frankfurt
12727   
12728   -(.
12729   
12730   ---------------"
12731   4Q:3 ofr.
12732   
12733   .
12734   24 APRIL 19 79
12735   
12736   Roy Jenkins
12737   
12738   e, ~
12739   
12740   ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT ·oF THE CQJ-1MISSION/TO THE MEETING OF THE BUNDESKOMITEE 

EUROPA-WAHL, FRANKFURT/MAIN, TUESDAY
12741   "" " -
12742   
12743   7
12744   
12745   ~:/de
12746   
12747   I am delighted to have been able to accept your
12748   
12749   kind invitation to speak here today.
12750   
12751   It is fitting that
12752   
12753   in Frankfurt, "the cradle of the first German Republic, with its longstanding 

democratic traditions my theme should be the new democratic impetus for the 
European Community of direct elections to the European Parliament.

12754   I
12755   
12756   We are now
12757   
12758   launched on the final run-up to an historic occasion. 'Elections are undoubtedly 

in fashion. will be two before
12759   we~
12760   
12761   In my own country there And in your country,
12762   
12763   1
12764   
12765   i
12766   
12767   get to 7 June.
12768   
12769   i I
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12770   
12771   ~
12772   
12773   LMnder and local elections are following each other in quick succession. citizens
12774   f~om
12775   
12776   But in six weeks' time over 180 million European Greenland to Sicily will have the 

chance to cast They will be
12777   
12778   their votes in the first European elections.
12779   
12780   electing their own representatives to the European Parliament, ' thereby adding a 

new and important democratic dimension to the Community. The Treaties establishing 
the European

12781   ,::.-::r.•• .... :.,·.,_,
12782   
12783   J;.. ·:....:.::~.~~
12784   ""t>""
12785   
12786   Communi ties laid a solid foundation for a true democratic control of Community 

activities by proposing that the European Parliament should be directly elected.
12787   
12788   "
12789   
12790   It has taken
12791   
12792   a long time, over twenty years, to honour the commitment. But in my judgment, if 

Article 138 of the Treaty of Rome which established the principle of direct 
elections had not existed, it would have been necessary to invent it. The

12793   
12794   Community is rooted in the principles of representative democracy and, while its 

means may be largely economic, its origins and objectives have always been 
political. /It

12795   t. ... · - -
12796   
12797   . -2It follows that an essential element of the idea of the Community is that 

those who make the decisions should be subject to effective direct control by the 
representatives.

12798   
12799   l
12800   
12801   •
12802   
12803   of those in whose name the decisions are made.
12804   
12805   It is that
12806   
12807   I
12808   l
12809   I
12810   
12811   k
12812   
12813   ., essential element which direct elections in June will put in plac'e. I firmly 

believe that Community decisions and
12814   
12815   Community decision-makers can be effectively scrutinized and contolled only by a 
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Community Parliament, elected by
12816   '·
12817   
12818   t I
12819   
12820   Community constituents to carry out Community tasks. I believe also that a 

Community Parliament could scarcely hope to carry out its proper functions if it 
did not have the popular authority, the legitimacy which only direct elections can 
give.

12821   .,
12822   
12823   I
12824   •
12825   f.
12826   
12827   I
12828   
12829   I
12830   
12831   It would, in my view, be quite
12832   
12833   wrong to portray the European Parliament with its existing powers as some kind of 

mangy old tiger still at liberty to roam hungrily tn the night but any sinews, any 
real power.

12834   w~thout
12835   
12836   t
12837   f
12838   
12839   any teeth, any muscle,
12840   
12841   Parliament is not yet,
12842   
12843   of course, a full legislature nor does i t make or break governments. The citizens 

of Europe will not therefore be
12844   t i t I !
12845   
12846   voting on alternative legislative programmes of action nor will they be electing a 

government.
12847   On the other hand, they
12848   
12849   will be voting for a direct voice on the whole legislative process; they will be 

voting for a powerful, and in some circumstances, decisive voice in the size and 
distribution of the Community budget; they will be voting for democratic powers of 
control over how the Commission, but not the Commission alone, spends Community 
money. are not mean tasks: they are in my view central to the continuing 
development of the Community. Those

12850   
12851   I
12852   I
12853   
12854   !
12855   
12856   I
12857   
12858   -3But possibly the most important factor about direct elections is that they will 

give the citizens of Europe the opportunity to pronounce on the major issues 
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facing the Community - issues which touch upon all Member States and all.citizens 
within those states. today to concentrate on a few of these issues. Let me start 
with agricultural policy which, for good or for bad, usually find's itself in the 
front line of discussion. The agricultural policy is and remains a I propose

12859   
12860   cornerstone of the European Communities and Community decisions in this field have
12861   ~
12862   
12863   direct impact on consumers prices and
12864   
12865   on farmers incomes.
12866   
12867   Nobody is denying that we are facing
12868   
12869   serious problems here, and there are two main ones: First, 

considerable.distortions and disparities have been introduced into European 
agriculture by the fluctuation of national currencies and the creation of the 
monetary compensatory amounts; second, the production for certain products has 
grown to a point where the surpluses are no longer accidental and occasional, but 
predictable and almost permanent - so that their disposal is costing far too much 
to the EEC budget •. The first difficulty will be greatly alleviated

12870   by the new European Monetary System, which w:f..ll help us to
12871   
12872   phase out the monetary distortions over a reasonable period. The second difficulty 

- surpluses - is more I myself think it What is
12873   
12874   intractable, and casts a long shadow.
12875   
12876   is wrong here to attack the system as such.
12877   
12878   wrong is not the mechanisms but the excessively high price levels that give rise 

to the excessive use of intervention /and
12879   
12880   -4-
12881   
12882   and sto,ckpiling of food.
12883   
12884   It is like a car, driven for too
12885   
12886   long in a low gear, which has a very high consumption of petrol. What is at fault 

is not the car, but the way it is Not only do the high prices lead to surplus
12887   I
12888   !
12889   i
12890   
12891   l
12892   
12893   being driven.
12894   
12895   • prodtiction but they also benefit the large fanns more than the small ones and 

thus increase the income disparities within ,agriculture. What then are we doing
12896   to
12897   
12898   tackle these problems?
12899   
12900   In the first place, the European Commission has put a strong and increasing accent 

on the need for a more sensible price policy. In
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12901   November~last
12902   
12903   year we proposed a price freeze
12904   
12905   for the coming season.
12906   
12907   We have said there must be a long as the surpluses last.
12908   
12909   rigorous price policy for as That we
12910   be,~ieve
12911   
12912   to be a realistic policy, which the member
12913   
12914   countries of the EEC will accept; with some reluctance perhaps. But in the end I 

believe they will accept it,
12915   
12916   because the logic of the situation is so firmly on its side. Second,
12917   we
12918   
12919   have proposed to put part of the
12920   
12921   financial burden on the shoulders of those Who produce excessive amounts of
12922   surpl~s
12923   
12924   production, explicitly
12925   
12926   recognizing, however, the social and income problems facing the small farmer. And, 

third,
12927   we
12928   
12929   are pressing more strongly than
12930   
12931   ever for selective schemes of farm improvement and regional development. that will 

tackle the problem of rural poverty at its roots, in those areas where the aid is 
most needed. That is a change of emphasis which will be all the more necessary 
with the future inclusion of Greece, Portugal and

12932   
12933   -5I cannot leave this subject without a reference to the budget. The CAP still 

represents a very large share National farm
12934   
12935   some three-quarters - of the EEC budget.
12936   
12937   expenditure has been transformed into European expenditure to a much greater 

extent than with policies for industry, employment, social and regional or other 
affairs. I could

12938   
12939   not, therefore, agree that the right way of finding a better budgetary balance is 

to curtail or dismantle the agricultural policy. That
12940   ~uld
12941   
12942   be a retrograde solution which would But I
12943   
12944   damage the whole process of European unification. do believe that it is not wise 

for the Community to concentrate so much
12945   o~
12946   
12947   its energy and financial resources
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12948   I
12949   
12950   on the one particular sector of farming - a sector whose share of Europe's
12951   ~rk
12952   
12953   t
12954   
12955   force has fallen from 177o in 1960
12956   
12957   to 8% today, and which contributes only 4% to Europe's gross domestic product 

although that 4% is very important
12958   ./
12959   
12960   both strategically and socially.
12961   
12962   I do not think therefore
12963   
12964   that we should withdraw from our responsibilities in agricultural policy, but 

rather that our efforts in other sectors should increase, thus bringing about a 
better balance within the Community and .a greater economic convergence between 
our member

12965   countries~
12966   
12967   I turn next to an issue which concerns the welfare of all our citizens - 

unemployment. In the years
12968   
12969   ahead it is my firm conviction that the relevance of the Community system to the 

needs of our people will be judged by the speed and resolve with which we move to 
act in the area of unemployment. 5 and 6% of our total out of work. During the 
last five years between

12970   ~rk-force
12971   
12972   in the Community has been
12973   
12974   Present trends suggest no immediate prospects
12975   /r
12976   ~
12977   
12978   -6-
12979   
12980   of a dramatic or sudden drop in these figures.
12981   
12982   Indeed, with
12983   
12984   young people coming fresh onto the labour market every year until 1985, major and 

sustained efforts will be required to secure .a reduction in the present 
unacceptable levels. And the overall figures for the Community conceal even more 
pressing problems with certain sectors and particular regions suffer'-ng very much 
higher unemployment levels than the average. Then -sain, the crisis has affected 
some categories

12985   
12986   of workers more than others - particularly women and school leavers. Unemployment 

among women in the Corranunity has
12987   
12988   risen by more than 50% since 1975 compared with 16% for men. Unemploymen.t among 

those of less than 25 years old
12989   
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12990   is more than double the average for all age groups, The fundamental 
characteristics of these

12991   
12992   problems t·s that they are shared by all Member States. Unemployment
12993   has~no
12994   
12995   .
12996   
12997   nationality, no religion; it does not The climate in which it breeds and
12998   
12999   respect boundaries.
13000   
13001   grows is as much an international one as it is local, regional or national. That 

is why for 18 months we have
13002   
13003   been working to put in place a Community-based monetary system, the EMS, which 

finally got under way following the Paris European Council last month. The 
potenttal for

13004   
13005   good in s·uch a system, if properly developed and nurtured, is in my view 

overwhelming. What we are seeking to
13006   
13007   achieve through this move towards a new zone of monetary stability is a better 

chance to achieve a more efficient and
13008   develop~d
13009   
13010   1:ationalisation of industry than is now
13011   
13012   possible; a bett.er chance to achieve a new era of price stability in Europe and 

to make a decisive break with chronic inflationary disorders; a bett0r chance to 
begin

13013   ,_
13014   
13015   l
13016   
13017   -1to taCkle the major structural problems which have combined
13018   
13019   l
13020   I
13021   
13022   I
13023   
13024   I
13025   
13026   with past monetary fluctuation to bring present unemployment
13027   levels; a better chance to stimulate investment and to create the essential 

conditions for a new, powerful and sustained ground-swell of demand enhancing our 
capacity for creating new wealth, new jobs and new industry. In brief, the European

13028   
13029   I
13030   r
13031   
13032   !
13033   
13034   Monetary System has the potential to change the prevailing economic climate. What 

is absolutely certain is that no
13035   
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13036   country acting on its own has that potential, has any set of instruments at its 
disposal to influence the broader context in which the problem of unemployment is 
now so deeply embedded. Second, there are major sectoral problems. me take the 
steel industry as an example. the

13037   reces~ion,
13038   
13039   I
13040   l,
13041   !
13042   
13043   I
13044   
13045   f
13046   
13047   Let
13048   
13049   In the wake of
13050   
13051   Community steel production plummeted, prices
13052   
13053   collapsed and in the three years from the end of 1975 there
13054   ' were almost 100,000 redundancies in the industry with a
13055   
13056   further 100,000 "WOrkers put onto part-time working.
13057   
13058   It is
13059   
13060   clear that the restructuring of such a key industry requires planning on the 

widest possible scale in view of the enormous industrial and. labour problems 
involved. For the

13061   
13062   last three years, the Comnfssion has been working to implement a comprehensive set 

of measures to tackle the steel crisis. This has and does involve an attack aimed 
at the

13063   
13064   restructuring of the steel industry, regional development to promote new jobs and 

readaptation and retraining of the work force. Third, we need now to seek new ways 
of tackling unemployment in a more coordinated and concentrated manner, making the 
maximum use of all the instruments at our disposal.

13065   
13066   /I
13067   
13068   :I
13069   
13070   -8-
13071   
13072   I believe that what is now required in concert w1 th Member States is an element 

of positive discrimination in favour of those areas and regions that are the 
hardest hit. the European Council meeting in Paris last month, the Commission will 
shortly be putting forward proposals for a series of integrated operations. Their 
purpose will be

13073   to
13074   
13075   Following
13076   
13077   secure an increased ,flow of funds to areas of particular need, better 

coordination of the use of Community instruments
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13078   
13079   with funds from national sources and the elimination of
13080   financial and administrative bottlenecks which hinder the implementation of much 

needed new invesbment. The
13081   
13082   economic impact of a coordinated Community approach on the regions concerned will 

to my mind inevitably be greater than the sum of a series of separate unrelated 
interventions, be they inspired at national or Community level •

13083   .{
13084   
13085   "'
13086   
13087   I would like finally to touch upon the energy field. No Member State, including 

temporarily oil-rich
13088   I
13089   
13090   Britain, can brush aside our dependence on outside sources over which we have 

little or no control. Recent events in
13091   
13092   I
13093   
13094   Iran and the OPEC decision to increase oil prices by a further 9'7o from the
13095   begi~ning
13096   
13097   I
13098   
13099   I
13100   
13101   i
13102   
13103   of this month serve as a
13104   
13105   reminder of 1973, and confirms the fragility of the technology on which our life 

is based. It underlines the
13106   
13107   I
13108   
13109   urgent need to recognise our limited energy resources, the need to exploit new and 

additional means of supply and the need to reduce our own consumption of energy. 
Last

13110   
13111   December's oil price rises alone will cost the Community additional import costs 

of 5 billion dollars; tentative estimates suggest that this might mean a worsening 
of the /balance

13112   
13113   ~~ -~--------------------·--.
13114   
13115   -9balance of payment position of the Nine by 2.5 billion dollars; an increase in 

inflation of 0.45%; and a cut in economic growth of 0.41oe Every extra dollar on 
the price of a barrel

13116   ~.-
13117   
13118   of oil costs the Community import bill some 3.6 billion dollars• and presages a 

worsening of the balance of payments position by 3 billion dollars. for the 
Community

13119   to
13120   
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13121   All this makes it urgent and necessary achieve a greater degree of
13122   
13123   concertation in its energy policies and, in particular, to take some practical 

action so that the sensible conclusions of the European Council in Paris last 
month are not just words without result, as has so often been the case in the 
past. Much work is already being done by Member States. But the

13124   
13125   scale and nature of the issues suggest that more common action is required. In 

Brussels before Easter, the They
13126   
13127   Energy Council of Ministers took the first steps.
13128   
13129   decided upon the essential guidelines for implementing the conclusions of the 

European Council; reaffirmed the need for a dialogue with the oil producing 
countries; agreed upon further studies to encourage the use of coal for 
electricity production; and agreed upon the Commission's proposals for a programme 
of. demonstration projects in energy conservation and alternative energy sources. 
is a start. We have little time left. That

13130   .
13131   I
13132   
13133   I
13134   
13135   I
13136   
13137   If we do not take
13138   
13139   ·~
13140   I
13141   
13142   I
13143   
13144   I
13145   
13146   positive action soon going beyond the expression of fine sentiments, there can be 

no doubt that the 1980s will bring with them a permanent and debilitating energy 
crisis. Europe cannot and

13147   ~11
13148   
13149   !
13150   
13151   I
13152   
13153   not stand alone here.
13154   
13155   Energy was one
13156   
13157   of the prominent items on the agenda of the Western Economic Summit meeting in 

Bonn last year and energy related
13158   questions
13159   -·-·--·~·· -~..;.
13160   
13161   ~.;ill
13162   •;..
13163   
13164   no coubt be discussed again in depth
13165   
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13166   -.
13167   
13168   -.
13169   
13170   -:·~·~.
13171   
13172   :: ': .... ·:...
13173   
13174   .--··-· .. . --- --·-- .... -..... -, .. ....
13175   ~
13176   
13177   ;...
13178   
13179   -~-
13180   
13181   ~-.:~,:
13182   
13183   I:-
13184   
13185   -101n
13186   Jun~
13187   
13188   1n Tokyo.
13189   
13190   I have tried to concentrate in this speech on some of the major quest:ions that 

face the Community today and whi.ch Will face the elected representatives of the 
European Parliament over the next five years. It is not an exhaustive

13191   
13192   list, and I have inevitably concentrated on the problems rather than the successes 

of the Community, among which the conduct of its
13193   exte~nal
13194   
13195   relations is most notable.
13196   
13197   In the
13198   
13199   Multilateral Trade Negotiations the Community, negotiating as a whole as a single 

trading bloc, has been able to play a role on .. equal footing with the United 
States and thus safeguard

13200   
13201   our
13202   
13203   trading interests in a way which would not have
13204   
13205   been possible for any individual Member State of the Community, even the larger 

ones. This is vital for the maintenance of
13206   
13207   the liberal trading system we have known during the past generation, a liberal 

trading system to which you in Germany rightly attach.great importance; and to 
prevent a relapse into protect·ionism from which the Community, as the /largest

13208   
13209   --------------------------11-
13210   
13211   largest trading unit in the world, stands to suffer most. Nor have I yet referred 

in detail to our relations :
13212   with the- developing world through the Lome Convention.
13213   
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13214   .
13215   
13216   We
13217   
13218   are now nearing the conclusion of negotiations for its successor, to which nearly 

sixty countries will adhere. I believe
13219   
13220   it is significant that all the existing signatories of the Lome Convention wish to 

maintain and expand their relationship with the Community - and indeed that we may 
expect one or two

13221   --
13222   
13223   additional countries to accede to the new Convention. The Community can be proud 

of this unique, contractual relationship. The continuing development of that
13224   
13225   .
13226   
13227   relationship is in our interest every bit as much as it is in the interests of the 

developing countries. Indeed, if
13228   
13229   the industrialised world is to rediscover growth on a scale comparable to postwar 

reconstruction or the spread in the 60s of what had previously been regarded as 
purely middleclass standards of living it requires a new impetus of historic 
proportions. Part of this, I believe, will come

13230   
13231   from the conversion of the EMS into full monetary union, but we must in my view 

also look to the developing world. I do
13232   
13233   not see where else a stimulus is to be found than by raising the living standards 

and purchasing power of the developing countries in a new and sustained 
partnership with the old industrialised countries. While, as I have said, the 
questions that I have been considering today are not exhaustive, neither are they 
cosy and reassuring. For in my view if the Community was

13234   
13235   to sit back into the comfortable armchair role of tackling the :!.c sser issues 

,.fli le ig::.oring for want of any ¥;1.11 to push
13236   ;
13237   
13238   --~
13239   
13240   .... --
13241   
13242   --
13243   
13244   .. ,.,____
13245   
13246   -
13247   
13248   ···-~....
13249   ~
13250   
13251   . .
13252   
13253   -
13254   
13255   ~··-.(..
13256   ·~
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13257   
13258   ......
13259   
13260   ·-
13261   
13262   --- .
13263   
13264   ~·"
13265   
13266   ...
13267   
13268   -:
13269   
13270   . _..,... ..... ..
13271   
13272   ~
13273   
13274   .
13275   
13276   ...
13277   
13278   ..
13279   
13280   -12would first wither and then die. We must not lose our The way may
13281   
13282   appetite for aiming at the most difficult peaks.
13283   
13284   be hard and progress seem painfully slow at times but we are
13285   
13286   moving. forward and we must continue to do so. Whatever the challenges before us - 

be they
13287   "
13288   
13289   ~
13290   
13291   direct elections or enlargement - the Comrmmity 1 s strength, its.
13292   und~rlying vi~lity
13293   
13294   lies in t,he basic structure of its
13295   
13296   fnstitutions - the essential symmetry of Council, Commission, Parliament and Court 

of Justice. We need to guard and to
13297   
13298   preserve that essential symmetry and the unity that it has brought to the 

Community in all that we do. That is not
13299   
13300   to say that adjustment is not necessary, but to state firmly that adjustment 

should take place within the basic institutio.nal framework of the Community • ., 
Let me give just two examples. First, in the

13301   
13302   context of direct elections, I have at the start of my speech stated my own 

conception of the significance of a Community Parliament. But this new Parliament 
will involve There is,

13303   
13304   important and necessary adjust:Inents in attitudes.
13305   
13306   I think, no doubt that direct elections will act as a spur to Parliamentarians to 
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exercise their political authority in the way th~t Parliamentarians know best by 
makiDg the life of the executive un.comfortable in public.

13307   
13308   That is not a development to be resisted; it should be encouraged. But it will 

require both the Commission and
13309   
13310   the Council of Ministers to give a greater measure of attention to the European 

Parliament, to take more notice of its view, to undertake a greater effort of 
explanation. In that way I believe it is possible

13311   to
13312   
13313   see the basic /relationships
13314   
13315   -----
13316   
13317   ---~~-
13318   
13319   -13-
13320   
13321   relationships between Parliament and Commission, Parliament and Council, 

Parliament and people grow and deepen. We need to harness the new legitimacy of 
Parliament and the new moral authority which that will bring

13322   ~•
13323   
13324   to
13325   
13326   improve
13327   
13328   the quality of Community decision-making. My second example concerns the way in 

which we take account of the increasing role of the European Council. In my view 
this has on balance been a healthy development for the Community. Since 1974, the 
European Counci.l has

13329   
13330   ~~~helped
13331   
13332   fill the need for a wider, more global approach
13333   
13334   to Community problems allowing our process of decisionmaking to move forward after 

a period when the Council of Ministers was becoming increasingly frozen. · It has 
S'lown an ability,,

13335   to
13336   
13337   take decisions on issues that have either been
13338   .j
13339   
13340   deadlocked in the Council or that the Council has not been ready to tackle. 

without it. I do not think we loYOUld have got the EMS
13341   
13342   It has also provided an effective forum for
13343   
13344   coordinating the Community's position at Economic Summits. What we now'have to do is
13345   to
13346   
13347   find ways on the one hand of
13348   
13349   ensuring that the European Council's decisions and discussions can be effectively 

followed through within our existing institutional framework and, on the other, of 
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strengthening its accountability in an institutional sense. We need, for example, 
to consider carefully how the new European Parliament should stand in relation to 
the European Council. At present, there are no direct There is a case for

13350   
13351   contacts between the two bodies.
13352   
13353   Heads of Government at least to recognise in some positive way the exlstence of a 

directly elected Parliament when they occupy the Presidency of the Council. /These
13354   
13355   -14These are just two examples - there are many of the way in which I believe we 

should see the challenging process of developing one institutional the future.
13356   frame~rk
13357   
13358   to meet
13359   
13360   In all that we do, the aim must be to ensure
13361   
13362   that we str.engthen the underlying structure of the Corranunity, a structure
13363   ~ich, s~arting
13364   
13365   with the European Coal and Steel
13366   
13367   Community, has enabled us to accept the discipline of common rule.s and 

1~stitutions and to grow together. the essence of the Community system. I d.o not 
pretend to be able to forecast exactly how this Community of ours will develop, 
what form it will ultimately take. I do not believe that what we That is

13368   
13369   shall achieve over the next generation will be directly comparable
13370   
13371   tO any previous or existing model, whether federal
13372   Bu~
13373   
13374   or confederal.
13375   
13376   I do know that a directly elected
13377   
13378   European Parliament is an indispensable element in the resumption of progress 

towards closer European Union. aim has always been and remains political. And our
13379   
13380   I believe that
13381   
13382   with this in mind, I can proclaim that 1979 sees Europe on the move again, in the 

right'direction, and ready to face the new challenges of the 1980s and the decades 
beyond.

13383   
13384   **** *year_1979 *date_1979-05-16 *place_London
13385   
13386   .
13387   
13388   .
13389   
13390   >'
13391   
13392   ____...._......._ . . . __ _ _ _ _........,-..~~ ........ ~...;.p.....~ 

•.-...:_.,~--~---'"'--"'w'.... M...;.,'-.,------~
13393   
13394   .,
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13395   
13396   ·.
13397   .
13398   
13399   '
13400   
13401   ADDRESS BY THE RIGHT HON ROY JENKINS, PRESIDENT OF THE CO~~IISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 

COMMUNITIES, TO THE CONFEDERATION OF BRITISH INDUSTRY ANNUAL DINNER London, 16th 
May 1979

13402   •
13403   . . I am grateful to you, Mr President, for proposing that the theme for the CBI 

Annual Dinner should be· Europe. Both the choice and the timing are particularly 
a~t. The theme of Europe is the more appropriate as a new ~ritish Government gets 
dolvn to the. . . basic task of charting the course of Britai~'s relations with 
the Community, not just· the tactiCJ of monthly meetings of the Council of 
Ministers, but ~he strategic way ahead.

13404   I
13405   
13406   Changes of Governme~t~ while taking place almost with the smoothness of the 

changing of the guard at Buckingham Palace, have nonetheless over the past two 
decades presaged reversals and rereversals of policies which have been most 
damaging for our economic performance. I have for some time ·thought that a good 
test of the {inherent value of any

13407   ---:-------~---~~-.~~~.=:"". • • •. ·~···~·"':'!".·'~.,.,..., :-.-~·~···-. 
~-··~-~·~ ·~·~~:,...__.~ .... ~-~--_.....·, ·-· •.

13408   l~
13409   
13410   .
13411   
13412   ..
13413   
13414   ·.
13415   
13416   ••.
13417   
13418   ' I
13419   
13420   .~.-.·,
13421   I .
13422   
13423   .e
13424   
13425   •
13426   
13427   '
13428   
13429   ...
13430   
13431   .,
13432   
13433   . ..
13434   •
13435   •.
13436   
13437   ~·.
13438   
13439   .'
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13440   ·.
13441   ~. ·......... ~.!.I
13442   .
13443   
13444   '.
13445   ·;c '4"'\&Wit..;..A{•i= .. : . . . . . ~.........
13446   
13447   ......-.·_ _ _ _,_.......,...,.,-·-r..:.·.-oq,..,.....,...... . ..,._..-. ... 

..... •. ,,..,. •
13448   
13449   .,
13450   
13451   ~_,.,.;.......:..;·,•oJiir.-«.:...,...~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •
13452   
13453   .._L
13454   
13455   .
13456   
13457   .. 2'value of any major legislative measure is whether it is likely to survive the 

next political tilt. This does not mean that we must always go for soggy 
compromises and that no difficult ·or contentio~s measure~ shoulft ever be 
undertaken. A sharp change of direction may sometimes be'necessary. Some of the 
major and most permanent changes in our history have been bitterly controversial 
at the time: the first Reform.Bill or the Repeal of t~Corn Laws in t~ last 
century; the first approaches to the Welfare State or the curbing of the absolute 
powe:rs of the House of · Lords ·at the beginn.ing of this century; the start of 
commercial television in the fifties.. rhey were all deeply controversial at the 
time, but they were all irreversible in the properly democratic sense, 
irreversibi~ because they were sufficiently in tune with the needs of peopl~ and 
country ~hat no sensible party could successfully seek votes on the basis of a 
reversal. How different this has been for many of the unwanted, irrelevant, too 
easily reversible measures of the previous decade or so: various national 
superannuation schemes in the sixties and early seventies: the nationalisation, 
denationalisation or renationalisation of this or that industry; whether a . 
{board qtlled X

13458   inhere~t
13459   
13460   --··"""··----p-----~
13461   
13462   . . . . ,. -.
13463   7
13464   
13465   .,_,..~.~~~'.·-·"""---·""=;·~~e:u:-~·
13466   ~·. .
13467   
13468   . . . .,..,~··:~,...-~~~·":""~~~·~.--.:.,.:r......:r '""'1\1""':·,1~,..... .•. . ....
13469   ~ 1
13470   
13471   .-
13472   
13473   ----·--
13474   
13475   -~---.t""",.!·~--·
13476   
13477   ...
13478   
13479   ..
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13480   .
13481   ·,
13482   
13483   ...
13484   
13485   •
13486   .
13487   
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13524   .. :s . . board called X or called Y should attem?t to deal with prices or fncomes 

or both,
13525   
13526   Inaustry and the economy ~s a whole need in my vi~w a greater stability of policy. 

·we· could avoid a lot of unnecessary upheaval, a lot of useless ove~-legislation, 
if Ministers would ask themselves the simple question: has any measure a good 
chance of lasting? If·so, and you believe in it, do it. If not, spare us from to.o 
many queasy rides on the ideological big, dipper •

13527   •
13528   
13529   But I must return ·to my European last, Your theme this evening is partic~larly 

appropriate in the run-up to an historic event, direct elect1ons to t~e European 
Parliament~ when in three weeks' time over 180 million-European electors from 
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Greenland to Sicily will have the ~pportu~ity to vote in perhaps the first 
internAtional election of its kind ever held.
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13636   
13637   :. ·At times in the recent past it seemed to many in Europe that the brave venture 

of the 1950s and 1960s was beginning to stagnate ·politically as well as 
economically, that it had lost the will and spiri~ to cope with the many 
~hallenges facing us or to make the necessary p:ro. gress towards longstanding 
objectives. Let me offer . you three re.aso!ls why I believe tha't such a picture 
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- a picture of the European coach shunted off the mainline into some quiet siding 
- is not true of 1979, if indeed it was ever true, First there was the decision to 
put in place the new European Mon~tary System • The EMS is, of course, a new 
instrument. it has only just been forged and perhaps its time ~f testing is yet to 
come. Nevertheless. I am convinced that it is an instrument of potentially vital . 
. importance capable of transforming the prevailing economic climate . . Second, 
there are direct elections themselves. Third, there is the fact that three newly 
re-born democ'racies in Southern Europe are clamouring both to symbolise and to 
underpin their return to democracy by urgently seeking entry to the family of the 
European Community. Greece will be a member·at the beginning of 1981,
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13751   - s We are already in negotiation with Spain and Portugal, . That, whatever else 

it is, is not a picture of a stagnant Community, Against this backgr~und of 
movement and action, where should we in Britain be ·putting the. emphasis ? We 
must be clear on one essential issue: that we are trying to achieve results for 
ourselves within the Community, and for the Community in the world~ and not, 
consciously or unconsciously, skilfully or frivolously, trying to create either 
the reality or the illusi?n of a break scenario, in which we might try to ·reverse 
the referendum, or at least retire growling into some largely non-participating 
semiovert half-membership?

13752   '
13753   
13754   .
13755   
13756   The British people·showed no desire to contradict this month what they said so 

clearly and.with such overwhelming force at the referendum in 1975. They want a 
positive, not a negative role in Europe; they want a constructive, not a 
destructive approach; they want skill in the presentation and handling of British 
interests allied to a vision about the relationship of those /interests to the
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13951   interests to the interest of Europe as a whole. Above all they want sensible 

cooperation not desperate confrontation in Europe. And I welcome t.he way in which 
the new British Government has begun its task underlining its es.sential 
commitment to the principles of the . . Community without s.aerificing ·its 
concern for issues of concern to Britain. That is the only way ahead. Of that I am 
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absolutely convinced,
13952   
13953   .
13954   
13955   Let us be i.n no doubt about what would be involved if we were tempted by t.he 

other choice. · It would show· an almost incredible inconstancy of purpose, We 
would be reversing within a few years the whole carefully built, democratically 
decided orientation of our· ~conomic and foreign policy. In the process we would 
irrecoverably damage ottr national influence and reputation. Traditionally we were 
rich and pow~rful, qualities which nearly always earn respect, sometimes esteem 
and occasionally affection. Then a generation ago we were remarkably steadfast. 
When the other attributes were going, that sustained us for half of the post-war 
period, If we lost all three we are nothing. {As -~ bargaining
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14043   
14044   As a ha:rgaining card the· 'lint .of the. tliieat of wi:.tfidrawal, or of sullen 

non-cooperation, is useless. We do have a good deal to bargain for in the 
Community. The CAP is in urgent need of being saved £rom rt~ own dist~rtion~. A 
rigorous price policy, a price freeze for this year at least in surplus products 
is essential if we are to rebalance the markets. That is the Commission's view. It 
is also, I believe, the view that most other·Governments, even if ~ little 
reluctantly know in their hearts is right. But British speakers and commentators 
do not help to advance this view by pretending that without the CAP all problems 
of agricultural support would disappear and we would all liv~ happily in a free 
trade world of chea~food imports If we had continued outside with our own 
deficiency . payments system it_would probably have cost the British budget around 
!1,100 million in 1978; by·standing out for long from the central mechanism of the 
EMS, now intimately linked with the agricultural
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14172   
14173   in.to the Coal and Steel Community S.t:td into the Eeon.omic Community itself. 

T))ere i.s a,!SO' of course a general budgetary problem for . . Britain. I:t· 
should no·t be seen out of proportion, but it certainly exists,. O.ur total 
c.OliLtribwtion to the Community budget last year was about £10 a bead,. compa.red 
with the total cost to government in Britain of nearly £.1000 a head. Even if we 
were so unfairly treated that. we-· g:o't nothing back directly, which .is of 
course far from the cas,e ,. we· waulld still be better off. than ·outside on our 
own·, in the cold. But it is nonetheless very much better that we should be fairly 
treat.ed... And that· I believe will be the case. The have survived and 
strengthened over 22 years Community could not . . without dealing with justifi~d 
grievances. The British case needs however to be played with particul~r skill and 
in a framework of sympathy and goodwill. Why ? For the very simple reason that the 
financial arran·gements of which we complain were negotiated or renegotiated by 
Britain in 1974/75 (when the last thing anyone else wanted at that stage was a 
renegotiation).
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14278   
14279   "All this the CBI knows and understands. And I have long valued the support and 

interest that you have shown in European matters. You have provided a firm voice, 
the voice of clear sighted comm~nsense wh~ch pe~ceives and argues that only as an 
active and involved member of th~ European Community can Britain make its own 
distinctive contribution in the world, economically and politically. But there is 
still much to be done, no~ least to improve . the internal market which is of tWe 
essence- of the Community system. I am conscious before this audience that at 
present the formalities which you encounter in your efforts to take advantage of 
the larger European Market can pe severe. The. Commission wants to reduce these 
technical and non-tariff bartiers to trade. There are many areas where we want 
progress and·will work to achieve progress: differing national standards, and 
licensing arrangements, public purchasing contracts, the creation of a European 
company statute, a These European trade mark system, the harmonisation of company 
law. /are all fields where
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14390   are .all fields where much can be done, where much should be done, where l hope 

much will be done.
14391   
14392   Let me simply emphasise two points about our policies affecting tr~de .and 

in4ustry .in the common aarket.
14393   we do not want in our industrial policies to intervene for :the sake of 

intervening at the European level, or to upset the balance of the mixed economy by 
ever-increasing government involvement.. But with the sombr~ facts of unemployment 
and overcapacity, with the crisis that has hit ~everal industries, it is obvious 
that public intervent.ion has been and will be needed. Since unemployment has no 
religion, and respects no boundaries, it cannot b~· cured by actio~ at the purely 
national level. Likewise with the older industries, whether textiles, 
shipbuilding, steel, or heavy engineering, uncoordinated national intervention can 
be ineffective or even counterproductive.

14394   Pi~st.,
14395   
14396   I Second 1 we do not
14397   ;~. 'rf rt:
14398   
14399   ...
14400   
14401   .·'
14402   
14403   •'·
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14469   - 11
14470   
14471   ..
14472   
14473   ·.
14474   t> .••
14475   ti
14476   
14477   .
14478   
14479   .Second, we do not want to impose a standardised ,uniformity on all goods and 

practices. Since I have been at the Commission, we have acted to undercut the 
mistaken impression that we opex:ate under a slogan "if it moves, harmonise it". 
Here I go back t6 my earlier remarks about. l~gislation and over legislation. They 
apply as much to the work of ~he Commission as to that of any member government. 
It must be clear that proposals are really necessary; that they will promote trade 
within the Community; that they can be justified in terms of the staff required; 
that the job is better done at Community level,;. and tha~ the ~results will last. 
In short, our priority is an~ will continue to be that proposals for harmonisation 
should be in recognition and in response to a real and demonstrable need for the 
strengthening of the market, Europe is sometimes accused of having lost its way, 
the grand lines have petered out in a morass of detail. I half agree. We do a lot 
of quibbling, Vision sometimes perishes, and Europe's united policy impact on the 
world does not always prosper. /Great enterprises
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14598   
14599   •
14600   
14601   •
14602   
14603   I
14604   
14605   - 12. -
14606   
14607   'Great en.terprises involve a combination of detail and vision .. · This has 

atw•ys been true of good Governments. It is true. in the Euy·opean context. Jean 
Monnet, the great father of . . the Comaunity: and whose. death. we mourned in 
March, did not forget his detail,., ·we S·houtct·Bat tlirow out the baby with the 
bathwater. We should be sele.ctive in our detail, but we should neither abandon 
our determination to remove the remaining and substantial imperfectior: of the 
Common Market (which can be of great value to British industry) nor let the 
Treaties, in a Community which must be a Community of law, be blatantly ignbred.
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14608   ,.
14609   
14610   The Common Market is only p·ar't ~f the idea of the European Community. That idea 

has always been fundamentally political, to give Europe back at least part of the 
place in the world which it so wantonly threw away over tw·o generations of civil 
war. Perhaps occasionally I the momentum flags,. the inspiration is occasionally 
lacking. But if I. we in Britain feel that, for God's sake, let us not complain 
too much from the sidelines. Let us get in·and do something about it. The 
oppo~tunity is still there •

14611   .....
14612   ,·_;~_·"''!"' ""··.; : .....
14613   
14614   But, t:his said,: there is a deeper truth.
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14661   
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14663   •.
14664   
14665   .
14666   
14667   .
14668   
14669   _,...
14670   
14671   •
14672   
14673   **** *year_1979 *date_1979-05-16 *place_London
14674   
14675   European Community
14676   No. 31 I 1979 July 19, 1979
14677   
14678   A KEYNOTE SPEECH BY EUROPEAN COMMISSION PRESIDENT ROY JENKINS BEFORE THE EUROPEAN 

PARLIAMENTJ STRASBOURG
14679   
14680   President Jenkins outlines the major problems facing the European Community- 

social, budgetary and agricultural.
14681   
14682   The Commission attaches great importance to its interlocutory relationship with 

the Parliament and looks for stimulus from this interchange. It may sometimes, 
indeed often have a different point of view from the Ministers, whether assembled 
as heads of government in the European Council, or at a different level in the 
more traditional Council of Ministers. It is in no way the servant or the 
secretariat of such gatherings. It has its own distinct responsibilities and 
obligations, and its own special relationship with Parliament. On this occasion it 
is possible for me to supplement a report on the Strasbourg Council with a report 
on the economic summit in Tokyo. Energy was central to Strasbourg and wholly 
dominant at Tokyo. Thjs was natural. There can be little doubt in the minds of any 
of the participants at either gathering that the energy problem, if mishandled, 
could not merely damage our economies, but can bring them into a state of 
dislocation if not collapse within the next decade. No action on our part can 
avoid the fact that through recent price increases we have already suffered a 
substantial transfer of real resources away from us, that our incomes have been 
reduced and that growth, the containment of inflation, and the reduction of 
unemployment have been made more difficult.

14683   
14684   Washington office: 2100 M Street NW Washington DC 20037 I telephone (202) 862-9500 

I telex: 89-539 EURCOM
14685   EUROPEAN COMMUNITY INFORMATION SERVICE
14686   
14687   New York office: 1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, 245 E 47th Street New York, New York 

10017 /Telephone (212) 371-3804
14688   
14689   -2OIL HIKE AND THE THIRD WORLD We should not forget that such transfers of 

resources, while menacing for the richer parts of the world, can mean virtual 
strangulation for the poorest economies of the third world. The test for the 
Community and the western world as a whole will be our ability over a 1 imited 
time-span to break the link between economic growth and the consumption of oil. 
Those countries or groups of countries which fail to do it will risk finding 
themselves dinosaurs of the industrial world of the nineteen nineties. That 
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response cannot be made by governments alone. Throughout society and at every 
level we have to create a greater sense of joint responsibility, a greater 
willingness to share sacrifices and to take decisions together. Over most of the 
troubled decade of the seventies we have sought without success a dynamic impulse 
to replace that which was given to our economies in the fifties and sixties. The 
investment demands of energy conservation and of a massive exploitation of 
alternative and renewable sources of energy could greatly contribute to such an 
impulse. But we cannot find this impulse only in the old industrial countries. The 
recovery of our own economies cannot be dissociated from the development of the 
poorer countries, and the growth in world wide demand, both now put at risk by the 
increase in oil prices. Rarely have events so clearly demonstrated the essential 
interdependence of the modern world. DEMOGRAPHIC DANGERS At the European Council 
at Strasbourg, we also had a first look at the prospects for the Community up to 
1990. The Commission identified a number of important trends and dangers for the 
Community in the world, particularly demographic. Until 1985 about a mill ion more 
young people will each year seek to enter the Community's labor market than there 
will in the normal way be old people leaving it. But in the Community generally 
that year will mark a sharp change of trend. Thereafter we will be faced with an 
ageing population, and a stabilization and then diminution of the work force 
available to sustain the dynamism of our economies and to support this ageing 
population. In the later years we could find ourselves with a labor force which 
could be inadequate in relation to the total population whose standard of Jiving 
it has to sustain. The present weakness of the labor market very naturally 
encourages demands for shorter working periods, and these can be approached with 
understanding and sympathy. But at the same time they must be seen in the context 
of the peculiar problem posed by the change of pattern in 1985.

14690   
14691   -3TRADE SHRINKAGE
14692   
14693   It is also likely that, even on reasonably favorable assumptions, the Community's 

share of world trade will shrink over ten years from 20% to around 15%. This has 
major implications for Community industry and for our influence on world trade 
policy. How should we approach this prospect? First, it is imperative for the 
Community to develop more specialization within the areas on which employment 
within our economies is still heavily dependent. Second, we must face up to the 
need to be competitive through improved productivity, continuous adaptation to 
market requirements, and constant modernization of industrial plant. Third, we 
shall need more effectively to deploy the strength we have through our common 
commercial policies if the Community is to exercise the weight it should in the 
world trading system.

14694   TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES
14695   
14696   I wish to draw particular attention to the silent revolution in our affairs 

represented by the advance of high technology into our daily lives. This 
represents a challenge to the Community as a whole which has not yet been fully 
~ecognized. If we do not meet it I see a real risk that in the next decade we 
shall find ourselves squeezed between our more successful and adventurous 
competitors on the one hand and developing countries which have acquired the 
skills and equipment which stil 1 generate much of the wealth and employment 
within the existing Community. The Commission therefore believes it urgent that we 
should work out a Community strategy for advanced industrial technology. Its cost 
and range are of an order beyond the capacity of any one of the member states to 
undertake on its own. Separate national markets, separate national procurement 
policies and duplicated research programs are simply not good enough. Hence we 
believe that we should elaborate a Community-wide research and development program 
based on a common procurement policy and an open European market for electronic 
goods and services based on common standards.
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14697   TWO PRIORITIES
14698   
14699   This combination of developments presents a formidable challenge to the Community. 

Our ability to meet it depends critically on our willingness to resolve internal 
problems. First we know that as a result of the Council's recent decisions the 
cost of the common agricultural policy will continue to increase at an alarming 
and, in the Commission's view, an unacceptable rate. Second we must ensure that 
the budgetary system, in its effects on the situation of individual member states, 
is fair. The

14700   
14701   -4Commission has embarked upon an objective study of the budgetary situation and 

after the Council of Economic and Finance Ministers has been seized for our study, 
the Commission will bring forward proposals for dealing with the problem. This 
will be in time for the European Council in Dublin to be able to take the 
necessary decisions. The Community has already achieved much for its citizens over 
the past twenty years. We have shown ourselves capable of evolving and developing 
within a common institutional framework. We face major problems. It is the 
Commission's task to identity what can be done and what should be done as a 
Community for the Community. In that task we look forward to the encouragement and 
the spur of this House in what I believe will be a partnership based on shared 
ideals and common objectives.

14702   
14703   **** *** ** *
14704   
14705   **** *year_1979 *date_1979-05-03 *place_Brussels
14706   
14707   I
14708   
14709   SPEECH BY THE RT. HON. ROY JENKINS, PRESIDENT OF THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 

COMMUNITIES AT THE EURO-JAPANESE SYMPOSIUM, BRUSSELS, 3 MAY 1979 "EUROPE, JAPAN 
AND THE UNITED STATES: AT~J:LATERAL RELATIONSHIP" I am very pleased to open this

14710   ~ymposium.
14711   
14712   I congratulate the organise As President of the
14713   
14714   timing and the themes which they have chosen.
14715   
14716   Commission I have attached particular importance to improving relations between 

the European Community and Japan. I paid the second official
14717   
14718   visit which as President of the Commission I made outside the Community to Japan, 

precisely for that reason. Good relations between Japan and
14719   
14720   the European Community are of increasing importance and real though the · economic 

problems are, they can be exacerbated by problems of communication.
14721   
14722   They do however, have a major role to play in breaking down barriers and improving 

mutual
14723   
14724   understanding, without which the deepening of the tradition of friendship between 

Europe and Japan would be more difficult. The timing of this symposium is 
particularly fortunate. For reasons which I will go into in a moment, 1979 is a 
year of particular interest and importance for the European Community. It is also 
a year of significance

14725   
14726   for relations between Europe and Japan as well as with the third world. It would 

have been difficult to find a more appropriate moment in 1979 to examine the 
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questions which are on the agenda of this symposium •. ~ I mentioned that it is a 
particularl1 sign;ficant year for the European Community. I would like to explain 
briefly, particularly for our Japanese Although it may not always appear to be· It 
is

14727   
14728   friends, why this is the case.
14729   
14730   so from outside, the European Community is in rapid evolution.
14731   
14732   already an organisation which has formed common institutions, adopted common 

policies, to deal with common problems. case with the Common Market itself: This 
is especially the

14733   
14734   we have a common external tariff,
14735   
14736   .1.
14737   
14738   _/
14739   
14740   <
14741   
14742   - 2\
14743   
14744   and a common commercial policy towards third countries.
14745   
14746   This has been
14747   
14748   and is of major importance during the Multilateral Trade Negotiations,
14749   the Tokyo Round, on which substantial agreement has now been reached
14750   
14751   after a very long period of difficult negotiations. These negotiations were of 

vital importance from the point of view of maintaining the liberal trading system 
we have known during the past generation, which has served all the industrial 
countries well, judged by anystandards. The world has been.poised on a knife-edge 
between

14752   
14753   liberal tr~de and a relapse into protectio~ism, from which Japan, as the European 

Community, could only have suffered. we now need to build on I will say a word
14754   
14755   the psychological break-through we have achieved. about that in a moment. The 

successof the
14756   Multilater~L
14757   
14758   Trade Negotiations encourages us in Europe
14759   
14760   as to the results which can be achieved externally by the Community speaking, 

acting and communicating as a single entity. we
14761   are
14762   
14763   also
14764   
14765   encouraged in this year of 1979 by the progress being made to enlarge the 

Community from 9 to 12. The treaty of accession of Greece-will be
14766   
14767   signed on 28th May, while negotiations with Portugal and Spain will begin in 

substance aftjr the summer; Th6se who are tempted not to take the Community totally
14768   seriously~"
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14769   
14770   or to sugg-est that it is in
14771   
14772   a state of stagnation,
14773   
14774   should ask themselves the question as to why the first newly emergent 

democracieswas to seek membership of the Community. 1979 sees the Community on the 
move in', bther areas also, both of major significance f~r itsc~esion and 
momentum. ±n five weeks time we'shall

14775   se~
14776   
14777   the first
14778   
14779   di~ect
14780   
14781   elections to the European Parliament.
14782   
14783   These will
14784   
14785   add a new democratic dimension.to the institutions of the Community and
14786   
14787   .1.
14788   -'.t'
14789   
14790   give a new voice to the electors in the formulation of Community policies. Direct 

elections will give the citizens of Europe the opportunity to pronounce on the 
major issues facing the Community in Europe and outside.

14791   
14792   A directly elected Parliament is an indispensable element in the
14793   of progress towards closer European union. must always remain political.
14794   
14795   resumption
14796   
14797   Our aim has always been and
14798   
14799   Our means are economic, and in this area
14800   
14801   we have made our third major advance, met our third major challenge in
14802   1979, in the establishment of the European Monetary System.
14803   
14804   The significance of this step may not be fully appreciated outside Europe. The 

potential in such a system for contributing not merely to
14805   
14806   monetary stability in the Community, but to major developments in industry and the 

economy is overwhelming. on the world outside. greater part of the It will also 
have an increasing impact

14807   
14808   It will enable the European Community to bear a
14809   burde~
14810   
14811   of international monetary responsibility, too
14812   
14813   long borne by the dollar. national monetary system albeit
14814   
14815   Indeed I see in it the kernel of a new interincreasingly based on the three pillars-
14816   
14817   unequal -of the dollar, yen and the European currency unit. I do not believe we 
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always
14818   
14819   This leads me on to a fundamental point.
14820   
14821   sufficiently see tht coincidence of our interest, in the three major industrial 

entities of Japan, the United States and the European Community, which should 
override. we are industrial competitors, certainly, but our dependence on trade - 
particularly in Japan and the Community - is such that we should be able to take 
the wider view of our responsibilities. Only if we three principal-pillars of the 
developed world can work together can our economic and indeed political systems 
prosper and make bution to the expansion of world trade and prosperity.

14822   ~
14823   
14824   contri-
14825   
14826   Both the Community
14827   
14828   and Japan have close relations with the United States, but less close betwee
14829   .1.
14830   
14831   ···c.;:
14832   
14833   each other than either has with the United States.
14834   
14835   1
14836   
14837   would like to
14838   
14839   see the third side of the triangle completed by closer relations between Japan and 

the Community. Hence my welcome for this Symposium. in the context of the third 
world. But this is particularly important Japan and the Community must realise

14840   
14841   their fundamental common in2erest 1n contributing to a rr:ore equitable balance 

between the industrial and developing countries of the world. For 1979
14842   i~
14843   
14844   significant in another respect:
14845   
14846   Later this month the 5th
14847   
14848   UNCTAD Conference takes place in Manila. nearing the
14849   concl~sion
14850   
14851   Far its part the Community is
14852   
14853   of n!gotiatfons for the successor to the Lome
14854   countri~s
14855   
14856   Convention, binding ·the CoMmuriity and nearly sixtY contractual relationship. 

self-interest.
14857   
14858   in a unique
14859   ~ore
14860   
14861   For us this is not char1tiy and is
14862   
14863   than
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14864   
14865   I believe, and I commend this view to our Japanese friends,
14866   
14867   that if the industrialised world is to rediscover growth on a scale comparable to 

postwar reconstruction or the spread in the 6QVs of what had previously been 
regafded as purely middle-class standards of living the latter being p~rticularly 
beneficial t~ Japanese exports - we require a new impetus of historic proportions. 
Only this will help us deal with our problems of unemployment and help us to 
resume the absorption of competitive imports in sectors which have troubled us. 
mulus can, I believe, come from a towards full monetary union.

14868   rnov~
14869   
14870   Part of this stiMonetary System
14871   
14872   from the
14873   
14874   E~ropean
14875   
14876   But we must in the industrialised world I do not see where else such a
14877   
14878   also look to the develoPing
14879   
14880   countri~s.
14881   
14882   stimulus is to be found than by raising the living standards and purchasing
14883   po~er
14884   
14885   of the developing countries in a new and sustained partnership with
14886   
14887   the industrialised countries, particularly Japan, the United States and the 

European Community.
14888   .I.
14889   
14890   '·, I
14891   ,
14892   I
14893   
14894   I
14895   
14896   'r··· - 5 -
14897   
14898   /
14899   
14900   I
14901   
14902   /'
14903   i
14904   
14905   This will take some time. Meanwhile we have ahead of us the next Economic summit 

in Tokyo at the end of June. This symbolises the particular responsibility~of the 
participants, which include the European Community as such alongside four of.our 
Member States, for the health of the world economy and for a liberal and expanding 
system of world trade, complemented by our common belief in democratic politic~l 
systems. Healthy relationships, however, depend on a degree of balance, 
particularly in the economic and trade fields. This, as you all know well, is a 
matter of concern to us, which will be discussed in greater detail during this 
Symposium. I would simply like to say that in Europe we do not seek a direct 
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balance of trade : within limits bilateral deficits and surpluses are inevitable 
in our trading system. A trade surplus or deficit is not in itself necessarily a 
problem- depending on the scale. The problem and our preoccupation arise from a 
combination of the persistence of very high current account surpluses in Japan 
with two other phenomena - the fact that the Japanese market is not fully opened 
up to imports deep penetration by Japanese exports in a number of sensitive 
industries in other countries. To deal with the problem requires structural 
charges to bring the total of manufactured goods in Japanese imports into line 
with those of the other major industrialised countries. I recognise the problems 
inherent in quickly changing economic structures. However, we take the view that 
as Japan enjoys surpluses of the current magnitude she must, in order to fulfil 
the world economic responsibilities which go with Japan's economic strength and 
influence, . take action to establish a healthier international trade and payments 
position, to make her economy more import oriented and to lower the restrictions 
which persist. Of course we in the European Community must strengthen our efforts 
to take competitive advantage of the possibilities of the Japanese'market. But I 
would like to remind you that the Community's exporters have already secured a 
major share of the Japanese market for imports of manufactured goods.· It is not 
generally realised that the Community now ·

14906   
14907   .!.
14908   
14909   I
14910   6.
14911   
14912   l
14913   
14914   takes a quarter of that United States.
14915   
14916   impo~t
14917   
14918   market, only slightly less than the
14919   
14920   If you consider the greater geographical and
14921   
14922   psychological distance between Europe and Japan that is no small achievement. Equally
14923   ~e
14924   
14925   must continue our work to promote a better
14926   
14927   political and social understanding, for our relations depend as much upon that as 

upon economics and trade. I believe this work of communication is significantly 
furthered by a gathering such as

14928   th~s.
14929   
14930   Our common interests as I hope and be-
14931   
14932   industrialised countries are greater than our differences.
14933   
14934   lieve that the next two days will make us better aware of this and of the need to 

contribute to the avoidance of situations where we in the Community for example 
may be far been able to resist. unable to hold back the pressures we have so There 
is room for frank friendly speaking. In the

14935   
14936   Community, we have perhaps not explained our coint of view sufficiently 

convincingly. Japanese side. Similar
14937   misund~rstandings
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14938   
14939   obtain on the
14940   
14941   But we all; particularly the third side of the industrial
14942   
14943   triangle, the Japanese-Europ::an side, h23ve too much in common and too much to 

lose to be able to afford to neglect any opportunity to strengthen it the next 
decade by working more closely together in greater

14944   mutu~l
14945   
14946   comprehensicn.
14947   
14948   **** *year_1979 *date_1979-02-13 *place_Luxembourg
14949   
14950   
14951   EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY EUROPEAN ATOMIC 

ENERGY COMMUNITY
14952   COMMISSION
14953   
14954   Address by Mr. Roy Jenkins, President of the Commission of the European 

Communities, to the European Parliament
14955   
14956   Presentation of the General Report for 1978 and programme of the Commission for 1979
14957   
14958   Luxembourg. 13 February 1979
14959   
14960   -----~-~-~~~--~-~~~~-----------------------------
14961   
14962   SEC(78)2600/6-FB
14963   
14964   INTRODUCTION AND THEMES This is the third of these programme speeches which I have 

the honour to deliver to the Par lia.ment on behalf of the European Commission. I 
believe that this occasion marks the opening of a more momentous year of change 
for the Community than it has seen for some time. The past twelve months have 
proved to be a.n intensive period of preparation, discussion, and negotiation both 
within and beyond the Community. The fruits of that work and endeavour are now 
within our grasp. If we have the wi 11 to maintain the momentum which we have 
built up- and I believe it is imperative that we should - this year should see the 
establishment of the European Monetary System; the first direct elections to the 
European Parliament; the completion of the first stage of a three-part process 
leading to the Community's enlargement , with the signature of' the Treaty with 
Greece; and the successful conclusion of major international trade negotiations in 
which the Community has been intimately involved. These developments and their 
outcome correspond to three basic priorities of the Community as we seek to meet 
the challenges of an increasingly complex and interdependent world. These are - to 
strengthen the internal organfzation and cohesion of the • Community, and ensure 
its continued development; - to enlarge the Community to include those European 
democracies able and qualified to join; - to ensure that the Community as such 
makes its contribution to the management of the world economy. For its part the 
Commission will fully discharge its responsibilities and do all in its power to 
further progress in these three vi tal a.reas.

14965   
14966   -2-
14967   
14968   The theme which I should like to stress to Parliament in the programme speech this 

year is that of interdependence. This is one major lesson which has been borne on 
the Commission in the first two years of our mandate. We have seen that major 
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economic upheavals outside the Community can profoundly affect our lives and 
plans. Equally, our own freedom of manoeuvre to influence even·ts is circumscribed 
by our economic and social weaknesses. So while our own internal affairs are 
naturally at the forefront of our minds - and I shall speak of these presently - I 
believe that today, more than ever before, our internal preoccupations need to be 
seen against a background of developments outside the Community. EXTERNAL POLICIES 
Recent months have shown us that the Community's international weight and presence 
is continuing to grow and to grow fast. With the President of the Council I 
represented the Community at the Economic Swnmi t meeting at Bonn in July; we 
further developed the close relationship between the Community and the United 
States; and we made some progress in establiAhif\5 ""· more solid basis for our 
relations with Japan in the interest of wqrld economic stability. Beyond this we 
established a new relationship with the countries of A.SEAN; agreement with China. 
From this picture of events, I would like to single out two which are, I believe, 
particularly significant for the Community. First our relationship with the United 
States: apart from a steady flow of high level exchanges between Washington and 
Brussels, President Carter visited the Commission •early last year and I went to 
see him in December. These meetings have enabled us to review the main iasu.es 
which condition the relationship between the two biggest trading pow~rs in the 
world, and to explore the possibilities for new fields of cooperation, 
particularly in the field of science and technology, which represents, I believe, 
a significant and hopeful field for future work together. Second, I refer to the 
trade ag:re!f:ment whioh the Oommunity concluded with China last April.

14969   and we concluded a trade
14970   
14971   -3-
14972   
14973   She was not slow China is the largest of the developing nations. to recognize the 

reality of the Community and when she decided to open up and to increase her 
international exchanges, the Community was among the first to whom China turned. I 
am confident that in 1979 we can develop our trade and understanding with China 
still further, and I will have these prospects before me when I visit Peking later 
this month. Nevertheless as a Community we still face difficulties and dilemmas in 
our relations with both industrial and developing countries. These have been 
underlined in two vitally important international negotiations which are now 
coming to a conclusion. I refer to the Multilateral Trade Negotiations at Geneva, 
and the negotiations in which the Community is engaged for a successor to the Lome 
Convention. The Community depends more on world trade than any of our major 
trading partners. To that extent we wish to see the international trading system 
strengthened and extended in scope. We have therefore welcomed the emphasis which 
has been placed in these negotiations on attacking the multiplicity of non-tariff 
barriers which obstruct the flow of trade. But we have also been bound to 
recogniz,; that it is not enough to pull down barriers wherever we find them. We 
have to ensure that the trading system which we are constructing contains its own 
checks and balances. We must ensure, for example, that it takes fair account of 
the new phenomenon of the highly competitive low cost producer who can now make a 
deep and rapid penetration into a particular market in a way that can almost wipe 
out our own domestic production. This phenomenon is only an extreme ;anifestation 
of a wider problem of adjustment to which protection cannot ultimately be the 
answer. Over the past year the Community has found it necessary to take a number 
of measures to safeguard employment in certain industries such as textiles, steel 
and shipbuilding, which suffer acutely from ovex-ca.paci ty and excess labour, 
nearly always as a result of the growing ability of other producers outside the 
Communit7 to produce these goods more cheaply. But these measures

14974   
14975   -4-
14976   
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14977   will only be acceptable to our trading partners if they are accompanied by active 
and responsible policies to adapt our economies to new circumstances. The 
Commission, which has had to take the lead in working out measures to provide a. 
temporar,y shield for those industries which areQunder severe pressure, is fully 
conscious of the need, in the coming years and at Community level, to shift the 
emphasis can take place as well as to the promotion of growth sectors. This need 
for adjustment is one of the main elements underlying both the Multilateral Trade 
Negotiations and our own domestic industrial policies. the Pacific. It also 
concerns us in our negotiations for a new Convention with the countries of Africa, 
the Caribbean and It would make little sense to offer generous aid and trading 
benefits to these countries if we refused to prepare ourselves to accept an 
increasing volume of those products which newly industrializing countries 
inevitably begin to produce and sell. Although the Lome Convention has only been 
in operation for some three yea.rs, I believe that the process of negotiating a 
new Convention is in itself valuable in acquainting us with the aspirations of the 
ACP countries and in acquainting the ACP countries with the Community's political 
and economic difficulties. For its part, the Commission will do all it can to see 
that the negotiations are concluded in good time for ratification well before the 
expir,y of the present Convention.

14978   ECONOMIC SUMMITS
14979   
14980   to the
14981   
14982   elaboration of that longer term framework within which industrial change
14983   
14984   •
14985   The Community is of course not alone in :facing the problem of f:l.nding its place 

in a constantly shifting world eoonOJI\Y• have come increasingly to
14986   rea.liz~
14987   
14988   If
14989   
14990   there is interdependence between external and internal events, we the degree to 

which all major It is in this
14991   con~ext
14992   
14993   trading partners are also interdependent.
14994   
14995   that the Economic Summits have a particular significance.
14996   
14997   I believe
14998   
14999   that they have now become a permanent feature of international life
15000   and that they are beginning to make a major and welcome contribution
15001   
15002   to the me.na.gement of the world econOJI\Y• at these SUJllr·d ts ..
15003   
15004   It is important that the
15005   
15006   Comnru.ni ty has been able and will continue to play a significant role
15007   
15008   ... 5-
15009   
15010   Last year, as we moved from the European Councils of Copenhagen and Bremen to the 

Economic Summit at Bonn, we saw a steadiLy developing economic and monetary policy 
which linked the Community's determination to create an area of monetary stability 
with its equally strong determination to see its major economic partners brought 
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together in a balanced plan to stimulate economic growth. This year we shall see 
the same pattern of meetings with European Councils at Paris, Strasbourg and 
Dublin and an Economic Summit at Tokyo. I hope that we can move from meeting to 
meeting with the same sense of purpose and the same determination to coordinate, 
control and to some extent manage the major economic developments which so concern 
us all. I also hope it will be possible for the Community, fortified by the 
creation of the European Monetary System, to play a more positive role in 
discussion of international monetary problems. I am in no sense suggesting a 
down-grading of the role of the International Monetary Fund. But economic and 
monetary policies are two sides of the same coin. A greater degree of 
understanding among the Summit participants about the management of their 
currencies would be beneficial.

15011   EUROPEAN MONErARY SYSTEM
15012   
15013   I now turn to the Community's own efforts to create a new monetary system: a. zone 

of European monetary stability. Such a scheme can make a major contribution to 
securing the growth so essential if the Community is to overcome its continuing 
deep-seated economic problems. The foremost of these problems is unemployment. 
Even if the total number of unemployed in the Communi t;y- has not increased in 
the past year, the fact of six million unemployed is simply intolerable. The 
unemployed constitute a huge and urgent human reason for acting quickly to 
establish a. system which favours sta.bili ty and expansion, which strengthens our 
a.bili ty acting together to achieve a new price stability in Europe, and which 
can help to strengthen demand on a wide geographical basis. The rationalization of 
our labour intensive heavy industries is only now beginning and unless we can work 
to create the conditions for a lasting and balanced growth in new sectors, the 
prospects will be glooll\Y' indeed.

15014   
15015   -6-
15016   
15017   c
15018   
15019   It is a matter for profound regret that the European Monetary System could not be 

launched at the beginning of this year as the European Council had decided in 
Bremen. But I recognize the crucial importance for the Community to decide how it 
is to deal with the monetary problems associated with the Common Agricultural 
Policy if that Policy and the monetary system are to work smoothly together. The 
essential point to make now is that I believe there is a political will for 
solution, that we shall find a solution, and that we shall find it soon.

15020   
15021   But if the EMS - this new instrument worked for so hard over the summer and autumn 

and proclaimed in December is to make that impact on our deep--rooted economic 
problems that I believe it can, it is essential that continuing thought, new 
efforts and new policies should be available to underpin and sustain what we have 
created. I have three main points in mind.

15022   
15023   - 7First we must accelerate the processes of convergence within our Community, 

This has long been the purpose o:f this and previous
15024   Sa;!
15025   
15026   Commissions, but I cannot
15027   
15028   that progress has been su:fficient ~
15029   
15030   We
15031   
15032   were encouraged by the decisions of the European Council in Bremen last June that 
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Iv!ember States should pursue policies of "concerted action" o
15033   
15034   But a lot more needs to be done and the Commission will soon bring
15035   forward proposals to improve the mechanisms and increase the momentum of 

coordination. Second the Community should make much more of the benefits of the 
existing Common Market so as to ensure a better balance of economic activity 
within it. outline programmeo Las·t year we put our thinking into a fi ve-yea.r In 
1979 we shall be bringing forward proposals in The aim of both will be to We eJ.so 
want to make rapid I have transport

15036   
15037   some areas, ideas for discussion in others. example, in lowering non-tariff barriers.
15038   
15039   increase the flow of goods and services, and to make progress, for use of our new 

borrowing instr-ument to improve ·the social and economic infrastructure in 
sectors and. areas in diffioul ty.. particularly in mind. early in the year. Third 
we need to deal with the special difficulties of less prosperous Member States, 
not only to 1xnderpin the European Monetary System, but also in pursuit of our 
general aim of reducing economic disparities within the Community* Here we already 
have a new instrument in the shape of the interest-su·bsidized loans which the 
European Council agreed in December should be made available to Italy and Ireland 
within the framework of the EMSo But this is only part of the renewed effort To 
this end which we must make for the poo1•er areas of the Community.. Here we shall 
be outlining ou."C ideas in a paper

15040   
15041   the Commiss:i.on is, as requested by the European Council, re-examining the role 

which the Community's instruments, jointly and separately, can
15042   pl~
15043   
15044   in promoting convergence.
15045   
15046   I now turn to two further policies on which the Comm~.- ,<.on will strive to make 

progress in
15047   
15048   1979,
15049   
15050   both because of their intrin,aic importance
15051   
15052   6to the community, and as part of the strategy by which we aim eventually to 

arrive at economic and monetar.r union. I refer to the internal market,
15053   and to energy policy.
15054   
15055   INTERNAL MARKET
15056   
15057   The Common Market is both the starting point and the centrepiece of European 

integration. function smoothly. It is particularl;r important that it should It 
was once thought that with the creation of a common The reality has been 
different. Formalities They

15058   
15059   customs area, with unified rules for trade with third countries, internal barriers 

to trade would wither awa;y. Paper work at intra-Community frontiers has not 
diminished.

15060   
15061   and procedures continue to vary from Member State to Member State.
15062   
15063   remain a hindrance to export business, partioularl;r for small and mediumsized 

firms which still find it difficult to operate be,yond their own frontiers. 
market. Intra-Community trade has of course greatly increased, but we have 
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scarcely started to exploit the advantages of our vast internal The Commission 
will be bringing forward this year a new five-year programme designed to establ~sh 
the customs union on a more solid basis through the progressive introduction of 
Community customs legislation, administered on behalf of the Community, and 
through measures to encourage a far freer flow of goods over our internal frontiers.

15064   ENERGY
15065   
15066   energy, we have recently had a vivid reminder o:f the :fragility of the technology 

on which our wa;y of life is based. Large parts ot
15067   On
15068   
15069   Europe were paralysed by deep snow and ice;
15070   
15071   > entire regions were cut off; electricity supplies were stretched to their limits 

and be,yond; communications broke down; ~ ma.tzy' of our
15072   
15073   citizens were faced with a laok of means to keep themselves and their families warm.
15074   
15075   It is in just such a situation that our dependence on electricity, on oil• on 

coal, and on other energy supplies is brought home not just
15076   
15077   - 9to Governments but to almost all the people of the pownunity. The vagaries of 

the weather underline yet again the view that I put to Parliament last year about 
the urgent need to recognize our limited energy resources, the need to exploit new 
and additional means of supply, and the need to reduce our own consumption of 
energy. External events - both the recent OPEC decision to increase oil prices on 
the world market and developments in Iran - only serve to emphasize the continuing 
relevance and the urgency of the problem. In a few words, how are we to secure a 
drastic and permanent reduction in our oil imports? How are we to secure a 
sustained and significant cut back in energy consumption? How are we to develop 
new and unconventional alternative sources of supply? How are we to exploit and 
use to the best advantage our available energy resources? We have little time 
left. If we do not take action soon, there can be no doubt that during 1980s we 
shall ·enter a permanent and enduring energy crisis. Much work is already being 
done by Member Statesand on Community level. But the scale and nature of the 
issues suggest that more common and Community rather than disparate and national 
actinn is re<:tuh·ed· First 1985. This is from its present level or 56

15078   ~·re
15079   
15080   P.im
15081   
15082   ' to reduce the Community's dependence on imported energy to 50 per cent by
15083   
15084   %.
15085   
15086   The Commission is ready to help coordinate national energy policies to avoid 

duplication and promote major research. and development projects on a Community 
scale. now. Second we must prepare for the post-oil era In the meantime we want 
Again we have already put ideas and proposals into our working

15087   
15088   programme, and will come forward with more.
15089   
15090   to promote the widest possible debate on a theme which touches so many aspects of 

the future of our society.
15091   
15092   - 10-
15093   
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15094   AGRICULTURE
15095   I turn now to that sector of European affairs where Community has the most 

concentrated responsibilities, and incurs most of its expenditure: agriculture. the
15096   
15097   The reasons for the preponderance of agriculture a.re a matter of history and 

indeed arise from the origins of the.Community. But I sometimes wonder whether it 
is wise for us to be so occupied with one particular sector, a sector whose share 
of our work force has fallen from 17 per cent in 1960 to 8 per cent today, and 
which now contributes only 4 per cent to our total Gross Domestic Product. Do not 
misunderstand me. I do not think that our responsibilities in agriculture should 
decrease, but rather that our responsibilities in other sectors should increase, 
thus bringing about a better balance within the Community which should by its 
nature concern all our work force and our whole capacity to generate wealth. This 
is a fundamenta.l question which merits increasing attention as we look to the 
future development of Europe. With enlargement, the importance of agriculture will 
of course increase in relative terms. In a Europe of 12 it will account for some 
11 per cent of the work force. But the paradox of Mediterranean agriculture is 
this: that we cannot hope to improve the incomes of rural families solely, or even 
mainly, through agricultural support, but rather through developing other sectors 
of the economy in those regions so that, at last, there is a real alternative to 
work on the land. It is in this longer perspective that I ask you to view our . 
current policies. Last year I said we had not yet succeeded in mastering the 
problem of surpluses. In the intervening twelve months we have made progress in 
obtaining acceptance of our price yolicy, thanks in no small measure to the 
influence of this House. · But I

15098   
15099   - 11 -
15100   
15101   have to tell you ·that , despite that, the situation and prospects on the 

e.griculf;nrP:. markets today are >-!Orse, not suga.r that subsidy.
15102   1:1e
15103   
15104   better~
15105   
15106   than a year a.go.
15107   
15108   Milk production
15109   
15110   is accelerating, while consumption is static.
15111   
15112   Every third ton of
15113   
15114   produce is exported with the aid of an all too substa.ntial That means a With the
15115   
15116   That is why we now insist on the need for a rigorous price
15117   
15118   policy for as long as the market imbalances last•
15119   
15120   general freeze in the common prices for the coming season.
15121   
15122   other measures we have proposed, particularly for milk, this policy can succeed in 

restoring a proper balance to our agricul tura.l policies. Indeed, I say that i t 
must succeed: for the alternatives tha.t lie before us, if we fail in our efforts 
to solve this problem through the price and market mechanisms, will be even more 
unpopular with farmers than is the present situation with consumers. If the 
surpluses have put the budget under intolerable strain, then the monetary 
distortions in agriculture have, like the invisible worm, been gnawing at the 
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heart of the Common Ma.rket. return to the unity of the agricultural market. In 
order to restore fair competition and bring back normal conditions of trade, we 
must Here I am optimistic. As regards existing monetary compensatory amounts, we 
cannot do everything at once: but we could make substantial progress this year, 
and move towards elimination over a period of years. As regards future MCAs, the 
introduction of the EMS will mean greater monetary stability, and thus less risk 
of the creation of new MCAs. orderly way. It will also create an economic In 
eliminating MCAs we climate in which MCAs, whether old or new, can be eliminated 
in an But I add a note of warning. must not compromise our price policy, or 
achieve the unity of the agricultural market at the price of abandoning our other 
objectives. A temporary success of that kind would spell long-term defeat. Finally 
there is our polioy for agricultural structures. much of technocracy and economic I

15123   
15124   would prefer a more humane word than "structuresu, which smacks too I want a term 

which would encompass all facets of the improvement of the countryman's way of life,
15125   
15126   - 12-
15127   
15128   and the advancement of the farmer's professional skills.
15129   
15130   For
15131   
15132   agricultural policy must, at heart, be concerned not with the number of cows or of 

hectares, but with persons and huma.n beings. Perhaps a better phrase is "rural 
development", the promotion of all that can help people in predomina.ntly 
agricultural regions to bring their living standards up to those shared by the 
Community in general? Here again the Commission is making further proposals which 
will advance the frontiers of our policy. FISHERIES Next fisheries. Sometimes, as 
we discuss our policies in all

15133   
15134   their legal and political complexity, we tend to forget the realities that lie 

behind them in the world outside our conference rooms and assembly chambers. The 
fact impresses itself upon us in connection with our fisheries policy, when we 
look at the maps of fish stocks in the waters of Western Europe. The areas of 
spawning, Fish are of feeding, of migration, and of maturity, none of these fits 
in with the geometry of median lines or of 20Q-mile limits. not respecters of 
terms. territorial waters. No plan for the management and

15135   
15136   conservation of these fish resources can be framed in merely national That, 

fundamentally, is why the absence of a common policy is a. gain for no Member 
State, and for none of our fishing industries. It is a loss for all, and a loss 
which multiplies as time passes and stocks are depleted yet more. for decisions on 
fisheries. We shall therefore continue to press

15137   
15138   CONSUMER POLICY AND ENVIRONMENT POLICY
15139   In the coming year we shall also present our new progra.mme for consumer 

protection · House. It will naturally come for discussion in this I will not 
anticipate our proposals, but by way of example I

15140   
15141   mention one of them: a system for the rapid exchange of information within the 

Community on the hazards of dangerous products. Today I went to reaffirm that the 
interests of consumers, and their protection by Community law, remain central to 
the Commission's policies. The tasks assigned to the Community by the Treaties 
mean that all our actions have repercussions on consumers; and the Commission, 
with its particular

15142   
15143   for
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15144   
15145   of consumen. than
15146   
15147   of
15148   
15149   eco.nomio forces ..
15150   
15151   The
15152   
15153   will not evade ·tha·t
15154   
15155   I have heard it suggested that the Commission's intention to apply stricter 

criterie to proposals for harmonization means that in future we shall put ltSsa 
emphasis on consumer policy., Nothing could be f'urther from the truth: what tve 
have determined is to avoid interference in consumer choice by legislative 
proposals for harmonization that is unnecessary and unimportant. We cannot do a. 
better service to the consumer, and to the Community's image, than to concentrate 
our efforts on 'What is really worthwhile. In our environment policy we shall 
pursue a similar course, with proposals that concentrate on the priority areas of 
water quality, the effects of chemicals on health, and. noise abatement.. We hope 
also to open up a new dimension in public understanding of these questions b,y 
promoting facilities in each Member State for assessment of the effects of 
environmental hazards throughout the Community • JNSTITUTIONS I would like to end 
by looking forward to two major developments which will shape the future of the 
Community. Both direct elections and the forthcoming enlargement of the Community 
raise questions about the operation and the evolution of the Community's 
institutions. I welcome the initiative which has led us to the request for three 
wise men to study these matters and report to the European Council in the course 
of this year. At the same time the Commission has decided to appoint its own 
independent review body to examine the structure and the workings of the 
Commission. This independent review body started its work at the beginning of this 
month and we expect its report before the autumn. I hope that these reviews will 
lead to practical ideas for improving the fitnctioning of the Community. At the 
same time, we need to guard against the view that procedural or institutional 
innovations can of themselves produce instant solutions to problems in the 
Community.. Our difficulties often stem :f'rom deeP-Seated. economic and social 
disparities and these are bound to engender own pressures and conflicts.

15156   
15157   - 14-
15158   
15159   We are at present witnessing two important institutional changes within the 

Community framework. First there is the growing role of the European Council which 
ha.s provided a vi tal impulse to the evolution of the Community, especially in 
the last twelve months. Second we are on the eve of direct elections to this 
House, elections which will constitute a. significant strengthening of the 
democratic base of the Community's institutional structure. At present there are 
no contacts between the European Council and the Parliament, and I believe that 
serious thought should be given to ways in which a link could be established. The 
enlargement of the Community is a.lso bound to have a. significant effect on the 
operation of the Institutions. Last year the Commission produced a. review of some 
of these implications. We shall do our best to ensure that the ideas which we put 
forward are serious~ considered. At this stage I stress the importance of the 
Commission's management role in giving effect to the decisions of the Council. 
Without some extension of that role and better definition of the distinction 
between political and executive decisions, I fear that in an enlarged Community 
the risks of conf'u.sion and paralysis, which alrea.Ccy- exist, will become even 
more serious. Direct elections to this House are now less than four months away. 
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They represent the honouring of a commitment made more than twenty years ago and 
in a sense complete the foundations which were then laid down. The long delay in 
fixing these elections, and the aspirations and, indeed in some quarters, the 
apprehensions which surround them testify to their crucial importance in our 
development. I believe that the Commission has over the years established 
constructive working relations with this House. At the same time I welcome the 
prospect of the more intensive relationship which directly elected Deputies may 
wish to have with the other institutions of the Community, including the 
Commission, in the name of their electors.

15160   
15161   - 15 ....
15162   
15163   All the issues with which we deal, remote or technical as they sometimes seem, are 

directly and crucially related to the welfare of the citizen. The European 
Monetary System is ultimately about the value of money in peoples' pockets. The 
Common Agricultural Policy is about the balance between the money in the pockets 
of the farmer and of the housewife. There are many issues, some controversial, 
which will, I hope, become the themes for the electoral campaign which will 
shortly be opening. If the campaign can focus the attention of the Community's 
electorate on the essential purposes and problems of the Community, then it will 
have achieved something which we have found to be a major obstacle in our work 
whether it be in the Commission, the Parliament or the Council, namely to make a 
reality to the individual citizen of the sometimes complex and obscure processes 
of Community life.

15164   Any observer of the Community today must be struck by
15165   
15166   the complex variety of its activity compared with only a few years ago. I believe 

that we have found a. new sense of momentum;but we shall only succeed in moving 
forward at the cost of unremitting effort. As we approach what I believe will be a 
difficult, certainly challenging, and possibly dangerous decade ahead for the 
Community in the world, internal unity will be of increasing importance. For its 
part the Commission will continue fully to play its part as a source of ideas and 
initiatives for the strengthening of the economic and institutional basis of the 
Community enterprise.

15167   
15168   cQMMUNAU1E EUROPEENI-lE DU CHARBON E1 DE L'ACI!OR cQMMUNAU1E EUROPE<NN E 

cQMMUNAU1E EUROPEEt-tNE p!O L'ENERGIE A10W.IQll!O
15169   
15170   ~coNOW.IQU!O
15171   
15172   D\scours
15173   prononce de"ant \e par\ement europeen par M· Roy Jenk\ns. pres\dent de \a 

Comm\ss\on des communautes europeennes
15174   
15175   presentation du Rapport general 1978 et programme
15176   
15177   de
15178   
15179   Ia Commission·
15180   
15181   pour l'onnee\1979
15182   
15183   h
15184   
15185   ..
15186   
15187   COMMUNAUTE EUROPEENNE DU CHARBON ET DE L'ACJER COMMUNAUTE ~CONOMIQUE EUROPEENNE 
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COMMUNAUTE EUROPEENNE DE L'ENERGJE ATOMIQUE
15188   COMMISSION
15189   
15190   Discours prononce devant le Parlement europeen par M. Roy Jenkins, president de Ia 

Commission des Communautes europeennes
15191   Presentation du Rapport general 1978 et programme de Ia Commission pour l'annee i1979
15192   
15193   '
15194   
15195   ~
15196   
15197   luxembourg. 13 fevrier 1979
15198   
15199   -------
15200   
15201   "··~· ·--~==Oiiiillai=====-----------------
15202   
15203   SEC(78)2600/6-FR
15204   Orig. : :EN
15205   
15206   present discours programma est la troisieme que j'ai l'honneur de prononcer devant 

le Parlement au nom de la Commission europeenne. Je pense
15207   Le
15208   
15209   qu.' i 1 marque pour la. Commu.nau.t e le debut d 1 une a.nnee de changemen-ts 

impozta."lts,
15210   
15211   corarr.e elle
15212   
15213   n'en a pas connu
15214   
15215   depuis un certain temps.
15216   
15217   Les douze derniers mois ont ete des mois de prepa:ra.tion 1 d.e d.i.scuscion et de 

negoci~cion intensives a ltinterieur comme a l'exterieur de la Cor.::s:runau.te$ 
Les frui:ts de ces tra:vaux et de ces efforts sont a:u.jourd'hui

15218   
15219   etre cueillis. Si nous evons la volonte de maintenir le ~Jtn~e qui cct 

actuellement le notre - at je per£e ~~e c 1 est pour nous un imperatif -,
15220   ~zuunee
15221   
15222   p~ets
15223   
15224   a
15225   
15226   1979 devrait voir l'etablissement du systeme monetaire european;
15227   
15228   los premieres elections directes ~u Parlement european; l'achevement, avec la 

signature du tra.i te avec la Greca, d.e la prem:i.ere etape d 'un processus. on 
trois phases qui doit aboutir a l~elargissement de la Communaute; at 1~ conclusion 
f~~ctueuse de 5Tandes negociations oommeroiales internationales d~"lS lesquelles 
la Communaute a eta etroitement impliquee. Ces developpements et leurs resultats 
correspondent

15229   
15230   a trois
15231   
15232   priorites fonda-mentales de la Com-
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15233   
15234   mu..YJ.aute en cette periode ou nous nous effo:r<;ons de :relever les de:fis d'u.n 

monde de plus en plus complexe et interdependant. Ces defis consistent
15235   
15236   a
15237   
15238   ren.forcer 1 'orga.:nisation et la. cohesion internes de la Commu.naute et
15239   
15240   a
15241   
15242   assurer son developpement continu;
15243   h elargir la Communaute en y accueillant les demooraties europeennes qui
15244   
15245   sont en mesure d'adherer et remplissent les conditions requises; - a fnire en 

sorte que la Communaute en tant que telle apporte sa contribution
15246   ~
15247   
15248   la gestion de 1 1 economie mondiale.
15249   
15250   Pour sa. part, la Commission assumera pleinement ses responsabil.i t es et fcra 

tout ce qui est en son pouvoir pour que des progres soient realises da.."'lB cos 
trois domaines vitaux.

15251   
15252   ...; ...
15253   
15254   Le theme sur lequel
15255   dans
15256   
15257   j~aimerais
15258   
15259   insi.ster cette annes davant le Parlement
15260   
15261   le discou.rs programme est celui de l'interdependanceo C'est l"une des
15262   
15263   GI'andes le<;ons q-lle la Commission a retenues au cours des deux premieres annees 

de son mandat. Nous avons constate que des perturbations economiques ma.jeures
15264   
15265   a
15266   
15267   1 'e:rlerieur de la. Communa.ute peuvent a.ffeoter pro:fondement notre existence
15268   De
15269   
15270   et nos projets.
15271   
15272   meme, notre propre liberte de manoeuvre, notre faculte
15273   
15274   d'agir sur les evenements est limitee par nos faiblesses sur lea plans economique 

et social. c•est pourquoi je pense que, tout en songeant bien entend:u. en priorite
15275   
15276   a
15277   
15278   nos propres af:fa.ires interieures -qui seront l'objet demon
15279   
15280   propos -,nous devons aujourd'hui plus que jamais aupa.ra.vant considerer nos 

problemas internes dans le cadre general des developpements qui se produisent
15281   
15282   a 1 text erieur
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15283   R-~TIONS
15284   
15285   de la Commu.na:u.te.
15286   
15287   EXTERI:E.'URES
15288   
15289   Uous avons constate, au cours des derniers mois, que le poids et la presence de la 

Con:munaute sur la scene internationals ne oessent de crottre, et de croitre 
rapidement. Le president du Conseil et moi-meme avons represente la Communaut e au 
sommet economique de :Bonn en juillet; nous avons poursui vi le developpement de 
relations etroites entre la. Communa.ute et les Eta.ts-unis; et nous avons realise 
des progres en etablissant une base plus solide pour nos relc:.::.or. . s avec le 
Japon dans 1 1 interet de la stabilite economique mondia.le.

15290   
15291   En cutre, nous avons etabli de nouvelles relations avec les pays de l'ASEAN et 

nous avons conclu un accord commercial avec la Chine.
15292   Parmi ces evenements, j'aimerais en distingu.er deux qui, je pense, ont 1.1ne 

sicnification particuliere pour la. Communa.ute. En premier lieu, nos 
rela-:::.c::..:: avec les Etats-U'nis : outre les echa.nges

15293   
15294   a.
15295   
15296   ha.ut nivea.u, frequents et
15297   
15298   :cC.:;,11iers, entre Washington et :Bruxelles r le president Carter a rendu visi te
15299   
15300   a
15301   
15302   la Commission au debut de l'a.nnee derniere et je lui ai moi-meme rendu
15303   
15304   ·..r.isite en decembre. Ces rencontres nous ont permis de passer en revue les 

principales questions qui determinant les relations entre les deux plus grandes 
puissances commerciales du monde et d'explorer lea possibilites de

15305   
15306   ...; ...
15307   
15308   -3-
15309   
15310   SEC(78)2600/6-FR
15311   
15312   cooperation dans de nouveaux d.omaines, notamment la. science et la technolog:i.e,
15313   qui constituent, je pense, un terrain important et prometteur pour nos futures
15314   
15315   activites en commun. En second lieu, je fais allusion
15316   que
15317   
15318   a
15319   
15320   l'a.ccord commercial
15321   
15322   la Communaute a conclu avec la Chine en avril del:-nier. La Chine est le de tous 

les pays en voie de developpement. Il ne lui a:vait pas
15323   
15324   plus grand
15325   
15326   fallu longtemps pour reconna!tre la realite de la Communaute europeenne et, 

lorsqu'elle a decide de s'ouvrir sur le monde exterieur et d'a.ccrottre ses 
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cchanges inter.nationau:x:, la. Communa:u.te a figure parmi les premiers
15327   Chine s'est ad.ressee. Je suis certain qu'en
15328   
15329   a
15330   
15331   qui la
15332   
15333   1979 nous pou.rrons encore develoP-
15334   
15335   per nos echanges et notre comprehension mutuelle et c'est dans cette perspective
15336   ~1e
15337   
15338   je me rendrai en visite
15339   
15340   a Pekin a
15341   paJ~
15342   
15343   la. fin du moise
15344   
15345   Cependant, notre Communaute est encore confrontee, dans sea relations avec les 

pays industrials et les cultes et en voiQ de developpement,
15346   
15347   a
15348   
15349   des diffi-
15350   
15351   a
15352   
15353   des dilemmas qui sont clairem.ent appa.rus au cou.rs de deux series
15354   
15355   de negociations internationales. Leur importance etait capita.le et elles sont 

aujourd'hui proches de leur conclusion; il s'a.git des negociations commerciales 
multilaterales Lome. La Communaute depend davant age du commerce mondial qu' 
a.ucun de ses principaux partenaires. De ce fait, nous souhaitons un renforcement 
et un ela.rgissement du systeme international des echanges. Nous nous sommes done 
rejouis de voir que, dans ces negociations, l'accent etait mis sur le 
demantelement des multiples ba.rrieres non ta.rifaires qui entra.vent le flux des 
echa.nges. Ma.is noi..:3 avons egalement dft reconna.ttre qu'il ne suffit pas 
d'eliminer les bru.rieres e:x:istantes. Il fa.ut faire en sorte que le systeme 
commercial que nous construisons soit pourvu de ses propres dispositifs de 
contrSle et d'equilibrage. Nous devons, par example, fa.ire en sorte qu'il tienne 
compte de. fe1.9o:n equitable

15356   d~ ~ouveau co:.:·.~::<-ti'tifs
15357   
15358   a Geneva
15359   
15360   et des negociations engagees par la Communaute en vue
15361   
15362   de conclure une nouvelle convention qui prendra. la. suite de la convention de
15363   
15364   phenomene des producteurs que leurs faibles oouts rendent hautement et qui peuvent 

aujourd'hui f'a.ire sur un marche determine une percee
15365   
15366   Pi ?rofonde et si ;rapicl.e que notre p;roduotion interieure risque de s•en trouver
15367   
15368   pratiquement balayee.
15369   
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15370   .../ ...
15371   
15372   Ce phenom€me n'est CfJ.'urJ.e ma:ni:festa:tion erlr~me d'un problema plus vaste 

d'adaptation, problema auquel le proteotionnisme ne peut pas, en fin de compte, 
constituer la reponse. Au coura de 1 1 annee ecoulee, la Communaute a juge 
necessaire de prendre un certain nombre de mesures en vue de sauvegarder 1 'emploi 
dans des industries telles que le textile, la. siderurgie et la. construction 
navale, qui sont gravement a.ffectees pa.r des excedents de capS~  cite et de 
main-d'oeuvre, presque toujours par le fait que d'a.utres pays a l'exterieur de la 
Communaute sont ca.pables, dans une mesure oroissante, de produire las memes 
marchandises a moindre cont. Mais ces mesures ne pourront etre acceptees par nos 
partenaires commerciau.x que si elles s'accompa.gnent de politiques actives et 
responsables visant a adapter nos economies aux circonstances nouvelles. La 
Commission, qui a du prendre l'initiative d'elaborer des mesures en vue de 
proteger temporairement lea industries soumises a de fortes pressions, est 
pleinement consciente de la necessite, dans les annees qui viennent, de mettre 
progressivement 1 'accent, au niveau oommuna.utaire, sur 1' elaboration du cadre 
pourra s'operer, ainsi

15373   
15374   a
15375   
15376   plus long terme dans lequel la. mutation industrielle la promotion des secteurs de 

croissance.
15377   
15378   que
15379   
15380   Cette necessite d 1 adaptation est l'un des principaux elements qui soustendent 

lea negociations commerciales multila.terales et nos propres politiques 
interieures dans le secteur industrial. Ella s'impose egalement a nous dans les 
negociations visant a conclure une nouvelle convention avec les p~ d'Mrique, des 
Caraibes et du Pacifique. Cela. n 1 aurait guere de sens de leur offrir une aide 
abondante et des avanta.ges commerciaux si nous re:f'u.sions de nous preparer a 
recevoir en ~ites croissantes les marahandises que las p~ en cours 
d'industrialisation commencent inevitablement a produire et a. vend.re. Bien que 
la convention de Lome ne soit appliquee que depuis trois a.ns environ, je pense en 
soi, car ce sera pour nous 1' occasion de oonnattre les aspirations des pays ACP 
et pour les pays ACP l'occasion de conna!tre las difficultes politiques et 
economiques de la Communaute. Pour sa part, la Commission fera tout ce qui est en 
son pouvoir pour que les negociations soient menees a leur conclusion dans des 
delais tels que la ratification ptdsse intervenir bien avant 1 1 expira.tion de la 
convention en vigu.eur.

15381   que la negociation d'une nouvelle convention est
15382   
15383   un processus utile
15384   
15385   ...; ...
15386   
15387   .... ; ....
15388   
15389   SEC(78)2600/6-FR
15390   
15391   La Communaute n 9 est bien entendu pas seule
15392   
15393   a
15394   
15395   3tz~
15396   
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15397   confrontee au problema
15398   
15399   de trouver sa place d.a.ns une economie mondia.le en perpetual cha.ngement. 

L'interdependanca entre evenements externes et evenements internes est un fait; 
mais il ncus appara!t de plus en plus nettement que tous les grands partenaires 
corr$.orciaux sont eux aussi interdependants., C9 est dans oe contexte que las 
sommets economiques revetent une importance particuliere. Je pense qu 1 ils sont 
aujourd 1 hui un element permanent de la. vie internationale et quWiJ.s commencent 
fort opportunement a apporter una contribution majeure a la gestion de 1• economie 
mondiale. I1 est important que la. Colllfl'1Ullaute a.it pu. et puisse a l'a.venir 
jouer un role significatif lors de oes sommets. L'an dernier, en passant du 
Conseil european de Copenhague a celu.i de Bremo, puis au sormnet economique de 
:Bonn, nous avons vu se developper pro~es  sivcment une politique economique et 
monetaire associant la determination de la Corr~mnaute a creer una zone de 
sta.bilite moneta.ire avec sa determination non :wins forte a reunir ses 
principaux partenaires commerciaux: dans le cadre d 1 un p1a.'1 equilibre visant a 
stimuler la croissance economique., Cette annee, le programme de reunions sera 
sensiblement le meme, avec des Conseils europeans a Paris, s-~rasbourg et Dublin 
et un sommet economique a Tokyo. J'espere que nous progresserons de reunion en 
reunion avec la meme conscience de l'objectif a atteindre et la meme determination

15400   
15401   a coordonner,
15402   
15403   controler at, jusqu'a un cer-
15404   
15405   tain point, orienter les grands developpements economiques qui nous concernant 

tous de si pres. J 1 espere egalement que la Communaute, fortifiee par la creation 
du sY3teme monetaire european, sera en mesure de jouer un role plus positif dans 
les discussions sur les problemas monetaires internationaux. Je ne suggere en 
aucune fagon de devaloriser le role du Fonds monetaire international. Mais la 
politi~ue economique et la politique monetaire sont les deux faces d'une meme 
medaille. Une meilleure concerta.tion entre lea participants au:x: sommets au 
sujet de la gestion de leurs monnaies aerait salutaire.

15406   
15407   -6-
15408   
15409   SE0(78)2600/6-FR
15410   
15411   SYSTN4E MONETAIRE EUROPEEN
15412   
15413   J'en arrive maintenant aux propres efforts de la Communaute pour creer ur. nouveau 

systeme monetaire : une zone europeenne de stabilite monetaire. Un systeme de ce 
type peut contribuer de f9.9on decisive a assurer cette croissance dont la 
Communaute a tant besoin si ella veut surmonter ses problemas economiques 
persistants et profondement enracines. Le plus grave d'entre eux est le chomage. 
Meme si le nombre total des chomeurs dans la Communaute n•a pas augments en 1978, 
le saul fait qu'il y a six millions de ch8meurs est simplement intolerable, Le 
chomage constitue, sur le plan humain, une puissante raison d' agir rapidement 
pour instaurer un systeme qui favorise la sta;bilite et l'expansion, qui renforce 
notre aptitude a prendre des mesures concertecs en vue d'assurer une nouvelle 
stabilite des prix en Europe et qui contribue

15414   
15415   raffermir la demande sur una large base geographique. La rationalisation de nos 

industries lourdes a haute intensite de main-d'oeuvre ne fait encore que et, si 
nous ne parvenons pas a creer les conditions d'une croissance durable et 
equilibree dans de nouveaux secteurs, les perspectives seront fort

15416   co~T.encer
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15417   
15418   a
15419   
15420   sombres. Il est profondement regrettable que le demarra.ge dn systeme monetaire 

european n'ait pas pu avoir lieu au debut de l'annee, comma la decision en avait 
ete prise lors du Conseil european deBreme. r.iais je reconnais qu'il est d'une 
importance cruciale pour la Communaute de decider comment regler les problemas 
monetaires lies a la politique agricola commune si 1 1 on veut que cette politique 
et le systeme monetaire fonctionnent bien ensemble. Ce que je tiens a souligner 
ici, c'est ma conviction qu'il existe una volonte politique de trouver una 
solu-tion, que nous trouverons una solution et que nous la trouverons bientot. 
r.:ais si nou.s voulons que le SME - ce nouvel instrument a 1 t elaboration du~~el 
nous avons consacre tant d'efforts tout au long du deuxieme semestre de 1978 ct 
que nous avons rendu public en decembre - exerce sur nos problemas cconor.·,iques 
profondement enracines l'impact que je le crois en mesure d 1 exercer,

15421   
15422   il est ossentiel que des reflexiona
15423   
15424   soute~es,
15425   
15426   des efforts renouveles et des
15427   
15428   ...; ...
15429   
15430   -7-
15431   
15432   SEC(78)2600/6-FR
15433   
15434   politiques nouvelles se conjuguent pour etayer et consolider ce que nous a.vons 

cree. Je songe a trois points en pa.rticulier.
15435   En premier lieu, nous devons aocelerer lea processus de convergence
15436   
15437   a
15438   
15439   l'interieur de notre Communaute. C1 est depuis longtemps l'objectif de la presante 

Commission et de celles qui 1 1 ont precedee, mais je ne saurais affirmer que les 
progres aient ete sutfisants. Nous a.vons trouve un encouragement dans les 
decisions du Conseil european de Breme, en juin dernier, aux termes des- · quelles 
les Etats membres doivent poursuivre des politiques "d'action cancertee". Mais il 
reate beaucoup a faire et la Commission presenters. procha.inement des 
propositions en vue d'ameliorer les mecanismes et d'aocelerer la coordination. 
second lieu, la Communaut e devrai t tirer un meilleur parti' des a vantages du 
marche commun existant, de fayon a parvenir a un meilleur equilibre de l'activite 
economique a l'interieur de ses frontieres. L'an dernier, nous avons

15440   En
15441   
15442   expose le fruit de nos refle:x:ions dans un programme-cadre de cinq ana. En 1979, 

nous presenterons des propositions dans certains secteurs, des themes de 
discussion dans d'autres. Dans les deux cas, notre objectif sera d'intensifier le 
flux des marchandises et des services et de realiser des progres, par example, 
dans 1 'abaissement des barrieres non tarifaires. Nous voulons egalement faire 
usage rapidement de notre nouvel instrument d'emprunt afin d 1 ameliorer lea 
infrastructures socio-economiques dans des secteurs et des regi.ons en 
difficu.lte. Je songe tout particulierement aux transports, secteur pour lequel 
nous exposerons nos idees dans un document au cours des tout prochains mois. 
troisieme lieu, nous devons nous attaquer aux difficultes particulieres des Etats 
membres mains prosperes, en vue non seulement d'etayer le systeme
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15443   En
15444   
15445   monetairc european, mais aussi de poursuivre notre objectif general qui consiste a 

rcduire las disparites econom.iqu.es a l'interieur de la Commu.naute. Pour ce 
fairc, nous diapasons deja d 'un nouvel instrwnent sous la forme des pNts bonifies 
que le Conseil european de decembre est convenu d'accorder a l'Italie et a 
l'Irlande dans le cadre du SME. Mats cela ne represente qu'une partie de

15446   
15447   -8-
15448   
15449   SEC(78)2600/6-FR
15450   
15451   l'effort renouvele qu'il nous faut accomplir en faveur des regions moins avancees 

de la Communaute. A cette fin, la Commission a entrepris de reexaminer, comme le 
Conseil european l'en a priee, le r8le·que les instruments communautaires peuvent 
jouer, conjointement et separement, dans la realisation d 'une convergence accrue 
• J'aborde maintenant deux autres politiques pour lesquelles la Commission 
s'efforcera d'accomplir des progres en 1979, non seulement parce qu'elles ont une 
importance intrinseque pour la Comrau.na.u.te, mais au.ai parce qu 1 elles 
s'inscrivent dans la strategie que nous deployons en vue de parvenir, un jour, a 1 
'union economique et monetaire. Je fais allusion au ma.rche interieur et a la 
politique energetique.

15452   MARCHE INTERIEtJR
15453   
15454   Le marche commun est a la fois le point de d~art et 1' element central de 

l'integration europeenne. Il est particulierement important qu 1 il fonctionne 
sans heurts. A une certaine epoque, on a. cru. qu'a.vec la creation d'une zone 
douaniere commune et des regles unifiees pour les echanges a.vec lee p~ tiers, les 
barrieres interieures aux ec~s dispar&ttraient d 1 elles-memes. La. realite est 
tout autre. La. pa.perasserie aux frontieres intra.communa.utaires est toujours 
aussi abondante. Les formalites et les procedures restent differentes d'un Etat 
membre a un autre. Elles continuant de faire obstacle aux exportations, notamment 
celles des petites et moyennes entreprises, pour lesquelles il est ~ou  jours 
difficile d'operer par-dela les frontieres na.tiona.les. Cartes, les echanges 
intracommunauta.ires ont connu un developpement considerable, et nous avons a 
peine commence a tirer pa.rti des ava.nta.ges de notre vaste ma.rche int e.rieur. 
La. Commission presentera. cette annee un nouveau programme quinquennal destine a 
consolider les bases de l'union doua.niere grloe a l'introduction pro&ressive 
d'une legislation douaniere commune, a.dministree pour le compte de la Communaute, 
et a des mesures visant a encourager une circulation beaucoup plus libre des 
marchandises p~ela nos frontieres interieures.

15455   
15456   ...; ...
15457   
15458   -9-
15459   
15460   SEC(78)260b/6-FR
15461   
15462   ENERGIE Dans le domaine energetique, la fragilite de la technologie sur laquelle 

repose notre mode de vie nous a recemment ete rappelee de fagon saisissante. Des 
regions etendues d'Eu.rope ont ete paralysees par la. neige et le verglas; des 
contrees entieres ont ete isolees; les capa.cites d'approvisionnement en 
electricite ont ete sollicitees jusqu'a leurs limites et m3me au-dela; les ont ete 
coupees; de nombreuses familles se sont trouvees dans l'impossibilite de continuer 
a se cha.uffer.

15463   co~~unications
15464   
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15465   c•est dans une situation de ce genre que notre dependance a 1 1 egard de 
l'cactricite, du petrole, du charbon et des autres sources d 1 energie se 
ra.ppelle a 1 1 attention des gouvernements, ma.is aussi de presque tous les 
citoyens de la Communaute. Les caprices de la meteorologie mettent une nouvelle 
fois au premier plan les propos que j 1 ai tenus l'an dernier davant le Parlement; 
l'urgente necessite de reconnaitre que nos ressources energetiques sont limitees, 
la necessite d'exploiter des sources d 1 approvisionnement nouvelles et 
supplementaires, la necessite de reduire notre propre oonsommation d 1 energie. 
Les developpementssurvenus a 1 1 etranger- la recente decision de l'OPEP 
d'augmenter les prix du petrole sur le marche mondial et les evenements en Iran - 
sont la pour souligner que le problorae n'a rien perdu de son actualite et de son 
urgence. En peu de mots, comr:1ent assurer une reauction importante et durable de 
nos importations de petrole ? Co::unent assurer une diminution significative et 
prolongee de notre consommation d'energie ? Comment developper des sources 
alternatives d 1 approvisionnement nouvelles et non conventionnelles ? Comment 
exploiter les ressources energetiques dont nous disposons et en tirer le meilleur 
parti possible ? Il nous reate pcu de temps. Si nous n'agissons pas rapidement, il 
ne fait aucun doute que 0onnaitrons une crise energetique permanente et.durable 
dans le courant des ...: 80. Les Etats membres et les instances communautaires 
font deja beaucoup. ::.. f a..'ilpleur et la nature des problemas indiquent qu. 
'il faut une action plus cc;;:;:~...c ~u niveau communautaire, et non pas une 
action disparate au niveau natio:r.:::l-1. En premier lieu., nous avons pour 
objectif de ramener la dependance de la

15466   
15467   ...; ...
15468   
15469   -10de 56 d'ici
15470   
15471   SEC(78)2600/6~
15472   
15473   %actuellement
15474   1985.
15475   
15476   a 50
15477   
15478   %
15479   
15480   Communa:ute a 1 'ega.rd de l't§nergie importee/La. Commission est pr8te a 

contribuer ala. coordination des politiques energetiques nationa.les, de f~on a 
eviter toute duplication des mesures et a promouvoir des projets de recherche et 
de developpement ma.jeurs au niveau communa.utaire.

15481   En second lieu, nous devons
15482   
15483   nous preparer des maintenant pour la periode de l'apres-petrole. notre programme 

de travail, et nous en formulerons d 1 autres.
15484   
15485   A ce
15486   
15487   sujet egalement, nous avons deja formula des idees et des proposi tiona dans 

Entre-temps, nous voulons susciter le debat le plus large possible sur un sujet 
qui concerns par de si nombreux aspects l'avenir de notre societe.

15488   AGRICULTURE
15489   
15490   J'en arrive ma.intenant au seoteur des affaires europeennes daris lequel la 

Communaute a le plus de responsabilites et engage la plus grande partie de ses 
depenses : l'agriculture. La preponderance de l'agriculture a des raisons 
historiques, qui remontent, en fait, aux origines de la Communa.ute. parfois s 1 
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il est sage de nous preooouper d 1 oeuvre, centre 17 de 4% Mais je me dema.nd.e
15491   
15492   a
15493   
15494   oe point d 1 un seul seoteur pa.rti-
15495   
15496   culier, secteur qui ne represente plus aotuellement que 8 ~ de notre main-
15497   
15498   %en
15499   
15500   1960, et qui ne oontribue aotuellement qu' a raison Endendons-nous bien. devraient 

d 1 agriculture
15501   
15502   a
15503   
15504   1 1 ensemble de notre produit interieur brut.
15505   
15506   Je ne pense pas que nos responsabilites en matiere
15507   
15508   diminuer, mais au contraire que ce sont nos responsabilites dans d 1 autres 

secteurs qui devraient augmenter, creant a.insi un meilleur t)quilibre de notre 
main-d'oeuvre et l'ensemble de notre capacite richesse.

15509   
15510   a
15511   
15512   l'interieur de la Communaute qui 1 par sa nature, devrait ooncerner l'ensemble
15513   
15514   a engendrer
15515   
15516   la
15517   
15518   C1 est une question fondamentale qui merite qu'on y attache une Avec 

l'ela.:rgissement, l'importa.nce de l 1 agrioulture augmentera Dans une Europe
15519   
15520   attention croissante lors de la prise en consideration du f'u.tur developpement de 

l'Europe. quelque ll
15521   rev.c:::".U.S
15522   
15523   eviderament en termes relatifs.
15524   
15525   a
15526   
15527   12, elle representera
15528   
15529   %de
15530   
15531   notre main-d'oeuvre.
15532   
15533   Mais le paradax:e de 1 1 agrioulture
15534   0U
15535   
15536   med.i terraneenne est le suivant : nous ne pouvons esperer ameliorer les des 

:familles rurales uniquement, Jn€me prinoipalement, gr€oe
15537   
15538   a
15539   
15540   l'aide agricole, mais au contra.ire &rice au developpement d 1 autres secteu:rs
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15541   de l' economie dans ce s regions pour leur o£trir, entin, une a.lternative reelle 
au travail agricola.

15542   
15543   ...; ...
15544   
15545   - ll-
15546   
15547   SEC(78)2600/6~
15548   
15549   C'est dans oette perspective que nous n'a.vions pas encore reussi notre poli tique 

des prix, ¢oe
15550   
15551   a plus
15552   
15553   long terme que je
15554   
15555   V'OUS
15556   
15557   invite
15558   
15559   a
15560   
15561   considerer nos politiques actuelles.
15562   
15563   L'annee derniere, je vous ai dit
15564   
15565   a
15566   
15567   dominer le probleme des e:x:oedents.
15568   
15569   Au cours des douze mois eooules, nous a.vons progresse pour fa.ire accepter
15570   
15571   a
15572   
15573   l t influence non negligeable de votre a.ssem-
15574   
15575   blee. 1&.-cis je doisvous di:''e que, ma.lgre cela, la. situa.tionet les 

perS})eotives sur les marches agriooles ne sont pas meilleures, elles sont plus 
ma.uva.ises aujourd'hui qu'il y a un an. est exporte

15576   La. production laitiere s'a.ccelere, alors que
15577   
15578   la consomma.tion est sta.tionnaire.
15579   
15580   Un tiers du sucre que nous produisons c•est pourquoi, Cela.
15581   
15582   a
15583   
15584   l'a.ide d'une subvention trop importante.
15585   
15586   nous insistons a.ujourd'hui sur la neoessite d'une politique rigoureuse des prix 

tant que les desequilibres du marche persisteront • implique un gel general des 
prix communs pour la. prooha.ine campagne.

15587   
15588   Avec les autres mesures que nous avons proposees, notamment pour le la.it, cette 

politique peut resta.urer l'equilibre approprie de nos politiques agricoles.
15589   En fait, je dis qu'elle doit reussir : car les autres solutions
15590   
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15591   devant lesquelles nous nous trouverons si nos efforts pour resoudre ce problema au 
moyen des mecanismes des prix et du marche ne reusSissent pas, seront encore plus 
impopula.ires a.upres des agrioulteurs que ne l'est la. situation actuelle aupres 
des oonsommateurs. Si les excedents ont impose une contra.inte intolerable au 
budget, les distorsions monetaires dans l'agriculture ont entame, coir.me le ver 
dans le revenir fruit, le coeur du ma.rohe commun.

15592   En vue de restaurer la concur-
15593   
15594   rence loyale et de r.a.mener des condi tiona norma.le s d' eohange , nous devons
15595   
15596   a
15597   
15598   l'unite du ma.rche agricola.
15599   
15600   A oet ega.rd, je suis optimiste.
15601   
15602   En ce qui concerne les montants oompensatoires moneta.ires existants, nous
15603   
15604   ne pouvons tout faire en meme temps : ma.is nous pourrions realiser des progres 

substantials oette annee et evoluer vera l'elimination d 1 ici quelques annees. 
Quant aux :t'uturs MCM, l'introduotion du S'ME impliquera Elle creera ega.lement 
un clima.t eoonomique Ma.is je tiens

15605   
15606   une plus grande stabilite monetaire et, partant, il y aura moins de risques de 

creation de nouveaux MOM. eli:::dnes de fagon ordonnee.
15607   :~ous
15608   
15609   dans lequel les MCM, tant les anciens que les nouveaux, pourront etre
15610   
15611   a ajouter
15612   
15613   une mise en ga.rde.
15614   
15615   ne devons pa.s, en eliminant les MCM, comprome"t'tre no'tre politique des
15616   
15617   prix ou rea.liser l 1 unite du
15618   
15619   marohe agricole au
15620   
15621   prix de
15622   
15623   l'abandan de nos
15624   
15625   .,.;
15626   
15627   ...
15628   
15629   - 12-
15630   
15631   SEC(78)2600/6~
15632   
15633   a.utres objectifs. defa.i te
15634   
15635   Un suoces tempora.ire de oette nature impliquera.i.t une
15636   
15637   a
15638   
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15639   long terme. Je
15640   
15641   Finalement, il y a notre politique des struct-ures a.griooles. trop prononce de 

technocra.tie et de jargon eoonomique. Je souhai-
15642   
15643   preferera.is un terme plus h'\llllS.in que le mot "structures", qui a un go\it 

tera.is un terme qui prendra.it en compte tou.tes les facettes de l'a.melioration 
du mode de vie de l'a.griculteur, et l'ameliora.tion de ses oa.pacites 
professionnelles. huma.ins. Car la. politique a.grioole doit, au fond, se 
preoocuper non pas du nombre de va.ches ou d 1 heotares, ma.is des personnes et 
des €tres Peut-$tre vaut-il mieux parler de'lieveloppement rural", de promotion de 
tout ce qui peut aider les gens vivant dans les regions predominance a.gricole

15644   
15645   a.
15646   
15647   a mettre
15648   
15649   leur nivea.u de vie
15650   
15651   a
15652   
15653   ega.lite avec celui de
15654   
15655   la Communa.ute en general ?
15656   
15657   La. ·aussi, la Commission presentera d'autres
15658   
15659   propositions qui elargiront les :f'rontieres de notre politique. Peche Je dira.i 

ma.intenant un mot de la peche. nous avons tend.ance Parfois, l0rsque nous
15660   
15661   discutons de notre action, dans toute sa complexite juridique et politique,
15662   
15663   a
15664   
15665   aublier les realites qu'elle oeuvre dans le mond.e, hors Ce fait s'impose la. peche,
15666   
15667   de nos salles de conferences et de nos assemblees. n. nous, en ce qui conc_erne 

notre politique de lorsque nous considerons de l'Europe occidentale.
15668   
15669   les cartes des ressources de p€che dans les eaux Aucune des aires de :f'rai, 

d'alimentation, de Les poissons ne respectent pas les eaux C'est pourquoi, au 
fond, membre et

15670   
15671   migration et de maturite ne coincide avec les lignes medianes geometriques ou avec 

les limites des 200 milles. territoriales. Aucun plan de gestion et de 
conservation de oes ressources

15672   
15673   ne peut etre elabore en termes purement nationaux. l'absence de politique commune 

ne profite de nos industries de la. p€che. s' aniplifie au :t'u:r et s' epuisent 
davanta.ge.

15674   
15675   a a.ucun Eta.t
15676   a
15677   
15678   a
15679   
15680   aucune
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15681   
15682   C1 est 1me perte pour tous, une :perte qui que le temps passe et que le s rea 

sources insister pour que des decisions
15683   
15684   a me sure
15685   
15686   Nous continuerons dono
15687   
15688   soicnt prises en matiere de p€che.
15689   
15690   .../ ...
15691   
15692   M'itFYi'i:l'
15693   
15694   e·~::t'·~~~~K;;-,e'li£'"......_'i-WI~~~.""':;,~... ,~""
15695   
15696   ,i
15697   
15698   -13-
15699   
15700   SEC( 78) 2600/6-FR
15701   
15702   Politique des consommateure et politiSH! de l'environnement Au cours de 1' annee
15703   
15704   a venir,
15705   
15706   nous presenterons ega.lement notre Sans vouloir anticiper su:r de 1a Communaute Je 

voud:rais
15707   
15708   nouveau programme pour 1a protection du consomma.teur. !1 viendra nature1lement en 

discussion devant votre assemb1ee. nos propositions, je mentionnera.i,
15709   
15710   a titre
15711   
15712   d'exemp1e, ce11e qui porte sur
15713   
15714   1m S"'Jrrbeme d' echange rapide d' informations
15715   
15716   a 1 t interieur
15717   
15718   au su.jet des risques que comporlent les substances dangereuseso
15719   
15720   rcaffirmer aujou...-d'hui que les interets des consommateurs et leur protection
15721   
15722   pur la lozislation communautaire demeurent un element central de l•action
15723   d.e la. Corr.:rdssion. Les taches assignees
15724   
15725   a
15726   
15727   la Communaute par les traites
15728   S"Jr
15729   
15730   impliquent que toutes nos actions ont des repercussions
15731   
15732   les consommateurs;
15733   
15734   et la. Commission, du fait des responsabilites particulieres qui lui incombent, 
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::. le devoir d' eta.bl:i.r une protection des interets des consommateurs 
meilleure que cello nomiques.

15735   q~t
15736   
15737   est assuree
15738   
15739   a
15740   
15741   chacun d'entre eux par simple jeu des forces eco-
15742   
15743   La Commission ne se soustraira pas
15744   
15745   a
15746   
15747   cette obligation.
15748   
15749   J'ai entendu dire que l'intention de la Commission d'appliquer des criteres plus 

severes aux propositions d'harmonisation implique qu 9 a l'avenir noun mettrons 
moins l'accent sur la politique des consommateurs. Rienne pourrai t et:rc plus 
eloigne de la verite : nous a.vons en fait decide d' eviter que des propodtions 
legislatj.ves d'harmonisation qui sont inutiles et sans

15750   import~~ce
15751   
15752   affectent le libre choix du consommateur.
15753   
15754   Nous ne pouvons rendre
15755   
15756   un r.:oi1leur service au:x: consommateurs et
15757   
15758   a
15759   
15760   l'image de la Communaute que de
15761   
15762   concentrer nos efforts sur ce qui en vaut reellemerit la peine. Dans le cadre de 

notre politique de l'environnement, nous agirons de
15763   ··~~;~·..:;,
15764   
15765   cri formu.lant des propositions axees principa.lement sur les domaines
15766   
15767   l~::.·ioritaires ~~:
15768   
15769   de la qualite de l'eau, des effets des produits chimiques sur Nous esperons 

ega.lement donner une
15770   
15771   sante et de la lutte centre le bruit.
15772   
15773   rJou.Vt:lle dimension
15774   
15775   a
15776   
15777   la comprehension que le public a de ces questions en
15778   
15779   pror;:ouv-cmt dans chaque Etat membra les structures permettant d'evaluer les 

.:.:':fets des risques qui pesent sur l'environnement dans toute la Communaute •
15780   
15781   ...; ...
15782   
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15783   ----------------------------------~------------------------------------------
15784   
15785   -14-
15786   
15787   SE0(78)2600/6-FR
15788   
15789   Institutions Je voudrais terminer en examinant deux developpements majeurs qui 

influeront sur l'avenir de la Communaute. Aussi bien les eleotions directes que le 
futur elargissement de la Commu.n.a.ute soulevent des questions au sujet du foncti 
onnement et de 1' evolution des institutions de la CoilliiiUllaute. 'Je me rejouis 
de l'initiative qui a conduit

15790   
15791   a demander a trois
15792   
15793   sages d'etudier
15794   
15795   ces questions et de faire rapport au Conseil european au cours de cette annee. 

Simultanement, la Commission a decide de nommer son propre organe d'etude 
independant pour examiner la structure et le fonctionnement de la Commission. Oet 
organe independant a commence ses travaux au debut de ce mois et nous attendons 
son rapport avant l'automne. J'espere que ces etudes deboucheront sur des idees 
pratiques pour ameliorer le fonctionnement de la Communaute. Simultanement, nous 
avons besoin de nous premunir contre l'opinion selon laquelle les innovations en 
matiere de procedures ou d'institutions peuvent, d'elles-memes, fournir des 
solutions instantanees a:ux problemas qui se posent dans la. Gommunaute. Nos 
difficultes trouvent souvent leur origine dans des disparites economiques et 
sociales profondes, qui engendrent inevita.blement des pressions et des conflits 
qui leur sont propres. Nous a.ssistons actuellement dans le cadre de la Gommunaute.

15796   
15797   a
15798   
15799   deux importants changements institutionnels
15800   
15801   Premierement, on consta.te un accroissement
15802   
15803   du role joue par le Gonseil europeen, qui a donne une impulsion vitale 

Deuxiemement, nous somme s
15804   
15805   a
15806   
15807   l'evolution de la Goromunaute, notamment au cours des douze derniers mois.
15808   
15809   a
15810   
15811   la veille de 1' election de votre assemblee au
15812   
15813   suffrage universel direct, election qui renforcera de maniere significative la 

base democratique de la structure institutionnelle de la Gommunaute.
15814   Act~eilement,
15815   
15816   il n'y a pas de contact entre le Gonseil european et le
15817   
15818   Parlc;.~.:mt
15819   
15820   et je crois qu'il conviendrait de s•a.tta.cher serieusement
15821   
15822   a trouver
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15823   
15824   les moyens d'etablir un lien entre eux. L'elargissement de la Communaute aura 

inevitablement un effet important
15825   I'
15826   
15827   :o.c:,r le fonctionnement des institutions.
15828   p:.~C:s-:;:nte
15829   
15830   L'annee derniere, la Commission a Nous ferons de notre
15831   
15832   une etude sur certaines de ces implications.
15833   
15834   rr,ieux pour veiller
15835   
15836   a.
15837   
15838   oe que lea idees qui ont ete a.vanoees scient serieusement
15839   
15840   ...; ...
15841   
15842   I
15843   
15844   /)
15845   
15846   .
15847   
15848   /;
15849   
15850   t}l:
15851   ~
15852   
15853   [
15854   
15855   : i'i
15856   
15857   - 15 -
15858   
15859   SEC(78)2600/6-FR
15860   
15861   prises en consideration.
15862   
15863   A ce stade, je soulis;n.erai l'importa.noe du r&le
15864   
15865   de gestionnaire de la Commission pour l'application des decisions du Conseil. Si 

ce r8le n'est pas quelque peu etendu et si une distinction plus claire n•est pas 
etablie entre les decisions politiques et les decisions executives, je crains que 
le risque de confusion et de paralysie qui existe encore aggrave da.ns une 
Commu:na.ute elargie. L'election directe de votre assemblee aura lieu dans moins 
de quatre mois. et, Elle est l'aboutissement d 1 'lll1 engagement pris il y a plus 
de vingt ans dans un certains sens, elle complete lea f'ondements qui ont ete poses

15866   Le long retard pris pour fixer la date des elections et les
15867   ~~e,
15868   
15869   dej~
15870   
15871   ne soit
15872   
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15873   a
15874   
15875   cette epoque.
15876   
15877   aspirations ainsi
15878   
15879   dans certains milieuxr les apprehensions qui les
15880   
15881   entourent, temoignent de leur importance essentielle pour notre developpemento Je 

crois que la Commission a etabli au oours des a.nnees des relations de travail 
constructives avec votre assemblee<l> Simultanement, je me rejouis

15882   
15883   a
15884   
15885   la perspective des relations plus etroites que les membres du Parlement elus au 

suffrage direct souha.iteront peut-€tre avoir, au nom de leurs •Hecteurs, avec les 
institutions de la Commun.a.ute, notamment avec la Commission. Tous les problemas 
dont nous traitons 1 aussi eloignes ou techniques qu'ils puissant parfois

15886   para!tre~
15887   
15888   sent directement et essentiellement lies
15889   La
15890   
15891   au bien...etre des oitoyens..
15892   
15893   Le Systeme monetaire european ooncerne en fin
15894   
15895   de compte la valeur de la. monnaie que les gens ont dans leur poohe.
15896   
15897   politique agricola commune concerne l'equilibre entre l'argent qui se trouve dans 

la poche de l'a.grioulteur et oelui qui se trouve dans oelle de la menagere.
15898   De nombreux problemas, dont certains sent 1 1 objet de centro-
15899   
15900   verses, deviendront, je l'espere, les themes de la campagne electorale qui 

s'ouvrira sous peu.. Si la campagne peut oentrer l'attention de 1 1 electorat sur 
les objectifs et les problemas essentials de la Communa.ute, elle aura surmonte ce 
que nous avons considere comme un obstacle majeur dans notre travail, que ce sci t 
aura reussi

15901   
15902   a
15903   
15904   la. Commission, au Parlement ou au Conseil : elle
15905   
15906   a
15907   
15908   rendre concrete aux yeux du oito.yen lea processUs parfois
15909   
15910   complexes et obsours de la vie communautaireo
15911   
15912   ••o/•••
15913   
15914   - 16 -
15915   
15916   SEC(78)2600/6~
15917   
15918   Tout observa.teur
15919   
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15920   d.~
15921   
15922   la Commu:na:u:te aujourd'hui ne peut qu.'etre frappe
15923   rappo~
15924   
15925   par la variate et la complexite de son activite par
15926   
15927   a
15928   
15929   ce qu'elle
15930   
15931   etait il y a quelques ar..nees.. Je crois que nous avons trou.ve un nouveau 

dyna.misme, ma.is nous ne reussirons a progresser qu.'a.u prix d'un effort 
incessant.. A l'a.pproche de ce qui s'annonce comma una decennie difficile,

15932   Pour sa
15933   
15934   certa.inement exigeante et proba.blement pleine de dangers pour la. Comnruna.ute 

dans le monde, Punite interne prend.ra. une importance oroissa.nte..
15935   
15936   part, la. Coiillll'UllB.ute continuera.
15937   
15938   a
15939   
15940   jouer pleinement son role comma source
15941   
15942   deidees et d'initiatives en fa.veur du renforcement de la. base economique et 

institutionnelle de l'entreprise oommunauta.ire.
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15969   
15970   PRESSE-MEDDELELSE MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE PRESS-RELEASE
15971   
15972   INFORMATION A LA PRESSE INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS
15973   
15974   ".
15975   EMBARGO: 13 February 1979 10h00 Luxembourg, Brussels, 13 February 1979
15976   
15977   EXTRACTS FROM THE PROGRAMME SPEECH BY PRESIDENT JENKINS TO THE EUROPEAN 

PARLIAMENT, LUXEMBOURG, 13 FEBRUARY 1979
15978   
15979   This occasion marks the opening of a more momentous year of change for the 

Community than it has seen for some time. The priorities are: - to strengthen the 
internal organisation and cohesion of the Community and ensure its continued 
development; - to enlarge the Community to include those European democracies able 
and qualified to join; - and to ensure that the Community as such makes its 
contribution to the management of the world economy External Policies I would like 
to single out two events which are particularly significant for the Community. 
First ~ur relationship with the United States. Second the trade agreement with 
China concluded last April. Nevertheless, as a Community we still face 
difficulties and dilemmas in our relations with both develnped and developing 
caun~~ies. These have been underlined in the multilal ral trade negotiations and 
the negotiations for a successor to the Lome Convention. We have to ensure that 
the trading system which we are constructing contains its own checks and balances. 
The phenomenon, for example, of the highly competitive low cost producer is only 
an extreme manifestation of a wider proble• af adjustment to which protection 
cannot ultimately be the answer. Over the past year the Community has found it 
necessary to take a number o.f measures to safeguard employment in certain 
industries which suffer acutely from overcapacity and excess labour. These 
measures will only be acceptable to our trading partners if they are accompanied 
by active and responsible policies to adapt our economies. The Commission is 
conscious of~he need to shift the emphasis to the promotion of growth sectors as 
well as to the promotion of the Longer-term framework within which industrial 
change can take place. This also concerns us in our negotiations for a new 
Convention with the ACP countries. It would .make little sense to offer generous 
aid and trading benefits to these countries if we refused to prepare ourselves to 
accept an increasing volume of their products.

15980   
15981   .1.
15982   
15983   - 2 -
15984   
15985   European Monetary System It is a matter for profound regret that the European 

Monetary System could not be launched at the beginning of this year, but I believe 
that there is a political will for solution, that we shall find a solution and 
that we shall find it soon. It is essential to underpin and sustain what we have 
created. - First we must accelerate the processes of convergence within our 
Community. The Commission will soon bring forward proposals to improve the 
mechanisms and to increase the momentum of cci.o'rdination. - Second the Community 
needs to make much more of the benefits of the existing Common Market so as to 
ensure a better balance of economic activity within it. - Third we need to deal 
with the special difficulties of the less prosperous Member States. To this end 
the Commission is, as requested by the European Council, re-examining the role 
which the Community's instruments, jointly and separately, can play in promoting 
convergence. As part of the strategy it is particularly important that the Common 
Market itself should function smoothly. Formalities and procedures at 
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intra-Community frontiers remain a hindrance to export business. The Commission 
will be bringing forward this year a new five-year programme designed to establish 
the customs union on a more solid basis through the progressive introduction of 
Community customs legislation to encourage a far freer flow of goods over our 
internal frontiers. Energy How are we to secure a drastic and permanent reduction 
in our oil imports? How are we to secure a sustained and significant cut-back in 
overall energy consumption? How are we to develop new and uncon~ntional 
alternative sources of supply? How are we to exploit and use to the best advantage 
our available energy resources? The scale·and nature of the issues suggest common 
and Community action. we must prepare now for the post-oil era. Agriculture I have 
to tell you that the situation and prospects on the agricultural markets today are 
worse, not better, than a year ago. Milk production is accelerating, while 
consumption is static. Every third ton of sugar that we produce is exported with 
the aid of an all too substantial subsidy. That 1s why we now insist on the need 
for a rigorous price policy for as long as the market imbalances last. This means 
a general freeze in the common prices for the coming season. With the other 
measures we have proposed this policy can succeed in restoring a proper balance to 
our agricultural policies. In order to restore fair compet.ition and normal 
conditions of trade, we must return to the unity of the agricultural market. We 
could make a substantial progress. in MCA's this year, and move towards 
elimination over a period of years. But in eliminatiog MCA's we must not 
compromise our price policy. Institutions we are at present witnessing two 
important institutional changes within the Community framework: the growing role 
of the European Council which has provided a vital impulse to the evolution of the 
Community, and direct elections to this House. At present there are no contacts 
between the European Council and the Parliament, and I believe that serious 
thought should be given to ways in which a Link could be established. The 
enlargement of the Community is also bound to have a significant effect on the 
operation of the institutions. At this

15986   . I.
15987   
15988   - 3 -
15989   
15990   stage I stress the importance of the Commission's some extension of that role and 

better definition political and executive decisions, I fear that in risks of 
confusion and paralysis will become even

15991   
15992   management role. Without of the distinction between an enlarged Community the more 

serious.
15993   
15994   Direct Elections I welcome the prospect of the more intensive relationship which 

directly elected Deputies may wish to have with the other institutions of the 
Community, including the Commission, in the nam~ of their electors. If the 
electoral campaign can focus on the essential purposes and problems of the 
Community, then it will have achieved something which we have found to be a major 
obstacle in our work whether it be in the Commission, the Parliament or the 
Council, namely to make a reality to the individual citizen of the sometimes 
complex and obscure processes of Community Life.

15995   
15996   '
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16061   i
16062   !
16063   
16064   : I'
16065   
16066   I:
16067   I
16068   
16069   I.
16070   
16071   I am deeply conscious of the honour that this
16072   i.
16073   !
16074   
16075   ~·
16076   
16077   l
16078   
16079   , Ii
16080   :l
16081   I
16082   
16083   i
16084   
16085   University - so central to the intellectual and .v· cultural life of Belgium .. 

has bestowed on me. If it were possible ~o increase the already strong feelings of 
pleasure and gratitude which the conferment of this degree occasion, Leo 
Tindemans' words on your behalf have further enhanced not only my own real sense 
of personal gratitude to ·the University, but also my understanding of the great 
traditions and great achievements which now~ in an honorary way at least, you have 
permitted me to share. That is a nrivilege which I prize. l\1y own University of 
Oxford was once described 9 in the ly ironic terms of·a friendly critic, as being 
''so 1n1ra vage'd by the fierce intellectual light of our century, so serene''. 
But Matthew Arnold's description of 19th Ci;mtury Oxford as "the horne of lost 
causes" has never been true of this University' \ihich now, as in the past~ 
does:not search out the shadows but stands proudly in the,strong light o~ 
contemporary thought, actively contributing and adding to the intellectual and 
cultural life of Europe~

16086   !
16087   
16088   gr~at
16089   
16090   '
16091   
16092   ,,
16093   
16094   It is fitting on this occasion ~ the Theo Lef~vre Lecture in honour of a 

distinguished Prime Minister, a frequent lecturer at this• University, and a man·i 
closely . ' involved in the first pos't-l>~ar steps towards a European Community, 
and above all a man of staunch principles and independence of mind - and it is 
fitting at this i University - with it~ own Euro~ean traditions !Stretching back 
more than five and a half centuries - to 'assess where we have reached in Europe 
and where we are going.,

16095   
16096   '
16097   
16098   I It was
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16099   I
16100   
16101   ·.,
16102   
16103   1
16104   
16105   . I·
16106   
16107   i ,,
16108   
16109   'I
16110   
16111   I
16112   
16113   •
16114   
16115   •I'
16116   
16117   "I
16118   
16119   I
16120   
16121   ,J:
16122   
16123   i "
16124   
16125   -------~-------------------------------
16126   
16127   2
16128   
16129   It was fashionable not so long ago to tak~ a rather gloomy view about our 

prospects. The early impulsion given to Europe in the 1950s appeared to have run 
out by the late 1960s. It was as though the European coach had moved into a 
siding, or at least that it was moving so slowly and so sedately that its progress 
was discernible only to a few. I believe that we have got within our grasp in the 
past year the possibilities and opportunities for a new impulsion. We are moving 
forward on a number of fronts. And although none of them~e without their 
difficulties, and t~eir problems and their periods of disa~pointment, all,of them 
can, I believe, contribute to giving our Community a new and powerful creative 
impulse. I start with the pronosals for the creation of a ~ommunity based monetary 
system as agreed by the European Council before Christmas. Our immediate hopes of 
introducing the EMS from the beginning of this year have been set back. I need not 
explore on this occasion the frustrating but essentially short-term reasons for 
the delay. The matter of the relationship between the operation of the EMS, the 
way we should treat existing and future monetary compensatory amounts in the 
context of EMS, and our general agricultural price policies is both difficult and 
complex. The essential point to make now is that I beli~ve there is the political 
will for a solution, ~hat we shall find a solution and that we shall find it soon. 
The matter is too important to wait. It is too importan~ because the potential for 
good within the Community of a carefully introduced and properly managed monetary 
_system is in my view overwhelming. We must not lose sight of the objectives that 
we have set ' ourselves behind a thicket of thorny and troublesome detail. And 
perhaps i~ is worth spending a brief time to remember why we started down the road 
at all. The argument$ are now well known and well understood. But perhaps as we 
wait in the wings for the curtain to go up, it is right to rehearse the lines again.

16130   
16131   I - We need
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16132   
16133   -----·--·----·---------·
16134   
16135   •
16136   
16137   We need a zone o:f European monetary stability to give
16138   
16139   ourselves a better chance of a more efficient and developed rationalisation of 

industry than is possible under a Customs Uni~:>n alone. In present circumstances, 
those concerned with industrial and commercial policy ~nd, above all, those 
concerned with investment do not have the confidence to take essential longer-term 
decisions. In a Europe full of major and varying inflation uncertainties as 
between Hember States, full of exchange rate risks, investment and business 
managers cannot afford to plan in a European context. ·' So, much of what a common 
market was able to bring to the Community, has remained only-potential. This is a 
chance we cannot let slip. ·- We need a ~one of European monetary stability to 
give 'ourse 1ves, acting together, a better chance to achieve a new era of price 
stability in Europe and achieve a decisive break with the present chronic 
inflationary disorder. As we have seen so often in the last few years, floating 
exchange rates can carry with them sudden and dramatic inflationary Irnpulses. 
They may strike a country at any time, each !.q::w impulse feeding and stimulating 
the inflationary process. What was devised at Brussels last De:cember provides the 
potential and the starting point to enable us to create forms of ' . discipline 
which could hold b _inflation in a way which is beyond the scope or pc.wers of 
nearly every Member State alone. This, too, is a chance we cannot let slip •

16140   i
16141   
16142   '.!
16143   
16144   I;
16145   
16146   L:
16147   
16148   !
16149   I
16150   
16151   ::
16152   
16153   ';.
16154   
16155   - A zone of European monetary stability also offers a better chance, a bE!tter 

framework for us to begin to tackle the major structural problems which have 
combined with past monetary fluctuation ~o bring present unacceptable levels of 
unemploy1!lent. ·Slx million unemployed in the Community constitute a huge and 
urgent human reason for establishing a system which favours stability and 
expansion and helps to strengthen demand on a wide geographical basis. We must 
create the conditions for a new powerful and sustained ground-swell of ' demand 
and enhance our capacity for creating new wealth~ new jobs and new industry. 
Again, I believe that a

16156   'I
16157   
16158   - 4 monetary system on a European scale offers us a new starting point. It is not 

a chance we can allow to go by. A zone of European monetary stability, above all, 
offers the chance to throw the combined s~read and strength of the Community on to 
the side of a stabilisation of the world monetary order. Although floating 
exchange ~ates between continents may be here to stay, they do not have to be 
exercised in the clos~-knit, interlinked, of Western geographically tight 
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Community/Euro~e. Such a development could assist to relieve us of many of the 
~hort-run balance of payments problems that have plagued Europe's past and would 
help to reduce the major exchange rate and external financial risks which have so 
constricted macro-economic policy. I do not believe that we can afford to let this 
chance slip by.

16159   ~
16160   
16161   But if the EMS - this new instrument worked for so hard over the summer and autumn 

and nroclaimed in December - is to make that impact on our deep rooted economic 
problems that I beli~ve it can and which it is imperative that it should, it is 
essential that continuing thought, new effort5· and new policies should be 
available to underpin and sustain what we have created. The new infant must be 
protected but not pampered; encouraged but not indulged; controlled but not 
crushed- above ~11, it must be given nourishment to survive, to grow, and to 
develop towards maturity. \fuat we need to do now is to strengthen and enlarge the 
platform of Comm~nity measures upon which , the new system rests and from which it 
will be launched.' Put at its simplest, we mu~t do so by putting into. effect as 
vigorously as possible the proposals and ' policies which are alread~ at our 
disposal at the Community level. This requires a~tion across the whole field of 
Community competence. It is not too soon to consider what this action should 
consist of.

16162   
16163   I First.
16164   
16165   ~e
16166   
16167   need
16168   
16169   iI
16170   
16171   First, we need further to strengthen the basic underlying structure of the 

internal market. Last year the Commission brought forward five-year programme of 
priorities with the aim of eliminating the remaining obstacles to the free 
movement of people and good~. If we are to create the right conditions, lasting 
conditions for growth as well as promoting the necessary sectoxal changes, we need 
both to preserve what we have so far achieved in the establishment· of the common 
market and also to improve the freedom of movement of goods, services and capital 
in the common interest. This means stricter discipline and a firmer resolve to 
safeguard the fre~ movement of intraCommunity trade~under the rules of the Treaty. 
It means moving to reinforce the various components of the Customs Union both to 
secure a greater flexibility and simplification in customs procedures within the 
Community and to arrive at a greater measure of·uniformity in the rules governing 
trade with non-Member States. It means con~idering·how we can simplify and imnrovc 
the rules governing the movement of all our citizens within the Community. It 
means pressing ahead with the removal of technical barriers to trade.

16172   
16173   a
16174   
16175   Second, we need to press ahead and give greater shape to our plans for a basic and 

long-term restructuring of the ailing industrial infrastructure of the Community. 
Here we have rung the alarm bells. There is the dangei and that danger has not 
~eceded - that, without positive action at tha Community level both to encourage 
the general conditions of growth and to ensure that policies for industrial 
support are consistent throughout the Community, we will fall bac¥wards into a 
situation where temporary protective measures become permanent barriers. Thus, we 
must now act positively to convert the general objectives for the restructuring of 
the iron and steel . industry into a programme t>f effective action putting that 
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industry on a new p~th where it can com~ete in the world market while at the same 
time assisting the creation of new jobs and opportunities in the regions most 
affected. Equally, in other industries - for examnle, the shinbuilding and textile 
industries - we must accelerate our concern to see their problems, which are 
equally pressing, /treated

16176   ' •~ J,.
16177   j
16178   l: ,
16179   
16180   r
16181   
16182   6
16183   
16184   treated increasingly on a Community basis. Action is n~eded - and· urgent action - 

to secure adjustment of production capacity, the stimulation of demand, the 
conversion of plant to profitable uses and to assist with creation of lasting new 
employment. Third, we must reinforce the framework wit~in which national economies 
can be brought to converge and, within that general frame1vork, seek to tackle the 
special difficulties of the less prosperous ~tember States. I have emphasised in 
the past and I do so again today that if we concentrate entirely on an isolated 
monetary solution to our problems-we are bound to fail. The EMS needs an economic 
context. The economies of the Community are now moving along more parallel paths 
of ~olicy and discipline than was the case a few years ago. Their trade with each 
other is great. But the differences between them are still substantial. Inflation 
rates vary considerably. Resources are not evenly distributed. Growth rates are 
different. Budgetary and fiscal policies are different as well. Much of this is 
no~ generally recognised and I hope that we can during the year build on and 
increase the momentum of coordination. ··We will not quickly make performance the 
same, but we must point firmly in the right direction. In this context, the 
Commission is re-examining, as it was asked to do by the European Council, the 
role which "the Community's instruments, jointly and separately, can play in 
promoting convergence. All these actions a!e within our grasp. We must have the 
courage and the te~acity to take them. There is a real sense in which, having 
found the will to move forward, we cannot afford to allow what we have created to 
fail. If we step back from the challenge that we have now set ourselves, we shail 
in.all respects be worse off than if we had chosen tp stand where we were - in a 
quiet, but unrewarding siding. If that is challenge presented equally true of the 
the Community - the true of the opportunities and the to us by E~S, it is, in my 
view, other two great issues which now face challenge of direct elections /and the
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16247   'i .,
16248   
16249   and ~he challenge of the Comrimni ty i ~· own enlargement. : Both! raise questions 

.of a fundamental kind about how 1 j 1 the ~ommunity's institutions will operate 
in the future1 ·and ~he directions in which they might evolve. They ar~ ~ot , of 
course, the same questions, but they are neve~theless closely related. . !
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16314   il ; ;
16315   
16316   !
16317   
16318   It is in my view particularly .appropriate to ' i ~ta~t an examination of the 

instit~tional question he~~ in Belgium. The first post-war impulses towards 
econo~ic integration were here. In many ways, the initial : inspiration and format 
of what became the Community ar~ to be found~ere in_the pioneering develop~ents 
that staried in September 1944 with the declaration which led to the Ben~lux 
Customs Union, beginning in 1948. Jn a real s~nse, Belgium and its partners - the 
Benelux countries - form the heal'tland of the Community. And this is symbolised 
to me . by ~he existing sites of the Community's principal institutions. The; 
commission in Brussels; the Parliament which sits' ! I asttide Strasbourg and 
Luxembourg; the Co~rt Qf Justic~ in Luxembourg. And, if Benelux is the heartland 
of the ·· Community, the institutions ar·e· the heart ~tself.
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16361   
16362   i
16363   
16364   ·'
16365   .
16366   '
16367   ~
16368   
16369   Whatever the chalh~nges before us) - b~i l't direct l . ,elections or enlargement 

- the Community's:' strength , its , I, ;underlying vitality lies in the basic 
structure, of its. ' •institutions, - the essential symmetry of Coun~il, 
Commission, Parliament and Court of Justice. · We need :to g~a;rd and to preserve 
that: essential symmetry and the u'ni ty 1 that it has :brought to the Community 
in all that we do. And here 1 ;see the Benelux countries with their long ~uro~ean 
tr~ditipns . ' ~pl~ying a crucial role providing, as it were, the sheet I ! anchor 
holding the Community in place and in conformity wi'th :the vision and reality of 
the original treaties. That is · I . ;no1 to say that adjustme~t~is not necessary, 
but to state 1 fitmly that adjustment should take ~lace within the basic 
:institutional framework 6f the Community.

16370   .
16371   .
16372   
16373   i
16374   
16375   'I
16376   
16377   !
16378   
16379   I
16380   
16381   '
16382   
16383   '
16384   
16385   shall give just two exam~les. First, in the . · cohtext of direct elections, I 

have stated my ·own clear; conviction that Community decisions and Community 
decision

16386   '
16387   
16388   .
16389   
16390   '
16391   
16392   I
16393   
16394   ·•I
16395   
16396   ,1.
16397   
16398   I i:malrers ,j!
16399   
16400   iI
16401   
16402   '
16403   
16404   l.r
16405   
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16406   !: ,;,;.,,.
16407   
16408   makers can be. effectively scrutinised and controlled only by a Community 

Parliament elected by Community constituents to carry out Community tasks. But 
this will involve important and necessary adjustments in attitudes. There is, I 
think, no doubt that direct elections will act as a spur to Parliamentarians to 
exercise their political authority in the way that Parliamentarians know best - by 
making the life of the executive uncomfortable in public. That is not a 
development • to be resisted; it should be encouraged. But it will require both 
the Commission and the Council to give .. a greater measure of attention to the 
European Parliament, t6 take more notice of its view, to undertake a greater 
effort of explanation. In that way I believe it is nossible to see the basic 
relationships between Parliament and Commission, Parliament and Council, 
Parliament and people grow and deepened. We nee~ to harness the new legitimacy of 
Parliament and the new moral authority which that will bring to improve the 
quality of Community decision-making. Hy second example concerns the way in which 
we take account of the steadily increasing role of the European Council. In my 
view this has on balance been a healthy develo~ment for the Community. Since 1974, 
the European Council has helped fill the need for a wider, more global approach to 
Community problems allowing our process of · decision-making to move forward after 
a period when the Council was be~oming increasingly.frozen. It has shown an 
ability to take decisions on issues that have either been deadlocked in the 
Council or that the Council has not been ready to tackle. It has also provided an 
effective forum for coordinating the Community's position at Economic Summits. 
What we now have to do is to find ways ' on the one hand of ensuring that the 
European Council's decisions and discussions .can be .effectively followed through 
within our existing institutional framework and, on the other, strengthen its 
accountability in an institutional sense. We need, for example, to consider 
carefully how the new European Parliament should stand in relation to the European 
Council. At present, there are no direct contacts between the two bodies. Is that 
a discontinuity in the flow of the Community decision-making process which /we 
should

16409   '
16410   
16411   I
16412   !•
16413   'I
16414   
16415   9
16416   
16417   we should seek to close and if so how ? Heads of Government may not want to devote 

the attention to the European Parliament which they give to their own ' ;national 
parliaments. But there could be a case for them !to recognise in some positive way 
its existence when they occupy the Presidency of the Council. These are just two 
examples - there are many - of ~the way in which I believe we should see the 
challenging process of developing one institutional framework to meet 1 the 
future. In all that we· do, the aim must_ be to ensure 'that we strengthen the 
underlying structure~of the Community, a structure which~ starting with the 
Europran Coal & Steel Community, has enabled us to accept the discipline of common 
rules and institutions and to grow together. That is the essence of the Community 
system, the essence of the ideas_ born in the Benelux .experiments after the 
second world war which we must continue to guard and to nurture. In this 
University, which has survived, prospered and grown in prestige over many 
centuries - a European institution from the time it first opened its doors to 
students in 1426 - I believe we can take confidence for the future. Your past is 
long; it was at times hazardous - indeed, the ~niversity itself was abolished 
outright for a time - but the result is a stronger, more deeply-rooted and vibrant 
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institution, its original torches of endeavour burning as brightly as they did 
more than 500 years ago. I could wish for no better example, no better inspiration 
for the futu~e.

16418   
16419   .I I
16420   
16421   I !
16422   l
16423   --------ooOoo--------
16424   
16425   ..... 1
16426   
16427   iJ •• :,
16428   
16429   **** *year_1979 *date_1979-04-05 *place_Strathclyde
16430   
16431   THE RIGHT HON ROY JENKINS, PRESIDENT OF TilE EUROPEAN COMMISSION SECOND HOOVER 

ADDRESS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF STRATHCLYDE THURSDAY , 5 APRIL 19 79 ,
16432   
16433   5
16434   
16435   fce (y
16436   
16437   Over the next nine weeks, the people of this country face an unprecedented 

succession of elections with their own accompanying retinue of programmes, 
manifestos, speeches and appeals. The campaigns and

16438   
16439   the elections are .at local level, national level, and, for the first time at 

European level, After the
16440   
16441   events of this past week in Westminster ·and after the events in Scotland over the 

last few weeks, you may find it strange for me to talk to you about the next 
election but two. But I make no excuse for doing so.

16442   
16443   The issues which are of concern at the European level are also the issues 

ofconcern for Scotland and for Britain as a whole. Equally, the issues that are
16444   
16445   ·raised at national level about our role in Europe have a relevance for the 

forthcoming European elections. This inter-relationship makes it in my view not 
too soon to start discussion on the European themes which to form part of the 
debate for the Direct Elections to the European Parliament in June. The fact is 
that in nine

16446   
16447   weeks' time over 180 million electors of Europe .will have the chance to cast 

their votes for the first time to elect their own representatives in the European 
Parliament. But it might be said that, interesting though the concept of a

16448   multi~national
16449   
16450   election for a
16451   
16452   multinational parliament may be, it is in effect merely an internal development of 

an institutional /structure which
16453   .. ,
16454   
16455   ____ _________
16456   ,,
16457   
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16458   - 2 structure which began without Britain and still seems remote to many British 
people. I therefore start by

16459   
16460   examining a number of questions, which perhaps go to the root of British attitudes 

towards Europe •.
16461   
16462   First, why is Britain in the Community at all ? We have been members for six 

years. twice: We were rebuffed
16463   
16464   once in 1963, the second time in 1967 We went through the
16465   
16466   and we did not join until 1973,
16467   
16468   difficulties with our Europ.ean partners of a renegotiation of the terms of entry 

shortly after joining; and we then
16469   
16470   submitted the whole issue to the British people in the first British referendum. 

Against that long and
16471   
16472   arduous background, it might be thought that the question hardly needs posing. But 

it is in my view right
16473   
16474   to remind ourselves from time to time of the fundamental answer.
16475   \
16476   
16477   The central economic reasons - there are other
16478   
16479   political reasons - why Britain needs the Community is because now and in the 

foreseeable future there are basic aspects
16480   
16481   cr 0ur
16482   
16483   economic life which we cannot
16484   
16485   effectively manage on our own, acting in isolation, What is true for Britain is 

true for virtually any other state of our size or evenilarger.
16486   
16487   Let me offer some examples.
16488   
16489   Our objectives of
16490   
16491   economic growth, reduced unemployment, and low inflation the search for a high 

productivity high income economy - have been thwarted in the past partly by our 
own internal shortcomings but, in equal measure, by monetary an

16492   
16493   I commodity price movements
16494   
16495   commodity price movements beyond our own national control. We have found that our 

own best endeavours -
16496   
16497   involving often painful internal adjustments - have foundered in the face of 

chronic inflationary disorders and monetary instability which is at least in part. 
externally created. As we have seen so often in the

16498   
16499   past, floating exchange rates can carry with them sudden and dramatic inflationary 

impulses. They may strike at a
16500   
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16501   country at any time, each new impulse feeding and stimulating the inflationary 
process. That is why,

16502   
16503   within the Community, we have been seeking to create, and have in the last few 

weeks put in place, a new system for concerting exchange rate movements within 
Europe. What has been devised provides the potential and the starting point to 
enable us jointly to create forms of discipline which could hofd back inflation in 
a way which is beyond the scope or powers of nearly every Member State alone.

16504   ~he
16505   
16506   EMS is a Community system
16507   
16508   and in my judgment orie of the most important developments in the life of the 

Community • full participants in it but I
16509   
16510   .
16511   
16512   The British are not yet
16513   hop~
16514   
16515   in their interest and in
16516   
16517   the common interest,that they will be soon.
16518   
16519   Then again, there are major sectoral problems where the sheer scale and dimension 

of the issues put effective solutions beyond the reach of most Member States. the 
steel sector, for example, it has been widely recognised that following the 
recession in 1973, restructuring of such a key industry required planning on the 
widest possible scale in view of the enormous /inJustrial and In

16520   
16521   ... 4 ..
16522   
16523   industrial and labour problems involved. lessons
16524   
16525   The
16526   
16527   I believe that we are jointly learning
16528   
16529   in relation to the steel sector have relevance to other equally pressing problems, 

whether we look at textiles or shipbuilding. problems later. I will return to some 
of these

16530   
16531   The second question that I would pose is that, if one accepts the need for 

interdependence within Europe, does it therefore follow that everything needs to 
be done from Brussels ? There is the concern, which I

16532   :, !'
16533   
16534   understand, that if any concession is made to the idea that some matters can be 

.more effectively dealt with at the Community level, gradually more and more
16535   .
16536   
16537   functions at.. present exercised by national governments
16538   ~
16539   
16540   .
16541   
16542   will be taken
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16543   
16544   ove~
16545   
16546   leading to more and more
16547   
16548   of the detailS of national life being decided in Brussels. But I do not believe 

that either has,
16549   hap~en.
16550   
16551   should or will
16552   
16553   /For the Community
16554   
16555   - 4 a.-
16556   
16557   For the Community to survfve, . for it to fulfil its aims, it is essential it 

should be selective, concentrating
16558   
16559   on those aspects which elude the effective control of national governments anyway.
16560   My thesis is that there are
16561   
16562   aspects of policy which have a deep-grained European content; that they have more 

chance of resolution if they are considered by Member States acting in concert; 
and that the Community exists to provide the essential institutional framework 
within which such solutions can be found. It follows that I see no

16563   
16564   conflict between the objectives of the Community and differences of approach 

between and even within countries of the Community on many aspects of policy. The 
Community

16565   
16566   is not therefore in conflict with or antipathetic to the widespread view that 

government should be brought closer to the people at more local level rather than 
increasingly centralised whether in Westminster or Brussels. It has its

16567   
16568   place rather in the contribution that can be made at the European level to 

problems whose very dimensions place their solution beyond the reach of national 
governments, not to mention regional or local authorities. But then, it might be 
argued, how can the Community tackle these largescale problems when it is cast in 
the rigid mould of a Treaty which defines competences and

16569   
16570   at the same time places restrictions on its freedom of manoeuvre? It has been 

suggested that, notwithstanding
16571   
16572   the need to solve admitted common problems Europe has become increasingly frozen 

in a juridical straitjacket, its machinery grinding to a half. recent
16573   y~ars
16574   
16575   I think that there may have been times in
16576   nee
16577   
16578   to sustaLn such a view.
16579   
16580   when there was at least some superficial evide
16581   
16582   --------------------------------------------------
16583   
16584   ----
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16585   
16586   -5I do not believe that is so today. A year in which we
16587   
16588   have a European Monetary System in place after only a year of discussion; in which 

we hold direct eiections for the first time, international elections for the first 
time in history indeed and in which three new democracies eager to join, cannot 
possibly be regarded as one of stagnation or rigidity. I would like to say 
something about each of these main areas. mentioned. First the EMS which I have 
already

16589   ~thin
16590   
16591   In my view, the potential for good
16592   
16593   the
16594   
16595   Community of a carefully introduced and properly managed monetary system is 

overwhelming. A zone of European monetar:
16596   
16597   stability can in my view help to achieve a change in the prevailing economic 

climate of Europe. main reasons for this claim. Let me offer four
16598   
16599   First, it offers a better
16600   
16601   chance of a more efficient and developed rationalisation of industry than is 

possible under a Customs Union alone. European business managers need a framework 
of more certainty to make essential longer-term investment decisions. But in a 
Europe full of major and varying

16602   
16603   inflation uncertainties as between Member States, full of exchange-rate risks, 

they have not been able to afford to plan in a European context. Second, as I have
16604   
16605   explained, it offers a better chance for the Member States, acting together to 

break free into a new era of price stability away from our present chronic 
inflationary disorder. Third, it offers a potential new framework for us to

16606   
16607   begin to tackle the major structural problems which have /combined with
16608   
16609   ..........-
16610   
16611   ...
16612   
16613   ~·
16614   
16615   -6-
16616   
16617   with past monetary fluctuation to bring the present unacceptable levels of 

unemployment. Finally, and perhaps
16618   
16619   most important, it offers the chance to throw the combined spread and strength of the
16620   Co~unity
16621   
16622   on to the side of a I believe that the
16623   
16624   stabilisation of _the world monetary order.
16625   
16626   development of the EMS could assist to relieve us of many of the short-run balance 

of payments problems that have plagued Europe's past and could help to reduce the 
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major '' exchange rate and external financial risks which have so constricted 
macro-economic policy. What was launched in 1977, consolidated at Bremen, 
finalised in Brussels and eventually put in place at the European Council in Paris 
last month is not the end of a road;· it is, in a real sense, only the beginning. 
Because if this new instrument is to make that impact on our deep-rooted economic 
problems that I believe it can and which it is imperative that it should, it is 
essential that continuing thought, new efforts and new policies should be 
available to underpin it and sustain it. That is one of We

16627   
16628   the principal challenges before us now and for the 1980s.
16629   
16630   need to find ways to strengthen the basic underlying structure of the internal 

market; to press ahead and give greater shape to our plans for a basic and 
long-term restructuring of the ailing industrial infrastructure of the Community; 
and to reinforce the framework within which national economies .can be brought to 
converge seeking in particular to tackle the special difficulties of the less 
prosperous Member States. In all of these areas, the Commission is now working and 
will be bringing forward ideas and proposals during the course of the next few 
months. /The

16631   
16632   -7The second major axis of advance, the second challenge for the 1980s is the 

imminent prospect of the enlargement of the Community. Three new democracies in 
Greece is

16633   
16634   Southern Europe have applied for membership. now .
16635   
16636   almost at the point of signi.ng a treaty of
16637   
16638   accession; with Spain and Portugal th·.• formal processes of negotiation are 

underway. Their applications were made
16639   
16640   partly because they wish, quite legitimately, to .share in the_ economic 

advantages which the Conu.nunity can give them. But their motives are not 
primarily economic,

16641   
16642   any more than were the motives of those who founded the Commtinity. They are 

seeking membership because for them,
16643   
16644   as for us, the Community represents a gathering _in of European civilisation with 

its commitments to representative democracy and
16645   ~uman
16646   
16647   rights.
16648   
16649   In my view, to reject
16650   
16651   European countries entitled and qualified to join would not only be a betrayal of 

the Treaty, which is the foundation of the Community, but also make a mockery of 
the underlying principles

16652   to
16653   
16654   which the Community is dedicated.
16655   
16656   That is not to say that enlargement does not carry many perils. If it failed, it 

could have incalculable
16657   
16658   effects on the future of Greece, Portugal and Spain, and not least ourselves. If 
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it succeeded without accompanying
16659   
16660   measures to strengthen our · insti.tutions, it could damage the functioning of the 

Community, in particular its decision making process, and over time cause a creeping
16661   pa~alysis
16662   
16663   and
16664   
16665   loss of will which could lead to a gradual disintegration. ... On the other hand 

it could bring about reinforcement of our institutions and stimulate economic 
growth and necessary change, and advance the evoluti.on of the Community in

16666   
16667   -8-
16668   
16669   0
16670   accordance with the purposes of the Treaty. The result is far from certain. None 

of the existing members of the Community, nor for that matter any of the applicant 
countries themselves, wants the Community to be weakened as a result of 
enlargement. We must make sure that we rise as we

16671   
16672   should to the challenge. Finally, there is direct elections to the European 

Parliament, now just nine weeks away. For many
16673   
16674   in this country, the whole concept of a European Parliament still remains somewhat 

obscure and theoretical. What Who
16675   
16676   significance does it have for the ordinary citizen? would we be voting for? In 

effect, why bother?
16677   
16678   Let me set
16679   
16680   out what are in my view the crucial arguments. First, there is the democratic 

argument. has taken a long time
16681   to
16682   
16683   It
16684   
16685   honour the commitment of a directly
16686   
16687   elected parliament contained in Article 138 of the Treaty but, in my judgment, if 

that article in the Treaty of Rome had not existed, it would have been necessary 
to invent it. The Community is rooted firmly in the principles of representative 
democracy. While its means may be largely

16688   
16689   economic, its origins and objectives have always been political. It follows that 

an essential element of the
16690   
16691   idea of the Community is that those who make the decisions should be subject to 

effective direct control by the representatives of those in whose name the 
decisions are made. Then there is the instituional argument. I

16692   to
16693   
16694   believe that a Community Parliament could scarcely hope carry out its proper 

functions if it did not have the
16695   /
16696   
16697   ...,- -·
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16698   
16699   -'
16700   
16701   •
16702   
16703   I
16704   
16705   '<
16706   
16707   ~
16708   
16709   "
16710   
16711   ,., •
16712   
16713   ~-------------~-~~~
16714   
16715   ~---~~--------~-----------
16716   
16717   •
16718   
16719   -9popular authority, the legitimacy which only direct elections can give. It is, 

in my view, wrong to picture the European
16720   
16721   Parliament with its existing powers as some kind of toothless old tiger at liberty 

to roam in the night but any real power. Treaties.
16722   ~thout
16723   
16724   The Parliament has genuine powers under the
16725   
16726   It is not, of course, a legislature nor does it The citizens of Britain, as in
16727   ~11
16728   
16729   constitute a Government. the other Member States,
16730   
16731   not therefore be voting on
16732   
16733   alternative legislative programmes of action nor will they
16734   be electing a Government.
16735   
16736   On the other hand, they will be
16737   
16738   voting for a direct voice in the whole legislative process; they
16739   ~11
16740   
16741   be voting for a powerful, and in some circumstances,
16742   
16743   decisive voice in the size and distribution of the Community budget; and they will 

be voting for democratic powers of control over how the Commission spends 
Community money. If

16744   
16745   the Community is to move forward, every citizen should feel that his voice can be 

heard in the Community institutions as well as at Westminster, at the regional 
level and at local level. The third level of argument for a directly elected 
Parliament is quite simply an argument about issues, which touch upon all Member 
States and all citizens those states.

16746   ~thin
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16747   
16748   I shall consider some of theEEissues - issues
16749   
16750   which because we seek to tackle them on a European scale are no less real for the 

electors of Britain. First, unemployment. In the years ahead it is
16751   
16752   my firm conviction that the relevance of the Community system may well come to be 

judged by the speed and resolve with which
16753   we move to act in this area.
16754   
16755   During the last five years
16756   
16757   between 5 and 6% of -the total work-force in the /Community
16758   
16759   0
16760   
16761   -loCommunity has been out of work. Present trends suggest no immediate prospect of 

a dramatic or sudden drop in the figures. Indeed, major and sustained efforts will 
be

16762   
16763   required to secure a reduction in the present unacceptable levels.
16764   ·. ..
16765   
16766   And the overall figures for the Community conceal
16767   
16768   even more pressing problems with certain industrial sectors, certain categories of 

workers, particularly the young school leaver and women, and certain regions 
suffering very much higher unemployment levels than the average. In my view, it is 
increasingly essential to develop common approaches within Europe in this area. I

16769   
16770   have already referred to the vital role which I believe the EMS could play as a 

means of developing a new and stable economic climate within which
16771   to
16772   
16773   tackle these problems.
16774   
16775   I
16776   
16777   have also mentioned the work already going on to plan and implement measures to 

assist the restructuring of our major industries. Last year, for example, the ECSC 
Budget

16778   
16779   included over 90 m eua in the form of structural assistance to help in the 

creation of new jobs in the steel-making regions of the Community and in the 
redeployment of workers affected by restructuring. to the United Kingdom. to 143 m 
eua. Of this, just over a third went

16780   
16781   In 1979 we plan further aid amounting
16782   
16783   Further measures are still needed and we have
16784   
16785   put forward to the Council suggestions for lowering the retirement age, 

reorganisation of shift work, a shorter
16786   ~
16787   
16788   working week and restrictions on overtime.
16789   
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16790   All these
16791   
16792   measures would need to be backed by a new injection of
16793   
16794   But we
16795   ' y
16796   
16797   r~ed flOi'tl
16798   
16799   to seek new ways o£ t:ackliP-B
16800   
16801   \
16802   
16803   -a
16804   d
16805   
16806   ~
16807   
16808   "'-
16809   
16810   .
16811   
16812   •w rr nn ·rrn
16813   
16814   1.
16815   
16816   I
16817   
16818   disposal.
16819   
16820   Following the European Council meeting in Paris
16821   
16822   last month, the Commission will shortly be putting forward proposals for a series 

of integrated operations. Their purpose
16823   
16824   will be to secure an increased flow of funds to areas of particular need; better 

coordination of the use of Community and the
16825   
16826   instruments with funds from national sources;
16827   
16828   elimination of financial and administrative bottlenecks which hinder the 

implementation of much needed new investment. We are looking to areas within the 
Community with a

16829   
16830   particular concentration of social and industrial problems, with high levels of 

unemplOYment and a need for new investment. Obvious examples are Southern italy, 
the steel areas of Lorraine in Northern France, and conceivably another 
possibility might be here in Glasgow. It seems to me that it makes sense to the 
economic impact of a coordinated

16831   
16832   work together in this field: Community approach on
16833   t~e
16834   
16835   reKlons concerned will to my mind
16836   
16837   inevitably be greater than the sum of a series of separate unrelated 

interventions, be Community level.
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16838   .
16839   
16840   ~hey
16841   
16842   inspired at national or
16843   
16844   -
16845   
16846   Another rnaj or ~issue· ·is agriculture and how it is financed. Of all the 

polfcies of the European Community,
16847   
16848   the Common Agricultural Policy tends to raise most passions and feelings - and 

also misunderstandings. to focus on three basic questions about it. I want, 
therefore, What are the aims

16849   
16850   of the CAP, what are· the problems which have arisen with it, and how are we 

trying to put them right ?
16851   
16852   Two of the most traditional fundamental duties of a government to its people are 

to safeguard their defence and to guarantee their food. That is why, wherever you 
go in the world,

16853   
16854   you will find agricultural policies designed
16855   
16856   I to ensure stahl
16857   
16858   r
16859   J
16860   
16861   12 .• -.
16862   
16863   '
16864   
16865   designed to ensure stable supplies of food: is no exception. are very volatile.
16866   
16867   and Europe
16868   
16869   Prices on agricultural markets It follows that there is good
16870   
16871   sense in intervening to.put a floor in the market, to level off the peaks and 

troughs in farm production and output. An occasional small surplus
16872   
16873   is far better than a small shortage, as we found in 1974 when the shortfall of 

Commonwealth supplies drove ·up sugar prices in Britain, and the reserves of 
European sugar helped to alleviate a real food crisis in this country •

16874   
16875   ........
16876   '.j,, •·"'
16877   
16878   •
16879   
16880   ---------·~3
16881   
16882   For these reasons I believe it is right - indeed it is essential - to give our 

agriculture some protection against market collapse. This does not mean that we 
cannot continue imports of food from traditional and reliable suppliers - as we 
have done from New
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16883   Z~aland.
16884   
16885   But it is no
16886   
16887   use pretending that we can base a long-term policy on unlimited access to world 

markets at low prices. We ignore at our peril the fact that the number of
16888   
16889   mouths in the world is growing at nearly 2 percent a year, and will double in less 

than 40 years. These aims of stability and security are very much the same as 
those which underlay Britain's own Agricultural Acts. Europe has encountered in 
pursuing them are twofold: First, the distortions are disparities that have been 
introduced The problems which

16890   
16891   into European agriculture by the fluctuation of national currencies and the 

creation of artificial green
16892   money~
16893   
16894   and of the so-called monetary compensatory
16895   
16896   amounts; and secondly the growth of production for certain products to a point 

where the surpluses are no longer accidental and occasional, but almost
16897   
16898   .permanent - so that their disposal ·is costing far too much to the EEC budget.
16899   1'he fi'I'S!t· difficulty. Win be gre!ltiy a'l'levia.ted by the
16900   
16901   flew
16902   
16903   European Monetary System, which·will help us to phase out the monetary distortio1 

over a reasonable period.
16904   ~
16905   
16906   The second difficulty - surpluses - is more intractab I myself think it is wrong 

here to attack the CAP syste
16907   
16908   .
16909   
16910   .
16911   .
16912   
16913   '
16914   
16915   and cast a long shadow. as such.
16916   
16917   What is wrong is not the mechanisms but the excessively high price
16918   
16919   levels that give rise to the excessive use of intervention and stock~ling of food. 

It is like a car, driven for too long in a low gear, which has a very What is at 
fault is not the car, but the way it

16920   
16921   high consumption of petrol. is being driven.
16922   
16923   Not only do the high prices lead to surplus production but
16924   
16925   they also benefit the large farms more than the small ones and thus increase the 

income disparities within agriculture.
16926   
16927   /It is a
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16928   
16929   ------------~------------------
16930   
16931   ,.. ........
16932   in the past. It is a mistake also to say that the right solution is to change to a 

system of guaranteed prices and deficiency payments of the kind Britain had Such a 
method of farm support, where all farmers received an extra

16933   
16934   payment from the state, over and above the market price, for each ton of 

productior would still help the larger farms more than the small. What is more, it 
would

16935   
16936   be substantially more expensive even than the existing CAP. What then are we doing 

to tackle these problems? In the first
16937   
16938   place, the European Commission has put the accent, ever since I took office as 

President and Vice-President Gundelach took over agriculture, on the need for a 
more sensible price policy. for the coming season. In November last year we 
proposed a price freeze

16939   
16940   We have said there must be a rigorous price policy for That we believe to be a 

realistic policy, which perhaps there will be some reluctance but in the end I 
believe they will

16941   
16942   as long as the surpluses last.
16943   
16944   the member countries of the EEC will accept; on the part of some Agriculture 

accept it.
16945   Minist~rs,
16946   
16947   Second, we have proposed a way of controlling production of milk - it is in milk 

that the largest surplus exists- through a 'coressponsibility• levy related to the 
increase in production.

16948   .
16949   
16950   Here we have
16951   
16952   explici~
16953   
16954   recognised
16955   
16956   ~he social and income problems facing the small farmer •
16957   
16958   And, third, _we
16959   
16960   ar~
16961   
16962   -
16963   
16964   pressing more strongly than ever for selective
16965   
16966   schemes of farm improvement and regional development, that will tackle the problem 

of rural poverty at its roots, in those areas where the aid is most
16967   
16968   needed.
16969   
16970   That is a change of emphasis which will be all the more necessary
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16971   
16972   with the future inclusion of Greece, Portugal and Spain within the EEC. I cannot 

leave agriculture without a reference to the budget. The CAP still represents a 
very large share- some three-quarters -of the EEC budget. It is this fact, of 
course, which explains why Britairi5 receipts from

16973   
16974   the budget are lower than her payments, because agriculture in Britain is smaller 

than in the other member countries. blame the CAP for that state of affairs. I do 
not think it is useful to

16975   
16976   We spend more on agriculture from the
16977   
16978   EEC budget because it is the most developed of our common policies, and national 

/farm_expenditure
16979   
16980   15
16981   '
16982   
16983   .
16984   
16985   ~
16986   
16987   ,.
16988   
16989   farm expenditure has been transformed into European
16990   
16991   expenditure to a much
16992   
16993   greater extent than with policies for industry, employment, social and regional 

affairs. x·could not agree that the right way of finding a better budgetary 
balance is to curtail or dismantle the CAP: that would be a retrograde solution.

16994   
16995   We have to look therefore for progress on both the income and the expenditure side 

of the budget.
16996   l
16997   I
16998   
16999   I do not believe that it is wise for the EEC to concentrate
17000   
17001   I
17002   j
17003   
17004   so much of its energy and financial resources on the one sector of farming - a 

sector whose share of Europe's work force has fallen from 17X in 1960 to 8X today, 
and which contributes only 4X to Europe's gross domestic product. For

17005   
17006   t
17007   
17008   1
17009   
17010   the reasons I have mentioned, I do not think that we should withdraw from our 

responsibilities in agricultural policy, but rather that our efforts in other 
sectors should increase so as to bring about a better balance of expenditure and 
of payments within the Community. At the same time we should ensure that

17011   
17012   the system of contributions to the budget is made more genuinely progressive - 

that is, based more upon the relative economic strength of the different parts of 
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the Community and on their capacity-to pay. moves should be made in this
17013   d~rection ~ew
17014   
17015   The Commission has proposed that
17016   
17017   when the methods of financing the budget years.
17018   
17019   come to be re-examined in the next
17020   
17021   I have tried to concentrate in this lecture on some of the major questions that 

face the
17022   Communit~
17023   
17024   today and which will face the elected repreIt is not an
17025   
17026   sentatives of the European Parliament over the next five years.
17027   
17028   exhaustive list - I have not, for example, been able on this occasion to cover the 

crucial question of energy and our search for a concerting of national effort in 
that field. list. On the other hand, neither is it a cosy, reassuring

17029   
17030   But in my view if the Community was to sit back into the comfortable
17031   
17032   armchair role of tackling the lesser issues while.ignoring for want of any will to 

push forward the fundamental concerns of Europe, it would quickly wither away.
17033   '
17034   
17035   1
17036   
17037   ·we must not lose our appetite for aiming at the most difficult peaks. so doing wa 

may find progress is at times slow, my conclusion is clear:
17038   
17039   While in the
17040   
17041   i
17042   
17043   ~
17044   
17045   '
17046   
17047   lj
17048   
17049   Community is ready to face the challenges of the 1980s in the same spirit that it 

has faced the challenges of the last two decades, with courage, with optimism
17050   
17051   ----------
17052   
17053   --------------------------------------
17054   
17055   16
17056   
17057   -
17058   
17059   and in the interests of Europe as a whole.
17060   
17061   t,.
17062   
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17063   
17064   **** *year_1979 *date_1979-02-24 *place_Peking
17065   
17066   . I"':OMMISSION
17067   OF THE
17068   
17069   200 RUE
17070   
17071   DE
17072   
17073   LA
17074   
17075   LOt
17076   
17077   1049
17078   
17079   13RUS5EL.S
17080   
17081   EUROPEAN
17082   ~J.i'S$:~4~~-
17083   
17084   COMMUNITIES
17085   
17086   &,..
17087   
17088   ~AW~,/·
17089   
17090   Roy Jenkins
17091   
17092   Ra;
17093   
17094   \18nkl/ts
17095   
17096   SPEECH TO THE INSTITUTE OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, PEKING: 24 FEBRUARY 1979 It is a 

great pleasure to have the opportunity of speaking again to the Institute of 
Foreign Relations. I last addressed you on 3 September 1973 when, as I recall, my 
theme was world affairs. This gave me an opportunity to range very widely. This 
time I propose to be more specific, and to talk about the European Community and 
its place in world affairs. Even so, I think you will find that I shall range 
fairly widely this time as well.

17097   I
17098   
17099   I do not have to explain to so distinguished and' learned an·audience what the 

European Community is,how it works and 1 where it i~going. But the Community is so 
unlike any other institution and has so many characteristics of its own that a few 
preliminary words of background may be useful. I have found that those who are not 
members of the Community or who are far away from it sometimes tend to see it in 
their own image. Thus Americans-often look on it as a beginning of a United States 
of Europe while those who cherish the notion of the old nation state see it as 
just another international organisation with powers to do little more than 
coordinate and advise. The truth is different. Because the Community is a living 
organism, and evolves, like all living organisms, by a combination of slow natural 
selection and sudden mutation, it is less easy to describe than a student, of the 
Treaty of Rome might think. We are .indeed rooted in a Treaty, and sometimes we 
have to look at our roots. But the Community which was designed for the original 
six countries of Western E~rope, and was subsequently enlarged to nine, has 
developed in ways which I doubt if its founders expected. It has grown further in 
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some directions, and less far in others. Stated very briefly, the Community, now 
composed of nine states and likely to be enlarged again to twelve, consists of 
four main Institutions: the Council of Ministers from the nine Member States; the 
Commission over which I have the honour to preside; the Parliament; and the Court 
of Justice. Outside the citadel whose foundations were established by the Treaty 
is what I might describe as the suburb of political cooperation, a mechanism 
intended to coordinate the foreign policies of the Member States. Then there is 
since 1974 the European Council - distinct from the Council of Ministers - where 
the Heads of State and Government of the Nine come together three times a year to 
shape the destiny of the Community as a whole.

17100   
17101   -
17102   
17103   --
17104   
17105   ~-~----------------------------
17106   
17107   - 2 .;
17108   
17109   I know that those who have to deal with the Community sometimes find it difficult 

to understand. There are areas of activity and policy which rest entirely with 
Member Governments. There are mixed areas lvhere the Member Governments and the 
Community share responsibility; and there are areas where the Community has full 
competence, The Court of Justice is there to see that that competence is 
respected. In our partition of £unctions the Commission has the primary tasks of 
proposing policies and then, after the Council of Ministers has taken the 
necessary decisions, putting them into effect. But the Commission has an 
independent political role of its own and is accountable to.the Parliament, It 
seeks to represent the European interest, which is not always the same as that of 
the Member States. The Commission is in a special sense the guardian of the 
Treaty, subject always, like the Council and the Member States, to the control 
exercised by the Court. I should add that the judgments of the Court have been an 
important element in the integration of the-community. The fundamental objective 
of the Community remains the same as at its creation over twenty years ago: the 
ever closer union of the peoples of Europe. To this end we have created a common 
market, based on the free movement of goods, people, services and capital, and 
common policies to govern the development of our economies. In the 1960s we made 
rapid progress towards the creation of a common agricultural policy, a common 
commercial policy, and the establishment of a customs union. We are now working to 
create common industrial, energy, social, regional and fisheries policies (to name 
but a few of them). Acceptance of such policies requires increasing similarity of 
living and working standards th~oughout the Community, and a high degree of mutual 
dependence. I will not conceal from you that, following the enlargement of the 
Community in 1973 and the disturbances at that time caused among other things by 
the drastic rise in oil prices, progress since then has been slower and more 
hesitant than we Wc>uld have liked. But now we are entering a new phase of 
dynamism. There are three axes of advance for the Community. The first is the 
holding of direct elections to the European Parliament or Assembly in June this 
year. For the first time the 260 million inhabitants of Europe will have the 
opportunity directly to choose their representatives in the European Parliament. 
Previously they were nominated by the Parliaments of the Nine Member States. Thus 
the Parliament will acquire a new democratic legitimacy, and the link between the 
peoples of Europe and the institutions of the Community will be greatly 
strengthened. The powers of the Parliament are laid down in the Treaty and 
subsequent instruments. They are limited but real. They will not change as a 
result of direct elections, but I have no doubt that the moral authority and 
influence of th~ new Parliament among our institutions will be substantially 
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increased.
17110   I Secondlv. there
17111   
17112   -------------
17113   
17114   - :5 Secondly there is the now imminent prospect of further enlargement of the 

Community to include Greece, Portugal and Spain. These countries, which have all 
recently liberated themselves from authoritarian and undemocratic regimes are 
eager and qualified to join the Community. We much welcome them. They will have a 
great contribution to make, At the same time there are problems of adjustment to 
be solved both on their side and on the side of the existing Community. One of the 
~ost important on ours will be·to strengthen the central mechanisms of the 
Community to improve the decision making process and enable us to carry the weight 
of wider membership.

17115   ~ommunity
17116   
17117   Thirdly, and perhaps the most important, the is seeking to remedy what was, 

perhaps one of the defects or gaps in the Treaty of Rome, In the long run a common 
market without a common money system makes little sense. I do not think it would 
be easy to govern China today if you had exchange controls on every border between 
every province and different currencies, some strong, some wea)<,, which 
constantly fluctuated against each other. Europe has suffered greatly from the 
disorders of the international monetary system in recent years, more so than 
countries with large internal markets free from internal monetary division. We are 
now seeking to put that right in creating a European Monetary System designed 
first to put our own monetary affairs in order and secondly to contribute to the 
greater stability of the world monetary system as a whole. So much for the 
internal evolution of the Community. I now turn to what is perhaps the most 
important area of Community responsibility for those who see the Community from 
outside. I refer to the responsibility of the Community as such for external 
trade. Taken together the Community forms the world's largest trading b~oc, and 
its external and internal trade accounts for about 40 per cent of the world's 
total. This means that our trade is substantially greater than that of either the 
United States or Japan. When I hear about your plans to increase China's trade 
with the United States and Japan, I think it worth reminding you not only of the 
greater volume and greater div~rsity of the Commun~ty'~ trade, but also of the 
Community's greater interest in trade as a proportion of gross national product. 
As the Community has developed and become more cohesive, so its weight in 
international affairs has become more pronounced, more pronounced than many 
Europeans themselves always realise. We are certainly not an irresponsible giant; 
but a giant we are, and it may be useful to look in more detail at that trade 
which is the lifeblood of the giant.

17118   ,_~
17119   
17120   Western Europe is the oldest industrial ar~~ of the world. Indeed the Industrial 

Revolution, which has so changed the face of human society, began in my own 
country and developed in Western Europe before it spread elsewhere. Yet although 
we may have had the advantages of being first in the field, we have also had some 
of the disadvantages. Indeed it can be argued- -that because parts of our 
industrial r -----1

17121   •
17122   ~-~
17123   
17124   ____
17125   
17126   'I
17127   
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17128   _
17129   
17130   --..ll
17131   
17132   ---
17133   
17134   ..ll _ _ _ _ ..l
17135   
17136   ,_ _ _ _ _ _ . , ....
17137   
17138   __
17139   
17140   - 4 -
17141   
17142   imported energy and raw materials, we are no longer in the same ~--· _____ 

.advanced category as that of the Uni teu St.a tes, t~•e Sov i.:;t u11iuu ' _o_r_ 
Japa_n._____T_hEL p_a_t_t_ern_of. our trade could be interpreted to supit;:: this 
view, with our deficits with the llni ted ctates amt -- · ·· · · 
-------·--·---Japan· and our surpluses with less industrialfsed parts of the 
world. Yet I believe such an analysis to be superficial. As I have already 
explained, the development of our economy has been impeded by monetary and other 
disorders in the last few years, and we have not been able to maintain the 
processes of growth and renewal to the extent we would like. We remain leaders in 
some,fields, and we shall soon be leaders again in others. As you yourselves know 
from the equipment you are buying from us, much of our industry and our techn6logy 
combines the advantages of experience with those of innovation. With the creation 
of the European Monetary System we shall, I trust, be moving forward again across 
the whoic. front of our economy. As a major industrial power, the Community has 
particular links of interest and responsibility with the other , industrial 
powers. These have recently been recognised in the series of Economic Summit 
meetings, which seem to have settled into a regular rhythm. As you know these 
Summit Meetings are not ·mere talking shops. At the last one I attended for the 
Community in Bonn in July 1978, the participants entered into specific economic 
commitments in recognition of their increasing interdependence. No country is an 
island." The operation of each major economy depends critically on the operation 
of the others. Thus at recent summit meetings we have jointly considered such 
matters as growth, inflation and unemployment, monetary matters, energy, 
international trade and the relationship between the industrial countries and the 
rest of the world. In all these areas the Community as such has had a major 
contribution to make and major responsibilities to carry. I said that no country 
was an island. I should add that no group of countries can act as if they were an 
island either. The world must be seen as one. Nowhere is this better understood 
than in Europe. By virtue of its history and traditions and by the nature of its 
resources, Europe has looked out to the rest of the world for half a millenium, 
an~. remains, as I have said, more dependent on international trade than any other 
industrial power. Just as we have found it intolerable for the very rich and the 
very poor to live side by side in the same society,· so we now find it intolerable 
that the world should contain the disparities of wealth between peoples and 
continents which we all know too well. The Community has accepted particular 
responsibilities in respect of 55 Africani Caribbean and Pacific countries in the 
Lorn~ Convention, which we are no.w in the process of renegotiating for its 
renewal in 1980. We also have trade agreements and other links with the countries 
across the world with which we are tied by history, interest and friendship. Those 
links aT becoming more important every day. I shall have something particular to 
say about our links with China, but in passing I refer to the framework trade 
agreement which we negotiated with you in April last year and in which we place 
great hopes for the ·future. I stress the importance we attach to working with you 
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and others for a new and more equitable world
17143   
17144   l'
17145   
17146   - 5 -
17147   
17148   economic order in which the resources of our planet are better used and more 

justly distributed. . I have not so far spoken about our relations with the 
countries of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. This is not because we do not 
want to establish normal relations with them as neighbours, nor because we do not 
want to develop our trade with them as we have with the rest of the world. But you 
will be aware th~t there are problems. Some countries - notably the Soviet Union - 
have been reluctant to recognise the existence and competences of the Community. 
But we are now engaged in negotiations which we greatly hope will lead us out of 
our present difficulties and enable us to conclude appropriate trade agreements 
with the Soviet Union and the countries of Eastern Europe for the mutual benefit 
of all concerned. I have left my remarks about our relationship with China to the 
end of my talk because it falls into a category of its own. I do not want to enter 
into semantic dispute, but I suggest that China is neither a member of the first 
world, nor of the second world, nor of the third world, but rather, at least in 
its potentialities, a member of all three. Your economy, like your history and 
civilisation, is rich in diversity. Your development, both agricultural and 
industrial, is proceeding with great rapidity. The inventiveness, discipline and 
dedication of your people are legendary. I can think of no better partner for the 
Community and other industrial countries than China, which has so much to give the 
rest of the world as well as to receive from it. Indeed if the progress of 
indtistrial society is in some places and respects faltering, it may well be in 
China with a fifth of the world's population where we rediscover that historic 
impulse of demand which could enable us to continue and extend the rise in living 
standards throughout the world which has fuelled the world economy since the end 
of the last world war. China has indeed a great deal to give. I think that some. 
have a tendency to forget the immense debt which the world already owes China. So 
much was invented here. The list is too long to enumerate. When Charlemagne was 
little more than a war lord, the E~perors of the T'ang Dynasty were presiding over 
the most advanced civilisation which the world had then known. Under their Sung 
successors China almost achieved the point of industrial take-of£ which was nJt 
attained in Europe for many centuries. If China later turned in on itself and 
burnt the ships which had carried your people to Africa, the Middle East and South 
East Asia, the China of today is turned resolutely outwards again. I am immensely 
impressed by the scientific and technical revolution which has already takt~r·. 
place. Now 30 years after the establishment of the People's Republic, in such 
fields as electroni.:s, computers, high energy physics, machine tools, seismology, 
medicine, space t~chnology and development of energy including nuclear resources, 
you can fully hold your own with other industrial power~. Moreo'ler, I believe 
that you are achieving something which many others still find difficult. convevinu 
thP ~nnlir~tinn

17149   
17150   - 6 -
17151   
17152   of science and technology to the people of China so that all may feel personally 

and directly involved in the enterprise of industrial, agricultural and general 
economic development. Such development is not of course an end or a virtue in 
itself. It· serves the greater aim of creating a world in which it is more 
worthwhile to live, a worl.d in which human beings can realise their full 
potentialities. We have to protect and cherish our natural environment, recognise 
the finite character of many of our resources, and prevent the runaway increase in 
the numbers of the human species which would, if uncontrolled, lead to the 
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frustration of our policies and the destruction of all we are seeking to achieve. 
The peoples of China and Europe are the inheritors of the longest and most 
fruitful civilisation which the world has known. We live in a world in which the 
applications of science have brought all men close together in one crowded planet, 
and the shape of a single human society is beginning to·emerge. In that society we 
must cherish diversity but establish a greater sense of our common destiny. We 
will not necessarily agree with each other on everything; but there are no deep 
conflicts of interest which divide us. But it is a perilous world in which we 
live. We all work for progress but know that progress is not always assured. We 
want good and prosperous relations with all members of the international family, 
and we want peace and stability in all areas of the world, Both China and Europe 
have great responsibilities: in understanding and accepting themD and in working 
closely together, we have the prospect of a future which will shine at .least as 
brightly as the glories of our p~st.

17153   
17154   oooooOOOooooo
17155   
17156   **** *year_1979 *date_1979-11-22
17157   
17158   SPEECH BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE COMMrrSSION, THE RIGHT HON ROY JENKINS, AT THE 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE YOUTH FORUM OF 'rHE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 22 NOVEMBER 1979 
I_t is a great pleasure for me to be able to address your General Assembly today - 
the first, I believe, since the Forum began operations earlier this year. nine years

17159   to
17160   
17161   ,
17162   I
17163   
17164   " •
17165   ~
17166   
17167   'f
17168   l
17169   
17170   r
17171   ~-
17172   
17173   r
17174   ~
17175   
17176   t
17177   
17178   l k
17179   
17180   It has taken
17181   
17182   reach this point, nine years since the
17183   
17184   t r l
17185   
17186   f t
17187   t
17188   
17189   $
17190   
17191   Youth Conference of 1970 agreed on the principle of representing young people at 

European level. Your meeting,·
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17192   
17193   ~
17194   i
17195   
17196   i
17197   
17198   r
17199   i
17200   
17201   t
17202   
17203   l
17204   
17205   here this morning represents a major and important step in the process started in 

1970 and in the development of the Youth Forum. Now before I speak more generally 
about

17206   
17207   ~·
17208   
17209   l
17210   
17211   r.
17212   ;
17213   
17214   the Community and the situation in Which we find ourselves, I should just like to 

say a word or two about the work you have done and about the relations between 
your organisation and the Commission. In my letter of June 1978 to your 
Provisional Executive Commit.tee, I spoke of the "great interest" with which we 
awaited "the initiatives;that the Youth Forum will take and present to the 
Commission". I am therefore

17215   
17216   I
17217   r
17218   ! I
17219   
17220   ' i
17221   
17222   I.
17223   
17224   t
17225   
17226   ~.
17227   
17228   I
17229   
17230   'f
17231   f
17232   
17233   particularly pleased to learn that your first full year of business has been so 

constructive and so active. We have
17234   
17235   I I i
17236   ~
17237   '
17238   
17239   I I
17240   
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17241   sought to provide for you a permanent liaison with the Commission to enable you to 
discuss your ideas, and a number of your reports have been submitted to us. At the 
same time,

17242   
17243   ~
17244   
17245   ~·
17246   
17247   the Commission has held talks with the Forum before elaborating policies in fields 

which particularly concern you. I hope very much that you will continue to furnish
17248   
17249   us with views and suggestions from the youth organisations •
17250   
17251   ..
17252   
17253   /It is,
17254   
17255   -2-
17256   
17257   It is, of course, far too soon to make final judgments; but, I hope, that you feel 

as encouraged as I do
17258   by the contact:s which have so far been made.
17259   
17260   We in the
17261   
17262   Cormnission are confident that the "special relationship" to which I referred in 

my letter will continue to be a fruitful one. I do, of course, appreciate that 
you, for

17263   
17264   your part, claimed "the right •••• to be consulted by the Cormnission on questions 

which are of concern to the youth organisation", and I know you gave your 
Executive Comrnittee a mandate to clear up this point with us. On the other hand, 
I must emphasise that there are no

17265   I
17266   
17267   •
17268   
17269   provisions for such a right in the Treaties; nor indeed is the Cormnission under 

any general constitutional obligation to consult particular bodies, be they 
organisations of employers or trade unions, before framing its policy. course, we 
all talk to each other J' Nor would I w:Lsh it otherwise. Of

17270   
17271   r ~ i t
17272   r
17273   I
17274   
17275   It cannot be otherwise.
17276   
17277   '
17278   [
17279   
17280   t
17281   
17282   And therefore we are gladly
17283   
17284   I,
17285   j
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17286   
17287   I
17288   
17289   '
17290   
17291   cormnitted to .a regular dialogue with organisations such as the ETUC and UNICE. 

In the same way, we shall continue to
17292   
17293   keep in close touch with the Forum on all matters of mutual interest. with you. I 

am pleased
17294   ~o
17295   
17296   We value the special relationship that we have
17297   
17298   see on your agenda a programme of I wonder,
17299   
17300   activities fo·r the forthcoming year.
17301   
17302   however, whether at the same time you should not look further ahead. There is 

sometimes advantage, particularly
17303   developmen~
17304   
17305   in the early stages of
17306   
17307   of examining aims and A look forward over the
17308   
17309   objectives in a longer perspective.
17310   
17311   next five years would, I believe, pay you dividends. /In particular,
17312   
17313   I
17314   
17315   -3In particular, it would give not only the Commission but also the Council of 

Ministers and the European Parliament a clearer indication of your long-term 
strategies and - as this is also important - of your requirements. Finally, I hope 
very much that within the rules of your association you will permit as many 
organisations to affiliate as possible. With a wide and varied membership,

17316   
17317   I
17318   t
17319   I
17320   
17321   I
17322   f f
17323   ~
17324   
17325   ~
17326   
17327   t
17328   
17329   I
17330   
17331   I
17332   
17333   the Forum can and should become an even more significant. voice in the European 

debate. What will be the principal arguments in the debate at the European level 
over the next few years? challenges? What are the
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17334   
17335   !
17336   I
17337   
17338   !
17339   ~
17340   
17341   I f
17342   
17343   r I
17344   i
17345   
17346   f
17347   
17348   Where should we be concentrating our efforts
17349   .
17350   
17351   to find solutions and answers at Community level?
17352   
17353   ,.
17354   
17355   It is
17356   
17357   how we answer these questions, our collective reaction, which will determine the 

broad pattern of .development for Europe and Which forms the agenda for the work 
of the Youth Forum into the 19805. First must come the question There can be 
little doubt that

17358   ~he ~f
17359   
17360   energy supply.
17361   
17362   energy problem, if
17363   
17364   mishandled, could bring our .economy into a state of dislocation, if not collapse, 

within the next decade. was the firs1: warning. heed it. 1973
17365   
17366   When it receded, we did not greatly If we
17367   
17368   We continued to go on much as before.
17369   
17370   react to the second warning in the same complacent way, we are unlik·ely to have a 

third chance or a further period of respite.
17371   (
17372   
17373   .
17374   /What have we
17375   
17376   I
17377   l
17378   !"
17379   i
17380   
17381   '
17382   
17383   -4What have we achieved so far? The agreements
17384   
17385   reached within the European Community at the European Council meeting in 
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Strasbourg on medium-term goals for energy consumption paved the way for the 
commitments by the major industrialised countries meeting in Tokyo - specific 
commitments for energy dependence in 1980 and 1985. represents good progress. 
international response at had a prominent role. We achieved a concerted

17386   To~yo,
17387   
17388   This
17389   
17390   I
17391   I
17392   !
17393   '
17394   t
17395   
17396   a response in Which Europe
17397   
17398   Nevertheless, it remains to translate The task is formidable.
17399   ~
17400   
17401   I
17402   I
17403   
17404   these words into action.
17405   
17406   The .
17407   •
17408   
17409   test for Europe and the Western world as
17410   
17411   whole will be our
17412   
17413   ability over a limited time-span to break the link between economic growth and the 

consumption of oil. inherent or pre-ordained link. This is not an
17414   
17415   It has existed only for about
17416   
17417   25 or so years - little more than a tenth of the period since the beginning of the 

Industrial Revolution. its sundering is essential. But
17418   
17419   Those' countries or groups of
17420   
17421   countries Which fail to do it will find themselves the dinosaurs of the future 

industrial world. Over most of the troubled 1970s we have sought.without success a 
dynamic impulse such as was given to our economies in the fifties and of post-war 
reconstruction

17422   six~ies,
17423   
17424   first by the needs
17425   
17426   a~d
17427   
17428   then by the spread of higher The
17429   
17430   living standards to the mass of our people.
17431   
17432   investment required for energy conservation and for exploitation of alternative 

and renewable sources.of energy could now contribute such an impulse. It could be 
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a stimulus
17433   
17434   comparable with the onset of the railway age in the middle of the nineteenth 

century. It could enable us to find the
17435   
17436   elusive key to higlier investment and lower unemployment. /Secondly,
17437   
17438   -5-
17439   
17440   Secondly, we should consider some of the demographic trends of the next decades. 

Europe's share of world
17441   
17442   population is likely to fall from around Tk to 5% by the end of the century. But 

it will do this unevenly. Until 1985
17443   
17444   about a million more
17445   
17446   young people will each year seek to These
17447   
17448   enter the labour market than the old people leaving it.
17449   
17450   I
17451   ~
17452   
17453   numbers will be particularly high in the poorer regions of Europe, and ;n these 

regions the growth of the labour force may indeed continue after 1985. But in 
Europe generally that Thereafter we will

17454   
17455   year will mark a sharp change of trend.
17456   
17457   be faced with an ageing population, and a stabilisation and then diminution of the 

work force available to sustain the dynamism of our economies and to support this 
ageing population. These population trends increase the complexity In the early

17458   
17459   of dealing with our employment problems.
17460   
17461   years at least the difficulties.of providing employment will certainly not be 

diminished. But in the later years
17462   
17463   we could find ourselves with a labour force which could be inadequate in·· 

relation to the total population whose standard of living it has to sustain. 
Thirdly, we should be turning our attention to the revolution in our affairs

17464   ~ing
17465   
17466   caused by the advance
17467   
17468   of high technology. :-It is often said that we have no option but to accommodate 

ourselves to this revolution. go further. We have to master it. Already it 
dominates I

17469   
17470   a whole range of industries and services - communications, vehicles, bcmking and 

finance, machine tools, engineering, precision instrtmlents. At the moment our
17471   
17472   major competitors-in Japan and the United States are ahead of us, and their lead 

is increasing. This represents a ___ _ ___ /_c_~a~l~~e
17473   
17474   -6challenge to the European Community which has not yet been fully recognised. We 
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need a European strategy for advanced industrial technology. Its cost and range 
are of an order beyond the

17475   
17476   capacity of any one of our Member States to undertake on its own. Separate 

national markets, separate national procurement
17477   
17478   policies and duplicated research programmes are simply not good enough. We
17479   s~ould
17480   
17481   develop a Community-wide research and
17482   poli~y
17483   
17484   development programme based on a common procurement
17485   
17486   and
17487   
17488   an open European market for electronic goods and services based on common 

stattdards. This is a matter which must stand as a
17489   
17490   high priority and I hope that it will be possible to take our ideas forward 

quickly. From time to time we read in the press about the imminent decline and 
fall of the &uropean Community. self-appointed doctors make their gloomy diagnoses 
and prognostications, from which we are to conclude that the patient is in

17491   ~
17492   
17493   The
17494   
17495   state of galloping consumption - or perhaps,
17496   
17497   with the agricultural policy, we should rather say galleping production. But I 

have myself been in a position
17498   
17499   to observe the patient rather closely over the last year or two, and I can tell 

you that he is in most ways - though not all - in a sturdy
17500   condit~on.
17501   
17502   Let me put it this way.
17503   
17504   1979 has been the year in
17505   
17506   which the European Community inaugurated a new Parliament, directly elected by 

universal suffrage, and representing an important new democratic force within the 
Community institution. 1979_has been the year in which we put in place /the European

17507   
17508   -7the European Monetary System, an instrument of significant present value and 

great potential. It has already given a
17509   
17510   substantial degree of exchange rate stability in a world of monetary turbulence - 

at least, for those Member States who participate fully in the mechanisms of the 
EMS. 1979

17511   
17512   has been the year when we signed the Treaty of Accession with Greece, the tenth 

Member State of the Community. the same time Spain, two
17513   ,~e
17514   
17515   At
17516   
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17517   opened negotiations with Portugal and candidates for accession. A Community which
17518   !' ,,
17519   i
17520   
17521   more~
17522   
17523   new democracies are eager to join has not lost its drawing power. Finally, in the 

field of trade, 1979 saw the
17524   
17525   f
17526   
17527   conclusion of major trade negotiations by the Community in the GATT, and a new 

agreement with the African, Caribbean and Pacific countries, signed at the end of 
last month in Lome. The picture is therefore not one of stagnation, but of 
considerable advance, politicai!y ahd economically. The same is true, I_ believe, 
of the Community in its institutional aspects. stagnation. Here, certainly, there 
is no

17528   
17529   Instead, we have seen considerable and, in my
17530   
17531   view, valuable development in the last few days • The most significant of these - 

and perhaps, in some ways, the most unexpected - has been the introduction of 
regular meetings of

17532   H~ads
17533   ' ,.
17534   
17535   .
17536   
17537   of State and Government in the As you know,
17538   
17539   forum now called the "European Council".
17540   
17541   the European Council has met on a regular basis since the 'fireside chats' of 1975 

and during that period has seen a progressive growth in its importance. This in 
turn ·may have

17542   
17543   led to some devaluation of the role of the Council of Ministers. Perhaps-too many 

oecisions have been remitted to
17544   
17545   the European Council." The Heads of Government, for their /part
17546   
17547   -8part are not geared to the practical conduct of detailed Community business. 

Difficult and sometimes technical
17548   
17549   discussions cannot easily be taken in an informal atmosphere without risk o:f 

misunderstanding, ambiguity, and even inaction.
17550   subsequen~
17551   
17552   Moreover, the relationship between the European
17553   
17554   Council and the European Parliament is not as close as it should be. This stems 

from the feature of the European Council which is at the same time its strength 
and its weakness ..: that is, its relatively informal status, outside, or perhaps 
one should say alongside, the institutions formally established by the Treaties. I 
believe that we need to find

17555   ' " t
17556   I
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17557   
17558   '
17559   j
17560   
17561   ~
17562   
17563   i
17564   
17565   '
17566   
17567   a way of bridging this gap between the Parliament and the European Council, and of 

ensuring that the present vacuum is filled in future by dialogue rathei
17568   th~n
17569   
17570   diatribe.
17571   
17572   Nevertheless, subject to the two comments which I have made, I believe that the 

European Council fulfils an essential role, and is now indispensable in the 
development of the Community. Without it, 1979 would

17573   
17574   probably not have seen direct elections,· and certainly not the EMS. I turn now to 

'the Parliament itself. to be making Community of
17575   ~L ~m
17576   
17577   It is early days
17578   
17579   forecast as to what will be the effect on the enlarged and directly elected 

Parliament. It will not be content with
17580   
17581   One thing is certain, however.
17582   
17583   the purely corlsultative role which was originally assigned to it under the Rome 

Treaties. Since the budgetary Treaties
17584   ch~ed.
17585   
17586   of 1970 and 1975 the situation has
17587   
17588   ..
17589   
17590   For example,
17591   
17592   at its budget session in Strasbourg on 7 November the /Parliament
17593   ----- -----
17594   
17595   -9Parliament voted substantial cuts in next year's budget spending on the 

Community's milk surpluses and coupled this with a tax on dairy farmers. At the 
same time Parliament

17596   
17597   voted for a big increase in spending on the non-farm policies, notably on regional 

expenditure. These
17598   
17599   amendments now have to go back for the approval of the Council of Ministers. What 

is already clear, however, is that
17600   
17601   the new Parliament is clearly showing signs that it will use the budgetary muscles 

which its predecessor had already begun to flex. I
17602   h~re
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17603   
17604   ..
17605   described the increasing roles played both Where does
17606   
17607   by the European Council and by the Parliament.
17608   
17609   that leave the Commission ?
17610   
17611   Some might see us as the soft,
17612   
17613   yielding corn ground between the upper and nether stones of Parliament and 

European Council. I reject that view.
17614   
17615   In a sense the developments that•! have described put us in a privileged bllt also 

an exposed position, having the right to be heard both in the European Parliament 
and in the meetings of the Heads of Government in the European Council. Our 
capacity for initiating and obtaining progress in. the Community has therefore not 
been diminished. On the

17616   
17617   contrary, it has been reinforce.d by these developments. It remains the 

Commission's. task to identify what can and should be done in the interests of the 
Community as a whole. That is a task which we shall not shirk. Indeed, we will

17618   
17619   need all our inherent strength, all our commitment to the closer integration of 

Europe, if we are to survive and prosper in the years ahead, as I believe we will. 
In

17620   
17621   fulfilling our task, we look forward to the stimulus and cooperation of the Youth 

Forum and of young people " throughout the Community.
17622   
17623   .
17624   
17625   **** *year_1979 *date_1979-02-03 *place_Brussels
17626   
17627   SPEECH BY THE RIGHT HON. ROY JENKINS ON THE OCCASION OF THE OPENING OF THE SPANISH 

Brussels NEGOTIATIONS, MONDAY 5 FEBRUARY 1979 -- !S ~~
17628   ...
17629   
17630   Mr President, Your Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen,
17631   On behalf of the European Commission l express my
17632   
17633   great satisfaction at the formal opening of the negotiations which are designed to 

lead to the accession of Spain to the European Communities. This is a happy day 
for us as well as you.

17634   ~art
17635   
17636   ,,
17637   
17638   Spain is -
17639   
17640   of Europe, and Europe is incomplete without Spain.
17641   
17642   The geography, history and civilization of your country
17643   •
17644   
17645   are part of the very pith and marrow of Europe, and have been so from the 

beginning. If :ln the 1970s you have need The
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17646   
17647   of the Community, so the Community has need of Spain.
17648   
17649   Community represents a gathering in of the European peoples at a time
17650   ~-ihert
17651   
17652   their pos:ttion in the world has greatly changed,
17653   ;.~
17654   
17655   is in some respects diminished,but has a new cohesion and underlying strength 

which comes from our growing unity.
17656   membersh!~will
17657   
17658   Your
17659   
17660   add to that cohesion and strength,and enrich
17661   
17662   the Comnunity,in the same way that I believe the Community will strengthen and
17663   enric~
17664   
17665   Spain.
17666   
17667   Ym.·_ come to this table with the immeasurable asset of full
17668   
17669   suppc:$r/i: from your people and all the political parties
17670   
17671   ' through which Spanish opinion is expressed.
17672   
17673   .
17674   
17675   I pay tribute
17676   
17677   not only to your Government but also to your sovereign for the remarkable and 

peaceful way in which Spain has undergone profound constitutional change in such a 
short time.

17678   '
17679   
17680   I
17681   
17682   /The
17683   
17684   - 2 The new institution of parliamentary democracy in Spain and your respect for 

human rights have together created the conditions for Spanish membership of the 
Community. ,_ I recall the declaration of our Heads of State and Government

17685   •·
17686   
17687   in December 1977 that "respect for and maintenance of representative democracy and 

human rights in each applicant CO\lntry are essential elements of the European 
Community" •

17688   .-1
17689   
17690   The Commission rests on the foundation of the original Treaties but it is an 

organism in evolution rather than a static construction.
17691   ~11
17692   
17693   Even if we are far from having attained
17694   
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17695   our objectives,I know of none which has been abandoned
17696   
17697   and none to which we are not closer than we were just over 20 years ago. We are, I 

think, all agreed that enlargement of the Community should not cause either its 
dilution or the enfeeblement of its institutions. The Commdssion sees in

17698   
17699   enlargement the opportunity to concentrate our common political, economic and 

social interests and to strengthen our common institutions. . Hence the particular 
importance . . of the forthcoming elections to the European Parliament by direct 
universal suffrage,_and the early establishment of a European Monetary System.

17700   to~r
17701   
17702   Just as you will have to look
17703   
17704   own economy and your own institutions, so we in the
17705   
17706   existing Community will have to look to ours.
17707   ' I
17708   
17709   I will
17710   
17711   not go over the detailed points made in the excellent speech by the President of 

the Council. I would like . •imply to affirm and reaffirm that we in the 
Commission /will

17712   
17713   - 3 will do everything in our power to bring negotiations for the accession of 

Spain to a timely and successful conclusion. There will be difficulties. But we are
17714   
17715   convinced that it is possible to find arrangements satisfactory to both Spain and 

the Community as a whole. Your considered decision to seek Membership of the 
CorrirnUnity has made possible the opening of these

17716   
17717   negotiations today, a day that I trust may be recalled with deep satisfaction by 

future generations of Spaniards as of all our European peoples •
17718   •
17719   
17720   !
17721   
17722   ~-
17723   
17724   I
17725   
17726   **** *year_1979 *date_1979-02-20 *place_Brussels
17727   
17728   
17729   .-.:.
17730   
17731   SPEECH BY THE RT HON. ROY JENKINS PRESIDENT OF THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 

COMMUNITIES . £9TH ANNIVERSARY OF COPA/COGECA[CEJA
17732   !~USSELS 1
17733   
17734   20 FEBRUARY
17735   
17736   197~
17737   
17738   Mr President de Caffarelli• Mr President Maher • Mr President
17739   
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17740   BHge, Ladies and Gentlemen, It ~s a source of pleasure, but also of trepidation, 
for me to address your anniversary gathering here this morning. This is the first 
occasion that I have had the opportunity of addressing the agricultural 
organisations at the European level. Before coming to the Commission, mf 
experience of dealing with your problems was principally that of a finance 
Mlnister, a background that you may not find wholly reassuring. Since I have been 
at the Co~ission, my understanding of agricultural problems has i· I think 
deepened, and improved. At the same time, my respect for the work of the 
agricultural organisations has strengthened~" I am therefore deligl-Ced to pay 
tribute today to your t.t-.;•enty yt?&C's ~1£ -w-ork. My colleagu.e Finn 
Gundelach, ,,mo is ·mo·re s~c:!.ally responsible for your affairs, joins me in 
that greeting. You, Mr President of COPA, and your predecessors, have carried out 
a remarkable task in nurturing and shaping the common agricultural policy, through 
ynur continuing dialogue with the c,:.:;nlmUnity institutions. You in COOECA have 
greatly advanced the opportunities for farmers through your efforts for 
cooperation; at the same ti~11e your actitivites have helped to support and 
implement the agricultural policy; and you have contributed notably to regional 
economic development. For its part, CEJA has done outstandi:rag *"'rk to promote 
the cause of young farmers. The future of Europe's agriculture lies in the hands 
of the young. It is on their education and training that progress must depend. I 
salute therefore the success of your three organisations, each in their own field; 
and in saluting the work you have done £2!: agriculture, I add a special word· of 
praise for the work

17741   
17742   - 2 you have done through agriculture for the wider cause of European unity. We 

hear from time to time today the discordant, even strident, tones of partisan and 
national interest. But you in the agricultural organisations have always pointed 
to the wider and deeper interests of Europe as a whole. It is proper that you 
Twentieth anniversary year should see the advent of direct elections to the 
European Parliament, an event that will strengthen and validate the political 
ideal of Europe to which your organisations have rendered such honourable service. 
In the time at my disposal this morning I want to touch on some aspects of 
agricultural policy· that are a matter of interest and debate. But, first, I must 
speak of the European MOnetary Systeme It is no secret that the Commission was 
greatly disappointed at the failure to introduce the new monetary arrangement on 
the first of January this year. A system that can lead to greater. monetary 
stability, to higher demand in the economy and to lower inflation, offers us all 
the chance of a better future. You in the agricultural sector realise, pehaps even 
more than others, the way in which divergent moneys have in recent years 
frustrated our aims of economic stability and progress in the common market. You 
in the agricultural sector have so much to gain from a new monetary framework, in 
which monetary compensatory amounts can be better avoided and finally eliminated 
from agriculture. It would therefore be an unhappy paradox if agri-monetary 
problems continued to block the advent of the European M:>netary System. I myself 
do not believe they will. It can only be a matter of time - and, I trust, a short 
time - before the EMS will be introduced. I am optimistic that, on the basis of 
our latest proposals, the Council of Ministers will reach an agreement on the 
outstanding problems. For eliminating future new monetary compensatory amounts, 
the Commission has devised what should be an acceptable system of what we may call 
'controlled automaticity'. For the existing MCAs, we advocate /progressive 
elimination

17743   
17744   -2progressive elimination over a short period of years.
17745   
17746   ··----------------
17747   
17748   Europe has more than once seen how the Agriculture Ministers have been able to 
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create success from apparent deadlock. We have the right to demand again that the 
Agriculture Council, and not least the Presidency of the Council, should assume 
their responsibilities and reach a fair and durable agreement very soon, and if 
possible at their next meeting. If they fail, and if the European MOnetary System 
continues to be blocked, history will judge the Council severely~ At the last 
meeting of Heads of State and Government in the European Council, in December, I 
presented on behalf of the Commission a report on the future ·development of the 
common agricultural policy. You and your members, Mr President$ will be 
familiarwith the central themes of that report. The Commission took the view that 
the Conmrunity should follow a prudent - in fact, a rigorous - price policy for as 
long as is necessary to rectify the n~rket imbalances from which we have been 
suffering. For the coming season, indeed, we proposed a standstill in the common 
prices.. I want to devote a few minutes this morning to explaining to you the 
underlying reasons why we came to thi.s conclusion. We did not: do it simply for 
the benefit of the consumer or the housergife - though obviously the Community 
must take reasonable account of their. interests in its decisions on agricultural 
policy. We did not do it for the benefit of certain sections of society, or of 
certain member state. We did it for the reasons which must always prevail with the 
European Corrrnission - that ls, in order to preserve and safeguard the common 
policy, in the long-term interests of the Community and of agriculture in 
particular. I a:rn absolutely convinced, both by intellect and by political 
instinct, that the greatest threat to the common agricultural policy today is the 
existence of increasing surpluses, and the increasing budgetary costs to which 
they give rise. Let us be under no illusion that the growth of FEOGA from 4 
billion units of account in 1973 to 10 billion in 1979 can be ignored. This is a 
huge proportion of our Community budget. /With increases in

17749   
17750   j
17751   
17752   i
17753   
17754   I
17755   
17756   ._t
17757   
17758   I
17759   
17760   With increases in production for the main products, combined with virtually static 

consumption, there is every risk that expenditure from FEOGA on surplus disposal 
will rise to such levels that fundamental changes will be forced upon the 
agricultural policy. You, as responsible agricult~ral organisations, must be 
prepared to accept the logic of the situation. We in the Commission have drawn the 
conclusion that the proper way to handle the problem of market imbalance is 
through the price mechanism, in order to safeguard the system of guaranteed 
prices. After all, what distinguishes the agricultural policy from policies in 
other sectors is that th~re are mechanisms of active intervention and support, so 
that farmers are largely protected from price fluctuations caused by climate or 
economic circumstances. You have a great privilege with this system of guarantees. 
Do not let your.short-term interest in increased prices put at risk the long-term 
future of the system. In concentrating on this problem of prices and markets the 
Commission is not abandoning the income objectives of the agricultural policya It 
is in no way an attempt to escape the Community's obligations under the Treaty. a 
growing realisation on our part that, in a modern agricultural economy, price 
policy alone cannot satisfy the objective of assuring incomes for farmers that are 
fair and comparable with other sections of society. I do not want to engage here 
in the discussion, which is currently so active, about what can properly be called 
agricultural net income, how it has developed over recent years, and what 
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represents a comparable income. I do not pretend they are not important questions. 
But the main point which I put to you is that it is not the present price policy, 
or any other price policy - even if we increased common prices substantially each 
year - that is going to solve the very real problems of low incomes on small 
farms. They are structural and social problems, not price problems. Higher

17761   represe~ts
17762   
17763   '1
17764   
17765   On the contrary, it
17766   
17767   /prices would not
17768   
17769   prices \-!1'0'Ul:i 110t only aggrav;.f; our surpluses, but intensify the income 

disparities that already exist within agriculture itself •
17770   •
17771   
17772   W€ have therefore begun to develop further, in our latest price proposals, some 

important elements of the agricultural policy. First, there is the completely 
remodelled coresponsibility levy for milk, f~amed in such a way that the 
income-problems of small enterprises are explicitly taken into account through a 
system of exemptions. Some would argue that the exemptions are wrong, and that the 
levy should be applied . to all producers. Yes, we could do that. But it is 
obvious that, to respond to the social_p~oblems of small farmers, we should then 
be obliged to give them direct aid in some form or other- precisely the.same 
result as is obtained by our pr~sent proposals. The second element is a greater 
emphasis on structural policy. Already we have taken new steps for Mediterranean 
agriculture, and we have made it clear that public aid for structural improvement 
should not be allowed to aggravate the problems in su.rplus sectors. This year we 
propose to make the benefi.ts of l'l'lbdecnisa.ti011. g·rants available to more of 
the small·-~ scale farm~ which have hitherto been excluded. We want to concentrate 
the aid on regions that are less welldeveloped, rather than disperse it generally 
as at present. We want to go further, ar.d S'..lbsume agricultural projects in the 
wider regional ef:onomy through integrated development plans in rural areas. I 
believe that is how we can best make progress in reducing the wide gap betw·een 
the different agricultural regions of the Ce>rrr.n.t.m:ity - an aim on which I 
laid particular stress -when I became President of the Commission. Economic and 
social events of the last two years have not made things easier. But the 
Commission is keeping to its word. Finally, I turn to enlargement and the subject 
of Mediterranean agriculture. Enlargement of the Community to include Greece, 
Portugal and Spain is one of the great

17773   
17774   I -challenges of the
17775   
17776   challenges of the next five, ten, fifteen years. It is politically essential. 

Otherwise we would betray our most fundamental European and democratic purposes. 
But it poses major issues for our Community as an economic enterprise, and for the 
development of the Community's institutions. For the agricultural policy, its 
impact will be of the first importance. The addition of the three new countries 
will add 55 per cent to the number of persons employed in Community agriculture 
and 25 per cent to Community agricultural production. But I do not draw from these 
statistics the gloomy conclusions of today' s Cassandra_s '· who spread alarm and 
opposition to enlargement. I draw more positive conclusions, and I believe that 
the Cassandras will be proved wrong, both politically and economically. 
Politically, because a Community that refuses to admit qualified and eager new 
members is a frozen Com~nity. Economically, because agriculture benefited from the 
creation of the common market, benefited from the first enlargement, and will 
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certainly benefit again in the long term from the addition of new members. I 
remind you that Spain and Portugal are substantial net importers of agricultural 
produce. The new members offer bigger markets and richer markets for the existing 
Community as they increase their standard of living. At the same time, enlargement 
will of course mean more specialisation within the common market, and increased 
competition. There will be a risk of over-production for certain products ~nd in 
certain regions. I say a risk, because it is far from a certainty: we must deal 
effectively with that risk through adequate transitional arrangements. 
Policy-makers, researchers, farmers and not least the agricultural orga~isations 
must find the means of adapting to enlargement. Above all, we must not aqopt a 
defensive approach. Let me give you two examples here of what I mean. First, is it 
not true that we have much to learn from agriculture in the future new members 
who, being for long outside the Community, have had to face hard disciplines and 
improve their competitive capacity? Secondly, is it not possible that those 
regions, at Present on the periphery of the Community and nearest to the frontiers 
of Spain, Portugal and Greece, could gain a new /economic

17777   
17778   I
17779   
17780   I I
17781   I
17782   
17783   - 7 economic momentum from enlargement, becoming gateways of development rather 

than zones of disadvantage? That brings me to the subject of Mediterranean 
agriculture. Enlargement will not retard, but accelerate, the changes of policy 
and of emphasis that are already necessary within the existing Community. Already 
we have begun to redress the balance by a series of decisions on structural 
measures that will particularly benefit the Mediterranean. An extra thousand 
million units of account should be committed to these measures from the Guidance 
Section over the next five years. Over 40 per cent of expenditure from the 
Guidance Section will go to the very poorest agricultural regions - by which I 
mean the Mezzogiorno, Western Ireland, and Southern France compared with a 
proportion of only 15 per cent in the last 5 years. Those figures help to 
demonstrate that the Community is serious in its intention to resolve the 
structural problems. We shall need to do even more, but I have to remind you that 
we can find the financial resources only if we successfully control the 
expenditure on price support. In this brief speech to you this morning I have 
mentioned several major new developments: enlargement, the new Parliament, and the 
European MOnetary System. They will present great opportunities for the Community, 
and for agriculture: but they will demand changes and evolution, both within the 
common agricultural policy itself and in its relation to our society • . My desire 
as President of the Commission is not to limit or weaken the agricultural policy 
but, like a prudent manager of a vineyard, to train and prune and encourage it to 
gro'tv in the proper direction, in harmony with the Communlty's other objectives. 
Agriculture should not be seen in isolation, as a kind of enclave in our economy. 
Nor can agricultural policy stand alone, but must embrace the broader concerns 
that can give it the dimensions of a comprehensive rural and food policy I know 
that these aims are shared also by your three organisations, and that your work 
over the next twenty yeaf'$ as effective as in the past twenty years, will help to 
to fruition.

17784   brin~
17785   
17786   **** *year_1979 *date_1979-07-18 *place_Strasbourg
17787   
17788   COMMISSION
17789   OF THE
17790   
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17791   ..:
17792   
17793   ,.
17794   
17795   .~·
17796   
17797   •
17798   
17799   EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
17800   
17801   STATEr-tENT TO. THE
17802   
17803   PARLIA~~ENT
17804   
17805   BY
17806   0
17807   
17808   THE RT HON ROY JENKINS
17809   
17810   WEDNESDAY, 18 JULY, 1979 My opening remarks, Mr.President, are to you.
17811   
17812   It is my great pleasure on· behalf of the Commission t.o welcome you to your high 

office, the highest office which it is
17813   ~
17814   I
17815   
17816   .
17817   
17818   within the powers of your you my congratulations; objectives; one of the
17819   
17820   fello~
17821   
17822   Members to bestow.
17823   
17824   I offe1'
17825   
17826   I offer you the warm and
17827   
17828   full-hearte~
17829   
17830   cooperation of the Commission in the pursuit of our common and, on a more personal 

level, I welcome you to
17831   Community~s
17832   
17833   .,
17834   
17835   smallest
17836   \
17837   \
17838   
17839   •, _clubs_,
17840   
17841   the union of
17842   
17843   Presidents,and look forward'to working with you in the same spirit of close 

'friendship as 1 have been able to undertake with your distinguished·. 
pt:edecessor. historic task:
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17844   e\~a
17845   '
17846   '
17847   
17848   Yours is a great and
17849   
17850   to preside over, to guide, perhaps occasi6nally
17851   
17852   to chide a new Parliament, the· product df the first And this week the
17853   ~lected
17854   
17855   international elections in history. European Parliament, democratically citi:ens 

of Europe, comes of age.
17856   
17857   by over 100 million
17858   
17859   It comes of age, moreover, at
17860   
17861   a crucial time for the Community, both its institutions and its citizens. While it 

is fitting that we· should celebrate what we
17862   t~o
17863   
17864   l1ave achieved today, it is right
17865   
17866   that we should recognise
17867   
17868   .
17869   
17870   /
17871   
17872   that to sustiin the impetus of the European ideal, to withstand the deep-seated 

problems which now confront us, we - whether Parliament, Commission or Council
17873   ~
17874   
17875   shall need all our
17876   
17877   combined strength and inherent unity; The first task before this House, 

collectively and individually, is to carry to the people of Europe those issues 
which are of concern and of importance to all within

17878   
17879   the Community.
17880   
17881   Your concern and yopr opportunity is to
17882   
17883   '
17884   
17885   ensure that Community issues, not the narrow lines of national politics, dominate 

the discussion.
17886   It is an
17887   
17888   opportunity to demonstrate to millions of our citizens that their votes really 

mattered and.to convince those who abstained- my own· country"comfortably carried 
off the wooden spoon of discredit in this respect - that the Community and its 
Parliament are living organs of concern for the issues which touch closely on 
their daily lives. To achieve this, it will be necessary for this House to eng,ge 
itself directly with the major problems ·which confront the Community and its 
Member States.
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17889   
17890   -·
17891   
17892   ~·/
17893   
17894   •
17895   
17896   '
17897   
17898   t
17899   
17900   '
17901   
17902   I do not
17903   
17904   hi~e
17905   
17906   from this House my view that we stand
17907   
17908   on the threshold of' a sombre decade. great enough a year ago.
17909   
17910   Our difficulties were
17911   
17912   The prospects for sustained growth Now the resurgence of
17913   
17914   and employment were at best uncertain. the,energy
17915   ~risis~
17916   
17917   predictable in substance if not in time,
17918   
17919   has made us painfully aware of the most important constraint on the future of our 

economy. We have sustained a major transfer
17920   
17921   of real resources, of real income, away from us as a result of the recent oil 

price increases.
17922   ju~t
17923   
17924   That is something which we cannot In these circumstances we cannot
17925   
17926   pretend has not happene4.
17927   
17928   \
17929   
17930   do other than,on Constant
17931   
17932   policies, predict lower growth, That is a reason,
17933   
17934   higher inflation and more unemployment. not
17935   for supineness, and then
17936   
17937   but for the urgent evolution of
17938   
17939   new policies to mitigate£OVer as short a period as possible, to overcome our 

present vicissitudes.
17940   I will
17941   
17942   /return to these
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17943   
17944   return to these matters tomorrow. is that the ability of the
17945   I
17946   
17947   But what is absolutely clear to
17948   surv~ve
17949   
17950   Co~munity
17951   
17952   and to prosper
17953   
17954   depends on our joint determination to preserve what we have already achieved, to 

build on those achievements and above all to keep a vision and commitment to make 
progress towards greater European unity. 'That vision - a constant reaffirmatton

17955   ~-
17956   
17957   of our will to move forward - matters far more than rather st
17958   
17959   about the exact form of political organisation at which we shal ultimately arrive. 

It will not tn my view be something which
17960   ~.
17961   
17962   can be found in the tradi t ional.~t-~xt-books of political sc ienc~~ ,, 

.......... ;. ·,
17963   
17964   Ke can~ot sioply look it.u~-~~~~~ ~ m~del la~~lleJ f~JerAl ~r
17965   
17966   .
17967   
17968   .
17969   
17970   .
17971   
17972   '..)
17973   
17974   .. . confederal. · It wiJ·f,have .an . .unique character of its own .. ·. . . 

arising out of~.'balance~between our need for unity on major .. . .· . and our· 
strong an.d ev.en.disparate,na~ional traditions. But of

17975   \
17976   
17977   -- .
17978   
17979   "':
17980   
17981   ~-
17982   
17983   (-
17984   
17985   '
17986   
17987   .
17988   
17989   r
17990   
17991   one thing I am absolutely cirtain:
17992   
17993   there is a much greater d&ng0r
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17994   
17995   of ·advancing too slowly rat.her than too fast;.\
17996   
17997   This
17998   
17999   House has an essential role to play in this
18000   
18001   institutions of the Community are complex ana createa in a spirit or oaiance.
18002   ·-··~---
18003   
18004   -
18005   
18006   -
18007   
18008   ·-··
18009   
18010   No one
18011   hns its prerogatives;
18012   
18013   instituti~n
18014   
18015   is dependent upon another: each has its
18016   
18017   each
18018   
18019   each has its duties;
18020   
18021   t:'h1i:::ations. cf
18022   ~nitiate
18023   ~i
18024   
18025   With~n tha~
18026   
18027   balance, it is the concern and duty
18028   
18029   t~ .J~~~ssicn
18030   
18031   to act as the motor of the Community, to
18032   
18033   policy and also to undertake ·the management and execution
18034   ~e
18035   
18036   existing policies.
18037   r~alism
18038   
18039   should not only defend the frontiers of
18040   
18041   Co~munity
18042   
18043   competence, but also, with a sense both of adventure anJ endeavour to push them 

forward where a practical and Having said that, however, it /is clear that
18044   
18045   or
18046   
18047   relevant case can be established.
18048   
18049   - 4 is clear that this Parliament, resting as it does on a wide popular support 
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and commanding a new democratic authority, represents an important evolution for 
the Community. right that it should exercise to the fullest possible ex·ent its 
powers to question and to subject to criticism

18050   the way in which the Commiss,o.n exercises its powers ana tile way in
18051   ~hich
18052   
18053   It is
18054   
18055   the
18056   
18057   Council of Ministers _re_ct£~es or does not reach its decisions.
18058   -~---
18059   
18060   .
18061   
18062   We //' ... \....-.. neea the spur of constructive
18063   ~
18064   
18065   advice and imagination
18066   r
18067   
18068   _...ana· _ we
18069   . .
18070   
18071   wil-l' welcome all your efforts
18072   
18073   is right too that the Parliament, as a . major partner wiih.the Commission and the 

Council in the
18074   •:\'·'
18075   
18076   in that
18077   
18078   direction.~~)t
18079   f '.·
18080   
18081   formulation o£ the_; Community's budget, should assert
18082   
18083   itself
18084   
18085   in the development of the financial muscle which underlies Community policies. 

This is an area of potentially great
18086   
18087   significance for the internal development of the Community where this House will 

have an essential influence. is right that the Parliament should aim to broaden
18088   of 'involvement in .Policies.
18089   
18090   Equally, it
18091   
18092   the basis of popular
18093   
18094   support for the Community's institutions and create a greater sense
18095   
18096   Against that background the Commission regards it as an obligation arid priority 

to do all within its power to create and to sustain a positive and creative 
relationship with this House. First, I and my colleagues will make ourselves

18097   
18098   available to the fullest possible extent to the Parliament and to its comm,i t 
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tees. We hope to have early discussions
18099   
18100   about ways and means of securing the Commission's maximum participation in and 

assistance at your deliberations. /Second, we believe
18101   
18102   • 5 -
18103   
18104   •
18105   
18106   Second, we believe that it is important from the outset that there should be the 

opportunity for wider and Council.
18107   r
18108   
18109   earlier discussion of major proposals which we take to the Here it seems . to. 

·us. essential that there should · be a greater unders~anding of impor~ant issues 
at a . . Community levcl'and we would be willing to prepare, where appropriate, 
discussion documents as a basis for Parliamentary debate of.broad policy issues in 
advance of formulating proposals for the Council. Third, the Commis

18110   
18111   will take ·the lead "in seeking to improve the processes of consultation between 

the three institutions.
18112   .
18113   
18114   We are
18115   
18116   currently studying how to improve the. conciliation proceduz . which resulted from 

an earlier Commiss'ion. initiative •
18117   •
18118   
18119   .
18120   
18121   .
18122   
18123   .
18124   
18125   . ....
18126   
18127   -.
18128   
18129   oooooOOOooooo
18130   •
18131   
18132   •
18133   
18134   ·.
18135   
18136   .
18137   
18138   
18139   
18140   **** *year_1979 *date_1979-07-19 *place_Strasbourg
18141   
18142   ·.·
18143   
18144   "
18145   
18146   --~C~IC
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18204   
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18214   
18215   19 JULY 19'79
18216   
18217   •·:·""·
18218   
18219   .t'roil ibe C'ommiaaion poilit or view -ibe report .Which the ITesid.ent
18220   
18221   of the Counoil 1n office. has given •.
18222   
18223   lTo doubt, \dtb thi$ new .Pa.rliaaent l1l8l\V
18224   
18225   or
18226   
18227   the ~tome of
18228   -·
18229   
18230   'Uie pa.ot· Mill. be in -tbe meltin& pot, Md maJ\Y new one~ will quickly
18231   ~
18232   
18233   .-
18234   
18235   ..,.ol'f'e. In. general I
18236   
18237   welcome ellcll an at1flosphtl"6 of change •
18238   has
18239   
18240   -.Bitt llJalteve that the dual rePc-rt
18241   
18242   IDari.Y ad:vantagea. Die
18243   
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18246   
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18249   
18250   It DD8 aoaS:timetJ, · ··. ottviw . Weed often baa a ditterent point/froJD the 

ltinist.are, wh~ther
18251   G~eniillem
18252   
18253   aae•'bled aa 1teads of
18254   
18255   in the European Counoilt or at a
18256   
18257   I
18258   i
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18348   .......... ,.
18349   
18350   --.......
18351   
18352   .
18353   
18354   -·
18355   
18356   ....
18357   
18358   .
18359   
18360   -........
18361   
18362   :.
18363   
18364   ....
18365   
18366   ............. - ........ .
18367   
18368   011
18369   
18370   ~ia oocaatun tbor-e
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18371   
18372   wan
18373   
18374   &-~~o~l$ ittt~te - ···
18375   
18376   ·. 'ibik'~b8t-. Strubo~g Md ij'olcyo.
18377   . c~oparGa .:hr!M4.tate)¥ ~fOI"$
18378   
18379   !Pbtt ~ty J>G&ltion ~- · .. ·
18380   
18381   . coheaton and JJtl'tmgth in wol'ki.ng with ou.t'fpnrtnara than would
18382   
18383   thfi Summit. Vh1oh gave UB itJWJh gretstar oth•r W.atem
18384   
18385   otli•M:se havo lHJ•n the <::aae.
18386   nat~~-~
18387   
18388   X would $180 U.te, aa thia Mbes
18389   
18390   ot the t.baea of t.b.ose two meet~. to out'a
18391   
18392   -l!:nergy waa ocnt.ml to Strasbourg Md.
18393   ~o.
18394   
18395   whol~
18396   
18397   dominant at
18398   
18399   fbie \faA 1v.tm-al.
18400   
18401   'l'ho:rfl can he little do-®t in t.be mimls
18402   at either g3t.berln8 f.h.at tb.e enorgy
18403   
18404   tit ...,
18405   <···
18406   
18407   or the parf.icipants
18408   ~
18409   
18410   · · - ·••· ilrlllc Qa ·into. a. .
18411   '
18412   
18413   :
18414   
18415   &tate of -dialonation i f not collapse ldtbin . ... -.
18416   ~
18417   
18418   · . 'the»..X't ...
18419   -~
18420   
18421   deoed••
18422   
18423   191l waa 1.be
18424   SOl'fk&
18425   
18426   atta.ck.
18427   
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18428   Wh~
18429   
18430   i.be attack did not
18431   
18432   r&cOCt.ett, although with
18433   ..
18434   
18435   oODIJ~no9s remainll'lg,
18436   .
18437   
18438   lt&
18439   
18440   .·areatq
18441   :..
18442   
18443   hNd tlte wanrl.ng.
18444   
18445   We con·Unu.ed to go on much as 1>6£orch
18446   
18447   .
18448   
18449   ·· %t ..,. naei to· t)te lee&n4 waming .in.th.ti eam.e.._c_~l~eent WS..Yt wa
18450   · are ~~ t:cr. Jta,ve a tJUJ:'d chance or any f'urtber period of tef!pit-6.
18451   
18452   ~· ~ w h.'le alr~ Buffered a aubfftM't.iol transfer of .
18453   
18454   .
18455   
18456   ~ ~· illfll¥ from us, that
18457   . - tbat.
18458   ~t
18459   
18460   0\U"
18461   
18462   incomes have been reduoedt
18463   
18464   'tho containnumt of' Wlation,o.rut. the rod.uet.ion. of
18465   
18466   l~Det~PlOJ'Die$
18467   
18468   have b&eu nmde rnore diffiou.lt.
18469   
18470   The qu.eat.ion ie whetlt(t.r
18471   
18472   -----·--·----------'-·-----··--·-··----------·-·--·····--·---··-·------'--·---·-·1S.

V~l.9.....
18473   
18474   -:)t5. . _
18475   
18476   •.
18477   
18478   .· ....... ........... . ·b.J'··_our aoti()Jl
18479   -~~ ·~
18480   
18481   3 -·
18482   
18483   or more likely our lack
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18484   
18485   ot aotlon,
18486   
18487   ve odd to this
18488   
18489   n~w unavoi~le
18490   
18491   l•l<>w additional,_ self-in1'licted and avoidable
18492   
18493   .wo~.- .Bono o£ 1..bo parU.oipant. comrtrioa ia immune
18494   . . .--·.··
18495   
18496   £roifl
18497   
18498   thie
18499   
18500   .f.hl.~~ noi t~orarili oil-rich :Brita.ln tfitbin our C.nntty,.
18501   an~
18502   
18503   ·:nor the _gre.at natu.ral resource coun:triea of' th& United Statos
18504   
18505   .. Ce;nada outaide 1t. Even it they ~ould aolve theb- own &np;ply pr<ihlams,
18506   ~t
18507   
18508   chance woult\ 1:boy have of B\D'Vi'\tin& as propperou.a tradi.ng ialtu}(ts .
18509   scm· of' indUJJtrial oonf"uaion ond
18510   
18511   · · ·····bt-~a
18512   
18513   prmury?
18514   
18515   FortbatliOl'Gt w11 aboul(l
18516   
18517   · not foriet that aucl1 tranafera of reaouroee, .. a11ch .cP.Mtr4i.n~~
18518   . economioe, wlJ1lo menacing for the richer parts of tho world,
18519   
18520   t~pon_ . .. . . .
18521   
18522   eM
18523   
18524   mean virtual stmngulatio11 for tbe poorest economies or the Third ·. . _ · a huge 

proporliOJ:l of . . . .. . \for~d. Some rs.re alroad,y aporulin6}tholr total 
export 9a.J'ninga on

18525   Oil importa. ThiB is pro-&JDinentl,y a pro'bl® of mutual. dependence •
18526   .
18527   
18528   . ...... .,.... ...... ...... .... -.... ... .
18529   :
18530   
18531   .... .....
18532   ~
18533   
18534   ... .........
18535   
18536   -····:.·.. .
18537   ;
18538   
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18539   .
18540   
18541   ····.:· ......
18542   
18543   .· -~:."..~-~~inflt i};~~--lm.~ouM~~illiat ~houlil:btf· ~~·-·~piiii~-~- ~f .. 

"'·.··.. ···"'· . -····:.;.;. ..... '·- ·- .. .. ·'st~~~~8 ~Ulil.··:~~o ? 
F.f~~~~....... acbi:ff'Vem~--~;:s.t~~bo~g--or"'Ji.:;~ ......... tho . -...... -., 
. ..... -· ... :::.. - ..._..,...:_.

18544   ,,.·~-
18545   
18546   .
18547   
18548   ~
18549   
18550   ~'-
18551   
18552   _
18553   
18554   __
18555   
18556   · firm OOJDJn\Ulity c01IIIllitmt'!nt to -o:- ln\Mli'\llnolltonn . goal.. :was _ 

t~~ npt·ill8lw(l.N).
18557   which enabled the othar Tolzyo participants·-to··M'riv-e nt f'irw parallel
18558   
18559   conimitmanta..
18560   tll~:ousb
18561   
18562   It
18563   
18564   '~as
18565   
18566   a atrfr.:.blg indication or bow 11'!U.Ch
18567   
18568   "WEt ON."l aehiE.t~
18569   
18570   solidarity and a prior con\lnon position.
18571   
18572   In particular, it
18573   
18574   ,---~f major ·eignific~a in pel"~lJ -tllri.United Stat-e.::J to adoptcpeoU.'ic.
18575   ·COII.llllltm~a for 198\) o:ud· 1985•
18576   
18577   Sinoe thw President <tarter has
18578   
18579   · can-iod forward .ond widen$<\ i.he commitments of the Unit(Jd Staten
18580   
18581   in-,~ fashion which we must wele.oma. ana ·applaml. We viRh hia
18582   prosramme oll possible auccese.
18583   
18584   Sectm.d, · while \dtat has been· worked ou:t . at Stra8bourg and
18585   
18586   Toqo io 'the firet conoorted reaponse to t.be new ener&Y oriuis,
18587   wol'Cla hove still to be turned into actions"
18588   
18589   Out"
18590   
18591   The objectives we have
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18592   
18593   ·
18594   
18595   .
18596   
18597   ... -············---
18598   
18599   ·--~--lllllll1..t.c!m.__~:\:.~~-!'~ ..c..~t~.!'."!!c;l'..!'~~!...~.~~<>l'~~· c-i••1on
18600   •
18601   
18602   ;· Q.et unt.at be maintained and our pX"'greaa towa:tda them rigorOUDly
18603   
18604   ••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"""'Un>>U-..uonoo 00 1
18605   
18606   f
18607   
18608   ·--·--····-'··-------- . -------- - - - - - - - - - · -
18609   
18610   19VI179
18611   
18612   9 51
18613   
18614   -
18615   
18616   ....
18617   
18618   _...,._
18619   
18620   ..., -
18621   
18622   ........ . ..
18623   
18624   ...
18625   
18626   .
18627   
18628   .
18629   
18630   ·-·----··· ...... _........... .
18631   
18632   - 4 . •.•- .,•.., .........l',._lf.·.-:-6•.•...... ~~~- ··-.· .................... .
18633   
18634   . ··.·······
18635   
18636   ···..··-
18637   
18638   - It ·ia esocntial that this mechanism be mooe to work.-
18639   
18640   '!'bird, whnl uas ngraed in. Tocyo in no way prejndicos tbe
18641   
18642   · poai.tion of tlle -rive Colllltlunity countf'ies not individually ..
18643   
18644   JOepresento~ •
18645   
18646   .They, or cou.ree,
18647   
18648   ha~'
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18649   
18650   all accepted the Strl.sa):)ours 'tar£et of {lil
18651   
18652   impoJ1.& f'rot11 third countries not higher than :the
18653   
18654   470 million tonneli they .8.1'9 not
18655   
18656   1978 figwrea • up 1.o
18657   
18658   and -through
18659   
18660   1985, an4
18661   
18662   cOIIflitted beyond 1-hot.
18663   ,PariiOipani.B at
18664   T~o
18665   
18666   The next step will be £or i.ba Community
18667   
18668   t.o J<eeommend to their five
18669   
18670   J)al'"tmll"S
18671   
18672   f.bflt they
18673   
18674   imdoriake utional commitments - as t.he fo\U" ha\'e done - l'lithin the
18675   ~emll M1'd~£
18676   . .
18677   
18678   total, and tha-t agreemc:mt on thin should bo
18679   -
18680   
18681   -.c.W#ft not later than at . ..
18682   ~'
18683   
18684   tlu~
18685   
18686   ·-
18687   
18688   l>Itblin Europe.:JJ\ Council in. lnto
18689   
18690   I ttt)uld not expect great difficult.ienJ
18691   
18692   we -have
18693   
18694   ~lHa,ys
18695   
18696   -
18697   
18698   luui a foi.i~v cleaT' idea. of individual country tft.X'g~ts within the _
18699   St~asbovg
18700   
18701   f'rruoework.
18702   
18703   ~~e
18704   
18705   -teat fot- -the Communit.Y and for the WeDtem lfO:rld as
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18706   
18707   ·I,,
18708   
18709   -1~
18710   
18711   between economic
18712   
18713   gro~~b
18714   
18715   and the
18716   
18717   co~ption
18718   
18719   of oil.
18720   
18721   This is
18722   
18723   not 8D. inherent Or pre-ordained link.
18724   
18725   It haB Etrloted only f'0'1' nbout
18726   
18727   ·25 or ao years - li1:t.le RiOre.
18728   
18729   ..
18730   
18731   than a tenth of thtl periOd aineo tho
18732   
18733   begl!mi.ng of the l.ndu.stria.l RnVc.llut.ion.--.. 'lffit --ito B~ring is -- -· 

........ . easeutW. Those r.ountriea or groupB of coUAtries l<hich :f·au to
18734   do .it Will riftk finding
18735   tbemB~lVeB
18736   
18737   dinoaa,um
18738   
18739   Of the industrial
18740   
18741   lrol-14.
18742   
18743   or
18744   
18745   the ninr;,teen nineties .. 19Vll'79 10 01
18746   
18747   1
18748   
18749   The ponalties
18750   --·--·<
18751   
18752   -~i 'win- d.Pwd
18753   
18754   of failure ,.IU'(\ themselvea a. aUmu.lu.eJ on- our cap~ltyr~eporul~ 

···-!Phat'upponee ce.n.uot
18755   
18756   to
18757   
18758   /
18759   
18760   be made by government& alone. . Tbrou'ghw-t: aociet,y--and at every
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18761   
18762   lovel we )Mlve to erente a greater
18763   
18764   ~eilna
18765   
18766   of jolnt rcBpo:n..aibility,
18767   
18768   -····----·-----·--------····---···-····-'···-··-·------------·-·-·-------·~-·-···---

·-··-···-·---···--·-------·--·-·--···----···----. 
....................................................................................
....................................................... .

18769   
18770   - 5 ·n..;ereot.or-willlngn.~sa
18771   
18772   -.....
18773   
18774   :-~.,;..
18775   
18776   to Bha:re aoorificea Q1Ul._t9""tPko .... . ··. - . ..··- d&oin!onJJ
18777   ~ ~
18778   
18779   tbg$the~. -TJ.tiu uill r.e<J.~liro muoh widll:t' "Unrleratandtng_ ~ the
18780   ..
18781   
18782   - · iJJsu.ca Which -fae.-ils; of tha tragil1t.Y. of--···-·· eeonott~ies, of thoour 

....... . ... - .... -vlilnenibllity of our ·societ~;-~B··~ wbQ~~---~ -~j~~-- WD3 
IDOH

18783   -~.·.::·
18784   
18785   --·-·--
18786   
18787   ·'-
18788   
18789   ··.
18790   
18791   :~·-·
18792   
18793   aro ,;;
18794   
18795   vUlnerable
18796   .
18797   
18798   than in the failure whioh pTeBcmt rlevG"\,a of
18799   
18800   \
18801   
18802   unetnplOJ'IIlent repraaent, above all for the younger genbr-ation., ,
18803   
18804   '
18805   
18806   \
18807   
18808   on- l&.om
18809   W1U
18810   
18811   ~eepona1b111ty
18812   
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18813   for our futuret :the tutUN or
18814   
18815   ~
18816   
18817   aooiety,
18818   
18819   \
18820   
18821   rem •..
18822   
18823   0\ter most of the troubled decade of t)us Severitioa we
18824   have isouat1t without BUeceas a tlJrmanio ilupulao to nplaae that &biol!
18825   
18826   .Was_ giV<tl1
18827   \that had
18828   
18829   to
18830   
18831   0\U'
18832   
18833   econamio& in 1-he fif'tioa and. sbtiea, £ii-at by
18834   ~read
18835   
18836   the needs of post.-tmr reeoll&truction and 1Jlen. by the
18837   previou&l~
18838   f!lnBS
18839   
18840   of
18841   
18842   been tboU8ht or aa privileged sto.ndalds of'
18843   of our llopulations..
18844   a11d
18845   
18846   living to t.be
18847   
18848   The :h:t\1&}9i-toent demzu-..da of
18849   nlternati~a
18850   
18851   cner81·conservation and
18852   ,,~;rt
18853   
18854   of a massive exploitation of
18855   
18856   r~newnblo
18857   
18858   sources of energy could. greo:tly cont-.dlmt.e t.o such
18859   
18860   .i.Dq)ulse.
18861   
18862   It cO\Ud he a stimulus comparable wU.h 'the onset or
18863   
18864   i.}le rttUWl\Y age in t,h.e inid{\le of_ tbt!· nineteenth C?eni\U)r~
18865   ~-~.higher
18866   
18867   --It could
18868   
18869   1nves-trormt
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18870   19VIl79
18871   
18872   10 01
18873   
18874   B\tt we cannot find tbia i.lbpulee only in the old industr-ial
18875   
18876   co'Qlltriea..
18877   ~
18878   
18879   Already t.he Community depends eubatantiBlls on its
18880   
18881   _ trade with the thiro world.. The recovery of o\U" mm eoonom:\c;~a . ....... 

.......... ...... ..,·.. . CI.I'U\flt be diOBOoiated f'rom tbe tlevel<>pmen't (Jf 
tbe po~er_ countrieBr

18882   
18883   ·_
18884   
18885   ~~·~ ..
18886   
18887   aud_ the a~owtb. 1Jl world ld.de cbmumci t 'WttJl now
18888   
18889   ptrt.
18890   
18891   at risk by th~
18892   
18893   _·.tnoreaae. in oil prioea. RIU:'ely have ev~ta ao olearl)' demoJl.B'trated.
18894   
18895   .
18896   
18897   th& essential
18898   
18899   inte~opendenee
18900   
18901   of the modern world.
18902   
18903   _.- .··~
18904   
18905   .·
18906   :
18907   
18908   . I
18909   
18910   •.. '
18911   \
18912   
18913   -·<:
18914   ··.·): ._;_.: --~
18915   
18916   . .
18917   
18918   .
18919   
18920   -···
18921   
18922   .
18923   
18924   .-
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18925   
18926   \
18927   
18928   \
18929   
18930   . -';. ·.. <;"-·
18931   ·..•
18932   
18933   -
18934   
18935   6 -. • ·_-:
18936   
18937   - .:. .. - ...
18938   ......
18939   
18940   ..c·-·
18941   
18942   &i.o
18943   was on
18944   
18945   .. :,·._- ·· . "'•;· Aftb& ~tJPetm tot1noil·at.~St~bOUJ'B 1 we/had;& first
18946   
18947   .. .... . . .
18948   
18949   ~oP.~jit..~;;m,-·t)rospeo~·-f-or~-tli~~CM!DiU.niiy. up
18950   . ·
18951   ""·~: ·-··•··
18952   
18953   to ..1990.......1J'bis
18954   ""'":~"'"'"'..........
18955   
18956   ···· · ····· · · ............w.w.~lk8
18957   ·:··
18958   ·-:
18959   "":.:--~_.."}_
18960   
18961   ·· ·· ·-···~· ::.t~···4; .. _ :.·..: ........ ~,;-.:.._ . .-.. 

:·.~;.~~n·_-;-:~;L~:~··>-..
18962   
18963   .·
18964   
18965   _ .,..____ •; ...... ...
18966   
18967   _ ·-_:..~~;~::~:..::.~~~-~-~---~~'- '"'".. ::~::.: ..
18968   
18969   .......... ;._.,:...._ .........•.-.;.:..!~.i;.,.~~-~:-....·. . 

·,·:~"~.'·::<~~:~·- ~-~:::~_:-::··.~_... :....... -~-..."'!"----,..~····· . ..,.: 
. . . ~ ...-:-<".............

18970   
18971   .. . . . .~:u. _1-etlU"Jt nt ·the enA ot lfovembor-.
18972   .......
18973   ·;~
18974   
18975   t&ii~a-:·at. a: ColiiifJ.l1~rloa papw·-to··wr.u.:c1Ctha··"'tlft:ti'~~ean-~~.mciY 

..... .::.·.·:·.·'" .. .. . . -,~ _.;~-~ ..... ··-·····~-:·'-: ·....... ·.. - -- 

.. ·-.
18976   ... :·,.._ _. ... ..... ;
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18977   -~·
18978   
18979   : . ....... .:~-·.
18980   
18981   ·-·
18982   
18983   ...
18984   
18985   '· -~~ ·::~~-:':'::'~':.
18986   
18987   ···
18988   
18989   -.
18990   
18991   ~-
18992   
18993   . ..
18994   
18995   ~-
18996   
18997   . ...
18998   
18999   .
19000   
19001   ~-~·:
19002   
19003   ..•.. In tbia Pf.lp&r
19004   .
19005   
19006   we
19007   
19008   identified.
19009   
19010   tl
19011   
19012   number of important t.r.enda
19013   .
19014   
19015   ·lfnd· ~ £or -the Community in the world..
19016   
19017   First 1 delnogJ"aphic.
19018   
19019   ~e ~arged GOnawni-ts'a
19020   
19021   Sbm or vo~ld vDtmlation io l~ely to
19022   
19023   . "fall ttOm tn'Otm·1~ to 5~ by -tb& fmd of the oont.uey. But. it will
19024   
19025   ..
19026   
19027   .
19028   
19029   ,....:
19030   
19031   . . . . . . . . . . . . -<
19032   
19033   ~1-~
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19034   
19035   .be
19036   
19037   P,...-ti!~ularly high in thn pooro:r regions C.Jf the Communityt
19038   
19039   -:·~_evanliOre
19040   
19041   ao
19042   
19043   S,.U. tboae 00\.U\triea soeking <mt,ry•.
19044   
19045   I:n.. ~~c:s_e __
19046   
19047   -- ...
19048   
19049   --
19050   
19051   .-. . resiona: 'the growt~ or t.be lelJour. foroe ma.y -ind~ed cont~\l.e ~t:~r 

1~85. :..
19052   
19053   Du.t
19054   
19055   ilt the· 00Ja1JWtit7 g~nerally that
19056   
19057   '$eM will -nm-k
19058   
19059   ~ fillnl'P
19060   
19061   . ~fi
19062   
19063   'or ':-t~·
19064   
19065   ~te:r4d'ter
19066   
19067   W(J
19068   
19069   will b& faced with
19070   
19071   an ageing
19072   liOl'k
19073   
19074   -· cPOpul.a.tion, am\ a. stabilisation and then diminution of the
19075   
19076   fwcs available to au.st.ain -t-hr:f tt.Y»amism of our econO!Diea n.l:ul to
19077   S'U.ppttrt Ulia ageing population ..
19078   
19079   '19Vii'l9
19080   
19081   10 01
19082   ;··
19083   
19084   r?
19085   
19086   These population tr(illt).a 1 \dtll their geo8f'apbioa.l distribution,
19087   
19088   --.u their
19089   -~J..y
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19090   
19091   Bharp m14""'l'eriod cbange of direction, increase the
19092   
19093   c~lexit~oa
19094   
19095   of dealing with our
19096   ·1~1.
19097   
19098   efi!Pl~&nt probl~ ..
19099   
19100   ·In the
19101   
19102   1oa.ra at
19103   
19104   the· dif'ficul.tiea o_r prov'iding ~loYJnent
19105   But
19106   
19107   · for· aU thoae seeking it will certainly nat. be diminia)J&tl..
19108   ........ ....... ......·
19109   ~.,;::.····
19110   
19111   -~;:,.·}~':_····
19112   
19113   -.
19114   
19115   .J4t--4il.e-=l~:r:.3.'~~..w coult:L.f.i'nil oureelfta with a labour 

i'Q.r.q~::·:···.::·..-:. .. ·-' ~ ......... _. -•<f':cc-~~:·~-,.. · . _·_ ..... 
·:.-:.-~ =~-~~,~~:~~·,...,.~-----~ ·.·· .:.,._:_:_-_· .. :.... .......:!:":.'.~: . 
..... . ·:..::~:".....11bi~,OOUld be taad~t&_ ~~-~on to.th&"-'~ot(il ~ul.a.tion 
\ibose . ·---.·· .: ........................-...... ··-··· 
--.-.-~--~~--.................. :-····· ---....... ·-·: ~~ Or u.viog it hu to 
murtain ..- ·~a·· p:tei*j~t. · waaktl~BJf:oi~ .. .

19116   -~~~;_: -~.-:
19117   IIIE ••, ...• .. ..-.··
19118   
19119   -the .lellour wket
19120   ·~
19121   
19122   Very na.tur~ly 9n.C0Ul'Dg'SB
19123   
19124   dcm$hda tor .Sbortor
19125   
19126   ••••••••.-••••····-···•••••••·--·····•·•"••...'··•·--·•••••••·•·h··••·•••·-··--•n-• 

.................................______ ,............................. - ••..• 
~•••.•..••.••••.•.•...•.•.... ·•····•· ···•·····-···- ·· · · · · •M•• ····-- •• • 
•· ••• •••••• ••••• ••••• •• " "... , ... , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.-;.;;,~~ . . ;.;,a .. : •.:u ....... ,,uuti7.
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19128   -----------
19129   
19130   -
19131   
19132   ~-.1 .
19133   
19134   ..
19135   lifotitbat
19136   
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19137   w.o~ pe,;ioda, Wbetbe):' over 'the "'"~' the year .or tJla
19138   
19139   · .. aiJd·'tbose o~
19140   .
19141   ~
19142   
19143   be app.roaehod \{ith understan~ Mtl B.VJI'lP&~~·. But
19144   .. ...... .
19145   
19146   ·: -R~ tb$ Bam~ t1ru~. tlle,Y-..111\LSt be Been in 't~e context. ot 'IJle p£K;\lliar
19147   .
19148   
19149   .
19150   
19151   .
19152   
19153   It io
19154   
19155   alB()
19156   
19157   likEtl..V thia:t, even ~n reaaonab)¥ f'avcm:rable
19158   
19159   atJ~ptiona,--the C<IJ1lilrun1tyta Bh~ ~f wo_rld ireda wiU ahribk
19160   .. 9~t'
19161   
19162   1~ 3Ga.t:a from 2CfJ·
19163   
19164   to· around 1~ . fbi~ i~: m' flha.i.P. contrast
19165   on
19166   '
19167   . r •• ·.
19168   
19169   .
19170   
19171   .~ . · -~~- -~-~ltiev~.e?lt ~ver. the-·_paSt tWtt_a,~i&~~,. -~ -~-~. major
19172   1mpllo$tiona for
19173   
19174   C{llllfiJ~i~y :W~tr.r and ioi. :ov wi~~G
19175   -·.'
19176   
19177   ..
19178   • ·-·:·
19179   
19180   ~
19181   
19182   •
19183   
19184   •• .r
19185   
19186   now. ahould
19187   . . .. . .
19188   
19189   \fO
19190   
19191   a.pproaob tbia prospect ? P.i:J'Gt,.., it i$
19192   .
19193   
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19194   · ~orative for the COinUlunity "to develop
19195   
19196   ~oro .
19197   
19198   specialisation
19199   i~
19200   
19201   · w1thin_'t.he
19202   
19203   W'ea.G
19204   
19205   on wli1cb
19206   
19207   empl~ent
19208   
19209   witllin our eeon.Oifiiea
19210   
19211   etil_l heavily dapendent.
19212   
19213   Second, we
19214   
19215   must f"aoe up tc,, the need
19216   continuous
19217   modemiRatio)l
19218   
19219   to bq c~mpetiti.vc tlu'Qugb improved productivity,
19220   -~IA!'t.ti~n t~ mro~ket requ.ircment_a,
19221   ·::·
19222   
19223   and
19224   
19225   eon~o.nt
19226   
19227   · ~ .of··· 1niluririal plant. Third,- we fillall need more eff~ctht(sly to ..
19228   .
19229   
19230   ::de~loy <tbe strongth
19231   -~
19232   
19233   \<lO have throU&}l ou.r cw.mon
19234   
19235   co~erci.al policies
19236   
19237   the· ~ommunity ia to eUJrcisa the weight it. ahoull,l in tbe world
19238   
19239   t.ra.d.ing ayotem.
19240   ..
19241   
19242   .
19243   
19244   · I W1Bh to· <lraw particular attention to the silent
19245   l:'Wolu:Uon in our a.tfairs
19246   ~presented·
19247   
19248   by the
19249   ott.e~
19250   
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19251   &dv~
19252   
19253   of high
19254   
19255   ·- ·'tecbnolo&Y into our daily l~ven.
19256   
19257   It
19258   
19259   ·u
19260   
19261   aaid t}Jat we havo
19262   
19263   no
19264   
19265   option but -to accommodate O\ll'BEtlvea to ·this revoltttion.
19266   
19267   l
19268   
19269   SO furtheJO.. We have to ~er it.. Alread$ it dominate& a . . . .. . . -· onl~· 

.141~le ~ of i»dW.-t.ries and aervicea, ~ wbio~ I need/mention
19270   .. OOJnpllti'Jra, oOIIDDunica.tiona, vehicles, bankinS and finance, Jna.Obine•
19271   ·········~··-······················-···-k············::.....•!~.~~!....~~ and 

eneineerlDg and all .pHOision instl':Ulllente.
19272   •
19273   
19274   oohooo>ooOOoo~UUoooooooo
19275   
19276   At th(i
19277   
19278   ... _ . _ , . , , , , , , , , . _ , , , , , , , , , , , , . , , , _ , , , , , , . 

, . . ,,,,,,,,u,ooooooooo;oooooooooooo••ouooooo_o:,_ _ _ 
,,_•*'"u...-,.:Ooooooooooo••••••••••••••••••••••o•ooooo

19279   
19280   I$~{
19281   
19282   / ..:•
19283   
19284   · ...... --·--
19285   
19286   ----------~--...
19287   
19288   19VI!'7'9····...TU..i'f6.........
19289   
19290   . ... . ...... -. - ·- ~ .. ·-. ~-"'~ ~ ·. ,. '--·----:~~-~-:-:~~~::~~-;:~~ ~~~~ 

~~ . ~-'-,~~-:~~-=~~~~-7 --·----·-~=_--:~:_:.~-I~::-_::~}!~J~--~;~:~~·.: 
:~~~:;·;~_:.:::·-=-~···· =-· .••.-•.-·.. ......................~:.:.,> -- ....

19291   
19292   .,........ ·. ·.:.··. _., ..
19293   
19294   .
19295   
19296   -·.~-·-··
19297   
19298   ---.. .-~.....-._-- . :.-....
19299   
19300   --:...~-~-:~~=~-~~";:--·
19301   
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19302   '1i"
19303   
19304   -~~-:~·--:~~-::;~:~:~~~~~:!:-~~~s~~~;:~.:=r ;s ~~, no.!.?~~et ~t~ 1, :s~o-:·~.::~U 

·r~~~~t~-t---·-~~·:~· ..;: ~~-:;~:;,:,·.::~.:~-~-J
19305   
19306   ... -~::·~~:·:~:~;_::_:,~-~:e~~j.::~'Oil~~~~:.~~;~:~'"~~:;;_:· . ·-· _, •.. :~- . 

•:~' ;~ .
19307   . ·. ::-~:~:·~·::-:~:.:... ...
19308   .............
19309   
19310   ··.:< .·.. ~-
19311   
19312   _
19313   
19314   ilt 't;lt&'nbt
19315   
19316   d'iicnae.~·- cj)i~--ti.nil· ci~a~lv~~ eqiiibe~;.hetween
19317   
19318   · -
19319   
19320   . h~~ ~~~-~~~ o.Pin&. tx>~tiies t4ii~li ·have -~~~-~~!¥.:~iw~ls ···:·~~--·:::: ~ 

~:~·:;_: .~~-~~~;-__- ::~·.···. -· .. .. ...... ant\-'Oq:Q;lpaQDt ltlli.cb·· 
·,;1::111 ·gtm&t-a:te much or th~ wwtb. and

19321   - . - · . .: • • .. • •
19322   
19323   ~
19324   
19325   ....,
19326   
19327   ~~-
19328   
19329   ........
19330   
19331   9
19332   
19333   '
19334   
19335   ~
19336   
19337   ,
19338   
19339   -·--·~.-.-.·.·--·~1-:!~-·_--
19340   
19341   -::.·. . . . .~ ... ·
19342   
19343   ~-
19344   
19345   ~--·~·--
19346   
19347   -~~.~-··~·-·... ·-·
19348   
19349   .
19350   
19351   _-:::.-.: . __. _-
19352   
19353   . --
19354   
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19355   emplOl'JD_eJd.. Wltbiu tl:vJ ·Gi.l~in& £ctml'llmit.y,. .· · _··:~-·~·::::: :·
19356   "•"<••-
19357   
19358   .................
19359   
19360   ~·-
19361   
19362   ~-;~·~
19363   
19364   -··-=---.·- ......·--· .
19365   
19366   .,..........
19367   
19368   'lfii::t:-l#t.~:.!lt.~foH.. bsl1e.vuu ·it . -. ~. . .• . .. . .
19369   ~:-·-··
19370   
19371   that we -
19372   
19373   . ."""''"·'"·······~
19374   ·····-·.
19375   
19376   ·
19377   
19378   .................-...... . .
19379   
19380   .................... ·.... .......
19381   
19382   ................ .. .....,. .......
19383   
19384   C&J.,1't.Y ot. :~IU\Y . (f))Q ·. . .. ....
19385   .
19386   ~ ~
19387   
19388   . .. .C•f' tbt: Member .StB.t'Gs. t.o- Undertake ~n it~ . . .. -- - .
19389   •.
19390   --~
19391   
19392   . . .··· ··· poliPi.~S ~"duplicated researeh.. pr{)gt'aml!I&S ara 8J.miily .~Cit 

good :~.,._~":":'~·-~..~-~~i~i;!lf.:$j!ft~~;~:··~'"' ....... ~: .. ··.·.::,:.~~-~ 
. ··. ~ .. . . ..... ~-- - · ., ·· ·· · ....e~_Oli8b• ··Ucnoo We 
~(f"'\lfttt•1fe"'bh~·~~fl rt COJmltll.nity... .

19393   ""' • • • • ... M . : . - . : •• : ••
19394   
19395   -.o.;'··~:s~~r-ate i~tional ma.rkcta, sGpar~~~~~~ii~~l-~ure~e~t . - ,.... -· .......
19396   ·.~:· ·~· '~:.
19397   
19398   -. :;··.·.......... _.
19399   . . . . .. . ,
19400   
19401   ....
19402   
19403   •
19404   
19405   •·
19406   
19407   ;.
19408   
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19409   •
19410   
19411   ••
19412   
19413   .• •
19414   
19415   -•
19416   
19417   .•
19418   
19419   ••
19420   
19421   .•
19422   
19423   ~::'":7."·~-~:~·:~~-"'""(+;-;,~~:.;;,.;,.,..,_..,;,'-..
19424   ..._.,,.__ _._.
19425   -·~
19426   
19427   · • ·:·: ...::~,- i:,- ... ~~--·· -~~-·f"o,..·
19428   
19429   ' .~ ~--: -.· _........ __ ;.._·~-~-- ~- ..... -·· ' •• ~-~..
19430   ,· • ••
19431   
19432   ·W146
19433   
19434   ~oa~~:. &iid ·devalot~~J1t.. progrard'ma -~~ed~® a cornrutm· ·· ·
19435   _..,.. ••.
19436   •
19437   
19438   -~.. _ ~· .::.
19439   
19440   - .................. ,.,.
19441   ••
19442   
19443   :-· -
19444   
19445   ...
19446   
19447   ... ....
19448   
19449   . .. ·p,ijf)bilreinent pO-li~.Y ·and an CJPCs-n European ~fi~~ · f!r;r eloot~ontc ·
19450   -
19451   
19452   p~~-
19453   
19454   ..~ ·
19455   ...._ ...
19456   
19457   •• .... .
19458   
19459   ·-~--
19460   
19461   .
19462   
19463   -~e
19464   '-·
19465   
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19466   .
19467   
19468   .
19469   
19470   -the .eocial. oonsequenceu 1 and f;i.nd means CJf··avoicl.hlg
19471   
19472   ~
19473   
19474   ..
19475   
19476   .....~'hia· ie not tho tt.me·-: :io ]ff41ilne tb~oo id~ 1~.~;lrn.t
19477   
19478   - .. -·,;:·-··
19479   
19480   you
19481   ..-.·• •"'!"i-.....-·
19482   
19483   ·-···· ·.. J.~ :~-~:_:~;.:~it.i'a.,~~f~cto::~t-r ~~~~~:~ Iii>:~~::,:::~:: ·-~- -•
19484   · ···
19485   
19486   ·. ·· -·_:.'.<~.
19487   
19488   ::S.:;:~-~JJ~:~~thai th~a ~oi\a~--~~:1 l1~~-~~~~~~~fo!rwrf1 be
19489   
19490   ·· :::; ~~,·:·:;l~,or;,f~·~i!t ~o,·-~;:.~.
19491   ... ..
19492   ...
19493   ·-
19494   
19495   --~:. ~~~ enttt.r,priae.,ll'.. the Co!J!1Iiim:lty.;,_;ifS•>to ~iJ.)..:_MOng :t)le
19496   
19497   .
19498   
19499   ...... ~·&.•.-
19500   
19501   ...... ·""·~'
19502   ·-
19503   
19504   ......
19505   
19506   ~
19507   
19508   --·~·-····
19509   .... .•. :.- .-
19510   
19511   ........
19512   
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19514   
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19519   .
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19524   
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19528   
19529   •.
19530   
19531   ..:. . -·····
19532   
19533   ~
19534   
19535   ......
19536   
19537   -.... •·.... ;;-.. --- . . . . .
19538   ..
19539   
19540   .·~.. .-~: .
19541   _
19542   
19543   ··· ····
19544   
19545   · '"·· . -. ~~·-·.·.r. -.
19546   
19547   -·-...... ....:~
19548   
19549   ....
19550   
19551   ~
19552   
19553   ...... ~· : ·..
19554   /
19555   - .., ... ;.,. ...... - ••
19556   •
19557   
19558   _·.
19559   
19560   .....
19561   
19562   - ... ...
19563   
19564   ....
19565   
19566   ~ -~
19567   
19568   . .......-
19569   
19570   ··~:·;·~.::~.: '.·
19571   •.
19572   
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19579   
19580   ...... ........
19581   
19582   ·_·
19583   
19584   -.
19585   
19586   -~~--
19587   
19588   !"..:..·:.: •.
19589   
19590   ---~~-----·-- &.~ ~--~/~~-,."..
19591   ..
19592   
19593   .-
19594   
19595   :...·: ... : . . . . .
19596   
19597   .. : · · - : ·• • • - · · · -
19598   
19599   '·.-:_~~~f:::.:·· -~-, ,.~;~=_-~=;~~·. ~~~,-~:,~~~~:~~~?_n~f:~~. ~~· -~ ~~~01~~ 

...~ ~--.
19600   .
19601   
19602   ~~···.:>.--
19603   
19604   ~~:· ·to~·_: ::~·-:::::·
19605   
19606   ..... ···:. ~..-~·:,~,.;.preuon.t~ a
19607   
19608   iitt.,,;,'l~M-.~;.;..
19609   
19610   _nu--.,. . _.._;,.;. ,;..taGUilt~~~~~~bilit.j'· t·o·'mi}~i: ):f.'::.~~~p~j~fj: 

eriii~til-li""~(ij~-:(t~
19611   ••~.. 

u-u-.a.u-.,..,•bhlth.-.lPnt~.,...;.........._..•.,....m~IU.t.fS!.i"U;~~.:.,:/J;i"-;;
,,....:l< - ~-~-:.... ~: ~,~-~-.

19612   
19613   ..·.- -... . .'I.-~:~~~~~.·:.~:.. :·~.: ..·.:.. ::~-=--~~-~::· ___·:·~- .• ,~ . . 

-_· ~ .....
19614   
19615   f'oJW-idable
19616   
19617   cbftil~·to
19618   
19619   -tba· Co~ity.·.~.-.~·t8
19620   
19621   -···..:~--~~:,._~;.·
19622   
19623   ·.· . .
19624   
19625   . . ...
19626   
19627   ...... :.. -
19628   
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19631   
19632   - ;..:.-.- • ••. - :;:_• ... _. ..,.- .:.. ._., :;-;.! ._._...~·":!.".'· ....... 

·~"'~'"'~»•h>n.;~.;n;,.,.,,.,,.,ma,,.,,;.;.. ~.q...:u U _'") C\ • • _"1: ::t 
•·-'•:C.·::.

19633   
19634   ... - .. .::.: ..:o,:-..
19635   
19636   ..
19637   
19638   -,.- . . . ~1""'fl...,.~.,...••.. ~...... ~w·-···
19639   
19640   ,
19641   
19642   faced ua for too 1·ong.. Here I mako two points •..
19643   \
19644   
19645   l.
19646   
19647   j
19648   
19649   • deoisiol:Ul the cost of tllo Common Agricultural Policy will oonU.nue
19650   
19651   to incroaae at. an alartn.blB and,. 1n the Commiaai.onts view, -an
19652   unaoce~able
19653   
19654   rate.
19655   
19656   It ie now quito probable tbat.nexi
19657   
19658   ~&kr
19659   
19660   will
19661   
19662   existi.XJ8 form will suffice to cover the bw:f8et on wltioh agrioultu:re counts 

_1:or suoh u large part. This state of affairs calls fox- the
19663   
19664   ·most serious attention i f we are_ to avoid a major er1a1a affecting tllo
19665   loDg~-tem
19666   
19667   futuro of the agricultUTal policy.
19668   
19669   ~
19670   t
19671   
19672   !
19673   
19674   Second we must· enaul"e that the budgetary
19675   ~-"'!·oo:~~~~--~·····~"·----·~,~.,. 'f.'l'~!"~ ~
19676   
19677   ~atem
19678   
19679   , in its
19680   
19681   offcots on the oituat~on ~f individual Metbber Mates, is fair._ At
19682   the
19683   
19684   l'eq\t~~ ~~:f' th;,..El~p;m· -Counc1i;"'~e~coJilllltuatO»··~h¥· em.l~~-~-r~--- -..
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19685   .
19686   
19687   ..
19688   
19689   .·
19690   
19691   . .
19692   
19693   -
19694   
19695   •
19696   
19697   . ._ .. --·-·· ,.,.,-......
19698   
19699   ·\tpon an objeo-t.ive study of t.he bu.dg&ta.cy
19700   
19701   situat~®,
19702   
19703   toki.nS. into
19704   
19705   -
19706   
19707   act-.,mJat the economic, financial and social effects '!f eaCh U&Jnbar
19708   
19709   Stateta participation
19710   
19711   i.n.
19712   
19713   the Coliiinunity.
19714   
19715   Atter the Co\Uloil of
19716   
19717   Economio tm.d Fi:nance Miniat era baa been neisod of our atwly, tnc
19718   CoJJUDiesion will. bririg forward proposals "for dealing witb the prC1blem. This 

ldll be 1ri time for the European Council in Dublin to be
19719   tt-:ble
19720   
19721   to take the neoenaor,y deoiaions.
19722   
19723   -~~
19724   
19725   Community haD alread3 achieved mnoh for its oitieens over
19726   We have ahown ourselves capable of evolving
19727   in.&tituU.~_
19728   ~
19729   
19730   the put twont;y years. ··
19731   ~
19732   
19733   davelopin& within a common
19734   .
19735   '
19736   
19737   framework.
19738   
19739   lfe f'aoe major
19740   .
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19741   
19742   problems. Eut we should
19743   depreeaion~
19744   
19745   .
19746   
19747   -
19748   
19749   .
19750   
19751   certa~
19752   
19753   not be
19754   
19755   o~ro~ ~
19756   
19757   a sanae of immobile
19758   
19759   1979. is the year in which we have put
19760   
19761   in place the new
19762   
19763   European Monetary S)tatemJ
19764   
19765   the year in wtliol1 w welcomed 9ne new ){@her :into
19766   the
19767   
19768   . -. -·"---......~··-···-······-·-·-··-···....t.......·· ...... "~viA 

hl"'u.elrt.....tQ_~---~-cm~.~UBion major trade nr,gotiationa ..................- 
..- ................·---...- 
....................................'J'S·Vtt79-·:·..··1-0--:-i-9-····· ··

19769   
19770   . the OO!IIDUDJ;ty -~ got. dowu. to the negotiations with Spain and Portugal;
19771   
19772   r
19773   
19774   l
19775   
19776   I
19777   
19778   ...
19779   .--.,.
19780   
19781   -
19782   
19783   10 -
19784   
19785   dil•oot elcctiOUS.. brou&lit
19786   
19787   ll
19788   
19789   new and
19790   
19791   ],U)'WOI"ful
19792   
19793   d~OC:ratic
19794   
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19795   -
19796   
19797   imp&tUB -
19798   
19799   to our Comnn.llli t.y frntllawork.
19800   
19801   That iu not t-llC~ pioturo of a st~t
19802   t~
19803   
19804   or atatic
19805   
19806   ~op&.
19807   
19808   lt ie the Commisaionts
19809   
19810   to identify
19811   f'or th&
19812   
19813   Wi~t
19814   
19815   can b& done and what nb<n1ld be dons oa a
19816   
19817   Co.m~mmit¥
19818   
19819   Conmrunit~··
19820   
19821   In that taak wa look forward to the encouragement and the B.P\U' of
19822   
19823   tbiB Houso_in what I -oelieve will be a pa:rlnerahip based on .ebared ideals and 

common objectiveB •
19824   
19825   •
19826   •
19827   
19828   A
19829   
19830   v
19831   
19832   19\1\\79
19833   
19834   10SO
19835   
19836   •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•~···-•-•••·•-·-•-•••••••••••---·•!\.•·-·---·•••••

-·•~··---·-·•·-·•····-:--··••••••·-··-•••••••·-······--··--···•····•-·••••·•·······-
-...............-..-...,....._...,,._.,.........,.,.,,..,..,,.,.,...,,,..,,u,~n•n"••
••••"•'"''""""""""····

19837   
19838   **** *year_1979 *date_1979-02-13 *place_Luxembourg
19839   
19840   European Community
19841   
19842   j
19843   
19844   No.
19845   
19846   7/1979
19847   
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19848   February 23, 1979
19849   
19850   TRANSATLANTIC TIES STRENGTHENED FURTHER
19851   Scientific and technological cooperation offers ''a significant and hopeful field 

for future work together" between the United States and the European Community, 
Mr. Roy Jenkins, President of the EC Comm-ission, be 1 i eves. Delivering his 
annual state of the Community message to the European Parliament in Luxembourg on 
February 13, Mr. Jenkins said the close relationship between the two trading blocs 
had developed further during recent months. Apart from a steady flow of high level 
exchanges between Washington and Brussels, President Carter had visited the 
Commission early last year and he, himself, had been to the White House for a 
further round of discussions in December, Mr. Jenkins added. These meetings had 
enabled them to review the main issues conditioning the relationship between the 
two largest trading powers in the world and to explore the possibilities for new 
fields of cooperation. The other major foreign policy achievement for the 
Community during thP past year, Mr. Jenkins said, was the trade agreement 
concluded with China la~t April. When Peking decided to open up and to increase 
its international exchanges, the Community was among the first to whom China 
turned. He said he was confident that during the current year the Community could 
"develop its trade and understanding with China still further."

19852   
19853   Washington office: 2100 M Street NW Washington DC 20037 I telephone (202) 862-9500 

I telex 89-539 EURCOM
19854   EUROPEAN COMMUNITY INFORMATION SERVICE
19855   
19856   New York office: 1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, 245 E 47th Street New York, New York 

10017 I Telephone: (212) 371-3804
19857   
19858   -2MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS In some other sectors of foreign policy, 

however, the Community still faced "difficulties and dilemmas", Mr. Jenkins said. 
"These have been underlined in two vitally important negotiations which are now 
coming to a conclusion•• -- the multilateral trade negotiations and the talks to 
conclude a new trade and aid treaty with developing countries in Africa, the 
Caribbean and the Pacific which will replace the existing Lome Convention. The 
Community had to ensure that any new trade system contained its own checks and 
balances. The Community had, for example, found it necessary to introduce measures 
to protect employment in certain industries like textiles, steel and shipbuilding 
which suffer acutely from overcapacity and excess labor. Such measures would be 
acceptable to trading partners like the United States and developing countries 
only if they were accompanied by active and responsible policies to adapt the 
Community's economies to new circumstances. ECONOMIC SUMMITS Needless to say the 
Community was not alone in facing the problem of finding its place in a constantly 
changing world economy, Mr. Jenkins said. The regular western economic summits had 
a particular significance in promoting interdependence betwee'n the world's major 
trading partners. Economic summits, which ha'd now become a permanent feature of 
international life, were beginning to make 11 a major and welcome contribution to 
the management of the wo r 1d econom/ 1 • The Community had and would continue to 
play a significant role in these summits. Mr. Jenkins said he hoped that during 
future summits the Community, fortified by the new European Monetary System (EMS) 
would be able to play a more positive role in discussion of international monetary 
problems. While he was in no sense suggesting a down-grading of the role of the 
International Monetary Fund, a greater degree of understanding among summit 
participants about the management of their currencies would be beneficial. THE 
EUROPEAN MONETARY SYSTEM Mr. Jenkins said it was a matter for profound regret that 
the EMS had not been launched at the beginnirig of this year as originally 
planned. Nevertheless he believed that the political will existed for a solution 
to the problems besetting the system and that it would soon be found. New efforts 
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were required, he said, to reinforce and sustain the EMS and to make an impact on 
the Communrty 1 s deep rooted economic problems. first, .member states of the 
Community must act to improve coordination of their policies as they had promised 
at last year's heads of government meeting in Bremen. Second, improvements must be 
introduced to ensure

19859   
19860   -3a better balance of economic activity inside the Community. The · as to increase 

the flow of goods and services between member aim w · states by, for example, 
further reducing non-tarl'ff barr1ers. Th'1r d , the Community needed to deal with 
the special problems of the less prosperous member states. The Commission was 
looking closely at the various ways in which it could help narrow the gap betwen 
the affluent and the less well-off member countries. AGRICULTURAL POLICY Turning 
to the common agricultural policy, Mr. Jenkins said the situation was worse than a 
year ago. ''Milk production is accelerating, while consumption is static. Every 
third ton of sugar that we produce is exported with the aid of an all too 
substantial subsidy," he said. That was why the Commission was this year insisting 
"on the need for a rigorous price policy" for as long as the market imbalances 
lasted. "That means a general freeze in the common prices for the coming season," 
he said. A YEAR OF CHANGE FOR THE COMMUNITY The cominq twelve months would be a 
more momentous year of change for the Community than it had seen for some time, 
Mr. Jenkins predicted. It should see the full establishment of EMS, the first 
direct elections to the European Parliament, the completion of the first stage of 
the Community's further enlargement (the signature of a membership treaty with 
Greece), and the successful conclusion of major international trade negotiations 
like the Geneva talks.

19861   
19862   **** *year_1980 *date_1980-06-06 *place_Liege
19863   
19864   EMBARGO: 6 JUNE 1980
19865   15H 00
19866   
19867   ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE CO~~SION OF THE EUROPEA~ CO~~~ITlES AT THE 

ACADEMIC SESSION ON THE OCCASION OF THE SEMINAR ON EUROPE AND THE REGIONS: lOOOTH 
ANNIVERSARY OF LIEGE - FRIDAY 1 6 JUNE 1980

19868   Madame le
19869   Pr~sident,
19870   
19871   MOnsieur le President,
19872   
19873   MOnsieur le Ministre, Monsieur le Gouverneur, Monsieur le Bourgmestre, Ladies and 

Gentlemen. It is a great pleasure for me to be here today on this special European 
day organised as part of the celebration of the Thousandth Anniversary of the 
Principality of Liege. The fact that you have organised a seminar on Regional 
Policy is a clear demonstration that your region is moving in the right direction. 
Even as you celebrate 1000 years of history,

19874   
19875   you have decided to concentrate your thoughts and effort today on the future of 

the region rather than on its past and glories.
19876   I
19877   achiever.1enc~
19878   
19879   welcome that emphasis and I know that this
19880   
19881   morning your seminar was devoted largely to discussion and debate on the European 

Regional Policy. I do not myself I thought
19882   
19883   wish to cover the same ground again in detail.
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19884   
19885   that you might nevertheless welcome some general comments on future developments 

in the Community's regional policy and the place of this region of Liege within 
that general picture. There

19886   i~
19887   
19888   in my view, no doubt at all that regional
19889   
19890   policy is going to occupy an increasingly large place in the economic policy of 

the European Community. The Commission has
19891   
19892   for some time been aware that structural and regional imbalances are at the root 

of the political, economic and social tensions, which hinder the proper activity 
of the

19893   ~ity
19894   
19895   and all real progress to integration. If, for example, • is to work properly, 

there the Eurqoean ~netary System (EMS)
19896   .. be more
19897   
19898   -2-
19899   
19900   must be
19901   "-"""'
19902   
19903   mo~e
19904   
19905   convergence in the trend of the economies of It seems to us
19906   essentia~
19907   
19908   Member States.
19909   
19910   that the
19911   
19912   C~uni ty
19913   
19914   ~~ould take a growing part in the efforts of Member countries
19915   t~ solve their structural and regional problems.
19916   
19917   We need to
19918   
19919   f~fnd ways and means on the one hand to avoid any increase in
19920   ~he .
19921   '
19922   
19923   presen~
19924   
19925   disparities in wealth and prosperity bet~een
19926   
19927   ~~gions and, on the other hand, to promote steady growth
19928   1,n those regions with structural weakness.
19929   '
19930   
19931   Community activity in relation to the regions
19932   ~as therefore "' ~'omplementary
19933   s~"~,:'""
19934   
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19935   a dual function.
19936   
19937   First, it must be financially
19938   
19939   to the relevant activity of Member States.
19940   
19941   t?at is to say its financi~l assistance must be effectively added to state aids. 

Second, it must ensure real and
19942   
19943   .
19944   
19945   effective coordination between national regional policies to avoid those policies 

actually increasing the imbalances
19946   existin~
19947   
19948   between Community regions. Against this general, but in my view quite
19949   
19950   essentiCi•l, background perhaps I may turn briefly to some of the comments and 

indeed criticisms sometimes expressed in your region on the subject of Eurofean 
regional policy. First, there is the problem of setting limits to development 
areas. As you already know., so far as Belgium anJ

19951   
19952   its regions are concerned, these limits are in the first place a national 

responsibility. Within the framework of the EEC
19953   
19954   Treaty, a decision had to be taken by the Commission on 24 April 1972 with a view 

to taking better account of problems in your country.
19955   region.~}
19956   
19957   A new note was sent on this m~tter
19958   
19959   by the Commission to the Belgian Government on 19 December 1919.
19960   'I fully understand that the political situation in Belgiunr:
19961   
19962   has not enabled the Government to reply as yet.
19963   
19964   I
19965   
19966   should,
19967   
19968   /however,
19969   
19970   -3-
19971   
19972   however, stress that the Corranission
19973   
19974   ta'<e~
19975   
19976   ·this matter ._very
19977   
19978   seriously and intends that full account should be taken 'of the serious
19979   p~oblems
19980   
19981   of conversion and structural unemployment
19982   
19983   in the coal and steel basin of Liege. Second, let me make clear the Commission's 

view that the resources available to the European Regional Fund are at present 
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inadequate and do not enable it to comply with the vast investment needs of those 
Community regions, which are lesb developed or declining. With the support of the 
European

19984   
19985   Parliament, we intend to go on pressing for an increased level of resources not 

only to
19986   tak~
19987   
19988   account of inflation and
19989   
19990   Community enlargement but also to assist aid on a larger scale. The European 

Commission will continue to try and convince Member States that the financial 
contributions of the Regional Development Fund should supplement their own 
financial measures in this field of regional policy. i"inally, within the "quota 
free" section, as. we call it, of the European Regional Development Fund, measures 
have been planned to assist the conversion of certain steel areas, the Liege steel 
region in particular. The Commission is

19991   ~ell
19992   Europe~:
19993   
19994   aware of the problems in your region and .. will spare no effort
19995   
19996   to help you to overcome them. There is one further important aspect of the 

regional policy to which I draw your particular attention. That is the concept of 
regional programming. It is a relatively

19997   
19998   new aspect of the policy but nevertheless one to which the Commission attaches 

considerable importance. In accordance
19999   
20000   with the Regulation creating the European Regional Development Fund, Member States 

must send the Commission development /programmes for those
20001   
20002   -4-
20003   
20004   r
20005   
20006   programmes for those regions deemed eligible for financial aid
20007   .,
20008   
20009   f.rom this Fund.
20010   ~~~gramming
20011   
20012   The aim is to achieve real regional\
20013   
20014   whereby the Community, the Member States and the
20015   to
20016   
20017   teaions may undertake joint investment programmes .:period
20018   f.~f'anced
20019   
20020   ensure
20021   
20022   ov.~r
20023   
20024   of
20025   
20026   several years that priority invesonent is
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20027   I
20028   
20029   for the purpose of regional development.
20030   ~11
20031   
20032   hope that
20033   
20034   ~pe
20035   
20036   region of Liege
20037   
20038   take all the necessary steps to
20039   
20040   ~velop f~lly
20041   
20042   a programme of this kind so that it can participate
20043   
20044   in the general debate and argument on the role of the
20045   
20046   regions within the European Community. It is thus a matter.of great satisfaction 

for the European Community to be associated with the celebration of .the lOOOth 
anniversary of the Principality of Liege. Whereas

20047   
20048   the States of Western Europe have been exploring a new path towards unity for a 

fraction over 30 years, the Principality of Liege has shown how to achieve a 
measure of territorial organisation over a period now stretching back 1000 years. 
only now are beginning to define and to apply a measure of regional policy; you 
established long ago a transfrontier This little "Europe of We

20049   
20050   region in relation to present States.
20051   
20052   the Meuse", the Principality of Liege, which stretches from the Netherlands 

Guelderland to the French Ardennes, has shown the possibilities and advantages of 
regional organisation long before there was any question of regional programnes or 
policies. In recalling your distinctive and distinguished past, may I at the same 
time pay tribute to the people of Liege, who have so often led the way for others 
to follow.

20053   Among them perhaps I may be allowed to single out
20054   t~
20055   
20056   men
20057   
20058   for their major contribution to Europe: Jean Rey, former President of the European 

Commission and, as he recently /demonstrated in the
20059   ........ "?!'.-
20060   
20061   f
20062   
20063   i
20064   
20065   -5-
20066   
20067   demonstrated in the debates of the new European Parlicment, still contributing 

enonnously to the cause of Europe; '.a."'ld Professor Fernand Dehousse, Who played 
such an influential role in furthering the idea of a European Democratic Assembly. 
It seems to me entirely fitting that, among all those who have worked so hard in 
the creation and development of the European Community, two of the most remarkable 
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and the most influential should have had their roots here in Liege. That is just one
20068   
20069   more demonstration of the deeply rooted European spirit which is so much a 

characteristic and a strength of this region •
20070   •
20071   
20072   **** *year_1980 *date_1980-12-04 *place_Nuremberg
20073   
20074   
20075   !,_ c
20076   
20077   ~
20078   
20079   '
20080   
20081   ~
20082   
20083   ',
20084   
20085   • •
20086   
20087   <
20088   
20089   ':
20090   
20091   ..=:;:=;;..;;;.;.....;;...
20092   
20093   , 4 , DECEMBER 20H00
20094   
20095   t98tr
20096   
20097   'TH~ '1\.,:n ~1JR~1BSRG C~~fPtR O'i' . , .
20098   ·
20099   (.'i'-&.'tj)l.~
20100   
20101   A
20102   
20103   .~J.,.'·}l\J~"lJI,;l~'\.;'.,
20104   
20105   :'r.l>'f'li'T!G>~.'\f·.:
20106   
20107   n:00®mr:tcn:
20108   
20109   ;
20110   
20111   })~..nn;:
20112   
20113   rt:JJjljT ·uoN ROY .TE~1.tl:NS~t. PHES!DID:iT OF THr: . · :co:Mi'·HSSJ;,ON OF THE 

.f!H}?.Ji)PE.AN F;O~·~iUNl'J:IES
20114   
20115   .
20116   
20117   .
20118   
20119   THE·•Rli'FvRtt1 of? t~ EUl(OPEAN coMMtr~rrri~ -.~· ·~E5t'
20120   \
20121   
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20122   vor.y'. yrn.mg · Ei'u7¢~pnfin (!orimmnx t:y · .,.·.
20123   
20124   "
20125   
20126   '
20127   
20128   "
20129   
20130   -
20131   
20132   .
20133   
20134   }
20135   
20136   h'-:. A ~~-tv, t•7:i. t'J::t nine 6.un~rlr.ed . '
20137   
20138   ~~ty ~7h:(·ch
20139   
20140   bA.$
20141   
20142   m~<:ln n.n
20143   
20144   1\tr:.. t:h0se, pr,~b1emn Art;e
20145   Bi:'OH·th ('If:
20146   
20147   ·c>lli·: polici£$ f'J~>.d
20148   
20149   t:~ sfl-"\pe ~::bciil t(:l di~nr:tng
20150   
20151   In' {'6or.r: ;~17? r;:~o'bl~mB
20152   
20153   : J-"' :
20154   
20155   t·rot•trl
20156   
20157   not:"'
20158   ' ,J,,
20159   
20160   '
20161   
20162   ,.,.
20163   
20164   '
20165   
20166   tm.lan.cc . bcb.;~~n the
20167   
20168   ~oBt:g .,
20169   . ' i
20170   
20171   :and
20172   ..
20173   
20174   Jl: - .. --i.A.. •)
20175   
20176   ""'"'n·pC.ft~·' '
20177   
20178   tto
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20179   
20180   ~n.~ ~lffe~e;r1t Nta~bc;c ~i:at~~...
20181   
20182   ~~~·;_l<,.lt'•¥':'-;; :~"r+•'-; •'-""'•"!'! . .
20183   
20184   .... 4'.l..~;~,...,.. n~'l-tc'f ""'_;
20185   
20186   n"'"" J••1~t '.f.:·~ ",;.t... ...... -· ~:.,;. ~Kh~; .~J". ~ ~,!,._
20187   lis
20188   
20189   J:.'.:A :n'~,;.~ . b<e-t.~S~}' ...,..,..,...,. . ~'LJ<f•"-f;c:..,_n,.):"
20190   
20191   rnehib~':: ~~'rernment:s
20192   
20193   ~lJ~seJ.ves- 8rt~tpp~irl~ Htth th~s~.· ·£s~J'-f$.· ''il .. ' 'oo.c8m~ . . the';( 

'.. ' : : .' . ,· . .
20194   i.rtcr~fl,r?~ngl,- ~~.]f'\J:e tl1~r: _tl\e:', rn:jfs~nt: systcn of:. r.otH\tJ!tpi.ty
20195   finAri,Qjf_ng l'ip;.s f.ei1¢~;ng. itfs <lin:U:~ .qn{'l, t.h~t: · tY'OUld· almtist 

c'er.t~J.nly ·be "r.ef't~hed tCJ~7rtrd~
20196   
20197   the hrfJ5.n~
20198   the ~nr:l.. of:
20199   r
20200   
20201   next·
20202   
20203   ye-J~/1!·....
20204   
20205   .,..
20206   
20207   A t~pr~r)t an$~-i~iC' Has· 'folthd in N,q,, r:;o· the ;tm;:ned:tRtn .:
20208   
20209   bud~etarir pr.-~blems ;~h::tch, ,._..:tll t:id~ ;t~s , cvm:
20210   .,.'
20211   ~ '.
20212   
20213   tht:! n0.1if: yeAr '
20214   
20215   .
20216   
20217   ·'
20218   
20219   '
20220   
20221   l~ml.'e (;ton1·in,r'ttr~D .f:h0. .rd~t,_.·
20222   
20223   tve .··to
20224   
20225   safe~IGrt".cl th~, 8~hi~'rente'nt~
20226   i
20227   ~' '
20228   _)'
20229   
20230   {if'
20231   ·.'
20232   
20233   thA .· ConiiD<;n Af;,rit;ul tU:t:fl;l
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20234   . . .
20235   
20236   ·Policy· ,~hfli ~ev~$ing ~rf\)ts of ct~:r,'h1~ht1.: ·c,f':rtrlln- 

itnju:dt:if::i:~(l . - - -· -- - . .
20237   ,-.
20238   '
20239   
20240   I
20241   
20242   .
20243   
20244   .
20245   
20246   .
20247   
20248   '
20249   
20250   . ,. .
20251   
20252   ~ ':
20253   
20254   :
20255   
20256   .
20257   
20258   l\
20259   
20260   year. ~<ri.m~.1;~ie ~std. ffi:J.,fe Yt'!iirs, th~ · r.o~on,AP,p~.<:ltlb,J.~Al.·
20261   • • j, \ ' - -.' '·. ' '
20262   ~
20263   
20264   --
20265   
20266   Poli.ey n.cn;' ';r~>f~.~l"!nts:. fin ~n11~t~l' t:;0$16. .·~o t'hn . 

doli,·nl.tn5~~Y .of:··
20267   
20268   .$o~~>21 ~~J.t!~Ti h~'i~t~Jbn~rJ(,f'\,, · :'lb;t~ h.-:\F. h~ecl thA eff:~ct of
20269   / ' ' ' • ·' ·, r " • --•';
20270   
20271   · :m~gttff~r:i.rig ,~iji~ t1nnqnA.~; fi~nRi,i:cim:l 1~it·:r.fle11~ ·n.rait
20272   our. Nemher.- · S't~:Jies
20273   - -~-~- " ->
20274   
20275   .-,---
20276   
20277   '<:
20278   
20279   .eetn no l<:lf1g~~ J;ie ±~:oted.,
20280   ;
20281   
20282   consequen9~~ · ~£ tl}:~••q~p.teJ:{onR t~ihich t·7;;. r,hi~t !flAk~ .to
20283   ~L;;.. .... ·p''01 4 ,...: nc .>t:',g ....,;;_..;r.;....:t C.,.:..~-m Ot_.I.ltp! 

•.. , .!'.-'- ~.!·"'"":""·. '':-!'·•:•~"'''' -:-~til. J.~ • .::~•·
20284   ..
20285   '
20286   
20287   .
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20288   
20289   " Nit
20290   
20291   1ri cdJ:1~i-d~r.-5,.,ng _-thP.. tudc;eta.ry.
20292   t:be
20293   
20294   (:; ·~ • • i;, . ·:· •..• , . b • .h. ·4'. f.': .,OJ:n<i;"J.n:l•.)': 

J.'C!SOUJ.'(;eS t{: .,j.C,, · •. ,_
20295   
20296   .·~. ~1:0~1.~ be·.~ensibl.t~·tb·m~:tntain anrl .fn some cases .expl:,md.,·
20297   
20298   .In dolt"lB:·s'o t<~ sh4:tt non.eth~l~~~ 11~~'.¢ to:t.'acf>r,niE~> that the
20299   
20300   '·J
20301   
20302   '
20303   
20304   •.,.
20305   
20306   . ··~.
20307   
20308   "'
20309   
20310   Fi.r~t He .$hli:tt:.Q~eo
20311   \ ' • •
20312   
20313   th~ Common.
20314   '
20315   
20316   ~
20317   
20318   --
20319   
20320   '
20321   
20322   >
20323   
20324   ~
20325   
20326   '
20327   
20328   .1 - .•
20329   
20330   A~itf~1-fllrA~ Policy.d.~s:tgncd to seal off . .qf-~i.<ciu~r:t\t'<'\J.. 

exp~ndltixte.;:
20331   
20332   . J> ~.vm)J.d J,:i.kn .
20333   .,
20334   
20335   tQ ~~~~:~uGh. e~pt:nf1i6J,r.e.
20336   '
20337   
20338   '
20339   
20340   . -
20341   
20342   held
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20343   
20344   ~.
20345   
20346   £n :tritit1~Y r;~.nns~ an<"r ther~fcre ·bX.ough~ doNn~ in .:;r:en1- ··terms,
20347   &1t HC b{tv~ :riot h~d rrrudh su.ccess '1,7ith nf'obn:t:' t;ovc:t·71ment~
20348   
20349   lfi hrgl.tlg sntb
20350   
20351   .<'t·
20352   
20353   pJ\'(~y
20354   
20355   so
20356   
20357   fa~"
20358   
20359   It;
20360   
20361   iqJ~Y there:zo~~ b~
20362   
20363   ·,·
20364   
20365   ·'
20366   
20367   rnbr.e
20368   
20369   .roAtts.tfi!. t0 holc\.~·gri.culqtl::al exJ?~n(l:i.t}lre H1. 1:8ftl .. t~P"{ls;.
20370   
20371   . . expent1i·tntri~ 'is · tc. ~9::~;ct?iev~d; '·re mt:ts:t · ~,.tpAJ:l(r tho.se· 

.pol;);_~~ ·
20372   . des:i.grie!:l·.• ~.(,'J J?.clp r.qfhtif,y SC~!Tif;! ¢£, thh f'>~s,t_c· 

st1:'1,c'bn:-t-\l
20373   
20374   Heaknessen H'l.t:b~-n· th0>:fioxu.~runit,~ ,.rhe'the7:' ~ f:hey . hP- 

':ln0,1striA). ·, ·-·· -. '
20375   ~
20376   ·,
20377   
20378   .
20379   
20380   ·.' .
20381   
20382   '
20383   
20384   '
20385   
20386   "' :'
20387   
20388   '
20389   
20390   "'
20391   
20392   .
20393   
20394   O!C t\gt:ictJitil~l~ . 17e~{OnAJ:"
20395   < • ,• • ' • '' ' '" ' ' ., •
20396   
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20397   ,~·
20398   
20399   ns to. ensixr.¢\,th~t cri,Bti:-ibuti,.(nis tQ:. P~Jt?ci.' r.-·~c:~t~pts" 

f.1:"C'ii1 t~~
20400   
20401   budgpit .··ex-~ mor(S1\ f<'l.it+Y dis tv:-t1nt.ted ~.
20402   Some.~~ tl?Jt.;n q<'ln ~e ~cht<cnr~d. ~~1it.hin ·the br:oArl f:r.f'.me1.;0:rk · ;, 

, ·.· . . ,. I , ,
20403   of. e~is.t~ng qoiM.nl{li't;)t flJ::.~~:nb;€iment~..
20404   1
20405   
20406   , -~-
20407   
20408   ' _. -\-:- ~:~>' -_, ' -'.
20409   
20410   --~.--·'<:·_:.:·~_'_.
20411   
20412   ~·
20413   
20414   ::;·_ /
20415   
20416   .--
20417   
20418   '
20419   
20420   -
20421   
20422   { ./
20423   
20424   '
20425   
20426   .rut t;u~. $OOnlfl .lY:! .
20427   f;();
20428   
20429   ·
20430   
20431   rl~cei\r,J,~ng 'q1l~:-$~.t~r,c~
20432   
20433   . .;
20434   
20435   ~
20436   
20437   ·- '
20438   
20439   finq
20440   
20441   ddi.pc~
20442   
20443   A
20444   
20445   cl-:5.ss,er}·rlce
20446   
20447   the Corm7i1mi r:y
20448   
20449   of th.e ·fTt~lm. i,£,:.7~ j.mq;g/inefi that ljinl~~rinpr; '1-7:tf:h ~~lCh.
20450   arrang~~eat't~'·.ga.tA .1?~. ~yth?-T?i mo7;'(l; th~n R P,~f~i.al·.fi.nd'
20451   
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20452   temporary shl~·tJ'on to
20453   
20454   the prohlera:s J:
20455   
20456   :h~~re_.oitt:l3.n~d.,
20457   
20458   .
20459   
20460   \
20461   
20462   ..
20463   
20464   t'
20465   
20466   t·7ith. t::hci~ ···pr.e$ent dt,,c,:-gt;;nt t<'\zes .on ~nergy!'l. to
20467   
20468   '
20469   
20470   i.nstn-,m~nt: ·cap~ble f:'lfdealfne ~;rJtf:h 2ner.sy pr.oh1el71~ ;.n
20471   T -f , ',,
20472   
20473   'HC HO'U.lrl
20474   
20475   have (\
20476   
20477   $ffltr."~(:!
20478   
20479   '
20480   
20481   nx
20482   
20483   (:cut!}mlnJi..t;r 1f~VAn~i,;. \·:l?.5.ch
20484   
20485   \·:'('Hln
20486   
20487   give the Commu.nJi.ty the means to c)n ·the jinl":> Nh;~eh :i.R
20488   inc:i'e~singly as~<erl · o~ it.".·
20489   -
20490   
20491   .
20492   
20493   '
20494   
20495   '
20496   
20497   . crnpbasi$e
20498   
20499   th~t
20500   
20501   Jtn' .my ':.iH(1gTJJ0.n.t
20502   
20503   \'•7<'\
20504   
20505   r.~ust <'nty
20506   
20507   g.;h:-e to the
20508   
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20509   Cowl!A1nl.ty thosp,
20510   
20511   fun~tions Nhich ·F<Li!.l ·yi~1n td,.gn;tf:!,cnht:ly
20512   
20513   those r:unct~.on~ shetilti. he 0t:!~j.nod qhould for.m pr:n:t: of th:er
20514   i·70:r:-k on 'lvhldi. the f!0mmJ'.ssJ.on. ppd fl.,fter. 'thr=tt the mer.1be1:-;
20515   " F , ' '.··
20516   
20517   and Rom{; ar.e>no l.ongor· n. sur.e ~1frlc,. ·~
20518   
20519   Pc 'h;:-ve <"'.lrecrdy
20520   '\
20521   
20522   eonc heyo~rl them i:n s.ome tl"~$p,('!!C,ts;- <l.nd I e~pect 'tviJ} SO()D.
20523   
20524   eo
20525   
20526   b~yond
20527   
20528   them in other.$..,
20529   
20530   L Have. 1:~84 rn:;,-:tn:y crCCQ\.lnts pf' Nh8.~ took' plncc .e.t: the
20531   
20532   lours;.
20533   
20534   ',
20535   
20536   .
20537   
20538   evitA.'Pl·_.-' ;.nvol;v~d ~om.-; t;:-ansf~!C r;f p'm.r(j't' f:;;;om .rlA.tionf'.l 

~t ,. ,-,
20539   ·.
20540   
20541   .
20542   
20543   .
20544   
20545   '
20546   
20547   On th~; Qt!1e::: ht:inrl t1:v~::-:l'; .Nnn n ~f:17ong c:Jem~nt ! ,.,.__ . :
20548   
20549   J.'Lt is harder to i'rr.ou.se the
20550   
20551   pop~tlmc
20552   
20553   .
20554   
20555   suppm:-t fnd.
20556   
20557   int~r.~st
20558   
20559   'Hhfch tor;ethe-,: m.s\l<e t~ possiblr~
20560   ·r
20561   
20562   tA "'re:;:-c~m0.
20563   
20564   tbr:i .c1.ifficnltles
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20565   
20566   e.:o.it
20567   
20568   air.:tv~ At ct~tt:r. ·poJd~t.fc.ql <~cci,slons,
20569   
20570   trnyone- reRding .the Tr.ent)' of. Rome todt:\y( cAnnot ktt
20571   
20572   b~ struck hy t:he-importFtnce 0:tven
20573   '
20574   
20575   ·to t:hc .i;;c;m.ovA.'l
20576   ' \ ,•
20577   
20578   of
20579   r
20580   
20581   <
20582   
20583   ~ <> 1 {!. F!n.<.
20584   
20585   '~1.r~ ·,.. .. ·. -kH'•; .. ~·;.<;:"',.1.,,
20586   
20587   {th t'........
20588   
20589   '...,;"ll'-:iml.•n...:.t'4o'n·· o.C ,.,..,.o,.:,..m . n ·.• JI. : -~- 

-'-\l~-.·\t·~"P,.S.
20590   
20591   t''·'''·~-'''"" r"
20592   
20593   ;,;,.
20594   
20595   •--:7 "'~
20596   
20597   ·1·'-.. • '"'
20598   
20599   ""'0.-..;..~ .-,, ..... ;. . .'· .... ~:..;·{!r.: ;, •
20600   
20601   bar.riers t'.nd obs;t~clns to the f:r.ne. mo\rej:;1ent pf: persons.
20602   ~ 1 ann cap:r, t.a. r< • •
20603   
20604   F'tlt t·he r.v:'l.j01:- r.mph,qsJ.s ,.:p.~ on the C-7_::~t=tfion '
20605   
20606   ·--.
20607   
20608   '•·-
20609   
20610   unity ..
20611   
20612   !gt n~ stigfj~~~ JJou:r ccntr.Rl., object:,tves, to ·\.·7hich J;
20613   
20614   .think: the1c:c shQtild be e. nei·i f\nc'l coJj:eot:~ye co;:rwd..tment
20615   at:. the hi.t;hest leve}t 'ln th~ Commup:i~f:y,
20616   'NC
20617   
20618   Fi:r.st I ·think
20619   
20620   should /ca:r.:ry :r:orNa~d. the remo,rrtt oft War.r.i-Brs to tr."?.de
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20621   
20622   :h1 ~tndtistrial go0&~ h'' estahlish3.ng a. Co~{ri:ttunity approach
20623   
20624   .to the cr.~ation of an tndtl.str.;tf'I.J. · b~se.: f:'o~ t:he r.-utttre·f\
20625   lit
20626   ;,
20627   
20628   ...
20629   
20630   It should go ~-1:U:hout s.ctying that the pr.ocess of industr.fal
20631   
20632   _·At p~esent thftt. v:ttal:tty in ~ur'Op~
20633   Hith, out m~j<'t~ indnstr.:l.ctl partners~
20634   
20635   i.'s: lcn-1..
20636   He 1
20637   
20638   · By compP.r.ison
20639   
20640   h,qve· b~P.n r.Bl{'\f:j_v·eiy
20641   
20642   unsnccess:f:Vl~ ~oth ';(n re~1:ving ·~xistinr; ~~_ndust7.::.ies end· ;i:n
20643   !ntr.odu~ipg OE!:t•7. :tnrlustr:tes bA.secl
20644   '
20645   
20646   on .-=1dvancerl· tcchnol0~y ... .
20647   '
20648   
20649   'I
20650   
20651   rno1:e concP.:rne't 'Hit~ the prnblems
20652   
20653   -
20654   
20655   ('lf
20656   
20657   5.ndustr.les in dif:f:ic:ul ty
20658   
20659   end declfnP. ·(l .tp:Lnk p<".rti.cttlf1:d,y o_f steel:- i3h1.:pmtilcbi..nR.
20660   
20661   a.nd textiles} .th;'l:n , .•7J.:th the CJ:'eAt:ton oR .cond:U::tons fo:r::•
20662   the netv, ind\ist:rirrl PR.SR we
20663   _need~
20664   
20665   Yn my judgm.cnt.i.7h;~J: t·7e i•ri\nt. 1.s a co-ord:tn,qt~d npp!Coctch
20666   
20667   .t-7h:f.ch' ci:\1;lleac1 to the estflbl.isbm~nt of: r.. rdngJ.e Cormii:ltnity ·
20668   
20669   market of the
20670   
20671   <
20672   
20673   kind~.
20674   
20675   -
20676   
20677   n.cnv enJoyed l'y
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20678   ,''
20679   
20680   ,'o'
20681   
20682   •,
20683   
20684   '
20685   
20686   '
20687   
20688   :
20689   
20690   !
20691   
20692   ~1ApAn
20693   
20694   r
20695   
20696   ftnrl the Un:i'. t:r.r~
20697   
20698   'States-. '; . of ser.yices, common .infornv'"ltfon
20699   '
20700   
20701   '
20702   
20703   .
20704   
20705   ,'
20706   
20707   ·,
20708   
20709   '
20710   
20711   '
20712   
20713   n,eti.Yo:r::'i{s~
20714   
20715   .-
20716   
20717   -~
20718   
20719   ~.nc:l•.qbove
20720   
20721   f111
20722   
20723   '
20724   
20725   ·"
20726   
20727   t"
20728   
20729   '
20730   
20731   .
20732   
20733   pu.rr.hasing a}lthot·:U:ies ..
20734   ' '
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20735   
20736   ·, ' .cons:!'.c1m:
20737   
20738   tog~thet
20739   
20740   .the
20741   
20742   fi.scf!J~ r.Jr;Ans .
20743   '\
20744   
20745   ·of. prbm0tinp, i.nn<:w·.qtiC'n
20746   
20747   ,.
20748   
20749   ,.· ;lt m""l.kcs J.tt
20750   '
20751   
20752   \
20753   
20754   ,' ... ·
20755   
20756   all
20757   
20758   t:hc
20759   
20760   "" _._. .. u~·~ . . mozo;~ j . rnp·...;:-r_an•. ·t L ~
20761   
20762   ·:l.,~. , •' ~
20763   
20764   • ~ •.:::! ·sh.ou;;,~.
20765   .
20766   
20767   l f'l8
20768   
20769   1 ....1 ~ e.c,~,;Iressc(,
20770   
20771   no t . on.1 y t o .t' h e · .•
20772   the· scope .end
20773   
20774   many agenci-es .of t:he r,ovc:t:nmcntr,
20775   .
20776   ' ,. I '
20777   
20778   t~rh:tch 0eter.m5~ne
20779   
20780   .
20781   '
20782   
20783   pace of change!~ bnt .~J.so· to the ·unions~' t:o, the dmployers:> ·
20784   ~
20785   
20786   an.d to pu-blic opin:ton at lnr.~n ..
20787   · . Th:t·s ·le:C~-cis me.~ st77~'l1~ght ,:nto my second obJe~t.:tve lihiGh
20788   .~
20789   
20790   to
20791   '
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20792   
20793   dc~":~..l l·7itlf th~. pf.'oblems df
20794   
20795   ..
20796   
20797   '
20798   
20799   10
20800   
20801   On.~ of
20802   · :tn.r:lnst:::iaJ. ' ·· 0~/JJI.Jn-;;,: '~1El.S
20803   
20804   the r.P.aRona
20805   
20806   f(l)'r.:'
20807   
20808   ,oar r.elatlve.
20809   .
20810   
20811   . fr~m indu.str.i.eri :tn· diffictll tie~ t:o ith~ ::tndu~f::r:-i~et. or:.
20812   
20813   ""':~-"'_r:-n· v• _ .f.:,"'. -r.... -., .. ,.._.·- _.,..o. -t,....·_n<>i:'>·-"·'· 

J_~b·M,r.· ,.,.._x··;·~ .rv 1••-r""'. .· "" ,,, ,.... - ::-.:....~ f'-'...... .n 
"'"" . .

20814   
20815   has
20816   
20817   h~r-n the ~ph~fiy cr.:tsis c:mrl the ef:f.r:c.t
20818   ;T_nc7~f!t-:tse~
20819   
20820   of shnr.p
20821   ~.rive:?tccnt'
20822   
20823   pr.;tc::e
20824   
20825   0'n cru.x stock nf pr:-od\lct:tv9.
20826   
20827   an&
20828   
20829   Ji.t has so· far. don'c to· co""o1:-d:tnp,f<:c; She 7:'P.spt>n.s:i.'biJ3.t)'' o,f
20830   t1cmb~:n: State5 t:o these dif.f.ic\tltj_es 'i•:'h:tch fi"n one fueasttre
20831   
20832   di f:ficnJl.t (\
20833   
20834   they kno .. thk't the rnB.rJ\.et is soJtng, to GXp_and;
20835   
20836   yet ·,d.tbont
20837   
20838   neH and much
20839   prospe~t
20840   
20841   <~f. j . t
20842   
20843   pr.;i:va.te :trti.rr::;s.tm.c:nt t:J1ere ·can be littJ:e
20844   
20845   of. stlch expansion;.
20846   '
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20847   '
20848   
20849   o£ taxation and. r.eguJ.at1~on~ H: Jts easie1:' i?or. the .t1crnht:2r.
20850   
20851   ·./in
20852   
20853   'rel'"' t:t on$h:lp b~tt~e~ t:he pri~~"ate · · .
20854   '
20855   
20856   ':
20857   
20858   /
20859   
20860   $P.Hn" .nM :ihe plib~lc !ic~t~" M<) .i~ ;~rtlctii;¢; :tb<i ·~tr<lcm
20861   ·the; p~·ive.t~.s~t;:toi,sho~ld ·bea;c'irl. ~flri~nE;.ing:publ:lc · s~r.v1.c~s,.
20862   ~c; •sP:lm~
20863   . .
20864   
20865   c•A·f.•. """'"'··,.~;;·""<•
20866   
20867   ,..:,•, . . . ~,; .... .,.,.. ,....:: ·th',_ ~~·""t.~'::. ... .,,. Y~'•. 

"-'""'·'"'' ~~m·p··,. ;;.· ,_.,_,·; A~,..-c-'""..,.., ;.,:&: ~r:..m;, ..,J~t. 
;)',·..::~··

20868   
20869   f;\
20870   
20871   ¥.r-tdi~Ally dlf.~e~BtAt
20872   
20873   Nfl)'
20874   ·:/
20875   
20876   'frofli' another.!''
20877   
20878   th~m, an~
20879   ' .
20880   
20881   cott1.t:t ':~:i'k'>acceqt~Hafi.ng
20882   . .. '
20883   ,.
20884   ~.-<
20885   
20886   C\nd .liV?.hg
20887   ' ' j> /
20888   
20889   st~hrlA};a~·~~~fltb:th 't.he Cpn~;ul~~:t~y·~ . .. .
20890   > ' '
20891   • ' -
20892   
20893   th~ (15.ffm:~ndeR ;~n l-7Br1JJ:h
20894   
20895   A~ed.n
20896   ~
20897   
20898   A'
20899   
20900   .
20901   
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20902   Cpt~!HrV:riity ;app~6a~h. $~~ms to
20903   w;.• -, •,'',
20904   '<.
20905   c
20906   
20907   me
20908   ;
20909   
20910   h:48h~;~ desl,;f\hJ~p,.
20911   ·-.,
20912   
20913   0
20914   
20915   1i;
20916   
20917   'N't d1.tr.Q..>o'h je)~t1.Ve~' 1~s t,:h~ complct:ton of tbB ,,701.:-J~
20918   '' C', ' • ·.::·. \ . '.''
20919   
20920   -~..
20921   
20922   '
20923   
20924   i
20925   
20926   ·.:.,:.~,-,
20927   
20928   :- ,' --·
20929   
20930   , '~
20931   
20932   .
20933   
20934   '
20935   
20936   '•
20937   
20938   •
20939   
20940   _;(.
20941   
20942   (1..·.
20943   
20944   ~ur;o.p~~n ~1pp~J::a:t'y ·Sys ten:
20945   . j . -"-' '
20946   
20947   m.?de enbr.JnoFs p1:C~gr.0.ss.
20948   ! tt-icd
20949   .
20950   
20951   Bffi.ncr
20952   - - ' . y
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20959   ·~
20960   
20961   --
20962   
20963   :
20964   
20965   .
20966   
20967   ,,
20968   
20969   '
20970   
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20972   .; ..
20973   
20974   · tJn1~aq in ·F,tJr~~.t::~·,-,~iu.s;t o,,rer. tb::~:ee -.. vetott~ #\go·, .. ··. 

'Th~ El{r.()peAn --· -/ ; , - >-: r .---. , .·: ~ -~
20975   
20976   ·t1one_r-a~J: ~Y~1?<~fu
20977   
20978   atcrbilft)r ~o the
20979   \,'
20980   
20981   .;
20982   '
20983   -~
20984   
20985   • . cun:en.ci~es . · hat'~'~ flttctuntcd •:v:t£>lei)t,l~r"
20986   
20987   'r
20988   
20989   r:rc
20990   
20991   h<"\d
20992   
20993   P. f;Ood
20994   
20995   ,.,reJ;ccimo thf) -:'·,:·
20996   1.n 'the
20997   
20998   f1.g;~r:f;7rJ~n~!'l 0.,:~;:-cr; ~cc1
20999   
21000   cnn<?$,\I~J;(m$~ ir1h6\~t J:~~ )i':'Ogr.esBl\::~:.fie~veJ.opment ·
21001   :~ror.king' toi~a:r;d~
21002   t:t.• c'oi1Wlon.
21003   
21004   · .· Evropeail ,Ps>.si:f~on t\t~~h t~p~rd •f:<;i t~t~.. t1tr;~nc'i.es ,'
21005   
21006   In
21007   
21008   vie\:7~ ~l ~;hat .,~7a~ .a~::,~!$.~y~d I \~BiH:d ri,~twfs~ ~6 ,e.~pea1?
21009   . }~o~~ ft~~~7:1e-s.)H:th. a1f priss}.hlc
21010   
21011   J-
21012   
21013   ...2,....,. U...: ;;. ..Y ""-, . - ~ .,. ,..~ . 'oft'h• . .,. ~ ~t'H+~· A:J.~ 

I<..._., \.\t;;; ..._..., ...~-o·~ ~'-hf'l '!"l'!l"",.\~- n.o~in'n:·. · ·- , .,.. 
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\-;".; c·()·:_....1..... ;.v·. f' ', .f'T ..._-:
21014   
21015   / .
21016   
21017   I~·· ."'·"0Uld b.~.-. f.... ,,. _
21018   , I
21019   
21020   !.
21021   1
21022   
21023   ,lfue:te ., ··.·
21024   
21025   ~h~n. snould w·e :plate ? t .. . . . . . ·,
21026   
21027   OJl'r
21028   
21029   ,pl:'i,orit;ie$ $:Q_r.
21030   
21031   [-ub\1:'0.
21032   ' . :
21033   
21034   expenP,i-ture~ ·
21035   
21036   l h~,~~ ·al:t:cady spokeh oft f!.g'rt.;clil tur.e ,.;
21037   Q~
21038   
21039   Here <t recbgnise the imp¢rt£t.nc.e
21040   
21041   the soc:(al., ,;ole 'or:
21042   
21043   cas¢ for a ·gre~ter c::ollecti.ve eff:ort so ove1;r\Thelrninr;~
21044   '
21045   ,
21046   
21047   '/
21048   
21049   r
21050   .
21051   
21052   .
21053   
21054   ~·
21055   
21056   "
21057   
21058   '
21059   
21060   am not thit;lking only of mdneyl.
21061   
21062   :rut. 8$ t:he G(lr:r.misBJ.on
21063   
21064   suegested itt ~~~lt~'' I he{ie.vp.. f':h<;tt -~.,~ -Bbo,i.tltf. ~·tork- trl
21065   hannqni.(';e pfj,ces 1-\nd
21066   
21067   estahl:tsh _a proner.ly
21068   
21069   t:axc~' -thr.ough<mt_ 'tb,c Cbb,tuUnity' e.nd ~lmanced- p±:og-J:.~tnmc to 
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p1;oii1ot~ en0r.fw
21070   
21071   the. Comm,un,fty, -··sl)oulrl> ,. clecpcn,;arid . •' . . '
21072   
21073   ~~i<l~n
21074   -·<
21075   .
21076   
21077   it..s· t"esponsib$_·1:1-ty
21078   · It
21079   ;
21080   
21081   ··for.'
21082   
21083   r.egion~l
21084   
21085   d-eyelop.-nenf J.n ·;tt .lcas~t.; frnir HP.)rsA
21086   ·)
21087   '
21088   
21089   should· contr.fbute· fa":' .. \ ' •;· '
21090   ~ ' ''.' i
21091   
21092   more thA-n
21093   '
21094   
21095   '·'
21096   
21097   '
21098   
21099   'the' tnkert' Atiounts DOi~ ,. .,
21100   '"
21101   ;
21102   
21103   ..
21104   
21105   l•7h:fch is .riot. ~ubjcct ~o q~1otA ~ho~iJrl 1:7r=· :~r.es.tly.
21106   ,' ,1
21107   
21108   .'
21109   
21110   }7C. $-hoitld f?hift on,;: focus.
21111   • ,f_
21112   
21113   fron the p.r.oblems
21114   
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21121   -
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21123   '
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21126   
21127   \
21128   
21129   .
21130   
21131   .
21132   
21133   of the. prir.Je r.eascns for. di;ver.gence betw~·ep countries and
21134   
21135   '. '~··
21136   
21137   regions.,
21138   I
21139   
21140   1;,;qst I ttiink
21141   •· ,.
21142   
21143   -\
21144   
21145   .. --
21146   
21147   ,;i('!
21148   •
21149   
21150   !;htnJ.ld deVelop • i?t ;rno;:-e st.tbste.nt5.al
21151   . • . • ,
21152   ~-
21153   
21154   :I
21155   
21156   '
21157   
21158   require a
21159   
21160   **** *year_1980 *date_1980-05-03 *place_NewDehli
21161   
21162   'I
21163   
21164   PRESS STATEMENT BY PRESIDENT JENKINS IN NEW DELHI, 3 MAY 1980
21165   
21166   ' ; ..i.
21167   ;, J
21168   
21169   i
21170   
21171   i
21172   
21173   r11
21174   :.
21175   
21176   '
21177   
21178   f ..... .:
21179   ;
21180   
21181   it was aLways my intention , as president of the european comm1ssiof;1 to pay an 

officiaL visit to india during my term of office. 1 thir.k ~ the tim1r.g has 
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turned out to be in many1 ways a usefuL one in reLat1o~1 to the three main areas 
of discussion which formed both the purpose ~ and the content of my visit. these 
were'a ~ - biLeteraL eec-india reLations r~ - wider north-south question - generaL 
poLiticaL questions reLating to south asia. . as you know,. i mat ·president 
reddy, the, prime minister, the foreign ~ minister, the minister of commerce and a 
number of their coLLeagues. · i aLso caLLed the speaker of Lok sabha and met a 
number of members ~ of the house. m~ taLk with the prime minister covered aLL 
three areas, but part1cu~ regionaL poLiticaL Question and north/south reLations. 
on the former~j i expLained the initiative of the nine governments of the 
community countries for a possibLe guar~teed return by afghanistan to its 
traditionaL position as a naturaL and nor.-aLLigned state. this proposaL was made 
in february and reaffirmed at the european counciL in Luxembourg five days ago.

21182   
21183   £j
21184   
21185   lJ
21186   
21187   ; >·-:~-
21188   
21189   i discussed the north /south diaLogue and the reLated question of the report of 

the braTldt commission with both the prime m1r.1ster ·~ and the foreign minister. 
we exchangedv1ews views on the prospects t~ for the speciaL sessior. of the ur.1 
ted r.atior.s generaL assel'l'lbLy. ....."'~ Ill the euroopeart commur.1 ty 
attacheE great 1mportaTlce to an effect! ve In reLaur.chir.g of the r.orth/south 
diaLogue, as do the major ir.dustriLii"t·; countries as a whoLe. 1 beLieve that 
the western economic summit ~ in venice from 22 to 23 june- which brings together 
the european R_.·,{' [·· ~ commur.1ty, four. of its member states, the. united 
.states, caTtada ;,._..,

21190   
21191   J1
21192   
21193   r
21194   
21195   and 1acan- wiLL oav verv substantiaL attention to north/south_i.ss..u_@.s'....l_
21196   
21197   this recancentration of internationaL minds is quite right, and is any .case made 

Tlecessary by the timetabLe of the speciaL sessi~n of the un. there are, however , 
two particuLar points which muat make us concentrate even more seriousLy bo'th on 
the substance and the form of the diaLogue.

21198   
21199   first: as 1 eKpl.ained in my speech Last evening to the indian of worLd affairs, 

we face the threat of a crisis in the internationaL economic and financial. 
ststem. the effects of the 1979 rises ir oiL prices on the ~conomies of the 
industriaL countries has been damaging but or: the poor cour. tries it has been 
.crushir. g. unLess we find some • of recycLing the funds invoLved and 1ncreasir•g 
investment particuLar~ outside the industriaL worLd, i fear we risk the coLLapse 
of the present~ structure.

21200   ~
21201   
21202   -:'"'"'~-
21203   
21204   second: recogni tior. of the probLem is onLy the first step towards !"-' &soLution 

, but an important or.e. the most impressive feature of tt.~'~\ 11" ,.,. br&r~dt 
commission report was perhaps its comprehensive nature , and its recognition of 
the interconnection of the probLems. we must find an effective way of th~ 
'fo.LLowing it up, a11d in particular the need for a more equitable and eff.ecti 
ve worLd economic system.
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21205   ~:
21206   
21207   ~y'
21208   
21209   :
21210   
21211   i concLuded my taLks this morning with a round of discussions on biLateraL 

que&tion with the minister of commerce, during which we reviewed in particuLar the 
prospects for the new comf'lerciat. aTid ecor:om1c co- ope,ration aoreement. the 
cour.ciL of ministers of the europear. commur.1 ty adopted negotiating directives 
f an 22 apriL, and we eKpect to opeTl negot1 atior.s wi thir. ·a month,. Iii&.~ I 
this i am co1if1dent wiLL be repaid and successfuL. .,.,\ !f we in the commul"ity 
attach great poLitica.L as weLL as economic l'. ' lA ;. importance to the new 
agreement and the wider opportunities it oper.sr up. it recogniseds ir1dia' s 
1nc~easir.gLy .successfuL efforts to create;';· a broad industriaL base, and her 
status as a major economic partner ~ of the community on a basis oft eQuaLity. the 
commission 1nter;as, after ccmct.usion of the agreement, to open a deLegation 
office ir r:ey,

21212   _j
21213   \
21214   ~
21215   
21216   deLhi, zmd 1 believe this prospect is weLcomed by the ina1an government. i have 

r.o doubt this wiLt. greatly benefit our worK and UTlderstar.dir.Q. 1 hope my 
visit may have made some contributior. 1r. that d1rectio~ i have certainLy found 
my taLks duri~g the Last two days most 1 am v~~>.rv aratefuL for the way iT'l 
which 1 haVP beer.

21217   
21218   a LittLe more of this country during the remainder of my stay.
21219   I
21220   
21221   i
21222   
21223   ~*
21224   
21225   lt
21226   
21227   in answer to questions on afghanistan, mr. jenkins expLained the (P'"'fj. 

difference between neutralisation ( whieh impLied a status imposed from out side 
and was not t~e intention of the nine) and neutraL! ty and nor.-aLL1gnment ·after 
soviet wi thdrawL, with agreet* ~ , not to draw afghanistan into arother orbit 
ar.d where no out side kJ. power attempted to exercise undue 1r.fLuer.ce. mr. 
jenkins believed ~ there had earLier beer; some misur.derstandirg about the 
proposaL of {tt"f ,.. nine. he thought· mrs. gandhi had beer. 1r.trested in his 
expLanation a!d.. ;

21228   ~.
21229   -~-
21230   
21231   r' ~·-··· i
21232   
21233   t~i
21234   
21235   .
21236   
21237   " ;_·
21238   
21239   ' .~:
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21240   
21241   saw the distinction. he added that the proposal remained or. the table~ .· j i the 

nine~wouLd push it forward when the time appeared right. i J the president was 
asked about the investment protection cLause 1r. t ut the new agreement. he did 
not belive there wouLd be difficuLty ~· 111 negotiating this points the Quest lor: 
was more whether after ~;~-i I ~·c;;..,11. signature , conditions of confidence 
wouLd exist for the desired investment. he eLaborated on the point about recycLing 
( covered al.D 1 -t. p .. in his speech to the indian cour.c1L of worLd affairs on 
2nd may), stressing his wish to see the opec countries sharing ir. increased 
investment, particuLarLy in devoLopir.g cour.tries. for this, however, a good 
1nve•, ....... ment cLimate was reQuired. ....." ' " f ...... .. :. mr. jenkins 
defended the community against accusations of

21242   
21243   ;i-'"
21244   
21245   ·~-
21246   
21247   .
21248   '<•
21249   
21250   '
21251   
21252   i,
21253   
21254   .
21255   
21256   ,
21257   
21258   ptotect1or.1sm • we has++hadm oood record, but probLems inevitably arose when 

whoLe industries and regions were threatened by sudden 1nceases in imports. l J 
the community wouLd however keep in mind the interest of the poorer ~ non- nic 
countries.

21259   
21260   t·~
21261   ,....~.,.
21262   
21263   """·
21264   ~·
21265   
21266   -
21267   
21268   -.
21269   
21270   ·,•
21271   
21272   **** *year_1980 *date_1980-04-17 *place_Hanover
21273   
21274   -------------·-··--·-·--·-···-···········-~--~---~--~--.----------------------------
21275   
21276   Ett'.BA.Rcr.O r l
21277   
21278   18H3o
21279   
21280   7 Al'RI L
21281   
21282   19&l
21283   
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21284   -· .
21285   
21286   EmlRAOI'S FROM THE SPEEOH Ff THE Rr HOff ROY JEmatre,
21287   
21288   PRESimmT OF THE COMMISSION OF Tim FlJROFmll COMJruliTTIES,.
21289   TO THE FO~.nr Oll 11.EN"'EOOY PROSFEcrS POR THE YE~ 2000° t AT THE HANOV'SR l?AI 

R1 THURSDAY 17 APRIL 198tJ
21290   
21291   It is no "afi.Y ta.slc to look :fo:rwaro 20 year.a to aseees our future energy 

needs. A. measure of the d.ifficuJ:t.y can be seen by looking ba.ol:: at what. we 
were Ba3i~g only ten years ago. 1970 :reproel!onhd a.'bou.t the last B"\lJII:Iier 
almo!!lt as 1913 - of an age now past Md beyond re&~.rrection. Whether or not we 
can oha.rt a pNOise course of event!! for the nt~rli:wo decs.d.ee, the neoessa.ey 
direction of our effortB is no\'1 a-bundantly elea.r. It will be the primacy ta~k 
for us all t.o encourage the prooess of social ohange tows.nte a n_ew low enel"gy 
age.. This will r~q-~ir"8 f'u.Ad~enta.l ohangas in attit1,.:.deEl•

21292   
21293   and growing part· .i:.r our proaparity to be b-..dlt on imporhd on. If we &re to 

maintain the co~etithreness of OU.l' ecol'\Omi6 1, if we are to NBUme growth, if 
we are to preeel"V$ and erletd 1rt:m1dard~ of living, we trUst now begin tho 
difficult transition proe~ss aM<\V f'rom cildol'llina.ted supply patterns. The 
srt.emal oil bi11 of the Coli!D.lllity .h.ae rie*n from ~50 billion in 1978 to P75 
billion· in 1979, and it will most lik$1y exceed /hOO billion th1a year. This 
represents continuing, and indeed fa~  l'ising drain of__~ealth e.~y f'rom the 
Europea:l eoo~oey.

21294   Wo h&Ye -allowed a massive
21295   The col"tlerfftone of' our policy must be energy conser-...-ation._ Re:r.t we 

3ha.11 need ~e_w4 _large-soalo investment both for-- 't-h~ subriitution of oil by 
cmergy 1'rom souroe~~ suoh as. coal s.ng._ nuclear power and for th~L development~ 
of f{f'lthet ~ o fueis and ot renewable resources.. On pl"i'.!sent ~ plan.ning1 
allout ~ of Community GDP is lH~ly to l'e spent on enBr(S investment. Such a level 
of inv ':!:r.;ll:lei1"i: si11!I>l:y will not be suff'ieient to la4mch us upon a 
nerl wad towa-nin the g:r-:0:::.ter energy eelf~ependence ~hich mum be O!lr aim.

21296   
21297   At present t.he ~fforts of NernbAr h'ta.tea in rnseting the energy C:ti.~it> 

·ey·",l~ wi<lely. Th6ro are enormous variations in energy prioing and t.a..~ation 
pol Jds, and the .di-fferent ~la.tion~hilJ lH~h-1Ben t.he va.rious forms of' 
enel'gy url;-d ;,~v<:> oreated trade distorlionn s.nd distorlious.. of 
eon.S\Ufiption • . lt is the Oomnri.ssion 1a vi eN that the distorting effects of 
these s.noma.li!$5 and differenoes make it cno>sential to achieve a prog:ressive 
harmoni~Uon of energy prioes ~d taxeR within the Clot:!lmUJ"!ity. This 't(OUld 
enable th~ Oormm...n..l.-l,;r to mea.sui'S and control the ef:f'ect s of aner-gy 
prl ee it\ creases of_ inflation £1/ ;i unemployment ttnd give the Comnruni't-.r 
the inrlNmsnte of macro-economic ma.na.gemcnt which will help it to reapond to 
challenges from inside and out.

21298   lt may aeem somewhat contrndiOtory to argue f'or higher energy prioee. 'I'he fact 
is, howe\'er, ·that the l"•rH\l -prioe of energy to the contrumer haa aotually 
dttcl1ne!1 in some Member States since 1973. If, as I believe ~'$ nuet, we use the 
prooeedB ot biaher energy prioetJ to achieve~ less oil-dollillated coneumption 
patterns, there ie the prospeot of greater ecol:1omic ftta.bility, a atimulue to 
gl"'k-ih Md employment, and incNa.sed and more secure longer-term prosperity. We 
need to fa.c~ the energy eri sis w1 'th a. new ener(!)J crusa.de operq,.ting at 
every l$\1'$l of' soei. e.ty. 'l'iCle is nwning short. 191?.0 might be .the last· 
breathing space we 'W'ill have in whioh 'to ta.ok.l~ the -energy problems lyi-ng 
ahead of ue, and to do so in a.n orderly oonstruoti ve f'alahion.

21299   
21300   and
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21301   
21302   171V 80
21303   
21304   9 301
21305   
21306   **** *year_1980 *date_1980-12-04 *place_Brussels
21307   
21308   COMMISSION
21309   OF' T"""E
21310   1049 SR\..'SS!:LS
21311   
21312   EUROPEAN
21313   
21314   COMMUNITIES
21315   
21316   STATEMENT BY PRESIDENT JENKINS BRUSSELS : 4TH DECEMBER 1980 ITALIAN EARTHQUAKE. 

RELIEF As you know, the European Council in Luxembourg on 2 December expressed 
its.strong sympathy and solidarity with the people in Southern Italy affected by 
the recent earthquake. 11; invited the Commission to propose, in addition to 
emergency aid, exceptional measures of assistance to the work of reconstruction of 
the afflicted areas. There are therefore two lines of action being taken. First, 
the Commission yesterday agreed to propose, in the Community's general budget, 
interest rebates on loans of up to 1000 m. EUA from the Ortoli facility and the 
European Investment Bank. The rebate will be of 3%. A budgetary line has been 
opened; and Commissioner Tugendhat is sending the necessary rectificatory letter 
in respect of the 1981 budget to the budgetary authority. The Commission has also 
forwarded a draft regulation to the Council in respect of the proposal. 
The'budgetary line will be of the order of 20 m. EUA in the first year, covering 
the cost of the 3% interest rebate on the first tranche of the loan. The amount 
will increase in the second year in order to support an expected increase in the 
flow of loans to Italy. The total cost is likely to reach a level of 190-200 m. 
EUA over the whole period. Second, as far as direct and emergency aid is 
concerned, you are aware that the Commission decided immediately after 
the_earthquake to put 1.5 m. EUA at the disposal of the Italian Government out of 
the 1980 budget as a preliminary contribution. In addition, the Commission /decided

21317   
21318   =~';~~-·, ;;t~;;_:~;;'~;;,~~·--·~·-
21319   
21320   -~,-.,~,:
21321   ~~·
21322   
21323   2
21324   
21325   •
21326   ._.,,
21327   
21328   ~
21329   
21330   .....-
21331   
21332   decided yester,day to grant a further sum of 40 m. EUA in emergency aid to the 

Italian Government under Article 59 of the budget. The use of this aid will be 
determined by the Italian Government, whose representatives are in touch with the 
Commission services today to give further detai15 of the likely uses to which the 
aid will be put. It will primarily cover the immediate provision of transport and 
temporary housing. It will also cover the costs of 15,000 tons of cereals, 1p00 
tons of meat and 900 tons of olive oil~which we have already indicated our 
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willingness to supply. Nothing can make up for the human and material losses so 
tragically suffered by the people of the afflicted area. The Community and 
the.Commission wish by the actions we are proposing and taking to demonstrate our 
feelings at this difficult time and to bring immediate relief of the needs of the 
population, in addition to the contributions of national governments.

21333   
21334   ~
21335   
21336   l.
21337   
21338   •
21339   i
21340   I
21341   
21342   -
21343   
21344   .
21345   
21346   **** *year_1980 *date_1980-03-24 *place_Brussels
21347   
21348   LECTURE BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE COMMITSSION OF THE EUROPEAN C0}1MUNITIES TO THE 

KUNST- EN KULTUlJRVERBOND ASSOCIATION,
21349   
21350   MONDAY, 24 MARCH 1980
21351   
21352   I am pleased to have this opportunity to address an association which has such a 

central place and major influence on the cultural and artistic life of Brussels. 
many thousands who have come to Brussels to

21353   ~rk
21354   
21355   As one of the and live -w-ithin
21356   
21357   the city, I am already conscious and deeply appreciative of the work that your 

Association does to preserve, develop and extend the cultural vitality and 
strength of Brussels. thousand years on, the artistic and intellectual More than a

21358   l~fe
21359   
21360   of this
21361   
21362   city flourishes with an intensity as strong as at any time in its history. I 

believe that this is· in very large meas,..:re due to the work of associations 
such as Kunst- en Kul tuurver ·:xJnd. The survival of a culture depends upon a

21363   contin~IDus
21364   
21365   process
21366   
21367   of exchanging ideas and information: it is not just an inheritance but requires a 

permanent creation and recreation. It must be accepted, lived and shared by the 
people. In

21368   
21369   Brussels, through associations like your own, the Flemish culture bears powerful 

testimony to the active role of the Flemish people in the artistic and 
intellectual life of the city; their readiness to adapt and develop; their 
capacity to assimilate changes and the influence of other cultural currents; and 
their readiness to live their culture, not just to defend a language and a 
tradition. I therefore welcome

21370   
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21371   this occasion to address you today about the prospects for Europe and to do so 
with your agreement in my own language. In my view the essence of the Community 
today lies in its institutions. The first prio!ity of those such as /Monnet,

21372   
21373   -2-
21374   
21375   Monnet, Schuman and Spaak was to lay a new foundation on to rebuild Europe out of 

the ashes of civil war. achievement was a new legal
21376   fra~ework
21377   
21378   ~~ich
21379   
21380   Their
21381   
21382   based on specific
21383   
21384   treaties which formed and still forms the essential oasis for our joint European 

venture. That legal
21385   frar.e\~rk
21386   
21387   found its
21388   
21389   expression in the establishment of a common set of institutions. Their reality can 

be seen nowhere more clearly than here in Brussels. Indeed, it is particularly 
fitting to look at

21390   
21391   institutional issues in this city. It is not merely that the Community and its 

institutions are part and parcel of everyday life. are more European than Brussels
21392   wit~
21393   
21394   Few places
21395   institutio~s,
21396   
21397   its numerous
21398   
21399   its thousands of civil servants, diplomats and representatives of European 

economic and social interests. in rna;:-:y
21400   ~·ays
21401   
21402   It is also the case ti1at
21403   
21404   Belgium was the start.
21405   
21406   The first po s t-\-:ar ir::?ul ses Indeed, tl-:e beca-ne the Cc:-nu:1i ty
21407   
21408   towards economic integration were here. initial inspiration and format of what
21409   
21410   are to be found here in the pioneering developr::ents th,:'..t started in 

September 1944 with the declaration that led to the Benelux Customs Union, 
beginning in 1948. In a real sense,

21411   
21412   Belgium and its partners - the Benelux countries - forrr. the heartland of the 

Cornmunity. And this is symbolised for me by the The
21413   
21414   existing sites of the Ccmmunity's principal institutions.
21415   
21416   Commission and Council here in Brussels; the Parliament which sits astride 
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Luxembourg and Strasbourg as well as meeting in Committees here in Brussels; the 
Court of Justice in Luxembourg. Whatever the challenges before us, the Community's 
strength, its underlying vitality lies in the basic structure of its institutions 
- the essential symmetry of Council, Cornwission, Parlia::-.ent and Court of 
Justice. hie n;ust guard and preserve that /essential

21417   
21418   ---------------~
21419   
21420   -3-
21421   
21422   essential symmetry and the unity that it has brought to the Community in all that 

we do. What does that mean in the context of Europe today? Here I make three 
points. 'Within the law. First and foremost, it means living

21423   
21424   There is too much at stake, too much that '\ve
21425   
21426   have created together which would be put at risk if it were ever accepted that 

national convenience or a particular national interest could override the basic 
rules of the Community enshrined in the Treaties. In international affairs, the

21427   
21428   example of Iran and more worryingly the flagrant abuse of international law by the 

Soviet Union in its action Afghanistan has brought horne to us the price of a no 
law.

21429   Our
21430   to,~·ards
21431   
21432   "~rld "~th
21433   
21434   position in the world generally, as well as our
21435   
21436   coherence as a Community, will be immeasurably weakened if \ve neglect or abuse 

the basic rules on which our Community system is based. We depart from them at our 
peril. I do not perhaps

21437   
21438   need to elaborate the point further.
21439   
21440   I would only say that the
21441   
21442   whole carefully-balanced edifice of powers and responsibilies on Which the 

Community is based could be damaged irreparably once we accept a position where 
any Member State for v.natever reason can simply ignore or reject a decision of 
the Court of Justice. The Court interprets the law on the basis of the There is no

21443   
21444   Treaties of which the Commission is the guardian.
21445   
21446   duty to which the Commission attaches more importance. Second, none of this 

implies that Community law is immutable. our system. Nothing is or should be fixed 
for all time under We cannot stand immobile and static in a world \micb It is 
essential that now, as in the

21447   
21448   is changing and developing.
21449   
21450   past, we show ourselves capable of adapting our rules and regulations to changing 

circumstances and ideas.
21451   '
21452   
21453   In that
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21454   / --...-~- :_- ~-= . ·-----··
21455   
21456   -4-
21457   
21458   process, however, we must proceed by agreement and within the basic institutional 

framework of the Community. Here I see the
21459   w~th
21460   
21461   Benelux countries with their long European traditions crucial role to play.
21462   
21463   a
21464   
21465   They are, as it were, the sheet anchor
21466   
21467   holding the Community in place and in conformity with the vision and the reality 

of the original treaties. Third, as the recent report of the Three \-Jise Nen on 
the Community's institutions made clear, the institutional frauework of the 
Treaties depends on a creative partnership perhaps I should say creative and 
constructive tension between independent bodies each respecting the other and

21468   1-vi th its own defined responsibilities.
21469   e~ch
21470   
21471   A certain level of
21472   
21473   tension and rivalry is natural in every great organisation and is indeed a 

condition for progress. time to time. the Community There will be clashes
21474   fro~
21475   
21476   That may be inevitable.
21477   fraue~urk
21478   
21479   Essentially, ho\:ever, Each
21480   
21481   is based on interdependence.
21482   
21483   institution relies for its daily functioning on the contributions made by others. 

Thus, the basic process of
21484   
21485   Community legislation involves Commission proposal, Parliamentary consultation and 

Council enactment. process. It is a shared
21486   
21487   It follows therefore that,for each institution, a
21488   
21489   prerequisite of efficiency is the pursuit of good and balanced relations framework.
21490   w~th
21491   
21492   other bodies
21493   
21494   \~thin
21495   
21496   the Community
21497   
21498   Finally, the Community
21499   
21500   ~urks
21501   
21502   only where all the
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21503   
21504   institutions, operating within their own defined responsibilities, are ready to 

act and work in the interests of Europe as a whole: that means defining objectives 
and policies on which all institutions and all Member States can together.

21505   \ \1
21506   \! ,'\
21507   
21508   ~urk
21509   
21510   It is against this background and these general
21511   
21512   -5-
21513   
21514   principles that we need to examine the changing and emerging institutional pattern 

of the Community. Perhaps
21515   
21516   the most significant and far-reaching achievement of 1979 was the first direct 

elections of
21517   t~e
21518   
21519   European
21520   
21521   Parlia~ent.
21522   pow~rful
21523   
21524   No-one can doubt that this has brought a new and democratic dimension to Community 

affairs. before us.
21525   
21526   The evidence is already
21527   
21528   Indeed, there was never any question but that
21529   
21530   Members of Parliament, their legitimacy sanctioned by the votes of a European 

electorate, would not be willing to sit passively in an assembly content with 
purely consultative powers. So it has proved. This new actor on the European 
stc-.ge It is alrea.dy The

21531   
21532   is not content with a small bit-part.
21533   
21534   demonstrating its strength and political cohesion.
21535   
21536   decision which it took last December to reject the 1980 Community budget was an 

act of political responsibility and of political courage which, wnile it obviously 
causes certain practical difficulties, was fully

21537   w~thin
21538   
21539   the Parliament's
21540   
21541   powers and helped to underline its determination to play its appointed role within 

the institutional fr&uew6rk of the Community. Its decision was thus much more than 
a mere act

21542   Parli&~ent
21543   
21544   of presence: it was a clear warning that this
21545   
21546   intends to exercise its Parliamentary rights to the full and, in particular, its 

right to monitor, to control and to approve budgetary expenditure. This is a new 
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fact which
21547   
21548   all the institutions of the Community must recognise, understand and face up to. 

It is not a question of
21549   
21550   conceding powers or relinquishing responsibilities to a new institution: it is a 

question of enabling the European Parliament to exercise its full and legitimate 
responsibilities within the creative partnership envisaged by the Treaties. /It

21551   i
21552   
21553   - "''
21554   C'
21555   
21556   -6-
21557   
21558   It is, in many ways, remarkable that
21559   ~nich
21560   
21561   Parlia~ent,
21562   
21563   was elected only 9 months ago and did not form its
21564   
21565   Committees until September, should have been in a position to exercise its 

budgetary powers in December by refusi.r:g to approve the Budget. It is not 
altogether easy to predict

21566   Parlia~ent's
21567   
21568   attitude towards the new budgetary proposals \.;!J.1ich the Commission has 

recently put forward. \.Jhat, I think, is clear is d-:at
21569   
21570   Parliament has taken the opportunity provided by the dcfcr-r:cn.t of the
21571   ~Jdgetary
21572   
21573   procedure to seek control over the distribution The delay in
21574   
21575   and organisation of agricultural expenditure.
21576   
21577   the acoption of the Budget has meant that, for the first time, the budgetary 

procedure can be linked to the decisiors on fa17". prices. In the past, the farm 
price decisions taken bv the

21578   
21579   Council have invariably obliged the Commission to subwit a revised Eudget in the 

course of the financial year, to t&kc accocnt of the budgetary consequences of 
those decisions. Now,

21580   
21581   for the first time, :it is possible to er.-,'isage a single, allpurpose budget 

providing for an overall control of expenditure. I -...velcome such a prospect.
21582   Parlia~ent 1 s
21583   
21584   There will be difficulties about
21585   
21586   new involvement in the farm price debate, which Nevertheless, on balance, this is
21587   
21588   is complicated enough already.
21589   
21590   a development in the right direction bringing Parliament closer and into more 

direct contact with the central internal issues facing the Community. Another 
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considerable advance in the political decision-making process of the Community has 
been the confirmation and permanent establishment of the European Council as a 
regular forum for Heads of State and Government. This is in many ways a welcome 
and beneficial development. As the report of the Three

21591   ~-Jise
21592   
21593   Hen underlines, the Euro;:ean
21594   / r.r,,·· ,. ;
21595   ._I ~~ '1.,..1.1
21596   
21597   ....
21598   
21599   ·~
21600   
21601   I
21602   
21603   ~-
21604   
21605   -7-
21606   
21607   Council has become indispensible in the overall operation of the Community and 

illustrates the Community's capacity for selfrenewal in difficult times. It has 
been able to give a new

21608   
21609   political impulsion to issues which in other circumstances have tended to get 

submerged in a discussion of technicalities at the level of the Council of 
Ministers. Some issues - I believe

21610   
21611   that the EMS was one and the development of a common position on energy imports 

was another - raise such important and politically sensitive questions that they 
can perhe.ps only finally obtain the necessary political acceptability w"'i t':in 
the Cowmunity as a whole after they have been treated a.t t:-.e level of Heads of 
Government. The European Council is

21612   beco~i~g
21613   
21614   increasingly and rightly selective about what they tackle. Its effectiveness 

depends on avoiding the trap of becocir:g a kind of Court of Appeal for any and 
all unresolved matters.

21615   Co~unity
21616   
21617   There is a balance to be struck between its role
21618   
21619   and the continuing business of the Council of Ministers. "Kevertheless, broadly 

speaking the experience so far is that the El;ropean Council has corae to play an 
essential and cons tr-u.c t:L -.,;c ro I' • Within this changing perspective, 
-vmere dces stand? of the

21620   t::'~ Gc:r:r.·~:L:>~i~-·'
21621   
21622   What is its position between the emerging stren[:th
21623   Parlia~ent
21624   
21625   and the weight of the European
21626   
21627   Cou~cil?
21628   
21629   It was
21630   
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21631   encouraging to note the remarkable similarity of vie\·J ir. ::he reports of the 
Three Wise Men on the Community as a wTiole ar.d in the Report of the Spierenburg 
Group on the Commission. reports,

21632   ~nile
21633   
21634   Both
21635   
21636   they pointed to external factors and internal
21637   
21638   weaknesses, developing over a decade or more, which have led to some dilution of 

the Commission's effectiveness, stressed that the Commission should continue to 
exercise its political powers of initiative in full independence. The tasks anc the

21639   ....., . .,. .,._ I . . ;,(';.~., .....
21640   '
21641   
21642   -8-
21643   
21644   powers entrusted to the Commission by the Treaties have not changed. Our powers of 

initiative, our responsibility as the
21645   
21646   guardian of the Treaties, our duty to explain continuously to public opinion the 

decisions wnich have been taken and to defend the European interest - all these 
are as important as they have ever been. we will not shirk. They represent a task 
and an obligation Of course, like all organisations t;,.e

21647   
21648   Cor:rr:1ission needs to adapt and renew its o:<711 response to changing 

circumstances. Just as the Comnr.mity ::1ust
21649   i.'Ove
21650   
21651   with
21652   
21653   the times, so must its institutions.
21654   
21655   That is \·l;:y in 1978
21656   A~-nbc.ssc:.dor ,:~d
21657   
21658   we acted to set up an outside reviet.·J body under
21659   
21660   Spierenburg to exam.ine how the Cc:-:cmissi..on' s
21661   
21662   org<mis~~ti.c:-:
21663   
21664   staff resources could 1:-est be adjusted to meet futu!"e needs. Based on that 

report, the Conmissi..on inter..ds to se.c...:xe :.:. strea.-nlining of its 
adm.in:i:stration, b-etter

21665   inter~··al
21666   
21667   coordina.tion
21668   
21669   and planning, and a greater control over the use of s::-.e:--cc staff resources. 

We have already tE.J<en a r:Lnber of decisions
21670   w~ll
21671   
21672   on these lines and more
21673   
21674   follow.
21675   
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21676   Our
21677   
21678   t:o
21679   
21680   snsure
21681   
21682   that we hand over to our successcrs the best possible ad.-ninistrative structure 

to enable the Commission to f-c.l£il its role l:x>th as the executor and the 
proposer of policies. On this analysis I see no reason to be pessir::istic or 
gloomy al:x>ut the future. The basic structure c.•::.:cl They have stood up

21683   
21684   foundations of the Community are sound.
21685   
21686   to storms and arguments in the past; they can and will do so .:.gain. We have the 

mechanisms at our disposal; '"e have
21687   t:~s
21688   
21689   ins ti. :.- u tional fr arne'>vork; we have all the necessary apparatus to reach 

decisions and to react positively and imaginatively to the challenges ahead. This 
basic structure

21690   
21691   has already served us well in the development of a co:-:-:::non
21692   
21693   .I
21694   
21695   '
21696   
21697   ------------------------
21698   
21699   --------------------
21700   
21701   -9Community has been able to make its presence felt as a major force in world 

economic matters.
21702   
21703   1979 saw the conclusion of
21704   
21705   years of difficult and patient negotiation in the multilateral trade negotiations 

under GATT throughout which E-urope negotiated and spoke with one voice. The 
conclusion of the Tokvo Round

21706   J
21707   
21708   now offers us the reasonable prospect, despite difficult economic circumstances, 

for a further development of the free-world trading systen. In 1979 we also reached
21709   agree~ent
21710   
21711   at Lome on a renewed convention enhancing and strengthening our relationship wi.th 

the now 58 ACP countries. time, Ke have been able to assert a co<nwon at the now 
regular Ecor.oh!ic

21712   Su;~aits
21713   
21714   At t::e sa.:::e ;:-.:: :;i tic:;.
21715   
21716   E~opear:
21717   
21718   where the n2j.)r
21719   u::.c'~rst,:rr-,dL:.g
21720   
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21721   industrialised countries have come together to seek
21722   
21723   and a consiste:1t approach to bro3.d economic strategy. particularly important that;
21724   i.l
21725   
21726   It
21727   
21728   1.·~'-ls
21729   
21730   t., the Economic Su::-c:1i t in
21731   h'Ork Jcl
21732   .t
21733   
21734   last year, the Cornm.uni ty should have been able to
21735   
21736   corm:on position allowing it to lead the v.-ay tm\-ards establishing a new 

apparatus of cooperation in the
21737   er.erg~,-
21738   
21739   field.
21740   
21741   All this is demonstration of our strength and solidJ.rit:; 1.n dealing with the 

external world on matters of trade, economic cooperation and development. But 
Europe's res ponsi bili ties should be rao:.-e those of a trading partner.

21742   th~m
21743   
21744   The Corrrrnunity is much n:or12 thaTl the
21745   c)'-.:r~cl'JCS
21746   
21747   organisation of a large common market and we owe it to to take action in other 

fields. In particular, \ft:e ::r:"G.s c
21748   
21749   r-•-:>tv· :-·ovs
21750   
21751   to develop strong and coherent internal policies on C'L:rrec:cy matters; on 

energy; and on industrial matters. Our credibility
21752   
21753   externally will in the end only be sustained if we face up to the need for strong 

internal policies capable of ::::eeting the requireme:1ts of the 1980s. Thore 
require::-,e:1ts are

21754   / .,..e ....,1 ;::,··.<.,..::... _,..._ ••...
21755   
21756   -10-
21757   
21758   real and they are increasingly daunting.
21759   
21760   Most of the economic
21761   
21762   indicators are bad and there is no i:1!!1ediate prcsr::ect of reversing these 

trends. Economic
21763   gro~\'th
21764   
21765   is declining sharply;
21766   
21767   unemployment is still rising; inflation in the Ccrr:nunity is accelerating;
21768   a~d
21769   
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21770   the Conmur.ity's current acco4ut deficit
21771   
21772   on external trade has soared under the impact of last year's 65% increase in oil 

prices. change in our society. We can see the signs of irreversible
21773   
21774   They are visible in the ir:1pa.ct of new
21775   accelerati~g
21776   
21777   technologies on our daily lives; in the
21778   
21779   declir.e
21780   
21781   of some of our older indus tries; in the changing ar:C. ;:-:::-re difficult 

pattern of our trade. Let me look briefly at three
21782   funda~ental
21783   
21784   areas
21785   
21786   w"'here the attitudes and policies that we work out and ador:,t ;;d_thin the 

Community
21787   ~-rill
21788   
21789   have a major influence on the ;;.. .-ay
21790   
21791   in 1;"-hich Europe is regc:.rded by its partners. First, economic and monetary 

matters. It seems to
21792   
21793   me absolutely clear that if 11e are ever to attain the influence
21794   
21795   e~~itles
21796   
21797   us to,
21798   
21799   ~e
21800   
21801   measures which are sufficiently inte[;rated and ro;,..;erh::.l to give us 

credibility in the eyes of our major partn2rs. that process, the European Monetary
21802   S:~.rstem
21803   
21804   I::.
21805   
21806   agree·.: in Brussels
21807   
21808   just over a year ago represents a first and inportant step. During a difficult 

year for the not only survived, it has
21809   ~dorld
21810   
21811   economy, the system ·:1as to provide a valuable We must noh'
21812   
21813   'i~rked ~'ell
21814   
21815   buttress of greater monetary stability in Europe.
21816   
21817   v.urk towards a steady extension of the work of the EHS, for example through 

closer internal coordination and the \,·orking out of corrnnon policies with 
regard to third countries and other currencies.

21818   
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21819   -11-
21820   
21821   Second, we should now aim to make rapid progress towards the
21822   establis~~ent
21823   
21824   of a common energy policy.
21825   
21826   The
21827   
21828   Commission has been working to this end for some years but our words have tended 

to outstrip what has actually been achieved. As in other fields, I am doubtful 
whether the

21829   
21830   Community will in the future be able to defend its interests in the rest of the 

wurld - whether in relation to the oilexporting countries or in relation to other 
oil-importing countries - unless and until it has laid down the foundations for a 
consistent internal policy.

21831   I' { • '"
21832   
21833   The Commission is currently
21834   
21835   looking at a number of ideas and we aim to bring our conclusions forward to the 

!European Council. The fact is that energy accounts for so
21836   i~pcrtant
21837   
21838   an element in the management of our economies that there could scarcely be a true 

common' market without com::1on policies in t:;.e field of energy. We need to 
examine urgently some of the major

21839   
21840   anomalies and differences which have arisen between Member States in their pricing 

and taxation of energy. The distorting
21841   
21842   effects which these anomalies have produced make it ir.crec,si::;ly essential to 

reach agreement on the progressive harnonisation of energy prices and taxes
21843   w~ thin
21844   
21845   the Community.
21846   
21847   Tbi s ·hould
21848   
21849   enable the Community to measure and control the effects cf energy price increases 

on inflation and unemployment and wuuld give us the instruments of macro-economic 
management to cope with challenges from inside and from abroad. At the saT.e time we

21850   
21851   must step up planned investment in energy over the next decade and beyond. Our 

present effort falls far short of requirement.
21852   progr~~e
21853   
21854   It is the Commission's view that we need a Community
21855   
21856   to support the efforts of Member States to pronate energy
21857   savi~g,
21858   
21859   to substitute oil by energy from other sources and to
21860   
21861   I.·
21862   
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21863   -12-
21864   
21865   develop synthetic fuels and other renewable sources. The third area concerns 

industrial poli::y. already faced with an urgent need to develop a \-Ie are
21866   
21867   Go~nunity
21868   
21869   response to the challenge of the new electronic technologies. Our effort so far 

has been dispersed, ill-coordinated and disappointing. Although Europe provides 
about a,.;third of the

21870   
21871   world market for electronic goods, \ve produce no·Uhi.ng like a third of the 

products themselves. The gap
21872   w~ich
21873   
21874   separates us
21875   
21876   from our Japanese and American competitors is still grow-ing. But the industrial 

challenge is not just confined to ac.-,. -ar~ed technology where Europe is lagging 
behind. direction we are also faced

21877   ~~th
21878   
21879   From the
21880   
21881   o~ryosite
21882   
21883   a
21884   
21885   gro~i_ng
21886   
21887   challenge in many
21888   
21889   traditional sectors from newly-industrialised countries procucing at lower cost. 

This double challenge bri:pgs a
21890   ris~
21891   
21892   th<::.t ·..:.::less
21893   
21894   we act now we shall become in a relatively short period a kind of industrial 

depressed lower middle class. We shall neither be abL:.:
21895   
21896   to compete with the industrial innovators nor survive the competition in 

traditional areas. There are thus two essentials. First, the Community
21897   
21898   must develop a policy for innovation so that we may create new industrial sectors 

and branch out into new activities based on research and modern management 
techniques. That is why the

21899   
21900   Commission attaches such importance to progress being made on its ideas for 

development in the new advanaed:z.technolgies. We. have
21901   
21902   proposed that the Community should establish a single and homogenous market for 

telematic equipment and services; should foster the growth of a European 
information industry; should promote industrial and user cooperation;., should 
enhance existing national and European progr2nmes for communication by satellite; 
and should above all apply the new technologies tc the /activitieE c£

21903   
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21904   -13activities of the Community itself on the continental scale open to us. At the 
same time, the other essentia.l is that we

21905   
21906   should adapt our existing industrial structures and means of production to meet 

the new competitive threat to our traditional areas of industrial activity at a 
time wnen interna] demand is levelling off. These are formidable challenges. time 
left in which to act.

21907   
21908   And there is little
21909   
21910   The Community mechanisms and basic
21911   
21912   framework already exist; there is an institutional vitality \vhich must give cause 

for hope; the policy options are there. we have to find now is the
21913   w~ll
21914   
21915   What It is
21916   
21917   and determination to act.
21918   dete~ine
21919   
21920   now at the start of the 1980s that we shall or not the objectives of those
21921   \\TIO
21922   
21923   \•nether-
21924   
21925   established the Corr:.unity Like the Flemish culture,
21926   
21927   in the 1950s can be brought to reality.
21928   
21929   so with the Community idea: it is not enough to sit back to defend what has been 

achieved; the Community idea
21930   ;:~.ust
21931   
21932   be
21933   
21934   lived moving with the times, assimilating changes, grov.:rir.g and developing. It 

must be a process of continuous creation and
21935   
21936   if we are to survive in the world of the 1980s we dare not falter.
21937   
21938   **** *year_1980 *date_1980-02-12 *place_Strasbourg
21939   
21940   EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY EUROPEAN ATOMIC 

ENERGY COMMUNITY
21941   COMMISSION
21942   
21943   Address by Mr. Roy Jenkins, President of the Commission of the European 

Communities, to the European Parliament
21944   
21945   Presentation of the Generol Report for 1979 and programme of the Commission for 1980
21946   
21947   Strasbourg, 12 February 1980
21948   
21949   1
21950   
21951   Introduction It is a heavy responsibility to present the Commission's programme 
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for the first time .to this new Parliament, but it is a responsibility which my 
colleagues and I welcome at the beginning of this the fourth and last year of our 
mandate. The introduction of the Commission's

21952   
21953   programme for 1980 fits naturally into the proceedings of a well-established and 

working Parliament. I look
21954   
21955   .·
21956   
21957   forward to the debate which will follow on Thursday on the main lines of that 

programme.
21958   
21959   Today l intend to concentrate on what we see as the central issues confronting us. 

I do not intend
21960   
21961   to say something about everything or attempt a Cook's tour of the horizons of the 

Community
21962   
21963   1979 and its achieVements
21964   
21965   Hrst it would be right to look back briefly at what the Community achieved in 

1979. In many ways I
21966   
21967   believe that 1979 should be seen as a year of major Community advance. We saw 

substantial success on a /number
21968   
21969   ~--~---
21970   
21971   ~---
21972   
21973   --·-·····
21974   
21975   --------- -
21976   
21977   2
21978   
21979   number of major fronts.
21980   
21981   First, we put in place
21982   
21983   the European Monetary System after less than a year of discussion, and have seen 

it establish itself .· gradually amunspectacularly. We will need to do more to 
strengthen and support the EMS but its creation is, in my view, an importand 
landmark in our development. Second, we have agreed the accord with a new European 
partner, Greece, and have started to welcome her into the Community. This 
accession - and the other two

21984   
21985   •
21986   
21987   which are likely to follow - emphasises the underlying vitality of the Community 

and the attraction which it holds for the reborn democracies of Europe. concluded. 
after

21988   .~any
21989   
21990   Third, we
21991   
21992   years of difficult and largely This MTN
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21993   
21994   unglamorous negotiation, the Tokyo Round,
21995   
21996   achievement offers us the reasonable prospect for a further development of the 

free world trading system on mutually beneficial lines, despite the new and more 
difficult circumstances that face us. Fourth, we reached

21997   
21998   agreement at Lome on a renewed convention enhancing and strengthening our 

relationship with the 58 countries of the ACP, Fifth, at the Strasbourg European 
Council

21999   
22000   and subsequently at the Economic Summit in Tokyo we led the way towards 

establishing a new apparatus of cooperation in the energy field, Above all, we saw 
this Parliament

22001   
22002   elected, bringing a new and powerful democratic dimension to our affairs.
22003   
22004   I make these points to this House because the essential vitality of the Community 

can sometimes be obscured by the dust of short term problems and difficulties. 
Within the

22005   L·,.~··
22006   
22007   ·:ark of our common
22008   
22009   3
22010   
22011   institutions there remains a deep reserve of invention, imagination and sustained 

cohesion which can be brought to bear in the common interests of Europe.·· It is 
well to remember what we have already achieved together when we contemplate the 
problems that we have to resolve t·o·gether in the future.

22012   
22013   The crisis ahead
22014   
22015   Looking ahead, we face no· less than the break-up of the established economic and 

social order on which post-war Europe was built. been sounding for The warning 
bells have Bit by bit we

22016   
22017   a decade. ----~
22018   
22019   have seen the co'llapse of that long period of monetary stability founded on the 

Bretton Woods agreements; that process began even before the rise in oil prices in 
1973. Energy price increases may not have been

22020   
22021   the only cause of our present misfortunes but they have been the main catalyst. We 

have built our
22022   
22023   industrial society on the consumption of fossil fuels, in particular oil, and it 

is now certain that if we do not change our ways while there is still time and 
1980 could be almost our last opportunity - our society will risk dislocation and 
eventual collapse.

22024   
22025   Most of the economic indicators are bad.
22026   
22027   Whereas
22028   
22029   in 1979 growth of the European economy amounted to about 3.3%, in 1980 it could 

fall substantially below even the 2% which we were forecasting in dispirited 
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/fashion
22030   
22031   ....
22032   
22033   --~····--·--------------
22034   
22035   t:
22036   
22037   '
22038   
22039   !
22040   Unemployment rates,
22041   
22042   fashion at the end of last year.
22043   
22044   I
22045   ..
22046   
22047   which in the early 70s averaged under 3% for the Community as . a whole, rose to 

5. 6•, in 1979 and are forecast to rise to well above 6.0\ this year. Average 
inflation can be expected to increase from 9% last year to nearly 11,5% in 1980. 
The current

22048   
22049   account deficit on external trade is estimated to rise from almost $8 billion in 

1979 to more than $20 billion this year under the impact of last year's 65% 
increase in oil prices. We may once have hoped that the waves

22050   I
22051   
22052   of our recent discontents would quietly recede and that the easier world of.the 

60s would optimism is now
22053   ~otally
22054   re~emerge.
22055   
22056   I
22057   
22058   Such
22059   
22060   facile
22061   
22062   untenable.
22063   
22064   The signs of
22065   
22066   irreversible change are now visible in the accelerating decline of some of our 

older industries; in the impact
22067   
22068   of new technologies in many areas of our daily lives; in the changing pattern of 

our trade.
22069   
22070   The essential question for 1980 and the years ahead is therefore simply this: how 

do we adapt our society
22071   
22072   to the new economic realities ?
22073   
22074   Energy
22075   
22076   I turn first to the question of energy which was a central issue for the meeting 
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of the European Council in Strasbourg last summer, and subsequently for the 
Economic Summit in Tokyo. It was, let us recall, the

22077   
22078   first time the Community had fixed and defended a global target figure for our oil 

consu:' •tion and imports. /Yet since then
22079   ...
22080   
22081   --
22082   
22083   ··- .
22084   
22085   -------------
22086   
22087   5
22088   
22089   Yet since then progress seems to have faltered. You will be debating this matter 

in many of its aspects tomorrow but I nevertheless believe it is right to 
emphasise the main points now.

22090   
22091   In the short term, energy conservation must be the cornerstone of our policy since 

it forms the quickest and the cheapest way of contributing to a restoration of the 
balance between supply and demand. Some progress has already been made. Thus the 
total

22092   
22093   energy consumption of the Nine fell by about 8% between 1974 and 1977. is immense: 

But the potential for further savings
22094   
22095   recent studies have shown that over the
22096   
22097   next two decades there could be savings of 20-35% in the transport sector; 

agriculture; 15-35% in industry and
22098   
22099   and up to SO% in the housing and service
22100   
22101   sector on the basis of currently available technology. It is the Commission's view 

that with wider use of best practice in energy saving equipment and in design, 
energy savings by 1990 could be as much as 100 million tons

22102   oil equivalent
22103   
22104   in excess of Member States' forecasts:
22105   
22106   in other words over 20% off our import needs.
22107   
22108   I
22109   
22110   Second, we believe
22111   
22112   Secon~we
22113   
22114   baliev2 that throushout the Community
22115   
22116   we should rapidly raise the levels of our investment in new ways of saving energy, 

in exploiting out native resources,
22117   ~nd
22118   
22119   in developing new sources of energy.
22120   
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22121   This cannot industry
22122   
22123   be left entirely to the market place.
22124   
22125   Of course
22126   
22127   must make the investments it thinks profitable and contribute to the common 

effort; but a big responsibility inevitably rests with each Member State and with 
the Community as a

22128   ~•ole
22129   
22130   i
22131   '
22132   
22133   in giving a lead to investment in areas of high
22134   
22135   risk or high technology, particularly where there are big initial costs and long 

pay back times. There are three obvious areas to which I draw brief attention. 
First, we neeq to reverse the

22136   
22137   downward trend, experienced through the 1970s, in the consumption and production 

of coal. Investment is needed
22138   
22139   for new production capacity; for the construction, modernization and conversion of 

power stations using coal; and for demonstration projects in coal liquefaction and 
gasification. Secondly, the Commission believes that the

22140   
22141   delays which have occurred in the development of nuclear energy in different parts 

of the Community should be made up as soon as possible. Thirdly, we need to
22142   
22143   !
22144   I
22145   I
22146   
22147   t• ;·
22148   
22149   devote far more time and attention to the development of other sources of energy, 

those sometimes called new and exotic, but in fact often old and well' tried. 
/Wnat we get out

22150   
22151   ~·
22152   ~
22153   
22154   I
22155   . •
22156   
22157   I'
22158   
22159   ,..[' !'
22160   I f.
22161   
22162   I.
22163   
22164   -6-
22165   
22166   What we get out of such sources is in c:lirect proportion to what we put into 

them. We must not fall into the error
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22167   
22168   of supposing that because a source is apparently cheap, simple, and small scale it 

cannot be as good as that which is expensive, complicated, and large scale.
22169   Fourth • we need to put greater efforts into our
22170   
22171   .research and development programme.
22172   
22173   At present only
22174   
22175   two to three per cent of the Community budget is devoted to energy, and only about 

four per cent of energy investment is provided from Community sources. There is 
much that we

22176   ['
22177   I
22178   
22179   can do to concentrate-national efforts, to stimulate planning, to avoid 

Unnecessary duplication and give the direction of advance. In all these areas we 
have to reckon with the need to protect the environment, to limit and assess the 
consequences of pollution of land, sea and atmosphere, and

22180   to make what we do as safe as we humanly can.
22181   
22182   r··
22183   I ' '
22184   
22185   Concern
22186   
22187   f:
22188   
22189   I I I
22190   
22191   about the consequences of developing new and existing sources of energy · has been 

somewhat unfairly focussed on the nuclear aspect. There are hazards connected
22192   its
22193   
22194   I ;, I
22195   1. I
22196   
22197   with the greater exploitation of coal, in particular in
22198   
22199   effects on the atmosphere; there are hazards in our continued high consumption of 

hydrocarbons; there are hazards in the development of nuclear energy, among which 
nuclear waste disposal is conspicuous;

22200   qut, as
22201   
22202   ~
22203   
22204   lI.
22205   1
22206   
22207   i'· .,
22208   
22209   1;,' I• .-~
22210   
22211   ~·. I····
22212   
22213   is sometimes forgotten, there are also hazards in the use of wind power, wave 

power, and solar power in its many /forms.
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22214   
22215   I
22216   
22217   i
22218   
22219   ~.
22220   
22221   I
22222   
22223   I'
22224   I
22225   
22226   '
22227   
22228   - 7 -
22229   
22230   f..r
22231   
22232   l r
22233   
22234   'r.
22235   f.' ,,
22236   
22237   ' '.
22238   
22239   forms.
22240   
22241   In working out our
22242   
22243   prog4a~~e
22244   
22245   we must see the
22246   
22247   t.
22248   '·
22249   
22250   hazards as a.·whole and deal with them honestly and openly. I think that we have 

made progress in recent months towards fuller appreciation of these problems. it 
is now six years since the first warning and I fear we have missed many more 
opportunities than we have created. The lesson of recent developmenmin the Middle 
But

22251   
22252   r ·.
22253   [
22254   'II ''
22255   I
22256   
22257   f: t.
22258   
22259   •.
22260   
22261   to'·
22262   '
22263   
22264   ..
22265   
22266   f
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22267   
22268   •.
22269   
22270   East is that we shall not have another such period of grace. Our efforts to
22271   ,•
22272   
22273   I
22274   
22275   r
22276   
22277   l
22278   r
22279   I
22280   
22281   overcome
22282   
22283   these problems will The most tangible
22284   
22285   require time, money, and determination. is money.
22286   
22287   '
22288   '
22289   
22290   Hence the Commission is looking at possibilities
22291   
22292   which include the idea of some form of energy tax or levy. Such a tax or levy 

would of course need to be consistent with our international obligations and 
should have regard to macro-economic as well as energy considerations. We

22293   
22294   ! r
22295   r
22296   I
22297   
22298   '·. •
22299   r :·
22300   
22301   ~
22302   
22303   f. • f,' ..
22304   I
22305   
22306   shall keep this House closely informed of the progress of our work, and look 

forward to full discussion with you when our thinking is more precise. When I was in
22307   
22308   ,. '
22309   I
22310   
22311   ,
22312   
22313   I' I
22314   ..
22315   
22316   ' i.
22317   i.
22318   
22319   "
22320   
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22321   .
22322   
22323   Washington in January, I found that similar ideas were also under examination 

there. The effect of any Community
22324   
22325   ' I
22326   
22327   initiative would be all the greater if it were undertaken in co-operation with our 

major industrial partners. Ne\-7 c:dvanced technology Energy problems may have 
been t4e catalyst in quickening the

22328   pac~
22329   
22330   of economic change.
22331   
22332   But I am
22333   
22334   convinced that the ultimate test of success or failure in the next decade will be 

the attitude we adopt to the challenge
22335   
22336   .'
22337   
22338   The developments
22339   
22340   /-..-:..ow :: f.':.picil.y
22341   
22342   -------------------------~-~, ..
22343   
22344   ·,· •...
22345   
22346   -8-
22347   
22348   now rapidly unfolding herald a new industrial revolution. The first effects of 

these developments can already be seen reflected most starkly in the loss of jobs 
in traditional industries. The results are sudden, sharp and devastating.

22349   
22350   For example in the traditional watch industry in the Federal Republic there was a 

drop in employment of some 40/. in the mid-1970s. In printing and publishing, 
where composition

22351   
22352   direct from the key-board has cut out traditional skills, we are now
22353   '"'itnessing the prospect of a fall in establisher!
22354   
22355   employment which could amount to 70/•• But these dramatic effects tend to hide the 

gains to be had from 'the same technologies. . Such gains come from the demand for 
the new products available, either wholly new products o;/th~ spin-off effects of 
increased demand for the productsof existing technology.

22356   from
22357   
22358   -
22359   
22360   They also arise because
22361   
22362   of the more efficient use of resources leading to lower costs and the release of 

resources for investment elsewhere. The introduction of new data processing 
techniques in accountancy

22363   gro":th
22364   
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22365   , for example, has coincided with a substantial
22366   
22367   in employment, an increase of some 300,000 jobs in France J.n the past seven 

years. aloae I These are :r;eal gains. But because they do not always arise in the 
same regions or industries as those affected by unemployment, they often go 
unnoticed. not only to exploit these new developments but to We need

22368   
22369   contain
22370   
22371   their social effects and provide far more information than has
22372   hitherto
22373   
22374   been available about them.
22375   
22376   What is certain
22377   Already
22378   
22379   is that our major competitors will not hold back.
22380   
22381   they have worked out more consistent and wider scale strategies than we, and the 

technological gap between
22382   d12 'Jn' ..:.?.d S·ca'·,'s .snd Japan on one hand, and Western Europe
22383   
22384   -------~~-~,,.
22385   
22386   -9-
22387   
22388   on the other is if anything increasing. In November last year the European Council 

our ideas for the development of a this field. sets
22389   this out.
22390   ~ommunity
22391   
22392   was 1nfo~med
22393   
22394   of
22395   
22396   strategy in
22397   
22398   You will already have seen the paper which
22399   We-------->
22400   
22401   proposed that the Community
22402   
22403   should develop a social policy to prepare the way for innovation, create a 

homogeneous European market for telematic equipment and services, foster the 
growth of a European information industry, promote industrial and user 
collaboration, enhance existing national and European programmes for satellite 
communication, and above all apply the new technologies to the Community itself on 
,• the continental scai.e open to us. we were invited to develop At that European 
Council more fully the main lines of

22404   
22405   i
22406   r
22407   
22408   . the strategy we had proposed "in order that we may act
22409   in 1980 11 •
22410   The Commissionwill rapidly so act. I regard such as
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22411   
22412   l.
22413   f
22414   
22415   vital to the health cif our ec'onomies, the adac>tntion of our society and the 

economic vigour of the Community over the next decade.
22416   
22417   r
22418   f
22419   I I
22420   
22421   '
22422   Transport Before I leave this look at the future, I want to mention one other 

point of great importance for the Conutn.lnity. This is to underline the need to 
improve

22423   •'
22424   
22425   the organization of transport fa:ilkties within the Community both on its own 

merits and to serve Conutn.1nity as well as purely national needs. I can think of 
few

22426   
22427   •
22428   
22429   areas of more importance to the cohesion of the Conutn.lnity and the convergence 

of the economies of its Member States. You already have before you a draft 
financial regulation

22430   
22431   \
22432   
22433   ·-----:----------------------···
22434   9bis -
22435   
22436   for transport infrastructure, and you will have seen our
22437   
22438   -· Green Paper on the subject.
22439   
22440   Without wishing to go into
22441   
22442   details here, I should like simply to commend our ideas and seek the support of 

this House for them.
22443   
22444   ' ,. .
22445   
22446   External policies I turn now to the
22447   
22448   ''
22449   
22450   -----7
22451   
22452   increasing inter-
22453   
22454   dependence within the industrial world in which these changes are embedded.
22455   Our
22456   western economies and societies
22457   ;
22458   
22459   are rooted in the twin concepts of competition and cooperation. is a prospect of a
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22460   , damaging 1
22461   w~dening
22462   
22463   i
22464   
22465   Without competition, there gap between our achievements
22466   
22467   I
22468   
22469   i· t
22470   
22471   and those of our major we risk
22472   
22473   , rivals/ partners and Without
22474   
22475   r
22476   
22477   cooperation,
22478   
22479   I
22480   
22481   t
22482   
22483   j,
22484   
22485   each other - > and losing sight of the It is on the basis of realistic
22486   
22487   interests we hold in common.
22488   
22489   but humane policies within the Community that our /competitive .·position
22490   
22491   •
22492   
22493   -10competitive position can be safeguarded; and on the attitudes we adopt towards 

international cooperation that the .. essential interests of the Western world can 
be advanced. It has been

22494   a
22495   
22496   Community interest to play an
22497   
22498   · .. ' ··:
22499   
22500   :
22501   
22502   I j
22503   
22504   I
22505   
22506   !
22507   
22508   active role in the series of Economic Summits. last at Tokyo. in 1979 next at 

Venice this June. The way in
22509   .,,,,
22510   
22511   which the Summit countries are working increasingly together is one of the
22512   more
22513   
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22514   f:·
22515   '
22516   
22517   encouraging developments of our time.
22518   
22519   But the .industrialised countries account for only a small proportion of mankind; 

and the Community more than any other industrial group is linked by history. 
culture. interest and· trade _}'dth the

22520   developing countries.
22521   
22522   The
22523   
22524   '
22525   
22526   '
22527   
22528   ··. ',
22529   
22530   recovery of our economies cannot be dissociated from the development of the poorer 

countries and the growth in world-wide demand. There is an essential 
interdependence in

22531   illuminated and
22532   
22533   the modern world which the energy cri.sis haS
22534   :reinforced •
22535   
22536   We shall
22537   
22538   soon engage ------,~
22539   
22540   in a further round In these
22541   I
22542   ~, ,;•
22543   
22544   of
22545   
22546   -----------------~>the
22547   
22548   North/South dialogue.
22549   
22550   discussions the Community must be able to speak with· a single voice not just - as 

is sometimes suggested - at the technical level. but at the top. economic interest
22551   is
22552   '
22553   
22554   Our
22555   
22556   political and
22557   
22558   ic.
22559   '
22560   '
22561   
22562   '·
22563   
22564   in establishing consensus and cooperation
22565   
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22566   clear.
22567   
22568   ----------------~---~ \ negotiations/
22569   
22570   f· ''. i .· [,
22571   ' r ·.
22572   r
22573   ! '
22574   I .
22575   
22576   i
22577   
22578   •
22579   
22580   Three themes will run
22581   
22582   i t'
22583   
22584   through theJ and form the basis of the greater stability in international economic 

relations which we all seek. First
22585   
22586   L
22587   t
22588   ~
22589   
22590   the need to ensure a better balance between energy supply and demand; second the 

steady growth of the economies of the
22591   which is in our interest as well as
22592   their~
22593   
22594   f
22595   
22596   poorer countries. and third the provision of special help for those in most need. 

Within the Community and among the /other industrialised
22597   
22598   f'
22599   
22600   '·'
22601   
22602   - 11 -
22603   
22604   other industrialised countries, progress in this area is a high priority for 1980. 

Employment Concern for the rest of the world should not obscure concern for what 
is happening here within the Community. I refer to the disfigurement which present 
rates

22605   
22606   f .·.
22607   1'.
22608   
22609   of unemployment represent not onty for the functioning of our economies but for 

the equilibrium of our society. About all I think we must adopt new attitudes. 
Here I make three points. First our people

22610   
22611   i
22612   f
22613   
22614   r
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22615   
22616   t
22617   
22618   ., ' .
22619   ' . ,, ..·.,
22620   .'
22621   
22622   must be informed about the changes that are occurring. They must be able to see 

beyond their immediate horizon to the totality of the changes that affect them. 
Otherwise

22623   
22624   I
22625   
22626   r .
22627   
22628   f
22629   
22630   we can expect little but defensive and restrictive attitudes to changes from 

workers who see only that their industry is contracting, or that their firm is 
closing. Second if we are to make the necessary but difficult changes in our 
society required by changing technology, our policies must encourage greater 
mobility and willingness to change jobs. In that process temporary unemployment

22631   
22632   r··
22633   I
22634   
22635   ' I i
22636   
22637   I . !
22638   I
22639   
22640   ! r
22641   
22642   '~
22643   
22644   .
22645   i·
22646   
22647   i r
22648   
22649   I
22650   
22651   I.
22652   '
22653   
22654   may sometimes be part of the price of progress, but people must be given the means 

to adopt to new opportunities and to learn new skills.
22655   red~ce
22656   
22657   i•
22658   i. I ' .
22659   
22660   i
22661   
22662   Third
22663   
22664   we must
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22665   
22666   i
22667   
22668   to the minimum the average period of unemployment.
22669   
22670   Tha~
22671   
22672   requires that we must put more effort into training
22673   
22674   and retraining; act to ensure a better match between available skills and job 

opportunities in different
22675   · · ~ ::~ :::: J.~-:C: ::e::;ions; and pursue further our discussions
22676   
22677   sharin;s.
22678   
22679   - 12 -
22680   
22681   Last month this House had an important debate on unemployment. The Commission has 

taken careful note Our policies in 1980 will take full
22682   
22683   of your resolutions. account of them.
22684   
22685   Here I mention some central points.
22686   
22687   As Vice-President Ortoli mentioned in last month's debate,
22688   the Commission has proposed the maintenance of a relatively high level of public 

spending to sustain growth. Next
22689   
22690   I ~
22691   t
22692   ~
22693   
22694   we are coming forward with specific ideas about how to cope with the social 

effects of the telematic revolution to which I have already referred. suggest ten 
areas for action. In our paper we

22695   
22696   We look forward to discussion Next we shall try
22697   
22698   !
22699   !
22700   
22701   r t
22702   
22703   t
22704   
22705   aboutthemwith the social partners.
22706   
22707   to extend Community action to help in the reorganization of industrial sectors in 

particular'difficulty. I have
22708   
22709   shipbuilding, steel and textiles particularly in mind. Finally we are looking 

again at our policies for young people and for women. Young people under twenty-five
22710   
22711   I
22712   
22713   make up less than 25% of the whole population, but nearly 40% of the registered 

unemployed. I can think of no
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22714   
22715   I
22716   ,.
22717   I
22718   
22719   '
22720   
22721   more serious problem for our society as a whole. The Social Fund committed some 

800 'million ECUs for
22722   ~raining
22723   
22724   i
22725   !.
22726   I
22727   
22728   r r
22729   
22730   !'
22731   
22732   and job creation last year.
22733   
22734   The total
22735   
22736   should be more this year.
22737   
22738   But we still have to find up
22739   
22740   to 800,000 new jobs a year until 1985 when the demographic pattern is likely to 

change. Commlnity institutions and
22741   
22742   ~
22743   
22744   t
22745   
22746   t
22747   
22748   Community funds cannot deal with issues of this order of r.•.s.znititude alone. 

But they should have a catalytic
22749   
22750   t
22751   
22752   ' !
22753   i
22754   
22755   ' i
22756   
22757   effect on the policies followed by the Member States.
22758   
22759   /European Monetary System
22760   
22761   -13-
22762   
22763   European Monetary System We need to get the balance right. The Community
22764   
22765   '. ·
22766   -:
22767   
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22768   f.. ..
22769   .,
22770   
22771   .. .
22772   '
22773   
22774   provides the framework within which national economies have the major role but 

within which Community funds have nevertheless a significant function. framework was
22775   greatly
22776   
22777   .·
22778   
22779   Last year the Community
22780   
22781   strengthened by the introduction If I had foreseen a year
22782   
22783   of the European Monetary System.
22784   
22785   ago the stormy waters on to which this frail craft; would be . launched - a year 

in which the yen
22786   depreciated
22787   
22788   :. !
22789   ,.
22790   
22791   by 4(1'!.
22792   
22793   '
22794   
22795   t
22796   
22797   against the dollar; the dollar by lif/. against the ecu; and gold set off on its 

wild and unpredictable course •'
22798   
22799   I v;ould not have been confident of its survival.
22800   
22801   Not
22802   
22803   only has the system survived, it has worked well involving only two small 

adjustments to central rates and providing a valuable degree of monetary stability 
in Europe at a difficult time of international turbulence. I regret

22804   ·'.
22805   
22806   the continued absence of the United Kingdom from full participation in the system. 

I hope .the experience. we have
22807   
22808   gained in the EMS will encourage the ninth Member State to
22809   co~e
22810   
22811   in, and make its contribution to the good health Without sterling the system
22812   I' I.
22813   
22814   and fortune of the system. is frankly incomplete.
22815   
22816   " ,.
22817   r..
22818   r.
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22819   '
22820   ~:.
22821   
22822   At Dublin the European Council confirmed the
22823   time~able
22824   
22825   I,
22826   ~. . L
22827   
22828   already laid down for progress in the System
22829   the
22830   
22831   in particular toward~lcr:ation of a European Monetary
22832   Fund,
22833   
22834   The Commission is playing an active role, notably in
22835   
22836   the discussions with the Monetary Committee and the Central Bank Governors, and 

will be reporting on /progress
22837   
22838   I
22839   .f .. ~ r
22840   
22841   !
22842   
22843   r I
22844   
22845   - 14 -
22846   
22847   ., ' ' '
22848   
22849   f .. r
22850   progress to the next European Council.
22851   ,•
22852   
22853   I would like to
22854   
22855   ['·.
22856   ~·
22857   
22858   ,•,
22859   
22860   .
22861   
22862   see a steady extension of the work of the EMS, for example through closer 

co-ordination within it and elaboration of common policies with regard to third 
countries and currencies. In saying this I in no way wish to detract

22863   ,for the foreseeable future 1
22864   
22865   r,'
22866   
22867   .
22868   
22869   !
22870   .
22871   
22872   ..
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22873   
22874   from the role of the dollar which is and will remainlthe
22875   
22876   r.
22877   l•
22878   
22879   f.
22880   
22881   .--
22882   
22883   principal medium of international exchange.
22884   
22885   Rather it
22886   
22887   should be seen as part of a common effort with our major trading partners to
22888   re~~ild
22889   
22890   a framework within which the
22891   
22892   l
22893   ..
22894   
22895   r
22896   
22897   monetary turbulence we have experienced in recent years can be effectively 

contained. has a wajor role to play. Budgetary and convergence issues I turn 
briefly to internal issues relating to the• budget. These issues have dominated 
Community discussion I do not complain. They are of importance But let us In that 
process, the EMS

22898   
22899   I.
22900   ~
22901   
22902   -·
22903   
22904   for six months.
22905   
22906   \
22907   
22908   and need to be approached in orderly fashion. keep them in perspective.
22909   
22910   ' I
22911   
22912   '
22913   
22914   .
22915   
22916   .
22917   
22918   .
22919   
22920   They are essentially part of Once settled
22921   
22922   ' I ' !
22923   
22924   '
22925   
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22926   the process of putting our house in order.
22927   
22928   we can get down to the much bigger and more important issues
22929   affecti~g
22930   
22931   t
22932   I
22933   
22934   i.
22935   
22936   the future development of the Community.
22937   
22938   We
22939   
22940   I I
22941   
22942   f
22943   I. ('
22944   ~.
22945   '
22946   
22947   cannot afford to spend much more time on family squabbles.
22948   As t:he House knows, the Commission will decide on
22949   
22950   I
22951   
22952   '''
22953   '
22954   
22955   its
22956   
22957   p~c?osals
22958   
22959   for a new budgetary document for 1980
22960   
22961   I.
22962   
22963   I•·
22964   t .
22965   
22966   tomo1.-rc·,.,, and Commissioner Tugendhat will present them. to Parliament on 

Thursday. I hope that on the basis of
22967   
22968   1':
22969   
22970   t
22971   '~
22972   
22973   these proposals it will prove possible to move rapidly /towards agreement
22974   
22975   l
22976   I
22977   
22978   ~.. '
22979   I .
22980   
22981   i. i
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22982   ;
22983   
22984   r
22985   
22986   ' I .
22987   
22988   i
22989   
22990   ?'
22991   
22992   .,~
22993   
22994   - 15 -
22995   
22996   I
22997   The Commission
22998   
22999   towards agreement between the Community institutions on the 1980 budget. It is in 

no-one's interest for
23000   
23001   these difficulties to be prolonged.
23002   
23003   is at tne disposal of both parts of the budgetary authority
23004   ~o
23005   
23006   3ive any further help which may be required. A vital element in our budgetary 

proposals will be
23007   
23008   the related issue of agricultural prices which VicePresident Gundelach presented 

to you yesterday. Obviously
23009   
23010   our proposals must be considered on their merits, but they also need to be seen in 

the light of the mounting agricultural surpluses of recent years and the structure 
of the 1980 budget. achieved overnight. Fundamental change cannot be But the 
proposals we have made

23011   
23012   could if adopted by the Council mark a significant step towards stabiltzing 

expenditure and thus putting out agricultural policy into a better relationship 
with our

23013   •'
23014   
23015   other Community policies.
23016   
23017   For the first time in the history
23018   
23019   bf the Community we should have a Lower Level of expenditure on agriculture - in 

money Let alone real terms - than in the previous year.
23020   ~my
23021   
23022   Failure to act now could in;>
23023   
23024   r-
23025   
23026   view have consequences for the continued existence
23027   
23028   of the common agricultural policy in its present form. I now turn to the complex 

of problems which go under the label of convergence and budgetary questions. The 
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House will recall the specific mandate given to the Commission by the European 
Council at Dublin. The result

23029   
23030   was the paper we sent to the Council on 1 February and to this House on 5 

February. This is not the occasion
23031   
23032   for going through our paper, but I ~ke two
23033   
23034   - 16 We cover two broad issues: structural questions
23035   
23036   affecting the less prosperous Members of the Community, and budgetary questions 

affecting the United Kingdom. We believe that the proposals we have made under 
both heads could provide a solution to both sets of problems. this way we hope 
that we have, as it were, cut these problems down to size, and made .their 
solution one of practical and specific negotiation.

23037   111etarhysical but u"nrewarding argument.
23038   
23039   In
23040   
23041   Let us not have too much
23042   
23043   Next we
23044   
23045   believe
23046   
23047   that what we have proposed would be
23048   
23049   good not just for the countries directly concerned but for the Community as a 

whole. is one thing: To remedy an imbalance
23050   
23051   it has to be done, and we are doing it;
23052   
23053   but to reinforce the direction of our structural policies and thereby promote 

genuine convergence is another, and in my judgment.much more valuable and 
important. at least is our purpose. That

23054   
23055   We now have to work out the
23056   
23057   .·
23058   
23059   detailed programmes to give effect to it.
23060   -.,_.C!.Q9.0
23061   o~
23062   
23063   As you will
23064   
23065   see from our paper we have taken good care to avoid disturbing 1existing Community 

policies. Instead we have focussed
23066   
23067   the temporary, special and ad hoc measures which we a solution of the problem 

requires. There will now be a further period of discussion
23068   
23069   ~~irl~
23070   
23071   here and in the Council of Ministers. discussion should be short.
23072   
23073   That period of
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23074   
23075   It is time now for us to
23076   
23077   set::::..e these issues and put them behind us once and for
23078   
23079   ..
23080   I:.c:.sti tuti.ons
23081   
23082   My final points are about our institutions.
23083   hzv~
23084   
23085   These
23086   
23087   been under scrutiny in the report of the Three Wise /Men on
23088   
23089   ---------------------------------------~·"'''
23090   
23091   - 17 -
23092   
23093   Men on the Community as a whole and in the report of the Spierenburg Group on the 

Commission. to make. There was remarkable similarity of view in both reports about 
the role and responsibilities of the Commission. Wnile both pointed to external 
factors and

23094   developing over a decade or more,
23095   /'
23096   
23097   I have three points
23098   
23099   internal weaknesses which had led to some dilution of its effectiveness, there was 

no dispute that the Commission should continue to exercise its political powers of 
initiative in full independence. prime responsibility. This is indeed our

23100   
23101   The Commission is neither the
23102   
23103   servant of the Council nor the secretariat of the Parliament. The institutional 

framework of the Treaties depends on a creative partnershi?, perhaps I should say 
creative tension. between independent bodies each with its own defined 
responsibilities. Within those responsibilities the

23104   
23105   Commission must be allowed to get on with the job, and to fulfil its role as the 

executive of policies as well as the proposer of them. Like all organizations the 
Commission needs to adapt and renew its own response to changing circumstances. 
For this reason we took the initiative in 1978 to appoint an Independent Review 
Body to examine how the Commission's o·:g.:mization and staff resources could best 
be adjusted

23106   ~o
23107   
23108   -
23109   
23110   weet future needs.
23111   
23112   This report will be acted upon. to hand over to our We will
23113   
23114   We regard it as our responsibility
23115   
23116   successors a sound administrative structure.
23117   sho~tly
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23118   
23119   be considering a range of proposals designed to /secure streamlining
23120   
23121   - 18 -
23122   
23123   secure streamlining of our administrative services, improvement and strengthening 

of our internal co-ordination and planning, and better control over the use of 
staff. In giving effect to these reforms we shall need the understanding and 
support of the budget authority. would welcome an early debate on our proposals in 
the appropriate Committees of this House. Last the Commission hopes that there 
will be rapid consideration leading to action·on the wider institutional issues 
raised in the reports. Decisions will soon be necessary Our experience We

23124   
23125   on the composition of the next Commission.
23126   
23127   does not lead us to think that it should necessarily be smaller than the present 

one; but nor do we think it
23128   
23129   should be larger, as the logic of a Community of twelve might suggest. Although I 

cannot commit the new Commission,
23130   
23131   we think it right that it should, as it were, submit itself to this House on 

taking up offiae. I am not proposing
23132   
23133   anything so formal or precise as a vote of confidence; but I know that,to fulfil 

its functions as it should,the next Commisslon must be in a position to know that 
it has been accepted by those who represent the people of the Community. 
Coc-:c:!.usion I conclude. Following the events in Afghanistan,

23134   
23135   tension in the world is perhaps closer to danger point than at any time over the 

last two decades. The gravity
23136   
23137   of the situation was recognised by the almost unanimous vie·.l expressed by this 

House in its resolution last month; in t::;e serious and important discussions 
within the /Political Committee

23138   
23139   - 19 -
23140   
23141   I !
23142   fortni~ht a~o;
23143   
23144   Political Committee which I attended a
23145   
23146   and in the series of actions which the Community has taken together in 

condemnation of Soviet aggression. These events come on top of the difficult 
economic and social problems which already are exercising pressure on the 
Community system. We can achieve nothing unless we act in the spirit of 
solidarity. That solidarity.depends on respect for

23147   
23148   the rule of law, not only in our own society but in the world as a whole. Our 

Community institutions - the
23149   
23150   sy:::·,:ei:ry of Parliament, Commission, Council and Court each operating within a 

common framework - are our foundation. We depart from it at our peril. with the 
law. There can be no bargaining

23151   
23152   If we flout our own rules for whatever
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23153   
23154   reason, we can.hardly expect to command authority or influence anywhere else. No 

consideration of temporary
23155   
23156   .·
23157   
23158   advantage or national self-interest cari transcend our common interest in an 

orderly world in which rules are respected until there is agreement to change 
them. The

23159   
23160   Court interprets the law on the basis of the Treaties of which the Commission is 

the guardian. There is no duty It
23161   
23162   to which the Commission attaches more importance. is the rock on which the 

Community stands.
23163   
23164   '
23165   
23166   KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPtEISKE FtELLESSKABERSCOMMISSION OF THE COMMISSIONE DELLE 

EUROPEAN_COMMUNITIESCOMUNITA EUROPEE -
23167   
23168   KO~-MISSION
23169   
23170   DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN-I DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNESDE EUROPESE
23171   
23172   COMMISSION COMMISSIE
23173   
23174   IP(80)40
23175   
23176   --r----
23177   
23178   VAN
23179   
23180   GEMEENSCHAPPEN ' - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ !
23181   
23182   I
23183   
23184   •• ••• • •• • • ..•••• ..•• ..•• .. •• .•...• ...••••••••••••••• ... ...• .••• 

......•• •• ..• .....••••••• .. . •••..•• ••• ..•• • .• . ••••• ••••••••••••••••• 
••• . • ••.•• ••••.... •••••• • .•.••••.•• . . .. . . ............... .. . . • 
.... •e e e • e e e e eee eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee e e • •• e • • • • • • • • ••••••• • • 
•• • ••••••••••••••• •••• • • • • • •••• • •

23185   
23186   .
23187   
23188   •
23189   
23190   TALSMANDENS
23191   
23192   GRUPPE
23193   
23194   ~PRt-CHERGRUPPE
23195   
23196   3POKESMAN'S
23197   GROUP~
23198   
23199   GROUP
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23200   
23201   DU
23202   
23203   PORT~-PAROLE r.~_L
23204   
23205   GRUPPC
23206   BGREA'-J
23207   VA~
23208   
23209   PORTAVOCE
23210   •NOORDVOEF~DER
23211   
23212   DF--_
23213   
23214   PRESSE-MEDDELELSE MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE PRESS-RELEASE
23215   
23216   INFORMATION A LA PRESSE INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS
23217   
23218   Strasbourg, 12 February 1980. Brussels,
23219   
23220   c:/\
23221   
23222   PROGRAMME SPEECH TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT BY PRESIDENT JENKINS (EXTRACTS) 

Strasbourg, 12 February 1980 THE CRISIS AHEAD We face no less than the break-up of 
the established economic and social order on which post-war Europe wa~ built. We 
have built ~ur industrial society on the consumption of fossil fuels, in 
particular oil, and it is now certain that if we do not change our ways while 
there is still timeour society will risk dislocation and eventual collapse. The 
signs of irreversible change are now visible in the accelerating decline of some 
of our older industries; in the impact of new technologies in many areas of our 
daily lives; in the changin~ pattern of our trade. The essential question for 1980 
and the years ahead is therefore simply this : how do we adapt our society to the 
new economic realities?

23223   
23224   ~J\., ~Jdt?
23225   ()p
23226   
23227   ENERGY In the short term, energy conservation must be the cornerstone of our 

policy. The potential for savings is immense : by 1990 they could be as much as 20 
% off our import needs. Second, we should rapidly raise the levels of our 
investment in the new ways of saving energy, in exploiting our native resources, 
and in developing new sources of energy. We need to reverse the downward trend . 
in the consumption and production of coal; the delays which have occurred in the 
development of nuclear energy in different parts of the Community should be made 
up as soon as possible. Third, we need to devote far more time and attention to 
the development of other sources of energy. We need to put greater efforts into 
our research and development programme.Our efforts to cope with these problems 
will require time, money, and determination. The most tangible is money, hence the 
Commission is looking at possibilities which include the idea of some form af 
energy tax or Levy. NEW ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY The ultimate test of success or 
failure in the next decade will be the attitude we adopt to the challenge of the 
new electronic technologies. We need not only to exploit these new developments 
but to contain their sociaL effects. Our major competitors have worked out more 
consistent and wider scale strategies than we, and the technological gap is 
increasing.

23228   
23229   . I.
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23230   
23231   - 2 -
23232   
23233   ·EMPL0YMENT Our :opeoople must be' informed .about . the cbaf;lges trbat 

are"occurr~g,,. to see beyrood th,ei r immed.i ate horizon. Ot herwi se,we cam'· 
e~pect ( itt:.i: e: but :dl!ferasive:. and eestri':ie.tli1re attitudes to changes 
from workers 'Who see·~lllnly that the'ir industry is con. tl'a:<:ti.ng, or that 
their firm is closing. Second~f.f.we are to·.~make tbe nee. essary but difficult 
changes in our society, our polici:es must encout?·~ge greater mobHi:~y and>people 
must be given the means to adapt to mew opportunities and to Learn aew skiLls. 
Third we must reduce to the minim:.Jm the· average period· of une:mplo]'·ment. 
That requires more training and retraining and further discussions on the 
different aspect of time-sharing. EUROPEAN MONETARY' SYSTEM The syst.em has worked 
well, providing a valuable degree of moF!tetary stabi l:ity in Euc:of)e at a 
difficult time of international turbulence. I hope the experienee\ide hao\le 
gained will encourage the ninth Member State to come in. Without sterling the 
:system is frankly incomplete. I would like to see a stea:Qy extension of ·the 
EMS, for exam~ le through closer .co-ordination within it and elaboration of 
common. policies with regard to third countries and currencies, as. part of a . 
common effort to rebuild a framework within which monetarytturbutence can 
be,effectively contained. BUDGETARY AND CONVERGENCE ISSUES Irf;io.:ur paper on 
structural.questions affect'ing the tess prosperous l\1embers. of tbe ·eommunity, 
and budgetary questions affecting the~.ur:dted Kingdom, we have c.ut .tJrese 
r::mobtems down to size, and made their solution ofle' of practical and 
specff~:~'nego  tiation. Let us not hav~ too much metaphysical but.unrewarding 
argument0 :rt is ttme now for US to settle 'these issues and put them behind 
US.Or:l'C€'c1<ltld-"·for:i,;,;;Li.. iNSTITUTIONS "fbere .was remarkable 
simi'larity of view in both the reports df tAt' and, of the Spierenburg Group 
about tbe roLe and responsibilities of the .,G~lm'li"'!i$!";,;;\itt~~ There was no 
dispute that the Commission shoutd continue to exerdse its:.pot-:1 :pawers of 
initiative in full indep.endence •. t.'il!le:alLorganiz.ations the,Comm:issdon 
aeeats to adapt and renew its own re.sponse to, cha14g·ir:;tn c::i rcumstance. 
·The~ 3Jlldecen"bttlfg' report will be acted upon. We will 
shorthy:.·be::::onscieeri'l19· a napge . of;~pcop:G~s.a:ls .des;jgned. to secure 
streamlining a·f our admirilistrrati'~e:service;;o, i:mprovemep~ and 
str.engthening. of our internal co-ordination and: planning, and~':a~tter contnol 
:over t:he:ose of staff. ''lhe<.Commission hopes that there will be r:ap.id 
co1:1sdeeration te:ading to action, on the·,wi:der institutional issues raised in 
the reports. DecisioAs will :soon·be ne'E!"essary on the composition of the next 
Commission. :Our e)fper·:ience do.es oat lead us to think that it should: 
necessarily ,,be smaller th:an tee: present Of'le; b.ut oor do we think it should 
be larger. Although I cannot commit the oew .. £o•mi.ss.:ton, we· think it right 
that it should, as it were, submit itself· to this ·House .on::.t.aking up 
..:office. I am not. proposing anything so formal or::'pr.ecise as a vote of 
cofif,]:dence; but the next Commission must be in a position to know that it has. 
been ac.cep!Eed by those. who represent the people of the Community. CONCLUSION we 
can achieve nothing unless we act in the spirit of solidarity. That solide~ity 
depends on r.epsect for the rule of Law. There can be no bargaining with" the· 
li.a>>~. No cor~sideration of temporary advantage or national self-interest 
can-tr,:anscerrd our common interest in an orderly world in which rules are 
respected.until .there is agreement to change them. The Court interprets the law 
on the·basis of the-Treaties of which the Commission is the guardian. There is no 
duty to which the Commission attaches more importance. It is the rock on which·the 
Community stands.

23234   
23235   c()loiii<Ut-!AU1t E\JROP£ENNE D\l OIARBOt-1 E1 DE L' ACIER cQioiii<\J\'IAU1t QUE 

EUROPEEN>IE cQ1o111<Ut-1AlJ1t EUROP £Et-lt-1E DE L' ENE RGl E A10MI QUE
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23236   
23237   tcot-~OMI
23238   
23239   O\scours
23240   
23241   prononce devant \e Par\ement europeen par M. Ro)' Jenk\ns. pres\dent de \a 

comm\ss\00 des communautes europeennes
23242   
23243   Presentation du Rapport general 1979 et programme de Ia Commission
23244   pour l'onnee 1980
23245   
23246   Strasbour~. \l h~vr\er
23247   
23248   \9S0
23249   
23250   ~---------------------
23251   
23252   1
23253   
23254   Introduction
23255   
23256   C'est une Lourde responsabilite de presenter pour La premiere fois au nouveau 

Parlement Le programme de La Commission, mais c'est une responsabilite que mes 
collegues et moi-meme sommes heureux d'assumer au debut de cette annee, La 
quatrieme et derniere de notre mandat. La presentation du programme de La 
Commission pour 1980 s'inscrit de favon naturelle dans Les procedures d'un 
Parlement bien etabli et en pleine activite. Je me rejouis

23257   
23258   a
23259   
23260   La perspective du debat de jeudi prochain sur
23261   
23262   Les grandes Lignes du programme. Aujourd'hui, je concentrerai mon propos sur Les 

problemes centraux auxquels nous sommes confrontes. Je n'ai pas L'intention 
d'aborder tous Les sujets ni de faire un tour d'horizon rapide des questions 
communautaires.

23263   
23264   1979 et ses realisations
23265   
23266   IL est bon de jeter tout d'abord un bref regard retrospectif sur les realisations 

de La Communaute en 1979. Je pense que 1979 a ete, de bien des favons, une annee 
de progres majeur pour La Communaute. Nous avons enregistre des succes 
substantiels sur plusieurs fronts importants •

23267   
23268   • • • I • .•
23269   
23270   - 2 -
23271   
23272   SEC (70) 1500-FR
23273   
23274   En premier lieu, nous avons mis en place le systeme monetaire europeen apres mains 

d•un an de discussions et nous L•avons vu s•imposer petit
23275   
23276   a petit
23277   
23278   sans effets spectaculaires. Nous devrons encore accomplir des
23279   
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23280   efforts pour consolider et soutenir le SME, mais sa creation represente, selon 
moi, un jalon important dans notre developpement. En second lieu, nous nous sommes 
mis d 1 accord avec un nouveau partenaire europeen, La Grece, que nous avons 
commence

23281   
23282   a
23283   
23284   accueillir dans La Communaute. Cette
23285   
23286   adhesion- et Les deux autres qui devraient suivre- souligne La vitalite 

sous-jacente de La Communaute et l 1 attraction qu 1 elle exerce sur les 
democraties renaissantes en Europe. En troisieme lieu, nous avons mene le Tokyo 
round

23287   
23288   a
23289   
23290   son terme apres de nombreuses annees de negociations
23291   
23292   difficiles et, le plus souvent, laborieuses. La conclusion de ces negociations 

commerciales multilaterales nous ouvre des perspectives raisonnables pour un 
nouveau developpement des echanges dans Le monde Libre sur La base de profits 
reciproques, en depit de La situation plus difficile

23293   
23294   a
23295   
23296   laquelle nous devons faire face. En quatrieme Lieu, nous
23297   
23298   sommes parvenus
23299   
23300   a
23301   
23302   un accord
23303   
23304   a
23305   
23306   Lome sur une convention renouvelee qui
23307   
23308   renforce nos relations avec les 58 pays ACP. En cinquieme lieu, nous avons ouvert 

Lavoie, Lors du Conseil europeen de Strasbourg et du sommet economique de Tokyo,
23309   
23310   a
23311   
23312   L•etablissement d 1 un nouveau mecanisme de
23313   
23314   cooperation dans Le domaine de L•energie. Et, surtout, nous avons assiste a l 1 

election de ce Parlement, laquelle a confere a nos affaires une dimension 
democratique nouvelle et puissante.

23315   
23316   Si j•ai tenu
23317   
23318   a
23319   
23320   rappeler ces evenements devant vous, c•est parce
23321   
23322   que La vitalite intrinseque de La Communaute peut parfois etre obscurcie par l 1 

ombre des problemes et des difficultes
23323   
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23324   a
23325   
23326   court terme. Dans le cadre
23327   
23328   .•• I • ••
23329   
23330   - 3 -
23331   
23332   SEC(79)1500-FR
23333   
23334   de nos institutions communes, il subsiste une
23335   
23336   r~serve
23337   
23338   abondante d'in-
23339   
23340   vention, d'imagination et de cohesion qui peut etre mise au service des interets 

communs de L'Europe. IL est bon de nous rappeler ce que nous avons deja realise 
ensemble au moment d'envisager Les problemes que nous devrons resoudre ensemble

23341   
23342   a
23343   
23344   l'avenir.
23345   
23346   La crise
23347   
23348   Ce qui nous menace, c'est rien mains que La rupture de L'ordre
23349   
23350   economique et social etabli sur lequel L'Europe de construite. La sonnet
23351   ~
23352   
23353   l'apr~s-guerre
23354   d~cennie.
23355   
23356   a ete
23357   
23358   d'al rme retentit depuis une
23359   
23360   Petit
23361   
23362   a
23363   
23364   petit, nous avons vu d1sparaitre La longue periode de stabilite monetaire basee 

sur les accords de Bretton Woods; ce processus a meme commence avant 
l'augmentation des prix du tions des prix de

23365   l'~nergie
23366   p~trole
23367   
23368   de 1973. Les augmenta-
23369   
23370   n'ont peut-etre pas
23371   
23372   ete
23373   
23374   La seule cause de
23375   
23376   nos malheurs actuels, mais elles en ont ete le principal catalyseur. Nous avons 
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construit notre societe industrielle sur La consommation de combustibles fossiles, 
notamment te petrole, et il est aujourd'hui certain que, si nous ne changeons pas 
notre

23377   fa~on
23378   
23379   d'agir pendant qu'il
23380   derni~re
23381   
23382   en est encore temps - et 1980 pourrait bien etre notre
23383   
23384   chance
23385   
23386   a
23387   
23388   cet egard - notre societe risque de se disloquer, voire meme de
23389   
23390   s'effondrer.
23391   
23392   La plupart des indicateurs economiques sont mauvais. Alot's qu'en
23393   1979, la croissance de l'economie europeenne a ete de 3R3% environ,
23394   
23395   elle pourrait bien, en 1980, tomber nettement au-dessous des 2 %que nous avions 

avances comme prevision, sans enthousiasme,
23396   l'ann~e
23397   
23398   a
23399   
23400   La fin de
23401   
23402   derniere. Le taux du chomage qui, au debut des annees 70, etait
23403   
23404   - 4 -
23405   
23406   SEC(79)1500-FR
23407   
23408   inferieur
23409   
23410   a
23411   
23412   3% en moyenne pour l 1 ensemble de La Communaute, a atteint
23413   
23414   5,6 % en 1979 et devrait, selon les previsions, depasser largement 6 % cette 

annee. Il faut s•attendre
23415   
23416   a
23417   
23418   une aggravation du taux moyen d 1 infla-
23419   
23420   tion, qui risque de passer de 9 % en 1979 de 8 milliards de dollars en 1979
23421   
23422   a
23423   
23424   pres de 11,5 % en 1980. Le
23425   
23426   deficit du commerce exterieur passera, selon les estimations, de pres
23427   
23428   a
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23429   
23430   plus de 20 milliards de dollars
23431   
23432   cette annee, par suite de L•augmentation de 65 %des prix du petrole survenue l•an 

dernier. Nous avons pu esperer, La vague de nos revers refluerait petit des annees 
60 s•offrirait de nouveau

23433   
23434   a
23435   
23436   un certain moment, que et que La vie plus facile
23437   
23438   a petit
23439   
23440   a
23441   
23442   nous. Mais cet optimisme facile
23443   
23444   n•est plus du tout de mise aujourd 1 hui. Les signes d 1 une mutation irreversible 

sont aujourd 1 hui visibles dans le declin accelere de certaines de nos plus 
anciennes industries; dans l 1 impact que les technologies nouvelles exercent dans 
de nombreux domaines sur notre vie quotidienne; et dans La modification de La 
structure de nos echanges.

23445   
23446   La question essentielle pour 1980 et les annees aux nouvelles realites economiques ?
23447   
23448   a
23449   
23450   venir est done
23451   
23452   tout simplement La suivante : comment allons-nous adapter notre societe
23453   
23454   Energie
23455   
23456   J
23457   
23458   1
23459   
23460   examinerai en premier lieu La question de l 1 energie, qui a figure
23461   
23462   au centre des discussions lors du Conseil europeen de Strasbourg, l 1 ete dernier, 

et du sommet economique de Tokyo. c•etait La premiere fois, permettez-moi de le 
rappeler, que La Communaute avait fixe et defendu un objectif global pour notre 
consommation et nos importations de petrole •

23463   
23464   . • . I • .•
23465   
23466   - 5 -
23467   
23468   SEC(79)1500-FR
23469   
23470   Mais, depuis Lors, Les progres ont, semble-t-il, faibli. Vous examinerez cette 

question sous ses differents aspects au cours de votre debat de demain, mais je 
crois neanmoins souhaitable d'en evoquer des aujourd'hui Les principaux elements.

23471   
23472   A court terme, La conservation de L'energie doit etre La pierre angulaire de notre 

politique, etant donne qu'elle constitue La maniere La plus rapide et La plus 
economique de contribuer au retablissement de L'equilibre entre L'offre et La 
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demande. Des progres ont deja ete realises. La consommation totale d'energie des 
Neuf a diminue de quelque 8% entre 1974 et 1977. Mais Les possibilites de realiser 
des economies supplementaires sont immenses : de recentes etudes ont montre qu'au 
cours des deux prochaines decennies, il devrait etre possible d'economiser de 20 a 
35 % dans Le secteur des transports, de 15 a 35 % dans l'industrie et 
l'agriculture et jusqu'a 50% dans le secteur du Logement et des services sur La 
base des technologies actuellement disponibles. La Commission estime qu'en 
recourant plus Largement aux techniques Les plus avancees en matiere d'equipement 
visant a economiser L'energie et de conception des produits, Les economies 
realisees d'ici 1990 pourraient etre superieures de quelque 100 millions de tep 
aux previsions des Etats membres; autrement dit, nos besoins en matiere 
d'importations pourraient etre reduits de plus de 20 %.

23473   
23474   • •• I •• •
23475   
23476   - Sbis -
23477   
23478   SEC(79)1500-FR
23479   
23480   En second Lieu, nous pensons que dans La Communaute, nous devrions relever 

rapidement Le niveau de nos investissements visant nouvelles et
23481   fa~ons
23482   
23483   a
23484   
23485   trouver de
23486   
23487   d'economiser L'energie,
23488   
23489   a
23490   
23491   exploiter Les ressources Locales
23492   
23493   a developper
23494   
23495   des sources d'energie nouvelles. On ne peut pas s'en remet-
23496   
23497   tre exclusivement aux mecanismes du marche. IL vade soi que L'industrie doit faire 

Les investissements qu'elle juge profitables et contribuer L'effort commun; mais 
une enorme responsabilite incombe inevitablement

23498   
23499   a
23500   
23501   a chaque Etat membre et a La Communaute dans son ensemble Lorsqu'il
23502   s'agit de promouvoir Les investissements dans des secteurs ou
23503   
23504   a
23505   
23506   haut risque
23507   
23508   a
23509   
23510   technologie poussee, notamment dans Les cas ou Les coOts initiaux
23511   
23512   sont eleves et les delais de recuperation longs.
23513   
23514   C'est evident pour trois secteurs sur Lesquels j'attirerai brievement l'attention. 
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En premier Lieu, nous devons renverser La tendance et La production de charbon. IL 
est necessaire de proceder

23515   
23516   a
23517   
23518   La baisse qui s'observe depuis Le debut des annees 70 dans La consommation
23519   
23520   a des
23521   
23522   investis-
23523   
23524   sements dans L'amenagement de nouvelles capacites de production, dans La 

construction, La modernisation et La transformation de centrales fonctionnant au 
charbon et dans des projets de demonstration concernant La Liquefaction et La 
gazeification du charbon. En second Lieu, La Commission pense que Les retards qui 
sont survenus dans Le developpement de L'energie nucleaire dans plusieurs Etats 
membres de La Communaute doivent etre rattrapes Le plus vite possible. En 
troisieme Lieu, nous devons consacrer beaucoup plus de temps et d'attention au 
developpement d'autres sources d'energie, qui passent parfois pour nouvelles et 
rares, mais qui sont bien souvent anciennes et eprouvees. Ce que nous retirerons 
de ces

23525   
23526   .• • I . ••
23527   
23528   - 6 -
23529   
23530   SEC(79)1500-FR
23531   
23532   sources d'energie sera directement proportionnel
23533   
23534   a
23535   
23536   ce que nous y aurons
23537   
23538   investi. Nous ne devons pas commettre L'erreur de croire que, parce qu'une source 

d'energie est en apparence bon marche, simple et exploitable sur une petite 
echelle, elle ne peut pas etre aussi bonne qu'une source couteuse, complexe et 
exploitable sur une grande echelle.

23539   
23540   En quatrieme Lieu, nous devons accomplir des efforts accrus pour notre programme 

de recherche et developpement. A L'heure actuelle, 2 3 % seulement du budget 
communautaire sont consacres

23541   
23542   a
23543   
23544   a
23545   
23546   L'energie, et 4 %
23547   
23548   seulement des investissements energetiques proviennent de sources communautaires. 

Nous pouvons faire beaucoup pour concentrer Les efforts nationaux, stimuler La 
planification, eviter La duplication des travaux et orienter Les progres dans La 
bonne direction.

23549   
23550   Dans tous ces domaines, nous devons tenir compte de La necessite de proteger 

L'environnement, de Limiter et d'evaluer Les consequences de La pollution du sol, 
de L'eau et de L'air, et d'assurer des conditions de securite optimales. Les 
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preoccupations au sujet des consequences du developpement de sources d'energie 
existantes et nouvelles ont ete concentrees, de

23551   fa~on
23552   
23553   quelque peu injuste, sur Le nucleaire. La poursuite de
23554   
23555   L'exploitation des mines de charbon presente des risques, notamment par ses effets 

sur L'atmosphere; La poursuite de notre consommation elevee d'hydrocarbures 
presente des risques; Le developpement de L'energie nucleaire presente des 
risques, Le plus evident etant Lie des dechets radioactifs; mais, on a un peu 
tendance

23556   
23557   a
23558   
23559   L'elimination
23560   
23561   a
23562   
23563   L'oublier, L'uti-
23564   
23565   Lisation de L'energie eolienne, de L'energie maremotrice et de L'energie
23566   
23567   •• • I • ••
23568   
23569   - 7 -
23570   
23571   SEC(79)1500-FR
23572   
23573   solaire sous toutes ses formes presente aussi des risques. En elaborant notre 

programme, nous devons envisager les risques dans leur ensemble et les traiter 
avec franchise et honnetete.

23574   
23575   Je pense qu'au cours des derniers mois, nous avons accompli des progres vers une 

meilleure appreciation de ces problemes. Mais La premiere mise en garde remonte 
deja a six ans, et je crains que nous n'ayons manque davantage d'occasions que 
nous n'en avons cree. La delai de grace.

23576   le~on
23577   
23578   a tirer des
23579   
23580   recents evenements du Moyen-Orient est que nous n'aurons pas un autre
23581   
23582   Nos efforts en vue de surmonter ces problemes necessiteront du temps, de l'argent 

et de La determination. C'est l'argent qui fait le plus defaut. C'est pourquoi La 
Commission recherche des solutions, parmi lesquelles une nouvelle forme de taxe ou 
de prelevement sur l'energie. Une taxe ou un prelevement de ce type devrait, bien 
entendu, etre compatible avec nos obligations internationales et tenir compte de 
considerations macroeconomiques aussi bien qu'energetiques. Nous tiendrons le 
Parlement au courant de l'evolution de nos travaux et nous esperons avoir avec 
vous une discussion approfondie a ce sujet quand nos idees seront plus precises. 
Lars demon sejour

23583   
23584   a
23585   
23586   Washington, en janvier dernier, j'ai constate
23587   
23588   que l'on y etudiait des projets similaires. Les effets d'une initiative 
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communautaire n'en seraient que plus grands si elle etait prise en cooperation 
avec nos principaux partenaires industrialises.

23589   
23590   Nouvelle technologie avancee
23591   
23592   Les problemes energetiques ont peut-etre servi de catalyseur dans l'acceleration 

du rythme de La mutatior:
23593   f~conomique.
23594   
23595   Mai.s j•a; La conviction
23596   
23597   - 8 -
23598   
23599   SEC(79)1500-FR
23600   
23601   que Le veritable test du succes ou de L'echec au cours de La prochaine decennie 

sera L'attitude que nous adopterons face au defi des nouvelles technologies 
electroniques. Les developpements rapides qui se produisent actuellement annoncent 
une nouvelle revolution industrielle. Les premiers effets de ces developpements se 
refletent deja avec une extreme vigueur dans Les pertes d'emplois des industries 
traditionnelles. Les resultats sont soudains, profonds et desastreux. Dans 
L'industrie horlogere traditionnelle de La republique federale d'Allemagne, par 
exemple, on a observe une perte d'emplois de quelque 40% au milieu des annees 70. 
Dans L'imprimerie et L'edition, ou La photocomposition a porte un coup brutal aux 
techniques traditionnelles, nous sommes aujourd'hui confrontes a La perspective 
d'une perte d'emplois de L'ordre de 70 %.

23602   
23603   Mais ces consequences dramatiques tendent a masquer Les avantages que nous pouvons 

retirer de ces memes technologies. Ces avantages decoulent de La demande pour Les 
nouveaux produits disponibles, qu'il s'agisse de produits entierement nouveaux ou 
des retombees d'une demande accrue pour Les produits des technologies existantes. 
Ils decoulent egalement de L'utilisation plus efficace des ressources, qui se 
traduit par une diminution des couts et La possibilite d'investir dans d'autres 
secteurs Les credits ainsi degages. L'introduction de nouvelles techniques 
informatiques en comptabiLite, par exemple, a coincide avec un accroissement 
substantiel de L'emploi, de L'ordre de 300.000 emplois nouveaux au cours des sept 
dernieres annees rien qu'en France. IL s'agit La d'avantages bien reels. Mais ils 
passent souvent

23604   inaper~us
23605   
23606   parce qu'ils ne sont pas toujours sensibles dans Les
23607   
23608   regions ou Les industries qui sont affectees par Le chomage. Nous devons non 

seulement tirer parti de ces nouveaux developpements,mais aussi controler Leurs 
effets sociaux et fournir a Leur sujet davantage d'informations que cela n'a ete 
Le cas jusqu'a present. Ce qui est certain, c'est que nos principaux concurrents 
ne marqueront pas Le pas. Ils ont deja elabore des strategies plus coherentes et 
plus ambitieuses que Les notres, et Le fosse technologique entre Les Etats-Unis et 
le Japon, d'une part, et L'Europe occidentale, d'autre part, ne fait que s'elargir.

23609   
23610   . I .•. •.•
23611   
23612   - 9 -
23613   
23614   SEC(79)1500-FR
23615   
23616   En novembre dernier, le Conseil europeen a pris connaissance de nos idees 
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concernant le developpement d'une strategie communautaire dans ce domaine. Vous 
avez deja pu examiner le document qui presente ces idees. Nous avons propose que 
La Communaute developpe une politique sociale en vue de preparer La voie a 
l'innovation, de creer un marche europeen homogene pour l'equipement et les 
services de telematique, d'encourager le developpement d'une industrie europeenne 
de l'information, de promouvoir La collaboration entre les fabricants et les 
utilisateurs, d'ameliorer les programmes nationaux et europeens

23617   exis~tdans
23618   
23619   le domaine des communications par satellites et, surtout, d'appli-
23620   
23621   quer Les technologies nouvelles a La Communaute elle-meme sur L'echelle 

continentale qui s'offre a nous. Lars du Conseil europeen de novembre, nous avons 
ete invites a developper Les grandes lignes de La strategie que nous avions 
proposee en vue d'une action en 1980. La Commission agira rapidement. Je considere 
que c'est essentiel pour La sante de nos economies, l'adaptation de notre societe 
et La vi gueur economi que de La Communaute au cours de La prochai ne decennie. 
Transports Je tiens encore a

23622   ~voquer
23623   
23624   un autre
23625   
23626   point
23627   
23628   qui revet une grande importance
23629   
23630   pour La Communaute : La necessite d'ameliorer L'organisation des transports dans 

La Communaute, tant pour Leur valeur intrinseque que pour repondre aux besoins 
communautaires et nationaux. Rares sont les secteurs qui ont plus d'importance 
pour La cohesion de La Communaute et La convergence des economies de ses Etats 
membres. Un projet de reglement financier pour les infrastructures de transport 
vous a deja ete presente et nos idees et

23631   vo~
23632   
23633   avez pu prendre connaissance de notre Livre Vert
23634   
23635   sur ce sujet. Sans entrer ici dans les details, je tenais simplement a defendre
23636   
23637   a
23638   
23639   obtenir Le soutien de cette Assemblee.
23640   
23641   Politiques exterieures J'en arrive
23642   
23643   a
23644   
23645   l'interdependance croissante au sein du monde indus-
23646   
23647   triel dans lequel ces changements se produisent. Nos economies et nos societes 

occidentales reposent sur les deux principes de La concurrence et de La 
cooperation. Sans concurrence, nous courons le risque de voir s'elargir le fosse 
entre nos realisations et celles de nos principaux partenaires et rivaux. Sans 
cooperation, nous risquons de nous nuire mutuellement et de perdre de vue les 
interets que nous defendons en commun. C'est sur La base de politiques realistes, 
mais humaines, a l'interieur de La Communaute que notre competitivite peut et:e 
sauvegardee; et c'est sur La

23648   ... I ...
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23649   
23650   - 10 -
23651   
23652   SEC(79)1500-FR
23653   
23654   base des attitudes que nous adopterons
23655   
23656   a
23657   
23658   L'egard de La cooperation inter-
23659   
23660   nationaLe que La defense des interets essentiels du monde occidental pourra 

progresser. C'etait L'interet de La Communaute de jouer un role actif dans La 
serie de sommets economiques dont le dernier s'est tenu et Le prochain se tiendra

23661   
23662   a
23663   
23664   Tokyo en 1979
23665   
23666   a Venise
23667   
23668   au mois de juin. La cooperation de plus
23669   
23670   en plus etroite entre Les pays qui participent developpements encourageants de 

notre epoque.
23671   
23672   a
23673   
23674   ces sommets est L'un des
23675   
23676   Mais Les pays industrialises ne representent qu'une faible proportion de 

L'humanite; et La Communaute, plus que tout autre groupement industriel, est Liee 
aux pays en developement par L'histoire, La culture et Le commerce. Le 
redressement de nos economies ne peut pas etre dissocie du deveLoppement des pays 
plus pauvres et de l'augmentation de La demande mondiale. IL existe dans Le monde 
moderne une interdependance fondamentale que La crise de L'energie a mise en 
Lumiere et renforcee. Nous entamerons prochainement une nouvelle serie de 
discussions dans Le cadre du dialogue Nord-Sud. Dans ces discussions, La 
Communaute doit etre en mesure de s'exprimer d'une seule voix, non seulement - 
comme on le suggere parfois au niveau technique, mais egalement au sommet. Notre 
interet politique et economique dans L'etablissement d'un consensus et Le 
renforcement de La cooperation est evident. Trois grands themes domineront ces 
negociations et sont

23677   
23678   a
23679   
23680   La base de La stabilite accrue que nous recherchons tous dans Les
23681   
23682   relations economiques internationales. En premier Lieu, La necessite d'etablir un 

meilleur equilibre entre l'offre et La demande d'energie; en second lieu, le 
developpement regulier des economies des pays plus pauvres, lequel s'opere aussi 
bien dans notre interet que dans le leur; et, en troisieme lieu, L'octroi d'une 
aide speciale aux pays Les plus necessiteux. Dans La Communaute comme dans Les 
autres pays industrialises, des progres dans ce domaine constituent l'une des 
grandes priorites pour 1980.

23683   
23684   . .• I .•.
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23685   
23686   - 11 -
23687   
23688   SEC(79)1500-FR
23689   
23690   Emploi
23691   
23692   Notre interet pour ce qui se passe dans le reste du monde ne doit pas nous faire 

perdre de vue ce qui se passe ici dans La Communaute. Je fais allusion au peril 
que les taux actuels de chomage representent non seulement pour Le fonctionnement 
de nos economies, mais aussi pour L'equilibre de notre societe. Je pense que nous 
devons adopter des attitudes nouvelles dans taus Les domaines.

23693   
23694   J'insisterai sur trois points. En premier Lieu, Les citoyens doivent etre informes 

des changements qui se produisent. Ils doivent etre en mesure de voir au-dela de 
Leur horizon immediat pour embrasser La totalite des changements qui les 
concernent. Dans Le cas contraire, nous ne pourrons attendre des travailleurs 
qu'une attitude defensive et restrictive face aux changements, car ils ne verront 
rien d'autre que Le declin de Leur secteur d'activite ou La fermeture de leur 
entreprise. En second lieu, si nous voulons proceder aux changements necessaires, 
mais delicats, que La technologie en evolution rend indispensables dans notre 
societe, nos poLitiques doivent encourager La mobilite et inciter Les travailleurs 
a changer d'emploi. Dans ce processus, Le chomage tmporaire peut parfois faire 
partie du tribut a payer au progres, mais il convient de donner aux travailleurs 
Les moyens de s'adapter a des emplois nouveaux et d'acquerir des qualifications 
nouvelles. En troisieme Lieu, nous devons ramener a un minimum La duree moyenne du 
chomage. A cette fin, il est indispensable que nous accomplissions des efforts 
accrus en matiere de formation et de readaptation; que nous agissions en vue 
d'assurer un meilleur equilibre entre Les qualifications disponibles et les 
possibilites d'emploi dans differents secteur et differentes regions; et que nous 
poursuivions nos discussions sur Les differents aspects du partage du temps.

23695   
23696   . .• I . .•
23697   
23698   - 12 -
23699   
23700   SEC(79)1500-FR
23701   
23702   Le mois dernier, le Parlement a eu un debat important sur le chomage. La 

Commission a pris bonne note de vos resolutions. Nos politiques en 1980 en 
tiendront pleinement compte. Je mentionnerai ici quelques points essentiels. Comme 
le vice-president OrtoLi L'a indique au cours du debat du mois dernier, La 
Commission a propose Le maintien d'un niveau reLativement eLeve de depenses 
pubLiques afin de soutenir La croissance. Nous presenterons prochainement des 
propositions specifiques sur La meilleure maniere de faire face aux consequences 
sociales de La revolution telematique a Laquelle j'ai deja fait allusion. Dans 
notre document, nous proposons dix domaines d'action. Nous sommes prets a en 
discuter avec Les partenaires sociaux. Nous nous efforcerons d'elargir L'action 
communautaire en vue de faciliter La reorganisation des secteurs industriels qui 
connaissent des difficultes particulieres. Je pense notamment a La construction 
navale, a La siderurgie eta L'industrie textile. Entin, nous sommes en train de 
reexaminer nos politiques en faveur des jeunes et des femmes. Les jeunes de moins 
de 25 ans representent moins de 25 % de La population totale, mais pres de 40 % 
des chomeurs recenses. Il n'y a pas, seLon moi, de probleme plus serieux pour 
l'ensemble de notre societe.

23703   
23704   L'an dernier, Le Fonds social a engage quelque 800 millions d'ECU pour La 
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formation et La creation d'emplois. Cette somme devrait etre depassee cette annee. 
Mais nous devons encore trouver quelque 800.000 empLois nouveaux chaque annee 
jusqu•en 1985, epoque a laqueLLe La structure demographique devrait changer. Les 
institutions et Les fonds communautaires ne peuvent pas resoudre seuLs des 
problemes de cet ordre de grandeur. Mais iLs peuvent jouer un role de catalyseur 
pour les politiques suivies par Les Etats membres.

23705   
23706   . • • I . ..
23707   
23708   - 13 -
23709   
23710   SEC(79)1500-FR
23711   
23712   Systeme monetaire europeen.
23713   
23714   Nous devons trouver un juste equilibre. La Communaute fournit Le cadre dans Lequel 

Les economies nationales jouent Le role principal, mais dans Lequel Les fonds 
communautaires ont neanmoins un role significatif. L'an dernier, Le cadre 
communautaire a ete grandement renforce par L'introduction du systeme monetaire 
europeen. Si j'avais pu prevoir, il y a un an, que ce frele esquif serait Lance 
sur une mer aussi tumultueuse - Le yen ayant perdu 40 %de sa valeur par rapport au 
dollar, Le dollar 10% par rapport a L'ECU, et Le cours de L'or ayant suivi une 
courbe totalement imprevisible - je n'aurais pas donne cher des chances de survie 
du SME. Or, non seulement Le systeme a survecu, mais il a meme bien fonctionne; il 
n'a connu que deux petits ajustements par rapport aux taux centraux et il a assure 
a L'Europe un degre de stabilite monetaire appreciable en cette epoque difficile 
de perturbations internationales. Je deplore que Le RoyaumeUni ne participe 
toujours pas pleinement au systeme. J'espere que L'experience que nous avons 
acquise dans Le SME encouragera Le neuvieme Etat membre a y adherer et a apporter 
sa contribution au bon fonctionnement et a La prosperite du systeme. vraiment 
incomplet. Sans La Livre sterling, Le systeme est

23715   
23716   A Dublin, Le ConseiL europeen a confirme Le calendrier deja fixe pour Le 

developpement du systeme, notamment vers La creation d'un Fonds monetaire 
europeen. La Commission joue un role actif, en particulier dans Les discussions 
avec Le comite monetaire et Les gouverneurs des banques centrales, et elle fera 
rapport au prochain Conseil europeen sur Les progres realises. J'aimerais que Les 
activites du SME connaissent une

23717   
23718   ... I . ••
23719   
23720   - 14 -
23721   
23722   SEC(79)1500-FR
23723   
23724   extension reguliere, par exemple grace en son sein et grace
23725   
23726   a
23727   
23728   une coordination plus etroite
23729   
23730   a
23731   
23732   l'elaboration de politiques communes vis-a-vis
23733   
23734   des pays tiers et de leurs monnaies. Ceci dit, je ne souhaite en aucun cas reduire 

le role du dollar, qui est et restera dans un avenir previsible le principal 
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instrument dans les echanges internationaux. Cette extension doit plutot 
s'inscrire dans un effort commun visant truire, avec nos principaux partenaires 
commerciaux, un cadre

23735   
23736   a a
23737   
23738   reconsl'inte-
23739   
23740   rieur duquel il sera possible de contenir efficacement les desordres monetaires 

que nous avons connus au cours des dernieres annees. Dans ce processus, le SME a 
un role majeur

23741   
23742   a
23743   
23744   jouer.
23745   
23746   Budget et convergence
23747   
23748   J'evoquerai brievement les problemes internes en rapport avec le budget. Ces 

problemes dominent le debat communautaire depuis six mois. Je ne le deplore pas. 
Ce sont des questions importantes qui doivent @tre abordees de

23749   fa~on
23750   
23751   appropriee. Mais il convient de Les placer dans une
23752   
23753   juste perspective. Elles font partie integrante du processus par Lequel nous 

mettons de L'ordre dans nos affaires. Quand ces problemes seront regles, nous 
pourrons passer aux questions beaucoup plus importantes qui ont trait au 
developpement ulterieur de La Communaute. Nous ne pouvons pas nous permettre de 
consacrer trop de temps

23754   
23755   a
23756   
23757   des querelles de famille.
23758   
23759   Comme le Parlement n'est pas sans Le savoir, La Commission prendra demain une 

decision sur ses propositions relatives
23760   
23761   a
23762   
23763   un nouveau document
23764   
23765   budgetaire pour 1980, et M. Tugendhat presentera lesdites propositions au 

Parlement jeudi. J'espere que sur La base de ces propositions, il sera possible de 
progresser rapidement vers un accord entre Les institutions communautaires sur Le 
budget de 1980. Personne n'a inter@t

23766   
23767   a
23768   
23769   prolonger ces
23770   
23771   ... ! ...
23772   
23773   - 15 -
23774   
23775   SEC(79)1500-FR
23776   
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23777   difficultes. La Commission se tient pourraient souhaiter.
23778   
23779   a
23780   
23781   La disposition des deux parties de
23782   
23783   l'autorite budgetaire pour leur apporter toute l'assistance qu'elles
23784   
23785   Un element essentiel de nos propositions budgetaires sera Le probleme connexe des 

prix agricoles, que le vice-president Gundelach vous a presentes hier. IL est 
evident que nos propositions doivent etre considerees selon leurs merites, mais il 
faut aussi les envisager en fonction des excedents agricoles qui n'ont cesse 
d'augmenter au cours des dernieres annees et de La structure du budget de 1980. IL 
est impossible de realiser des changements fondamentaux du jour au Lendemain. Mais

23786   ~s
23787   
23788   propositions que nous
23789   
23790   avons formulees pourraient, si elles etaient adoptees par Le Conseil, marquer une 

etape significative vers La stabilisation des depenses et, par consequent, vers 
L'instauration d'un meilleur equilibre entre La politique agricole et Les autres 
politiques communautaires. Pour La premiere fois dans L'histoire de La Communaute, 
les depenses agricoles seraient en diminution par rapport

23791   
23792   a
23793   
23794   L'exercice precedent, non seulement en valeur
23795   
23796   nominale, mais aussi en valeur reelle. Si nous ne parvenions pas
23797   
23798   a
23799   
23800   prendre
23801   
23802   une decision maintenant, cela risquerait, selon moi, d'avoir des consequences pour 

La survie de La politique agricole commune sous sa forme actuelle.
23803   
23804   J'en arrive maintenant
23805   
23806   a
23807   
23808   l'ensemble des problemes que L'on designe
23809   
23810   globalement sous Les termes de convergence et questions budgetaires. Le Parlement 

se rappelle les termes du mandat specifique que le Conseil europeen de Dublin a 
donne

23811   
23812   a
23813   
23814   La Commission. Cela a abouti au document que nous avons
23815   
23816   transmis au Conseil le 1er tevrier et au Parlement le 5 fevrier. Il n'est pas 

question d'entrer ici dans Les details de ce document, mais je tiens
23817   
23818   a
23819   
23820   faire deux observations
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23821   
23822   a
23823   
23824   sansujet.
23825   
23826   • •• I • ••
23827   
23828   - 16 -
23829   
23830   SEC(79)1500-FR
23831   
23832   Nous couvrons deux grands domaines : les questions structurelles qui affectent les 

Etats membres moins prosperes de La Communaute et les questions budgetaires qui 
affectent le Royaume-Uni. Nous pensons que les propositions que nous avons 
formulees peuvent apporter une solution deux series de problemes. De cette problemes

23833   fa~on,
23834   
23835   a
23836   
23837   ces
23838   
23839   nous esperons avoir ramene ces
23840   
23841   a
23842   
23843   leur juste dimension et fait en sorte que Leur solution ne de limiter les 

discussions metaphysiques sans grande uti lite.
23844   
23845   soit plus qu'une affaire de negociations pratiques et specifiques.
23846   Effor~ons-nous
23847   
23848   Nous pensons que ce que nous avons propose sera profitable non seulement pour les 

pays directement concernes, mais aussi pour La Communaute dans son ensemble. 
Remedier

23849   
23850   a
23851   
23852   un desequilibre est une chose; il faut Le
23853   
23854   faire et nous Le faisons; mais renforcer l'orientation de nos politiques 

structurelles et, ce faisant, promouvoir La veritable convergence, c'est une autre 
chose que je considere comme beaucoup plus importante. Tel est, du moins, notre 
objectif. Il nous reste maintenant terez

23855   
23856   a
23857   
23858   elaborer Les pro-
23859   
23860   grammes detailles qui permettront de l'atteindre. Comme vous le consta-
23861   
23862   a
23863   
23864   La lecture de notre document, nous avons fait en sorte de ne pas
23865   
23866   perturber celles des politiques communautaires qui fonctionnent bien. Au 

contraire, nous nous sommes attaches aux mesures temporaires, speciales et ad hoc 
qu'il est, selon prob leme~
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23867   nou~necessaire
23868   
23869   de prendre pour resoudre le
23870   
23871   IL va maintenant y avoir une nouvelle periode de discussions au Parlement et au 

Conseil de ministres. Cette periode sera breve. Il est temps pour nous aujourd'hui 
de regler ces problemes une fois pour toutes.

23872   
23873   Institutions
23874   
23875   Mes dernieres remarques ont trait
23876   
23877   a
23878   
23879   nos institutions. Ces institu-
23880   
23881   tions ont ete examinees dans le rapport des Trois Sages sur La Communaute
23882   ••. I .•.
23883   
23884   - 17 -
23885   
23886   SEC(79)1500-FR
23887   
23888   dans son ensemble et dans le rapport du groupe Spierenburg sur La Commission. Je 

ferai trois constatations.
23889   
23890   Il y a une remarquable identite de vues entre les deux rapports au sujet du role 

et des responsabilites de La Commission. S'ils ont tous deux attire l'attention 
sur des facteurs externes et des faiblesses internes qui se sont developpes depuis 
plus de dix ans et ont entraine une certaine diminution de son efficacite, ils 
n'ont ni l'un ni l'autre conteste que La Commission devait continuer d'exercer ses 
pouvoirs d'initiative politique en toute independance. En fait, c'est notre 
responsabilite

23891   premi~re.
23892   
23893   La Commission n'est ni le serviteur du Conseil ni le
23894   
23895   secretariat du Parlement. Le cadre institutionnel des traites depend d'une 

relation creatrice entre partenaires, peut-etre meme devrais-je dire d'une tension 
creatrice entre des organes independants ayant chacun des responsabilites bien 
definies. Dans le cadre de ces responsabilites, La Commission doit etre

23896   
23897   a
23898   
23899   meme de poursuivre ses travaux et de remplir son double
23900   
23901   role dans La conception et dans l'execution des politiques.
23902   
23903   Comme toutes les organisations, La Commission doit adapter et modifier sa
23904   fa~on
23905   
23906   de reagir
23907   
23908   a
23909   
23910   des situations changeantes. C'est pourquoi nous
23911   
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23912   avons pris, en 1978, L'initiative d'instituer un groupe de personnalites 
independantes chargees d'examiner comment l'organisation et les effectifs de La 
Commission pourraient etre adaptes en vue de repondre aux besoins futurs. Le 
rapport de ce

23913   ~1roupe
23914   
23915   sera suivi d'effets. Nous estimons que
23916   
23917   nous avons La responsabilite de transmettre propositions visant
23918   
23919   a
23920   
23921   nos successeurs une struc-
23922   
23923   ture administrative saine .. Nous envisagerons prochainement une serie de
23924   
23925   a
23926   
23927   rationaliser
23928   
23929   nos services administratifs,
23930   
23931   a
23932   
23933   ameliorer
23934   
23935   ••• I •• •
23936   
23937   - 18 -
23938   
23939   SEC(79)1500-FR
23940   
23941   et renforcer notre coordination et notre planification internes et
23942   
23943   a
23944   
23945   mieux controler l'utilisation de notre personnel. La mise en oeuvre de ces 

reformes necessitera La comprehension et le soutien de l'autorite budgetaire. Nous 
serions heureux que nos propositions fassent rapidement l'objet de discussions au 
sein des commissions competentes du Parlement.

23946   
23947   Enfin, La Commission espere que les questions institutionnelles plus larges 

soulevees dans les rapports seront examinees dans des delais rapides et que des 
mesures seront prises Notre experience ne nous amene pas

23948   
23949   a
23950   
23951   leur egard. Des decisions seront
23952   
23953   bientot necessaires au sujet de La composition de La prochaine Commission.
23954   
23955   a
23956   
23957   penser qu'elle devrait necessairement
23958   
23959   etre plus petite que La Commission actuelle; mais nous ne pensons pas non plus 

qu'elle devrait etre plus grande, contrairement d'une Communaute
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23960   
23961   a
23962   
23963   ce que La logique
23964   
23965   a
23966   
23967   douze pourrait suggerer.
23968   
23969   Je
23970   
23971   ne peux certes pas prendre
23972   
23973   d'engagements pour La nouvelle Commission, mais je pense qu'en tout etat de cause, 

elle devrait se presenter devant le Parlement lors de sa prise de fonctions.
23974   Je
23975   
23976   ne propose rien d'aussi formel ou d'aussi precis qu'un
23977   
23978   vote de confiance, mais je sais que, pour remplir convenablement ses fonctions, La 

prochaine Commission devra avoir La certitude qu'elle a ete acceptee par ceux qui 
representent les citoyens de La Communaute.

23979   
23980   Conclusion
23981   
23982   J'en arrive
23983   
23984   a
23985   
23986   La conclusion. A La suite des evenements d'Afghanistan,
23987   
23988   La tension dans le monde est peut-etre plus proche du point de rupture qu'elle ne 

L'a jamais ete au cours des deux dernieres decennies. La gravite de La situation a 
ete reconnue par l'opinion quasi unanime exprimee par Le Parlement dans sa 
resolution du mois dernier; dans Les discussions serieuses et importantes au sein 
de La commission politique, auxquelles j'ai assiste

23989   
23990   ••• I • ••
23991   
23992   - 19 -
23993   
23994   SEC(79)1500-FR
23995   
23996   iL y a quinze jours; et dans La serie de mesures que La Communaute a prises pour 

condamner L'agression sovietique. Ces evenements viennent s'ajouter aux probLemes 
economiques et sociaux deLicats qui exercent deja une pression sur Le systeme 
communautaire.

23997   
23998   Nous ne parviendrons
23999   
24000   i~
24001   
24002   rien si nous n'agissons pas dans un esprit
24003   
24004   de solidarite. Cette soLidarite depend du respect de La Legalite, non seuLement 

dans notre propre societe, mais dans Le monde entier. Les institutions 
communautaires - La symetrie du ParLement, de La Commission, du ConseiL et de 
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LaCour de justice operant dans un cadre commun- constituent notre fondement. Quand 
nous nous en ecartons, c'est

24005   
24006   a
24007   
24008   nos propres risques.
24009   
24010   On ne saurait marchander avec La Loi. Si nous bafouons nos propres regles pour 

quelque raison que ce soit, nous pouvons difficilement pretendre exercer une 
autorite ou une influence aiLleurs. Aucune consideration d'avantage temporaire au 
d'interet national ne saurait transcender notre interet commun pour un monde 
ardenne dans LequeL Les regles sont respectees jusqu'a ce que l'accord se soit 
fait pour les modifier. La Cour de justice interprete La Loi sur la base des 
traites dont La Commission est La gardienne. Il n'y a aucune tache

24011   
24012   a
24013   
24014   laqueLle La Commission attache une importance plus grande.
24015   
24016   C'est Le roc sur Lequel repose La Communaute.
24017   
24018   **** *year_1980 *date_1980-12-17 *place_Strasbourg
24019   
24020   ou~~~br~ath\,6nc~~: \ on~y_ Q~ :~he~l;)ti~getai"y, cri.sis
24021   
24022   piay..
24023   n1ot(:)~r
24024   
24025   '
24026   
24027   '
24028   
24029   ',
24030   
24031   '
24032   
24033   "'
24034   
24035   · .· NQW.:thatwe a'te .qonli.rtg uri
24036   
24037   in acute form.
24038   '""" o,-
24039   
24040   tvi 11 . be
24041   ' ' ,, " "
24042   
24043   pos.si bl~ :act;u~lly
24044   ' , _, ••
24045   
24046   ~
24047   
24048   to.
24049   '
24050   
24051   reduce agric(flttira~
24052   'I ', ': --' ' \'
24053   
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24054   :_ ' - '
24055   
24056   ' , "';::_'
24057   
24058   :
24059   
24060   '-
24061   
24062   :
24063   
24064   ~
24065   
24066   • '
24067   
24068   '._
24069   
24070   J
24071   
24072   Or very
24073   
24074   ~linal,L,.pt:oporti"on
24075   '
24076   
24077   of G6mnronity GNP) .but: I do.. believe.
24078   '
24079   
24080   t~·at \ve~ ~;hould seal it
24081   
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24225   '
24226   
24227   **** *year_1980 *date_1980-11-12 *place_Brussels
24228   
24229   
24230   Speech by Mr. Roy Jenkins
24231   
24232   1-1EETING OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE COMHISSION WEDNESDAY, 12 NOVB-fBER 1930 

SPIERENBURG AND REFORM OF THE CONHISSION
24233   
24234   It is not often that virtually the whole of the Commission's senior management has 

been gathered together in one place at one time. While this is a not wholly 
unprecedented

24235   
24236   occasion, a meeting of this kind has been rare enough in recent years. I am 

grateful to you all for attending. The issues
24237   ~vhich
24238   
24239   I intend to deal with this afternoon are basic to the future health, efficiency 

and. success of this institution. wider than that. But they go
24240   
24241   On the health of the Commission depends in In the
24242   
24243   large measure the health of the Community as a whole. '\\Urds of the Three
24244   \~i se
24245   
24246   Men's report: ''Without the European
24247   
24248   Commission, the Community could never have been constructed. Without the 

Commission, the Community could not function even with the limited efficiency that 
it does today". concern of this Commission over the last

24249   t~u
24250   
24251   It has been a central years to ensure that
24252   
24253   this institution is in the best possible condition to carry out its essential 

functions under the Treaties in full political independence. My purpose in calling 
this meeting is threefold. First, I wish to recall and underline the objectives of 
this Commission in _establishing an independent review body to examine our present 
organisation, structure and management policies. Second, I wish to review with you 
what this Commission has done, is doing and intends to do to carry forward a 
necessary programme of reform based upon the analysis presented to us by the 
Spierenburg Group. In that context, I will have

24254   someth~ng
24255   
24256   to say about the essential elements of the package of measures now before the 

Council on which much of what we have sought to do depends. Finally, I wish to 
seek your help as the permanent /management of this

24257   
24258   {
24259   
24260   "'<'-..
24261   
24262   ....__/
24263   
24264   \
24265   
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24266   -2-
24267   
24268   .
24269   Commissioners may come
24270   
24271   '
24272   
24273   management of this institution to ensure the detailed implementatic of what we as 

a Commission have decided.
24274   
24275   and go, but it is you who finally determine the character, the style and the 

effectiveness of the Commission. Why Spierenburg? I start with the decision to 
establish an independent review body. It was an unprecedented decision. There had 
never

24276   
24277   been a full-scale and independent assessment of the Commission. Why whE:m the 

plant has: been flourishing for over twenty years should we decide to pick it up 
by the roots? I believe that

24278   
24279   there are a number of reasons which go to the heart of the capacity of this 

institution to perform the duties laid upon it by the Treaties in the future as it 
has done in the past. First, in twenty years the Commission has grown and 
developed from a small group of pioneers in the High Authority to an organisation 
of 8,300 officials, excluding staff paid from

24280   ..
24281   
24282   research funds.
24283   
24284   We are not the sprawling bureaucracy so frequently These are not excessive numbers
24285   
24286   imagined by the popular press.
24287   
24288   compared with the tasks and obligations which we have to carry out. But neither 

are we the small and tightly-knit institution
24289   
24290   .
24291   
24292   which started off as the High Authority some two decades ago. Our number has· 

increased; our tasks have inul tip lied; and to some extent the character of our 
work has changed. Today, we have

24293   
24294   to combine the development of new policies and initiatives with the efficient and 

practical administration of resources. We have both a sizeable management task and 
a continuing duty to innovate in the interests of Europe as a whole. After more

24295   
24296   than twenty years, does the Commission's structure and organisation, developed 

piecemeal over that period, properly reflect its present needs and tasks? We 
needed an ans\.ver to that /question and we

24297   
24298   ---
24299   
24300   -----------
24301   
24302   -------------------------
24303   
24304   -3question and we asked Spierenburg to report. Second, looking ahead, it is 

apparent to all that the Corrnnuni ty will be faced 'tvi th new challenges and new 
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priori ti€
24305   
24306   The Corrnnission as an institution cannot afford to remain static and irrnno bile 

in a changing <j,nd developing Conununi ty. \.Je have
24307   
24308   sought during the lifetime of this Corrnnission to identify some of these new 

challenges. Our work on the development of an
24309   
24310   overall Corrnnunity strategy for energy; on new ideas for a Corrnnunity initiative 

in the field of advanced technology; on the establishment and further development 
of the EMS - all this will lead to shifts in the emphasis of our activities. \.Je 
need

24311   
24312   to be certain that the Commission's resources are capable of flexible adjustment. 

Third, there was the obvious and irrnnediate challenge of enlargement. That raises 
basic questions of organisation and Was the Conunission in the

24313   
24314   the redeployment of staff resources.
24315   
24316   best posture to cope with enlargement, its extra demands and its new problems? 

Here we had to consider not just the
24317   
24318   accession of Greece, now less than two months away, but also the eventual 

accession of Spain and Portugal. Fourth, and of major importance, the Conunission 
was conscious then, as now, of its basic duty to consider ways of improving the 
career structure and conditions of work of its existing staff. The lack of an 
adequate career structure; a

24319   
24320   tendency for officials to remain too long in the same often very specialised jobs; 

weakenesses in opportunities for career development have all tended to sap the 
morale of our staff. We cannot expect that all our officials should remain 
/satisfied for ever

24321   
24322   -4satisfied for ever on a diet of European ideals and the principles of a worthy 

cause: those \vho work for the Connnission also deserve the prospect of a 
reasonable career and work which is genuinely rewarding. If the concept of a 
permanent

24323   
24324   Community civil service is to have any reality, it demands that we can not only 

recruit the best but hold the best with a guarantee of a satisfying career. such a 
service of the highest quality? Finally, we must avoid a natural temptation to try 
to insulate the Commission from what is happening in the Community as a whole.

24325   An era of easy growth is over.
24326   
24327   How can we ensure
24328   
24329   We all kno\v that.
24330   
24331   Today's realities are rising unemployment, declining production, low growth and 

high inflation. The emphasis in Europe has
24332   
24333   become one of budgetary restraint, a reining-back of public expenditure and of 

critical attitudes towards public service manpower levels. The Cormnission cannot 
be exempted. It behoves

24334   
24335   us to ensure that we are making the best possible use of our resources; to be 

ruthless in the eradication of waste; and to demonstrate that we are 
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cost-effective in all we do. Are we
24336   
24337   achieving maximum efficiency in working methods and the redeployment of staff? 

These were all questions which we felt it was essential to examine and for which 
we sought an independent view. are basic questions. They

24338   
24339   They are questions which all organisations Left to themselves, They become fat and
24340   
24341   need to ask themselves from time to time. institutions tend to let themselves 

spread. • paunchy.
24342   
24343   But in a rapidly changing world, the Connnunity cannot We must adapt and adjust
24344   
24345   stand still, nor can the Commission.
24346   
24347   if the Commission of the future is to hold the vital and unique role which is ours 

among the institutions of the Community. /VJhat has been achieved?
24348   
24349   -5-
24350   
24351   What has been achieved? Given these clear objectives what have \ve been able to 

achieve? The most important consideration was that This is
24352   ~vhat
24353   ~ve
24354   
24355   should
24356   
24357   have a concise and clear analysis.
24358   
24359   Ambassador
24360   
24361   Spierenburg and his colleagues gave us.
24362   
24363   They started their
24364   
24365   work towards the end of January last year and their report was published on 24 

September 1979. As you know, the Corrnnission
24366   
24367   welcomed the report and, at its meeting at Villers-le-Temple in October that year, 

committed itself to a programme of reform based upon its proposals. We asked a 
Group of Commissioners

24368   
24369   chaired by Vice-President Ortoli to undertake the task of examining the 

Spierenburg proposals and of turning them into practical action. There are four 
main sets of considerations which I wish to single out and emphasise this 
afternoon. They concern

24370   
24371   management; coordination; the use of staff; and staff policy. The key to the 

efficient working of the Commission lies in a greatly increased emphasis on 
management qualities. was Spierenburg's view and it is the Commission's view. 
react depends crucially on you. That

24372   Ho~..;r
24373   
24374   we
24375   
24376   You are not only the chief
24377   
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24378   policy advisers of the Commission, you are also its principal line-managers. 
first. That second function is just as important as the

24379   bes~
24380   
24381   If we are to get the
24382   
24383   out of the considerable talent
24384   
24385   and resources available to the Commission, we need to take conscious steps to 

manage our staff better. That means improving
24386   
24387   arrangements for the transmission of information \llithin the hierarchy; it means 

making certain that each official clearly understands what is expected of him
24388   ~nd
24389   
24390   has a precise definition
24391   
24392   of his duties; it means devoting time and effort to questions of career 

development, mobility, training, promotion and staff reporting; it means a more 
realistic attitude towards the /deployment of staff

24393   
24394   --·
24395   
24396   -6deployment of staff and the planning of the work-load of your departments. will 

.follow. If we can get these things right, then much else The Commission has taken 
a number of decisions in

24397   on~y
24398   
24399   this area but exhortation will
24400   
24401   become action if you as A response from you will
24402   
24403   managers accept your responsibilities. find a response from your staff.
24404   
24405   I have no doubts about that.
24406   
24407   Second, Spierenburg emphasised the lack of central coordination and planning 

structures which have resulted in certain failings of structural coordination 
among Directorates-General. itself. Coordination does not take place by

24408   
24409   First, we need appropriate arrangements and then we need Externally, we have set up
24410   
24411   to make certain they are used.
24412   
24413   arrangements for a better coordination with the Council in the context of the work 

programme of the Presidency. Internally,
24414   
24415   we have decided upon a procedure designed to allow the Commission to decide 

annually on a list of priorities. will then form the basis for departments to fix 
their timetables and priority objectives and will feed through into our internal 
procedure for drawing up the preliminary draft budget. It will also enable the 
Commission to monitor more This

24416   
24417   effectively on a continuing basis whether the work which it is carrying out is 

being appropriately relat.ed to the priori ties which it has set itself. This work 
is already in hand and is

24418   
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24419   being prosecuted by a small working party under Emile Noel's chairmanship. I hope 
that you will all take a personal interest

24420   
24421   in it and indeed use Emile Noel's group as a means of making your colleagues and 

the Commission more aware of your particular preoccupations and priorities. What 
we are

24422   
24423   aiming at is an active dialogue among Directors-General and bet\veen 

Directors-General ••• /and the Conmission
24424   
24425   -7and the Commission of a kind which we have not really had hitherto. At the same 

time, one of the conditions for improving internal coordination and to ensure the 
best use of staff is, in our view, to concentrate our resources into larger and 
more logical units. Thus, we have now carried through a

24426   
24427   major exercise to reduce the number of basic administrative units. 50 divisions 

and specialised services have been He intend that this
24428   
24429   abolished, some 15io o:f the total.
24430   
24431   reorganisation should be lasting: there should be no need to create new 

administrative units merely to take account of enlargement. Such a reorganisation 
has inevitably been It is now behind us. He now need to get

24432   
24433   painful and difficult.
24434   
24435   on with ensuring the success and effectiveness of our new structure. Here again I 

believe that you have an
24436   
24437   important responsibility as managers within the Commission. Third, there is the 

theme running through Spierenburg that we lack the means, or perhaps the will, to 
exercise fully our responsibility to allocate staff among different sectors 
according to our priorities. As Spierenburg pointed

24438   
24439   out, "the staff of the Commission does not appear to be excessive in·number but it 

is badly distributed among different sectors". It is quite· clear that we cannot
24440   
24441   expect to secure more staff from the· ·budget authority unless we can demonstrate 

beyond any doubt that all our existing staff are fully employed. The Commission 
has therefore set

24442   
24443   to so that our house can be seen to be in order. Departments have been instructed 

to cover new activities /by reassigning existing staff.
24444   
24445   -7 bis-
24446   
24447   by reassigning existing staff.
24448   
24449   If that is not
24450   
24451   possible, the Hanagement and Organisation Division of DG IX will make a special 

study to see if staff already in the Department are sufficient and properly 
deployed in view of the priorities set out in the Commission's outline programme 
and of the priority objectives of the Department itself. Before giving an opinion 
in favour

24452   
24453   of the request for ac;lditional staff, the Management and Organisation Division 
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will make sure that the activity is in fact a priority activity and that the 
requirement cannot be covered either by transferring staff from other Departments 
or by some other means, for example, the use of study contracts or consultants. 
force. These rules are now in

24454   
24455   Now and for the future we need to be every bit
24456   
24457   as careful and as rigorous about our use of staff as we are about the disbursement 

of money. This implies
24458   
24459   a much more careful examination of priorities and a new effort of management to 

make the best possible use of available staff. Now let me turn to questions of 
staff policy. In many I Vlish

24460   
24461   ways, this is the most important-aspect of Spierenburg. /it to be clear
24462   
24463   ----------------------------8it to be clear what the Commission is doing and \d1y. 

The
24464   
24465   Commission's objective is to encourage the efficient fm1ctioning of its services 

by maintaining a body of officials of high quality; by ensuring that officials' 
careers progress normally; and by enabling the Commission to benefit from outside 
experience. These are the principles which we have sought to put into practice. 
The Commission is not presiding,and does not intend to

24466   
24467   preside, over the destruction or the weakening of the concept of a European civil 

service. On the contrary its proposals are
24468   
24469   designed to give a greater meaning and reality to that concept. Against this 

background, the Commission has made a series of decisions on recruitment, on 
mobility, on careers development, on promotions, and on recourse to outside 
experienc_e. I shall deal briefly with each of these aspects. On

24470   
24471   recruitment, we have decided that the basic recruitment grade should be A8. In 

order to make sure that the best recruits are
24472   
24473   not lost to the Corrnnission because of' delays in recruiting, He have proposed to 

the Budgetary' Authority that a limited number of "training posts" should be 
created to permit irrnnediate recruitment of a proportlon of candidates who have 
passed the open competition. We have at the same time decided to allmv university

24474   
24475   graduates to take part in open competitions for grade B staff and to make special 

arrangements for promotion from B to A. decisions will take effect in 1981. On 
mobility, the Commission approved at the end of October detailed arrangements to 
put into effect the principle stated in the Spierenburg report, that mobility must 
be a right and a duty - a right for any member of staff in the interests of his 
career development; a duty for the Commission in the interests of the efficiency 
of the service. I am convinced All these

24476   
24477   /that the future
24478   
24479   ----~--------------------------------------~----------
24480   
24481   -9-
24482   
24483   '-
24484   
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24485   that the future effectiveness of our services will in large measure depend on how 
we ensure that staff achieve a greater width of experience, knowledge and interest 
within the house. I thus

24486   
24487   attach considerable importance to the decision that promotion to A5 and A3 will 

only be possible after one or two significant changes of assignment respectively. 
More fundamental still is the Commission's concern to improve career prospects. We 
will not have an effective

24488   
24489   European civil service _unless the officials who constitute its members have a 

reasonable guarantee of an effective career. For demographic reasons and because 
staff were recruited in successive waves, present career prospects are fraru<ly 
bad and much worse than those in other Community institutions. example, the 
average age of promotion

24490   ~o
24491   
24492   For
24493   
24494   A4 last year was 46.
24495   
24496   I doubt that such a situation applies or would be acceptable in an\' national 

civil service within the Member States. He need, on the
24497   
24498   one hand to solve the career problems which will present themselves up to 1986 

when the rate at -whi'ch officials retire will begin to pick up. On the other 
hand, we have to ensure that in 1986 the

24499   
24500   Commission will not be obtiged to approve a large number of promotions to catch up 

the backlog, thus once more creating similar problems for the future. To meet this 
objective we have

24501   
24502   proposed a new career profile for A grade staff and made proposals to the Council 

for the tempor-ary upgrading of certair. posts and for special arrangements for 
early retirement. On promotions, additional measures have been necessary to 
guarantee the clarity and openness of our procedures. He

24503   
24504   regard it as fundamental that every official can feel that his claims to promotion 

are fully and fairly judged. therefore, extended the competence of the
24505   g~·ade
24506   
24507   We have, A Promotion
24508   
24509   /Committee to cover
24510   
24511   -10-
24512   
24513   Committee to cover promotion from A6 to AS; established a
24514   
24515   ne~v
24516   
24517   Consultative Committee to advise the Commission directly on the claims of 

candidates for A2 and A3 posts; and proposed to the Council changes in the staff 
regulations which

24518   ~-x>uld
24519   
24520   lir:1it
24521   
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24522   to established officials admission to internal competitions. Beyond these 
measures, the Commission has also thought it right to propose to the budgetary 
authority provision for recruitment of outside experience. that we need such 
arrangements. I am in no doubt at all

24523   
24524   We must be able to recruit
24525   
24526   directly such expertise that we may require on specific questions
24527   a~
24528   
24529   they arise.
24530   
24531   Hm.v else could we be certain that we had all
24532   
24533   the necessary special expertise to carry through, for example, the arrangements 

decided a few days ago for the steel industry under Article 58? Equally, in my 
view, we must be able to

24534   
24535   recruit directly staff who have acquired professional experience outside the 

Commission in order to encourage the exchange of experience. To allow ourselves to 
become a closed

24536   
24537   and inward-looking organisation would fatally damage this institution. remote from 

\-Je cannot afford to become introspective or
24538   ~tat
24539   
24540   is happening
24541   
24542   ~thin
24543   
24544   the Community.
24545   ~11
24546   
24547   To shut
24548   
24549   our doors to any effective outside influence sooner rather'than later, the Commission
24550   ~11
24551   
24552   ensure that,
24553   
24554   cease to be
24555   
24556   equipped to reach judgments relevant to the needs of the Community. On the other 

hand, we must ensure a proper
24557   
24558   balance so that the career prospects of existing permanent staff are not adversely 

affected. In the light of these general considerations, the Commission has 
therefore proposed to limit outside recuirtment at A3 level to a maximum of 20% of 
the posts to be filled each /year and to recruit

24559   
24560   -11-
24561   
24562   year and to recruit staff at A4/5 level on temporary posts for a maximtml of 4 

years. These temporary staff \vould be recruited
24563   
24564   on temporary posts in a separate column of the authorised staff list and there 

would be no question of any extension of contract or establishment on these posts. 
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lapse as each contract expired. The posts would
24565   
24566   Our view is that over the
24567   
24568   next 4 or 5 years within the system as the Commission has now designed it, there 

should be some 200 of these temporary posts. That is to say, not more than 20% of 
the present

24569   
24570   staff complement at the A4/5 level. What remains to be done? In the last year, the 

Commission has gone as far as it reasonably can to implement those parts of the 
Spierenburg report which fall directly within its

24571   O\Vn
24572   
24573   competences.
24574   
24575   This has involved
24576   
24577   extensive discussions; considerable administrative upheaval; a measure of 

uncertainty for our staff; and difficult decisions. But the Corrnnission cannot go 
further·, nor yet ensure the implementation of what it has' already decided upon, 
\vithout the assistance of the Budget Authority. In our 1981 budget proposal

24578   
24579   we asked the Council and Parliament to assist in four ways, each of them essential 

to the overall package of reform on which the Commission has
24580   e~barked.
24581   seri.c--.:~
24582   
24583   First, we asked that there shouL.:. t-e ,_
24584   
24585   examination on their merits of the already modest requests for new posts in the 

1981 budget. Beyond what we have already done
24586   
24587   to reorganise the internal structure of the Commission and to strengthen our 

capacity to monitor the use and deployment of staff, we carried out a stringent 
enquiry into the Commission's staff needs with the heJ.p of external experts as a 
basis for the /submission of our 1981

24588   
24589   -------------------------------- ----12-
24590   
24591   suhnission of our 1981 staff budget.
24592   
24593   \.Je have sought extra staff
24594   
24595   only where ne\v and additional responsibilities, including the consequences of 

Greek accession, cannot be met by redeplo;ment or internal reorganisation. Second, 
we asked authorisation for a pool of recruitment (10 posts) to enable the 
Commission to recruit exceptionally able candidates sufficiently fast to prevent 
them being lost- as happens at the moment - to other employers. The future quality 
of our service depends on our ability to recruit high quality staff. we can do so. 
Third, we asked for the temporary conversion of a number of posts to higher grades 
to enable the Commission to ensure reasonable career development for its officials.

24596   I
24597   
24598   This is a modest step to ensure that
24599   
24600   have
24601   
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24602   already described the factors \vhich make this so important for the morale of our 
staff and for the continuing effectiveness of this institution. Fourth, we sought 
token entry provisions in the budget for Commission proposals for early retirement 
of A3 and A4 officials in order to accommodate Greek officials, to deal \Vith the 
effects of restructuring and to adapt our staffing to the new tasks ,...,-'bien 
confront the Community. Let me emphasise here that the early

24603   
24604   retirement proposals that we have put forward are based, as regards their 

application on the exact terms of the 1972/73 early retirement measures. The 
element of choice or compulsion Our proposals provide for

24605   
24606   is no more and no less than in 1973.
24607   
24608   the Commission to draw up a list of officials for early retirement a:Cter having 

obtained the opinion of the Joint Committee. Before dra\Ving up the list the 
Commission would, as /in 1973,

24609   
24610   ,1
24611   
24612   -13in 1973, make known the provisions of the regulation to staff are eligible to 

be considered so that they might volunteer if they so wished. Under the terms of 
the draft regulation,

24613   ~10 ~vho
24614   
24615   '----·
24616   
24617   officials aged 60 and over automatically on the list.
24618   
24619   volunteered would be placed
24620   
24621   We are entitled to a serious response from the Budgetary Authority. the Council. 

So far, that has not been forthcoming at least from At its first reading of the 
1981 Budget, the

24622   
24623   Council refused the necessary budgetary support for every single one of these 

requests. Indeed, the Council went further.
24624   
24625   It also cut the new posts requested for Greek officials in a way which can only be 

considered arbitrary, despite the need to see that a substantial number is 
recruited in the first year after accession. In recent years it has been· a 
co;nplaint of the

24626   
24627   Council that staff demands made by the Commission have been unrealistic, related 

neither to defined priorities nor to a proper assessment of how to use existing 
manpower more effectively. Now that we have taken the initiative to reform

24628   
24629   ourselves, the least that we expect is to be allowed the very . modest means to do 

the job. And the means are, indeed, modest. Leaving aside the cost of new posts, 
what we propose some 1.5 meua in the first year.

24630   ~uuld
24631   
24632   cost
24633   
24634   That is a small enough price
24635   
24636   for securing, as I believe, real improvements in the operational effectiveness of 

the Commission. I therefore expect the Council
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24637   
24638   to consider further and in detail what we have proposed and to reflect this in the 

second reading of the Budget. The Parliaoent
24639   
24640   in its first reading has already given a Jead by the constructive attitude it has 

adopted tmvards our requests for new posts and /in particular
24641   
24642   -14')[
24643   
24644   in particular as regards the conversion of posts at various levels. In this speech 

I have concentrated perhaps inevitably on what we as a Commission could do rather 
than on wider issues, also touched upon by the Spierenburg report, which are the 
responsibility of others. In particular, I have not looked at

24645   
24646   the range of issues raised in Part II of the Spierenburg report about the size, 

composition and overall structure of the Commission. In the immediate future, 
these issues no longer Thus, the size of the next Commission is nmv

24647   
24648   perhaps arise.
24649   
24650   settled and with a total of 14 Members it will not be significantly or 

qualitatively different from the present Commission. vJhat is more doubtful, 
hmvever, is whether in the

24651   
24652   longer-term the Commission v.Duld gain from being significantly larger. I am sure 

that there will need to be more thought
24653   
24654   before it is agreed that the Commission should grow automatically as a result of 

further enlargement, to 17 Members. an important issue for the future. That remains
24655   
24656   It will be important that
24657   
24658   fuller consideration be. given to the weighty evidence presented by Ambassador 

Spierenburg and his colleagues about the number of portfolios that the present and 
prospective workload of the Commission could reasonably bear. Conclusions I end by 
drawing together some conclusions for management. I invite you as the principal 
managers of our

24659   
24660   services to consider them and to adopt a programme of action for the future. 

/First, management information.
24661   
24662   -15-
24663   
24664   First, management information.
24665   
24666   Directorates-General
24667   
24668   should see what steps can be taken to improve their internal procedures to ensure 

that their officials at all levels understand clearly what is expected of them and 
are helped to make the best possible contribution they can to the \vork of their 
department. This means more time and more thought spent

24669   
24670   on ensuring a proper flow of information \vi thin the structure. The lead must 

come from the top. Second, coordination. Directorates-General must
24671   
24672   consider how to secure better coordination mthin and between departments. The 

machinery exists but it is not properly used.
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24673   
24674   There are still too many papers submitted from the services which are inadequately 

prepared. It is not surprising that in
24675   
24676   such circumstances the Cabinets appear to take upon themselves excessive 

responsibility for policy matters. lies, as it always has, in your hands. Third, 
line management of staff. Directorates-General But the solution

24677   
24678   need to make a greater and more consistent effort to assist and sustain the 

general staff policy of the Commission. This
24679   
24680   involves a partnership between DG IX and the Directorates-General: not, as might 

sometimes appear, a.state of cold war. It is
24681   
24682   for Directorates-General in particular to plan a programme of genuine mobility for 

their staff; to make certain that there is a consistent and objective system of 
promotion and staff reporting in operation; to encourage appropriate training; 
These are not tasks which can

24683   
24684   and to assist career development.
24685   
24686   be delegated; they are the collective responsibility of senior management. Each 

Directorate-General should review
24687   
24688   its action in these fields and decide upon a plan for the future in conformity 

\vith the Commission's decisions and objectives. /Fourth, policy planning and
24689   
24690   -16Fourth, policy planning and
24691   revie~v.
24692   
24693   Directorates-General
24694   fo~
24695   
24696   must institute effective internal arraJ."1gements and regular review of their 

policy prj.orities.
24697   
24698   the systematic
24699   
24700   Such machinery
24701   
24702   has been put in place at Commission level; it needs its counterpart at departmental
24703   lev~l.
24704   
24705   In the last four yea1;s we have achieved much together on many fronts. The staff 

of the Commission can take pride in In a real sense, they
24706   be~ong
24707   
24708   these achievements.
24709   
24710   to them.
24711   
24712   They demonstrate the vitality of thi..s institution; the quality of its work; and 

the way in which we can and do continue to find practical and realistic ways of 
promoting and advancing the Community's objectives. It has been the work and duty 
of this

24713   
24714   Commission to underpin and strengthen the basic fabric of this institution so that 
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it can rise to the challenge of the next decade. I look to you for practical and 
constructive support

24715   
24716   in this endeavour.
24717   
24718   **** *year_1980 *date_1980-02-07 *place_Brussels
24719   
24720   
24721   European Community
24722   No. 7/1980 February 7, 1980 STATEMENT ON AFGHANISTAN BY E. C. COMMISSION 

PF.ESIDENT ROY JENKINS Roy Jenkins, President of the EC Commission, told the 
European Parliament last week that the European Community should not allow a wedge 
to be driven between the United States and itself. President Jenkins outlined the 
EC's position on Afghanistan in a statement to the Parliament's Political Affairs 
Comm1ttee in Brussels on January 31. This was the week following his visit to the 
United States during which he met with President Carter, Secretary of State Vance, 
other members of the US Administration and Congressional leaders. The text of 
President Jenkins' statement follows:-

24723   
24724   ''There has been agreement in all institutions of the Community and throughout the 

Western world in condemning the Soviet takeover of Afghanistan. I do not therefore 
think that I need to repeat the almost unanimous views which we hold about the 
events of a month ago. The European Parliament passed an impressively worded 
resolution on the subject which I know from my own visit to Washington prepared a 
joyeuse entree for your President, Madame Veil, a few days later. You know that at 
their first meeting after Christmas the Member States of the Community on 15th 
January issued a strong declaration condemning the Soviet intervention in 
Afghanistan. This was unambiguous and demonstrated the solidarity of the West in 
general and the Community in particular towards the Soviet Union. The Community as 
such has also wasted no time in reacting within its area of competence. Already in 
the first week of January the Commission exercised its responsibility for managing 
the market, in close consultation with the Member States, by stopping the food aid 
programme for Afghanistan as the conditions

24725   
24726   Washington office: 2100 M Street NW Washington DC 20037 I telephone (202) 862-9500 

I telex: 89-539 EURCOM
24727   EUROPEAN COMMUNITY INFORMATION SERVICE
24728   
24729   New York office: 1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, 245 E 47th Street New York, New York 

10017 I Telephone (212) 371-3804
24730   
24731   2
24732   
24733   for its distribution to the population, rather than to the occupying forces, could 

not be guaranteed; - taking administrative action, pending confirmation, which was 
subsequently forthcoming by the Council, to ensure that there is no replacement 
from Community stocks of agricultural products whose export to the Soviet Union 
the United States had banned; - considering immediately favourably the urgent 
demand presented by the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees for immediate aid for 
Afghan refugees in Pakistan. The Commission is proposing to the Member States that 
10 MUA ($14.5 million ) should be set aside for this purpose. These decisions as 
you know were confirmed by the Council of Ministers of 15 January, who ·laid down 
the principle that the Community would not replace either directly or indirectly 
United States' supplies for the Soviet market. The Council requested the 
Commission to take the necessary steps to ensure the implementation of this policy 
and to propose measures for other agricultural products,.while respecting 
traditional patterns of trade. Let me now turn in more detail to the action we 
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have taken in the agricultural field. I make two preliminary points : First, we 
must bear in mind that in certain respects our situation is different from that of 
the U.S. in agricultural trade with the Soviet Union. The Americans actually have 
a bilateral agreement on grains, and they export virtually no other agricultural 
products to Russia. For them, therefore, the benchmark is relatively simple: it is 
the figure of 8 million tons, which they are respecting. We, on the other hand, 
have no bilateral agreement, our exports to Russia include several different crop 
and livestock products, and the volume of these exports has varied greatly over 
recent years. It is therefore far less simple to fix a benchmark for our policy. 
Second, theiBis a distinction to be made between the mechanisms for monitoring the 
destinations of our exports, and the limits which we wish to put to our export to 
those destinations. The first is a question of administrative practice, and the 
second is a matter of political and commercial judgment. On the administrative 
practices, I am not going to recite to you a catalogue of the different measures, 
such as export certificates, prefixation of restitutions, or adjudication, that we 
have adopted for the different products.

24734   
24735   3
24736   
24737   I am simply going to say that I am satisfied, and Finn Gundelach (Vice President 

of the EC Commission with responsibility for agriculture and fisheries) is 
satisfied, that, for all the products where it is necessary, we have the necessary 
instruments to monitor exports and if necessary to keep them within limits. We 
shall keep these administrative measures under review, and adapt them as the 
situation demands. For example, this week we are tightening up the milk products 
system in various ways. There will no longer be export restitutions for fresh 
butter to the USSR, but a system of export tenders for stockpile butter. This will 
permit us to keep a strict control, and in fact we anticipate no exports of butter 
to the Soviet Union in the near future. On the targets at which we are aiming, let 
me recapitulate what our recent agricultural exports to the Soviet Union have 
been. I limit this to the Soviet Union in order to simplify matters, but it is 
obvious that we must take account in our monitoring system of the other Eastern 
European countries, through which the Soviets might try to obtain additional 
supplies from us indirectly. I also leave out the year 1979, for which full 
statistics are not yet available. For wheat,we exported negligible quantities of a 
few hundred tonnes in some of the years 1974-78. For barley, we exported 
quantities varying from 440 thousand tonnes in 1976 to 200 tonnes in 1977. We 
exported small quantities of other cereals, such as rye and maize, in some years. 
We supplied significant quantities of malt, varying from 109,000 tonnes in 1974 to 
31,000 tonnes in 1977. -we-exported 89,000 tonnes of beef in 1974, but less in 
subsequent years. Poultry has varied from zero in 1975 to 62,000 tonnes in 1977. 
There were exports of 2,000 tonnes of butter in 1974, 49,000 tonnes in 1977, 
21,000 tonnes in 1978 (and 140,000 tonnes is estimated for 1979). There were small 
quantitites of wine in 1974-77 and rather more in 1978. -You will see from the 
statistics which I have quoted that our trade pattern with the USSR has been 
highly erratic. Indeed, both we and the Americans have suffered commercially from 
the unreliable and unpredictable nature of Soviet demand for these products. It is 
not therefore useful to pick out a figure for a particular year, or an average 
figure for a period of years, and to say that it represents the traditional level 
or target to which we should adhere. It will be a matter of judgment for each 
product. What I will say is this. Unless and until the Soviet aggression in 
Afghanistan is ended, our exports of agricultural produce to the USSR will not 
exceed what we judge to be traditional quantitites. In no case will there be large 
export deals at special prices, of the type which happened in 1973. We shall 
ensure that sales are made in corttrolled quantities and at realistic prices.

24738   
24739   4
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24740   
24741   The U.S. Reaction
24742   
24743   As you know, I was able to visit the United States last week for
24744   talks with President Carter and members of the Administration at a time when the 

Americans are,already considering the next steps in their reaction to Afghanistan. 
I am happy to be able to tell you that the United States expressed satisfaction 
with the action taken so far by the Community, particularly in the political and 
agricultural fields, but did express the hope that we consider further steps, 
notably in the field of common action to control the granting of official export 
credits to the Soviet Union. This, the Commission and the Council are currently 
studying. The United States regards the consequences of the Soviet invasion of 
Afghanistan as a serious threat to world stability. They naturally look to the 
European Community for political, moral and practical support. In Washington I was 
able to demonstrate that the Commission, the Council and the Parliament had 
offered a clear demonstration of Western solidarity. While sharing the same view 
of the seriousness of the Soviet Union action, we do nevertheless have a slightly 
different point of view when it comes to the practical application of some aspects 
of our policy. Just as the United States wishes to continue arms limitation talks 
with the Soviet Union, so do we wish to pursue detente on tolerable terms. What we 
need is : Community solidarity and cohesion, not to allow a wedge to be driven 
between the Community and the United States, not to let the Soviet Union believe 
things will not change but to make it clear that economic cooperation depends on 
mutual confidence, which their action has undermined."

24745   
24746   *
24747   *
24748   *
24749   
24750   *
24751   *
24752   
24753   **** *year_1980 *date_1980-11-06 *place_Brussels
24754   ...
24755   
24756   , ..
24757   <·
24758   
24759   ... ~'
24760   
24761   LECTURE BY THE PRESIDEi<T' ·OF EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES PJ THE RELATIONS 

INTERNATIONALES: 6 NOVEHBER
24762   
24763   THE C0!-1MISSION OF THE INSTITUT ROYAL DES BRUSSELS, THURSDAY
24764   1980
24765   
24766   7//
24767   
24768   THE COt-1MUNITYiS ROLE IN THE WORLD
24769   
24770   It is with great pleasure that I accepted your invitation to speak to you tonight. 

It is the second time In
24771   
24772   that I have addressed this distinguished audience"
24773   
24774   :J\)Vember 1977, almost a year. into my mandate as ?:···:c-::,:Lde:l.t of the 

Connnission, I offered you a number of
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24775   t:b~:-;t:ghts
24776   
24777   on
24778   
24779   the problems which were besetti.ng the Community anu thei'.r repercussions for our 

relations with third countriesa Three
24780   
24781   years on I think it would be useful to have anoti.2r 1cok at the role of the 

Community in the world, and to selection of the major issues
24782   ro~e is . ··. .
24783   ~vhich
24784   
24785   e~<.a::line
24786   
24787   a
24788   
24789   demonstra1.::e how that
24790   
24791   ...
24792   
24793   changing and developinge ..
24794   -(
24795   
24796   -:...
24797   
24798   The role of the Community in relations with third countries is
24799   govern~d
24800   
24801   partly by the Trecties, and partly
24802   On
24803   
24804   ~y
24805   
24806   the case law of political co-operation.
24807   
24808   the one hand
24809   
24810   there are the external responsibilities de:..,.clved by the Treaties to the 

Community's institutions. not only the Economic This concerns
24811   
24812   Community but also the Coal and Here the Commission plays
24813   
24814   Steel Community and EURATOMQ the major part.
24815   
24816   These external responsibilities extend
24817   
24818   from framework agreements for economic co-operation, to trade questions, 

scientific and technological co-operation, environment and transport
24819   ~~tters,
24820   
24821   and fisheries agreements. /They
24822   
24823   - 2 -
24824   
24825   They range from the renegotiation of the Lome Convention with 59 African, 

Caribbean and Pacific countries to the conclusion of an agreement with one country 
to suspend a tariff reduction on tomato concentrate. Naturally
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24826   
24827   the policies promoted by the Treaties have more general consequences and 

repercussions.
24828   
24829   As our common policies
24830   
24831   have developed, so their impact on the rest of the world has developed too.
24832   On
24833   
24834   the other hand there is political co-operation.
24835   
24836   Political co-operation is now some ten years old, half the age of the Conmn.1nity, 

itself a very young institution. It does not depend upon Treaty but·is the result 
of decisions by Foreign Ministers. It does not have institutions; it

24837   
24838   has no infrastructure or permanent staff;
24839   
24840   and its decisions,
24841   
24842   which are taken-by consensus, represent political not legal commitments. But in 

its brief life political co-operation
24843   
24844   has already done much to bring together the foreign policies of the nine Member 

States,. and to ensure an effective
24845   ;.
24846   
24847   co-ordination even in areas where Member States prefer to operate individually •. 

There is also what might be described as the grey area of mixed competence where 
some part of the responsibility

24848   
24849   .
24850   
24851   rests with the Community and some part rests with the Member States. Over recent 

years co-or9ination between the work
24852   
24853   of the Community and the work of political co-operation has greatly improved" That 

is important. After all,
24854   
24855   both are emanations of a single thought, the desire of the Member States of the 

Community to ·work together and speak to others with a single voice or at least in 
chorus. /This

24856   
24857   - 3 -
24858   
24859   This evening I take three subjects to illustrate how all this works. First our 

trade policy and, in particular, second the North/South dialogue
24860   
24861   our relations with Japan;
24862   
24863   with its many implications for the whole world economic system; and last that 

traditional area of European concern
24864   
24865   the Middle East. Trade is the Community's business. It stands four-
24866   
24867   square within its responsibilities under the treaties. a year ago, we were 

congratulating ourselves on the
24868   
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24869   Only
24870   
24871   successful conclusion of theMultilateral Trade Negotiations, the Tokyo Round. 

achievement. That was in many ways a remarkable
24872   
24873   ...
24874   
24875   Throughout these negotiations, whic!-.. were
24876   Ag;~(.'.cment:
24877   
24878   conducted in the framework of the Generalised on Tariff and Trade (GATT), the 

Cormnunity voice.
24879   
24880   spok~
24881   
24882   ,.,.:f.th one
24883   
24884   Even though it is the Member States and not the
24885   
24886   Community which are parties to GATT, it was the Comm1nity, : re.pres·ented by the 

Corninission, which negotiated and concluded the agreements binding the Member 
States. These negotiations were perhaps the most ambitious and certainly the most 
complex ever launched. five and a half years of painstaking argument. They took 
They took

24887   
24888   place during a period of economic retrenchment, much less favourable to free trade 

than perhaps any since the war. In times of economic expansion it is relatively 
easy to secure reductions in obstacles to trade. For example it

24889   
24890   is less likely that imports will create fears about unemployment or the failure of 

local enterprises. To
24891   
24892   /resist
24893   
24894   - 4 resist the pressures of protectionism is far more difficult in times of 

recession combining high unemployment with high rates of inflation. Add to this 
soaring energy costs, and

24895   
24896   1979 was not the most propitious year for the conclusion of a major world-wide 

trading agreement. -The Cornrrn.mi ty,
24897   
24898   the United States and Japan were the prime movers in giving genuine momentum to 

the negotiations from mid-1977 onwards. It falls primarily to them to give full 
and fair ef:Eect to the results we eventually achieved.

24899   -;.
24900   
24901   The significance of the Tokyo Round lies in setting new and more stringent rules 

for world trade, and within this new framework substantial trade liberalisation.
24902   
24903   Bv
24904   "'
24905   
24906   . this I mean the lowering of customs duties and the enactment of codes aimed at 

reducing non-tariff barriers.
24907   
24908   -
24909   
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24910   The
24911   
24912   Community remains committed to maintaining an open world trading system. Once 

protectionism is allowed to take a
24913   
24914   grip, the temporary and short-lived relief that may result for some hard-pressed 

sectors will not prevent a continuing industrial decline. - Protectionism does not 
cure recession. Ultimately it tends to accelerate it. It is

24915   
24916   often self-defeating with the .effect not of saving the life of an enterprise but 

of postponing its death.
24917   ~rtificially
24918   
24919   It maintains
24920   
24921   high and
24922   
24923   uncompetit~ve
24924   
24925   prices on the domestic It destroys incentives the international
24926   
24927   market, and therefore fuels inflation. for innovation and modernisation.
24928   On
24929   
24930   .,
24931   
24932   level it provokes retaliation and loss of foreign markets • The arguments are 

nonetheless difficult to bring home to those who, faced with competition from 
third countries, are /losing

24933   
24934   - 5 -
24935   
24936   losing their jobs within the Community and have to witness the cloBure of 

factories which gave them their livelihood. At present the Japanese seem to be 
carrying Im.lch of the blame for the problems which have arisen. There has

24937   
24938   been a marked increase in the penetration of certain Jqpanese goods, in particular 

cars, into our market, and our
24939   trad~
24940   
24941   deficit with Japan has grown so fast that it could
24942   
24943   r :.ach nine or even ten billion dollars by the end of this year.
24944   :~.c
24945   
24946   I should say clearly at the outset that in our view
24947   ~,
24948   
24949   y;ould be quite wrong to make the Japanese the SL.ap(;gaats The development of the 

Japanese
24950   
24951   ,_-or :mr own failures.
24952   
24953   econcmy has been remarkable, and the priorities the Japanese
24954   ~-1ave
24955   
24956   placed on advanced technology, and the conclusions
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24957   
24958   tbcy have drawn· for their economic management, cor:tcin
24959   less~ns
24960   
24961   for us all.
24962   
24963   I wish that European industry '..ras
24964   
24965   equally energetic, ingenious, determined and far-sighted. Nevertheless an 

imbalance has developed in the economic
24966   relation~hip betw~en the Connnunity and Japan which can no
24967   
24968   longer be
24969   
24970   igno~ed.
24971   
24972   It has political as well as economic
24973   ......
24974   
24975   implications, and cannot be left simply to right itself. I do not have to draw 

attention to the effects on certain sectors of the European market with 
corresponding effects on enployrnent. In some cases the fault can be

24976   attribut~d
24977   ~-
24978   
24979   to lower European productivity, higher manufacturing costs and insufficient 

marketing efforts. always the case. But this is not
24980   
24981   -
24982   
24983   .
24984   
24985   We could more easily tolerate the success
24986   
24987   of Japanese goods in our market if we were able to claim corresponding success for 

our goods in the Japanese market. /Here
24988   
24989   -----------------------
24990   
24991   -------------!
24992   I
24993   
24994   •I[
24995   
24996   - 6
24997   Here we are n·Jt alwayf, given a fair chance to compete. The
24998   Japan~f,e
24999   
25000   market is not completely closed, but there
25001   
25002   are barriers to trace, usually of a non-tariff kind, which have the effect:of 

blocking off parts of the Japanese market; where Cor.mrun1ty goods could 
reasonable compete.

25003   ~ .._ I ,
25004   :, ., '
25005   !
25006   
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25007   -f
25008   
25009   The Commission is doing all it can to underpin the efforts of our business-men and 

traders in Japan. for trade missions and market studies. We have programmes We 
will do our

25010   
25011   best, and we look for a Japanese response. Co-operation with Japan in political as 

in economic matters is of increasing importance. The Japanese have
25012   
25013   come to play a bigger role in the management of the free world economic system.
25014   • tri )
25015   
25016   That was evident in the Tokyo It is evident in the series of
25017   
25018   Round negotiations.
25019   
25020   Economic Summits which have taken place over the last few years.
25021   . ~ :....
25022   
25023   Understanding between the major industrial powers It applies as much to
25024   '
25025   
25026   is vital to the health of·all •
25027   ·
25028   ·co~operation
25029   
25030   -
25031   
25032   between us as to co-operation with regard to If the relationship between the
25033   
25034   the rest of the world.
25035   
25036   United States, Japan and the Corrnnunity can be described as a triangle, we want 

the line which links the Cormm.1nity to Japan to be strengthened all the way 
along. Obviously

25037   
25038   we could not accept discrimination which seemed to favour the Japanese trading 

relationship with the United States at the expense of the Japanese trading 
relationship with the Conmn.mity. Only on a stable and non-discriminatory

25039   
25040   economic base can we build that closer political relationship with Japan which I 

believe to be greatly in the interest of both.
25041   
25042   .
25043   
25044   1
25045   
25046   '
25047   
25048   <
25049   
25050   -,.
25051   i
25052   
25053   ~
25054   
25055   ~~
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25056   
25057   Here I would like to say a word to our Member States. The Japanese sometimes tell 

us that they do not know to whom to address themselves in Europe. Should it be the
25058   
25059   Community through its executive agent the Commission?
25060   Or should it be the Member States, some of whom still have.
25061   
25062   complicated and in our view out of date bilateral arrangements with Japan? I feel 

strongly that the reply is that the
25063   
25064   Community should work out a more co-ordinated approach to Japan in the interests 

of Europe as a whole.
25065   fa~hion
25066   
25067   In t.!.:i8
25068   
25069   the Japanese will be less tempted to play or.e
25070   
25071   Member State off against the other, and the Member States will be less tempted to 

seek meagre national advantages
25072   iL dealing with Japan.
25073   
25074   It rarely does them
25075   
25076   rnuc:r~
25077   
25078   good.
25079   
25080   Indeed it should be firmly established that what gees for one Member State must go 

for all.
25081   
25082   ;.
25083   
25084   ..
25085   
25086   /I tum
25087   
25088   I
25089   
25090   turn
25091   
25092   r"~.o~~7
25093   
25094   tn
25095   -
25096   
25097   '"v'~.. t1,·-~t.: ~
25098   
25099   ·.: "' .....
25100   
25101   rr-..p-rn-1onl'1 1.-.t LJU
25102   '-.<h!U! ."
25103   
25104   ~.; ~].. •.:::·::>\..'. nolv "'~_,...:,1· '6 .· ''LJ,,;>
25105   
25106   called •
25107   
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25108   the North/South dialogue.
25109   
25110   I
25111   
25112   take this as an exa. :np~.e of
25113   
25114   the complexity of the r:wtters with which the Cormmmity and
25115   
25116   scarcity of rav7 recession
25117   DO'i.v
25118   
25119   mnt:~.::ci
25120   
25121   ·-·
25122   c_]
25123   
25124   r
25125   
25126   above all_ the econcmic
25127   1 co1...mtri ::' s have orofou.ndl v ch.::m 0cred
25128   '
25129   ~
25130   
25131   ccffecting
25132   
25133   ' l
25134   '
25135   .
25136   .'
25137   '
25138   
25139   the geo-politics of the '1.-.ur define the terms.
25140   
25141   Tne first difficulty is to
25142   
25143   The North-South uialogue -"l.nd its product the Global Negotiation cover a no tidy 

geographica.i We live in a r:1Ultip0 1 ar
25144   m~.Jltitucl:?
25145   ~
25146   
25147   of r:aj:Jr iss.J.es.
25148   
25149   There are
25150   
25151   tc sort out the interest involved.
25152   
25153   \Jc~>J.
25154   
25155   r:orth ta.lks to l\orth, South to
25156   
25157   of a dialogue lx::: t'I-V2e"': (L::ve).c::ped and dev"= loo.Lng co'.mtries, or 

Some of the
25158   
25159   ,
25160   so-called developing coutlt:ies have created in recent years tre::: . ?:.:dously 

:.;uccessfu.L iE'-Lc--:tries; v.·hile 11·1 s0r::c o:l:.' the and soms of their
25161   'The truth toe'"" is
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25162   ;::..t the tvorlci £ _:_nds itself in
25163   
25164   circumstances which escape
25165   
25166   ... esent categoric s and definitions.
25167   ::·Lch ccuntri.es;, ::::nd
25168   ].'X):>~·
25169   
25170   regions and
25171   
25172   resonrces, in particular activities of the rest of have
25173   0.0
25174   
25175   (,yt.~ro-·carbons~
25176   
25177   on
25178   
25179   \~ilich
25180   
25181   ,.·,e economic
25182   
25183   t.
25184   
25185   \.Je have those
25186   
25187   produce food,
25188   
25189   , nd thc·SP vlno thosE
25190   
25191   procuce raw materia:ts, tho:;e \d"lo prod·ace.
25192   
25193   r;:,~,·-~utact.<::.-c·:-~rs,
25194   
25195   So far the international negotiations for some sort of new economic world order 

have been frustrating. Diplomats
25196   
25197   and politicians have exhausted themselves in long-drawn parleys. Many have become 

irritated and disappointed.
25198   
25199   This is partly because of the wide differences of approach, and still more of 

expectation. It is no good the
25200   
25201   industrial countries thinking that things can continue broadly as they are, and 

that disbursement of aid in its ·vro:·ious forms can play a major or even a minor 
part in

25202   cupirt:;· with the enormous and growing problems of the t:;:.:-eater
25203   
25204   pa:r:t of mankind.
25205   
25206   We live in one small vulnerable pla:1et in
25207   ..
25208   
25209   whi.ch the problems of one are the problems' bf atl ~·:· rt is no g'ood the poorer 

countries thinking that they can change the rules of the international economic 
order

25210   overni~~;l1 t
25211   
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25212   to their
25213   
25214   advantage, above all at a time of industrial recession and unemployment. It is no 

good the oil producers thinking that they
25215   countr~es
25216   
25217   can safely invest their profits in the industrial
25218   
25219   while leaving to the industrial countries the responsibility for recycling 

revenues-from oil. It is no good the
25220   
25221   Communist countries thinking that the problems of the third world are a kind of 

capitalist plot and confining their own efforts to sal.eE:> of armaments and the 
struggle for power and influence. The Community has a special role to play. By 
history,

25222   
25223   tradition and interest it is more linked than any other industrial grouping with 

the rest of the world. It already
25224   
25225   has a treaty relationship with E.O relatively poor countries through the Lome 

Convention.
25226   .·~
25227   
25228   It neither Wishes to cling to
25229   
25230   the old order, nor to endorse some of the cruder blue-prints for a new one. It has 

a specific contribution to make /not only in terms
25231   
25232   not only in terms of aid and trade but in helping to devise that new world 

economic system which is clearly necessary. But if it is to be effective, it must 
speak and act as one. We need an approach of the kind which proved so useful at 
the Conference on International Economic Cooperation at Paris in 1977. We also 
need better mutual understanding I

25233   
25234   and coordination between all industrial countries.
25235   
25236   hope very much this will be one of the products of the' Economic Summit meeting at 

Ottawa next year. My third example is the Middle East.
25237   '
25238   
25239   The Declaration
25240   
25241   .
25242   
25243   on the Middle East which was
25244   
25245   adopt~d
25246   
25247   by the European Council
25248   ~han
25249   
25250   in Venice last June had more significance yet recognised.
25251   
25252   most have
25253   
25254   On the one hand it served to mark the place
25255   
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25256   of Europe in an area now as ever critical to European interests; and on the other 
it gave a new dimension to the coordination of European foreign policy within 
political cooperation. I do not want to go too far into the substance of the 
matter. I would say· simply that there is much common

25257   
25258   · ground between the process launched at Camp David and the ideas set out in the 

Venice Declaration. Both look for a
25259   
25260   comprehensive settlement based on Security Council Resolutions No 242 and 238. 

Botb call for recognition of
25261   
25262   the right to existence within secure borders of all states
25263   •
25264   
25265   in the area, and of the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people. But at Venice 

'tve went a little further than was
25266   t~e
25267   
25268   possible at Camp David.
25269   
25270   spoke of borders being
25271   
25272   guaranteed and of the readiness of the Nine to participate in a ·system of 

guarantees. We spoke of the need for
25273   
25274   involvement of all the parties, including the Palestinian /Liberation Organisation.
25275   
25276   Liberation Organisation. of Jerusalem. to action.
25277   
25278   We drew attention to the problem
25279   
25280   But the real novelty was to move from words
25281   
25282   At the end of the Venice Declaration the
25283   -
25284   
25285   Nine announced their intention to make contact with all the parties concerned with 

a view to ascertaining their views and, in the light of the results, to determine 
the form which a European initiative could take. This meant

25286   
25287   that the Nine undertook an operation which confronted the rn.ar.hinery of 

political cooperation with a need to conduct
25288   ;,~
25289   
25290   ::;ustained diplomatic initiative.
25291   
25292   The Foreign IvtL-:. '>s ter
25293   
25294   of the country holding the Presidency - Gast.::n. '!ho.cn, my ·;u(::cessor as 

President of the Commission.._ took-re::i:ponsibility
25295   ~or
25296   
25297   .'
25298   
25299   a mission of remarkable if not unique importance. We h:-r;e to
25300   
25301   He
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25302   
25303   h.:L; now completed his round of contacts.
25304   
25305   reflect on the results and consider further wh.1t kind of initiative we might 

take. This leads me to consider the nature of political cooperation as it has 
evolved so far. The s·LJ.ccess we

25306   
25307   have achieved sho.uld-not blind us to the real limits and constraints under which 

political
25308   cooperati~n
25309   
25310   operates.
25311   
25312   This is territory where goverrunents are at their most sensitive: that of 

political sovereignty. does not in practice extend to Political cooperation foreign
25313   
25314   a~l impo~tant
25315   
25316   policy questions although the range of subjects covered is constantly expanding. 

The process remains primarily one It is based on
25317   
25318   of cooperation and not of integration.
25319   
25320   consensus, and in the absence of a consensus Member States are free to act 

individually. There are practical
25321   
25322   difficulties, in particular, the absence of a permanent infrastructure.
25323   -s.. (.....
25324   
25325   Political cooperation has no seat. /Every six months
25326   
25327   Every six months its meetings switch to the capital of the Member State taking 

over the Presidency. Nevertheless,
25328   
25329   over the years, governments have developed a kind of Community reflex and 

political cooperation has established itself increasingly well. that basis. What 
are the prospects for future developnent of political cooperation? This has been a 
subject of I was interested to see I

25330   believ~
25331   
25332   we must build on
25333   
25334   considerable debate already.
25335   
25336   a distinguished book on the subject by the Chef de Cabinet of the Belgian 

Ministerfu1.· Foreign .Affairs. have also expressed themselves on
25337   ·~th~
25338   
25339   Some Ministers It is
25340   
25341   subje_ct.
25342   
25343   of course primarily for governments, but I thought it might be worthwhile to set 

out some of my own views, based as they are on some experience over the last four 
years. As so often in matters of

25344   pol~tical
25345   
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25346   importance a
25347   
25348   procedurcil and administrative problem masks problems of tvider political 

significance. principal difficulty In the first instance the political cooperation 
is that

25349   
25350   ~bout
25351   
25352   the machinery risks becoming over-loaded by increasing responsibilities. remedial 

action. There is a range of possibilities for At one extreme we could bring 
political

25353   
25354   cooperation into the Community itself and give it a treaty basis. My fear is that
25355   ~vithout
25356   
25357   a Community Ministry of
25358   
25359   Foreign Affairs and a Community Foreign Service such a scheme would prove 

difficult to v.;ork. In any event I doubt whether
25360   
25361   the Governments and Parlia.ments of Member States vvould be ready to
25362   contemplat~
25363   
25364   such a development in present
25365   
25366   circumstances.
25367   
25368   Another possibility would be to create
25369   
25370   a regular Secretariat, with a permanent seat, and relative /constancy of
25371   
25372   constancy of chairmanship.
25373   
25374   A good many people favour this.
25375   
25376   But I see a risk that such a Secretariat would soon tangle with the other 

Community institutions, and by taking powers away from national Ministries of 
Foreign Affairs, tangle with them too. Its creation might also dilute the 
inestimable

25377   
25378   advantage political cooperation now enjoys of drawing on the knowledge and wisdom 

of the diplomatic services of Member States. The course which I personally favour 
would be to improve

25379   the present machinery against the day when a major :· ,:_.v,,~
25380   
25381   forward in the construction of Europe becomes possible.
25382   This
25383   ~;rould
25384   
25385   be a less formal and
25386   
25387   more~
25388   
25389   pragmatic approach.
25390   
25391   lol(;;; could develop the present troika arrangements by which
25392   
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25393   people of the outgoing Presidency help those of
25394   
25395   tb:;; J.:.ox:Lst:Lng
25396   
25397   Presidency and those of the forthcoming Presidency to ·run the machine. This would 

help create
25398   gr~ater
25399   
25400   continuity.
25401   
25402   Like-
25403   
25404   wise we could try and move towards a permanent seat, complete with permanent 

archives, for political cooperation* The
25405   
25406   present gipsy system by which it moves from one capital to
25407   ··i'1
25408   
25409   another every six months is good for tourism and no doubt educational in many 

ways. But it has its obvious drawbacks.
25410   
25411   I also think that Community embassies in third countries should be used even more 

than now for European as well as national purposes. Finally I believe that· 
political cooperation

25412   
25413   should make more use of other Community institutions, in particular the 

Commission. At the end of the day the separation between economic and political 
interests is artificial, and indeed scarcely sustainable in practice across the 
range of major issues with which the Community is faced. Hence in the /long term

25414   
25415   .!\¥
25416   
25417   - 14
25418   
25419   ,,
25420   long term I think that political cooperation and the Community institutions should 

proceed less in parallel than on convergent lines. How this can be achieved 
remains to be worked out. For the moment the important thing

25421   
25422   is to develop all practical means for making political cooperation more effective 

and to set its longer-term objectives. As I said earlier the Community is a very 
young organisation. It has already achieved an immense amount,

25423   v~rld
25424   
25425   not least in the role it has created for itself in affairs.
25426   
25427   I conclude with the words of Jean Monnet to
25428   
25429   President Kennedy in 1961: "As European union progresses the European Community 

will make a more and more efficient contribution to·the solution of the problems 
besetting the world." It is in this spirit that the institutions

25430   
25431   ·of the Community, working with the Member States, will manage and project the
25432   rol~
25433   
25434   of the Community in the outside
25435   
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25436   **** *year_1980 *date_1980-11-04 *place_Rome
25437   
25438   
25439   European Community
25440   No. 28/1980 November 4, 1980
25441   
25442   "THE EUROPEAN MONETARY SYSTEM: 18 MONTHS LATER"
25443   
25444   The European Monetary System: recent experience and future prospects was the topic 

of Roy Jenkins' address to the Association of European Journalists in Rome on 
October 24, 1980. The President of the Commission of the European Communities 
stressed the following points:

25445   
25446   Almost to the day three years ago I made a speech in Florence. I then argued that 

the time had come for a new push towards the monetary integration of the European 
Community. Within nine months the European Council at Bremen took the decision in 
principle to create the European Monetary System; and another nine months after 
that, in March 1979, the system came into operation. In my judgement the arguments 
I set out at Florence have lost none of their validity. I believe that monetary 
union favors a more efficient and developed rationalization of -industry and 
commerce: would help produce a new era of price stability in Europe and achieve a 
decisive break with our present chronic inflationary disorders: would help in 
coping with the present economic recession and one of its ugliest aspects, 
unemployment: would promote a more equitable distribution of economic welfare 
within the regions of the Community supported by a properly balanced Community 
budget and a greater transfer of resources through the Community institutions, and 
would promote that political development of our institutions which is our common 
European faith and objective. To these ends, the European Monetary System is an 
important means and indispensable practical beginning. Real improvements have 
already been achieved.

25447   
25448   . .. I . ..
25449   Washington office: 2100 M Street NW Washington DC 20037 I telephone (202) 862-9500 

I telex: 89-539 EURCOM
25450   EUROPEAN COMMUNITY INFORMATION SERVICE
25451   
25452   New York office: I Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, 245 E 47th Street New York, New York I 

0017 I Telephone: (212) 371-3804
25453   
25454   2
25455   
25456   An area where results have so far been disappointing has been our failure to 

develop coherent policies towards currencies outside the System. We should be in a 
position to manage the ECU*/dollar exchange in a coordinated fashion so as to 
avoid or at least minimize the strains. It is in our power to do so. Another 
disappointment is that although sterling is formally included in the European 
Monetary System, it is an outsider so far as existing exchange rate arrangements 
are concerned. I continue to believe that this is a great mistake, both for the 
Community and still more so for the United Kingdom. If the British do not become 
full members of the System, if they do not accept the same risks and 
responsibilities and enjoy the same advantages as the other members, then they 
must not complain if the System evolves in a fashion which does not necessarily 
take account of the particular characteristics of sterling and the particular 
underlying economic circumstances of the United Kingdom. There is much flexibility 
in the exchange rate system of the EMS. Other countrie~~ have found it possible to 
reconcile pursuit of their economic and monetary objectives with full 
participation in the exchange rate system. There is no reason why the United 
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Kingdom should not do the same. Greater exchange rate stability would be much 
welcomed by British expprters, and would be good for the British economy as a 
whole. There are two features of the EMS for which further development was 
explicitly planned. These are the European Currency Unit and the European Monetary 
Fund. The ECU is now firmly established as the unit in terms of which the official 
business of the Community is conducted. Use of the ECU in the private sector has 
begun. But so far the scale of operations has been small. This is something which 
must be left essentially to the market. Within the realm of official use of the 
ECU, it seems to me that there are at least two things which need to be done 
without delay :- First, it should be the center of the European Monetary System. 
The intervention of Community central banks in the foreign exchange market 
continues to be predominantly in dollars. Then there are limitations to the 
acceptability of the ECU. At present a creditor central bank has only to accept 
repayment of 50% of its claims in ECU. I think this should be changed forthwith .

25457   
25458   . . . I . ..
25459   * ECU - the European monetary unit.
25460   
25461   3
25462   
25463   - The second change which I believe neccesary concerns the relationship between 

the ECU and gold. The price of gold has been extremely volatile since the EMS came 
into operation. This was not of course foreseen. Unless a revision takes place, 
the quantity of ECUs on the market will partly depend on the price of a commodity 
which can oscillate wildly in response to extraneous and irrelevant factors. In my 
judgement we should revise the present rules in such a fashion as to ensure that 
the quantity of ECUs to be created over a given period is based on an objective 
assessment of the Community's needs. In spite of these disabilities, the ECU 
exists and is flourishing. The same cannot be said for the projected European 
Monetary Fund. It would be premature to claim that the European Monetary Fund 
should spring into existence as a kind of central bank for Europe. On the other 
side it would be a wasted opportunity if it were to be no more than a revamped 
version of the European Monetary Cooperation Fund under a grander name. In my 
view, the new Fund should from the beginning have at least some of the features 
and functions of a central bank. First it should determine the quantity of ECUs to 
be issued and control the timing of issue: secondly it should have the task of 
coordinating the monetary policies of individual Member States; and thirdly it 
should control intervention policies with regard to third currencies. Decisions on 
these and other matters should go before the European Council next year. The 
question now is to maintain the sense of priority which led to the decision of 
Bremen in 1978, and not to prevent day-to -day difficulties obscuring our more 
distant objective.

25464   
25465   **** *year_1980 *date_1980-10-24 *place_Rome
25466   
25467   1 \
25468   
25469   SPEECH TO THE ASSOCIATION OF EUROPEAN JOURNALISTS BY THE RIGHT HON ROY JENKINS, 

PRESIDENT OF THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES Rome, 24 October 1980 THE 
EUROPEAN MONETARY SYSTEM: RECENT EXPERIENCE AND FUTURE PROSPECTS Almost to the day 
three years ago I made a speech in Florence. I then argued that the time had come 
for a

25470   
25471   new push towards the monetary integration of the European Corrnnu.nity. Reactions 

were mixed. Many were sceptical.
25472   
25473   Some were hostile. unrealistic.
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25474   
25475   I was described as impractical and
25476   
25477   "A Bridge Too Far" was the title of the I am glad to say that in recognizing
25478   
25479   Economist commentary.
25480   
25481   the problems which gave rise to my speech, the political leaders of the Community 

soon came to take a different view. Within nine months the European Council at 
Bremen European

25482   
25483   took the decision in principle to create the Monetary System;
25484   
25485   another nine months after that in March
25486   
25487   -·
25488   
25489   1979, the System came into operation. It has now been in existence for just over 

eighteen months. This may be a short time. But I think it is
25490   
25491   long enough, at least for those who have been involved in the System since it 

began, to have formed some impression about how it is working and which way it is 
going. My

25492   
25493   purpose today is to undertake that preliminary stock-taking. I do not intend to go 

over the arguments which I set out at Florence for an eventual monetary union in 
Europe. But I want to underline that in my judgment they /have

25494   
25495   - 2 -
25496   
25497   ,.
25498   
25499   have lost none of their validity.
25500   
25501   I believe that monetary
25502   
25503   union favours a more efficient and developed rationalization of industry and 

commerce. I believe that there is solid
25504   
25505   advantage in creating a major new international currency backed by the economic 

spread and strength of the Community. I believe that a monetary union would help 
produce a new era of price stability in Europe and achieve a decisive break with 
our present chronic inflationary disorders. I

25506   
25507   believe that a monetary union would help in coping with the present economic 

recession and one of its ugliest aspects, unemployment. I believe it would promote 
a more

25508   
25509   equitable distribution of economic welfare within the regions of the Community 

provided it were supported by a properly balanced Community budget and a greater 
transfer of resources through the Community institutions. Finally

25510   
25511   I believe it would promote that political development of our institutions which is 

our common European faith and objective. To these ends the European Monetary 
System is an important means. It represents that indispensable Today

25512   
25513   practical beginning which I called for at Florence.
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25514   
25515   I will start by looking at the real improvements in our situation which have 

already been achieved. Next I shall
25516   
25517   turn to its less complete or satisfactory features. Finally I shall suggest in 

broad terms and without going into technical detail the direction in which I 
believe the system should evolve in the future. /'First

25518   
25519   - 3 -
25520   
25521   First then about the progress we have made.
25522   
25523   It is
25524   
25525   I believe no coincidence that the exchange rates between the currencies of the 

eight countries
25526   ~y p~ticipatmgin
25527   
25528   the System
25529   
25530   have been considerably more stable than before it was set up. I add that they have 

also been more stable than
25531   
25532   the exchange rates of such other international currencies as the US dollar, the 

yen and the Swiss franc. I know
25533   
25534   that there have been occasions when Community central banks have intervened in the 

foreign exchange markets to maintain exchange rates within the limits prescribed 
in the EMS; but stability has been achieved without those violent and disruptive 
speculative attacks on this or that currency which have occurred in the past. Thus 
the fears of those

25535   
25536   who prophesied that the EMS would simply lead to a new and different kind of 

exchange rate instability have proved to be unfounded. Equally unfounded have 
proved the fears of those who believed that return to a system of fixed but 
adjustable rates would lead to rigidity and that the authorities would insist on 
defending exchange rates that were unrealistic. In my opinion this was never a 
serious danger. of the 60s and early 70s have been well learned. The lessons Under

25537   
25538   the new System there were two small-scale realignments at the end of last year. In 

both cases these changes were
25539   
25540   clearly justified by the underlying economic circumstances of the countries 

concerned. They were carried out prompt-
25541   
25542   ly, without acrimony and without resulting disorder in the £oreign exchange 

markets. /I add
25543   
25544   ...,
25545   - 4 I add in passing that the special arrangements which were made for the Italian 

lire have proved their worth. I remember that when the EMS was launched there were 
many who professed scepticism about the ability of the lire and the deutschrnark 
to live together within the System for more than a few months without a major 
realignment. In fact the wider margins of fluctuation which the lire was 
attributed within the System as a temporary measure have worked well, allowing a 
gradual exchange rate depreciation in orderly fashion over eighteen months without 
unduly heavy intervention by the Bank of Italy. This has been achieved in spite of 
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Italy's relatively high rate of inflation, in spite of the conversion of a balance 
of payments surplus into a deficit, and in spite of the uncertainty caused by 
political developments in Rome. Exchange rate stability is not of course an end in 
itself. It is the result - the balance achieved -

25546   
25547   of the interaction of the underlying economic circumstances of the countries 

concerned.
25548   But firm
25549   
25550   official commitment to a measure of exchange rate stability can itself contribute 

towards an improvedeconomic performance. It would be wrong to neglect economic 
performance

25551   
25552   \
25553   
25554   for the sake of exchange rate stability; to neglect
25555   
25556   but equally wrong
25557   
25558   exchange rate stability in the belief that In my view
25559   
25560   it does not affect economic performance.
25561   
25562   there is now wider recognition in Europe, especially in those countries which have 

suffered from the vicious /circle
25563   
25564   - 5 -
25565   
25566   circle of exchange rate depreciation and inflation in the past,of the contribution 

which a stable exchange rate can make towards controlling inflation. The right
25567   
25568   balance of stable exchange rate and internal economic policy now seems nearer 

achievement. In this respect the creation of what has been called the divergence 
indicator in the EMS has proved useful. has acted as a kind of early warning 
system to point the need for corrective action before a country's external 
situation has deteriorated too far. Again I do not believe it to be a coincidence 
that since the System carne into operation there has been better co-ordination and 
cohesion in the economic policies of participating governments. same direction: 
All are now going in the It

25569   
25570   that is to say towards restraint with Likewise the
25571   
25572   priority given to control of inflation.
25573   
25574   divergencies in national balance of payments have become less wide. At present 

largely for oil price reasons both the Cormrunit:y
25575   
25576   as a whole and almost all its individual members are running current account 

deficits; but if the Community and its members face a
25577   
25578   common problem with regard to the outside world, they face much less of a problem 

within and between themselves. Less good has been the continuing differences in 
the inflation rates of Community countries. Unless these

25579   
25580   differences are reduced, obviously the exchange rate stability we have enjoyed 

cannot be pennarently sustained. These differences
25581   
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25582   reflect deep-seated differences in attitude towards inflation /and
25583   
25584   - 6 -
25585   
25586   and unemployment in participating countries and not just to differences in the 

determination of governments and central banks to pursue anti-inflationary 
policies. Hence I fear that in this area where we face a psychological as much as 
an economic and political problem, we shall need time and patience as well as 
effort. Another area where results have so far been disappointing has been our 
failure to develop coherent policies towards currencies outside the System. In many

25587   
25588   ways this is a potential rather than a current source of trouble. Although there 

have been some fairly large swings
25589   
25590   in exchange rates between the European Currency Unit and the dollar (and even 

larger ones between the ECU and the yen), they have not in the last eighteen 
months caused major difficulties for the Community or upset exchange rate 
relationships within the EMS. This is perhaps due

25591   
25592   more to accident than design. The deutschmark has recently been relatively weak on 

foreign exchange markets, largely as a result of Germany's current account 
deficit. But

25593   
25594   while there has been switching out of deutschmarks into dollars and other third 

currencies, there has been little switching out of deutschmarks into other EMS 
currencies. The reason is, I think, that in view of Germany's low inflation rate 
and underlying economic strength, no foreign exchange operator seriously 
entertains the prospect of a deliberate deutschmark devaluation against the other 
member countries. But if operators were to start to switch

25595   
25596   out of dollars into deutschmarks again (and this could /easily
25597   
25598   . 1
25599   
25600   - 7 -
25601   
25602   easily happen) the deutschmark would rise against the dollar which could in turn 

lead to a scramble out of other Community currencies into deutschmarks. before and 
could happen again. This has happened

25603   
25604   If it did it would put
25605   
25606   the current stability of exchange rates under strain. The lesson for us is, I 

believe, that we should be in a position to manage the ECU/dollar exchange rate in 
a co-ordinated fashion so as to avoid or at least minimize the strains which might 
otherwise arise. to do so. While on third cprrencies, this is perhaps the moment 
for me to say a word or two about sterling.

25607   Altho~gh
25608   
25609   It is in our power
25610   
25611   sterling
25612   
25613   is formally included in the European Monetary System, it is an outsider so far as 

existing arrangements are concerned. exchange rate
25614   ,<
25615   
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25616   I continue to believe that this
25617   
25618   is a great mistake, both for the Community and still more so for the United 

Kingdom. If the British do not become
25619   
25620   full members of the System, if they do not accept the same risks and 

responsibilities and enjoy the same advantages as the other members, then they 
must not complain if the System evolves in a fashion which does not necessarily 
take account of the particular characteristics of sterling and the particular 
underlying economic circumstances of the United Kingdom. I know that there can at 
times be a conflict between adherence to a domestic monetary target and the 
observance of limits on exchange rate movements with its effects on dOmestic money 
supply. There is more than one way to /deal

25621   
25622   \
25623   
25624   t
25625   
25626   I
25627   
25628   )
25629   
25630   - 8 -
25631   
25632   deal with the impact of unwanted inflows or outflows of foreign currency. In any 

event there is much flexibility The United
25633   
25634   in the exchange rate system of the EMS.
25635   
25636   Kingdom could, like Italy, opt temporarily for wider margins; or if the inflow and 

outflow of foreign currency
25637   
25638   were to become intolerably large, it could adjust its exchange rate within the 

System as other members have already done. It is because of the existence of this 
safety valve

25639   
25640   that other countries have found it possible to reconcile
25641   purs~it
25642   
25643   of their economic and monetary objectives with There is
25644   
25645   full participation in the exchange rate system.
25646   
25647   no reason why the United Kingdom should not do the same. In my judgment the 

benefits would be substantial. Greater
25648   
25649   exchange rate stability would be much welcomed by British exporters, and would be 

good for the British economy as a whole. The EMS is of course more than an 
exchange rate system. There are two features to which th€ European Council drew 
attention in December 1978 and for which further development was explicitly 
planned. These are the European Currency

25650   
25651   Unit and the European Monetary Fund. The ECU is now firmly established as the unit 

in terms of which the official business of the Community is conducted. Old habits 
die hard and people still refer But

25652   th~s
25653   
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25654   to the European Unit of Account.
25655   
25656   has now been
25657   
25658   superseded by the ECU, and I hope that the world will now enter fully into our 

vocabulary.
25659   DO~
25660   
25661   It has the advantage
25662   
25663   only of being an acronym for European Currency Unit /but
25664   
25665   ,.
25666   
25667   - 9 -
25668   
25669   but also of recalling one of the ancient European units of currency. The ECU is 

now used in all the Community's internal finance, accounting and statistical 
functions: the budget,

25670   
25671   the Investment Bank, the Development Fund and the Common Agricultural Policy. 

Within the EMS it is the unit in which It
25672   
25673   exchange rates are expressed and it is a reserve asset.
25674   
25675   may well be that the Community will shortly float a new balance of payments loan 

denominated in ECUs. The use of the ECU in the private sector has begun. :Many
25676   
25677   of the major European commercial banks now accept current account deposits in ECUs 

and some have granted credits in them. The Commission holds ECU accounts and has 
placed But so far the This is something Financial

25678   
25679   short-term paper denominated in ECU. scale of operations has been small.
25680   
25681   which must be left essentially to the market.
25682   
25683   enterprises and their clients cannot be compelled to substitute ECUs for other 

instruments, although they can
25684   be encouraged so to do, and unnecessary obstacles to the
25685   
25686   use of the ECU can and should be removed. Within the realm of official use of the 

ECU, it seems to me that there are at least two things which need to be done and 
could be done without delay. The first relates

25687   
25688   to the role which the European Council declared at Brussels in 1978 that the ECU 

should have: that is to say it should Frankly
25689   
25690   be the centre of the European Monetary System. that is not yet the case.
25691   be.
25692   
25693   But it should
25694   
25695   The intervention of Community central banks /in
25696   
25697   - 10 -
25698   
25699   ''
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25700   
25701   \ t \
25702   
25703   in the foreign exchange market continues to be predominantly in dollars. There has 

indeed been some increase in the
25704   
25705   use of Community currencies for intervention purposes, but I think it fair to say 

that it is the exception rather than the rule. Then there are limitations to the 
At present a creditor central

25706   
25707   acceptability of the ECU.
25708   
25709   bank has only to accept repayment of 50 per cent of its claims in ECU. The 

remainder can be settled by the This means giving I think this should be
25710   
25711   transfer of other reserve assets. second class status to the ECU. changed forthwith.
25712   
25713   The second change which I believe necessary concerns the relationship between the 

ECU and gold. One of the
25714   
25715   reasons why certain central banks originally insisted that limitations should be 

imposed on their obligation to accept ECUs in settlement was that they were afraid 
that too many ECUs might be created, and that if there were an open-ended 
commitment by creditors to accept payment in ECUs, they could end up by holding 
far more than they wanted. To understand this difficulty we have to look They are 
a counterpart to

25716   
25717   at the way ECUs are created.
25718   
25719   the twenty per cent of member countries' dollar and gold reserves which central 

banks are required to deposit with the European Monetary Co-operation Fund.
25720   As a result
25721   
25722   the quantity of ECUs which each receives is a function of the ECU/dollar rate and 

the ECU price of gold. The
25723   
25724   ECU/dollar rate has not been too unstable over recent months;, but the price of 

gold has, as you all know, been /extremely
25725   
25726   - ll -
25727   
25728   extremely volatile.
25729   
25730   When the EMS came into operation
25731   
25732   in March 1979, the free market price of gold stood at US $240 an ounce: today it 

stands at about $650 an
25733   
25734   ounce having touched nearly $850 an ounce early this year. This was not of course 

foreseen when the EMS was set up and some revision of the rules is clearly 
necessary. Unless

25735   
25736   such a revision takes place, the quantity of ECUs on the market will partly depend 

on the price of a commodity which can oscillate wildly in response to extraneous 
and irrelevant factors. In my judgment we should revise the

25737   
25738   present rules in such a fashion as to ensure that the quantity of ECUs to be 
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created over a given period are based on an objective assessment of the 
Community's needs. In spite of these disabilities, the ECU exists and is 
flourishing. The same cannot be said for the projected It is normal that there 
should

25739   
25740   European Monetary Fund.
25741   
25742   be divergencies of views between member countries about the functions of the Fund 

and the degree of independence it should enjoy. These differences have their roots 
in

25743   
25744   the different economic philosophies, institutions, and experience of the Member 

States. It would be premature to
25745   
25746   claim that the European Monetary Fund should spring into existence as a kind of 

central bank for Europe.
25747   On
25748   
25749   the
25750   
25751   other side it would be a wasted opportunity if it were to
25752   
25753   be no more than a re-vamped version of the European Monetary
25754   Co-operation Fund under a grander name. In my view the new
25755   
25756   Fund should from the beginning have at least some of the features and functions of 

a central bank. These could be
25757   
25758   developed and enlarged over time in the light of experience.
25759   
25760   - 12 -
25761   
25762   I do not wish to enter here into a technical debate about the Fund but I think it 

should have the following three main functions. First it should determine the
25763   
25764   quantity of ECUs to be issued and control the timing of issue; secondly it should 

have the task of co-ordinating and
25765   
25766   the monetary policies of individual Member States;
25767   
25768   thirdly it should control intervention policies with regard to third currencies. 

Decisions on these and other matters Work
25769   
25770   should go before the European Council next year.
25771   
25772   is already in hand, and the Commission is playing its due part in it through such 

bodies as the Monetary Committee. I attach the highest importance to the fact that 
the European Monetary System,with the European Currency Unit and one day the 
European Monetary Fund, is a Community institution, and formspart of the 
construction of the Community as a whole. The world today faces an uncertain and 
forbidding economic future, characterized by high inflation, slow growth, and 
large payments imbalances. The Community But

25773   
25774   cannot of course solve these problems by itself.
25775   
25776   the Community has a formidable weight in the world economy. We account for a third 

of the output of the free world industrial countries, more than half of their 
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exports and about two-thirds of their reserves. We therefore have
25777   
25778   not only the power to help in resolving the world's ills but also a heavy 

responsibility so to do. By creating greater financial stability and advancing the 
economic growth of the Europeen economy, the European /Monetary

25779   
25780   - 13 -
25781   
25782   Monetary System represents a major contribution to the better functioning of the 

world economy as a whole. I end as I began. The
25783   Europe~n
25784   
25785   Monetary System
25786   
25787   represents an indispensable practical beginning towards the creation of that 

European monetary union which I continue to believe should be our aim. We have 
come a long The

25788   
25789   way since I spoke at Florence in October 1977.
25790   
25791   difficulty now is to maintain the sense of priority which led to the decision of 

Bremen, and not to prevent day-to-day difficulties obscuring our more distant 
objective. make this speech as a contribution

25792   ~o
25793   
25794   I
25795   
25796   that end.
25797   
25798   KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROP.IEISKE F.IELLESSKABERS- KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN 

GEMEINSCHAFTEN-1 COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA 
EUROPEE -

25799   
25800   COMII•USSION OES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES COMMISSlE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
25801   
25802   IP(8Q) 255
25803   
25804   •• •••• •• •• •• • • ••••••••••••••• •• •• • ••••••• • ••• • •• ••• 
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25934   
25935   TALSMANDENS
25936   
25937   GRUPPE
25938   
25939   SPRECHERGRUPPE SPOKESMAN'S GROUPE GRUPPO DU GROUP
25940   
25941   PORTE-PAROLE PORTAVOCE
25942   
25943   DEL
25944   
25945   BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER
25946   
25947   PRESSE-MEDDELELSE MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE PRESS-RELEASE
25948   
25949   INFORMATION A LA PRESSE INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS
25950   
25951   Brussels, 24 October 1980 EXTRACTS FROM SPEECH BY MR ROY JENKINS, PRESIDENT OF 

~~----.~-~ THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, TO THE 7/~ ASSOCIATION OF 
EUROPEAN JOURNALISTS, ROME, 24 OCTOBER 198

25952   
25953   'l'f::;. 31
25954   
25955   "THE EUROPEAN MONETARY SYSTEM: RECENT EXPERIENCE AND FUTURE PROSPECTS"
25956   
25957   -·- ------------
25958   
25959   Almost to the day three years ago I made a speech in Florence. I then argued that 

the time had come for a new push towards the monetary integration of the European 
Community. Within nine months the European Council at Bremen took the decision in 
principle to create the European Monetary System; and another nine months after 
that, in March 1979,the system came into operation. In my judgment the arguments I 
set out at Florence have lost none of their validity. I believe that monetary 
union favours a more efficient and developed rationalization of industry and 
commerce; would help produce a new era of price stability in Europe and achieve a 
decisive break with our present chronic inflationary disorders; would help in 
coping with the present econow.ic recession and one of its ugliest aspects, 
unemployment; would promote a more equitable distribution of economic welfare 
within the regions of the Community supported by a properly balanced Community 
budget and a greater transfer of resources through the Community institutions, and 
would promote that political development of our institutions which is our common 
European faith and objective. To these ends the European Monetary System is an 
important means and indispensable ·practical beginning. Real improvements have 
already been achieved. An area where results have so far been disappointing has 
been our failure to develop coherent policies towards currencies outside the 
System. We should be in a position to manage the ECU/dollar -exchange rate in a 
co-ordinated fashior, so as to avoid or at least minimize the strains. It is in 
our power to do so. Another disappointment is that although sterlirg is formally 
included in the European Monetary System, it is an outsider so far as existing 
exchange rate arrangements are concerned. I continue to believe that this is a 
great mistake, both for the Community and still more so for the United Kingdom. If 
the British do not become full members of the System, if they do not accept the 
same risks and responsibilities and enjoy the same advantages as the other 
members, then they must not complain if. the System evolves in a fashion which 
does not necessarily take account of the particular characteristics of sterling 
and the particular underlying economic circumstances of the United Kingdom.

25960   
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25961   There is much flexibility in the exchange rate system of the EMS. Other countries 
have found it possible to reconcile pursuit of their economic and monetary 
objectives with full participation in the exchange rate system. There is no reason 
why the United Kingdom should not do the same. Greater exchange rate stability 
would be much welcomed by British exporters, and would be good for the British 
economy as a whole.

25962   . I.
25963   
25964   - 2 -
25965   
25966   There are two features of the EMS for which further development was explicitly 

planned. These are the European Currency Unit and the European Monetary Fund. The 
ECU is now firmly established as the unit in terms- of which the official business 
of the Cdmmunity is conducted. Use of the ECU in the private sector has begun. But 
so far the scale of operations has been small. This is something which must be 
left essentially to the market. Within the realm of official use of the ECU, it 
seems to me that there are at least two things which need to be done without 
delay. First it should be the centre of the European Monetary System. The 
intervention of Community central banks in the foreign exchange market continues 
to be predominantly in dollars. Then there are limitations to the acceptability of 
the ECU. At present a creditor central bank has only to accept repayment of 50 per 
cent of its claims in ECU. I think this should be changed forthwith. The second 
change which I believe necessary concerns the relationship between the ECU and 
gold. The price of gold has been extremely volatile since the EMS came into 
operation. This was not of course foreseen. Unless a revision takes place, the 
quantity of ECUs on the market will partly depend on the price of a commodity 
which can oscillate wildly in response to extraneous and irrelevant factors. In my 
judgment we should revise the present rules in such a fashion as to ensure that 
the quantity of ECUs to be created over a given period is based on a objective 
assessment of the Community's needs. In spite of these disabilities, the ECU 
exists and is flourishing. The same cannot be said for the projected European 
Monetary Fund. It would be premature to claim that the European Monetary Fund 
should spring into existence as a kind of central bank for Europe. On the other 
side it would be a wasted opportunity if it were to be no more than a re-vamped 
version of the European Monetary Cooperation Fund under a grander name. In my view 
the new Fund should from the beginning have at least some of the features and 
functions of a central bank. First it should determine the quantity of ECUs to be 
issued and control the timing of issue; secondly it should have the task of 
co-ordinating the monetary policies of individual Member States; and thirdly it 
should control intervention policies with regard to third currencies. Decisions on 
these and other matters should go before the European Council next year. The 
question now is to maintain the sense of priority which led to the decision of 
Bremen in 1978, and not to prevent day-to-day difficulties obscuring our more 
distant objective.

25967   
25968   **** *year_1980 *date_1980-11-20 *place_Luxembourg
25969   
25970   CHURCHILL MEMORIAL LECTURE BY THE RIGHT HON ROY JENKINS, PRESIDENT OF THE 

COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES Luxembourg, 20 November 1980
25971   .,
25972   
25973   THE FUWRE OF 'mE EUROPEAN COMMUNI'IY I am honoured to give the seventh in the 

series of Churchill Memorial Lectures. have
25974   ~11 ~
25975   
25976   ;' :~
25977   
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25978   distinguisqed predecessors
25979   
25980   spoken, directly or indirectly, on matters of That indeed was the
25981   
25982   concern to the future of"Europe.
25983   
25984   principat concern of the great European to whose memory the lectures are- 

dedicated. It is therefore fitting that
25985   
25986   I should have chosen as my own theme the specific question of the future of the
25987   Eu~opean
25988   
25989   Community. Some people have even asked Four years as President
25990   
25991   It is also a bold theme.
25992   
25993   Whether the Community has a future.
25994   
25995   of the Commission have given me a certain view about What its future might be, Gr 

rather of the choice of futures which its members will have to make. yet realise 
the nature of the choice •. have. to make it soon.

25996   '
25997   
25998   I do not think all Nor that they will·
25999   
26000   In this place and before
26001   
26002   this~audien~e
26003   
26004   I"do not have
26005   
26006   to talk about the origins and subsequent history of the Community. I limit myself 

to a few underlying points.
26007   
26008   First we slnild never forget that tl?-e institutions of the Community were born of 

a political·need to reconstruct a Western Europe devastated by war and diminished 
in /influence;

26009   
26010   1 •.
26011   
26012   -
26013   
26014   - 2 influence; and of an economic need to pool resources
26015   
26016   and establish the base of a modern industrial economy. The constitution which was 

drawn up as a result is the Treaty of Rome as subsequently amended. Thus the Six
26017   
26018   founding members, whose traditions were rooted in the Latin legal system, gave 

themselves, as was natural, a written constitution in which powers and 
competencies were worked out in intricate detail. struck between a A certain 
balance was

26019   ',,
26020   ,j'
26021   
26022   ''
26023   
26024   respect for the sovereignty of the
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26025   
26026   participating states and the grant of powers in economic, legisiative and 

judicial.matters to the four Institutions. But the Treaty of Rome is also the 
product of a political heritage which goes back to Plato for Whom the form and the 
idea have almost as much reality as reality itself.

26027   An underlying difference within the Conununity,
26028   
26029   '.J
26030   
26031   particularly between the founding members and the new members, was- and is- 

over-the institutions. attitude towards
26032   
26033   The influence of the Latin world
26034   
26035   reached the North and North-West, but it was relatively feeble and soon overlaid 

by parts of Europe
26036   ~~bits
26037   oth~r
26038   
26039   influences.
26040   
26041   In these
26042   
26043   and hallowed practice had more Practical reality was
26044   
26045   importance than the written word.
26046   
26047   regarded as a deeper although more obscure guide to action than forms or ideas. 

The Community is thus ·a meeting place of the peoples of the book and the peoples 
of custom. The differences between them have extending down to day-to-day affairs.

26048   ~able
26049   
26050   oxsequences,
26051   
26052   For examples the people
26053   
26054   of the book attach particular importance to clarity of objective /and
26055   
26056   - 3 -
26057   
26058   and written texts to correspond to it.
26059   
26060   Sometimes they
26061   
26062   feel that agreement on a formula deals with at least half the problem it is 

designed to solve. If it proves
26063   
26064   impossible to live up to the text, then exceptions to it must be found. But the
26065   t~xt
26066   
26067   retains its purity and is By
26068   
26069   the ideal and objective to which all should aspire.
26070   
26071   contrast the peoples of custom attach more importance to the working of things to 

which texts are no more than an operational guide. than an end. For them a text 
is·a beginning rather
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26072   
26073   They seek to give precise fulfilment to it But if and when
26074   
26075   so long as it corresponds to reality. it ceases to
26076   do~so,
26077   
26078   they prefer to change it or leave it Hence they prefer Inevitably
26079   
26080   behind rather than make exceptions to it.
26081   
26082   to avoid texts of more.than . general character.
26083   
26084   the Commission is a frontier area between these traditions; and in the last four 

years"! have seen·both irritated incomprehension and fruitful interaction between 
them.

26085   
26086   My compatriots did"not participate ·in the composition
26087   of the Treaty of Rome. They could have done so, and it · It was a major By was 

their own decision to abstain.
26088   
26089   error of judgment and was soon recognized as such. . joined in 1973, the shape of 

the Community had become
26090   
26091   .
26092   
26093   the time that the British; the Irish and·the Danes eventually
26094   
26095   set, and it was too late for them to make the contribution which might have been 

theirs fifteen years earlier. The
26096   
26097   negotiations for enlargement from 1970 to 1972 were less concerned with 

fundamentals than with the balancing and /satisfaction
26098   
26099   - 4 satisfaction of limited political and economic interests. · Thus the 

enlargement Treaty was in many ways a bed of Procrustes: that is to say some 
things had to be stretched

26100   
26101   and others had to be compressed if the fit of the three new Member States was to 

take place.
26102   
26103   As we all know, the fit was not right in all respects. The negotiators
26104   o~
26105   
26106   both sides did What they could, and When the stretching or
26107   
26108   no blame attaches to them.
26109   
26110   compressing would have been too great, they wisely left it to the future. One of 

·the problems of the Community of
26111   
26112   1980 is that that futur'e has now arrived. Before considering how to make 

the-Community more comfortable for all its members, and better blend its component 
traditions, I_ want to emphasize its youthfulness in the context of history. such 
has only We sometimes forget that the Community as for·

26113   twenty-th~ee
26114   
26115   existed
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26116   
26117   years, and that Americans
26118   
26119   its present membership is only seven years old. sometimes complain
26120   •
26121   a~out
26122   
26123   the difficulties they have in
26124   
26125   dealing with the Community, in finding where the seats of power really are-,. and 

how its To
26126   ~hem
26127   '
26128   
26129   ~nst.itU:tions
26130   
26131   really work.
26132   
26133   I reply that they have a Constitution 204 years
26134   .
26135   
26136   old.
26137   
26138   They speak a single. language; .,
26139   
26140   .
26141   
26142   '
26143   
26144   an~
26145   
26146   in spite of By
26147   
26148   regional variations, they have a common way of life. contrast the Community 

represents a coming together of Nine, now Ten Member States, whose history goes 
back thousands rather than hundreds of.years, with all their particularities, 
languages, and traditions.

26149   
26150   /This
26151   
26152   - 5 -
26153   
26154   This new organism which is our Community has a skeleton represented by the 

Institutions, and flesh and blood represented by the policies which give it life. 
In looking

26155   
26156   at the way in which the organism may grow in the future, it is as well to see how 

it has grown in the past and something of its present
26157   a~atomical
26158   
26159   shape.
26160   
26161   First of course are the Institutions set up by the Treaty, our written 

constitution. The Council of Ministers
26162   
26163   brings together representatives of the Member States. In the early days some 

believed that the.Council of Ministers might turn into a kind of Senate of the 
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Community to work in partnership with a directly elected parliament in the guise 
of a lower House. that. Things have not worked out like

26164   
26165   At the beginning the Ministers of Foreign Affairs,
26166   
26167   and below them the Permanent Representatives, moved forward under the powerful 

impulse of European dedication. counter-pull of national interest was less strong. 
The Perhap·s

26168   
26169   inevitably,the business of the Council has now become more of a routine, and 

the"earlier sense ot direction has diminished. On the one hand Ministers have 
shown themselves increasingly anxious

26170   the:detail~
26171   
26172   to
26173   
26174   main~ain
26175   
26176   national authority over
26177   ~tting
26178   
26179   of
26180   
26181   Commu~ity
26182   
26183   business, and, without
26184   
26185   too
26186   
26187   fine a point upon it, increasingly reluctant to give the Commission the scope to 

allow it properly to discharge its executive tasks; and on the other they have 
lost some of

26188   
26189   their power of decision, partly to their specialised colleagues in the fields of 

agriculture, energy, economic affairs and the rest, and partly to their Heads of 
State /or

26190   
26191   -------------------
26192   
26193   ---
26194   
26195   - 6 or Government meeting three times a year as the European Council. The result 

has been that Ministers themselves
26196   
26197   show less and less inclination to attend meetings of the Council, and send their 

junior Ministers instead. This
26198   
26199   compounds the problem as junior Ministers often feel hesitant to take the sort of 

decisions which would have come more easily to Ministers. For their part the 
Permanent Representatives Their lines of

26200   
26201   have also suffered in the process.
26202   
26203   communication to national capitals are all too good, and experts have become too 

thick on the ground. Thus
26204   
26205   the process by which Member Governments interact within the Community risks 
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becoming choked. comes to the same conclusion. Nearly every observer
26206   
26207   The Council should delegate
26208   
26209   more executive action to the Commission, and restore to each level of its own 

hierarchy the decision proper to it. Next I turn to the Parliament. Direct 
election of

26210   makin~
26211   
26212   powers
26213   
26214   the Parliament is an essential element in the development of the Community. It was 

foreseen in the Treaty of Rome, Yet the
26215   
26216   and more recently willed by the .Member States. Parliament has
26217   I
26218   
26219   o~~y
26220   
26221   limited powers:
26222   '
26223   
26224   influence over the
26225   
26226   obligatory part of the budget;. part;
26227   
26228   powers over the non-obligatory
26229   
26230   a variety of pdwers of superintendence over the and two weapons, or rather 

block-busters, the power to reject the budget, Unfortunately
26231   
26232   Commission;
26233   
26234   to demonstrate displeasure:
26235   
26236   and _the power to dismiss the Commission.
26237   
26238   these powers do not measure up to .the aspirations of a directly elected 

legislative body. There is a good deal /that
26239   
26240   - 7 -
26241   
26242   that Parliament could do which it has not yet done, even within the existing 

rules, and it has yet to make its weight felt on European issues as national 
parliaments do on national issues. The Comndssion greatly welcomes the

26243   
26244   existence of a democratic body to which on the one hand
26245   we are accountable and from which on the other
26246   
26247   we derive
26248   
26249   a measure of legitimacy.
26250   
26251   The Parliament and the Commission,
26252   
26253   with their European rather than national constituencies, should be natural allies 

in the years ahead. It would
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26254   
26255   be a grievous mistake for the Council and the Member States to stand too rigidly 

on ·their powers with respect to the Parliament, and to take too little account of 
parliamentary views in the decision making process. must do likewise. The Commission

26256   
26257   Otherwise I would fear for the effects
26258   
26259   of an army of highly articulate under-employed on the move between Luxembourg, 

Strasbourg and Brussels on the good functioning of the Community. Then there is 
the Court of Justice. The importance The

26260   
26261   of the Court has, I think, been underestimated.
26262   
26263   principal job of the Court is t6 compel respect for the Treaties and
26264   inte~pret
26265   
26266   the law.of the. Community.
26267   n~tional
26268   
26269   Its
26270   
26271   judgments are legally binding ·throughout Member States. It can override national 

law and pring to book. states
26272   
26273   The Court has so far done best of all the
26274   
26275   Community Institutions in blending the traditions of the peoples of the book and 

the peoples of custom. In due
26276   
26277   course the Court may come to play ·as important a part in the history of Europe as 

the Supreme Court in the history /of
26278   
26279   - 8 -
26280   
26281   .,
26282   
26283   of the United States.
26284   
26285   Respect for the Court, as for
26286   
26287   · the rule of law generally, is an essential condition for the development of the 

Community. Last I come to the Commission itself. This has not
26288   
26289   turned out to be the embryo European government to which some looked in the early 

days. In relation to its powers
26290   
26291   and responsibilities, it remains a tiny organization, some eight thousand
26292   th~ee
26293   
26294   hundred people (including interpreters
26295   
26296   and translators but excluding those paid from research funds) to serve the needs 

of 260 million Europeans. The myth of a vast bureaucracy dies hard. The Commission
26297   
26298   maintains its basic functions to propose policies to the Council, and so.far as 

the Council allows, to put them into effect. It exercises an increasing number of 
management It is aWafnted by Go\eiumeuts h1t is tiE evant of
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26299   i~creasingly
26300   
26301   functions, and could us~fully exercise more. It r~tains full political 

indepmd::!'ce. no Government.
26302   
26303   It regards. itself as
26304   
26305   accountable
26306   
26307   to the Parliament. particular role with
26308   
26309   As guardian of the Treaties it has a
26310   ~egard
26311   
26312   to the Court.
26313   
26314   But I do not
26315   
26316   pretend that as an instrument of European policy the Commission is alL that it 

could be.
26317   '
26318   
26319   It should be less
26320   
26321   hob~led by the Council, and iess hobbled within itself.
26322   
26323   During
26324   
26325   my
26326   
26327   mandate as President, I have set in hand a
26328   
26329   comprehensive scheme of internal reform, based on the analysis of an independent
26330   ~eview
26331   
26332   body, which has been
26333   
26334   carried through to the extent that the Commission can order its own affairs. I now 

come to the new buildings outside the original edifice of the CommunU:y. There is 
the European Council /which

26335   
26336   - 9 -
26337   
26338   which has come to play a central role.
26339   
26340   It has real advantages.
26341   
26342   · Without it I do not think we could have created the European Monetary System, 

nor perhaps maintained the momentum towards direct elections. It can represent the
26343   
26344   political spearhead of the Community and sometimes points the direction of 

advance. But it has its shortcomings. It
26345   
26346   is not geared for taking executive decisions;
26347   
26348   it tends to and it
26349   
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26350   diminish the authority of the Council of Ministers; has no direct link with the 
Parliament.

26351   
26352   These are not
26353   
26354   fundamental defects, and improvements could certainly be made without excessive 

difficulty.
26355   Fin~lly
26356   
26357   there is the machinery of political co-operation
26358   
26359   in which the Member States seek to co-ordinate their foreign policies towards the 

outside world.
26360   '
26361   
26362   Within its self-imposed
26363   re~rkable
26364   
26365   limitations, political co-operation has been a l . success.
26366   
26367   Examples range from its work on the Conference
26368   
26369   on Security and Co-operation in Europe. which led up to the. Helsinki Declaration 

to the recent Declaration at Venice on the Middle East. development. . It has 
·many possibilities for

26370   
26371   All I say here is that the distinctianbetween
26372   problem~
26373   
26374   political and economic
26375   
26376   is
26377   
26378   es~entially
26379   
26380   artificial,
26381   
26382   and.' I would like to think that it will eventually become . an integral part of 

the Community_rather.thah an adjunct to it. So much for the skeleton of the 
Community. it has grown fast and some of it more slowly. responded to need as well 
as to planning. distortions _and blockages have developed. Some of It has

26383   
26384   .
26385   
26386   .
26387   
26388   Inevitably Yet when such /distinguished
26389   
26390   --------------------------------------------------------
26391   
26392   - 10 distinguished people as M. Tindemans or more recently the Three Wise Men have 

been asked to give doctor's advice on . where and how change should take place, 
their excellent prescriptions have been virtually ignored. One day we shall

26393   
26394   -
26395   
26396   have to return to them, although I do not think that in view of the scant respect 
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with which their report& have been treated we will find it easy to get figures of 
note to do such work in the future. For the moment we have the

26397   
26398   consolation that with all its imperfections the Community is continuing to grow, 

and growth sometimes imposes its own solutions to problems. I turn now to the 
policies and responsibilities which are the flesh and blood of the Community. 
First there

26399   
26400   are the areas where the Conmru.nity is well established. Its powers over coal and 

steel have their origins in the federalist 1950s. Recent events in the steel
26401   ind~stry
26402   
26403   show that these powers are far from defunct. them are now being used
26404   fo~
26405   
26406   Some of Then there
26407   
26408   the first time.
26409   
26410   is competition policy which has served to set the ground rules for a fair and 

unified market. agriculture. of the Common
26411   '
26412   
26413   Next there is
26414   
26415   However great the. current problems
26416   Ag~~cultural
26417   
26418   Policy, with rising costs
26419   
26420   and the continuing surpluses of certain products, few·would, 'I think, dehy that 

the Common Agricultural Policy has already gone far to meet the objectives laid 
down in the Treaty: to

26421   e~sure
26422   
26423   to make the most of our agricultural resources,
26424   
26425   a fair standard of living for those engaged in So concerned, we have established a 

common /external
26426   
26427   agriculture, to stabilize markets,.anqto assure supplies. far as the outside wa-x-l.d
26428   is
26429   
26430   - 11 -
26431   
26432   i
26433   
26434   external tariff, and the Commission negotiates for the Commuftity as a whole on 

matters of trade. Mbreover we have
26435   I
26436   
26437   established a fruitful Treaty relationship with the sixty relatively poor 

countries in Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific which are tied to Europe by 
history, interest and ... tradition. All this

26438   repr~sents
26439   
26440   no mean achievement.
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26441   
26442   In these areas the Community is at its most effective. Then there are what might 

be described as the new areas of Community activity. One of particular concern
26443   
26444   to me has been the creation of the European Mbnetary System and its currency unit 

the ECU. The future European
26445   
26446   Mbnetary·Fund will be of crucial importance to the Community •. Already Member 

States have greatly improved their co-ordination of macro-economic policies.
26447   ~nderlying
26448   
26449   them is of course
26450   
26451   the problem of energy. : We _have made some progregs towards common energy 

policies, but in zcy judgment not nearly enough. Last March the Commission put 
forward a plan

26452   
26453   for a Community energy initiative designed progressively to harmonize prices and 

taxes throughout the Community, and establish a properly financed programme to 
promote energy saving, to substitute oil by ~nergy from other sources, and to 
develop .renewable sources. We have pursued the

26454   
26455   development of regional and social policies, small as the F\mds for them are, and 

sought to produce coherent industrial and related policies to give more practical 
meaning to the notion of the common market. Then we are

26456   
26457   at work on a common fisheries policy to share the resources of the sea on a 

Community basis. Not least we are furthering /the
26458   
26459   -------------~---------~--~-------------
26460   
26461   -- 12 the international role of the Community as shown in the · multiplicity of 

association and trade agreements we have
26462   ..
26463   
26464   made round the world; and in the elaboration of common policies towards both the 

third world, and towards our industrial partners at and through such events as the 
annual Economic Summit meetings, where it is now firmly established that the 
Community is represented by the President of the Council and the President of the 
Commission. Thus we have the traditional areas, and the new areas. In fairness I 
should add that there is one area in Which I fear we have That is

26465   ~ratom.
26466   'I
26467   
26468   !
26469   
26470   l
26471   
26472   '
26473   
26474   in
26475   
26476   some
26477   
26478   respects
26479   
26480   gone
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26481   
26482   backwards.
26483   
26484   There the hopes of early days have been
26485   
26486   disappointed, and Member States have to some extent gone their own ways. This 

Commission has sought to halt this
26487   ..
26488   
26489   backward trend and establish in more realistic fashion the place and value of 

common policies in the nuclear field. Our difficulties here illustrate the point 
that the Community only proceeds in response to need and by consent.

26490   
26491   But I
26492   
26493   think it most important that we should not allow Community law to be brought into 

contempt by being ignored or flouted. If the law is defective or out.of date, it 
should be changed

26494   rat~er
26495   
26496   than defied.
26497   
26498   This then is our Community : . a li vi!).g , growing 1 uneven organism, responding 

to needs, adapting itself to new circumstances, uncertain sometimes Where it is 
going, and increasingly, almost imperceptibly, dominating its political and 
economic environment. /I come

26499   
26500   - 13 -
26501   
26502   .j
26503   
26504   '
26505   
26506   I come now to what I described earlier as the choice · of futures.
26507   
26508   ~
26509   
26510   t
26511   
26512   For the Community has defects which, if they
26513   
26514   are not put right, could stunt its growth, and lead to dangerous maladies of the 

spirit as well as of the body. · There are three such problems which separately or 
together could have this effect. them. First there are increasing economic 
differences and divergencies within the Community.

26515   consi~tent
26516   
26517   I will say a word about each of
26518   
26519   No-one has ever expected
26520   
26521   equality of pe:rform:ln.:E or exactzy the sama smrdards of living
26522   
26523   throughout the Community·.
26524   
26525   But recently the gap between the
26526   
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26527   richer apd the poorer countries and regions has actually widened, and the power of 
favoured industrial areas round the geographical centre of the Community has grown 
at the expense of the more distant parts. We have not peen

26528   
26529   successful in spreading prosperity more evenly, and if we do not do better in the 

future, I fear greatly for the cohesion of the whole. In my view we shall not 
reverse this trend

26530   
26531   until Member Governments see their macro-economic problems in Community as much as 

national terms; and the ConmiUnity
26532   
26533   must develop instruments sufficiently_ strong and well end9wed for the purpose • 

has an important
26534   
26535   . supporting
26536   
26537   Here the European Mbnetary System role •. and
26538   
26539   Second I believe it to be even regrettable dangerous
26540   
26541   if the Community·is called in aid by Member
26542   
26543   Governments only when something goes wrong with the older parts of industry but is 

not allowed to contribute to creation for the future. The Community has a far 
greater /involvement

26544   
26545   -.
26546   - 14 -
26547   
26548   involvement in such industries as steel, shipbuilding and textiles than in the 

advanced industries of the future. Increasingly in the last four years we have 
been required to act as vets in devising and tying splints to the legs of lame 
ducks. Yet the need for a co-ordinated Community

26549   
26550   approach towards the new industrial base which Europe must have if it is to 

continue as a leader of industrial power has never been clearer. Here I speak 
particularly of

26551   
26552   the field of computers, information processing and telematics If members of the 

Community are to compete with the United States and Japan·the Community itself 
should develop a

26553   singl~
26554   
26555   market with single standards and methods of
26556   
26557   communication, and give the necessary co-ordinated support to the development of 

micro-electrontc technology. The same goes for .the field of defence procuz:ement. 
At present the European members of the Atlantic Alliance buy around ten times more 
military equipment from the United States than the United States buys from them. 
Defence is not a and as

26558   
26559   responsibility of the Community, but industry is;
26560   
26561   the Americans have well shown, defence-related industries are often the catalyst 

for development. Third Community I come raises
26562   ad~anced
26563   
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26564   technology and industrial
26565   
26566   to its
26567   
26568   .
26569   
26570   the
26571   
26572   means and
26573   
26574   by
26575   the
26576   
26577   ~hich
26578   
26579   the of
26580   
26581   money
26582   
26583   pattern
26584   
26585   its expenditure.
26586   
26587   This is an area where the rigidity of major internal crisis
26588   
26589   the bed of Procrustes caused a
26590   
26591   this year, and will certainly cause new crises if change does not take place. the 

British problem. The problem is·sometimes called This is a misnomer. It is the 
/budgetary

26592   
26593   - 15 -
26594   
26595   budgetary problem, and it affects all Member States to a• greater or lesser 

degree. Stated briefly we have a revenue
26596   
26597   system which was invented in 1970 before Britain, Ireland and Denmark joined. To 

some extent but not entirely, it But it does not meet meets those of other
26598   
26599   met the needs of the founding Six. those of Britain and it
26600   d~minishingly
26601   
26602   members of the Community.
26603   
26604   None of the sources of revenue
26605   
26606   is fully buoyant; and two - customs duties and agricultural levies - tend actually 

to diminish as trade ·within the Community increases. The third source - ·Value 
Added Tax ';t,

26607   
26608   ..
26609   .. i
26610   
26611   is subject to a ceiling of one per cent, to which governments are naturally 

attached. Thus there i_s a painful conflict
26612   
26613   of objectives. : The more successful Member States are in trading with each other, 
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the finance itself. Then there is the
26614   expe~diture
26615   ~ess
26616   
26617   the Community is able to
26618   
26619   side.
26620   
26621   Money devoted
26622   
26623   to agriculture has taken up around three-quarters of the budget for many years. 

This is good for countries with a
26624   
26625   large agricultural community but not so good for those which have concentrated 

their resources on other economic activities and which import of 'the
26626   Co~ity
26627   agricultura~
26628   
26629   ·products from other members Also
26630   
26631   or .from countries outside it.
26632   
26633   agriculture's share of the work force and economic product has declined while its 

share of the budget remains cbminant. By comparison with agriculture, the other 
heads of Community expenditure are puny. · The result is that we have a Community 
most of whose wealth comes from industry, most of whose expenditure goes on 
agriculture, and most of /W.ose

26634   
26635   - 16 whose needs in other fields are scarcely recognized·. The founders of the 

Community would, I think, be dismayed to see the lop-sided outcome of What they 
had designed It was the combination

26636   
26637   twenty-three years after the event.
26638   
26639   of an undynamic revenue system with an unevem expenditure system Which led to the 

temporary and ad hoc agreement on the British budgetary contribution last
26640   ~y,
26641   
26642   and gave the
26643   
26644   Community two year.s in Which to set itself to rights. Each of the three problems 

I have mentioned - economic . divergence within the Community, the fai-lure of the 
Community to adapt itseLf to the industrial needs of the future, and the 
deficiencies of the budget system - will

26645   be made more
26646   ac~te
26647   
26648   by the enlargement of the Community to
26649   
26650   the south to include Greece and eventually Spain and Portugal. The
26651   questi~
26652   
26653   is how we now proceed.
26654   
26655   Since the crisis over the budget of the spring, the Commission has been at was 

then charged.
26656   wor~
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26657   
26658   on the mandate with which it
26659   
26660   As you may recall the Commission is
26661   
26662   required to complete before 30 June next year an "examination of the development 

of Community.policies, without calling into question the. common
26663   finan~ial
26664   
26665   responsibility for these
26666   
26667   policies, Which are financed ·from the Community's own resources,·nor the basic 

principles of the Common Agricultural Policy." In making this examination we are
26668   
26669   -
26670   
26671   of course taking into account the situations and interests of all Member States, 

and our aim is to prevent the recurrence of unacceptable situattons for any of them.
26672   /We
26673   
26674   - 17 We in this Commission are doing all the preparatory work, but the 

responsibility for the submission of the paper with its crucial political advice 
must be left for my successor and his colleagues in the next Commission. I shall 
not attempt to anticipate their conclusions. But as a there are choice three of

26675   fut~res
26676   
26677   for the Community, with many These are,first to
26678   .
26679   
26680   broad
26681   
26682   possibilities
26683   
26684   variations within-and between them.
26685   
26686   change the unitary character of the Community and lift the obligation from Member 

States to participate in all its affairs at the same time and in the same fashion;
26687   
26688   .
26689   
26690   .
26691   
26692   second
26693   
26694   to patch up without radically changing the present budgetary system, and to 

maintain the present limitations upon it; and third to embark on a more
26695   ~adical
26696   
26697   plan of reform
26698   
26699   designed better to accommodate and balance the interests of present and future 

Member States. The idea of what has been called Europe A la carte, or two- or 
three- or four-speed Europe, has a certain spurious attraction. · The main 
argument for it is the notion that the interests of the Member States, 
particularly in a Community of more than' ~he original Six, are so fundamentally 
divergent that rather than force any on to the bed of Procrustes it would a bed of 
his own.
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26700   b~ bette~
26701   
26702   to let each have
26703   
26704   This idea has proved tempting
26705   
26706   in the past, particularly for those who wished to enjoy the benefits of membership 

without accepting the necessary disciplines. In my judgment acceptance of such a 
notion

26707   
26708   would ineluctably lead to the end of·a real Community. /Without
26709   
26710   ------~···-~~-·-----------
26711   
26712   - 18 Without a common discipline or readiness to make sacrifices for the common 

good, the elaboration of common policies, which inevitably requires give and take, 
would

26713   be virtually impossible.
26714   
26715   In particular the system of
26716   
26717   common financing which we now enjoy would become unworkable. Earlier this year the 

row over the budget threatened the . common system in this sense; for if one 
Member State made it clear it would like to see a ceiling on its putative deficit 
in respect of the Community budget, then others indicated they might like to see a 
surpluses enjoyed by others.

26718   ceil~ng
26719   
26720   on the putative
26721   
26722   Obviously no Member State but to have
26723   
26724   could accept a large and permanent imbalance;
26725   
26726   a rule whereby all countries paid in to the budget no more than they took out, or 

whereby their net receipts or contributions were limited to a fixed annual amounF, 
would make an absurdity of all financial discipline by breaking the link between 
policies .and their budgetary consequences •. It would subject the sense of 
Community to intolerable strain. It was for this reason that in finding a 
temporary and ad hoc solution to the budgetary difficulties of the United Kingdom

26727   w~
26728   
26729   firmly maintained the principle of the
26730   
26731   present budgetary system while looking to its future reform. The same point 

applies to agriculture..
26732   
26733   common prices in favour of national prices would mean the creation of barriers to 

trade between Member States and the eventual abandonment of the common market in 
agriculture. This would quickly

26734   mak~
26735   
26736   -
26737   
26738   To abandon
26739   
26740   it difficult to We have
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26741   
26742   maintain the common market in industrial goods.
26743   
26744   /already
26745   
26746   - 19 -
26747   
26748   already seen the way in Which the system of monetary compensation in agriculture 

has set up tensions and centrifugal forces Which at one time threatened to tear 
the policy apart. Equally important is the political argument. A

26749   
26750   Community in which some states did some things and others did others would tend to 

produce groups of alliances within the Community,
26751   an~
26752   
26753   a working directorate of those Who Some Member States
26754   
26755   committed themselves to most policies.
26756   
26757   would thus be more equal than others, and the present balancing mechanisms 

enshrined in our procedures would effectively be set aside. or that axis
26758   wi~hin
26759   
26760   There is already talk of this A Community to which
26761   
26762   the Community.
26763   
26764   Member States had different degrees of commitment would surely end by destroyin9 

the Community. I would like to return to something
26765   
26766   I said in Rome on 24
26767   
26768   Octob~r~
26769   
26770   I was speaking of the
26771   
26772   European Mbnetary System and its future, and I had occasion to say how much I 

reg:etted the continued absence of sterling as a fully participating currency. 
This is not the place for a technical

26773   e~amination
26774   
26775   of_the adyantages or disadvantages.
26776   
26777   I make the simple political po_int that if Britain does not" become ·a full member 

of the European M>netary System, if it does not accept the same risks and 
responsibilities as the

26778   o~rs,then
26779   
26780   the British must
26781   
26782   ~ot
26783   
26784   complain if the System evolves
26785   
26786   in a fashion Which does not necessarily take account of the political 

characteristics of
26787   ster~ing
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26788   
26789   and the underlying /economic
26790   
26791   - 20 -
26792   
26793   economic circumstances in the United Kingdom.
26794   
26795   Here in
26796   
26797   short is an example of two-speed Europe in the making. I believe it to be contrary 

to the interests of both the United Kingdom and the Community. The second broad 
possibility would be to patch up the existing budgetary system without radically 
changing it. There are obvious superficial advantages in this course. There is 
nothing so easy as to leave things as they are and let inertia continue into the 
future. At a time of

26798   
26799   economic recession, major changes, involving' damage to vested interests already 

in difficulty, are not superficially attractive. Mbreover I know of no
26800   
26801   government which does not wish to maintain the same firm limits on Community 

expenditure as it is applying to national expenditure. Yet a patching up operation 
could be more difficult than at first appears. The present budgetary system

26802   
26803   simply does not work to the satisfactfon of all Members of the Community. To 

correct it sufficiently within the
26804   
26805   current limits of our financial resources would require changes in the pattern of 

expenditure, in particular reductions in agricultural be.drastic. and
26806   expend~tUre,
26807   
26808   which would in themselves MOreover even if we
26809   
26810   politi~ally
26811   
26812   painful.
26813   reduce~
26814   
26815   were able substantially to
26816   
26817   agricultural expenditure,
26818   
26819   we should not be able to find the funds we need todeal with the other two major 

problems I have outlined: the increasing economic divergence within the Community, 
and the need to adopt a Community approach to the renovation and redirection of 
European industry. There is, I am /afraid

26820   
26821   - 21 afraid, a risk that some governments will wish simply to patch things up, 

shrink from tackling the agricultural problem, and leave the imbalances in the 
budget to be settled

26822   by a continuing series of temporary and ad hoc arrangements
26823   
26824   for countries whose situation would otherwise be unacceptable. This would not be a 

tolerable outcome, and events would soon show it. '!be third broad possibility is 
at once the most difficult and the most desirable. It would conform with the 
mandate .;

26825   
26826   given to the Commission in that it.would fully respect the principle of joint 
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financial responsibiiity and the basic principles of the Common Agricultural 
Policy. But it would

26827   
26828   involve a substantial reshaping of both our revenue system and our expenditure 

system.
26829   On
26830   ~t
26831   
26832   me say a word about both.
26833   
26834   the revenue side we need a system of own resources which
26835   
26836   is buoyant and balanced in·a way that the present one is not. This is not the
26837   oc~asion
26838   
26839   for setting out detailed
26840   
26841   ideas on a subject which greatly occupied members of the Conmruni ty and produced 

much work some ten years ago, but I think we should look again at. some of the 
ideas which were then

26842   '
26843   
26844   discar~ed,
26845   
26846   such others as the imposition of an
26847   '
26848   
26849   oil import levy (naturally to be combined with an oil prOduction· tax), and·of 

course raising the present ceiling on the yield from Value Added Tax. There are many
26850   
26851   possibilities and I do not seek to prejudice the task of the future Commission by 

advocating any single one of them. As for the expenditure side, .I doubt
26852   if~
26853   
26854   can achieve major That would
26855   
26856   reductions in the volume of agricultural e:KJEI1diture.
26857   
26858   /involve
26859   
26860   - 22 involve whittling away at common policies, and returning at least some of the 

responsibility to Member States.
26861   
26862   we can certainly make savings in the interests of
26863   efficiency, and the Commission has suggested many in the last few years. I believe 

that our realistic objective
26864   
26865   should be to hold agricultural expenditure in real terms at something like its 

present level taking account of the continuing rise in costs and of inflation 
generally. But

26866   
26867   if agricultural expenditure is to be held, then expenditure on non-agricultural 

activities should greatly increase. Here is the means by
26868   whi~h
26869   
26870   we can on the one hand deal
26871   
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26872   with the problems of economic divergence and the future European industrial base, 
and on the other hand establish that better balance within the budget Which is

26873   indispensabl~
26874   
26875   if the needs and circumstances of all Member States are to be respected. I am not 

suggesting a vast expansion of the Community into areas hitherto the 
responsibility of Member States. We must only give to the Community those 
functions which will yield significantly better results because they are performed 
at a Community level. We must fashion a Community which

26876   
26877   gives to all Member States the benefits which they cannot achieve so·well by 

themselves and leave to
26878   ~hem
26879   
26880   .
26881   
26882   .
26883   
26884   functions At
26885   
26886   which they can do equally well or better on their own. one of the European 

Councils next year I should like to think that there can be a discussion to 
identify those functions, and so chart the way ahead. In support we

26887   
26888   shall need financial policies to give the Community the means to do the job. /At
26889   
26890   -
26891   
26892   lj
26893   
26894   -
26895   
26896   At the moment our expenditure is less than one per cent of the Community's gross 

national product. going Without
26897   
26898   all the way with those economists who have suggested
26899   
26900   that it should rise to around five to seven per cent, I believe that a properly 

balanced Community in the sense I have sought to describe should be at least of 
the order of two to two and a half per cent of Community GNP.

26901   I add
26902   .I
26903   
26904   that although the sums this would yield would be large by current standards, they 

would be small by those of such classic federations as the United States where the 
top tier of government takes between twenty to twenty-five per cent of GNP.

26905   
26906   Such a reorganising of the Community budget would of course transform the 

Community. a step at once. I do not think we could take such
26907   
26908   But I ·strqngly believe that we should
26909   budgeta~y
26910   
26911   set ourselves on the
26912   
26913   path which would permit the
26914   
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26915   development of a Community of this scaie and function. Seen in this way I do not 
think that the choice of futures should be too difficuit. One offers the kind of 
Community The

26916   
26917   commensurate with the vision of our founding fathers.
26918   
26919   others represent temporary tinKering rather than a thrust to the fut'l.lre.
26920   
26921   ·-··
26922   
26923   ....
26924   
26925   --
26926   
26927   --·
26928   
26929   ----·
26930   
26931   ·---
26932   
26933   -
26934   
26935   - - - - --·------ -···---
26936   
26937   **** *year_1980 *date_1980-01-21 *place_NewYork
26938   
26939   
26940   COMMISSION
26941   OF THE
26942   
26943   EUROPEAN
26944   
26945   COMMUNITIES
26946   
26947   THE RIGHT HON. ROY JENKINS ADDRESS TO THE ECONOMIC CLUB OF NEW YORK MONDAY 21 

JANUARY, 1980
26948   
26949   UNITED STATES AND THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY A PRACTICAL PARTNERSHIP
26950   
26951   The last few weeks have seen bewildering changes in international affairs. The 

crisis in Iran followed by the
26952   
26953   Soviet invasion of Afghanistan have taken precedence over developments in 

Indo-China and the protracted negotations in the Middle East. It is not my purpose 
tonight to review

26954   
26955   these events but rather to look at the underlying partnership between the United 

States and Western Europe which in bad times even more than good has overriding 
importance for us both.

26956   
26957   We share a heritage which determines the nature of our society, and indeed the 

character of the modern world. The relationship between America and Western
26958   
26959   Europe, and more particularly the United States relationship with the European 

Community, must like all friendships be kept in good repair. Crises have the
26960   
26961   beneficial side effect of reminding us of the underlying truths, the combination 
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of friendship and interest and common destiny which holds us together.
26962   
26963   /One of
26964   
26965   tho~
26966   
26967   bonds
26968   
26969   2
26970   
26971   One of those bonds is a common respect for the rule of law, not only in our own 

society, but in the world as a whole. If the world is to be an orderly
26972   
26973   place in which the individual as well as the nation can flourish, in which there 

is a reliable framework for daily living and daily conduct of affairs, in which 
the weak and the small, the vulnerable and the valuable can be protected, then the 
rule of law must be not just our guide but our foundation.

26974   
26975   It was on such a foundation that the European Community was built out of the chaos 

of what we may appropriately in this context call the second European civil war. 
The Treaty of Rome can in many ways be

26976   
26977   compared with the Constitution of the United States. It is more by accident than 

by design that the document establishing the United States was labelled a 
Constitution rather than a Treaty. There is, for example, the supremacy

26978   
26979   clause in Article VI of your Constitution which establishes it "as the supreme law 

of the land ... anything in the Constitution or laws of any State 
notwithstanding". In

26980   
26981   the same but more limited fashion, the case law of the European Court set up by 

the Treaty of Rome established a primacy of Community law in areas defined in the 
Treaty over conflicting laws. Thus the Community has its

26982   
26983   roots in the same heritage of laws as yourselves, and for this reason if no other 

- and there are many others - it
26984   
26985   is the natural and practical partner of the United States
26986   in the difficult, turbulent and often lawless world in which we live.
26987   
26988   3
26989   
26990   I must emphasise that
26991   
26992   th~
26993   
26994   United States and the The United
26995   
26996   Community are very different creatures.
26997   
26998   States is a federal state with all the appurtenances of sovereign power within a 

constitution 203 years old; whereas the Community is an association of nine
26999   
27000   ancient states or nations, some but not all of them ancient both as states and as 

nations, with their own individual histories, languages and particularities, 
brought together in a framework whose constitution is twenty-two years old and 
whose seven years old.
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27001   S~
27002   P,r~sent
27003   
27004   membership is
27005   
27006   paradoxically, it is we who are This calls, I think, for a
27007   
27008   new and you who are old.
27009   
27010   certain indulgence on your part when you do not find in the Community the 

interlocutor in Europe on all the matters for which successive United States 
Administrations have looked - and looked increasingly - since the war.

27011   
27012   Institutionally we have achieved a great deal.
27013   
27014   We
27015   
27016   have a European Council of the Heads of Government, which meets three times a 

year, we have a Council of the Member Governments, which meets once a month, a 
Parliament directly elected by universal suffrage, a Court of the kind of which I 
have spoken, and the Commission of

27017   ~hich
27018   
27019   I am President, whose job is broadly to propose policies and give effect to them. 

More important for you than the
27020   
27021   niceties of our Constitution and the occasional conflicts which arise within it is 

the practical progress we have made in creating common policies. are already your 
interlocutor. In some respects we

27022   
27023   There is a spectrum which
27024   
27025   stretches from such areas as commercial policy and agricultur•
27026   -
27027   
27028   I
27029   
27030   where the Community has full
27031   
27032   compe~ence,
27033   
27034   to such grey areas /as energy
27035   
27036   -------------------------------as energy and industrial policy, where competence
27037   
27038   4
27039   
27040   is mixed and growing, to such areas as defence or disarmament where the Community 

has no competence at all.
27041   
27042   Sometimes I hear complaints that the Community is difficult to understand and deal 

with. Should the United
27043   
27044   States Government address itself to the Community and its executive arm the 

Commission, or should it address itself to the Member States? I agree that it is 
not always easy. But lest you should

27045   
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27046   You have to know your way around.
27047   
27048   think that the difficulties are all on our side, let me remind-you that for 

Europeans dealing with the different agencies in Washington is sometimes like 
treating with warring feudal fiefdoms, and conflicts have even been known between 
the Administration and the Congress. also have to

27049   ~ow
27050   
27051   We
27052   
27053   our way around.
27054   
27055   I want now to speak of three areas in which the practical partnership between the 

United States and the Community, founded on that respect for law to which I have 
referred, has direct meaning, One of those areas -

27056   
27057   trade - is one in which the Con®unity has full competence; the others - money and 

energy - are ones where the Community has a mixed and growing competence. 
cooperation is essenti31 for us both. In all three

27058   
27059   First trade.
27060   
27061   Here let me say how much I welcome the We have
27062   
27063   participation of Ambassador Askew here tonight.
27064   
27065   just completed a tough and long drawn out negotiation to adapt, improve and extend 

the rules governing international trade which were invented after the war.
27066   
27067   5
27068   
27069   It is fair to say that the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade has done 

immeasurable good by providing the framework for orderly trade which has served to 
generate increases in economic wealth beyond the dreams of previous generations. 
The conclusion of the Multilateral Trade

27070   
27071   Negotiations or Tokyo Round has added substantially to the edifice. Without close 

cooperation between the
27072   
27073   United States and the Community, and here I should also mention Japan, the final 

result would have been impossible. We now have the reasonable prospect for further 
development of the· free world trade system· 6n lines

27074   ben~ficial
27075   
27076   to all
27077   
27078   in the new and difficult circumstances of the 1980s.
27079   
27080   But this happy result will not follow from the documents we have signed unless we 

give precise, unremitting and honourable effect to our undertakings to each other. 
This year will be one in which the texts and codes will be under severe test by 
those who wish to seek sectional advantage. There will certainly be crises in the 
future,

27081   
27082   and the United States and the Community will have to manage these crises together 

if our achievements are to hold.
27083   
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27084   I give two examples from industries under threat. First steel. Thro•1ghaut the old 
industrial world this

27085   
27086   industry is in trouble, as much in Europe as the United States. Happily we have 

been able to work out arrangements
27087   
27088   between us which may not be perfect but have now stood the test of time. To upset 

them now with beggar-my-neighbour
27089   
27090   policies would not only do us mutual hurt but carry grave risks of repercussion in 

other fields.
27091   
27092   b
27093   
27094   Secondly state
27095   
27096   ~ubsidies.
27097   
27098   In the recent negotiations
27099   
27100   the United States gave great emphasis to what it believed to be the unfairness of 

state assistance to industry in the Community. We also have our views on the 
effects of st For example the spin-off from

27101   
27102   assistance to industry.
27103   
27104   United States Government investment in aviation and electronics for military or 

space purposes has been a major factor in giving the United States an enviable 
lead in these areas. But in Europe we have a particular

27105   
27106   concern about the way in which a government-imposed price structure, itself a form 

of subsidy, can give a trade advantage. I am thinking of that which is given to 
exports

27107   
27108   of·American products derived from natural gas and petroleum whose prices are much 

lower here than in Europe. feelings are strong in the Community. On this
27109   
27110   I have given these illustrations simply to show that the need for practical 

partnership between us in managing trade policy. A mutual comprehension of how
27111   
27112   things look from the other side of the mountain is as necessary now and in the 

future as it was during the strenuous days of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations. 
Together I am sure we can succeed.

27113   
27114   Next I want to turn briefly to the international monetary system. Again rules were 

made after the war in the We enjoyed a long
27115   
27116   form of the Bretton Woods agreements.
27117   
27118   period of stability, of beneficent dollar hegemony, which broke down bit by bit in 

the last decade. Whether
27119   
27120   it will be possible to create some new comprehensive system. I do not know. Ideas 

abound, and I am not without hope.
27121   
27122   What I want to emphasise tonight is the contribution
27123   
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27124   7
27125   
27126   which the Con®unity as such is making to greater monetary stability. The European 

Monetary System, which came into We are
27127   
27128   effect last March, is only in its beginnings.
27129   
27130   moving forward to the creation of a European Monetary Fund according to the 

timetable originally set down. Already we have the embryo of a common European 
currency the ecu - based on a basket of national currencies for use between 
European central banks. for a· souvenir I even saw an advertisement

27131   
27132   ecu the othe£ day in the Wall Stre~Journal.
27133   
27134   Our purpose is not to create a regional system to the disadvantage of the United 

States dollar, which remains the prime medium of international exchange, nor to 
turn our backs on the rest of the world. It is to promote

27135   
27136   stability, entrench order, and further that practical partnership which is my 

theme tonight.
27137   
27138   Third I turn to energy.
27139   
27140   The rise in energy prices
27141   
27142   since 1973 has not been the only cause of our misfortunes but it has probably been 

the main catalyst. In the
27143   
27144   Community we do not have a common energy policy in the sense in which we have a 

common trade policy or even a European Monetary System.
27145   wa~
27146   
27147   But I think we are on the
27148   
27149   perhaps a little belatedly, to making one.
27150   
27151   First let me underline how very different our situation is from yours. We are much 

more dependent on
27152   
27153   foreign imports of energy of all kinds, and our domestic production is minute 

compared to yours. Moreover we consume
27154   
27155   a great deal less, both absolutely and in relation to our national incomes. double 

ours. Your consumption is still more than
27156   
27157   In 1978 consumption here of oil per head was
27158   
27159   just over four tons, whereas in Europe it was less than
27160   
27161   8
27162   
27163   two.
27164   
27165   Furthermore our oil imports steadily declined
27166   
27167   between 1973 and 1978 when yours as steadily rose.
27168   
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27169   Like you we would like oil prices to be as low
27170   and steady as possible. But in a market economy we
27171   
27172   should not complain too much if a commodity in increas_ingly scarce supply should 

become more expensive. Nor should
27173   
27174   we be surprised if those who possess such a commodity, which cannot after all be 

renewed, should be less than keen to use it up at the increasing rate which might 
suit consumers. We have built our industrial

27175   so~iety
27176   
27177   on the
27178   
27179   consumption of fossil fuels, in particular oil, and it is now as certain as night 

follows day that if we do not change our ways while there is time - and 1980 could 
be the last year - our society will risk dislocation and eventual collapse.

27180   
27181   So here again we must work together on the basis of a set of rules. I will not 

give a list of what has been
27182   
27183   done and should be done either in the Community or between the major industrial 

countries in the International Energy Agency and the annual Summit meetings. 
cooperation is under

27184   cons~ruction.
27185   
27186   An apparatus of
27187   
27188   But we must, I think,
27189   
27190   work on the assumption that even if energy prices occasionally fluctuate, their 

trend is upwards; that over time the that countries
27191   
27192   supply of oil is unlikely to meet demand;
27193   
27194   other than the present main consumers will want an increasing share for their 

development; and that the
27195   
27196   market will remain vulnerable to political upsets of any kind. There is no magic 

formula. With due regard
27197   
27198   •
27199   '
27200   9 to the environment and human safety, we have to consider a mixture of better use 

and saving of existing sources of energy, of the development of nuclear energy, 
greater exploitation of coal, and development of new or in some cases very old 
sources of energy. Equally

27201   
27202   we must take very seriously the problem of social adjustment to deal with a 

substantially higher cost of energy in all its forms. I noticed a recent report from
27203   
27204   your National Academy of Sciences, where it was said that with sufficiently high 

energy prices over the next few decades the United States
27205   coul~_double
27206   
27207   the
27208   
27209   ~fficiency
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27210   
27211   with
27212   
27213   which it uses energy without significant adverse effects on economic growth. I 

hope this is true. If it is true
27214   
27215   for Americans, it is true for Europeans too.
27216   
27217   I have spoken of our practical partnership, of our common foundation in law, and 

of the need for an orderly world in which rules are respected until there is 
common agreement to change them. necessary,

27218   ~hat
27219   
27220   I end by recalling, if it were
27221   
27222   the society we enjoy on the two sides of
27223   
27224   the Atlantic accounts for only a small and falling part of the population of the 

world and its natural resources. The problems of the 1980s are essentially 
problems which concern the whole world. We shall be fortified in dealing

27225   
27226   with them if we can stick and act together.
27227   
27228   **** *year_1981 *date_1981-03-30
27229   
27230   
27231   r-·-------------·······-------------
27232   
27233   - - - - - - - - : . . . ···~·..;..·..... 

-·.........:;o.;;..................,.-..;..;...;..-:....-.....----......_........~--
---~-----~----------~-,-·.

27234   
27235   ---------·:
27236   
27237   ~
27238   
27239   1. I
27240   :
27241   'I
27242   
27243   I
27244   I
27245   i
27246   l
27247   ·.--~'eo· ....
27248   
27249   l
27250   
27251   i• =-·
27252   
27253   I f-
27254   
27255   I I
27256   i i
27257   j
27258   
27259   ~
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27260   ~"7
27261   
27262   ~
27263   
27264   l
27265   j
27266   i
27267   
27268   ...;._ .
27269   
27270   i
27271   1
27272   
27273   Trade- ~~r-~ ..1«:'r "lhf' PC't•J>h·•·s J:qJUbl it.. ()f (.1, ir•ll. ~nd ·t h.t" 

et ·()i
27274   
27275   th~ t'J'~ri-sn·p
27276   
27277   th~
27278   
27279   .
27280   
27281   '
27282   
27283   ... --·.·-:~o •~&' <h ·--------
27284   
27285   ·I
27286   
27287   •
27288   
27289   ~
27290   
27291   I
27292   ~
27293   
27294   J
27295   
27296   .,c::
27297   
27298   111 R1
27299   
27300   15 na
27301   
27302   1
27303   
27304   «t
27305   
27306   V~c:~-PI'f'lllit•r
27307   
27308   I.·. i
27309   I
27310   I I
27311   
27312   ~nd Vic~-~ihi~t~r~,
27313   You~ ~xr~tl~n~i~s,
27314   
27315   l6cHts l:nd Gc·rtt lt>m£-t•:
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27316   
27317   I~-1
27318   !
27319   
27320   i
27321   
27322   '-
27323   
27324   ! """"'"
27325   
27326   !
27327   
27328   i~
27329   
27330   lt he f,t•th b hish honout- t.ntl
27331   ~nd 1h~ ruropP~n to~~unity.
27332   
27333   ,lJ
27334   
27335   ~u·c>bt
27336   
27337   ph·bs.ur(· 'fN· Glt' to c•J,f'h tld~
27338   
27339   PX(.f'ptieonr.l WE-<·1; whhh bdn9!> to~c·H•E-r· thC' f'c··C·J,(P 1 ~ R(·rwb()c. 

(•f Udr.&
27340   
27341   Ove-,. bnd ~tbt•V<' t hf' di r·Ht r·C'a!.c•tt~ 1t•r· t ht> ·~('f'f,; OPiraR 

C•r~~nind ~ t t h h
27342   
27343   juMturr ~to ~hid, l !-h~tl t·c·tvrn latt>r· .. 1!t1at l ~tmt tc• tmpttasht- 

f,!•rc· 'i!~vrrything tLf
27344   
27345   rvPnt
27346   
27347   rrprP~Pnt~ ~~ ~ MtPt~n~ ~f two ~ntitnt t~v~lilation•, a
27348   
27349   t<•minp.•tCI9f'tht>r· c.f tuo lc-tHHn{a M.tc.r·s t•n tht iht<·r·n&t.icrt•.&l 

~u·tw, 'ir•ic•r·mfd
27350   ):ith
27351   lt
27352   
27353   c.olflmc•n r·(-•Q(\1(' t(l tft'VE'l<•fJ tl1dt· t·dctHcm~, lot•th pc•l it ic:tsl 

~;r.d u.c•llblldr.
27354   
27355   I
27356   j
27357   
27358   this is whlJt l h&VE> i1t 1r.ind, Kr· VicF-•Pr<·tni(·r bnd Vic(>·triird~t<·n, in 

wdtorninSJ
27359   
27360   yc-u bnd YC•ur imJ>f f'S.~ive t.nd tH!-t inpui~f1Pd
27361   
27362   ch·lqu~t ic•n
27363   
27364   t•n t"IC'hal f c•f thE'
27365   
27366   f:urope-an Co~vnhy.
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27367   
27368   1t i~ in this ~p\r·it tt;&t 1 thr_s~u~h )'C•u, 1 gr·t>r-t tht' gr c·at
27369   
27370   I
27371   
27372   Pl'C•plt C•f thiita.
27373   
27374   J should \ikE' to edd tfr&t tht- Ollmbc-t &nd quat ity c•f those H-Pt<'HIJ\ ir.~ He·
27375   
27376   busint>s!C world in tht- £uropr-bn (CI"I!Iunitr wlrt~ hbv<.- r·<·t:pontft•d tc• 

tht· C.t•lnll'lh·~'c•n'! 
27377   invH&th•n is. fc•t- flit~ e ,,r,rth·uli!r·
27378   !:CtlltC.f'
27379   
27380   I
27381   
27382   i
27383   
27384   of ~btisfectic.n.
27385   lNtd('tS
27386   
27387   1 s.te ht•tf-
27388   
27389   b
27390   
27391   !.trHinp
27392   
27393   ~~
27394   
27395   toJ~e-n tfrat the- Peoptf''s: Rtpubl ie CJf Ch\n~ if- es ~ubjE'C.t Clf 

~t~&ny·~icft>d int<·rHt
27396   
27397   for·
27398   
27399   C•Ut'
27400   
27401   dti7t'ns in gt>nl"ral ltnd
27402   
27403   CJUr
27404   
27405   buS.lOHf.
27406   
27407   in IJHticull:r·.
27408   
27409   _l wir-h to thanl: )'<•u C>n Ofhbt1 of Ute- (t•lnrnis.~ic.·n ft•r having a9rt-e-d 

in ccttning
27410   :~. ~
27411   
27412   ...... .:: .-
27413   
27414   .. -.
27415   
27416   ;..
27417   
27418   .
27419   
27420   -
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27421   
27422   ,•.
27423   
27424   ~
27425   
27426   he-tto to r:h~tE> with N1r gu£>st!i in thb c·mif.·avour.a:nd f<•r th£- v6luabl<- 

CN"ttributic•n - -: .. ·-~·~... ~ '•
27427   
27428   you ert" m&Jdnn to ti{!ht('n\rrg tht> li~t'-s. i>E'tuc·c:n th<' PH•JJl<- 1 !; 

kE-pvbli<. <•f Chllto
27429   l!nd the- Eur-opc•bn Ct•tnrnunH y.
27430   
27431   ·'·
27432   
27433   1
27434   
27435   ..... ·
27436   ....
27437   
27438   -------
27439   
27440   ..
27441   ..
27442   
27443   .-.~·
27444   
27445   .
27446   
27447   -~
27448   
27449   .
27450   
27451   -:.
27452   
27453   .·,
27454   
27455   I~----
27456   
27457   ~,· ..
27458   
27459   •
27460   
27461   '.
27462   
27463   - ··-----
27464   
27465   -------------··--···· ... ····--·· ....................... ·--------~;........ .. 

..:..·..
27466   ·
27467   
27468   ~--··
27469   
27470   C7
27471   
27472   numbc·r c;f )'~lJtf:
27473   
27474   HC•W'
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27475   
27476   tltE-re frat:·ht·fc' 1'ii•hfut t:nd c·v<>r· r.lc.tE>r t<mtc:tt l.c·twf.-~n·
27477   llrt- !d~tt1ntt, nt-erly
27478   ~td
27479   
27480   .. the Pt-optt"s t.q>ubl i(.. <Jf· Ol'iua &c.ci tl.t- luc:<•JU!b" (.(oalttuhity.
27481   thrE-E' rtars bgo <<•n
27482   iflc:rt'-~St'd tr~d~ p.e~vc·
27483   
27484   tt•t
27485   
27486   <•f
27487   
27488   1\~rH
27489   
27490   1~U;) c•f b H•lrlmtrci~l bgr-c·f'lftEnt
27491   
27492   tc• promut('
27493   /
27494   
27495   fc•J·rnal c·~pr·(·~!-'ic•n t<• Ctlrr fdltlrl~-h1''6
27496   
27497   Still nt<•r·c·
27498   b
27499   
27500   1 N Ott
27501   
27502   ly
27503   
27504   <c•n thf' 1Eith of ,luly 1979> <•ur t r·C~d<• r·t>lo\ lCti\S. ~H(' E·ht•enct-cJ by
27505   1'1\t'llt.
27506   
27507   '
27508   
27509   tht l h· tl~!l'{'(:'"
27510   
27511   r4y pr·c•dH('!;!:(lf·,
27512   tt~rtr•lY N·cc·iv('d in
27513   
27514   f"r(·~:itl~trt
27515   
27516   ,lt-nS:int.,
27517   
27518   ~nd 1ft)'
27519   
27520   t;Ollt>(I!!U<>, Mr
27521   
27522   Hc.f(·rJ:~nt;J, ~t-t~
27523   WI\ ..
27524   
27525   tht> PN•J,l<·'!- f:<·In•bth: C\f ffdrrlt, ~h-ie!. dNttc•nt:traH·~ tfrc·
27526   
27527   t inuHy c:ncf irnpt.tttt~nt<- <•1 <•ur r··<·lest 'iN•!. ~~~ fti<·tld!- ~11d 

hvl-inr!:r. J•br·tnl:'n.
27528   
27529   loft" r.hould tht"r·E-fc•r·f' H·h<'
27530   tf-.1~ V.rP_fi.
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27531   
27532   tl1£' CIIJJ~Or
27533   
27534   tunity offoc·dc·d
27535   
27536   U!i
27537   
27538   todc,y {lnd thr<·tJ~ltrc.ut
27539   
27540   tc. l•f''h:ht('l• C•Ur c·(lutac.ts !~(• tiHst uc.- IRlJ}' tom~ to J:r.ow E'Hh 

Clt"t-•· twttH·
27541   lr·tl~td;
27542   
27543   t<lld tur-r1 tc• ~ccc•ul'lt, in l!ll &1fr,cos.ptr<·r-<- c•f rnutvitl truS-t, tt.r- 

f·rwr·nwuf: (·<t•rwmit
27544   
27545   pot t-nt itsl thllt w<> r·rr>r·N:t'''' fN· t·flth c•tlr£-r.
27546   
27547   thh lr-~d£- WE-t-J;, •:hie!, l•a$
27548   
27549   liE-rn Ulo~t tt";r·f-fully IJI C·lJbr·<·cl b)' hJ•tl• s.id(·s., i~· dHignt'd to st 

llllUlbt(• tl•f ch·vf'l<•P-
27550   
27551   mc·nt Clf c•ur ., tilde•
27552   N~tuNd
27553   
27554   llfld
27555   
27556   C•vr·
27557   
27558   inve>~;ttrrC·IIt ~.
27559   
27560   l)',
27561   
27562   Y.(,)
27563   
27564   l!r·<- W(•ll
27565   r,r-<•mi!oirt~!
27566   
27567   ~H-~lftt
27568   
27569   thcst tlsC>M" &r c· lrtsnl tiftlt!P <·<"<•nClm\u\ly,
27570   
27571   ~nd
27572   
27573   lll t tht> countr·ic:s in
27574   that the- future· i$.
27575   d~dd~d
27576   JJroor·E-!-~
27577   
27578   tf1£- ~c•r-td f<'d tlrr- \rnpz:et.
27579   
27580   V.Et atr;o lmC\w, <•f' t>c•tl, sit{H,
27581   
27582   bnd th<-:t tht ~\x 1'if'td~ c•n wldd, . \-!!' havf' )<•1r•t ty
27583   Tfri~
27584   
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27585   t<P 'entte
27586   C-tn be--
27587   
27588   <~ur
27589   
27590   llttt-ntion ovcor thE' nE>JCt ft>w days are
27591   in C•Ur t r-<H:ft- f'C'l6t ic•nt-r
27592   
27593   fr1cH~c·
27594   
27595   .mtrf' subs.tetntiel khoh· kc.-f'k tf(' tf.t-rdc•r c, t.bvf'
27596   
27597   on~s
27598   
27599   e
27600   
27601   uniou~ ~pportunity
27602   
27603   to try to
27604   
27605   achi~v• t~i• pr-oer~~~.
27606   
27607   And if
27608   
27609   b~tbU~e ~f itP d~·
27610   
27611   01ends of C'C:C.liCtlllic. l:djus-tcn('nt it ftH nt•t -'lllbY!i r.•rCovE-d 

,,c.ss'SM<- to r·c·alht- thc-
27612   
27613   f,opt>s pbcE>d fst-rE' C•t- thc·rt- in cc-ruin <!vtr·tNr; irt
27614   tlvd~
27615   
27616   ttr£>
27617   
27618   JJ8St 1 Ht> ~twutd r.ot ~C>n 
27619   
27620   that
27621   
27622   ih~ printipl~
27623   
27624   of dE-v•loping our tr8dP
27625   
27626   r~tat'SCih~ h~s br~n
27627   
27628   j£>opardi1fd.
27629   
27630   ·'·
27631   __ j
27632   
27633   ?5 1!181
27634   
27635   16 , 9
27636   
27637   ..._.;,.·.,.,...;....._..;......__.,t..;.,·;..;·:....··...~."t-.l..·:r......;.,··...

::..·~·~ • • •
27638   
27639   c-.. . . ,. . 
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.:,...,.·-·;..,..,,~.iooio··,.-o~.:h..;.•....:.:.:.o·--~.........:...'·~"";,·....,:.
;..,.<•·..:·."'"~·,~..:..··....:..,:iL.:'...:.;,;..;.~.:.;:........;.:...·...;...:..
:..-~-~b~::...···.:..··....,<.....·-.--.....,-·.;..·~'._.;··~;-""tt.:..."·,...:·.Lt-
-~~~-:...;-......,.......-~...,.--~..;.-.... . . . ' ..... ! -.;,.;.·.·:

27640   
27641   ~
27642   
27643   ---·-•-•••••••••oo•••••••••oo _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
27644   
27645   --------·
27646   i
27647   
27648   - l -
27649   
27650   lhf' ~rt-!-c-ntt" C•f t.Nilfo !>(10 <•f the- fl'tt\~t lrtfttl~ntietl EVtOf't'~O t 

r-~dH~, ,,,;d that C•f thE'
27651   l&qw~t
27652   
27653   thlh('!W dt-l(•!lbt i<•Jt )'C•t tr• r.<•rnf to tht'- £llt<•J.JN•r• rr.rnrnvn'i1 y,
27654   l: C.Nn!f!C•n
27655   
27656   pr·c•vide-, t<•
27657   
27658   tny m~nd, cobjH.\ \v<· CC'•IIHHn&t \ern <•f 1ltf IJC't~l~h·nt<.- <•f
27659   tr·~d<-
27660   
27661   n-·
27662   
27663   !<OlVC" to dt·vc·l<•JJ
27664   
27665   ll<•t\!(·r·n lt!o, l•hf.r·d <.m tht• filet Hrbt our·
27666   
27667   c•c:<•IIC•Inif-~
27668   
27669   i!rc·
27670   
27671   Hu l y c:omp l ('me-r1t e< r·y,
27672   rc.r rtiY l.18tt, fly way <•f em iratr·c,cfuctic•n H• )'(IVr
27673   ~trt-r.s
27674   diHv~t.'\t·h~,
27675   
27676   l .,if<h to
27677   
27678   thf' Hrc·nity r.nd dt>Htlll-ir,c,tl{lll ~\th '~ki<h ~\!. cHaloput> w1th tf,£« 

PN·~l<·'~
27679   
27680   fa·publ l{ (of (:hifl& w\ll l,p fJl'I'HI('d
27681   
27682   t~y
27683   
27684   1f1t' (UI'(opt·l::nj
27685   
27686   C:c•rnlllliHlt y,
27687   
27688   )t
27689   
27690   )!. b!. l:f-ll,
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27691   
27692   wi1h at l tht- tt'nsic•n arC~vnd vs today, that C'V(>tycmto ~ht•uld kntn4 tt.at 

tht- fric·nd•
27693   f.hip llntf t:olidr.r-H )' llt·t ~Hn t ht> F'<·OIJl<•' !\ kqlllb tic <•f (1,1rr<• 

Etlld t 1!1: fl•r·c•Pl•c:n
27694   (:OI11171UI\Hy flf'E-
27695   
27696   ~
27697   
27698   l•lnC•n9 the• SUf'<•st inst l'lllll(-(lt $.
27699   1 £-eil
27700   
27701   C•f
27702   
27703   f.!L>OC.(' c:nd pr·<\?r<·H
27704   
27705   1<•1·
27706   
27707   bll
27708   
27709   JIIC:h-
27710   
27711   Und.
27712   ~iQn,
27713   
27714   WE> $h&N· an £>Quat &nd
27715   C•f
27716   
27717   c.c•nC.f'f·h
27718   
27719   fc•r 'ir.df-pH,oc-ncE' c:nd
27720   
27721   ltC•Il-'ittH·d t-r·<-ru t-
27722   
27723   in th~ )n.t<·mZsl affcdn.
27724   . ·. _:.·--·--·
27725   
27726   <•H•<·r· tc.. untr·ic·!-.
27727   
27728   f:(·llJc•vc-d ~N•Ifl
27729   
27730   bll)' crHSrt· f<•r
27731   
27732   cfc·n,ir·~M
27733   
27734   our p~opJ~s int~nd to
27735   
27736   •ovr
27737   
27738   ~esotut~ly forw~rd tow~r-d~
27739   
27740   a
27741   
27742   tlos~r
27743   
27744   underst6ndinp •
27745   
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27746   The ChinesP end Eu• OP£-bn~ have t<·arnt fret~~ tdst<.Jr )', and tt.ey see it conf 
il-llled

27747   in t-v<·n•day lHf', thlft the-re· ct:n he• nt•itfrt-t c.c•<•IH'I<rt1c•n rac•r- 
pr;<•!tr·t-J.~ t:i1f,c.ut

27748   r·c·f>Pf'tt foJ· thf' pt·r~(lnerllt>' c·f c,tf,u· ''t'C'J'{'"~' c•f thc•ir· 
tv~tc•m5. C<nd tf1c- rules

27749   t ltf'Y ltbVf' tdCiptc·d.
27750   
27751   lhE')' IH•V(«
27752   
27753   1r l $(•
27754   
27755   hc·((•fnf' C,\!(•r·c· chtr· \ ri9 the· tc•vr·H· C•'f r·c·n·nt
27756   b
27757   
27758   ld!-tCit·>• tftllt j{•J· Lott. of thc-01 tlt•vchmml'nt is HOt tmiy
27759   lt)', it h
27760   fll~;o 6
27761   
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27990   NOTE BI0(81) 3 AUX BUREAUX NATIONAUX C.C. AUX MEMBRES DU GROUPE
27991   
27992   1**4'·
27993   
27994   I***
27995   
27996   ·~-----------------------~------------------------------------I LEAVE MY PRESENT 

RESPONSIBILITIES WITH A MIXTURE OF PERSONAL SADNESS AN~ PUBLIC n°TIMISM. THE 
op-·~:~• ·~ ~OR lME P:.·.··n~ OF THE COMMISSION I~ E~~OPE. I WILL TSL- IOU IN A 
MCKf~7 ~~·  THE SADNESS OF rc.~•' A~ISfS FROM PARTING FORI THE LAS~ " ~~ IN MY 
PRESENT CAPACITY FR • SO MANY FAM~LIAR SCENES AND FAMI• LIAR FACES. IT WOULt BE 
VERY IODD IF I WOULD NOT FEEL THAT. I LOOK BACK ON THE LAST FOUR YEARS WITH SOME 
MEMORIES WHICH • ARE BETTER THAN OTHERS. THAT IS ALWAYS SO OF ANY PERIOD OF ' 
ONE'S LIFE. THERE ARE TIMES OF ACHIEVEMENT AND TIMES OF lOISAPPOINTMENT AND 
SETBACK. SO IT HAS BEEN HERE. BUT I AM GLAD THAT I CAME, GLAD THAT I DID THE JOB 
AND THAT 1 WOULD NOT HAVE WISHED TO SPEND THE PAST FOUR YEARS OTHERWISE.

27997   AT THE SAME.TIME I BELIEVE THAT FOUR YEARS IS THE RIGHT PERIOD - NOT FOR A 
COMMISSIONER BUT FOR A PRESIDENT. THIS FIFTH, SIXTH AND SEVENTH TIMES ROUND THE 
SAME ANNUAL COURSE WOULD MEAN 1111111111111111111111111111111111 HE LOST IN 
STALENESS MORE THAN HE GAIN~D IN WISDOM. THEIREFORE WHATEVER THE FUTURE MAY OR MAY 
NOT HOLD FOR ME, M~ TERM HAS IN MY VIEW BE~N OF THE RIGHT LENGTH, NEITHER TOO 
SHORT NOR TOO LONG. I PART HOWEVER WITH PARTICULAR SADNESS FROM MY FELLOW-COMMIS• 
SIONERS. THERE HAVE OF COURSE BEEN SOME DIFFERENCES OF VIEW, EVEN OCCASIONS OF 
TENSION. THAT IS INEVITABLE IN ANY BODY OF 13, EVEN IF THEY DID NOT COME FROM 
DIFFERENT POLITICAL BACKGROUNDS AND NINE DIFFERENT COUNTRIES. BUT I CAN SAY WITH 
AB• SOLUTE HONESTY THAT I HAVE ENJOYED WORKING WITH EACH ONE OF THEM, AND I REGARD 
THE GENERAL LEVEL OF INFORMED DISCUSSION AND OF FRIENDSHIP AS BEING HIGHER THAN 
THAT IN ANY BRITISH CABINET IN WHICH I HAVE SERVED.

27998   
27999   STATEMENT BY PRESIDENT JENKINS AT HIS FAREWELL PRESS CONFERENCE 5 JANUARY 1981
28000   
28001   LET IT BE NOTED THAT WE LOST NO MEMBER OF THE COMMISSION FOR THE FIRST THREE 
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YEIARS AND TEN MONTHS - AND ONLY ONE FOR IIELECTORAL REASON THEN. THIS IS A MUCH 
GREATER RECORD OF STAY• ING TOGETHER THAN YOU CAN FIND IN ALMOST ANY NATIONAL 
GOVERN• MENT OR ANY OTHER GROUP OF COMPARABLE SIZE. WE HAVEN'T EVEN DRIVEN EACH 
OTHER INTO PERMANENT ILL HEALTH. LET IT BE NOTED ALSO THAT A VERY HIGH PROPORTION 
OF MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION ARE ANXIOUS TO STAY ON FOR THE FUTURE. MOST OF THEM 
COULD FIND PLENTY OF OTHER THINGS TO DO. THIS WOULD NOT HAPPEN IF WE WERE FULL OF 
DISCONTENT OR LOW MpRALE. I PAY HIGH TRIBUTE TO MY

28002   /Ill '
28003   
28004   NNNN
28005   
28006   R. BEETHAM
28007   
28008   GPP
28009   
28010   BERL 1/10
28011   
28012   ~-
28013   
28014   ,)
28015   
28016   42713-4
28017   TWELVE ,COLLE·AG'UES OF THE LAST COMMISSION. I COME NOW TO MY REASONS 'IFOR PUBLIC 

OPTIMISM. I A'M NOT GOI*'G TO ·ATTEMPT A DETAILED CATALOGUED BALANCE-SHEET. IN ANY 
EVE·NT YOU #AVE MOST OF Jfou QUITE RIGHTLY ALREADY DRAWN UP AND PUBLU11E-'O 
·y:ou"R O-WN. I TRIED IN A. SERIES OF SPEECHES DURIN-G TH•E •cAtiT~ TO INI1ICATE 
THE WAY FOR..,ARD. ,..,HAT I BELIEVE, LOOKH4G' SACK, IS THAT TH.£ COMMIS:SION 
~~n-H d:.-UC.11: HAS NOW SURVIVED ITS MOST DIFFICULT PERIOD. OF C:OU!RSE IT HAS 
'GRADUALLY OVER THE PAST 15 YEARS OR PERHPAS MORE 'B'f"lf~ DISAPPOINTING THE 
'HOPES OF THOSE WHO THO-UGHT IT .wAS AN E'MIRYCII GO'VERNME~T OF EU'ROPE. I 
DOUBT.• IF I EVE'R Tii'OJIJcG·HT 'T+f'·AT. 'NOR DO • . I THINK THERE .OlJ:.GHT TO 
BE A •••.. INA TED 'AS ·~101"'1"0S£;D T:o AN ELECTf'D ·.~GOVERN'ME•NT OF 
ANYTHI-NG. BUT . , f. RE•AL •DA'N·GE<R ·<W•AS 'FAILIN-G TO II:WACHI:EYE THAT 
ALWAYS OVER- t.il!I1TIOUS AN'D SOMEWHAT 1111111111 I!MAGIN'-ARY 'ROLE, IT '<1-0ULD 
BE- LEFT WITH TH·E DANGEROUS ROLE OF BEING A SECRE"r-·A·RIAT OF GOVERNMENTS, A 
VIEW 'oriHICH I HAVE ALWAYS RESOLUTELY RE;SISTED. I BELIEVE THAT DANGER IS PAST. 
WE HAVE IN A SE'NSE COME OF AGE IIIIIIIIIIIIIARITHMETICALLY AND METAPHO·UC·AU.Y. 
WE ,HAVE NOW TO LEARN TO LIVE WITH A HARSHER C.LIMATE - ECONOMIC•ALLY OBVIOUSLY. 
WE HAVE TO DE/IL IN THIS ·KA·RSHER CLlf+ATE -.WIT:H A .WIDER AND LESS COHERENT 
EUROPE THAN THH OF THE -G'RI~ItM.L S.N< "·• AND THIS WILL BECOME MORE SO AS 
ENLARG,EMENT PR'O~'RE.SSES. ,..,E 'HAlftHAD TO Ll VE IN A CLIMATE OF PUBLIC 
o·PitHON IN 'WHIC'H·'?IUC<H :oF THE ORIGINAL, EXCITING, DEEPLY FELT AND EMOTIONAL 
ENTi!ltJ;SlAS'M F-OR A UNITED EUROPE, A LOT OF WHICH SPRANG FROM THE +1--R:'R.ORS 
OF THE THEN RECENT PAST, HAS RECEDEO. WE HAVE HAD TO ADJUST TO CERTAIN Clf.ANGE•S 
IN THE INSTITUTIONAL BALANCE - TO THE INCREASING EMERGE'NCE OF l'HE El:lRG'PEAN 
COUNCIL AS A FOCUS OF COMMUNITY DECISION-MAKING, >AifH> T.O LIFE WITH THE NEW 
DIRECTLY ELECTED PARLIAMENT. THE POHTION OF THE COMMISSION WAS TO BEGIN WITH MUCH 
LESS SECURE IN T:H.E EUROPEAN COUNCIL THAN IN THE TREATY-BASED CCUNCIL OF 
MINISTERS. THAT I BELIEVE HAS BEEN RECTIFIED. EQUALLY I THINK 'WE HAVE SO FAR 
ACHIEVED A GOOD AND IMPORTANT RELATiONSHIP WITH THE NEW PARLIAMENT. THE COMMISSION 
ITSELF NEEDS fLEXIBILITY. IN T~ESE CHANGING CIRCI,JMSTANCES. I HOPE THAT 
GOVERNMENTS WILL NOT ALLO,.., IT TO BECOME TOO BIG AFTER THE INCLUSION OF SP·AIN 
AND PORTUGAL. IN MY VIEW 17 WOULD BE TOO BIG. I HOPE THAT THE FU:RT·HER 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SPIERENBURG REPORT - WE HAVE DONE 'W"HAT IS ·WITHIN 'OUR 
INTERNAL POOlER - WILL BE CARRIED lOUT QUICKLY-. TH:E C·'ti'AN:GES IT RECOMMENDED. 
WILL IMPROVE THE EFFECTIVENESS AND MORALE cQF OUR RELATIVELY SMALL STAFF', FOR 
14H'OSE .DEDICATIO,~, AND IN THE GREAT
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28018   
28019   /Ill
28020   NNNN
28021   
28022   .
28023   
28024   :·'
28025   
28026   516Z74 MAJORITY OF CASES, VERY HARD WORK, I OFFER MY GRATEFUL THANKS. I WISH THE 

NEW COMMISSION AND PARTICULARLY MY SUCCESSOR GASTON THORN THE BEST OF GOOD 
FORTUNE. I MIGHT SAY HE WILL NEED IT. HE WILL FACE DAUNTING BUT NOT IMPOSSIBLE 
TASKS. I BELIEVE HE WILL SURMOUNT THEM. THE ~ANDATE OFFERS A GREAT OPPORTUNITY. IN 
CONCLUSION, I THANK YOU ALL FOR THE JOB YOU DO IN PRESENTING THE ALWAYS COMPLEX, 
SOMETIMES HUMDRUM, OCCASIONALLY QUIARRELSOME BUSINESS OF THE COMMUNITY TO THE 
EUROPEAN PUBLIC. I DON'T ALWAYS AGREE WITH THE JUDGMENTS OF ALL OF YOU, BUT I 
GREAfLY RESPECT YOUR PROFESSIONAL SKILL AND INTEGRITY. I THANK YOU AND I WISH YOU 
WELL IN THE FUTURE.'' POINTS IN ANSWER TO QUESTIONS : 1. THE 1980/81 BUDGETARY 
ARGUMENT : THE PROBLEM IS A MIXTURE OF POLITICAL AND LEGAL ISSUES. THE 
COMMISSION'S POLITICAL JUDGMENT IS. tHAT PARLIAMENT HAS APPROVED THE BUDGET, AND 
ACCEPTS THAT THERE ZS A BUDGET. IT WILL BE FOR THE NEW COMMISSION TO DECIDE HOW TO 
PROCEED FROM HERE AND HOW TO PURSUE THE LEGAL ASPECTS. 2. BUDGETARY BALANCE : I DO 
NOT BELIEVE A PROPERLY BALANCED BUDGET SERVING THE INTERESTS OF ALL MEMBER STATES, 
AND RECOGNISING THAT THE COMMUNITY IS IMORE ~HAN AN AGRICULTURAL ONE, CAN BE 
ACHIEVED WITHIN THE PRESENT LIMIT OF OWN RESOURCES. REGARDS, M. SANTARELLI COMEUR 
NNNN

28027   
28028   SYI1f72
28029   
28030   ?
28031   
28032   NNNN
28033   
28034   **** *year_1981 *date_1981-01-22 *place_Washington
28035   
28036   
28037   THE SAMUEL D. BERGER MEMORIAL LECTURE delivered by THE RIGHT HON ROY JENKINS at 

the University of Georgetown, Washington D.C. Thursday, 22nd January 1981 THE ROLE 
OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY IN WORLD AFFAIRS

28038   
28039   I am greatly honoured to give the first in the series of lectures dedicated to the 

memory of Samuel D. Berger.
28040   
28041   I remember him well, particularly in the early post war years. He was a good 

friend of my country To a distinguished career
28042   
28043   and a good servant of yours. he brought special gifts:
28044   
28045   deep and sympathetic knowledge a rare quality), high
28046   
28047   of labour affairs (in those days
28048   
28049   ability as an administrator, and above all a professionalism and integrity in the 

many tasks he performed in widely differing economic and political circumstances. I
28050   
28051   believe that he was known. in the trade as Silent Sam; but this did not prevent 

him from expressing sometimes unpalatable truths, notably to the Vice President of 
the United States in 1954. This led, I believe, to a
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28052   
28053   temporary eclipse, but as so often on such occasions his qualities shone all the 

brighter afterwards.
28054   
28055   /The
28056   
28057   ~2-
28058   
28059   The Europe which Ambassador Berger knew after the war has of course changed beyond 

recognition. Before talking about the European
28060   
28061   Community and its role in world affairs, I want to say something about the wider 

Europe, some of whose characteristics remain the same as in Ambassador
28062   Berger~s
28063   
28064   day.
28065   
28066   Our continent - or rather peninsula Thirty five
28067   
28068   at the end of Asia - is still fragmented.
28069   
28070   years after the war: the eastern half is maintained within the Soviet empire by 

troops which are at once forward offensive forces and local garrisons. The
28071   
28072   western half formed itself into the nucleus which is now the European Community, 

with countries to north, east and south which are associated with it in various 
ways. When we use the word European, we tend to mean

28073   
28074   someone from one of the ten Member States of the Community. This is an 

understandable mistake but it As General de Gaulle
28075   
28076   is a mistake all the same.
28077   
28078   recalled from his school text book, Europe stretches from the Atlantic to the 

Urals; and the Europeans of the Community have not forgotten and always reckon 
with the Europeans to north, east and south of them. This dimension of European 
affairs is one which we neglect at our peril. It was conspicuous at the

28079   
28080   time of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe which led to the 

Helsinki Declaration; and it underlines events in Eastern Europe today. /How
28081   
28082   -3How do the Europeans from this divided continent express themselves? Obviously 

they do so
28083   
28084   through the nation states with which all are familiar. London is no less London, 

Paris no less Paris and Warsaw no less Warsaw. But elements of nationhood For 
defence

28085   
28086   have passed to new collective institutions.
28087   
28088   there is the Atlantic Alliance (with eleven European states participating) and the 

Warsaw Pact; for economic matters the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (eighteen European states participating) and the Council for Mutual 
Economic Assistance which painfully binds Eastern Europe to the Soviet Union; and 
for finance the Bank for International Settlements and the Group of Ten (seven 
European states participating). Then there are such looser gatherings as the 
Economic Summit meetings (four European states and the Community participating). 
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Finally in a class by
28089   
28090   itself the European Community, comprising ten European states, and we hope before 

long twelve.
28091   
28092   This is a complex picture with aspects which relate less to Europe and European 

interests than to the attitude which the Soviet Union takes towards its neighbours 
and the rest of the world. Moreover it is a moving picture with parts of it

28093   
28094   /moving
28095   
28096   ---------------------
28097   
28098   '.
28099   -4moving faster than others. All European nation
28100   
28101   '.
28102   
28103   states without exception have lost the importance they knew in the past, even as 

recently as twenty years ago. Some are of course reluctant to recognise
28104   
28105   it, which makes the job of those who deal with them more difficult. Those within 

the European Community
28106   
28107   have lost something to gain something else; those on the edges of the Community, 

great attention though we pay to their interests, are conscious of the draught 
which swirls around the big trading mass of the Community; and those on the 
Eastern side are locked

28108   by a combination of their own sophisticated caution
28109   
28110   and the nervous rigidity of the Soviet Union into a semi colonialism more 

difficult and dangerous to break than was British, French and Dutch imperialism in 
Africa and Asia.

28111   
28112   In broad terms, where the Europeans have joined together, they have fortified 

themselves, and where they have not, they have become dependent on others and been 
weakened thereby. Even in areas where

28113   
28114   there is an identifiable European interest, the Europeans have not always come 

together. is defence. An example
28115   
28116   Americans and Europeans are of course
28117   
28118   joined in defence of the North Atlantic countries on both sides of the ocean. 

There is a belief that an
28119   
28120   effective European grouping might be divisive of /the
28121   
28122   -5the Atlantic Alliance. true. I do not think this to be
28123   
28124   What is true is that European views on
28125   
28126   defence have at present little collective weight, and this at a time when crucial 

defence decisions for the next decade need to be taken. By contrast
28127   
28128   the area in which the Europeans have increasingly worked together, made the 

necessary sacrifices, and, often unwillingly, surrendered ancient but illusory 
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elements of sovereignty is that of their economic activities in the widest sense. 
From the beginning

28129   
28130   their aims have been political and their means economic; and in both political and 

economic terms the Community already exercises the weight which is more than the 
sum of its parts. It has thus

28131   
28132   become the most important interlocutor of the United States.
28133   
28134   It would be intellectually tidy to see the Community as an embryo United States of 

Europe. But comparisons are dangerously facile.
28135   
28136   The United States is a federal state with all the appurtenances of sovereign power 

within a constitution 204 and a half years old. The European
28137   
28138   Community is a partial association of ten ancient states, each with its own 

history, characteristics /and
28139   
28140   -------"-----'---------------------------------------
28141   
28142   -
28143   
28144   -6and language (or way of speaking it), whose constitution is not quite twenty 

four years old and whose present membership is no older than three weeks. The 
differences between the two are so

28145   
28146   greatthat 1 analogies are virtually meaningless. It is perhaps better to refer to 

the uniting rather than the united states of Europe, and to say that the direction 
their evolution is taking is all their own and matches no federal or even 
confederal model. Anything I may describe today was not the same ten years ago 
hence. and will not be the same ten years

28147   
28148   I would like to say a, brief word about the structure of the Community as it has 

been built since 1957. Our written constitution
28149   
28150   is the Treaty of Rome as subsequently amended. This represents a balance between 

respect for the powers of the Member States and the grant of a measure of supra 
nationality in economic, legislative and judicial institutions. matters to our four

28151   
28152   First there is the Commission, of which I ceased to be President two and a half 

weeks ago. /The
28153   
28154   -7The Commission is the executive agency of the Community: it proposes, it 

manages, but it does not, except in one or two areas, dispose. It enjoys full
28155   
28156   political independence; and it regards itself as accountable to the European 

Parliament but not to the Member Governments, although it is appointed by them. 
Second there is the Council of Ministers, Its

28157   
28158   bringing together the Member Governments.
28159   
28160   main job is to take the decisions necessary to run and develop the Community. Not 

surprisingly,
28161   
28162   tension - sometimes but not always creative - tends to arise between the 

Commission and the Council. Third there is the European Parliament with some clear 
cut powers
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28163   ~
28164   
28165   such as to reject the budget
28166   
28167   or to dismiss the Commission - but more imprecise ones of an advisory and 

supervisory kind. Since
28168   
28169   the direct election of its members the Parliament has increasingly exercised both 

its power and influence. Together the Parliament and Commission
28170   
28171   represent a European constituency which is different from the sum of national 

constituencies represented by the Member States. Fourth there is the
28172   
28173   Court of Justice whose principal job is to compel respect for the Treaty and 

interpret the law of the Community. Its
28174   
28175   /judgements
28176   
28177   .•
28178   
28179   ,...sjudgements are legally binding throughout Member States and can override 

national law and bring national states to book. In due course the Court may come to
28180   
28181   play as important a part in the history of Europe as the Supreme Court in the 

first half of the nineteenth century in the history of the United States.
28182   
28183   Beside those four institutions there are two more flexible ones outside the scope 

of the Treaty. There is the European Council, or Summit meeting. The
28184   
28185   ten Heads of State or Government with the President of the European Commission 

meet three times a year, with a very broad agenda and together constitute the 
political spearhead of the Community. Second there is the loose

28186   
28187   arrangement of Political Cooperation by which the ten -Member States seek to 

coordinate their foreign policy towards the outside world.
28188   
28189   This description inevitably sounds rather static. machine. But I am speaking of an 

organism rather than a The Community is young and growing rather than old Like all 
organisms it is growing faster Some parts of the Community's

28190   
28191   and set in its ways.
28192   
28193   in some areas than others.
28194   
28195   activities, such as agriculture, competition policy and external trade, are 

centrally managed through common policies; others such as energy, regional 
development, economic policy and monetary matters are a mixture of Community and 
national competence; in yet other areas such as transport and the

28196   fosterin~
28197   
28198   jof
28199   
28200   -9..,..
28201   
28202   of advanced technology industries, Community policies are still at an embryonic 

stage. There are many catalysts for
28203   
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28204   growth : I need only mention the recent creation of the European Monetary System 
with its currency unit the ECU, and the creation, as we hope, of a common 
fisheries policy, to show the continued but uneven dynamism of the whole.

28205   
28206   It is not always easy to work with this multifarious, growing organisation with 

its changing competences and shifting balance of power between the Community and 
its constituent states. No wonder that

28207   
28208   Americans sometimes find the Community exasperating to deal with, and complain 

that the Europeans are either incapable of putting together a common policy or 
that if they have done so it becomes unnegotiable and set in concrete. All I can

28209   
28210   respond is that we in the Community sometimes have the same feeling when dealing 

with the agencies in Washington; and when the President has put his thumb on a 
policy, that too can take on the consistency of concrete. Moreover, we have

28211   
28212   an added dimension of difficulty in that your executive is subject to Congress, 

and Congress, particularly in the last few years, has strong views of its own.
28213   
28214   I was struck by a paper by Congressman Don Pease published inthe Congressional 

Record of 1 December last year. In it he wrote: /"It should be
28215   
28216   -::-10-
28217   
28218   "It should be pointed out that the United States leaders are greatly constrained 

by domestic politics and that the American President cannot always act 
consistently and unilaterally. This fact has understandably frustrated European 
leaders. The American political system is unique. Constitutional structure and 
practice make it one which allows many actors, with Congress at the forefront, to 
participate in policy formulation and evaluation ......... It is by no means 
certain that Congress will approve a foreign policy initiative to which the 
President commits the nation." Just substitute the word European for United States 
or American, Community for President and Member States for Congress, and the same 
can be said of the foreign role of the Community.

28219   
28220   So we have to learn to deal with each other as we are, and to accept that high 

professional knowledge and skill is essential in so doing. Here I pay tribute to the
28221   
28222   exceptional people who have been responsible for conducting relations between the 

Community and the United States during my time of office as President of the 
Commission : on the European side of the Atlantic Ambassador Hinton and now 
Ambassador Enders for the United States; and on the American side Ambassador Spaak 
and now Ambassador de Kergorlay for the Community.

28223   
28224   I now turn to the particular political and economic circumstances which determine 

the role of the European Community in world affairs. In examining them I hope to 
convey Then I will

28225   
28226   some idea of why the Community acts as it does.
28227   
28228   turn to wha.t the Community does in three main areas of /policy
28229   
28230   -11-
28231   
28232   policy: relations with other industrial countries; relations with oil producers; 

and relations with the world at large. I shall conclude with a word on the kind of 
world with which the Community and the United States will have to deal in the 
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future.
28233   
28234   The central characteristic of Europe is its vulnerability. I have already spoken 

of the continuing
28235   
28236   division of Europe with its long Eastern frontier garrisoned by Soviet forces 

(although more to keep people in on their side than to prevent incursion from 
ours). Unlike the United

28237   
28238   States we have a border problem of such magnitude that American forces, by our 

wish, your sense of duty and our common interest, have never gone home, 
thirty-five years after the war. By

28239   
28240   itself Europe is not a defensible entity in the conditions of modern war.
28241   
28242   Next there is our vulnerability over raw materials. The Community has to import 

75% of its raw materials. By
28243   
28244   comparison the United States imports under 25% and the Soviet Union under 10%. 

Like Japan, most West European countries
28245   
28246   must import not only the energy they need to power industry but also the minerals 

they need for industry to convert into manufactured goods. It follows that Western 
Europe as a whole

28247   
28248   and the Community in particular is highly dependent on external trade. The 

percentage of GNP devoted to foreign trade varies
28249   
28250   from Community country to country but in some cases it reaches
28251   jup to
28252   
28253   -12up to 60%. This means that Europe has an enormous interest,
28254   
28255   even greater than yours, in the stability of the world economy and respect for 

international rules governing trade, investment, money and other forms of exchange 
between states.

28256   
28257   There have been suggestions in the past, notably from Dr. Kissinger in 1973, that 

the role of Europe in the world has become more regional than global. For the What
28258   
28259   reasons I have given, I believe this to be misleading.
28260   
28261   is true is that neither the European states nor the Community of today exercises 

political power commensurate with the worldwide network of European interests and 
responsibilities. The Europeans are compelled by their circumstances as well as 
their history and inclinations to play a world role but they do so from position 
of vulnerability. When Europeans can

28262   
28263   accurately boast that the Community inside and out accounts for some 40% of the 

world's trade, that the population of the Community is substantially greater than 
that of either the United States or the Soviet Union, and that its heritage of 
civilisation, skill, technology and inventiveness is second to none, on the other 
hand it must be said that many of these

28264   
28265   assets are unfocussed in terms of political and economic power and that the 

present Community could not, even if it so wished, play that relatively 
independent role in world affairs which is open to the United States, the Soviet 
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Union and to some extent, China.
28266   
28267   It may be different in the future as the economic integration of Europe 

proceeds,with its many consquences in other /fields
28268   
28269   -13fields. Today I state the situation as it is.
28270   
28271   Against this background I look now at the Community's relations with its 

industrial partners. I
28272   
28273   count the major industrial countries as the United States, Japan, most of .the 

other members of the OECD, and the Soviet Union. Obviously our relationship is so 
complex that it But here the main instrument of Responsibility for trade policy

28274   
28275   defies simple definition. Community policy is trade.
28276   
28277   is a Community competence and the Commission has major responsibilities. In the 

recent Multilateral Trade Negotations,
28278   
28279   now successfully concluded, the Community spoke with one voice, and showed what it 

could do as a united body. The negotiations
28280   
28281   were perhaps the most ambitious, certainly the most complex, ever launched, and in 

difficult circumstances - much more so than at the time of the Kennedy Round - the 
results fully justified expectations. Their significance lay in setting

28282   
28283   new and more stringent rules for world trade, and within these rules substantial 

trade liberalisation. We firmly set our
28284   
28285   faces against protectionism and committed ourselves to maintenance, indeed 

extension, of the open world trading system. With our partners, notably the United 
States and Japan, we now have to give effect to the results and build upon them 
together.

28286   
28287   The role of the Community is not so precise but of increasing importance in the 

less tangible aspects of the relationship between industrial countries which 
figure on the agendas of the successive Economic Summit meetings.

28288   '
28289   
28290   They
28291   
28292   include macro-economic management generally, international jrnonecary
28293   
28294   -14-
28295   
28296   monetary matters, energy in all its forms and ramifications, and relations with 

non industrial countries. At the Summit
28297   
28298   meetinzs -::r-:'3 C,:;mmunity as such is represented by the President of the 

Commission and the current President of the Council (who changes every six 
months); and the four biggest out of the ten Hembers of the Community are also 
represented in their own right. Looking recently through the declarations

28299   
28300   published after the four Summit meetings I have attended London, Bonn, Tokyo and 

Venice - I saw more clearly than perhaps at the time the developing character of 
the relationship between industrial countries and the in it. In the Summit 
framework,
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28301   pla~e
28302   
28303   of the Community
28304   
28305   including preparation for
28306   
28307   and follow up of meetings, we have a valuable instrument whose importance will, I 

believe, increase in the future.
28308   
28309   The relationship between the Community on one side and the Soviet Union and 

Eastern Europe on the other is hobbled by political considerations. But lack of 
political

28310   
28311   progress tends to mask the growth of trade which under the umbrella of detente has 

been significant in recent years. for the political side, the Russians have never 
liked the Community. It spells to them the strengthening of Western As

28312   
28313   Europe and the evolution of an entity with potentialities equal to if not greater 

than their own. They prefer Europe
28314   
28315   to remain divided, and have done their best, happily without success, to frustrate 

the process of integration. They do not
28316   
28317   even formally recognise the existence of the Community and have to deal with it 

through diplomatic subterfuges. But the way /i'n which
28318   
28319   -15in which economic relations have developed on a bilateral basis between Western 

and Eastern Europe is a token both of the mutual advantage which both have found 
(although I would not pretend that the balance of advantage is always equal), and 
of that sense of a wider Europe to which I have already referred. This explains in 
some measure how

28320   
28321   it is that European policy towards the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe cannot be 

turned on and off like a tap. We saw this with painful clarity when with you we 
were considering how best to put pressure on the Soviet Union after the Soviet 
invasion of Afghanistan.

28322   
28323   All industrial countries, of the East as of the West, have much in common. As Mrs. 

Gandhi once said:
28324   
28325   "To believe that a particular ideological system at a moment of history has 

universal value is a superstition". I am
28326   
28327   afraid that a good deal of intellectual categorisation is superstition too, a 

product of past thinking and present inertia. We tend to dodge two linked issues 
which face all the need for industrial renewal, that

28328   
28329   industrial countries:
28330   
28331   is to say the process of switching effort and investment from old and declining 

industries to new and technologically advanced ones; and the need to accommodate 
the growth of

28332   
28333   industry in other parts of the world to our own economies in fashioning a world 

system which necessarily involves a varying division of labour. The industrial 
tricks which we learned Indeed it is in

28334   
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28335   in the past have now been learned by others. our interest that they should learn 
them.

28336   
28337   But it requires of
28338   
28339   us readiness to accept change, and flexibility in our economies, /which so far
28340   
28341   -16which so far have been lacking. Here the Community's
28342   
28343   industrial record is less good than that of Japan and in certain ways less good 

than that of the United States; although it should be added that our record in aid 
and other forms of cooperation, which we have worked out under the

28344   Lorn~
28345   
28346   Convention which links 60 countries to the Community, puts us ahead of either in 

these respects. On industrial adjustment,
28347   
28348   the last European Commission did its best to alert European opinion and set in 

train the change in direction which is vitally necessary.
28349   
28350   Next I look at the Community's relationship with the oil producing countries. of 

the Community's vulnerability. Again, I must remind you Although we are less
28351   
28352   dependent than Japan on Middle Eastern and North African oil, we still draw about 

40% of all our primary energy supplies directly from those areas. States draws 
less than 9%. By comparison the United

28353   
28354   The Community consumes 2.1 tons
28355   
28356   of oil per head a year, of which 86% comes from oil imports, while the United 

States consumes 3.9 tons of oil per head a year of which 50% comes from imports. 
These figures show, if it

28357   
28358   is necessary to show, why the Community is so concerned not only about stability 

of oil supplies but also about the problems of the area from which most of the oil 
comes. Our relationship In a

28359   
28360   with the Middle East is not of course one-sided.
28361   
28362   traditiona:L area of European interest our trade has greatly increased, 

particularly in the last few years.
28363   Europe~n
28364   
28365   products have found new markets and European service industries have taken deep 

root. As for the oil producing countries, they
28366   
28367   -17have invested substantially in Western Europe, and in economic terms our 

relationship has become close.
28368   
28369   It is not therefore surprising - although it seems to surprise some people - that 

the Member States of the Community, working together through the process of 
Political Cooperation should have sought to develop a correspondingly important 
political relationship. There

28370   
28371   is much common ground between the process launched at Camp David and the ideas set 

out in the Venice Declaration of the Community Member States. Both look for a 
comprehensive
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28372   
28373   settlement; and both call for recognition of tile right of existence within secure 

borders of all in the area, and of the legitimate rights of the Palestinian 
people. Venice and subsequently at the European Council at Luxembourg in December 
we went a little further than was possible at Camp David. We spoke of borders 
being guaranteed But at

28374   
28375   and of the readiness of the Member States of the Community to participate in such 

guarantees. We spoke of the need for
28376   
28377   involvement of all the parties, including the Palestinian Liberation Organisation. 

of Jerusalem. We drew attention to the problem
28378   
28379   Since then there has been a follow-up in the
28380   
28381   form of talks with all countries in the area, and these are continuing. We now 

have to reflect and consider further what Obviously, we want to work Equally 
obviously we could

28382   
28383   kind of initiative we might take. as closely as possible with you.
28384   
28385   not accept that Europe, with its enormous interest in the Middle East and its 

stability, could or should be excluded from helping in the search for a long-term 
and comprehensive settlement.

28386   
28387   /Last I turn
28388   
28389   '
28390   
28391   .
28392   
28393   -18-
28394   
28395   Last I turn to the world at large.
28396   
28397   It
28398   
28399   is at least curious, and perhaps significant, that the relationship between 

industrial and non industrial countries has never been given a fully satisfactory 
definition. The usual piece of shorthand is the North/South Dialogue, but the 
phrase is pretty misleading. multi-polar world. We live in a

28400   
28401   North talks to north, south to south, Even the notion of a
28402   
28403   east to west, and west to east.
28404   
28405   dialogue between developed and developing countries, or stated more crudely, 

between rich and poor, is misleading. Some
28406   
28407   so-called developing countries have, as I indicated earlier, created very 

successful industries; while in some of the so-called developed countries post 
industrial decline has set in and some of their regions have become relatively 
impoverished.

28408   
28409   The truth is that there are no tidy geographical boxes in which to put the various 

interests involved, and no easy definitions. If this is clearer
28410   
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28411   today than it was ten years ago, it is at least partly because of the crisis in 
our affairs caused by the continuing rise in the price of oil. Within two or

28412   
28413   three years traditional categories were rendered out of date. Countries which had 

once looked at each
28414   
28415   other across the table found themselves sitting
28416   
28417   -19-
28418   
28419   side by side.
28420   
28421   Countries previously reckoned poor Perhaps
28422   
28423   now found themselves among the rich.
28424   
28425   more important countries which had always been poor now found themselves a great 

deal poorer, with the cost of oil alone, even with low capita consumption, 
consuming pretty well all their export earnings.

28426   
28427   So far the negotiations at New· York and elsewhere to create a world economic 

system more responsive to the changes of our time have been frustrated. People 
have exhausted

28428   
28429   themselves in long drawn out discussions with little to show for them. This is 

partly because
28430   
28431   of the wide differences of approach, but still more because of differences of 

expectation. In
28432   
28433   many ways the problem is too complex and goes too deep to be negotiable. We have 

to proceed more
28434   
28435   slowly and less ambitiously, step by practical step.
28436   
28437   /At the same time
28438   
28439   '
28440   
28441   .
28442   
28443   -20-
28444   
28445   At the same time it is, in my view, no good for the industrial countries to think 

that things can continue broadly as they are, and that disbursement of limited 
quantities of aid can play a major part in coping with the enormous and growing 
problems of the greater part of mankind. Nor is it any good

28446   
28447   the oil producers thinking that they can safely invest their profits in the 

industrial countries while leaving to the industrial countries the responsibility 
and the risk of recycling revenues from oil. Nor is

28448   
28449   it any good the Communist countries thinking that the problems of
28450   non~industrial
28451   
28452   countries are a kind of
28453   
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28454   capitalist plot and confining their own efforts to sales of armaments and the 
struggle for power and influence. Finally it is no good the poorer

28455   
28456   countries thinking they can change the rules of the international economic order 

overnight to their advantage, above all at a time of industrial recession,
28457   
28458   continuing inflation and increasing unemployment in industrial countries. In this 

area of policy the Community has a special role to play. By history, tradition
28459   
28460   and interest it is more closely linked than any other industrial grouping with the 

rest of the world, and in a real sense is dependent upon it. It has
28461   
28462   fa close
28463   
28464   -21-
28465   
28466   a close Treaty relationship with sixty relatively poor countries through the Lome 

Convention, and other forms of treaty or association with most other countries in 
the world, including China. It neither wishes to cling to the present order of 
things, nor to endorse some of the cruder blueprints for a new one. It has a 
specific

28467   
28468   contribution to make not only in terms of trade, aid and other relationships, but 

in helping to promote the evolution of that new world economic system which is 
clearly necessary. Public opinion

28469   
28470   as well as governments in the industrial countries have yet to understand the 

scope and magnitude of what is at stake. This year will be crucial
28471   
28472   with the Economic Summit at Ottawa where these problems
28473   w~ll
28474   
28475   be high on the agenda, and the
28476   
28477   projected meeting at Mexico of representative countries from all sides concerned. 

Above all we
28478   
28479   need more understanding and more readiness to hear other points of view.
28480   
28481   I
28482   
28483   think that the fundamental idea should
28484   
28485   be that of mutual advantage, coupled of course with the idea of mutual 

responsibility. Industrial as well
28486   
28487   as non industrial countries, oil producing countries jas well
28488   
28489   '
28490   
28491   .
28492   
28493   -22-
28494   
28495   as well as oil consuming countries, state trading countries as well as those with 

market economies, will all have to carry an appropriate part of the burden of 
change. If there will be gains for all The penalties
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28496   
28497   there will be sacrifices for all.
28498   
28499   of failure - social breakdown, contagious instability, violence in all its forms - 

are worse than any of us in his right mind would wish to contemplate.
28500   
28501   We are all inhabitants of one small planet, and in the first as well as the last 

resort we have to see our problems in a planetary framework. I particularly 
welcome the formidable work undertaken in the United States which led to the 
publication of the Global 2000 Report last July. Unlike other forward

28502   
28503   looks into the future, it did not attempt to make precise predictions. It set out 

alternatives. It
28504   
28505   showed what would happen if certain tendencies and trends were to continue. In 

short it underlined
28506   
28507   the responsibility we still have in inventing our own future. alarming. Some of 

the possibilities are indeed Population growth, depletion of resources,
28508   
28509   pollution of the environment, deteriorating food supply prospects will anyway make 

this last twenty years of the twentieth century difficult and dangerous for every 
human being. We should I think have the /philosophy

28510   
28511   -23-
28512   
28513   philosophy of this Report in our minds as we look at the world and the problems 

which now beset us.
28514   
28515   I have talked more in this lecture about global economic problems than I have 

about the continuing political and military rivalries which bedevil international 
relationships. is no accident. This

28516   
28517   It corresponds with the role of
28518   
28519   the Community in the world and the priorities which are imposed on the Community 

by the circumstances I have descriQed. That does not mean that I under-
28520   
28521   estimate the danger . ,. . the very real danger - that mankind should one day blow 

itself up or irremediably poison its environment. That hazard is one we have
28522   
28523   all had to face since the invention of nuclear weapons. But in facing it, we still 

have to carry
28524   
28525   on with the process of living, of adapting ourselves to new circumstances, of 

dealing with other problems and dangers, of creating a world - inventing a future 
- more responsive to the needs of all mankind. In this process the European 
Community

28526   
28527   has a major and growing part to play.
28528   
28529   European Community
28530   No. 6/1981 January 22, 1981
28531   
28532   THE ROLE OF THE EUROPEAN COM?-1UNITY IN WORLD AFFAIRS
28533   
28534   Roy Jenkins, former President of the Commission of-the European Communities, 
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delivered the first Samuel D. Berger Memorial Lecture at Georgetown University 
today. Excerpts follow.

28535   
28536   ON ATLANTIC ALLIANCE: In broad terms, where the Europeans have joined together, 

they have fortified themselves, and where they have not, they have become 
dependent on others and weakened thereby. Even in areas where there is an 
identifiable European interest, the Europeans have not always come together. An 
example is defense. Americans and Europeans, are, of course, joined in defense of 
the North Atlantic countries on both sides of the ocean. There is a belief that an 
effective European grouping might be divisive of the Atlantic Alliance. I do not 
think this to be true. What is true is that European views on defense have at 
present little collective weight, and this at a time when crucial defense 
decisions for the next decade need to be taken. By contrast, the area in which the 
Europeans have increasingly worked together, made the necessary sacrifices, and, 
often unwillingly, surrendered ancient, but illusory, elements of sovereignty is 
that of their economic activities in the widest sense. From the beginning their 
aims have been political and their means ecoDomic; and in both political and 
economic terms the Co~munity already exercises the weight which is more than the 
sum of its parts. It has thus become the most important interlocuter of the United 
States. ON GOVERNING: It is not always easy to work with this multifarious, 
growing organisation with its changing competences and shifting balance of

28537   Washington office: 2100 M Street NW Washington DC 20037 I telephone (202) 862-9500 
I telex: 89-539 EURCOM

28538   EUROPEAN COMMUNITY INFORMATION SERVICE
28539   
28540   New York office: 1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, 245 E 47th Street New York, New York 

10017 /Telephone: (212) 371-3804
28541   
28542   2
28543   
28544   power between the Community and its constituent states. No wonder that Americans 

sometimes find the Community exasperating to deal with, and complain that the 
Europeans are either incapable of putting together a common policy or that if they 
have done so it becomes unnegotiable and set in concrete. All I can respond is 
that we in the Community sometimes have the same feeling when dealing with the 
agencies in Washington; and when the President has put his thumb on a policy, that 
too can take on the consistency of concrete. Moreover, we have an added dimension 
of difficulty in that your executive is subject to Congress, and Congress, 
particularly in the last few years, has strong views of its own. ON DEPENDENCE: 
The central characteristic of Europe is its vulnerability. I have already spoken 
of the continuing division of Europe with its long Eastern frontier garrisoned by 
Soviet forces (although more to keep people in on their side than to prevent 
incursion from ours). Unlike the United States we have a border problem of such 
magnitude that American forces, by our wish, your sense of duty and our common 
interest, have never gone horne, thirtv-five years after the war. By itself Europe 
is not a defensible entity in the conditions of modern war. Next there is our 
vulnerability over raw materials. The Community has to irn~ort 75% of its raw 
materials. By comparison the United States imports under 25% and the Soviet Union 
under 10%. Like ,Japan, most Nest European countries must import not only the 
energy they need to power industry but also the minerals they need for industry to 
convert into manufactured goods. It follows that Western Europe as a whole and the 
Community in particular is highly dependent on external trade. The percentage of 
GNP devoted to foreign trade varies from Community country to country but in some 
cases it reaches up to 60%. This means that Europe has an enormous interest, even 
greater than yours, in the stability of the world economy and respect for 
international rules governing trade, investment, money and other forms of exchange 
between states. ON GLOBAL ROLE: There have been suggestions in the past, notably 
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from Dr. Kissinger in 1973, that the role of Europe in the world has become more 
regional than global. For the reasons I have given, I believe this to be 
misleading. What is true is that neither the European states nor the Community of 
today exercises political power commensurate with the worldwide network of 
European interests and responsibilities.

28545   
28546   3
28547   
28548   The Europeans are compelled by their circumstances as well as their history and 

inclinations to play a world role but they do so from a position of vulnerability. 
When Europeans can accurately boast that the Community inside and out accounts for 
some 40% of the world's trade, that the population of the Commun_i tv is 
substantially greater than that of either the United States of the Soviet Union, 
and that its heritage of civilisation, skill, technology and inventiveness is 
second to none, on the other hand it must be said that many of these assets are 
unfocussed in terms of political and economic power and that the present Community 
could not, even if it so wished, play that relatively independent role in world 
affairs which is open to the United States, the Soviet Union and, to some extent, 
China. ON OIL: Next, I look at the Community's relationship with the oil producing 
countries. Again, I must remind you the Community's vulnerability. Although we are 
less dependent than Japan on Middle Eastern and North African oil, we still draw 
about 40% of all our primary energy supplies directly from those areas. By 
comparison the United States draws less than 9%. The Community consumes 2.1 tons 
of oil per head a year, of which 86% comes from oil imports, while the United 
States consumes 3.9 tons of oil per head a year, of which 50% comes from imports. 
These figures show, if it is necessary to show, why the Community is so concerned 
not only about stability of oil supplies but also about the problems of the area 
from which most of the oil comes. Our relationship with the Middle East is not of 
course one-sided. In a traditional area of European interest our trade has greatly 
increased, particularly in the last few years. European products have found new 
markets and European service industries have taken deep root. As for the oil 
producing countries, they have invested substantially in Western Euro~e and in 
economic terms our relationship has become close. ON THE MIDDLE EAST: It is not 
therefore surprising - although it seems to surprise some people - that the Member 
States of the Community, working together through the process of Political 
Cooperation should have sought to develop a correspondingly important political 
relationship. There is much common ground between the process launched at Camp 
David and the ideas set out in the Venice Declaration of the Community Member 
States. Both look for a comprehensive settlement; and both call for recognition of 
the right of existence within secure borders of all in the area, and of the 
legitimate rights of the Palestinian people. But at Venice and subsequently at the 
European Council at Luxembourg in December we went a little further than was 
possible at Camp David. We spoke of borders being guaranteed and of the readiness 
of the Member States of the Community to participate in such guarantees.

28549   
28550   4
28551   
28552   We spoke of the need for involvement of all the parties, including the Palestinian 

Liberation Organisation. We drew attention to the problem of Jerusalem. Since then 
there has been a follow-up in the form of talks with all countries in the area, 
and these are continuing. We now have to reflect and consider further what kind of 
initiative we might take. Obviously, we want to work as closely as possible with 
you. Equally obviously, we could not accept that Europe, with its enormous 
interest in the Middle East and its stability, could or should be excluded from 
helping in the search for a long-term and comprehensive settlement.

28553   
28554   **** *year_1983 *date_1983-01-06 *place_NewYork
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28555   
28556   AMERICAN EUROPEAN COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 100 PARK AVENUE NEW YORK, NEW YORK, U.S.A. 

10017 (212) 986-8565
28557   
28558   SPEAKING AT A MEETING AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK ORGANISED
28559   BY THE AMERICAN EUROPEAN COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION ON THURSDAY 6TH JANUARY lQR3, THE 

RT HON ROY JENKINS MP WILL SAY:
28560   
28561   " The world is descending into the. deepest slump for SO years. And without a 

reversal of present policies Deflation all the indications are that it will get 
worse.

28562   
28563   is breeding protectionism, and each is feeding upon the other and making the 

outlook not merely bleak but menacing. If we take no action, present conditions 
may in a year or two's time make today's ills seem almost benevolent. We shall 
have thrown away the whole remarkable achievement of the quarter century from 1948 
to 1973, which gave the Western world a greater prosperity and unity than it had 
ever seen before. In these circumstances there is an immense need for imaginative 
and constructive statesmanship. has so far been forthcoming. Yet little Western 
leaders have either

28564   
28565   turned inwards and concentrated upon the problems of their own countries, with 

little regard to the repercussive effects of their attempted remedies. have 
lectured others to be more Or, on the rare "Countries occasions when they have 
raised their eyes wider, they

28566   restricti~e.
28567   
28568   which have overspent and overborrowed must reduce their spending and reduce their 

borrowing" the British Prime Minister said in November. Taken in relation to one 
country, this may sound good disciplinary doctrine. But applied widely across the 
world, particularly when accompanied by creeping protectionism, it is a recipe for 
the generation of a second great wave of recession. The further deflation /of

28569   
28570   2
28571   
28572   16
28573   
28574   of overseas markets can spell nothing but further economic trouble. Accompanied, 

as it may be, by the financial The interests of dominoes beginning to knock each 
other over, it could lead to a hitherto unprecedented disaster. the world ec.onomy 
as a whole 1 and of the United States and the European Community as economically 
crucial parts of the world, are the same: to reject deflation and protectionism 
and to. work __ together for expansion of

28575   • world trade and the revi \tal:.: 1 of growth in our domestic
28576   
28577   economies. I believe that this is the moment for the main trading countries 

jointly to proclaim a change of course.
28578   
28579   -·
28580   
28581   The world was catapulted into slump by the two great oil crises, and by the 

restrictive monetary policies with which governments sought to contain the 
inflationary consequences. The slump has been made worse by wildly fluctuating 
exchange rates which have discouraged the growth of investment and trade. It is 
nonsense to pretend that these fluctuations They do nothing of the sort. How can 
reflect reality.

28582   
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28583   they when the yen has been depressed while Japanese exports have been sweeping the 
world? _ It is no longer trade patterns which set exchange rates. It is, 
perversely, exchange This danger is intensified rates which set trade patterns.

28584   
28585   as a result of the over-~xten4ed positions of many private banks becau~e -~f 

-t._heir in __itsel~ desirab_i~ lending to he_avily indebted countries. They are 
now naturally less willing or able to continue to lend and the supply of finance 
necessary to lubricate the wheels of trade is being withdrawn. But circumstances 
are changing, and as they do so a window of opportunity for effective concerted 
action emerges. The oil price has stabilised and is far more likely to fall than 
to rise significantly in the foreseeable future. The ,J;ate of inflation is 
d~clining around the world and interest rates have at least temporarily come down. 
As world-wide concern about unemployment mounts, circumstances have become 
propitious for an international initiative to save /the world

28586   
28587   -
28588   
28589   3 -
28590   
28591   the world from the disaster which continued adherence to previous policies will 

bring. here in the United States. abandoned.
28592   ~here
28593   
28594   Opinion is, I believe, turning
28595   
28596   Monetary targets are effectively
28597   
28598   are increasing numbers, including some in
28599   
28600   influential places, who see the fight against inflation, while in itself 

necessary, as an inadequate_~xclusive goal of economic policy. Concern is also 
rising in Germany as unemployment goes over two million even there. We should 
seize this moment, now at the beginning of 1983, to halt the Gadarene rush towards 
protection a~d launch-inst~ad . a carefully

28601   wor~~ed-out,
28602   
28603   .
28604   
28605   responsible, but above all coordinated
28606   
28607   strategy for expansion of the world.economy. Such coordinated action will be 

required on three fronts : First, joint expansion.
28608   .
28609   ~
28610   I
28611   
28612   If countries are successfully that they should do so
28613   
28614   to expand, it is highly together.-
28615   
28616   desirabld~
28617   
28618   . i
28619   
28620   Otherwise, if one country makes a solitary "dash
28621   
28622   ior growth") its expansion is likely to be abruptly ended by balance of payment 
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difficulties and the inflationary pressures which follow from a planned for
28623   ~ollapsing
28624   
28625   exchange rate. It was
28626   
28627   Coordinated expansion is far more easily sustainable.
28628   
28629   at the Bonn Economic Summit in July 1978, in which,
28630   
28631   as President of the European Commission, I participated together with the heads.of 

government of the seven Sw~it nations. There, preVlOUS following/expansionary 
moves by both the United States and Britain, Japan undertook to raise its growth 
rate by 1.5%. Germany in turn took action to raise its GNP by 1%. And France, 
Italy and Canada all undertook to make contributions of their own. The 
conventional view is that this exercise was misconceived But this is a superficial 
view without considering the reason why it did notachieve a sustained drive to its 
objectives. It was quite simply aborted by the second oil crisis, which ushered in 
the general move towards restrictive policies and carried us all into the great 
slump. That lion is no longer in the path, The rationale of Bonn remains /valid. 
and shows no sign of returning.

28632   
28633   -
28634   
28635   4 -
28636   
28637   valid, and my first proposal is that now there should be a major political effort 

to revive it. Relatively small adjustments to the fiscal stance of the major 
countries

28638   
28639   --
28640   
28641   involved could produce significant increases in GNP and -reductions in 

unemployment. The world could gradually be led out of recession by imaginative 
decisions such as Keynes propounde? andyoo~eveit took.

28642   There is no contradiction between concern to correct the medium term ''full 
employment deficit'' and a willingness to

28643   
28644   apply some short-term stimulus in conditions well short of full employment.
28645   
28646   Second, monetary stability.
28647   ~ stabili~~~-
28648   
28649   Coordinated expansion
28650   
28651   will not succeed upless exchange.rates are given a reasonable If they are allowed 

to fluctuate wildly and:often TheYalso stimulate protectionist The economic We 
cannot irrationally, they become the enemy_ of world trade and of international 
investment. high. forces in those countries whose currencies are forced too But we 
should hot be utopian. performance of countries inevitably varies in terms of 
growth in productivity and comparative inflation. and expect it to stick. 
therefore just proclaim a new regime of fixed exchange rates The simple 
re-establishment of the Bretton Woods system of fixed rates, great though were the 
benefits which flowed from it, is not a practical option today. Apart from anything

28652   ~lse,
28653   
28654   the United States
28655   
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28656   discovered in 1971 that it could no longer sustain the solar role in this system 
which it had so honourably discharged for 27 years. Yet there is mounting 
disillusionment with freelyfloating currencies. Experience of these has not been 
that they adjust gradually and smoothly, keeping payments in balance. On the 
contrary, exchange rates have lurched wildly from one extreme to another - in the 
US/British case from a pound/dollar rate of 1.60 to 2.40 and back again. And not 
only have they been unstable, but they have shown a capacity to stay well out of 
line ~ in terms of relative inflation competitiveness and balance of payments 
-.for long periods. The pound is

28657   oyer~valu~d
28658   
28659   by a good 30%
28660   The yen
28661   ~s
28662   
28663   compar~d,wit~
28664   
28665   its 1975 level.
28666   
28667   The dollar has been so by about the same amount at least 12% In Britain's case, 

the result has
28668   
28669   although less so today than a month ago. down from its rational level.
28670   
28671   been to destroy competitiveness and accelerate de-industrialisation. In the case 

of the United States, the effect has been to re~e / The markets
28672   
28673   long dormant protectionist instincts.
28674   
28675   The markets themselves cannot and do not ensure that currencies adjust to reality 

so as to keep foreign payments in balance and employment reasonably full. \\That 
is required is a system of exchange rates which broadly maintains the competitive 
position of one econ?my_against another ·and avoids the short-term fluctuatfcm's 
which are damaging to trade and devastating to investment decisions •

28676   •: ._A;
28677   
28678   -I believe that substantial progress could be made on a trilateral basis between 

the include Britain, and ·Japan. would be free-to vary.
28679   
28680   us,
28681   
28682   the members of the
28683   
28684   European Monetary System, which should ever more opviously Each bloc would define 

a· "target zone" for its currency within which the·value This_should, in present 
circumstances, be wider'than the old Bretton Woods margins.

28685   :?erha~s the 6%-maroins which the Italian lira has within
28686   A
28687   
28688   J
28689   
28690   the m:.s would be reasonable. according
28691   
28692   From tirr:e to time the
28693   
28694   central ra'tes would be shift_ed upwards -~-i: _sqwn~ards.
28695   
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28696   to
28697   
28698   mediurr.-ter~_ cha!lg~~- i_~- reiciff.ye_-c9~petitiveness,
28699   
28700   \Jhich would embrace inflation differentials. not be permitted to go
28701   outsid~
28702   
28703   Monetary policy They should
28704   sp~culative
28705   
28706   would be used to keep the rates within the zones. in response to movements or 

short-term factors.
28707   short~terrn
28708   
28709   Adequate swap agreements,
28710   
28711   which are not difficult to secure, can iron out disruptive waves, although they 

cannot - nor should they obviate the need. for responding to a long-term swell of 
the ocean. The new tripod would form the basis of a new, stable; but not rigid 
international monetary system. It would be possible and desirable for other 
countries strongly dependent on one or other of the blocs to tie their currencies 
to the dollar, yen or European ECU. move in general with the ECU. Third, finance 
for the developing world. of course not certainlt should not be exaggerated. 
chere. The risk of

28712   15
28713   
28714   To take European examples, the would obviously
28715   
28716   Austrian schilling and the S\vedish krone
28717   
28718   a knock-on collapse of the banking system cannot be ignored.rt But it is And 

increased risks mean that private financial
28719   
28720   - 6 -
28721   
28722   lenoing is being much reduced.
28723   
28724   If the expansionary
28725   
28726   strategy outlined above is put into operation, and growth as a result rates in.the 

industrialised world raised/by an average annual rate of about 1%, World Bank 
estimates suggest that large increases in the flows. of bo~~ official and "private 
finance to developing countries would be needed if general sustained expansion 
were not to be frustrated by

28727   . .
28728   
28729   credit
28730   
28731   const~nts.
28732   
28733   Tnere~should
28734   
28735   be at least a doubling
28736   
28737   of International Monetary developing countries;
28738   
28739   Fu~d
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28740   
28741   quotas and a fresh issue
28742   
28743   of Special Drawing.Rights- preferably angled in favour of and there should be a 

major extension of "co-financing", which means close cooperation between the 
official institutions and private banks. The private banks need sufficient 
confidence to continue lending on the scale required. exports barely cover their 
recent one of Mexico.

28744   i~terest
28745   
28746   This means help with It means support
28747   
28748   debt servicing for those developing countries whose total charges. for the new $20 

billion IMF fund for use in cases like the Thii is not soft-hearted generosity. It 
is imaginative self-interest for the Western world such as was spectacularly shown 
by the United States at the time of the Marshall Plan which led to the most 
economically successful years in the recorded history of the world. It also led to 
the most freely accepted period of unchallenged American leadership of the West 
and of much of the rest of the world as well. old form. That cannot be wholly 
recreated in its The past can rarely be set upon its throne again.

28749   
28750   Leadership must now come from both sides of the Atlantic and the United States and 

the European Community must be careful not to let their trade differences 
undermine the necessary political partnership. The first two proposals would 
provide a context within which expansion could restart - measured, balanced, 
sustainable expansion - and the third would ensure that it would not run into a 
barrier of markets blocked by· penury. The essentials are more stable currencies 
and a world of good neighbours. /A far-sighted

28751   
28752   -
28753   
28754   7 -
28755   
28756   A far-sighted recognition of interdependence served us far too well in the days of 

mounting prosperity, which did not start easily, for us to turn our back on it in 
the harsher circumstances

28757   dungeo~
28758   
28759   of today. They are the keys which will unlock the gate of escape from the 

threatening of deflation and protectionism.
28760   11
28761   
28762   They alone can once again give us the realistic prospect of restorin~ jobs growth 

and the expansion of trade.
28763   
28764   ENDS
28765   
28766   
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